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Abstract  
Lead is one of the metals which affect both human health and the environment. Generally the effects on 
human health are classified as: acute, chronic, on vision, cancer risk. Because these effects the Pb was 
removed and replaced with tin based alloys. Soldering with Sn-based alloys appeared increasingly growth 
whiskers which have caused damage in all areas by shorting printed circuits boards and electronic 
components. Given the preliminary research to reduce the appearance of growths whiskers of electronic 
components is proposed to obtain a nano-alloy soldering for families Sn-Ni-Cu and Sn-Cu-Ga and a 
technology for obtaining based on melt-spinning method in the form of ribbons. These ribbons are 
characterized by scanning electron microscopy, differential thermal analysis and X-ray diffraction. 

Keywords: growths whiskers, PCB, Melt Spinning, ribbons, soldering alloys 

1. INTRODUCTION  
The soldering of the electronic components has been achieved using Pb-based alloys. Because lead is 
harmful, soldering of electronic components today is made with lead-free solder, based on tin. Nowadays, 
the soldering of electronic components is made with lead-free solder, based on tin. Replacement of the lead-
based solder alloy with the tin-based alloy produced some changes in the electronics industry. Electronics 
manufacturers were forced to make some design modifications but also changes regarding the evaluation of 
suppliers and electronic components list. Lead-free solders, which replace the SnPb alloys, contain tin as 
base metal and one or more of the following metals: Ag, In, Zn, Cu, Bi, St, Cd, Ni, Sb [1] [2]. The 
presentation forms of the solders depend on the used soldering technology: 

• For soldering in bathrooms or wave systems one uses blocks (bars) or alloy bars, 

• For soldering of the components mounted on a surface one uses solder paste, 

• For certain applications, it provides solder in the form of sheets, ribbon or preformed shapes. [3]  

Current solder alloys based on tin leads to various defects such as:  

• alloys defects, 

• solder defects. 

Solder defects can be: 

• an excess of alloy soldering; these defects have spherical aspect, 

• soldering with lack of solder alloy and low strength, 

• false soldering, mainly due to faulty insertion of the components edges, 

• cold soldering - major soldering defect. 

Defects caused by the alloy are: 

• needle tin, 
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• tin pest,  

• dendrites,  

• conductive anodic filament (CAF), 

• growths whiskers. [3] 

By lead-based alloys these whiskers had a lower 
frequency of occurrence and were fewer and 
smaller. Tin growths whiskers are crystalline 
structures that grow spontaneously from the 
surfaces of tin in soldering electronic components. 
These are usually good electrically conductive. It 
has been observed that they can grow in length 
from a few µm to several mm, in rare cases can 
reach to lengths over 10 mm. Growths whiskers are 
usually 1-2 mm length and diameters between 1-5 
μm [4]. They produce the short-circuiting of the electronics. Damages recorded due to these whiskers have 
affected all areas. From 1940, when the first damage caused by these growths whiskers was reported, the 
researchers have tried various ways to prevent and reduce them. Currently due to usage of Sn-based solder 
alloys, these growths are more common [3]. The PCB’s that were examined in this paper are PC 
components that had a lifespan of three years of which two years were in service and 1 year was in standby 
at room temperature. Integrated circuits have terminals pins very close therefore if by these electronic 
components appears growths whiskers they can cause a short circuit leading to the damage of PCBs and 
the whole assembly. The QFP type integrated circuits have “gull-wing” pins (Fig 1).  
The factors which are influencing the appearance of these growths whiskers are: chemical galvanization, the 
electroplating process, characteristics of the soldering alloy, the substrate alloy which is located on PCB’s 
surface and not the last the environment were are used the electronics plates (air, water, snow, acid etc). Tin 
growths whiskers have been intensively studied by many researchers and their major problem was to find 
out how these defects are build-up and what it can be done to reduce the risk of their appearance. It was 
found, as a result of many experiments, that they are very hard to be controlled [4]. Solder alloy has a great 
influence but this can be influenced by: shape and size of the grains, grains orientation, the thickness of the 
deposited layer, tin oxide formation, the material internal stresses after soldering, diffusion, presence of a 
columnar and ordered grains structure. Thus due to these factors it is tried to obtain new solder tin-based 
alloys with a more fined granulation and disordered structure. In this paper is presented the Melt Spinning 
method, used for the obtaining of a new alloy in form of ribbon [5. [6]. 

2. MELT SPINNING METHOD 
This method allows the obtaining of alloys with metastable 
structure (amorphous, quasi-amorphous and 
nanocrystalline) in form of ribbons, foils or wires. The 
material is melted by induction in a quartz crucible and is 
ejected under pressure through a hole from the crucible 
base on a Cu roll which is rotating (Fig.2) [5]. 

The equipment used for the obtaining of amorphous 
materials has the following components: 1-vertical inductor, 
2- copper cooling roll, 3- electrical motor, 4-mechanical 
transmission, 5-medium frequency generator,.6- vertical 
cylindrical crucible, 7- control panel (Fig.3) [5], [6]. 
 

Fig.1 Growths whiskers at the terminal pin of an 
integrated circuit 

Fig.2 Melt-Spinning Method [5] 
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Fig.3 The equipment used for the ribbons obtaining 

 

The technology used for ribbons obtaining by this method requires the following steps: 

• obtaining of a master alloy with the desired chemical composition using high purity materials 

• remelting of the master alloy, 

• ejecting the melt through the hole from the crucible applying a controlled pressure on the outer surface 
of the rotating roller (Fig.3), 

• ultra-fast cooling of the alloy and its obtaining in the form of ribbon. 

3. OBTAINING OF THE SOLDER ALLOYS FROM Sn-Cu-NiI AND Sn-Cu-Ga FAMILIES  

By melt-spinning method were successfully obtained solder alloys with amorphous structure in the form of 
ribbons based on Ni, Cu, Co used for soldering of stainless steel alloys, superalloys, Cu-based alloys [3]. 
Considering the obtained remarkable results it is desired to use this method also in case of Sn base alloys in 
order to achieve metastable structures that inhibit the increase of growths whiskers. The chosen chemical 
composition must have good soldering properties for electronic components. Taking in account the 
researches regarding the soldering of electronic components, the selected alloy belongs to the Sn-Cu-Ni and 
Sn-Cu-Ga families having the chemical composition: Sn94Cu4Ni2 and Sn95Cu2Ga3 respectively.  
In order to obtain these ribbons the following parameters have been used: 

• heating temperature 290°C for Sn-Cu-Ni and 
270 °C for Sn-Cu-Ga family alloys,: 

• applied melt pressure: 0.1 atm,  

• cooling roll speed: 2200 rot/min, 

• distance nozzle-surface of the cooling roll:1 mm, 

• ejecting nozzle diameter α=0.8mm, 

• inclination angle of the crucible with the cooling roll 
surface α=8°, 

• protective gas Ar. 

The obtained ribbons had:            Fig.4 The obtained ribbons 

• width 2-3 mm 

• thickness 15-20 μm, (Fig. 4) 
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4 STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RIBBONS 
The ribbons obtained were structurally characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) differential thermal analysis (DTA). The microscopic analysis of these ribbons was realized 
using a scanning electron microscope FEI Inspect. The microscopic aspect of the ribbons from Sn-Cu-Ni 
family (Fig.5a) shows a dendritic structure with very fine granulation. In case of the ribbons from Sn-Cu-Ga 
family (Fig.5b) one can observe a granular structure with nanometer-sized grains that tend to an equiaxial 
form. 

a)  b) 
Fig.5 SEM images of ribbons structure: a) Ribbons obtained from Sn-Cu-Ni family, b) Ribbons obtained from 

Sn-Cu-Ga family 

X-ray diffraction analysis was made with DRON 3 diffractometer. The measurements were carried out using 
the following parameters: 

• voltage U=40 kV 

• current intensity I= 30 mA 

• anticathode Mo, λkM0=0,71Å 

• X-ray tube speed Xvd=1°/min 

The ribbons from Sn-Cu-Ni family (Fig.6) show lower intensity peaks which certify a grains finishing. It has 
been notice the presence of many intermetallic compounds. By ribbons from Sn-Cu-Ga family (Fig.6b) the 
XRD pattern shows low intensity and larger peaks which certifies a high grain finishing up nanometer sizes. 
It is also observed a high solubility of the components in Sn, predominantly being the solid solution. 

 a) b) 
Fig.6 XRD patterns: a) Ribbons obtained from Sn-Cu-Ni family alloys, b) Ribbons obtained from Sn-Cu-Ga 

family alloys  

The melting temperature of this alloy was determined by differential thermal analysis using a DTA 701 Baehr 
device. The samples were heated up to a temperature of 350°C with a speed of 20°/min. The experiments 
were performed on an alloy sample in form of ribbon of 20 mg weight. The heating process was carried out 
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in an argon protective atmosphere. By continuous heating one observes that the melting starts at 219°C and 
ends at 235 °C (Fig.8a) for the alloy from Sn-Cu-Ni family and by the alloy from Sn-Cu-Ga family it can be 
seen that the melting starts at 2210C and ends at 2310C (Fig.8b). In (Fig.8b) it can be noticed a lower 
melting range which is one of the conditions that characterize a soldering alloy. By both families of alloys are 
not remarkable transformations of the crystalline phases before melting because the compounds that occur 
in this case are congruent. 
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 a) b) 
Fig.8 DTA curves for determination of the melting temperature by differential thermal analysis a) DTA curve 

for Sn-Cu-Ni family alloys, b) DTA curve for Sn-Cu-Ga family alloy 

5 CONCLUSION 
Since it has been recorded the first damages caused by the growths whiskers one tried the preventing of 
their occurrence. Because of the laws which forbid the use of lead by electronic components soldering, being 
considered harmful and replaced with tin, the appearance of growths whiskers is more common. Therefore it 
was tried the developing of Sn-based solder alloys to provide solder joints with proper characteristics. The 
performed researches have shown that the Melt Spinning method is a viable method of obtaining Sn-based 
solder alloys in the form of ribbons.The alloys from Sn-Cu-Ga family can be obtained by this method having 
a nanocrystalline structure which theoretically would favor the inhibition of raising process of the whiskers 
growths. Low melting range certifies that this alloy can be used for soldering of electronic components and 
will be further tested regarding its soldering behavior.  
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Abstract  
Luminescent quantum dots (QDs) are increasingly attracting the attention as possible optical detectors of 
biomolecules, such as proteins, DNA, etc. Large amount of different factors influences the selection of 
material for QDs synthesis when dealing with substances from living organisms. Non-toxic and biocompatible 
titanium dioxide (TiO2) and gold were chosen as a suitable material for QDs creation employing template 
based non-lithographic technique. Namely, nanoporous alumina template was used for the fabrication of 
TiO2 QDs by anodic oxidation of sputtered Ti film on a silicon wafer followed with gold deposition by 
electrochemical approach.  

Self-ordered TiO2 QDs modified with Au nanoshells were characterized by SEM, which confirmed that the 
size of QDs satisfies the requirement of quantum confinement effect. Fluorescence spectroscopic study was 
also performed, comparing the emission spectra of annealed and non-annealed QDs and showing that the 
annealing is essential for achieving desired fluorescence properties of TiO2 QDs. Even the gold nanoshells 
did not enhance the intensity of TiO2 QDs in our case; they provide an excellent platform for further 
functionalization with biotinylated oligonucleotide or ssDNA. This functionalization step enables subsequent 
hybridization reaction with detected nucleic acid resulting in the decrease of QDs luminescence intensity.  

Keywords: porous anodic alumina, quantum dots,TiO2, gold nanoshells, luminescence  

1. INTRODUCTION  
The coating of semiconducting QDs with metal plasmonic nanostructures, such as gold nanoshells, can lead 
to the enhancement of QDs luminescence which opens new opportunities in sensing, imaging and medical 
diagnostics [1, 2]. The thickness Au shell, its size and the distance between particular nanostructures can 
tune the optical properties of whole system. However, the choice and geometry of semiconducting core 
material also strongly influence its optical properties [3]. In an effort to avoid the usege of traditionally applied 
toxic cadmium based QDs [4, 5], we designed new system based on biocompatible titanium dioxide QDs. So 
far, the conjugation of nanosized gold with TiO2 found the applications mainly in photocatalysis [6], as SERS 
tags [7] etc. Nevertheless, the optical properties of system based on TiO2 QDs with gold nanoshells, 
especially in deposited form, have not been sufficiently investigated yet. 

The photoluminescence (PL) of TiO2 nanocrystals is usually observed in both ultraviolet (UV) and visible 
(VIS) range of spectra, depending on the nanostructure size and state (colloidal or deposited). Zhang et al. 
reported on the PL of colloidal TiO2 nanocrystals with size below 10 nm around 550 nm after excitation at 
477 nm (2.6 eV), which is lower than band gap energy for the bulk anatase (3.2 eV) [8]. This VIS 
luminescence arose from a radiative recombination of electrons via intrinsic surface states of TiO2 
nanocrystals. The position of main emission peak did not change with annealing temperature (up to 400 °C), 
but the intensity significantly increased. Liu et al. found two PL peaks of TiO2 nanoparticles with size of 
15 nm under excitation at 236 nm (4.71 eV), the first at 480 nm and the second with lower intensity at 
580 nm [9]. Luo et al. observed size dependent strong UV PL located at 346 nm (3.58 eV) for TiO2 nanodots 
with size of 48 nm [10]. The authors also examined the PL properties of Eu doped TiO2 nanodots, which 
shifted from UV to VIS range (the main emission peak at about 614 nm under excitation at 300 nm) [11].  
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Recently, we reported on the PL luminescence of deposited TiO2 QDs with the size below 10 nm in VIS 
range (maximum at 540 nm under excitation at 350 nm) [12]. In the following work, we studied the influence 
of different biomolecules (BSA, DNA) on the PL of TiO2 QDs array after simple deposition of particular 
biomolecule solution on the QDs surface. We observed no change in the position of QDs emission peak after 
the biomolecules modification, while significant PL intensity decrease occurred depending on the 
biomolecules concentration [13]. Since the deposition of biomolecules on TiO2 QDs surface was not specific 
in this case, we further aim at the preparation of TiO2 QDs array covered with Au nanoshells, which enables 
the elimination of biomolecules nonspecific interactions due to the strong affinity of gold to thiol groups of 
biomolecules. This modification step should also lead to above mentioned increase of TiO2 QDs 
luminescence. But the beneficial effect of Au nanoshells on TiO2 luminescence is not always clear. For 
example, Li et al. showed the PL spectra of pure TiO2 nanoparticles array as well as Au modified TiO2 with 
maximal intensity located in both cases at about 420 nm after excitation at 350 nm [14]. While the position of 
main emission peak did not change after Au deposition, the PL intensity of TiO2/Au system decreased 
compared to pure TiO2. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL  

2.1  Preparation of TiO2 QDs array covered with Au nanoshells 

The fabrication procedure of TiO2 QDs array is described in details in the previously published work [13]. 
Briefly, we employed the template based non-lithographic process, namely anodic oxidation of Ti layer 
through porous anodic alumina template in 3 M H3SO4 under constant potential of 5 V. In the second step, 
the original pores size in the range of 5–8 nm was widened to 10–12 nm using standard clean solution (SC1) 
to fully expose the QDs surface prior the deposition of Au nanoshells (see Fig. 1).  

pore size: 5 nm
alumina template

titanium
Si wafer

TiO2 QDs

pore size: 10 nm

Au nanoshell

a)

b)

c)
 

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of sample preparation: a) TiO2 QDs array in porous anodic alumina (PAA); b) 
widening of the pore size in PAA template prior the Au deposition; c) TiO2 QDs array with deposited Au 

nanoshells after final template removing 

The modification of TiO2 QDS with Au nanoshells was performed by galvanic deposition process through 
PAA template from hot solution containing K[Au(CN) 2] and H3BO3. The Au deposition time was set up to 1 s 
to avoid the growth of long Au nanowires instead of thin nanoshells. The deposition current up to 10 mA 
ensured the homogeneity of TiO2 QDs surface coverage. Finally, the PAA template was selectively removed 
in the hot mixture of CrO3 and H3PO4 solutions.  
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2.2  Characterization of physical and chemical properties 
The size and distribution analysis of TiO2 QDs covered with Au nanoshells was performed using scanning 
electron microscopy (FE Tescan Mira II LMU) under following conditions: work distance of about 3 mm, high 
vacuum mode (10–3 Pa), voltage of 15 kV, and spot size of 2.4 nm.   

The chemical composition of TiO2 QDs before and after annealing in vacuum at 500 °C for 1 hour was 
characterized using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The analysis was performed in a UHV 
chamber using a commercial instrument (Omicron DAR400 X-ray source and EA125 electron spectrometer). 
All the measurements were carried out at room temperature using Al Kα radiation and emission angle of 50° 
has been used.  

The luminescence (fluorescence) properties of TiO2 QDs with or without Au nanoshells were characterized 
by fluorescence spectroscopy (Horiba, Jobin-Yvon) under laser diode excitation at 350 nm and using 
photomultiplier (T1 PMT) detector. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  SEM characterization 
SEM analysis confirmed the creation of hexagonally ordered TiO2 QDs array as well as the presence of Au 
nanoshells on QD surface after galvanic deposition (see Fig. 2). We observed the size of TiO2 QD in the 
range of 10–12 nm while the diameter of deposited Au nanostructure varied from 15 to 20 nm. This approved 
that TiO2 QD surface was fully covered with Au nanoshells. The density of Au coverage slightly varied from 
place to place indicating the appearance of certain inhomogeneities in the PAA template, eventually in the 
originate aluminium layer. 

   

Fig. 2 SEM images of TiO2 QD array (left) and TiO2 QDs covered with Au nanoshells (right) 

3.2  XPS characterization 
XPS analysis revealed the presence of TiO2 in the pristine sample in amorphous state and its conversion to 
crystalline form (anatase) after sample annealing at 500 °C. The photoelectron lines (see Fig. 3) associated 
with titanium (left) and aluminium (right) are presented for as prepared sample (black) and sample annealed 
at 500 °C under vacuum conditions for 1 hour (red). Both TiO2 and Al2O3 are present in the pristine sample. 
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However, a small portion of both Ti and Al is present in a metallic form which is associated with the area in 
between the dots which is also analysed.  
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Fig. 3 XPS spectra of TiO2 QDs before and after annealing in vacuum: titanium (left) and aluminium (right) 

3.3  Characterization of fluorescence properties 
The emission spectra corresponding to TiO2 QDs before (pristine sample) and after annealing in vacuum at 
500 °C showed one narrow and symmetric peak located at 425 nm (Fig. 4). The fluorescence intensity of 
non-annealed TiO2 QDs was about 11 times lower than the one of annealed QDs in anatase phase. Even we 
expected the enhancement of QDs luminescence properties after Au nanoshells deposition, this effect was 
not confirmed. In contrary, the fluorescence intensity of Au modified QDs was only 3 times higher than the 
intensity of pristine sample and the maximum intensity did not change the position. This observation was in 
agreement with the results found by Li et al. [14] as mentioned above. 
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Fig. 4 Emission spectra of TiO2 QDs before and after annealing and after modification with Au nanoshells. 

CONCLUSION 
The presented research work revealed the strong visible luminescence of highly ordered TiO2 QDs array. We 
observed the multiply magnification of luminescence intensity after QDs annealing in vacuum at 500 °C, 
during which the transformation of amorphous titania into anatase phase occurred according to XPS 
analysis. Contrary to our expectations, the intensity enhancement was not noticed after galvanic deposition 
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of thin Au shells onto TiO2 QDs surface. However, this step is crucial for further QDs surface 
functionalization with thiol-group containing biomolecules (e.g. biotinylated oligonucleotides) which provide 
the platform for subsequent detection of nucleic acids via hybridization process. 
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Abstract 
Electrochemical processes leading to formation of an ordered nanostructures are currently intensively 
studied. Such modified surfaces can be used in many practical applications - medicine, catalysis, 
photovoltaics, etc. The surface of titanium can be covered by an ordered layer of nanotubes when 
experimental conditions are carefully selected. According to the theory could be similarly modified surface of 
other metals. However, the literature dealing with this issue offers much less information than it is in the case 
of titanium and also indicates that the nanostructure formation occurs at significantly different experimental 
conditions. The work was focused on creating nanostructures on tantalum and niobium.  

Measurements were carried out with the potentiostat-galvanostat Jaissle Potentiostat IMP 88 PC-200V. 
Experiments were done in mixtures of hydrofluoric acid with sulphuric, phosphoric acid etc. The formed 
nanostructures were evaluated by the scanning electron microscope. 

At lower scan rates, 25 to 75 mV·s-1, and all exposure lengths the surface of tantalum was covered by 
nanostructure. Final state of surfaces was not arranged layer of nanotubes, but the structure with an irregular 
distribution of pores with sizes of tens of nanometers. The results of measurements on niobium lead to the 
conclusion that neither the potential value nor the lengths of potentiostatic delay does not allowed for the 
desired surface state achievement. 

Based on the results we can conclude that on tantalum a layer of numerous nano-pores was formed. 
Desired nanostructures on niobium were not achieved by any combination of experimental conditions. 

Keywords: Tantalum, niobium, nanostructures, electrochemical oxidation, pores 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Tantalum and niobium have very similar corrosion behaviour based on passivity – creation a thin oxide layer 
characterized by high stability. Tantalum is resistant to almost all mineral acids in a wide range of 
concentrations and temperatures [1]. Tantalum is attacked at room temperature by the sulfur trioxide, 
respectively oleum, as well as by hydrofluoric or oxalic acid. Niobium resistance is slightly lower in 
comparison with tantalum, but still acceptable for practical use. If fluoride ions are present, negative 
influence on the corrosion resistance appears. Passive layer is broke-down and soluble complexes are 
formed [1]. 

Significant corrosion resistance of tantalum is used in the production of chemical apparatus where 
conventional materials fail. Because of high cost it is often applied as a coating. Tantalum is used for 
production of special surgical instruments or prostheses and in electronics industry for capacitors and 
resistors [2-4]. Fuel elements in the nuclear industry are made of niobium [5]. 

Current studies are focused on the composition and surface morphology leading to improvement of utility 
properties of materials. A new generation of materials with structure or surface parts in the nanometer scale 
shows different properties in comparison with standard materials [6]. Frequently used procedures are based 
on electrochemical oxidation. In the case of suitable experimental conditions, an ordered layer of tubes can 
be created on the surface. Regular distribution and morphology, large active surface and relatively easy 
preparation procedure would potentially guarantee utilization in various fields such as catalysis, solar cells, 
sensors etc. [7]. 
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Electrolyte must contain aggressive components which attack a passive layer. Fluoride ions from hydrofluoric 
acid fulfil this role for tantalum and niobium. Hydrofluoric acid is often used in a mixture with inorganic acids 
such as H2SO4, H3PO4 [8, 9]. Composition of the electrolyte, pH, viscosity, or temperature can significantly 
affect the resulting surface morphology [10]. 

There is lack of data in literature dealing with surface nanoscale modifications of tantalum or niobium. In this 
work we try to find a set of suitable experimental conditions for creation of nanostructures on tantalum and 
niobium. Moreover the influence of different parameters of the electrochemical oxidation on surface state 
was studied. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
All experiments were carried out on tantalum and niobium samples with diameter 8 mm. All specimens were 
mechanically ground (final grinding on paper P 2500) and polished (diamond paste, grain size 3 µm). 
Samples were rinsed in demineralised water and subsequently ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and 
isopropanol. Than the samples were put against an O-ring in an electrochemical cell, leaving 18 mm2 
exposed to electrolytes. Following electrolytes were selected: a mixture of 1 mol/l H2SO4 and 2% wt. HF for 
nanostructuring of tantalum, a mixture of 1 mol/l H3PO4 + 1% wt. HF for niobium [8, 9]. 

Electrochemical measurements were carried out with potentiostat-galvanostat Jaissle Potentiostat IMP 88 
PC-200V with control unit PGU-AUTO Extern. The electrochemical procedure consisted of potential sweep 
from the open-circuit potential to desired potential, followed by delay at the final potential. Electrochemical 
measurements were carried out with a three-electrode system with an Ag/AgCl (3 mol/l KCl) as reference 
electrode and pair of graphite electrodes as counter electrodes. Samples were rinsed with a deionized water 
and acetone and dried in air stream after exposure. All measurements were realised in a Faraday‘s cage at 
room temperature and without stirring. Surface of exposed samples was characterized by scanning electron 
microscope TESCAN VEGA3 SBU.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Tantalum - Effect of potential sweep rate 

 

 

 

 

  

a) 25 mV/s b) 50 mV/s c) 75 mV/s 

Fig. 1: Effect of potential sweep rate on surface state 

The influence of potential sweep rate was tested at first because of significant influence on the surface state 
was supposed. As it is apparent from the Fig. 1 metal surface was covered with a nanostructure after 
exposure. The final surface could be described as the system with numerous pores of irregular distribution. 
The typical current-time dependence during electrochemical process is shown in the Fig. 2. An oxide layer 
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with defined thickness was formed in potentiodynamic part of exposure. Then the passive layer was attacked 
by hydrofluoric acid. This process was followed by rapid decrease of current. An oxidic layer with pores was 
formed. 

 

Fig. 2: Current-time curves during electrochemical oxidation (sweep rate 75 mV/s) 

3.2. Tantalum - Effect of the length of potentiostatic exposure  
   

3000 s 4000 s 5000 s 

Fig. 3: Effect of the length of potentiostatic exposure on surface condition 

 

The surfaces of tantalum samples were covered by the pores in all experiments. The number of pores 
increased with the time of potentiostatic polarization. Simultaneously, decrease of their average size was 
noticed. A completely different morphology was obtained when the system was polarized for 5000 seconds. 
In this case longer exposure resulted in slight etching of the surface and formation of new arrays resembling 
the shape of tubes. 
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3.3. Niobium - Effect of potential 

   

7.5 V 10 V 12.5 V 
Fig 4: Effect of potential on surface condition 

Observation of surface state of niobium led to the conclusion that the desired nanostructures were not 
achieved. Degraded and etched structure was obtained with no signs of pore formation in all cases. 

3.4. Niobium - Effect of the length of potentiostatic exposure 

   

1800 s 3600 s 7200 s 
Fig 5: Effect of anodization duration on surface condition   

The aim of this experiment was to determine the effect of exposure duration on the formation 
of nanostructures. When the duration of exposure was 1800 and 3600 s the signs of pore formation on the 
surface were observed. With increasing anodization time (7200 s) the signs of porous structure disappeared. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Nanostructure on tantalum surface was observed after using polarization sweep rates 50 and 75 mV/s at all 
exposure times. However, surface state corresponded to irregular and random distribution of pore sizes in 
the order of tens of nanometres. Desired nanostructure was not achieved using any combination of 
experimental conditions in the case of niobium. 
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Abstract 
Niobium oxide is now starting to replace tantalum oxide as a dielectric material in specific capacitors, being 
also applied to optic-electronic screens and solar-energy conversion cells since the oxide shows 
electrochromic and photoelectrochemical properties. In this work, we have synthesized nanosized niobium 
and niobium-aluminium mixed-oxide films with unique self-organized morphology and assessed their 
applicability to chemical sensors and capacitor dielectrics. 
Experimental samples were Al/Nb layers sputtered-deposited onto Si wafers and anodized at voltages 25 to 
52 V, this followed by reanodizingto a more anodic voltage, which caused the growth of a porous alumina 
film, followed by pore-assisted oxidation of the niobium underlayer. The samples were annealed at 600-
800oC to examine crystallization and phase transition effects.  
The films were found to consist of discrete metal-oxide nano-columns, penetrating the alumina pores, in 
addition to a lower solid portion that forms under the pores. The films are mainly composed ofmixed Nb2O5-
Al2O3 (columns) and niobium suboxides (solid portion). The as anodized films show perfect dielectric 
behavior, while the annealing promotes formation of Nb2O5nano-crystallites with transformation to n-type 
semiconductor behavior. A test sensor employing the alumina-free nanocolumnarfilm exhibits gas sensing 
properties, responding, for example, to low concentrations of ethanol (5-20 ppm) at temperatures 150 to 
200oC. 
Potential applications of the films are as capacitor dielectrics, gas sensing layers, films with anisotropic 
conductivity, nanostructured supports for catalysts and many more. 

Keywords: porous alumina, anodizing, nanostructured niobium oxide, dielectric, gas sensing properties. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Transition metal oxides possess various useful properties such as superconductivity, magneto-resistance, 
catalytic activity, electroсhromism, gas sensitivity, field emission ability and many others. Nanostructuring of 
transition metal oxides is an active and competitive area of research because it offers unprecedented 
opportunities for the development of advanced materials and microsystem components at the nanoscale with 
improved performances, novel or substantially enhanced physical and chemical properties.  

Among the transition metal oxides, niobium pentoxide is considered as the promising basis for optic-
electronic screens and solar-energy conversion cells since the oxide shows electrochromic and photoelectro-
chemical properties[1] and it is being used as a dielectric material for electrolytic and integral capacitors. 

In recent years an original approach has been developed to grow 2-D arrays of metal-oxide nanostructures 
(hillocks, rods, cones etc.), anchored to dielectric or conducting substrates, via smart anodizing of a valve 
metal bilayer comprising a thin layer of aluminum superimposed on a layer of different metal. Generally, the 
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overlying aluminium is converted into nanoporous alumina, and the self-organized growth of the underlying 
metal oxide occurs locally beneath the alumina pores due to a series of field-assisted electrochemical and 
solid state reactions. Up to now, periodic arrays of metal oxide nanostructures have been successfully grown 
from the Al/Ta, Al/Ti and Al/W couples and already received several useful applications [2-5]. 

In the present work, nanostructured niobium oxide and niobium-aluminium mixed oxide films have been 
synthesized via anodic processing ofsputter-deposited Al/Nbmetal layers and additionally tailored by 
combining high-voltage reanodizing, open-circuit dissolution and high-temperature annealing. The 
films’formation-structure-properties relationship has been studied in pursuit of new functionalities and 
practical applications. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
Initial samples were prepared by dc magnetron sputter-deposition of Al/Nb bilayers onoxidized Si wafers. 
The metals were anodized in various acid electrolytes given porous anodic films on aluminum, striving to 
synthesize nanostructured anodic oxides in the way shown schematically in Fig. 1. After the aluminium layer 
is converted into its porous anodic oxide, self-organized array of dot-like oxide forms of the niobium layer 
under the alumina nanopores. Following anodizing, the samples were reanodizedto a more anodic voltage in 
solutions given compact-type films to achieve self-directional growth of relatively long aspect ratio oxide 
nanocolumns on the niobium metal within the alumina pores. After selective dissolution of the alumina layer, 
the column-like films were annealed in air at 600 to 800oC to examine crystallization and phase transition 

effects in the nanostructured oxides.  
Fig. 1.The main steps (left scheme) for forming nanostructured metal-oxide film by potentiostatic anodizing 

at 27 V (upper plot) and potentiodynamic reanodizing to 450 V (lower plot) of an Al/Nb bilayer sputter-
deposited on a SiO2/Si substrate 

The films were evaluated by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), high-resolution 
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) point analysis, X-ray diffraction 
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(XRD), X-ray photoelectrin spectroscopy (XPS), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and electric 
conductivity measurements in various gas atmospheres. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Anodizing behavior and film morphology 
For the first time, by selecting appropriate electrical and electrolytic conditions, it was possible to grow self-
organized anodic oxide nanocolumns, with relatively high aspect ratios, on the Nb layer via 
anodizing/reanodizing through the alumina nanopores. The upper plot of Fig. 1 shows the current-time 
response for the potentiodynamic polarization of the Al/Nb sample in 0.2 M H2C2O4 electrolyte by sweeping 
the voltage at 1.0 V s-1 from zero to 51 V (part I) and then stabilizing this voltage over a period of time. 
During part II, a porous alumina film steadily grows until it reaches the Nb layer; then the current begins to 
decay. The current is allowed to drop at least tenfold from the steady-state value. The lower plot of Fig. 1 
shows the current-time curve for the potentiodynamicreanodization of the initially anodized Al/Nb sample by 
sweeping the voltage in 0.5 M H3BO3 at a constant rate of 0.2 V s-1 from 0 to a 450 V. Noteworthy, it was 
possible to raise the voltage even above 500 V, but more voltage fluctuations occurred due to the combined 
effects of stress generation and worsening the adhesion on physical defects in the films. The behavior 
observed confirms the growth of solid-state anodic oxide on the Nb metal. The presence of 
nanosizedcolumns passing through the alumina film was also confirmed by SEM analysis. Fig. 2 shows SEM 
images of the reanodized sample before and after selectively dissolving the porous alumina layer. 

Fig. 2.SEM images of an Al/Nb bilayer processed as indicated in Fig. 1. The left image shows a cross-
sectional view of the as prepared specimen; the other images were obtained after the porous alumina layer 

had been selectively dissolved away 

The model of ionic transport processes during the high-voltage reanodizing can be briefly described as 
follows. As the voltage rises, the niobium metal oxidizes and column-like oxide is continuously formed at the 
oxide/electrolyte interface via cross migration of Nb5+ and O2- ions. The metal around the oxide areas is 
consumed to form its anodic oxide; the lower parts of the metal oxide protrusions merge in a lower solid 
portion of relatively uniform thickness. Then, both the solid and structured portions increase in thickness 
proportionally to reanodizing voltage. The filling of the alumina pores is assisted by the high Pilling-Bedworth 
ratio for Nb2O5/Nband a substantially increased transport numbers for Nb5+cations(0.45), which has been 
calculated from the SEM images using the alumina/lower-niobium-oxide-layer interface as the marker, as 
described in the previous work [2].  
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3.2. Electrical/dielectric properties 
Fig. 3a-b shows the impedance bode diagrams recorded in 0.5M H3BO3/0.05M Na2B4O7 solution (pH 7.4)for 
the Al/Nb specimen anodized/reanodized at 51 V/200 V with the porous alumina layer and after selective 
removal of the alumina layer. The bode diagrams suggest a simple equivalent circuit for the as formed 
specimen, as inserted in Fig. 3b. In the circuit, C is the parallel capacitance of the film, R is the parallel 
resistance of the film and Rs is the resistance of the solution.The impedance datareveal that the dielectric 
behavior of the niobia-alumina composite films, with the effective dielectric combined from the lower solid 
portion and the columnar (mixed) portion (Fig. 3, upper scheme), is very close to that of an ideal capacitor. 
The apparent dielectric constant of this combined layer is equal to 15 and is independent of the effective 
dielectric thickness in the range of formation voltages of 100-400 V. From the EIS data, the dielectric 
properties of the same film deteriorate after the alumina portion of the film is dissolved away, and the 
dielectric constant of the lower niobium oxide layer was found to be significantly lower (6) than the apparent 
dielectric constant of the entire film (15), i.e. before removing the alumina. This implies that the film behavior 
transforms from the perfect dielectric to semiconductor [6], without any heat treatment, most likely because 
of the unevenness in the elemental composition along the columns and the presence of niobium suboxides 
in the lower film layer. 

Fig. 3.Schematics of an anodized/reanodized Al/Nb bilayer before (upper view) and after (lower view) 
dissolution of the alumina portion. The plots are (a) modulus of impedance vs frequency and (b) phase shift 

vs frequency bode diagrams for the as prepared (red circles) and alumina-free (blue circles) samples 

3.3. Compositional and structural analysis 
Chemical states in the anodized/reanodized Al/Nb samples were studied by XPS. Prior to XPS analysis, the 
specimens were immersed in a hot mixture of phosphoric and chromic acids to dissolve the alumina matrix, 
like shown in the lower scheme of Fig. 3.The presence of Nb, O, Al and C was identified in the XP survey 
spectrum of the alumina-free nanocolumnar film surface.Multiplex (narrow scan) spectra were obtained for 
the C 1s, O 1s, Al 2p and doublet Nb3d5/2Nb3d3/2 peaks.As an example,the left plot of Fig. 4 shows the 
Nb 3d core level spectrum recorded on the sample surface and the result of spectrum analysis (fitting). The 
measured spectrum consists of a doublet peak corresponding to the Nb2O5 state with peak binding energy 
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for Nb5+ 3d5/2 and Nb5+ 3d3/2 electronsof 207.8 and 210.6 eV, respectively.The measured Al 2p core level 
spectrum (not shown) consisted of a low-intensity single peak with binding energy of 72.6 eV, corresponding 
to Al3+ state in Al2O3. Thus, the sample surface is mainly composed of niobium pentoxide mixed with small 
portion of alumina. The EDX point analysis revealed that the solid film portion comprises either lower valency 
niobium oxides or oxygen deficient niobium pentoxide. 

The initially amorphous anodic films grown by anodizing the Al/Nb metal layers crystallized after being 
heated to 600oC in air, as confirmed by XRD pattern shown in Fig. 4, right plot. The detected phase was 
Nb16.8O42(ICSD card number 001840), which corresponds to Nb2O5with orthorhombic crystal structure with 
the space group Pbam (55).  

Fig. 4.(Left) the recorded and fitted Nb 3d core level XP spectra of the alumina-free sample; (right) the XRD 
pattern of the alumina-free sample annealed at 6000C 

3.4. Gas sensing characterization 
A fully-automated experimental set-up was employed for gas sensing characterization. The desired gas 
concentrationwas obtained using a mass-flow controlled system. The total gas flow was 100 ml min-1. The 
sensor response was monitored using a 6517A model Keithley equipment and controlled by a LabView 
program. A constant voltage was applied to the heating elements to set the operating temperature of the 
sensors.For measuring film resistance, pairs of platinum interdigitated electrodes, with 80 and 120 µm 
interline spacing, were prepared over the film surface by sputter-deposition and lift-off photolithography, as 
seen in the photo of sample mounted on a microminiaturized hotplate of Fig. 5. 

Before gas sensing tests, the sample was checked for semiconductor properties by monitoring the change in 
the resistance when the temperature was reversibly raised from 20 to 220oC (Fig. 5, middle). From the 
dependence observed, the annealed film exhibitedn-type semiconductor behaviour. 

As an example, the right plot of Fig. 5 shows the sensor response to 20 ppm ethanol measured at an 
operating temperature of 200oC.Although the sensor readily reacted to the low ethanol concentrations (5 - 20 
ppm) and the responsesexhibited a good signal-to-noise ratio, the response and especially recovery 
reactions that occurred on the film surface were ratherslow, in the span of several dozen of minutes. This 
could be due to the influence of the lower film layer comprising oxygen deficient niobium suboxides,with the 
oxidation centers W5+, W4+, W3+…, for which the redox reactions in the presence of gas may last 
substantially longer. The behavior may be improved by optimizing the lower layer composition via an 
additional anodizing treatment after alumina dissolution. Detailed studies aiming at optimization of the 
morphology and gas-sensing properties of these complex metal-oxide systems are in progress now and will 
be reported in a future work. 
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Fig. 5.(Left) photo of the sample mounted on a miniaturized hotplate for gas sensing experiments, (middle) 
the resistance vs temperature characteristic and (right) the sensor response to 20 ppm ethanol at 200oC. 

The sensing film was prepared as in Fig. 1, alumina dissolved, film annealed at 600oC 

4. CONCLUSION 
The findings of the present work have demonstrated that functionality of anodically oxidized Al/Nb metal 
layers can be tailored by changing the technological, electrical and electrolytic conditions for film preparation 
and processing. It was revealed that, under appropriate formation conditions, the films exhibiteither dielectric 
or n-type semiconductor behaviour. The findings prove potential applicability of the mixed alumina-niobia 
nanostructured films as active layers for chemical sensors and dielectrics for electrolytic and thin-film 
capacitors, although more studies are needed to get deeper insight in the formation-structure-property 
relationship for these complex metal-oxide nanocomposites. Mote potential applications of the nanofilms are 
not limited by the described accomplishments and will be explored in future works. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we report on ZnS nanoparticles produced by precipitation of zinc acetate and sodium sulphide 
and stabilized by cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) in aqueous media and deposited on 
montmorillonite (MMT). For the deposition a new method based on intensive cavitation was used. The 
montmorillonite carrier was first disintegrated by intense turbulent mixing in an ultrasonic field into a fine 
aqueous nanodispersion and then vacuum-freeze dried at -24 °C. The dry montmorillonite aggregates were 
then added into the stable pure aqueous nanodispersion of ZnS and CTAB. In the regime of intensive 
microcavitation flow in the ultrasonic field, the ZnS nanoparticles were deposited on montmorillonite particles 
to form the ZnS-CTA-MMT nanocomposites. Subsequently, the system was dried by vacuum freeze-drying 
at -24 °C. Repeating the procedure several times, we can produce the stable ZnS-CTA-MMT nanocomposite 
powder with a significantly higher content of the ZnS nanoparticles. 

Keywords: ZnS nanoparticles, nanocomposite, montmorillonite, cavitation, deposition 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In our previous experiments, the ZnS nanoparticles of size 3-5 nm were produced through the chemical 
reaction of sodium sulphide and zinc acetate in aqueous dispersions. They were stabilized by adsorption of 
CTAB on their surface [1-3]. A transparent dispersion with a slight blue coloration was originated. Their 
fabrication was mainly motivated by perspective use of their semiconducting properties in photocatalytic 
degradation of various substances. Due to the requirement of long-term stability, the dispersion of ZnS 
nanoparticles was then shaken with MMT particles for 24 h and thus they were deposited into larger 
nanoaggregates of montmorillonite ZnS-CTA-MMT. The resulting ZnS-CTA-MMT nanocomposite was 
filtered, washed a few times with deionized water and dried at 60–70 °C. The obtained powder is also much 
more suitable for practical handling. 

In this paper we report on the alternative method of preparation of the ZnS-CTA-MMT microparticles by the 
cavitation deposition of the ZnS nanoparticles on the MMT carrier particles in aqueous dispersions. By 
applying this method we expect increase of the number of ZnS nanoparticles in the ZnS-CTA-MMT 
nanocomposite which would be useful for further applications, e.g. photocatylasis.  

2. METHODS 
The method for precipitation of ZnS nanoparticles in the presence of CTAB was described in our earlier 
papers, e.g. [1,2]. The molar ration Zn2+:S2- was kept at 1:1.5. Preparation of the ZnS-CTA-MMT 
nanocomposite was also described in [1]: 300 mL of the ZnS and CTAB dispersion was shaken with sodium 
montmorillonite (Wyoming) with the particles size <5 μm for 24 hours. The solid phase was centrifuged, 
filtered, washed with demineralized water and finally dried at 70 °C. 

The alternative method investigated in this paper was based on using a cavitation implosion [4] which 
intensifies deposition of ZnS nanoparticles on the MMT surface, especially into the pores of MMT particles. 
The MMT particles were desintegrated by intensive turbulent stirring in an ultrasonic field into the fine 
aqueous microdispersion that was consequently dried by freezing at -24 °C. The dried product was 
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desintegrated by vibration in a closed vessel and added to the aqueous nanodispersion of ZnS and CTAB. 
Then the dispersion was cavitated in the ultrasonic filed and the ZnS nanoparticles were deposited into the 
MMT particles as demonstrated in Fig. 1.  
 

 
Fig. 1 Scheme of cavitation implosion and penetration of ZnS nanoparticles into pores created among MMT 

crystallites forming ZnS-CTA-MMT aggregates. 
 

Then, the system was dried by freezing at -24 °C. The resulting nanocomposite agglomerates contained the 
higher amount of ZnS nanoparticles. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The precipitated ZnS nanoparticles were deposited on MMT particles forming the ZnS-CTA-MMT 
nanocomposite by the already used method based on shaking the mixed dispersion for 24 h [1] and by the 
new method of the cavitation deposition. These nanocomposites are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 The SEM micrographs of ZnS-CTA-MMT nanocomposite prepared by shaking method (left) and by 

cavitation deposition (Field Emission SEM - QUANTA 450 FEG (EDAX)) 
 

Unlike the shaking method, the nanomaterial prepared by the cavitation deposition (right) has obvious 
lamellar structure which is also shown in more detail in Fig. 3. 

   
Fig. 3 SEM micrograph of isolated nanocomposite particle with lamellar microstructure after cavitation 

deposition of ZnS nanoparticles on MMT (Large Field Detector - Field Emission SEM - QUANTA 450 FEG 
(EDAX)) 

 
For comparison of the deposition efficiency, the Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy microanalysis 
was performed during the SEM analysis as demonstrated in Fig. 2. Six surface layers with the 
dimensions of 100 x 100 x 5 μm were repeatedly analysed and the results indicated 1.5 times higher 
content of the ZnS nanoparticles deposited by the cavitation than in case of the deposition by shaking 
for 24 h. The analysis was performed with the uncertainty of 9.6 %. 

The expected higher content of the ZnS nanoparticles in the cavitated nanomaterial was also confirmed by 
comparing TEM micrographs shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4 TEM micrographs of ZnS nanoparticles deposited on MMT by shaking (left) and cavitation (right). 

(TEM JEOL JEM-2100) 

For intended next e.g. photocatalytic applications the high content of well accessible ZnS nanoparticles 
placed on high surface area is required. Therefore, their fixation on the maximal area of MMT pores is 
important. The specific surface area (SSA) and cumulative pore volume (ρ) the ZnS-CTA-MMT 
nanocomposites prepared by both methods were measured. The nanocomposite prepared by the shaking 
method had SSA = 37.2 m2 g-1, ρ = 0.214 cm3 g-1 and the cavitated one had SSA = 79.5 m2 g-1, ρ = 0.983 
cm3 g-1. These data indicate that the cavitation methods increases the specific surface area of about 53 %. 
The content of ZnS in ZnS-CTA-MMT obtained by the shaking method was about 7 wt. % [1]. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Preliminary experiences with the cavitation deposition of the ZnS nanoparticles into the ZnS-CTA-MMT 
nanocomposite particles confirmed our basic presumptions resulting from the theoretical model. The 
measurements of material parameters confirmed expected increase of number of the deposited ZnS 
nanoparticles and also enlargement of the specific surface area of the nanocomposites prepared by the 
cavitation method. The nanocomposites will be consequently used for some photocatalytic reactions.  
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GRAPHITE/N-INP SCHOTTKY BARRIER WITH ELECTROPHORETICALLY DEPOSITED 
PT NANOPARTICLES FOR HYDROGEN AND NITROGEN-MONOXIDE DETECTION 

K. ZDANSKY a, O. CERNOHORSKY a, b, J. VANIS a, P. KACEROVSKY b, A. FOJTIK b 

a Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic, EU  
b CTU in Prague, Czech Republic, EU 

Abstract   
N-type InP single-crystal-wafer was deposited with Pt nanoparticles (NPs) by electrophoresis from a colloid 
solution  The colloid solution of Pt NPs in AOT reverse micelles in isooctane was previously prepared from 
water solution of a Pt-salt and reducing agent hydrazine. Pt NP spheres of 5 nm diameter in colloids were 
observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and by optical plasmon extinction spectra in UV-Vis 
region. Deposited Pt NPs were observed by SEM, atomic force microscopy and scanning tunneling 
microscopy. Deposit covering was varied from one tenth to several monolayers. Schottky contacts were 
made by colloidal graphite on InP wafer site with Pt NPs. The diodes with the Schottky and an ohmic contact 
were measured by current-voltage characteristics with both forward and reverse polarity. For determination 
of the hydrogen or nitrogen-monoxide detection-performance, the current was measured as a function of 
time after exposure to detected gases diluted in nitrogen. Maximum current after hydrogen exposure 
increased and the response time decreased monotonously with Pt NPs coverage. Hydrogen was detected 
by an increase of current while nitrogen-monoxide was detected by a decrease of current. A change of 
current is caused by the change of the Schottky barrier height due to adsorbed atoms forming a dipole layer. 
The dipole layer has been explained by polarization of adsorbed atoms. However, this mechanism leads only 
to barrier height decreasing which is in contradiction with our result of nitrogen-monoxide measurements. 
Thus, other mechanism, involving negative charging of hydrogen atoms and positive charging of oxygen 
atoms, is discussed.  

Keywords: Platinum nanoparticles, keyed electrophoresis, Schottky diode, hydrogen detection, nitrogen-
monoxide detection 

1. INTRODOCTION 
Hydrogen sensors are very important to be installed for safety in places where hydrogen is used in any 
human activity to prevent danger explosions of that colourless, invisible and scentless highly inflammable 
gas. On the other hand, hydrogen diluted in nitrogen can be used as a safe and cheap tracer gas for leak 
detection instead of high cost helium when suitable hydrogen detectors are available. It is desirable to have 
hydrogen detectors of high sensitivity, fast response and recovery, small size, low cost and well compatible 
with novel miniature electronics. Semiconductor sensors based on Schottky barriers are potentially useful for 
that purpose.  

However, Schottky barrier interfaces of semiconductors are still neither well understood, nor well controlled 
up to now. There have been already reported a number of palladium (Pd) and platinum (Pt) Schottky diode 
gas sensors using single crystals of various semiconductors. However, in spite of the basic similarity of the 
device structure, reported sensing performances are surprisingly different. One of possible reasons for this 
difference is variations of leakage currents as well as little understanding of the current transport and sensing 
mechanism.  

The paper reports on n-type InP Schottky diode hydrogen sensors with low-leakage currents prepared by 
printing colloidal graphite and electrophoretic depositions (EPD) of Pd and Pt nanoparticles (NPs), as 
developed in our lab. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 
Colloid solutions of Pt NPs in isooctane were prepared by reducing with hydrazine water solutions of Pt salts, 
enclosed in reverse micelles formed with the surfactant sodium di-2-ethylhexysulfosuccinate (AOT). Pure 
chemicals for preparing colloid solutions were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Corporation (St. Louis, MO, 
USA). The obtained Pt or Pd  NPs were imaged by scanning electron microscope (SEM, JSM-7500F, JEOL 
Ltd. Akishima-shi, Japan). Optical absorption peak due to surface plasmon resonance of Pt  or Pd NPs in the 
colloid solution was observed by split-beam UV-Vis spectrophotometer (SPECORD 210, Analytik Jena, 
Germany). 
 Intentionally not-doped, one-side-polished wafers of n-type InP single crystals, with donor density 1016 cm-3 
were purchased from Wafer Technology (Milton Keynes, UK) . The not polished side was provided with an 
ohmic contact. The polished surface was masked with a grid leaving 0.3 mm2 separated free places on the 
surface for EPD of Pt NPs. The deposits were observed by SEM, atomic force microscopy and tunneling 
electron microscopy (AFM and TEM, Veeco Multimode). The EPD was performed with a negative voltage of 
100 V applied on the wafer for various time of deposition. The voltage was keyed with 10 Hz of frequency 
and 1:1 duty cycle. Four deposition times were used, ¼ h, 1 h, 4 h, and 27 h.. Schottky contacts were printed 
by colloidal graphite on places deposited with Pt NPs. Water solution of colloidal graphite for printing 
Schottky contacts was obtained from Agar Scientific. Each diode consisting of the graphite Schottky contact 
and the ohmic contact on the other side was studied by measuring current-voltage characteristics (I-V, 236 
Source-Measure Unit, Keithley, Cleveland, OH, USA) and their change by exposition to hydrogen (H2) or 
nitrogen monoxide (NO) ambient. The sensitivity to H2 or to NO was assessed by measuring current at 
constant voltage as a function of time alternatively in the flow of 0.1 % H2 or 0.1 % NO mixed in nitrogen (N2) 
carrier gas and in the flow of air. Pure N2 and calibrated mixture H2 /N2 or NO/N2 were mixed using gas flow 
meters and controllers (Bronkhorst High-Tech, Ruurlo, Netherlands) to get flows of defined hydrogen-
nitrogen mixtures. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The SEM image of Pd NPs in colloid solution is seen in Fig.1 and the SEM image of Pt NPs is seen in Fig. 2. 
In both cases the NPs are spherical and not aggregated. The diameter is about 10 nm and 5 nm of Pd and 
Pt NPs, respectively. Colloid solutions were diluted with pure isooctane before samples for measurements on 
microscopic grids were prepared. 

 
 

 
Fig.1 SEM image of Pd nanoparticles 

(NPs) in diluted colloid solution represented 
by round light spots of 10 nm diameter 

 
Fig.2 SEM image of Pt nanoparticles (NPs) 

in diluted colloid solution represented by 
round light spots of 5 nm diameter 
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Optical absorption spectrum in UV-Vis region of the colloid solution with Pd NPs is seen in Fig. 3. and the 
one with Pt NPs in Fig. 4, respectively. The peak at 282 nm in Fig. 3 or the peak at 266 nm in Fig. 4 is 
induced by extinction in surface plasmon resonance in Pd and Pt NPs, respectively. The band consisting of 
two peaks, at 213 nm and 236 nm, seen in both Figs 3 and 4, is caused by the absorption in the organic 
compound AOT, which is added in surplus to colloid solutions as a surfactant. It is seen that a reasonably 
good fit was achieved for spectra decomposition into two Lorentz curves for the AOT band and a Gauss 
curve for plasmon resonance extinction in Pd or Pt NPs. 

The EPD keyed with frequency 10 Hz and 50 % duty cycle was provided on four InP wafers cut from the 
same plate, with four various deposition times, ¼ h, 1 h, 4 h and 27 h. The SEM, AFM and STM images of 
deposits obtained after 1 h EPD are shown in Figs 5, 6 and 7, respectively. Bright spots in the SEM image in 

 
 

Fig.5 represent bare Pt NPs. They appear either separated or joined in small groups of two or three. The 
total number of Pt NPs per unit area in 1 h EPD sample was approximately four times larger than in ¼ h EPD 
sample (not shown). Likewise, the total number of Pt NPs per unit area in 4 h EPD sample (not shown) was 
approximately four times larger than in 1 h EPD sample, which proved that the sheet average density of 
deposited particles depended linearly on the deposition time. The bright spots in Fig. 6 are caused by Pt 
NPs enclosed in shells of organic compound AOT which formed reverse micelles in the colloid solution 
before EPD. Due to those shells, the size of NPs with Pt observed in the AFM image is larger (about 15 nm) 
than the size of bare Pt NPs observed in the SEM image (about 5 nm). The STM image seen in Fig. 7 is 
similar to the AFM image, except of the background. In the background in the STM image are seen round 
spots due to grains of the gold layer deposited on the sample with EPD of Pt NPs. Similar grains were seen 
also on gold layers made on bare InP wafers, without any EPD.  
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Fig.3 Optical absorption spectrum of the 
colloid solution with Pd NPs 
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Top and side view SEM images of InP with Pt NPs 
after 27 h EPD are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, 
respectively. It is seen in Fig. 8 that the whole 
surface was covered with a continuous layer of Pt 
NPs. The width of the Pt NPs layer, greater than 
100 nm, can be estimated from Fig. 9, as it is 
imaged by the strip 3. The cleavage edge is 
highlighted by the white line between parts 1 and 2. 
The part 1 represents the bare InP surface of the 
cleavage plane and the part 2 is the bare top plane 
of InP. The part 4 is the top plane of the Pt NPs 
layer. During the cleavage, the Pt NPs layer was 
broken further apart from the cleavage edge of InP 
and peeled off of the InP in part 2. 

Forward and reverse current-voltage characteristics 
of four types Schottky diodes with ¼ h, 1 h, 4 h and 
27 h EPD Pt NPs are seen in Fig. 10. All diodes 
possess high rectification ratio and low reverse 
current. Linear parts of their forward characteristics 
show on two electron transport mechanisms, 
thermionic emission and generation-recombination. 
Their barrier heights are close to the level alignment 
of Pt and n-InP (Schottky-Mott limit) 1.27 eV [1], 
showing on small Fermi level pinning – precondition 
for sensitive detection of hydrogen or other gases.  

Response of the diodes to the exposure of 0.1 % 
hydrogen in nitrogen and recovery after switching to 
air exposure can be seen in Fig. 11, where 
dependences of the current as a function of time of 
0.1 V forward biased diodes are plotted in semi-log 

 
 

Fig.5 SEM image of InP surface with Pt 
NPs after 1 h of EPD 

    
 
Fig.7 STM image of InP surface with Pt NPs 

after 1 h of EPD 

 
 

Fig.8 Top view SEM image of InP with Pt 
NPs after 27 h EPD 

100nm
    

 
Fig.6 AFM image of InP surface with Pt NPs 

after 1 h of EPD 
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scale. Each current increases from its value in air 
I0, approaches its maximum Im in hydrogen and 
returns to back to I0 in air. The sensitivity ΔI = 
log(Im/I0) of each diode is shown in the legend in 
Fig. 11, it increases from the value 4.82 for the 
diode 1, with ¼ h EPD of Pt NPs, to the value 7.19 
for the diode 4, with 27 h EPD of Pt NPs. There is a 
negligible difference between the sensitivity 7.18 of 
the diode 3, with 4 h EPD of Pt NPs and the diode 
4. However, there is still a considerable difference 
between response time Δt of these two diodes, 58 s 
and 10 s for the diode 3 and 4, respectively. The 
response time of each diode is also shown in the 
legend in Fig. 11. We defined the response time as 

the difference between the time when the hydrogen 
exposure starts and the time t90 when the log of 
current reaches 90 % of its maximum value log(Im); 
point on the response curves for t90 are marked by 
small circles in Fig. 11. Reducing of the response 
time by increasing the amount of Pt NPs in the 
diode shows that the catalytic dissociation of 

 
 
Fig.9 Side view SEM image of InP with Pt 

NPs after 27 h EPD 
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Fig.10 Forward and reverse current-voltage 
characteristics of four types Schottky diodes 

with 1. ¼ h, 2. 1 h, 4 h and 27 h EPD Pt 
NPs 

 
Fig.11 Current response of four Schottky 

diodes with various Pt NP density to 
alternative exposure on 0.1 % H2/N2 and air
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hydrogen molecules forms the bottleneck for the speed of hydrogen sensing. 

In Fig. 12 is shown the response of the diode 4, with 27 h EPD of Pt NPs, to alternative exposure to 0.1 % 
nitrogen monoxide (NO) in nitrogen. The sensitivity to NO is obviously much smaller than to H2 (ΔI about 1 of 
NO exposure to compare with about 7 of H2 exposure) and it is of opposite sign (current decreased after NO 
exposure). A change of current is caused by the change of the Schottky barrier height due to adsorbed 
atoms forming a dipole layer. The dipole layer has been explained by polarization of adsorbed atoms [2]. 
However, polarization by the electric field leads only to barrier height decreasing which is in contradiction 
with our result of nitrogen-monoxide measurements. Obviously, besides atom polarization there is another 
mechanism which increases the barrier height in the case of oxygen or nitrogen adsorptions on the interface 
between the metal and the n-type InP. Such mechanism can be in charging of the adsorbed atom by 
accepting or removing an electron. Then, charged adsorbed atoms on the interface induce opposite charges 
in the metal and form the dipole layer which can increase the barrier height. In the case of n-type 
semiconductor, adsorbed atoms have to be positively charged to increase the barrier height. There are two 
ways leading to charging the adsorbed atoms; 1. chemical bond with atoms on the interface and 2. ionization 
energy decrease or affinity increase by correlation effects [3]. We suggest that the ionization energy was 
increased and shifted close to the Fermi level in the case of O or N adsorption which led to their positive 
charging and increasing of the Schottky barrier height. Simultaneously, the adsorbed atoms are polarized by 
the electric field of the Schottky barrier which shifts tends to barrier decrease. These two opposite effects 
lead to much smaller change of the barrier height in the case of NO detection then is the change in the case 
of H2 detection, when these two effects support each other.   

4. CONCLUSION 
Schottky diodes were prepared on n-type InP with EPD Pt NPs of various coverage from about 0.1 area to 
about 10 monolayers. All diodes gave current-voltage characteristics of low leakage currents, high 
rectification ratios showing on thermionic emission and generation-recombination electron transport with the 
barrier heights close to Schottky-Mott limit for Pt and n-type InP. All diodes were very sensitive to small 
concentration of 0.1 % hydrogen in nitrogen with whereas the sensitivity was increasing with increasing Pt 
NPs coverage. The response time reached very short value of 10 s in the case of the diode with the highest 
coverage. The last diode was also sensitive on 0.1 % NO in N2 giving a decrease of current in contrast to the 
decrease of current in the case of H2. To explain this current decrease, ionization energy decrease of oxygen 
or nitrogen atoms adsorbed on the semiconductor-metal interface was suggested. 
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Abstract 
Oriented pore networks in GaAs substrates were created by electrochemical dissolution. Pore etching 
duration in the range of 0.5 to 450 s was used. The porous substrates were treated for 16 – 24 hours at 250 
– 350°C in high vacuum and ultra pure hydrogen. Low supersaturation overgrowth of the porous substrates 
by InxGa1-xAs (x<4%) was realized by Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE). Shorter pore etching time resulted in 
better  epitaxial layer morphology. The influence of the melt supersaturation on the properties of the 
overgrown strained layer is discussed in detail. The maximum In content at which the layer shows good 
quality was increased from 2.8% for a conventional substrate to 3.4% on a porous substrate.  

Kyewords: Porous III-V semiconductors, Electrochemical etching, Pore conversion, Heteroepitaxial growth 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Traditional semiconductor epitaxial growth using planar monolithic substrates has progressed from 
homoepitaxy to lattice-matched heteroepitaxy and recently to pseudomorphic, lattice mismatched systems 
where small amounts of strain are accommodated in very thin films.  When utilization of the heterointerface is 
not required, one is willing to tolerate various intermediate layers, so long as the top working layers are of 
desired device quality. Original theory of Luryi and Suhir [1] demonstrates the possibility of the dislocation 
density decreasing when Si1-xGex on porous Si is grown. This approach has been reformulated as the theory 
of nanoheteroepitaxy in [2], which predicts for nano-island radii in the 10 nm to 100 nm range that it is 
possible to eliminate mismatch defects for heteroepitaxial layers, that are mismatched as much as 4.2%.  

Fig 1.Apparatus for LPE growth of the InxGa1-xAs/ GaAs and graphite growth cassette enabling to 
tune melt supersaturation by desolving saturation substrates (4) at certain temperature, move the 
melt by piston (1) to the growth position (3) and start the growth with certain supersaturation, [7] 
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Fig. 3. Pores anodised in GaAs by HF-H2O-KI electrolyte 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Different electrolytes for pore etching in GaAs were tested. The best results were observed with the 
electrolyte containing diluted HF and KI. This electrolyte was originally used in Ref.[3]. Porous etching rate in 
GaAs [ND-NA]~9.1017-3.1018cm-3 is demonstrated in Fig. 2. and the SEM cross-sectional image of the porous 
substrate is in Fig. 3. The porous GaAs as well as InP layer retained single-crystalline structure of the initial 
monolithic substrate and had a mirror-smooth or pierced surfaces suited for epitaxial growth. Extensive 
description of our experimental results was published in [4-6]. Simultaneous epitaxial overgrowth of the 
porous and nonporous GaAs substrates by Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE) from the Ga-In-As melt 

Fig. 2. Pore depth dependence on anodisation duration in the HF-H2O-KI solution 
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supersaturated in range 1 to 13 °C were realised. The growth took place in the supercooling regime with a 
cooling rate 0.2-0.4 °C/min. The epitaxial layers were simultaneously grown on GaAs (100) substrates with 
two different depths of pores and one monolithic substrate without pores. The growth temperature was 
690 °C. The growth on monolithic and shallow-pore substrates at low supersaturations (~1 °C) resulted in the 
identically [1-10] oriented  lamellar surface morphology while in the deep-pore substrates (etching time 
150 s), the dominant lamellar or rippled orientation partially disappeard. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Surface morphology of the InxGa1-xAs (x= 0.02) layers grown simultaneously on a monolithic, shallow-
pore (etched for 0.4 s), and deep-pore substrate (etched for 150 s). The melt supersaturation corresponds to 

ΔT ~1oC 

At low supersaturation, the low surface diffusion rate in [110] direction dominates and the surface 
morphology of the layers grown on monolithic GaAs substrates and shallow and deep–pore substrates is 
similar, see Fig. 4. The significant improvement in deposited InGaAs layers has been observed when the 
melt supersaturation increases. In our experiments, the value of supersaturation coresponding to ΔT in the 
range 1 to 13 °C was tested. At values higher than 10 °C a spontaneous crystalisation in the melt was 
observed. Finally the ΔT~8.5 – 9°C was selected as optimal, see Fig. 5. In Fig 5 a/ a cross–hatch pattern, 
which appears on surface of GaInAs epitaxial layers, dominates.The origin of this structure corresponds to 
the misfit dislocations array aligned along [110] and [1-10] directions. Cross-hatching as an evidence of the 
regular misfit dislocation array could be produced partially during the growth at so high temperature as 690oC 
and during heat treatment in cooling of the growth crucible. Generally, heterostructures with cross hatching 
are assumed to have better quality than the same structures without ordered misfit dislocation networks. 
Simultaneous deposition of InxGa1-xAs (x=1-2.5%) on monolithic and porous GaAs substrates demonstrates 
systematic increase of the layer thickness grown on porous substrates of 15-30 %. This difference roughly 
coresponds to the work of authors [3]. We suppose that this result is given by the porous-substrate 
compliance and  better strain accomodation within the pores. 

Monolithic substrate 
without pores 

Pore etching 0.4 s. 

Pore etching 150 s. 
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a) b) 

Fig. 5. Surface morphology of the InxGa1-xAs (x= 0.028) layer grown on a porous (60 s) GaAs 
substrate (a/) and InxGa1-xAs (x= 0.035) on a porous (100 s) GaAs substrate (b/). The 

supersaturation corresponds to ΔT~ 8.5°C. The melt composition was different 

The photoluminescence spectra shown in Fig. 6. reveal a change in the band-gap of the InxGa1-xAs solid-
solution layer grown on monolithic substrate of the order of 30 meV with respect to the PL maximum of the 
GaAs substrate. Further, the maxima of the PL-spectra grown on porous substrates generated at 60 and 
100 s pore formation process  are shifted by further 6 meV toward lower energies, which implies higher In 
content in this solid solutions compared to the layer grown on a conventional substrate. These values can be 
considered as correct, provided the doping level in all studied layers remains constant, i.e. one need not to 
consider band-gap shrinkage caused by an increased doping level. Assuming that for small In contents we 
can neglect the bowing in the Wegard’s dependence of this solid solution, we evaluate the In-content in the 
layer grown on a conventional substrate as x=2.84 %, while for the layers grown on porous substrates we 
obtain x= 3.4 %, respectively. It should be mentioned that the different duration of the pore formation does 
not bring measurable change in the In content. The In-content in the layers grown on conventional  
substrates depends obviously on the epitaxial growth conditions such as the melt composition and its 
supercooling. 
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3. CONCLUSION  
Comparison of the substrates with different pore depths gives different results depending on melt 
supersaturation. At low supersaturation (1 to 2 °C) and deep pores the growth morphology has been poor. 
At optimal supersaturation (8 to 9 °C at 690 °C), the surface morphology was very good for both, deep and 
shallow pores. Optical properties of the simultaneously grown InxGa1-xAs layers on porous and monolithic 
substrates demonstrate better strain accommodation in the case of porous substrates, which potentially 
improves the reliability of the heterostructure devices. Typical surface morphology is a cross-hatch pattern 
with ordered misfit dislocation network. Obtained indium content during LPE with melt supersaturation 8 to 
9 °C approachs to 4 %. Higher lattice mismatch can be obtained by metal organic vapour phase epitaxy 
(MOVPE) [6,8,9] or other nonequilibrium techniques.  
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Abstract  
Water stabilized plasma torch (WSP®) generates plasma jet with max. plasma velocity in the nozzle exit 
7000 m/s and temperature of 25000-30000 K. Reactants injected into the plasma jet undergo complicated 
radical reactions. Once the reactants leave the plasma jet, the reactions can become either a primary 
decomposition or secondary synthesis. Interaction of plasma with injected reactants depends on energy 
settings of the WSP plasma torch and lasts from 5 to 10 ms. Droplets of inorganic compound solution are fed 
to the plasma jet by pressurized spray nozzle device. Compounds of AgI, AlIII, TiIV, PtIV, VV, and CrVI undergo 
decomposition in the extremely high plasma temperature and the decomposed products are collected in 
liquid separators. Outcome of the decomposition can be altered by choices of carrier gas and shrouding 
atmosphere. Size of the produced nanoparticles in unsettled fraction is from 10 to 200 nm and depends 
primarily on concentration of inputting aerosol particles. The reaction must be interrupted every 15 seconds 
to protect the periphery equipment from extremely high temperatures. In the case of 15 seconds reaction 
time and use of saturated solutions at 20°C, one can obtain colloidal solutions with silver, platinum, alumina, 
titania, vanadia, and chromia nanoparticles in concentrations of 3 to 180 mg/l. This production method is 
being further modified for the purpose of plasma deposition of nanoparticles on special substrates by means 
of solution precursor plasma spraying (SPPS or LPPS). 

Keywords: Ag, Al, Ti, V, Cr, Pt – nanoparticles; nanoparticles morphology; plasma spraying; water stabilized 
plasma; photon spectroscopy; 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Nanoparticles of silver, gold, and platinum are subject of basic research and commercial applications not 
only for their optical and catalytical properties, but especially for their biological activity. Oligodynamic 
properties of gold and silver are known from antiquity, properties of platinum were discovered a few hundred 
years later, but their nanometric form gives them a new potential for great applications. Synthesis of metal 
nanoparticles by chemical methods is based on reduction of their salts in presence of chemicals that modify 
their morphology and size [1]. Tollens reaction is one example [2]. Metal nanoparticles are commercially 
offered in the form of suspensions with water-soluble polymers or in solutions containing up to 100 mg/dm3. 
Their aggregate stability in solutions is modified by various surfactants. Significance of inorganic compounds 
with nanometric dimensions is shown mainly in the fields of heterogeneous catalysis or powder metallurgy. 
Their synthesis is hindered by their difficult separation and possible pyrophoricity. There are other problems 
arising while processing of precursors into nanometric suspensions from incidental ions that cannot be 
removed from the solution and can later interfere in some applications [3]. The aim of this study is to verify a 
possible route of preparation of nanometric metal particles and their oxides by thermal decomposition of 
suitable compounds in extremely high temperatures of thermal plasma generated by WSP torch.  
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 
Colloidal solutions of nanoparticles of silver, platinum, and Al, Ti, V, Cr oxides were obtained using 
a modified equipment described in paper about Solution precursor plasma spraying (SPPS) [4]. The 
equipment uses a graphite tube placed in the axis of plasma jet, into which water solutions of precursors 
(Table 1) are fed by a graphite nozzle with adjustable diameters. Feeding of aerosol droplets was 
accomplished by a system of low pressure atomizer. One end of the graphite nozzle was inserted into the 
graphite tube in which a stream of transport gas (air or nitrogen) carried off the aerosol droplets towards a 
place which was exposed to the front portion of the plasma cone generated by high-power WSP torch (up to 
160 kW). The temperature field in the graphite tube is 300 mm long and assumes a conical shape. The 
graphite nozzle orifice was placed 50 mm in front of the graphite tube orifice and the output temperature was 
25 000°C. The temperature of plasma jet dropped to approximately 4000 °C in the middle of the tube where 
the aerosol was injected. The solvent (i.e. water) of the solution precursors was evaporated in 3 to 6 
milliseconds given the plasma jet velocity of approximately 900 m/s. The precursors were then thermally 
decomposed (to elemental metals in case of AgNO3 a H2PtCl6 or to oxides in other cases), melted, 
spheroidized due to high surface tension, and finally rapidly condensed while coming into contact with water 
surface. The water was contained in a vessel (volume of 3 liters) placed 600 mm away from the output 

nozzle of the generator. 
Construction details of the 
equipment/generator are 
shown in Fig. 1. 
Temperature field in 
individual equipment parts 
was monitored by thermal 
camera Micro-Epsilon TIM 
160. 

 

 

Table 1    Characteristic of  the precursors and its thermal plasma treatment products 
 Ag Ag Pt Al Ti V Cr

precursor AgNO3 AgNO3 H2PtCl6 Al2(SO4)
3 

K2TiF6 NH4VO3 (NH4)2Cr2O
7 

concentration w 0.1 0.2 0.0025 0.1 0.01 0.005 0.3 

Product               
(XRD identification) 

Ag Ag Pt Al2O3 TiO2 + 
TiOx 

V2O3 + 
VO2  VO 

Cr2O3 

Ions in solution 
µmol/l 

NO3
-  

<800 
NO2

- <20 

NO3
-

NO2
- <20 
 

* Cl-, ClO-* SO4
—

<1140 
K+

115 
NO3

- NO3
- 

pH 3.02 3.26 3.8 2.0 6.3 3.8 3.56 

Mean particle size 
(nm) 

19.4 82.9 21.0 164 122.4 58.7 92.6 

** Colloidal product 
concentration (mg/l) 

46.9 70.8 2.4 180 2.8 0.2 6.9 

* Only semiquant. analysis,  ** After sediment filtration  

Fig.1 Overall view of the apparatus, detail of the graphite nozzles and 
picture of the ongoing experiment of plasma atomization 
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In the analytical part of this paper, the synthesized nanoparticles are studied by scanning electron 
microscope equipped with EDS spectrometer (SEM: Carl Zeiss SMT EVO MA 15, EDS: Bruker 
XFlash 5010). Analysis of dissolved compounds by AAS method was performed using a spectrometer for 
flame atomization technique (Spectr AA880 by Varian), the content of nitrates and nitrites was determined by 
spectrophotometry. pH was determined using pH-meter (Eutech Instr. pH 510). Photon correlation 
spectroscopy (dynamic light scattering) was used to determine size distribution of the nanoparticles. 
Measurement of Zeta potential was based on electroforetic mobility evaluation by means of Doppler laser 
microeletroporesis. The measured signal was evaluated via the Stokes-Einstein relation and correlation 
function. The measurement was done using He-Ne laser at a wavelength of 632.8 nm and power of 4 mW. 
The detector was positioned at an angle of 173° with respect to the incident laser light. This configuration 
minimizes signal coming from large particles (e.g. dust) and enables measurement at high concentrations. 
The measurement was carried out using device Zetasizer Nano ZS by Malvern.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Particles collected in the liquid collector spanned a wide size range from tens of nanometers to units of 
micrometers. After completion of the collecting process, the sedimented particles were separated from the 
clear solution by filtration using S4 frit. Micrographs of the sedimented particles (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) show the 
largest particles to be of 2 - 5 µm in diameter. These large particles are mostly not spherical and their 
deformed shape is probably due to impacting of the molten droplets against water surface. Larger fraction of 
the deformed particles was found when using more concentrated solutions of precursors. Smaller particles 
assume regular spherical shape.  

 
Fig.2a   Sedimented 
micrometric particle of 
Al2O3 in the evaporation 
residue 

.  
Fig.2b  Morphology 
of Al2O3 nanoparticles 
entrapped on Ag 
substrate 

     
Fig. 2c  EDS spectrum with proof of Al and 
O line 

 

 
Fig.3a,b Morphology of sedimented micrometric 
particles and Ag nanoparticles 

Fig.4  Pt nanoparticles deposited from 
colloidal solution on silicon low-background 
sample holder. 

Formation of both nanoparticles and micrometric particles during one spraying session may be explained by 
various trajectories of solution droplets injected into the plasma jet due to their different size and velocity 
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(momentum). Due to the very low density of water stabilized plasma (2 mol H2O/min in idealized volume of 
880 – 4100 dm3), some aerosol droplets can pass through the plasma and impact the opposite wall of the 
heated graphite tube where they form micrometric particles. External cooling keeps the wall temperature at 
1200±100°C as controlled by thermo camera. Such temperature of the inner wall is high enough to enable 
thermal decomposition of the dried precursor followed by local aggregation and gradual detachment of the 
aggregates and their fall into the water collector. Hydrodynamic and aerodynamic conditions have major 
influence on the process. It was shown that dilution of solutions by 10% (especially considering NH4VO3 with 
solubility of 0.5 g/100 ml/20°C) can substantially minimize occurrence of the large particles. Detailed 
research of this issue from the chemical and engineering point of view will be presented in the next paper 
which is under preparation. 

Measurement of particle size for colloidal solutions after filtering of sedimented particles is illustrated in Fig. 
5. Average size of the nanoparticles may be evaluated from 

                                                                                         (1) 

where Φ – diameter of particle, w – the solution concentration (wt%), ρ(sol)  – density of the precursor solution, 
ρ(prod) – product density; mw – molar mass; V – volume of the droplet of the original precursor solution 
produced by the spray nozzle. Volume of the droplet is significantly influenced by the surface tension of the 
solution. For example, higher surface tension of the (NH4)2Cr207 solution (γ = 78.97 mNm-1 as measured by 
stalagmometric method) provided by its higher concentration when compared to NH4VO3 (surface tension of 
74.56 mNm-1), results in a higher diameter of the sprayed solution droplets and therefore bigger size of the 
nanoparticles of the solid product (mean size 58 nm and 122 nm – see Fig. 5d). 
 

Ag(10%) Ag(20%)

19.4 nm 82.9 nm

 
 
Fig.5a  Size of Ag nanopaticles in colloidal solution 
prepared from 10 % and 20 % AgNO3 solution 

Fig.5b   Size of Pt nanoparticles in colloidal 
solution(col) and sediment(sed). Al2O3 showed for 
comparison 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig.5c  Size of TiOx (TiO2 and Ti3O) nanoparticles 
in colloidal solution 

Fig.5d   Size of VOx and Cr2O3 nanoparticles 
in colloidal solution   

 
After previous measurements, the colloidal solutions were evaporated on the silicon wafer, which served 
also as a low-background sample holder, and subjected to XRD analysis.  
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In case of Ag and Pt, XRD analysis proved decomposition of their precursors on individual elements. 
Morphology and EDS spectra of the nanoparticles are illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig.3. XRD analysis of the AllII, 
TiIV, VV a CrVI precursors is a subject for further research. For example, extreme thermal decomposition of 
aluminum sulphate in plasma leads to formation of dominant cubic gamma Al2O3 phase with spinel structure 
Al2,67O4 – Fd-3m instead of expected trigonal corundum which was according to the semiquantitative XRD 
analysis present with less than 10% of mass fraction. This phenomenon was also in the field of plasma 
chemistry already described in 1976 by Shirasuka [5]. From the image of sedimented micrometric products 
(see Fig.2a), higher amount of transparent spheroidal particles is apparent than it would correspond to the 
amount of non-metallic corundum phase. Assuming that the spheroidal transparent particles could be formed 
only from the molten aluminum oxide, spheroidization of the cubic gamma phase is a newly observed 
phenomenon which will be a subject of further research. The produced titanium oxide is also not 
homogeneous, as beside rutile, high contents of cubic TiO and suboxide Ti3O were found in the evaporation 
residue as well. Accordingly, decomposition of the ammonium vanadate led to the formation of multi-phase 
product, where besides V2O3 also VO2 and cubic VO were identified. Content of the expected V2O5 was 
below the detection limit of the used method. Contrariwise, formation of the chromium (III) oxide (Cr2O3) from 
the ammonium dichromate was unambiguously proved by XRD. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Presented introductory experiments with plasmothermic decomposition of aqueous solutions of silver, 
platinum, aluminum, titanium, vanadium and chromium at extremely high temperatures provided several 
findings which will serve for further modification of nanoparticles fabrication in order to achieve even smaller 
particle sizes and improve process efficiency. Based on the qualitative measurements of the particles 
content in both colloidal solution and evaporation residue, it may be stated that stechiometric losses in the 
used apparatus were not higher than 5 %. Reprocessing of the undesirable oversize powders (micrometric) 
using chemical processing is then relatively easy. Regarding costs of energy needed to evaporate the water 
and its transformation to the superheated steam, we can assume known values of the water evaporation 
heat ∆Hevap = 40,6 kJ/mol, specific heat cp = 37,5 J/mol and typical output power of WSP system 160 kW and 
efficiency of 60 %, resulting in the value of 60,9 kg H2O/hour at 1000°C. Further calculations incorporating 
energy needed to heat up the solid particles formed from the evaporated solution at temperatures 
significantly higher than their melting point or temperature of thermal decomposition are not straightforward 
since for so high temperature range, the thermal capacities and other thermodynamic properties have to be 
roughly extrapolated (if some data are available at all). However, the energy needed is comparable to the 
energy needed to heat the injected water. It may be therefore estimated that due to the low concentrations of 
the solutions, up to 60 kg of solution may be processed per hour. 

Obtained results also indicate that smaller size of the produced nanoparticles may be achieved when using 
less concentrated solutions and that the size-concentration relation is proportional. For example when using 
10 wt% AgNO3 as the input solution, approximately 6 kg of AgNO3 may processed per hour into nanometric 
particles (colloidal solution with powder size <100 nm and concentration up to 50 mg Ag/l). For the solution 
of 20 wt% AgNO3, content of produced colloidal nanometric particles is decreased while the amount of 
micrometric particles is increased. In case of platinum with 20 ± 5 nm colloidal particles (see Fig.4), 
concentration of 2.4 mg/l was achieved and corresponding volume of particles with size above 1 μm were 
produced in the sediment. However, products obtained in this way always need further processing in order to 
stabilize the nanoparticles since due to the ageing of the solutions colloidal stability of the nanoparticles is 
deteriorated and their agglomeration takes place. Due to this effect, some of the suspensions showed after 
two months no significant amount of nanoparticles when tested by the dynamic light scattering method. It is 
however possible to stabilize the colloidal suspensions by surfactants modifying surface tension of the liquid 
and Zeta potential of the nanoparticles. Regarding the presented images obtained from the scanning 
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electron microscopy, it has to be stated that some agglomerates could be formed during the sample 
preparation. 

Measurement of Zeta potential demands a rather high nanoparticle concentration which was in our case 
obtained only for aluminum oxide. In this case, potential value was -4 mV. Increase in the stability of colloidal 
solutions may be achieved also for example by change of pH to the value of Zeta potential more far from 
isoelectric point (minimally +40mV resp. -40mV). During plasma spraying in the open atmosphere, nitrate 
and nitrite ions are formed which may be absorbed by the produced colloidal solution, and increase the 
acidity of the solution up to pH = 3 (in case of sulphate ions up to pH = 2). This phenomenon may be 
controlled by so called shrouding by inert gas, which prevents introduction of the ambient atmosphere into 
the plasma jet, or by reactive gasses. In this way, stability of the produced colloidal solution as well as the 
surface of the resulting nanoparticles may be easily modified. 
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Abstract  
CALPHAD approach is a very useful technique for calculation of phase diagrams of bulk materials based on 
thermodynamic databases containing Gibbs energy pure elements, mixtures and compounds as a function 
of composition, temperature and pressure. In order to extend the use of CALPHAD approach to small 
metallic particles on sub-micron and nano scale, due to the surface effect, the Gibbs energy should be 
expressed with an additional parameter: the particle size. The ab-initio calculations are used to model 
theoretically the surface effects by means of surface energy and surface tension calculations.  

The Ni-Sn system was used as an example in the theoretical modelling of Ni-Sn phase diagram for 
nanosystems by means of combination of CALPHAD and ab-initio calculations.  

Keywords: Phase diagrams, CALPHAD method, ab-initio calculations, surface tension, Ni-Sn system 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The knowledge of phase diagrams and thermodynamic properties of multicomponent alloys is important for 
the understanding of processes taking place in complex materials. The properties of alloys are mainly 
controlled by the phase composition and morphology of the microstructure. The information about phases 
coexisting at given conditions can be obtained from the phase diagrams, which are therefore useful tool for 
development of new materials. Even if the studied material is not in the equilibrium state, the metastable 
phase diagram can be often established and the comparison with the equilibrium phase diagram can predict 
the processes to be expected during the exploitation of the material.  
Fast development of the computer power and software methods enabled the development of methods for the 
theoretical modelling of phase diagrams and thermodynamic properties of complex alloys and semiempirical 
CALPHAD method is one of the most successful. The use of theoretical methods allows us to decrease 
significantly the extent of the experimental work and also enables us to test theoretically great number of 
compositions in the search for material with favourable materials properties. The phase diagram modelling 
based on CALPHAD method is currently the most advanced with respect to its applicability for applications. 
Existing tools allow to model phase diagrams and thermodynamic properties for wide variety of industrial 
materials and they are increasingly used also in applied research and industrial labs. 

The use of this method for the modelling of phase diagrams of nanomaterials has started recently [1, 2] and 
there is still long way to the practical applications. There are ways for modelling of the surface energy 
contributions, but, as the CALPHAD method is the semiempirical one, the existence of experimental data 
about the phase diagrams of nanomaterials is crucial for successful development. As there is still great lack 
of such data, the development of verified models and data is still far from completion. 

2. PHASE DIAGRAM MODELLING USING THE CALPHAD METHOD  
Very detailed description of the CALPHAD method was published by Saunders and Miodownik [3] and by 
Lukas et al. [4]. Therefore, only brief description of fundamental principles will be given here. The CALPHAD 
approach is semi-empirical method based on the sequential modelling of the thermodynamic properties of 
multi-component systems “from the bottom up”.  
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The modelling starts from the selection of widely accepted descriptions of the Gibbs energy of the pure 
elements. The temperature dependences of the Gibbs energy of pure element in various crystallographic 
structures (ether stable or metastable) are expressed in the form of polynomial, and the coefficients of those 
polynomials are stored as parameters in the unary thermodynamic databases [e.g. 5]. This is followed by the 
careful and experimentally well supported thermodynamic assessment of the binary systems. During the 
assessment we need to model the Gibbs energies of all phases in the system and describe the mutual 
interactions between both elements in all phases in the system, which define e.g. the solubility of elements in 
various phases. When reliable, extensive and consistent set of experimental data exists, it is possible to 
obtain very precise and robust description of the binary system. It is important to have experimental 
measurements of both the thermodynamic properties (e.g. heat capacity of phases, enthalpies of formation 
or mixing, activities) and the phase equilibria (e.g. temperatures of phase transformations, compositions and 
amounts of phases). The sets of thermodynamic parameters obtained for various binary systems for defined 
selection of elements are collected in the thermodynamic database and this database can be used to predict 
the phase diagrams and thermodynamic properties of any ternary systems. The necessary condition of such 
calculation is the consistency of the database with respect to the Gibbs energy descriptions in selected 
binary and unary subsystems and with respect to models selected for crystallographically identical or closely 
related phases. More details about thermodynamic databases can be found in [6].  
The so called ‘‘binary prediction’’ of ternary system (the calculation of ternary phase diagram using binary 
parameters only) offers valuable information about relations between the binary phases and allows to 
propose well aimed experimental program. The time and money can be saved using this approach. 
The differences between the prediction and the experimental data for the ternary system are assessed by 
adding parameters describing mutual interaction between all three elements of the system. Such parameters 
must not influence the Gibbs energies of the binary subsystems. The CALPHAD method, as the 
semiempirical method, cannot predict e.g. the solubility of third element in a phase existing only in the 
complementary binary system, or the presence of a phase which exists only in the studied ternary system 
and not in any of the relevant binaries. Such features of the phase diagram have to be assessed using 
results of experimental observations.  
The thermodynamic datasets collected through the assessments of binary, ternary and exceptionally of 
higher order systems allows us to create the thermodynamic database. This database can be used for 
modelling of the properties of complex systems, corresponding to the real materials (steels, superalloys, 
solders), with surprising success.  

2.1. Gibbs energy modelling  
To calculate the thermodynamic equilibrium of the system, we need to find a state with minimum total Gibbs 
energy for a given set of independent variables (e.g. pressure, temperature, overall concentration). This total 
Gibbs energy is expressed as the weighted sum of Gibbs energies of the individual phases. The Gibbs 
energy of particular phase (Gm) is expressed as a sum of different contributions: 

      (1) 

where  is the weighted sum of the molar Gibbs energies of all constituents in the crystallographic 

structure corresponding to the structure of the phase m, relative to their chosen reference states, 

describes the contribution to the Gibbs energy from ideal random mixing of the constituents in the crystal 

lattice. The third term  represents the excess Gibbs energy, which describes the real behaviour of the 

phase – generally covering all other contributions to the Gibbs energy not covered by first two terms in Eq. 
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(1), e.g. the influence of nonideal mixing behaviour on the thermodynamic properties of a solution phase, or 
mutual interactions and reactions between constituents. Additional terms are often necessary for the proper 

description of the Gibbs energy using Eq (1): corresponds to the magnetic contribution to the Gibbs 

energy and  is the pressure term. Detailed description of these concrete terms can be found e.g. in [3,4]. 

The term , describing the influence of the surface on the Gibbs energy, is crucial for any attempt to 

model the thermodynamic properties and phase diagrams of nanoalloys. This contribution was introduced 
e.g by [1,2] in the form  

  (2) 

where is the surface stress (in recent theoretical works, e.g [7], the term surface tension is substituted by the 
term surface stress), Vm is molar volume, r is radius of (spherical) particle and C is the shape constant [2].  

In the Eq. (2), the radius r is independent parameter, and molar volume is given by the structure of the 
phase. The surface stress (tension) τ is the key quantity for the calculation of the contribution of the surface 
to the overall Gibbs energy. This quantity can be measured and usually data are available for liquid phases 
and pure element as well as for some liquid alloys. The calculations of surface stresses for solids and solid 
solutions can be done using e.g. the Butler equations [8].  

Fast development of the ab-initio methods lead to the development of methods, allowing calculation of 
surface stresses by ab initio method. The advantage of such approach is the possibility to calculate the value 
for any element or compounds and also the values for metastable structures. This is important for CALPHAD 
method, as the Gibbs energy of hypothetical compounds or elements in non-stable states are necessary for 
this approach [3,4]. The method for the calculation of surface stress by ab-initio approach is described in the 
next session. 

3. AB INITIO CALCULATION OF THE SURFACE STRESS  
When modelling surface stress and surface energy of Ni–Sn intermetallics [9], we have been following the 
methodology described in [7,10,11]. If A denotes the surface area and γ the surface energy of a material, 
then its surface stress τ is given as  

 . 
d( γ) dγτ γ

d d
A A
A A

= = +           (3) 

In our work, we have used a slab model (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1: The bulk (left) an slab structure (right). The surface stress can be extracted from their total energy 

dependence on the deformation ε 
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The slab contains two surfaces. Its total energy Eslab exceeds the total energy of the corresponding bulk 
structure Ebulk by 2γA. Equivalently,  

( )slab bulk
1γ
2

A E E= − .            (4) 

Both the slab and the bulk structure have been then deformed so that the actual surface area A varies with 
the deformation ε:  A = A(ε). The corresponding deformation tensor εi,j is given as   

i,j

ε 0 0
ε 0 ε 0

0 0 0

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

.           (5)  

Within the deformation, the product γA given by eq. (4) varies with the actual surface A(ε) as γ(A)A. The first 
derivative of γA with respect to the actual surface A yields the surface stress τ (eq. (3)). The derivative in eq. 
(3) is evaluated for non-deformed slab, i.e. in the point A = A(ε=0).  

For the total-energy calculations, we employed the full-potential linearized augmented-plane wave (FLAPW) 
method implemented in the WIEN2k code [12]. This method, as an all-electron approach, belongs to the 
most accurate treatments of the electronic structure. For exchange-correlation energy, we used generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) [13]. The muffin-tin radii have been set to 2.22 a.u. for Sn and 2.30 a.u. for Ni. 
We employed 25 × 25 × 25 k-points mesh generated by the Monkhorst–Pack scheme [14] for numerical 
integration over the Brillouin zone of the fcc unit cell of Ni, and used the same k-points density for all other 
structures.  

The product of the muffin-tin radius and the maximum reciprocal space vector, RMTkmax, was equal to 8.8, 
and the maximum value of ℓ for the waves inside the atomic spheres, ℓmax, was set to 10. The largest 
reciprocal vector |G| in the charge Fourier expansion, Gmax, was equal to 16. The energy convergence 
criterion was 3 × 10−5 eV/atom and on the basis of the convergence tests with respect to the number of the 
k-points and the parameter RMTkmax, the error in calculated total energies may be estimated to be less than 9 
× 10−4 eV/atom. 

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The applicability of the combination of CALPHAD method and ab-initio approach for the calculation 
of complex binary phase diagrams of nanoalloys is documented in the following section for the Ni-Sn system. 
The Table 1 contains the calculated lattice parameters and Vm for all phases existing in the system and the 
values of calculated surface energy γ and surface stress τ. The comparison with experimental values is 
shown if possible. There is good agreement between the experimental and theoretical data and therefore the 
ab-initio values were used to calculate the phase diagrams. The table contains also the calculations of Ni 
and Sn in hypothetical crystallographic structures (fcc for Sn and bct for Ni), which are exploited in the 
CALPHAD calculatins. 

The results are shown in Fig. 2, where the equilibrium phase diagram for Ni-Sn system is shown, based on 
data published in [15] and can be compared with the phase diagram of nanoalloy with the particle radius 10 
nm. It is clear that expected decrease of melting point appears in the whole range of the system, but all 
phases should still exist for defined size of the particle. 

The calculated melting point depression for pure Ni and the decrease of the invariant temperature for 
eutectic reaction (Liquid → bct_Sn + Ni3Sn4) is shown in Fig. 3.  
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Table 1: The calculated and experimental values of surface energy and surface stress for phases in Ni-Sn 
system 

Phase     lat. par., 
calc. (Å)  

lat. par., 
exp (Å)  

γ(surf) 
(J/m2)  τ, exp (N/m)  τ, calc  

 (N/m)  
      Vm 

(m3/mol)  

Ni(111)  A1 3.5246 3.524 1.963 2.0-7.0x10-4T 2.391 6.5663x10-6 

Sn (metastable)  A1 4.8189 - 0.327 - 0.924 1.6848x10-5 

Sn (001)  A5 
5.9397 
3.2103 

5.8318 
3.1819 

0.489 0.729-1.4x10-4T 0.541 1.7052x10-5 

Ni (metastable)  A5 
4.4784 
2.4224 

- 1.958 - 1.580 7.3146x10-6 

Ni3Sn_LT  hP8 
5.3082 
4.2943 

5.295 
4.247 

1.414 - 2.9276 7.8882x10-6 

Ni3Sn_HT  cF16 5.9529 5.982 1.443 - 2.175 7.9402x10-6 

Ni3Sn2_HT hP6 
4.2122 
5.1675 

4.1045 
5.1831 

1.564 - 0.965 9.2026 x10-6 

Ni3Sn4 mC14 

12.3558 
12.1138 
4.1068 

155.105° 

12.2146 
11.9756 
4.0602 

155.105° 

1.083 - 1.533 1.1130 x10-5 

    
     (a)          (b) 

Fig. 2: The equilibrium phase diagram for the bulk Ni-Sn system and the phase diagram for Ni-Sn system 
with the particle diameter 10 nm 

Because of significant lack of experimental data, it is not possible to make an extensive comparison of 
theoretical results; nevertheless the qualitative dependence of results on the particle radius corresponds to 
expectations. Limited experimental results for Ni-Sn system were obtained by authors in the scope of COST 
MP0903 Action and also the Ni-Sn-Sb system was studied recently [16]. In both cases the decrease of the 
invariant reaction temperature (Fig. 3b) was found to be in the range of 10-20 °C, depending on the size of 
particles. The largest decrease was found for particles with the radius below 10 nm which is in reasonable 
agreement with the Fig. 3b where the calculated invariant temperature is 205 °C for r = 5 nm.  
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(a)                (b) 

Fig. 3: The value of the melting temperature of pure Ni (a) and the temperature of invariant reaction (L-> 
Sn+Ni3Sn4) in dependence on particle diameter 
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Abstract 
Barium titanate (BaTiO3) ceramics is widely used in electronics due to excellent dielectric characteristics. An 
actual problem is to work out a simple and low-cost way for production of uniform BaTiO3 nanocrystals. In 
this report the results of the use of thermovapourous method for barium titanate nanocrystals synthesis are 
given. The synthesis was carried out in water vapour at temperature ranged from 110°C to 200°С and water 
vapour pressure of 0,2 – 1,6 MPa. The product was characterized by powder X-ray diffraction, scanning and 
transmission electron microscopy, dielectric spectroscopy. From the results, it was found that the process of 
barium titanate crystals formation from mechanical mixture of BaO and TiO2 proceeds by solid-state 
mechanism. The interaction of starting oxides with water vapour contributes to the structural mobility and 
facilitates the formation of barium titanate phase. As revealed, thermovaporous method allows producing of 
sphere-shaped crystalline BaTiO3 with particle size of 20 – 50 nm. From X-ray method data BaTiO3 consists 
of cubic and tetragonal phases mixture. The morphology of product is raspberry-like aggregates of 
nanoparticles. The value of dielectric permittivity of BaTiO3 powder (1,9 g/cm3) is about 20 at 1 kHz, 13 at 
1 MHz and 10 at 1…2 GHz. Loss tangent ranges from 0,18 at 1 MHz to 0,05 at 1…2 GHz. 

Keywords: Barium titanate, water vapour conditions, solid state mechanism, dielectric properties. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Barium titanate BaTiO3 is known as ferroelectric which possesses extremely high dielectric permittivity up to 
thousands at room temperature [1]. It is the reason that ceramic materials based on BaTiO3 are widely used 
in manufacturing of multilayer ceramic capacitors (MLCCs), resistors with positive temperature coefficient of 
resistivity (PTCR), temperature-humidity-gas sensors, piezoelectric transducers and actuators, ultrasonic 
and electro-optic devices [2-5].  

For electronic industry, which is the main area of BaTiO3 application, it’s desired to produce high-density 
ceramics with high permittivity and low dissipation factor at low calcination temperature. Electric properties of 
ceramic material use to be very sensitive to its microstructure. BaTiO3 powder for ceramic manufacturing is 
required to be highly pure, homogeneous and well-dispersed with uniform-sized spherical particles not larger 
than 200 nm [2,6,7].  

Increasing number of methods that allow producing of nanoscale BaTiO3 is being described in literature. But 
most of these methods are purely laboratory because of their high cost and multistage. On the contrary, 
operating simplicity of conventional solid-state and hydrothermal synthesis makes these methods mostly 
preferable in industry [8]. However widely used conventional method possesses a number of disadvantages, 
among which little control over the shape and size of producing particles, phase impurities and high energy 
consumption could be noted [9, 10]. In this connection searching for new suitable routes for commercial 
BaTiO3 synthesis is conducted in literature [8, 11]. In these methods wet-chemical techniques at low 
temperature (<100°C) are used for obtaining of 50-60 nm particles in small number of stages.  

Current work is devoted to investigation of BaTiO3 synthesis in water vapour. Thermovaporous method 
allows producing of simple [12] and complex oxides in relatively mild conditions of subcritical water fluid. 
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Heretofore this method was applied to produce a number of complex oxides such as MgAl2O4, ZnAl2O4, 
LaAlO3, Y3Al5O12, BaFe12O19, LiNbO3 and experimentally approved for industrial production [13, 14]. It was 
shown that in relation to BaTiO3 thermovaporous method allows obtaining of fine-crystalline and pure product 
[15]. Developing of this method for preparation of BaTiO3 nanocrystals is a promising challenge. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
For the synthesis of BaTiO3 commercial TiO2 (29% anatase and 71% rutile mixture) and BaO (98%) were 
used as reagents. The process was carried out in laboratory stainless steel autoclaves with inner 
polytetrafluorethylene containers. Thoroughly mixed dry reagents were placed into container while the 
required amount of water was filled between walls of container and autoclave separately from the mixture. 
The temperature of process and pressure of water vapour varied from 110 to 200°C and from 0,2 to 1,6 MPa 
respectively (Table 1).  

 

Table 1. Equilibrium pressure P of water vapour at temperature T 

T, °C P, kPa T, °C P, kPa 
110 143,24 150 475,72 

130 270,02 200 1553,6 

 

The duration of synthesis was 0, 1/2, 1, 2, 3, 6, 24 hours at each experimental temperature. To avoid the 
contamination of BaCO3 the product was sequentially washed with acetic acid solution, distilled water and 
dried at 70°C. The obtained samples were investigated by means of X-ray diffraction method (STOE STADI 
P, CuKα radiation), scanning (JSM-6390 LA) and transmission (JEOL JEM – 2100 F) electron microscopy. 
To characterize the dielectric properties of the product at 1 kHz and 1 MHz the capacitance and conductivity 
of powder (1,9 g/cm3) were measured (LCR meters E7-8, E7-12). Dielectric constant and loss tangent were 
calculated from these data. At 1..2 GHz the product was characterized by determination of the resonance 
frequency of powder sample in coaxial resonator. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Composition of samples obtained in water vapour was studied by means of XRD analysis. At temperature of 
200°C rate of the process is relatively high so that complete transformation of reagents into product occurs in 
about 1 hour. Slowing down the process at lower temperature (110, 130, 150°C) takes the opportunity for 
a detailed study of it's mechanism.  

 
Fig.1 TiO2 morphology: a – starting reagent; b – sample heated at 110°C, 0 hours; c – sample heated at 

150°C, 1 hour 

Starting TiO2 morphology is shown at Fig.1a. The powder consists of sphere-shaped weekly aggregated 
crystals of about 220 nm. The morphology of samples does not change significantly until the reaction 
between TiO2 and Ba(OH)2 does not start (Fig.1b, 1c).  
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The Fig.2 shows the XRD patterns of 
samples obtained at 150°C during 
different reaction times. Appearance 
of BaTiO3 peaks is observed after 3 
hours of synthesis. At SEM images 
important changes in morphology of 
these samples match this time of 
synthesis. Observed spreading of 
solid phase and confluence of 
particles is shown at Fig. 3. Besides, 
the presence of nanosized spherical 
particles could be noted. The process 
of spreading is more pronounced after 
6 hours of synthesis (Fig. 3b). The 
same process is illustrated by TEM 
image at Fig. 4a. It's traces may be 
found on SEM image of BaTiO3 
obtained at 150°C during 24 hours 
(Fig. 3c). It could be concluded that 
spreading and confluence mentioned 
above are the key stage in formation 
of BaTiO3 in water vapour.   

 

Fig.3 SEM images of samples produced at 150°C: a – 3 hours of synthesis; b - 6 hours of synthesis; c - 24 
hours of synthesis 

The role of water vapour in BaTiO3 synthesis from TiO2 and BaO has been already discussed in literature 
[16, 17]. In accordance with the observations and literature data, contact of water molecules with TiO2 leads 
to dissociative adsorption of H2O with occurrence of Ti-OH bonds and active protons. When embedded in the 
structure of TiO2 protons attack Ti-O-Ti bonds and promote mobility of TiO6 octahedra. As the concentration 
of OH- groups in TiO2 volume increases the reverse process of dehydroxylation occurs. Diffusion of Ba2+ ions 
into titania phase becomes facilitated by significant solid state mobility increase under these conditions. Ba2+ 
ions incorporate between TiO6 octahedra finally resulting in formation of BaTiO3 phase. Binding of barium 
and oxygen atoms leads to release of H2O molecules from solid to gaseous phase.  

Finally obtained at 200°C during 24 hours BaTiO3 consists of sphere-shaped crystals (20-50 nm) in 
raspberry-like aggregates (Fig. 4b,5). Comparing peak intensities and sharpness at XRD patterns of 
samples produced during 24 hours at different temperature it may be noted that crystallinity of samples 
increases with temperature increase (Fig.6). 

 
Fig.2 XRD patterns of samples produced at 150°C. Right of each 

pattern shows the time of process. Indicate peaks: a – TiO2, 
anatase; r – TiO2, rutile; b – BaTiO3 
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Fig.4 TEM images of samples synthesized at: a – 150°C, 6 hours (BaTiO3 and TiO2); b – 200°C, 24 hours 

(BaTiO3, admixture of BaCO3 with needle morphology) 

 

 
Fig.5 SEM images of BaTiO3 
produced at 200°C 24 hours. 

Fig.6 XRD patterns of BaTiO3 obtained during 24 hours at temperature: 

                a – 110°C; b – 150°C; c – 200°C. Peaks of BaTiO3 indicated 

 

By means of Rietveld refinement it was found that BaTiO3 produced in these conditions consists of a mixture 
of cubic (71,5 %) and tetragonal (28,5%) phase modifications (Fig. 7). Large amount of cubic phase at room 
temperature could be explained by structure defects resulted from remaining of OH- groups in lattice of 
product. 

The results of dielectric measurements carried out with the final BaTiO3 synthesized at 200°C during 24 
hours are given in Table 2. The decrease of dielectric constant value with the increase of electromagnetic 
field frequency is observed because polarization mechanisms in dielectrics differ with frequency: the higher 
frequency is the fewer mechanisms could realize. Naturally, due to smaller density the value of dielectric 
constant of investigated powder (1,9 g/cm3) is smaller than the value that sintered body of BaTiO3 possesses 
(5-6 g/cm3) [18]. Nevertheless, these results are comparable with literature data for measurements with 
BaTiO3 powder [19]. 
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Fig.7 Results of Rietveld refinement for BaTiO3 synthesized at 200°C, 24 hours 

 

Table 2. Dielectric constant ε and loss tangent tgδ of BaTiO3 powder synthesized at 200°C 24 hours 
(1,9 g/cm3) 

Measurand/Frequency 1 kHz 1 MHz 1..2 GHz 
ε 20,4 13,3 9,99 

tgδ - 0,18 0,05 

4. CONCLUSION 
The process of BaTiO3 formation from TiO2 and BaO in water vapour was investigated. It was found that the 
reaction occurs by solid state mechanism. Well-crystalline nanosized particles of BaTiO3 were obtained in 
thermovaporous conditions at 200°C during 24 hours. Dielectric properties (permittivity and loss tangent) of 
produced powder studied at 1 kHz, 1 MHz and 1..2 GHz appear to be satisfactory, considering the density.  
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Abstract 
Among all of the plasmonic noble metal nanoparticles the gold nanorod (GNR) retains a special place. Its 
elongated shape gives it unique anisotropic optical and physico-chemical properties. Owing to possibility to 
control the end-cap geometry, the GNR is the most tunable shape in the terms of localized surface plasmon 
resonance (LSPR) spectral range. Moreover, the possibility to synthesize GNRs in high yield as colloidal 
solution makes them cost-effective nanomaterial. The number of prospective applications for colloidal GNRs 
is still growing – from novel immunolabelling for both optical and electron microscopy, model nanoparticle for 
emerging field of theranostics, to building blocks of optical metamaterials, literally forming ordered arrays of 
nano-antennae. In this talk we sum up our results from extensive study of aqueous GNRs colloidal solutions 
stabilized by cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, synthesized by modified seeded growth approach. We use 
the strong LSPR dependence on rod aspect ratio to observe GNRs growth kinetics and tune the synthesis to 
produce high yield monodisperse colloidal solutions. The resulting quality allows us to easily apply the GNRs 
colloid as a cell-specific light-scattering label in confocal microscopy or to prepare both two- and three-
dimensional colloidal crystals of GNRs by self-assembly. Using a state-of-the-art scanning electron 
microscopy we have directly observed such process at drop surface and we have obtained an original video 
supporting our findings in GNR colloidal crystal formations. We demonstrate visible LSPR coupling effects in 
optical properties of such ordered arrays.  

Keywords: Gold nanorods, localized surface plasmon resonance, self-assembly, metamaterial, theranostics 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Noble metal nanoparticles (NMPs) evoked great interest in past two decades, resulting in a number of 
different MNPs shapes synthesis and these methods refined to a point, where high-yield samples of non-
spherical metallic MNPs can be obtained. The unique electro-optical properties of such MNPs induced 
number of applications spanning from fundamental studies of colloidal systems to application in biological 
systems as a biocompatible and addressable carrier. Since about 1980, an enormous effort has been 
devoted to the synthesis of uniform colloidal particles with tunable size and shape [1]. Colloidal particles of 
non-spherical shapes possess many peculiar physico-chemical properties which promise fundamentally new 
applications for optics, photovoltaics, chemical sensors, biomedicine and other areas [2, 3]. Among metallic 
nanoparticles the gold nanorods occupy a prominent position, especially for their excellent plasmonic 
tunability [4-6]. 

2. RESULTS 
In this work, seeded growth method in the presence of silver nitrate [7] was used for synthesis of 
monodisperse population of GNRs (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1: Image of colloidal solutions of GNRs synthesized 
by seeded growth approach (left). Absorption spectra of 

the GNR solutions (right) 

2.1. Self-Assembly of gold nanorods 

Fig. 2: Self-assembly of GNRs from water solution using controlled drying technique. Our method allows us 
to prepare both voluminous domains of assembled GNRs, and 2D monolayer islands of standing GNRs 

 

Nearly twenty years of experience with self-assembly of spherical and quasi-spherical colloidal particles [8] 
inspires thoughts that “bottom-up” approach based on self-assembly of anisotropic colloidal particles might 
be a feasible route to obtain the composite materials with excellent three-dimensional periodicity, at least 
under some circumstances [9]. 

We have exploited the basic principles described in work of Akbulut et al. [10] and we have obtained high 
quality voluminous domains of several hundred cubic micrometres through the CTAB driven phase 
separation. By control of the thermodynamic parameters one can achieve the possibility of controlling both 
the level of self-alignment and the inter-particle distance [11]. Fig. 2 demonstrates the coexistence of both 
voluminous colloidal crystals and 2D arrays of standing rods. The voluminous arrays are created from 
smectic-like liquid crystals of GNRs assembled by steric confinement achieved by increasing the 
concentration of GNRs near the meniscus of drying drop. The 2D islands on the other hand, are formed at 
the liquid/gas interface at the top surface of drying drop. 

These findings have been confirmed in situ using high resolution scanning electron microscopy including 
state-of-the-art WET-STEM technique which allows one to observe the dynamics of GNR self-assembly in 
thin water/CTAB membrane formed under conditions of saturated water vapour (Fig. 3). Most importantly, 
our method allows us to explore the effect of inter-particle distance of GNRs in formed arrays. The particle 
separation ranges from 8 nm to 2 nm. This interval appears to be crucial crossover between weak plasmon 
interactions to strongly coupled plasmon modes in nanoparticle arrays. 
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Fig. 3: Image of standing arrays of GNRs (approx. 20 x 60 nm) dynamically forming in thin water/CTAB 
membrane. The self-assembly process was observed using state-of-the-art WET-STEM microscopy in 

saturated water vapours. (In collaboration with Dr. Petr Wandrol, FEI Company, Czech Republic and Dr. 
Miroslav Slouf, IMC ASCR) 

The domains of aligned GNRs are big enough to explore their basic far-field optical properties by 
conventional white-light microscope (Figs. 2, 4). We utilize transmitted light mode for 2D GNRs arrays and 
reflection mode for 3D voluminous GNRs colloidal crystals. One can observe spectral changes in 
dependence of GNRs alignment in the crystal (Fig. 4). Such metallo-dielectric composites represent real 
steps towards the preparation of three-dimensional metamaterials. 

 

Fig. 4: Top-down view of self-assembled GNRs arrays by white-light reflection microscope (50x objective, 
scale bar = 10 μm) showing several differently oriented domains. The GNRs arrays exhibit colour switching 
when one is moving through the crossed polarizers setting (left). Image of large cleaved colloidal crystal of 

GNRs. Top surface is covered by excluded surfactant. Clean cross-sections, created by cleaving the crystal, 
reveal the well assembled nanorods which are uniform in size (middle). Detailed view on the same colloidal 

crystal (right) 

2.2. Gold nanorods as biological markers 
Gold nanorods are excellent candidate as addressable optical marker/carrier in biological systems. Strong 
optical absorption/scattering in visible and near-infrared region allows visualisation of the spatial distribution 
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of GNRs in tissues using confocal microscopy. The non-bleaching and tunability of the optical spectral 
properties GNRs give them possible advantages over fluorescent dyes. Photothermal properties, especially 
heat generation in GNRs induced by light absorption, give rise a new application field of photothermal cancer 
therapy. In this study we utilize gold nanorods as light scattering probes in confocal microscope setup in 
order to explore their minute influence on human prostate carcinoma cells (line DU-145). 

 

Two-photon fluorescence microscopy is conveniently used in imaging based on two-photon 
photoluminiscence induced in GNRs. High spatial resolution and reduced background are the main 
advantages of the method. Unfortunately, undesired heat generation affects intracellular environment during 
continuous scanning with the femto-second laser. To avoid this disadvantage, confocal reflectance 
microscopy was adopted as a method of non-destructive imaging in live cells based on strong scattering light 
by GNRs [12]. To overcome instability of the CTAB bilayer at the GNRs surfaces, cytotoxic CTAB was 
replaced by covalently bound thiolated polyethyleneglycol (PEG) or by thiolated analogue of CTAB, (16-
mercaptohexadecyl)trimethylammonium bromide (MTAB) [13]. Both PEG or MTAB are non-toxic, 
biocompatible, covalently bound ligands, non-specifically targeted to cells (MTAB was synthesized by Dr. 
Kamil Musilek and Dr. Kamil Kuca, UHK). 

 

  
Fig. 5: Confocal microscope image of DU-145 human prostate carcinoma cells after intake of GNRs. The 
gray channel corresponds to transmited light, blue channel is fluorescence from HOECHST dye and red 

channel is backscattered light from GNR probes (633nm laser). The localization of GNRs in the cells can be 
resolved in great detail. (In collaboration with Dr. Zdenek Hodny and Dr. Zuzana Duchoslavova, IMG ASCR) 

3. METHODS 

3.1. Gold nanorods synthesis 
Monodisperse nanorods samples were synthesized by seeded-growth method in the presence of silver 
nitrate [7]. This method was chosen because it leads to the best possible yield of nanorods (up to 99%). 
Moreover, by varying the amount of silver(I), one can fine tune the aspect ratio of the grown rods. The usual 
synthesis process involves preparation of monocrystalline gold seeds (2-4 nm) by fast reduction of gold(III) 
salt in the presence of CTAB and adding them into the growth solution of gold(I) complexed to CTAB in the 
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presence of silver(I) in aqueous solution (pH 2-3). This starts the growth process where the amount of seeds 
added and the starting concentration of silver (I) influences the size and aspect ratio of rods produced. 

3.2. Instrumental setup 
Wide-field white-light microscope images were acquired with Nikon Eclipse LV-100 microscope. Both 
transmission and reflection modes were used. Polarization settings were used using the standard 
microscope polarizer and analyser.  

Confocal microscope images under live-cell conditions were aquired by Leica TCS SP5 AOBS confocal 
microscope. Cells were imaged using transmited light detector. GNRs backscatter was detected 633 nm 
laser in reflection mode. For colocalization analysis, cell nuclei were stained by Hoechst dye, visualized by 
excitation at 405 nm and 455 nm for collection of photoluminiscence. 

SEM images were acquired by JEOL JSM-7500f FE-SEM utilizing upper secondary electron detector and 2 
kV probe energy. Absorbance spectra of colloidal solutions of GNRs were measured by Shimadzu UV-1601 
UV-VIS spectrophotometer. 

4. CONCLUSION 
We present recent aspects of our research in the field of anisotropic gold nanoparticles: Optimized synthesis 
for biological ultrastructure TEM imaging; the self-assembly of NPs, using state-of-the-art scanning electron 
microscopy including Wet-STEM imaging of self-assembly of gold nanorods in thin water membrane and 
confocal optical microscope imaging of GNRs as a scattering markers in biological systems. 
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Abstract  
Scanning electron microscope and atomic force microscope were used to study the microstructure of the 
modified nanocomposites produced from Ceria-stabilized ZrO2/Al2O3 ([Ce-TZP]-[Al2O3]) nano-powder blend 
with/without Ca+2- and Yb+3- modifiers. The presence of Ме+2- and Ме+3- ions determines the various 
processes of the phase formation of metastable tetragonal zirconia and thus affects the changes in the 
composition and size of the grains. The data on the qualitative phase composition, the crystallization degree 
of the powder and crystal lattice parameters of tetragonal ZrO2 solid solutions were obtained. The 
microstructure of all composites designates two types of the grains: one corresponds to α-Al2O3- phase with 
habit close to hexagonal one and ZrO2 grains with a soft smooth shape. It was found that the composite 
modified by Сa+2 contains also elongated prismatic grains. The composition analysis of these grains, given 
by energy dispersive spectrometry, detects the presence of elements Al, Ca and Ce in amounts close to the 
compound of СаСеAl3О7.  

Keywords: Nanocomposite, [Ce-TZP]-[Al2O3], modifier, AFM 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Ceramic composites on the base of ZrO2 and Al2O3 are known materials for denture applications due to their 
high wear and heat resistance and excellent biocompatibility. In addition, the presence in phase composition 
of solid solution of tetragonal ZrO2 (t- ZrO2) allows obtaining materials with high performance strength and 
resistance to brittle fracture. However, the potential of improving them is not exhausted, and their 
approximation to natural tooth material in the first place is associated with the use of nano-sized powders 
and modifying compounds for ceramic synthesis. Modifying the composition of the original powder blend by 
metal ions is an important factor affecting phase transformation in nano-sized precursors, the sintering 
process, the formation of the dimensional characteristics and the composition peculiarities of the grains [1]. 
This work studies the effect of Сa+2  and Yb+3 modifiers on the processes of thermal phase formation, 
structuring of [Сe-TZP] – [Al2O3]-nano-particles and then on themicrostructure of the obtained 
nanocomposites.  

2. SAMPLES  

The original blend of powder precursors with composition of 65 mol.% (88.ZrO2 - 12CeO2) -35 mol% Al2O3 
and 1 mol % of modifier (CaO or Yb2O3) was used as a test one. The powder precursors were obtained by 
hydrosol version of the sol-gel process in the presence of polyvinyl alcohol and isobutanol as the complex 
surface-active substances [1], [3]. A simultaneous component precipitation process giving the best results in 
formation of t-ZrO2 phase [2] was used. A concentrated solution of aqueous ammonia was taken as a 
precipitant. Gel-like precipitates were dried at 120°C, then obtained xerogel was heat treated at 950°С. The 
size of nano-particles of all precursors of the blend was about 20-30 nm. Composites sintered at a 
temperature of 1650°С have density values higher than 99,0% of the theoretical one for the monolithic 
samples. 
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3. METHODS AND RESULTS 
The thermogravimetric analysis showed that exoeffect correspondent to the process of crystal phase 
formation in three component (ZrO2 – CeO2 - Al2O3) system is shifted to the high-temperature range in 
comparison with two component (88.ZrO2 – 12.CeO2) system. This can be related with effect of presence of 
the Al+3-, Са+2- and Yb+3-cations forming the t - ZrO2 metastable solid solutions [4].  

X-ray diffraction measurement by diffractometer DRON-3 was used for determining the crystal lattice 
parameters of t - ZrO2 solid solutions (Table1). Changes in the crystal lattice at temperatures of 1100 and 
1300°C are associated with the process of Al+3- cations output from the structure and they are correlated 
with the bigger values of ionic radii of Me+2- and Me+3- input, respectively, RAl

+3 = 0.054 nm, RCa
+2 = 0,100 nm 

and RYb
+3 = 0.090 nm.  

 

Table 1. Crystal  lattice parameters of t - ZrO2 solid solutions  

Temperature, °С Modifier а, Å с, Å V, Å3 

1100 

0 5,131 5,225 137,5 

Ca 5,132 5,225 137,6 

Yb 5,135 5,228 137,8 

1300 

0 5,126 5,228 137,4 

Ca 5,140 5,236 138,4 

Yb 5,140 5,234 138,3 

δ, Å  0,001 0,002 0,2 

 
Microscopic study of the composites microstructure with/without modifying was carried out by atomic force 
microscope ”NEXT” (NTMDT) and scanning electron microscope «LEO1420" (CARL ZEISS). The AFM-
images of non-modified composite and one modified by Yb2O3 (Fig. 1) demonstrate that their morphology is 
quite similar: one can easily indentify 1-2 μm big grains of α - Al2O3 phase (corundum) with habit close to 
hexagonal drowned in solid solution of ZrO2 with smooth surface.   

 
Fig.1. AFM images of the composites: non-modified (a,b) and modified by Yb2O3  (c). 

Fields of view are 10 μm (a,c) and 5 μm (b) 

 

The images do well show dislocation lines in Al2O3-grains, defining their mainly laminar substructure. The 
circle at the image of non-modified composite with 5 μm field of view (Fig. 1b) illustrates the dislocation lines 
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in ZrO2 solution. The distance between these lines is about 20-30 nm which is commeasurable with the size 
of nano-particles and corresponds to the high dislocation density (~1012 m-2) of t-ZrO2 solid solution. 

The AFM images of the composite modified by СaO (Fig. 2a,b) reveals besides the hexahedral Al2O3-grains 
a little amount of elongated prismatic grains. The t - ZrO2 solid solution is visible here as shapeless grains 
with globular substructure. The elongated rod-shaped grains are well observed also at the SEM images 
(Fig. 2c).   

 
Fig. 2. The images of composite surface with Ca+2 modifier obtained by AFM (a,b) and SEM (c) 

 

Composition analysis of modified composites was carried out by energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer 
“INCA Energy 300” (OXFORD INSTRUMENTS) coupled with SEM «LEO1420". Table 2 presents the content 
of main elements in different grains in the samples noted as 2 and 3 modified by CaO and Yb2O3, 
respectively. The measurement error depends on the accuracy of superposition of measured area (~1 μm) 
with specific chosen grain (i.e. there is a possibility of entering into a zone of grains of another species). As 
can be seen from Table 2, the phase containing aluminum is found primarily in dark or black grains, while the 
white grains correspond to phase containing zirconium.  

 

Table 2. Content of the main elements in the grains in the ceramics modified by CaO (sample 2) and by 
Yb2O3 (sample 2). (* Hf is included in the basic elements because it is non detachable impurity of Zr).  

Element 

Element composition, at.% 
Black elongated 

grains 
Black hexahedral 

grains 
White grains 

Sample 2 Sample 
2 

Sample 3 Sample 2 Sample 3 

O 71,5 70,6 67,5 63,7 68,1 

Zr 3,6 4,2 3,1 30,6 22,9 

Al 18,3 24,3 28,8 0,0 3,0 

Ce 2,9 0,8 0,4 5,3 3,9 

Hf* 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,3 0,4 

Ca 1,0 0,0 0,0 0,1 0,0 

Yb 0,0 0,0 0,1 0,0 0,6 
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So, one can identify the white grains with ZrO2 and black hexahedral grains with corundum. Black elongated 
grains shows the presence of elements Al, Ca and Ce in amounts close to the compound of СаСеAl3О7.  

4. CONCLUSION 
It was shown that microstructure of the composite modified by Yb2O3 is not substantially different from the 
microstructure of non-modified composite: both of them have grains of corundum drown in ZrO2 solid 
solution. Adding CaO to the blend of precursors leads to the sintering three-phase composite with 
hexahedral grains of corundum, shapeless ZrO2-grains with globule substructure and prismatic elongated 
grains which are likely related to the СаСеAl3О7. AFM images reveal also the process of various dislocation 
growing for the grains of different habit.  
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Abstract 
ZnO is amphoteric oxide insoluble in water that is widely applied in our daily life. It is a very efficient 
photoactive material too, particularly if ZnO is prepared in nanoparticles form. However ZnO nanoparticles 
can be dangerous for people because can penetrate through the human skin. Therefore the nanoparticles 
have to be inserted on the suitable carrier, in this case the clay mineral kaolinite. Photoactive composites 
with different content of ZnO (10, 30 and 50 wt. %) in kaolinite were prepared. After the preparation 
of composite, the materials were dried at 105°C. Prepared samples were investigated using X-ray 
fluorescence spectroscopy, X-ray powder diffraction and scanning electron microscopy. The stability of clay 
mineral kaolinite doped by ZnO was studied by leaching. Materials were leached in deionized water 
in suspension (solid:liquid = 1:10) for 24 hours. Liquid phases were obtained by filtration. pH and conductivity 
were measured in all filtrates, dissolved elements were determined by atomic emission spectrometry with 
inductively coupled plasma and atomic absorption spectrometry after decomposition of filtrate by acids. 
Changes in photoactive composites composition were evaluated according the concentration of dissolved 
elements in the filtrate after leaching. 

Keywords: kaolinite/ZnO photocomposite, photocomposite stability 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Environment is more and more polluted by liquid, gas and solid pollutants. Great effort is therefore devoted 
to their elimination. The effective degradation procedure of toxic and dangerous substances may be with 
using photocatalysts. One of more efficient photocatalysts is ZnO due to low price, simple proces of 
synthesis and energy of band gap about 3.2 eV [1]. ZnO is white amphoteric oxide soluble in acids and 
basics and insoluble in water. It is also used as white pigment, photocatalysts, solar cells, is important 
component in vulcanization of rubber, atc. [2]. 

The best properties have photoactive materials in the form of nanoparticles however nanoparticles can 
penetrate through the human skin and it can cause health problems. Therefore is important insert it on 
sutable carrier. Nanostructures of metals oxide fixed to composites have among other things large active 
surface, higher stability and other useful properties. ZnO nanoparticles or in combination with other 
photoactive oxides, can be fixed to clay minerals, active carbon and optical inert materials respectively [1, 3, 
4]. 

There are not only important photoactivite properties of kaolinite/ZnO composite, but mainly stability of 
prepared photocomposite. The one way to test a stability of various materials is use the leaching tests that 
defined the legislative of the Czech Republic in order no. 294/2005 [5]. To obtain more information about the 
materials it is necessary leach the material in acid and basic solution too. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Materials 
The stability studies have been done on photoactive materials kaolinite/ZnO with different content of ZnO 
(10, 30 and 50 wt. %). To preparation photocomposite were used kaolin (LB MINERALS, s.r.o.), zinc chloride 
(anhydrous, analytical pure, lach:ner, s.r.o.) and sodium hydroxide (micropearl, lach:ner, s.r.o.). Kaolin was 
dried for 3 hours at 105 °C. Its chemical composition is shown in Table 1. The photocomposite was prepared 
by mixing kaolin with an appropriate volume of ZnCl2 and Na(OH) and following thermal hydrolysis at 100°C 
for 5 hours. It enabled to give the desired amount of ZnO in the composites. The final photocomposites were 
dried at 105°C. The chemical composition is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Chemical composition of original kaolin and photocomposite of ZnO, LOI – lost of ignition 
 Kaolin 

[wt. %] 
Sample A 
[wt. %] 

Sample B 
[wt. %]

Sample C 
[wt. %]

Al2O3 35.8 31.2 23.0 15.8 

SiO2 47.7 39.8 29.2 20.1 

ZnO < 0.0003 9.89 29.0 48.4 

Na2O 0.097 0.077 0.059 0.040 

K2O 1.16 1.47 1.06 0.734 

MgO 1.187 1.10 0.82 0.604 

LOI 11.68 10.8 9.3 7.6 

 

Deionized water (DM) with pH 5.99 and two different extraction agents with the pH 2.1 and 11.75 were used 
as an extract solutions. Those solution were prepared from deionized water and concentrated H2SO4 
(extraction agent I) and NaOH (extraction agent II). 

2.2. Characterization methods 
The chemical composition of the prepared samples was determined by using energy dispersive fluorescence 
spectrometer (XRFS) SPECTRO XEPOS (SPECTRO Analytical instruments GmbH) equipped with 50 W Pd 
X-ray tube, by X-ray power diffraction using the Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker AXS) and 
scanning electron microscopy SEM Philips XL30 (PHILIPS). 

The extracts were prepared by ČSN EN 12457-4. It is discontinued method of leaching of solid material in 
extraction solution. The photocomposites were leaching in deionized water in suspension (solid:liquid = 
1:10), in extraction agents with pH 2.1 and 11.75 for 24 hours in continuos rotation container. The filter paper 
with density 84 g.m-2 was used for separation solid phase. The pH, conductivity was measured immediately 
after filtration and concentration of selected elements after decomposition of filtrate were determined. 
Concentrated HNO3 (p.p., 65 %) were used for decomposition at temperature about the boiling point of 
solution. 

The pH was mesured by inoLab SenTix 41 with combined electrode (the specific electrode – glass electrode, 
reference electrode – calomel electrode) with integrated temperature senzor. Conductivity was measured 
using inoLab Cond 730. 

The concentration of Zn in filtrate after decomposition were determined by atomic absorption spectrometer 
with flame atomization (AAS-FA) UNICAM 969 and the concentration of Al, Mg, Na, K, Si were determined in 
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extracts by atomic emission spectrometer with inductively coupled plasma (AES-ICP) SPECTRO CIROS 
CVISION. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
Dependence pH of final extracts on pH of extraction agents are shown in Fig. 1. The pH of final extract 
obtained from leaching photocomposites in acid extraction agent I was increased to 5.6. It is means that the 
dissolved ions in the final extract have the basic character. The pH of extract after leaching the 
photocomposite in deionization water depends on ZnO content. The final pH of extract is similar to extraction 
agent II. In compare with pH of extract after leaching in extraction agent I and DM the pH of extract II is not 
depends on ZnO content. 

 
Fig. 1 pH of extracts after leaching sample A, B and C in deionized water (DM) and extraction agents I and II 

with different value of pH 

The stability of prepared photocomposites can be deduced from the values of conductivity of final extracts 
(see Fig. 2) The low values of conductivity show that the extracts after leaching in extraction agent I and 
deionized water depends on ZnO content more than extract II modified by NaOH. 

 
Fig. 2 Specific conductivity of prepared extracts from sample A, B and C in deionized water (DM) and 

extraction reagent I or II with different pH 
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The Fig. 3 illustrates the quantities of leached zinc from phocomposites A, B and C as dependence on pH of 
extraction agents. The greatest dissolved quantity Zn was released from photocomposites after interaction 
with extraction agent I modified H2SO4, mainly from material A. After interaction photocomposites with 
solution II are quantities of leached Zn < 0.04 %. Dissolved portion of Zn is after interaction photocomposites 
with DM < 0.13%. The results of extracted Zn portion (see Fig. 3) show that with increasing ZnO content in 
composite increase the stability of Zn composite.  

The measured concentration Zn in final extraction solution after interaction photocomposite A with DM 
exceeds limit values for hazardous waste according to European criteria referred to in COUNCIL DECISION 
[6]. Photocomposites B and C can be included in criteria for landfills for non-hazardous waste. The 
photocomposite A must be classed to III class of leachability by criteria in the Czech Republic [7]. 
Photocomposites B and C conforms the class II b by criteria in the Czech Republic. It is mean that the 
photocomposite A (ZnO content 9.89 wt.%) should be modify before use as photocomposite to improve its 
stability. The measured concentration Zn in final extraction solution after interaction photocomposite A with 
DM exceeded at sample A limit values for hazardous waste according to European criteria referred to in 
COUNCIL DECISION [6]. Photocomposites B and C can be included in criteria for landfills for non-hazardous 
waste. The photocomposite A belong to III class of leachability by criteria in the Czech Republic [7]. 
Photocomposites B and C are in the II b class by criteria in the Czech Republic. 

The portion of leached elements (expressed in percent) from total content kaolinite/ZnO photocomposites 
are shown in Table 2. 

 
Fig. 3 The released portion of Zn leached from composites after kaolin/ZnO treatment in deionized water 

and extraction agents I and II 

Table 2 The quantities of dissolved elements from kaolinite/ZnO composite after interaction with extraction 
agents 
Extraction 

agents 
Sample Al 

[%] 
Si 

[%] 
Na  
[%] 

K  
[%] 

Mg  
[%] 

I A < 0.01 0.09 2.81 0.11 0.01 
B 0.0004 0.007 4.57 0.24 0.01 
C 0.0006 0.009 8.50 0.22 0.04 

II A 0.01 0.024 not deter. 0.09 0.007 
B 0.03 0.021 not deter. 0.21 0.01 
C 0.04 0.016 not deter. 0.26 0.01 

DM A < 0.01 0.003 61.3 0.28 0.01 
B 0.0008 0.002 not deter. 0.26 0.03 
C 0.0012 0.003 38.8 0.23 0.02 
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The leached quantity of Al, Si, K, Mg ions are low for all studied composites. The Na was dissolved in the 
largest amount from materials independently on their composition, mainly after interaction with deionized 
water. Sodium hydroxide was used for prepared photocomposites it is probably reason why the quantities of 
dissolved sodium is higher than other elements. 

4. CONCLUSION 
In the present paper the stability of photocomposite materials kaolinite/ZnO with different content of ZnO 
after interaction with demineralization water and modified extraction agents were studied. The extraction 
agents with define pH were prepared using the concentrated H2SO4 and NaOH. The pH, conductivity and 
concentration of Zn, Al, Si, Na, K, Mg in final extracts were determined. The stability of kaolinite/ZnO 
photocomposites depends on ZnO content. The stability is increase with the increasing ZnO content the 
photocomposites. It is mean that the materials with high content of ZnO are safety for environment. Other 
studied elements except Na are created very stable compounds in composite. Natrium dissolved in 
deionized water and acid extraction agent and changed the pH of final extract. 
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Abstract  
The high aspect ratio of layered silicate nanoparticles is very convenient to modify the properties of the 
polymer, but the hydrophilic nature of silicate surfaces impedes their homogeneous dispersion in the organic 
polymer phase. The hydrophilic clay minerals are commonly treated with ammonium cations with long alkyl 
chains to improve the compatibility between the silicate layers and the polymer matrix. In this study, clay 
mineral vermiculite (V) was used as a clay nanofiller to the polyethylene (PE) and the functional and 
mechanical properties of PE/V nanocomposite plates were characterized. Vermiculite has been modified to 
the role of nanofiller with organic dodecylamine (DA) compounds in various concentrations. Exfoliation of 
modified vermiculite nanofiller in PE was studied on the nanocomposite plates using X-ray diffraction 
analysis. The quality of nanofiller distribution in polymer matrix was observed using light microscopy. 
Changes in mechanical properties of the PE/VDA nanocomposites in comparison with the pure PE were 
studied on the data from the Creep measurements. The antibacterial activity of the surfaces of composite 
plates was tested on the Gram-positive bacteria Enterococcus faecalis.  

Keywords: Polyethylene, vermiculite, x-ray diffraction, creep characteristics, antibacterial activity 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Clay minerals may be used as fillers during the preparation of polymer/clay mineral nanocomposites to 
improve their stiffness, strength, toughness or thermal stability [1,2,3]. The hydrophilic nature of silicate 
surface makes their homogenous dispersion in the organophilic polymer impossible. Therefore, clay minerals 
are often modified with organic compounds as alkyl amines (octadecylamine, hexadecylamine, 
dodecylamine etc.) or quartery ammonium salts (hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide, 
cetyltrimethylammonium chloride etc.) to make them hydrophobic and compatible with the polymer 
[1,2,3,4,5]. Antimicrobial activity of organoclays based on effect of organic cations against broad spectrum of 
microorganisms was studied [6,7].  

This study presents structure and characterization of vermiculite intercalated with dodecylamine used as 
nanofiller to the polyethylene matrix together with the level of vermiculite dispersed in PE, antibacterial 
action, structure changes and creep characteristics of nanocomposite.  

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Materials 
Vermiculite from Brazil (fy Grena, Czech Republic) was milled in planetary mill, sieved to the fraction < 40 
µm (marked as V) and subsequently milled in jet mill (Sturtevant Micronizer®) at the pressure of compressed 
air 350 kPa (marked as Vj). The structural formula for the half unit cell composition of V calculated from the 
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elemental analysis was: (Si3.08Al0.92)(Mg2.44Fe +3
0.36Fe +2

0.02 Ti0.06Al0.04)O10(OH)2 K0.18Ca0.15Na0.08. Dodecylamine 

(DA) 97% (fy Sigma Aldrich, Co) and ethanol 96% (fy Vitrum, Czech Republic) were used for V modification. 
Polyethylene (PE) for composites preparation was prepared as the mixture of three low density 
polyethylenes (LDPE). Their ratio was 33 wt. % of Bralen VA 20-60 powder, 42 wt. % of Bralen VA 20-60 
granulated and 25 wt. % of Bralen FB2-17 powder (fy Slovnaft, Slovak Republic). 

2.2 Sample preparation 
Organo-Vermiculite nanofillers 

V (30g) was mixed with 30 wt.%, 10 wt.% and 3 wt.% of DA in mortar for 20 min. The mixture was placed to 
the drying oven preheated to 80°C. After 2 hour, the mixture was removed from the oven and ethanol was 
added. After evaporation of ethanol, sample was crushed in mortar and milled in jet mill. Prepared samples 
were marked as VDA30, VDA10 and VDA3, respectively.  

Polyethylene/Vermiculite composites  

Composites were prepared in Brabender GmbH & Co. KG, type 815607. The mixtures of PE with vermiculite 
samples Vj, VDA3, VDA10 and VDA30 at the ratio PE:V:DA = 90:7:(0; 0.3; 1 and 3) were slowly poured into 
the Brabender kneading chamber heated to 160 °C. Heavy kneading the mixture was carried out for a total 
of 10 minutes in two velocity intervals, first for 2 min at 10 rpm and the next 8 min at 50 rpm. The matter was 
scratched from the kneading chamber. The composite foils of size 100 x 100 mm and a thickness of 1 mm 
were pressed at 160 °C from the stiff matter. 

2.3 Methods 
The elemental composition of V was determined by the X-ray fluorescence elemental analysis (XRF) on 
energy dispersive spectrometer SPECTRO X LAB. The X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns were 
measured on the X-ray diffractometer from INEL equipped with a curved position-sensitive detector CPSD 
120 (reflection mode, Ge-monochromator, CuKα1 radiation) in ambient atmosphere under constant 
conditions (2000 s, 35 kV, 20 mA). The Infrared (IR) spectra were obtained by Fourier transformed infrared 
spectroscopy (IRS) on a Nicolet 6700 in the spectral range 4000 – 400 cm-1. The images of the powder 
samples were performed by Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on PHILIPS XL-30 equipped with energy 
dispersive spectrometer EDS. The images of composite foils were performed by Light microscopy (LM) on 
Olympus BX51 equipped with camera Olympus UC30, using bright field polarized light at transition mode.  

2.4 Antibacterial test 
Antibacterial effect of prepared composites was tested on Gram-positive (G+) bacteria strain Enterococus 
faecalis. Suspension with density 1.5x108 in 1000 µl was prepared and applied on polyethylene composite 
foils (50 x 50 mm) in volume 25 µl and also on control pure polyethylene foil. Foils were placed in the laminar 
box to dry and covered with aluminium foil to protect. The first fingerprints on blood agar plates in Petri 
dishes were made after drying for 1 hour. The foils were gradually impressions always on the three discs 
with blood agar. Cultivations took place in thermostat at 35 °C for 24 hours. The numbers of colony forming 
units (CFU) of all three fingerprints were recorded. If the number of CFU was in countless (CN) result was 
expressed as 3xCN (countless number). The next fingerprints were made after 3, 6, 8, 24, 48 and 96 hours 
of total exposure.  

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Structure characteristics 
The XRD patterns in Fig. 1 show structure changes of V after modification with DA and also after mixing with 
PE. The basal reflections (002) of Vj with values d = 1.43 nm and d = 1.24 nm correspond to the interlayer 
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material with two layer and one layer 
of water molecules, respectively. The 
other basal reflection with value d = 
2.15 nm proved mix-layered hydrate 
domains in the interlayer [8,9].  

The XRD patterns of samples VDA3, 
VDA10 and VDA30 (Fig. 1d, f, h) 
show decreased intensities of the 
basal reflection d (002) =1.43 nm 
opposite relative intensity of Vj 
(100%) with shift at VDA 30 to d = 
1.47 and 1.39 nm which showed 
inhomogeneous structure. Samples 
VDA10 and VDA 30 showed in 
comparison with original Vj 
expansion of the profiles of the basal 
reflection and shift to the higher 
interlayer (d = 2.21 nm). Also a new 
reflection of phase with low water 
content is supposed base on the 
reflection with d = 1,13 nm (VDA10), 
d = 1.11 nm (VDA30). These 
significant changes confirmed the 
intercalation of DA to vermiculite 
interlayer and exfoliation of 
vermiculite layered structure.  

The XRD pattern of PE (Fig. 1b) 
proved present of crystalline region 
with reflections values d = 0.42 nm 
and d = 0.38 nm over the amorphous 
region between 15 – 25 °2θ [10]. XRD patterns of the composites PE/VDA10 and PE/VDA30 (Fig. 1g, i) 
differ from others. The basal reflection with d = 1.43 nm of V disappeared and the new peaks with d = 3.26 
nm, d = 2.32 nm may correspond to the disturbance of vermiculite crystalline structure, further intercalation 
of PE to the VDA interlayer and good exfoliation of VDA nanofiller in PE matrix.  

 

3.2 Morphology of nanofiller 
Morphology of V significantly changed after intercalation DA in Fig. 2. Characteristic vermiculite lamellar 
morphology (Fig. 2a) was disturbed after jet milling (Fig. 2b) and the particles size was reduced (under ca 20 
µm). The sample VDA30 after jet milling showed disappearance of the lamellar structure and confirmed 
exfoliation (Fig. 2c) to the very small particles (under ca 5 µm).  

Fig. 1 XRD patterns region with basal 002 reflection of nanofillers 
and composites Vj (a), PE (b), PE/Vj (c), VDA3 (d), PE/VDA3 (e), 

VDA10 (f), PE/VDA10 (g), VDA30 (h) and PE/VDA30 (i). The 
dashed line represents the XRD pattern of pure DA 
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Fig. 2 SEM images of the samples V (a), Vj (b) and VDA30 (c) 

 

3.3 Creep characteristics 
The reinforcing effect of filler onto polymeric matrix was tested by creep measurements applying constant 
stress of app. 1 MPa at temperature 25 °C. The examples of measured data presented in Fig. 3 and Table 1 
comparing pure PE matrix with selected nanocomposites. The results represent time-depended creep 
compliance data with significant modification of mechanical properties when presence of vermiculite based 
fillers increases rigidity of PE matrix. These differences can be quantified for example using initial tensile 
creep modulus representing elastic part of deformation presented in Table 1.Their values increased from 
25 % to 70 % compared to pure PE with the highest reinforcement effect PE/VD3 nanocomposite.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Tensile creep and reverse (marked r) tensile creep compliance data for pure PE and PE/vermiculite 

nanofillers composites 
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Table 1 Composition of composites and values of initial tensile creep modulus 

Sample/ Composition PE (wt.%) V (wt.%) DA (wt.%) Initial tensile creep  
modulus E(t)(MPa) 

PE 100 - - 205 
PE/Vj 90 7 - 266 
PE/VDA30 90 7 3 257 
PE/VDA10 90 7 1 321 
PE/VDA3 90 7 0.3 350 

3.4 Distribution of nanofiller in PE 
The images of composites obtained by light microscopy in Fig. 4 showed differences among the nanofiller 
particles distribution in polyethylene matrix. The largest number of visible particles was observed in the 
sample PE/Vj with approximate average size > 100 μm – 3 %, > 80 μm – 3 %, > 60 μm – 9 %, > 40 μm – 16 
%, > 20 μm – 29 % and < 20 μm – 40 %. The particles in PE formed agglomerates. The amount of visible 
particles with higher average size increased in order PE/Vj > PE/VDA3 > PE/VDA10 > PE/VDA30. The 
nanofiller VDA30 was very well distributed in PE which was confirmed with the XRD analysis 

 
Fig. 4 Images of composites PE/Vj (a), PE/VDA3 (b), PE/VDA10 (c) and PE/VDA30 (d) with highlight 

vermiculite filler particles. The size of the observed area is 1.8 x 1.3 mm at magnification 4x 

3.5 Antibacterial activity 
Results of antibacterial activity testing of prepared composites against G+ bacteria E. faecalis in Table 2 
showed that PE/Vj, PE/VDA3 and PE/VDA10 had no inhibit effect on bacterial growth over 24 hours. After 48 
hours the number of survived bacterial colonies decreased. The nanocomposite PE/VDA30 inhibited 
bacterial growth already after 1 hour and after 24 hours no bacteria survived and have remained stable over 
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the whole experiment period of 96 hours. Antibacterial effect increased with an increasing content of DA. The 
exception was the PE/Vj where the action was influenced by the surface properties of foils. A smooth surface 
of pure PE allowed the bacteria to survive and multiply throughout the experiment.  

Table 2 Average number of bacterial colonies E. faecalis survived on the three tested composite plates 
(CN = coutless number). 

Time 1 h 3 h 6 h 8 h 24 h 48 h 72 h 96 h 
 Number of colonies 

PE CN CN CN CN CN CN CN CN 
PE/Vj CN CN CN CN CN 112 10 0 
PE/VDA3 CN CN CN CN CN 319 338 162 
PE/VDA10 CN CN CN CN CN 178 148 52 
PE/VDA30 86 55 4 2 0 0 0 0 

4 CONCLUSION 
The polyethylene/vermiculite nanocomposites were prepared and characterized. The XRD patterns 
confirmed dodecylamine intercalated to the interlayer of vermiculite. The layered structure of vermiculite was 
disturbed after exfoliation in the melted PE. Dodecylamine increased content positively influenced 
homogeneous distribution of vermiculite particles in PE. The creep experiment confirmed the rigidity of PE 
matrix with the vermiculite nanofillers. The antibacterial test showed action of all prepared composites 
against Enterococcus faecalis.  
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Abstract 
The article verifies the possibility of synthesizing nanocomposites based on carbon nanotubes and three 
minerals – phyllosilicates kaolinite, nontronite and sepiolite. Variability of phyllosilicates allows preparing 
catalyst carriers with various contents of active metals. Under the same technology conditions, the type of 
catalyst carrier affects the morphology and structure of the final nanotube product markedly. Synthesis of 
CNTs was performed by hot filament chemical vapor deposition. The produced nanocomposites were 
examined by transmission and scanning electron microscopies and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. 
Each of the prepared nanocomposites may be advantageous for a certain field of applications.  

Keywords: CVD, CNTs, nanocomposites, kaolinite, nontronite, sepiolite 

1. INTRODUCTION 
We continue on our previous experiments that were studying the growth of CNTs on montmorillonite and 
zeolite [1, 2]. Now we examine the suitability of other clay minerals for the synthesis of CNTs and CNT/clay 
nanocomposites using the same technology, hot filament chemical vapor deposition (HF CVD). We have 
chosen kaolinite, nontronite and sepiolite as carrier minerals, and – similarly like in our previous works – 
incorporated particles of iron as the active phase. The details of experiments growth of multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes on kaolinite, nontronite and sepiolite were published in [3]. In this paper, we show the differences 
in building the nanocomposites. Numerous substances have been tested as carriers of catalytically active 
metals for grown CNTs, for instance SiO2 [4], Al2O3 [5], CaCO3 [6] and MgO [7]. Great attention has been 
paid to the synthesis of CNTs on clay carriers. These results are summarized mainly in [8, 9]. In general one 
can say that the advantage of clay minerals in the synthesis of CNTs is particularly the small dimension of 
their particles, ion exchange properties and – from the application point of view – also their low price.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND CONDITIONS  
The following clay minerals have been used to prepare the catalysts: kaolinite, clay from Warren County, 
Georgia, USA, nontronite, natural dark-brown clay from Uley Mine, South Australia, and sepiolite from 
Valdemore, Spain. Ferrous forms of kaolinite and sepiolite were prepared from the obtained fractions by ion 
exchange reactions. The method of metal infiltrated samples consisted in 12 hour stirring of 100 mg of the 
clay mineral with 25 ml of the water solution Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (c=0.04 mol dm–3). Nontronite was not modified. 
The suspensions were stirred for 12 h and afterwards deposited on a polished Si wafer and allowed to dry 
quickly under an infrared lamp. In situ synthesis of nanocomposites was carried out in a HF CVD reactor, 
where the precursors are activated by five carbonized tungsten filaments heated up to 2200°C. The working 
atmosphere was a mixture of methane and hydrogen. During deposition, a DC bias of 100 V was applied to 
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the substrate holder. The pressure and temperature during deposition were 3000 Pa and approx. 600°C, 
respectively, and the synthesis time was 30 min.  

Examination of the nanocomposites and CNTs was performed using a transmission electron microscope 
JEOL JEM 2000 FX, high resolution transmission electron microscopy characterization was carried out using 
a Philips CM300 LaB6 microscope, particles of the catalyst were identified by energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS), and a scanning electron microscope LEO 1550 was used to study the morphology of 
the carbon deposits. 

3. RESULTS  
Kaolinite usually has the form aggregates of planar particles, their size not exceeding several micrometers 
(see Fig. 1). These particles create triclinic pseudohexagonal crystallites arranged in parallel into blocks. As 
far as the use of for CNTs synthesis kaolinite is concerned, a significant role belongs to its high thermal 
stability. The first changes are accompanied by dehydroxylation of the mineral, which leads to a loss of its 
mass by approx 15 wt%, at temperatures between 450 and 550°C. X-ray diffraction studies have proved that 
dehydroxylation is associated with a marked worsening of the structural order. Nevertheless SEM does not 
reveal any changes in macroscopic ordering of the blocks of crystallites. We assume that the slight increase 
of porosity and of the amount of defects in the silicate matrix, which are usual concomitants of 
dehydroxylation, positively affect creation of the grid of CNTs in kaolinite. CNTs synthesized on kaolinite are 
typical by their 3D cross-linking, various shapes and lengths. This fact is demonstrated in Fig. 2. All 
investigated CNTs have a multi-walled (MW) structure. The outer diameter of MWCNTs ranges between 10 
and 25 nm. EDS of the terminal end of CNTs identifies the presence of iron.  

Nontronite is a dioctahedral mineral. Its structure consists of two tetrahedral layers and one octahedral layer 
(2:1 sheet structure). The central sites in the octahedrons of nontronite are occupied only by cations Fe3+. In 
the tetrahedral layer the atoms of silicon are partially substituted by atoms of aluminum and in a lower extent 
also by iron (cations Fe3+). Nontronite belongs to clay minerals with a high content of iron. In the frontal 
micrograph (Fig. 3) can see a crystal of nontronite. In contrast to kaolinite, CNTs are not incorporated into 
the silicate carrier. In nontronite, CNTs do not create grids, they are grown on the surface of nontronite (see 
Fig. 4). The amount of CNTs on the surface of nontronite is high, the surface is completely covered. The 
nature of the CNTs phase on nontronite is not different from that on/in kaolinite. The fibers have different 
shapes and lengths, without alignment. The diameter of MWCNTs grown on nontronite ranges from 10 to 
50 nm and the nanotubes are of different types. For example, chain-like nanotubes are made of hollow 
carbon cages that are interconnected so that the open end of one cage is coupled with the dome of another 
one, the-so-called bamboo type of nanotubes. EDS identifies the presence of iron but also of Al and Ca.  

Sepiolite is formed by thin filaments, needles (see Fig. 5). Its structure consists of two tetrahedral layers and 
one octahedral layer (2:1 structure). In contrast to other 2:1 structures, the orientation of tetrahedrons in the 
tetrahedral layer changes periodically. In the structure of the mineral there are channels filled with reversibly 
bond water and exchangeable cations, which allows using this mineral as catalysts, carriers of catalysts or 
sorbents. The lumen of the channels in sepiolite is between 0.4 and 0.9 nm. CNTs synthesized on sepiolite 
are shown in Fig. 6. SEM examination revealed two remarkable differences in comparison with the previous 
cases. First, CNTs were formed both in the layer of the mineral and below the layer of sepiolite, they grew 
from the silicate mineral towards the silicon substrate. Second, CNTs created a layer of aligned tubes with a 
length of approximately 30 μm and diameter 10 to 20 nm. In spite of these differences the mechanism of 
CNTs formation seems to be similar to that in the previous cases because EDS analysis of the terminal ends 
of the tubes proves the presence of the catalytically active metal.  
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Fig.1 SEM image of the crystals of kaolinite on a single 

crystal of Si 
Fig.2 SEM image of CNT grid and bridges grown 
on/in kaolinite pretreated with Fe(NO3)3 · 9H2O 

 
Fig.3 SEM image of the crystals of nontronite on 

a single crystal of Si 
Fig.4 SEM micrograph of nanocomposite: CNTs 

on nontronite (undoped with Fe) 

 
Fig.5 SEM image of the crystals of sepiolite on a single 

crystal of Si 
Fig.6 SEM image of the CNT grown on crystals of 

sepiolite pretreated with Fe(NO3)3 · 9H2O 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  
Nanocomposites based on carbon nanotubes were obtained on three different types of microcrystalline 
phyllosilicates. In the case of kaolinite the nanotubes are located between single crystallites, they grow 
through the whole volume and create bridges and 3D grids. In the cases of nontronite and sepiolite the CNTs 
grow through the volume of the mineral but also create a clearly identifiable separate phase. Whereas on 
nontronite the CNTs are non-aligned, on sepiolite they are aligned. The produced CNTs are markedly 
different. All nanocomposites are formed from MWCNTs. Also the mechanism of CNTs growth is most likely 
the same in the three cases. Under the same technology conditions, the type of the carrier affected the 
structure and morphology of the nanotube product significantly. Each of the obtained nanocomposites may 
be advantageous for a given field of applications. In terms of application confirms our idea of using these 
nanocomposites in high temperature applications. Nowadays, sepiolite is examined in combination with 
MWCNTs as a fire retardant nanocomposite, and with a polymer as a nanocomposite with flame retardant 
properties [10]. 
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Abstract  
It is over a century passed since polymers, due to their inimitable specific properties, started to supplant 
such reliable and time-proved materials like wood, metals and ceramics in engineering systems. This 
process is not going to the end, but continuing to search new ways and methods of improvement and 
correction of polymers properties for the greater resort to its application in mechanical high-reliability parts. 
Development of composite materials with macro and micro additives became a first stage at the way of 
improvement or supplement of required properties of polymers. But fillers of such scale can also dramatically 
affect other properties, changes of which are undesirable or even prohibitive. By this reasons appeared a 
next stage of development which deals with nanoscale level of additives. It was found, that in right 
proportions nanofillers can enhance required properties even better and by smaller amount than macro- or 
micro-fillers. And what is more important, improvement of required properties can be achieved with keeping 
other properties at the same level. This article contains a review of reasons, advantages and disadvantages 
of tribological applications of different kinds of plastics and polymer composites in triboengineering systems, 
and the latest ways of enhancement of their properties by adding different types of fillers. 

Keywords: tribology, polymer, polymer nanocomposite, friction, filler. 

INTRODUCTION 
Polymers in the natural world have been around since the beginning of time. Because of the extraordinary 
range of properties of polymeric materials, they play an essential and ubiquitous role in everyday life. This 
role ranges from familiar synthetic plastics and elastomers to natural biopolymers such as nucleic acids and 
proteins that are essential for life. Natural polymeric materials such as shellac, amber, and natural rubber 
have been used for centuries. A variety of other natural polymers exist, such as cellulose, which is the main 
constituent of wood and paper. The list of synthetic polymers includes synthetic rubber, bakelite, neoprene, 
nylon, polyvinyl chloride, polystyrene, polyethylene, polypropylene, polyacrylonitrile, polyvinylbutyral, 
silicone, and many more. 

Tribology is a science which focuses on friction, wear and lubrication of interacting surfaces in relative motion 
[1].The development of new technologies, often motivated by global issues such as environmental pollution, 
creates new requirements for bearings and wear resistant materials that can not be satisfied by traditional 
metallic materials. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) can provide a coefficient of friction as low as 0.05 in the 
complete absence of any lubricant. An absence of corrosion of parts which can be affected by solted water 
or humid climate. These and many others are of considerable interest to engineers. 

Recently the application of polymers has rapidly increased generally in technology and also as materials for 
dubbing components in machines and devices. This is particularly connected with low cost of materials and 
manufacturing in large amount of components. When the polymeric materials are rubbing in tribological 
contacts it is very useful and often the lubrication is not necessary. This kind of contact is often called as 
oilless [2]. The fiction coefficient can be similar to the lubricated metallic or ceramic contacts. The wear and 
friction of non-metallic solids have some fundamental similarities to that of metals, there are also significant 
differences in the wear mechanisms involved and the level of friction or wear which occurs. These 
differences can be exploited to produce valuable new bearing materials which can change commonly 
accepted expectations of tribological performance. The diference of application of polymers in frictional 
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contacts in comparison to metals and ceramic materials relates mainly to the chemical and physical 
structures as well as to the surface and bulk properties. The polymers show very low surface free energy and 
also have the viscoelastic properties. It effects in drastic tribological differences when we consider adhesive 
and mechanical components of fiction force. 

A few polymers do have valuable tribological properties and most research is directed towards this relatively 
limited number of polymers [3]. Common polymers, with actual or potential tribological function together with 
their basic tribological characteristics, are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Tribological characteristics of typical polymers 

Polymer Tribological characteristics 

Polytetrafluoroethylene 
(PTFE) 

Low friction but high wear rate; usually blended with other polymers or 
reinforced as a composite material. High operating temperature limit. 

Nylons 
Moderate coefficient of friction and low wear rate. Medium performance 
bearing material. Wear accelerated by water. Relatively low temperature 
limit. 

Polyacetals Performance similar to nylon. Durable in rolling contacts. 

Polyetheretherketone  
(PEEK) 

High operating temperature limit. Resistant to most chemical reagents. 
Suitable for high contact stress. High coefficient of friction in pure form. 

Ultra high molecular weight 
polyethylene (UHMWPE) 

Very high wear resistance even when water is present. Moderate coefficient 
of friction. Good abrasive wear resistance. Relatively low temperature limit. 

Polyurethanes 
Good resistance to abrasive wear and to wear under rolling conditions. 
Relatively high coefficient of friction in sliding. 

Polyimides 
High performance polymers, suitable for high contact stresses and high 
operating temperatures. 

Epoxies and phenolics Used as binders in composite materials. 

 

The structural features of polymers and the possibility of changing their properties within a wide range 
provide a variety of tribological applications of polymers and polymer composites.The application of the 
different fillers gives an opportunity of improving the tribological behavior of polymers. 

In spite of their outstanding properties the polymer composite materials are not finally investigated and there 
is still staying some of old but very important aspects which need our further researches and improvements 
of materials.  The wide range of ways of use polymer composite materials in the vital part lies from the 
aircraft and car industries to the medical equipment and prosthetic appliances. It’s increasing importance of 
tribological aspect of material properties. Improvements of tribological properties lead to life prolongation of 
critical details and as the result increase reliability of structures.   

The general idea behind the addition of the nanoscale filler (usually a few percent by weight, wt%) is to 
create a synergy between the various contituents, such that novel properties capable of meeting or 
exceeding design expectations can be achieved [4]. The properties of polymer nanocomposites rely on a 
range of variable, particularly the matrix material, which can exhibit nanoscale dimensions, loading, degree 
of dispersion, size, shape and orientation of the nanoscale second phase and interaction between the matrix 
and the additive. The nanoscale reinforcing phase can be grouped into three categories, namely 
nanoparticles, nanotubes and nanoplatellets. 

In the field of mechanical properties, the changes in modulus and strength depend strongly on the degree of 
interaction between the particle and the polymer [5]. For example, in Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 
polymer nanocomposite reinforced with alumina, the modulus decreased, whereas in polystyrene 
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nanocomposite reinforced with silica nanoparticles, the modulus increased, due to weak and strong 
interaction between the matrix and the nanoparticles respectively.  
 Another advantage of using nanoparticles as reinforcement is that their size is smaller than the citical crack 
length that typically intitiates failiures in composites [6]. As a result nanoparticles can act as voids and 
provide improved toughness and strength to the composites. However, agglomeration of the nanoparticles 
should be prevented at all costs. 

Nanoparticles can also significantly affect glass transition temperature (Tg). Typically this occurs because 
nanoparticles influence the mobility of the polymer chains due to bonding between the nanoparticles and the 
polymer and bridging of the polymer chains between the nanoparticles [7]. Higher the interaction between 
matrix and nanoparticles, more it affects Tg, as it will increased. 

Another benefit of using the nanoparticles in polymer matrix nanocomposite is on enhancement in wear 
resistance. For example, when nylon is reinforced with silica nanopaticles, the wear resistance of the 
nanocomposite increased. In tribological field of applicationas improvement example of some polymeric 
composite coatings of machine parts by nano-particles can be a covers of calendar rollers [8]. In many 
technical systems, especially related to the energy technology, there are machine parts that are mainly 
loaded by their own weight due to rotational movements, multiple accelerations and decelerations, and they 
need to be transported while being used for energy storage purposes. An  enhancement of  the  efficiency of  
such  components in terms of higher rotational speeds is only  possible, if a material with a high specific  
strength  is used. The cover has to be hard and stiff, has to show a certain dynamic deformation behavior, 
the impact behavior must be excellent and predictable, and the surface has to be smooth and wear 
resistant.Polymer based composites have an enormous advantage compared to conventional metals.  

1. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF TRIBOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF PLASTICS 
AND POLYMER COMPOSITES OVER METALLIC AND CERAMICS MATERIALS 

The most representative example of use plastics in tribology is plastic bearing. Materials mainly include PA, 
POM, PTFE, PEEK kinds, and mainly have the below features [9]. 

Advantages of polymer composites: 

• Low coefficient of friction (Surface energy of polymers is much lower than that of Ceramics and 
Metals. The effect of the surface energy on the coefficient of friction is also explained by the formation 
and disruption of the adhesive bonds between the rubbing surfaces. Lower surface energy results in 
lower coefficient of friction.); 

• High adhesive resistance; 
• Good chemical and corrosion resistance (Many bearing failures are caused by corrosion. Plastic ball 

bearings can be utilized in environments destructive to conventional steel bearings. They can operate 
in hostile environments such as sea water, film processing solutions and swimming pools. In many 
cases the working medium can be used as a lubricant); 

• Lubrication free;  
• Non magnetic; 
• Light weight; 
• Viscoelasticity ( The rubbing scratches on the polymer surface may heal due to the viscoelastic “flow” 

of the material.); 
• Formation of the transfer film; 
• At stage of  running-in (for example in bearings) the  final working shape of polymer composite detail 

caused by a plastic deformation instead of high wear rate of  materials both of details in joint; 
• Less sensitive to shaft misalignment; 
• Better manufacturability and processability; 
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• When plastic detail destroys (because of hihg temperature etc.) it doesn’t injure metall part of joint, so 
repair isn’t very expensive and complicated; 

• Economicaly to produce; 
• It can be very complex shape with good  functional integration. 

Disadvantages : 

• Low thermal resistance; 
• Low thermal conductivity; 
• High Coefficient of Thermal Expansion; 
• Low stiffness (modulus of elasticity); 
• Low strength; 
• Polymer can swell in contact with lubricants, water and other liquids. 

2. ANTIFRICTION ADDITIVES FOR PLASTICS AND BASIC COMPARISON OF THEIR PROPERTIES 
AND EFFICIENCY (INCLUDING NANOPARTICLES). 

Antifriction additives: 

• Graphite; MoS2; Al2O3; CrO2; ZrO2; TiO2; ZnO; CuO; SiO2; Si3N4; SiC; Liquid crystals; 
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE); Nanotubes; Liquid synthetic lubricants. 

Coefficient of friction at high temperature in friction zone changes very dramatically, therefore improvement 
of thermal conductivity results better antifriction properties of composite detail.  Thermal conductivity 
improves: 

• Copper ; Graphite; Carbon fibers. Ceramic powders (every polymer require a special selection of type 
of particles, because of the huge varying of their synergy mechanisms). 

Some polymers are disposed to absorb different liquids. The swell of polymer detail in friction joint leads to 
decrease permissible clearance, thus it increases the normal load at a contact zone, so that cause a high 
friction and wear of joint. Dimension stabilizing additives: 

• Glass fibers; Carbon fibers; Kevlar fibers; Ceramic powders; Nanotubes 

2.1. PTFE 
PTFE is widely used as an additive in lubricating oils and greases [10]. The inclusion of PTFE in dramatically 
reduces both the friction coefficient and the wear rate of the virgin materials. Due to the low surface energy 
of PTFE, stable unflocculated dispersions of PTFE in oil or water can be produced. Contrary to the other 
solid lubricants, PTFE does not have a layered structure. The macro molecules of PTFE slip easily along 
each other, similar to lamellar structures. The low abrasion resistance due to the soft nature of the PTFE 
induce a pronounced wear of the disperse domains which leads to the formation of a uniform and continuous 
transfer film on the counterpart.  PTFE shows one of the smallest coefficients of static and dynamic friction, 
down to 0.05(0.04, in different sources). Operating temperatures are limited to about 260ºC. 

Inclusion of expanded PTFE filaments aligned perpendicular to the sliding surface enabled reduction of wear 
rate by an order of magnitude as compared to particle filled composites. 

2.2. Graphite 
The original graphite flakes with a thickness of 0.4–60 mm may expand up to 2–20,000 mm in length. These 
sheets/layers get separated down to 1 nm thickness, forming a high aspect ratio (200–1500) and high 
modulus (~1TPa) graphite nanosheets. When dispersed in the matrix, the nanosheet exposes an enormous 
interface surface area. Under sliding conditions, stacks of graphene layers are easily sheared off particles 
exposed at the surface. This debris can lead to the formation of a stiffer transfer film, as compare to the 
PTFE, effectively providing a stable reduction of the coefficientof friction over long period of time. 
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2.3  Carbon nanotubes 
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) reducing the penetration depth of microscratches [11]. When the CNTs diameter is 
smaller, bigger stress transference from the polymer to the filler can be obtained in the nanocomposite due 
to the higher surface of contact between the polymer and nanotubes, and a bigger reduction  is achieved.  

The acidic functionalization of CNTs did not considerably increase the scratch resistance possibly for the 
inadequate dispersion of the reinforcement agent because of the strong interaction among nanotubes, which 
could promote its agglomeration and reduce the dispersion degree of CNTs in the polymer.  

The carbon nanotubes constitute an alternative promissory in order to develop textile materials with high 
performance due to the increase in the tribological properties as use wear of these polymeric matrices. 

2.4  MoS2 
MoS2 is a predominant materials used as solid lubricant having a lamellar or plate-like crystal structure 
usually used to reduce wear rates and increase pressure–velocity limits [12]. In the form of dry powder these 
materials are effective lubricant additives due to their lamellar structure. The lamellas orient parallel to the 
surface in the direction of motion. Even between highly loaded stationary surfaces the lamellar structure is 
able to prevent contact. In the direction of motion the lamellas easily shear over each other resulting in a low 
friction. Large particles best perform on relative rough surfaces at low speed, finer particle on relative smooth 
surface and higher speeds. 

2.5  Liquid crystals 
Polymers with mixed liquid crystals show filler-rich skin layers, giving rise to surface modified polymers. It 
results an achievement of the lowest friction coefficient (even with increased temperature) and shows even 
superior lubricating ability than MoS2 [12].  This preferential distribution of liquid crystal at the surface does 
not affect base-polymer bulk properties such as crystallinity percentage.  

2.6  Fibers 
Carbon fibers are generally observed to be less abrasive reinforcement due to the essentially graphic 
structure of the wear debris.  

Glass fibers are commonly used in systems where the chemical inertness of the reinforcement is important. 

2.7  Ceramic powders (Al2O3, CrO2, ZrO2,TiO2,Si3N4,SiC,SiO2,ZnO,CuO) 
Depending on the material system used, an improved tribological behavior was mainly attributed to the 
positive influence of such particles on the mechanical properties such as strength and hardness, or to 
tribochemical reactions leading to an improved adhesion between the transfer film and the counterpart 
material. 

2.8  Advantages of nanoadditives compare to macro- and micro-scale additives 
A significant reduction of the particle size down to the nanoscale level leads to a completely distinct wear 
behavior and better properties under dry sliding wear conditions. Advantages of nanoadditives: 

• generally lower abrasiveness due to reduced angularity; 
• enhanced strength, modulus and toughness due to defect-free structure; 
• higher specific surface areas and, thus, improved adhesion; 
• high effectiveness at very low contents. 

3. TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF TRIBOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF PLASTICS AND COMPOSITES IN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

Examples for the use of polymers and polymer composites: 
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In areas where high wear resistance is require at low friction coefficients and ever higher surrounding 
temperatures: 

• slide bearings (for the automotive industry) ; 
Plastic slide bearings are subdivided into polymer-coated bearings with metallic supports and solid 
plastic bearings. 

• bearings for shock absorbers ; 
• grooved belt wheels in components such as ignitions, alternators or diesel injection pumps; 
• elastomer O-rings; 
• compressor plate valves (aerospace, automotive, electronic and chemical process industries); 

In areas where tribological loading is required but the goal is to obtain abrasive wear resistance – 

• roller coatings in paper machines or calenders; 
• lubricated pump bearings that must continue to work under extremely abrasive conditions; 
• machine parts that are mainly loaded by their own weight due to rotational movements, multiple 

accelerations and decelerations (technical systems related to the energy technology); 
• carbon brushes; 
• gears, wheels, buses; 
• stirring bars; 
• piston parts. 

CONCLUSION 
Today, the polymer industry has grown to be larger than the aluminum, copper and steel industries 
combined. Polymers already have a range of applications that far exceeds that of any other class of material 
available to man. Wide range of material properties variations gives to engineers a great opportunities to 
choose from large amount of polymers and nanofillers  the best composite material for each application. 

And further with the advent of the nanotechnology and the precision to observe the nanomaterials properties 
at nanoscale using hi-tech machines like TEM, SEM, AFM , PSA etc. [4] provides an edge towards getting 
better and better nanocomposites for the benefit of the human society. 
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Abstract  
Although the abilities of Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS) are limited the study of the mixture of Fe-Ti powder 
alloy seems this method extremely valuable. The materials were prepared by mechanical alloying in the ball 
mill. The first type of sample consists of pure commercial precursors (TiH2 and ferrihydride). The slightly 
changes of phase composition of the powder were under the detection limit of X-ray powder diffraction. The 
MS determined the changes from the first step of milling. The second type of sample was prepared from 
turnings. The reduction of the splinters volume and the mechanical alloying was running simultaneously. The 
huge crystalline size differences decreased the credibility of computation of phase composition by XRD. MS 
was able determined phase composition more exactly and in additional to differentiate crystalline and 
amorphous FeTi phase.  

Keywords: Ti-Fe, Mössbauer spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, hydrogen absorbing materials 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Transition metals based composites still belong to candidates for hydrogen storage. Their practical 
application, however, are connected with some difficulties due to high temperature and relatively slow 
kinetics of hydrogen desorption of absorption. Their nanocrystalline states exhibit much faster kinetics and 
lower temperature of hydriding/dehydriding in comparison with coarse grained materials with the same 
composition [1-3].  

Mechanical alloying of a Ti45Zr38Ni17 powder mixture formed an amorphous phase, but subsequent annealing 
caused the formation of an icosahedral quasicrystalline phase with a small amount of the Ti2Ni-type crystal 
phase [4]. After high-pressure hydrogenation at 573 K at a hydrogen pressure of 3.8 MPa, the amorphous 
phase transformed to a TiH2-type hydride, while the icosahedral phase was structurally stable even after the 
hydrogenation.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
The samples were prepared by dry milling in a Fritsch planetary mill (Pulverisette 7) of chemically pure 
precursors (TiH, FeOOH, Sigma Aldrich®) and metal splinters (material obtained from recycling of turnings) 
in the second case. The both type of material were prepared and manipulated in ambient atmosphere. The 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS) were applied for characterization of the phase 
composition and structure parameters of materials. 

The X-ray powder patterns were collected on X’Pert diffractometer and CoKα radiation with qualitative 
analysis by HighScore® software and the JCPDS PDF-4 database. For a quantitative analysis HighScore 
plus® with Rietveld structural models based on the ICSD database was applied.  
57Fe Mössbauer spectra were measured using 57Co/Rh source in standard transmission geometry with 
detection of 14.4 keV γ rays. The velocity scale was calibrated with a standard α-iron foil at room 
temperature. Isomer shifts δ are given relative to α-Fe at room temperature. The computer processing of the 
spectra was done using CONFIT package [5] which yielded intensities I of the components (atomic fraction 
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of Fe atoms), their hyperfine inductions Bhf, isomer shifts δ, quadrupole splittings ∆EQ, and quadrupole shifts 
εQ. 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSION 
The analyses of precursors determine the high purity of commercial powder materials in the first case. The 
significant is the mean coherent size (crystalline size, MCL) computed from diffraction pattern (160 nm TiH 
and 50 nm FeOOH) by means Debye-Sherrer formula. The second sample was mixed from industrial 
recycling splinters of low carbon steel and titanium alloy. The chemical composition of metal turnings was 
determined by energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) and shows 0.1 wt% C; 0.45 wt% Si; 1 wt% Mn; and 0.2 
wt% S in the steel splinter and 4% Al a 4% V in the titanium splinter. The both components were milling to 
the smaller peaces about 2 hours.  
The mixtures of precursors was milling from 0.25 till 48 hours. The changes of phase composition, lattice 
parameters and hyperfine interaction were observed by XRD and MS on the small amount of samples taken 
away from milling chamber.  

The X-ray patterns of the samples prepared from commercial powder show the existence of precursors at 
first and decreasing of particle size in dependence on the time of milling. The prolongation of time of milling 
up to the 12 hours indicates the decomposition of precursors and formation of magnetite, titanium oxides and 
pure iron. The MS clarify this process and show the decomposition of precursors from the start of milling. 
The variation of this phase composition should be explained of difference of sensitivity both method to the 
amorphous phase. While XRD determined the presence of any structure (or structures) without long range 
order only, the MS still recognized the atom nearest surrounding. 

The nucleation of solid solution of FeTi phase was recognized after 0.25 hours milling. The amount of this 
phase was growing up with the time of milling. The samples were extremely inhomogeneous in the first 4 
hours of milling. The both of variant crystalline (δ = -0.15 mm/s; ∆EQ = 0 mm/s) [6, 7] and amorphous 
(δ = -0.2 mm/s; ∆EQ = 0.3 mm/s) [6, 8] FeTi phase were present. The presence of well crystalline precursors 
makes the analysis of amount new compound and its crystalline size impossible determine by XRD. The 
crystalline size is decreasing in dependence of time for the first 12 hours of milling. Extremely long time of 
milling (over 20 hours) cause the increasing of particle size and decomposition of the FeTi phase to the pure 
iron and titanium. Impurities represented iron oxides were determined by MS.   

4.  CONCLUSIONS 
The composites created from titanium hydrides and ferrihydrides by milling comprise small particles of iron 
oxides and pure iron embedded in titanium oxides matrix. The powder milled from turnings contained the 
majority of TiFe intermetallic phase.  
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Abstract 
The alumina ceramic have low fracture toughness, even if the particle sizes are nanometric. This property 
can be improved by the addition of partially stabilized zirconia particles. Thus, the zirconia toughened 
alumina composites, were obtained and studied.  
The ceramic composites were obtained by infiltration technique of chlorides mixture solution (ZrCl4 and YCl3 
corresponding to tetragonal stabilized zirconia - 4% Y2O3) into partially sintered ceramic bodies.  

The alumina porous bodies were realized from nanopowder obtained through precipitation route. The 
nanopowder was characterized by specific techniques such as: X-ray diffraction and transmission electronic 
microscopy. From calcined powder there were obtained, by uniaxial pressing, compact green bodies. The 
green compacts were thermally treated between 1000° and 1200°C, with a soaking time of 2 hours. 

After immersion the bodies were dried, calcined and sintered at 1500°C. 

For sintered composite ceramics, the microstructure and phase composition was evaluated through 
scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis. For all sintered bodies, the relative density was 
higher than 90%. The compressive strength was measured and corresponding Young’s modulus of the 
ceramic composites calculated. 

Keywords: composite, alumina, zirconia, infiltration 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Ceramic materials with thermo-mechanical properties are a priority for research of new materials. 
Researches on ceramic composites obtained from very fine powders have proven the performance of such 
kind of materials, thus confirming their high versatility. [1,2]  

One of the main industrial problems of the ceramic composites is given by their fabrication procedure such 
as dispersion of powders, sintering process, etc. [3,4] The properties of these materials are influenced by 
their and microstructure, crystals shape, pore distribution, crystalline phase and by the interaction between 
grains. In the most cases, the obtaining procedure of these composite is very specific and uses expensive 
unconventional routes, which assure the product quality. 

It is well known that the mechanical properties of these ceramics can be considerably improved using 
conventional methods such as the inclusion of fine zirconia particles (solid state mixture). The inclusion of 
fine powders inside the matrix is a very sensitive issue in terms of the uniform distribution of these particles 
between the matrix grains.  

Thus, an alternative route was proposed in order to obtain zirconia (stabilized with 8% Y2O3) reinforced 
alumina based composites, by using an infiltration process. The method consist of immersing a partially 
sintered porous ceramic body into reinforcement solution, followed by a thermal treatment aimed to assure 
the decomposition process, the solid state reaction and the densification process of ceramic body/matrix, 
respectively. This method allows us to obtain composite materials containing partially or totally infiltrated 
secondary phase, according to the process parameters such as: amount of infiltrated phase, the number of 
immersions, negative pressure and the immersion time.  
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2. EXPERIMENTALS 
As a first step, porous alumina ceramic nanopowders were obtained by co-precipitation described in 
previous work [5].  

Subsequently, the presintered ceramic bodies were immersed in a 5M ZrCl4 + YCl3 solution, by varying the 
infiltration time, the number of immersions and the negative pressure in infiltration chamber. Afterwards, the 
ceramic bodies were dried at 60°C for 24 hours until constant mass. As a final step, the samples were 
sintered at 1400°C with a soaking time of 2 hours and a heating rate of 5°/min. 

The obtained spectra of presintered samples at different temperatures are presented in Fig. 1. 

20 30 40 50 60 70

 1000°C
 1100°C
 1200°C

I (
u.

a.
)

2Θ  
Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction spectra of Al2O3 samples (  - Al2O3 – ASTM 43-1484) 

 

For presintered samples the ceramic properties were determined in order to quantify the open porosity. It is 
found, as was expected, that the open porosity is depending on presintering temperature (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Ceramic properties of presintered samples 

Presintering 
temperature (°C) ρa (g/cm3) ρ rel (%) A (%) Popen(%)

1000 1.37 34.46 27.26 59.34 
1100 1.48 37.16 26.51 61.60 
1200 1.52 38.23 25.07 58.76 

3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSION 

3.1  Determination of immersed quantity of ZrO2 in ceramic bodies 
The presintered ceramic bodies were immersed in 5M of (ZrCl4+YCl3) solution, by varying the immersion 
time, the number of immersions and the infiltration negative pressure. Subsequently the ceramic bodies were 
dried at 60°C for 24 hours until constant weight. For a better understanding the experimental data were 
graphically represented in Fig. 2.  
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 2. The evolution of proportion of infiltrated ZrO2 in presintered ceramic bodies depending on negative 
pressure (a), time of immersion (b), and number of immersion (c) 

 

It can be noticed a strong dependence of the amount of infiltrated zirconia of the negative pressure created 
inside the infiltration chamber. Also, it is obvious that a more porous ceramic body (as if the presintering 
temperature is lower) can incorporate a greater amount of zirconia.  

Moreover, it can be said that in case of normal pressure conditions, there is a time after which the infiltrated 
amount of zirconia do not increases anymore. 

In case of successive immersions may find that a saturation concentration is reached, observing that over a 
number of two immersions, the amount of infiltrated zirconia do not significantly increases.  

3.2  Ceramic properties of obtained composites 
All the samples were sintered at 1400°C with a soaking time of 2 hours and a heating rate of 5°C/min. So, for 
a better understanding of the influence factors of the above mentioned properties, the experimental results 
are presented below (Fig. 3).  

It can be noted the positive influence of the negative pressure created inside the infiltration chamber on the 
final properties of the samples, this because, on one hand of the high amount of infiltrated zirconia and on 
the other side of the closing of the open pores by immersion process.  

Regarding the influence of immersions number, a noticeable change of ceramic properties is not observed.  
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a)       b) 

Fig. 3. Evolution of apparent density and open porosity of sintered composites 

for different negative pressure values (a) and different immersion time (b) 

3.3  Mechanical properties of the obtained composites.  
The subjected samples for this analysis were cylinders whose diameter and high were equals. The results 
are summarized in Table 2. 

It can be noticed the positive influence of increasing the infiltration negative pressure, which allows in all the 
studied cases the obtaining of higher compressive strength. 

The Young’s modulus is negatively influenced by the increasing of the amount of zirconia from the alumina 
based composites, because the zirconia has a lower Young’s modulus. 

 

Table 2. Mechanical properties determined for the obtained ceramic bodies. 

Composite Presintering 
temperature (°C) 

Negative 
pressure 

(bar) 

Compressive 
strength 
Rc (MPa) 

Young’s 
modulus 
E (GPa) 

Alumina-zirconia 

1000 
0 112.06 1.35 

0.4 126.98 1.29 
0.7 125.89 1.30 

1100 
0 102.2 1.29 

0.4 115.31 1.20 
0.7 114.96 1.20 

1200 
0 90.24 - 

0.4 108.95 1.10 
0.7 112.69 1.05 

3.4  Phase composition of the obtained ceramic composites, determined by X-ray diffraction.  
Regarding the evolution of the phase composition of ceramic composites depending on influence 
parameters, it can be seen the followings, based on Fig. 4: 

• For alumina matrix based composites are identified only the specific phases of alumina, and 
tetragonal zirconia; 

• The specific diffraction effects of tetragonal zirconia amplify with increasing the infiltration negative 
pressure or infiltration time. 
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Fig. 4. Evolution of phase composition of alumina-zirconia composites depending on negative pressure 

(presintering temperature – 1000°C) 

3.5  Microstructure of the obtained ceramic composites. 
From the micrographs, presented in Fig. 5, it can be noticed that: 

• the samples porosity is low; 

• zirconia reinforcement particles preserve the nanoscale dimensions; 

• by creating a negative pressure into infiltration chamber, allow a better densification of composites 
and, also increases the infiltrated amount of zirconia. 

The infiltration of zirconia in presintered porous bodies allows also, a sealing of ceramic body, because at its 
surface not only the pores fills up, but also the capillaries and the microcracks.  

      
a     b 

      
c     d 

Fig. 5. BSE SEM images for obtained composites: a) surface and b) inner side (0 bar, presintering 
temperature = 1000ºC); a) surface and b) inner side (0.7 bar, presintering temperature = 1000ºC) 
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4. CONCLUSION 
The present study, proposed an alternative route for obtaining zirconia toughened alumina ceramic 
composites, through a process of infiltration.  

The experimental results allow the development of relevant conclusion, such as: 

• a negative pressure or increasing the infiltration time can be a positive influence to obtain a ceramic 
composite reinforced with tetragonal zirconia with better mechanical properties; 

• several stages of immersion don’t have a significant influence on the amount of infiltrated zirconia; 

• the presintering temperature adversely affects infiltration process and thus the sintered composite 
behavior. 
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Abstract  
Photocatalysis over the nanosized titanium dioxide (TiO2) is induced by ultraviolet irradiation, having the 
wavelength typically less than 380 nm. Only 5 % of sunlight fulfil this demand what represents main limitation 
with respect to photocatalytic efficiency of TiO2 under irradiation using day light. To avoid this limitation the 
TiO2 doped with suitable elements is often prepared. One of the most promising procedures represents 
doping of TiO2 with nitrogen. The capturing of the nanosized TiO2 on the surface of clay minerals (e.g. 
kaolinite) brings several advantages whereas one of the most important is avoiding of the environmental risk 
related to nanodimension of bare TiO2 nanoparticles. In this work the composites KATI16 (kaolin/TiO2 
composite containing 60 wt.% of TiO2) were doped with nitrogen by the means of thermal treatment of the 
mixture of KATI16 and urea. Photocatalytic activity of the nitrogen doped KATI16 composite was proved by 
photodegradation of acid orange 7 after irradiation using light source with absence of UV component.  

Keywords: TiO2, anatase, photocatalysis, kaolinite, doping 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Titanium dioxide is a non-toxic semiconductor photocatalyst showing high photocatalytic activity. Its 
photoactivity is induced after activation with UV irradiation with energy approx. higher than 3,2 eV (band gap 
energy of pure anatase) whereas the electron-hole pair is generated [1, 2]. Photoactivated TiO2 is able to 
degrade organic or anorganic impurities, but also viruses and bacteria, ideally up to carbon dioxide, water 
and other harmless products. Photocatalyticaly active nanosized TiO2 is mainly used in a form of i) powder 
for cleaning of waste water and air and is also utilized for liquidation of toxic materials or ii) in a form of thin 
layers or films applied on various surfaces where the photodegradation activity of the surfaces is followed 
with antibacterial properties and superhydrofilic character. The photoinduced superhydrophilic character of 
the surfaces covered with TiO2 cause also self-cleaning properties and resistance against fogging and thus 
these layers find wide application in a modern life [3]. 

Wavelength of photon required for activation of photocatalyst is about 380nm and lower, what corresponds 
to UV region of electromagnetic radiation. However this radiation makes up only 4-5% of the spectrum of 
incident sunlight and thus for effective photodegradation process the artificial sources of UV light are 
commonly used [1, 2]. From this reason the research activities focus on modifying the structure of TiO2 with 
appropriate dopants, which shift photoactivity of TiO2 into the visible zone (so-called red shift). Together with 
the shift of band gap to lower energies emphasis is put on the preparation of more efficient photocatalytist 
[4]. The most popular is doping TiO2 with ions [1, 2], which leads to the band gap narrowing, increasing the 
separation of electrons and holes and improving efficiency in the visible light photoactivation. Doped ions, 
such as anionts of nitrogen, sulphur or carbon, change the conductivity and optical properties caused by 
overlapping of p orbitals of anionts with the 2p orbitals of oxygen [1]. 

In this paper, N-doped composite kaolinite/TiO2 with 60 wt.% of TiO2 (N-KATI16) was prepared via thermal 
treatment of the mechanically homogenized mixture of composite KATI16 and urea. The mixture was 
calcinated at temperatures 300, 400, 500 and 600°C and prepared samples were characterized using 
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX). Determination of photoactivity of prepared N-KATI16 composites and undoped KATI16 
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composites (thermally treated at the same conditions as N-KATI16) was conducted using degradation of 
organic dye acid orange 7 in a liquid phase under irradiation with visible light.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Materials 
Kaolinite (Al2O3·2SiO2·2H2O) is a clay mineral, whose surface can be used as a matrix to grow 
nanostructured TiO2 particles whereas new kind of composite material kaolinite/TiO2 (KATI) is obtained. The 
synthesis of this composite is described in work published by Mamulova Kutlakova et al. [5].  

Urea ((NH2)2CO) is an organic compound and in our work served as a source of nitrogen.  

Deionized water was used for preparation of all the solutions for measurement of photodegradation activity. 

2.2. Samples preparation 
Milled and dried urea was mechanically homogenized with dried composite KATI16 in the ratio weight 1:1. 
The mixture was divided (approx. 2.0000 g) into the ceramic crucibles with ceramics covers and calcinated in 

muffle furnace. Calcination took place 
at temperatures 300, 400, 500 and 
600 °C, with a rise time of 2 hours and 
delay time 1 hour at given 
temperature. During the calcination 
the colour of all of the mixtures 
changed from white to yellow as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Undoped samples KATI16, for which 
the calcinations in a crucible with a 
cover carried out at the same 
conditions, were prepared 

simultaneously with the mixtures KATI16 and urea. The samples were assigned KATIT6 for undoped 
composites and N-KATIT6 for nitrogen doped composites, where T is an shortcut for the calcination 
temperatures (3…300, 4…400, 5…500 and 6…600 °C). 

2.3. Characterization methods 

2.3.1. Infrared spectroscopy 
The structure and the composition of samples N-KATI16 calcinated at different temperatures, original kaolin 
and powderized and dried urea were analyzed by infrared spectrometer (Nicolet 6700) with Fourier transform 
(FTIR) with a diamond ATR attachment working in the middle infrared region (4000 – 400 cm-1).  

2.3.2 Scanning electron microscopy, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
The morphology of the particles of samples KATI46 and N-KATI46 was observed using SEM QUANTA FEG 
450 (3D). Samples were coated with Au/Pd film and the SEM images were obtained using a secondary 
electron detector. The composition of the samples was determined by EDX analysis. 

2.3.3 Elemental analysis 
Determination of total nitrogen in selected composites was performed using CHNSO Microanalyzer Flash 
1112 from Carlo Erba company. This analysis was performed at the Institute of Rock Structure and 
Mechanics ASCR, v.v.i.. 

Fig. 1 Discoloration of N-KATI16 composite, a) before calcination, 
b) calcination at 500°C, c) calcination at 600°C 
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2.3.4 UV-VIS spectroscopy 
For absorbance measurement the fiber optics spectrometer USB4000 (OceanOptics) was used. 

2.4. Measurement of photodegradation activity 
The prepared N-KATIT6 and KATIT6 composites (0,05g) were mixed with deionized water (65ml) and 

organic dye acid orange 7 (5ml, c = 6.10-

4mol/l). The mixtures were stirred for one 
hour in darkness to achieve adsorption 
equilibrium. Then approx. 3ml of colloid 
suspension was taken by syringe and 
filtered using syringe filter and an 
absorbance A0 at 465nm was measured. 
The residue of the solution was placed 
under the lamp (Osram Blue 36 W) and 
irradiated using the source of visible 
light. Light spectrum of this lamp is 
showed in Fig. 2. Except of visible part 
of electromagnetic radiation the 
spectrum of the lamp also contains UVA 
radiation at λ = 370 nm, which may 
affect the photoactivity of undoped 
KATIT6. After one hour irradiation 

absorbance A1 was measured in the same way as the absorbance A0. Photoactivity of the composites was 
determined from these measured values.  

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1. Morphology and composition of the prepared samples 
Increasing of calcination temperature leads to weight loss of samples as shown in Fig. 3.. This decrease is 
more pronounced for mixtures 
containing urea, because the 
thermal decomposition of urea. 
When urea is heated above its 
melting point (132 - 135 °C) 
firstly a large amount of gaseous 
ammonia is released, while the 
residue is transformed to organic 
products, such as biuret or 
isocyanate acid. 

Infrared spectra of doped 
samples N-KATIT6 are 
compared with spectra of pure 
kaolin and urea in Fig. 4. 
Characteristic bands of kaolinite are visible in areas 3800 – 3600 cm-1 and represent the valence vibrations 
of hydroxyl groups. The infrared spectrum of urea is characterized by bands with wavenumbers in the range 
3500 – 3100 cm-1 and band cantered at 1600 cm-1, which shows three typical vibrational stretching of the 
amide anion –NH2, the vibrational stretching of carbonyl group C=O is indicated by the presence of bands in 
the region 1700 – 1650 cm-1 and the bands characterizing asymmetric N-C-N stretching vibration lies in 

Fig. 2 Spectrum of used lamp OSRAM Blue 36W used for 
photodegradation experiment 

Fig. 3 Dependence of weight loss on calcination temperature 
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region 1450 – 1500 cm-1 [6]. It is evident, that the samples calcinated at temperatures higher than 500°C 
show a gradual transformation of kaolinite to metakaolinite what is proved by disappearing of band in region 
3800 – 3600 cm-1 (see Fig. 4). IR spectra of the samples N-KATIT6 calcinated up to 400°C also revealed the 
presence of products of thermal decomposition of urea. 

 
Fig. 4 Infrared spectra of pure kaolinite, urea and calcinated composites N-KATIT6 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with EDX analyzer (SEM-EDX) was used for observation of 
surface topography and chemical analysis of samples N-KATI46 and KATI46. The surface topography of the 

sample KATI46 and N-KATI46 is 
shown in Fig. 5a) and 5b) 
respectively. Comparing the surface 
topography of both samples obtained 
at the same magnification there is 
not any significant difference.  

The presence of nitrogen in the N-
KATI46 sample was qualitatively 
proved using EDX analysis, which is 
indicated in Fig. 6 by blue arrow. 

 

Table 1. Elemental analysis of N-KATI46 and KATI46 

 

 

 

The elemental analysis was performed for samples 
calcinated at temperature 400°C and the results are 
reported in the Table 1. Obtained data revealed 
higher content of nitrogen in the case of nitrogen 
doped sample N-KATI46. 

 N-KATI46 KATI46 

w(N) wt.% 1,35 0,03 

Fig. 5 Images of SEM a) KATI46, b) N-KATI46 

Fig. 6 EDX analysis of N-KATI46 
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3.1. Determination of photodegradation activity 
Photodegradation activity of both samples calcinated at selected temperatures was expressed as decrease 
in absorbance of AO7 solution after 1 hour irradiation. The decrease in absorbance was calculated according 
to equation (1). 

 
where A0 is an absorbance before irradiation and A1 is an absorbance after 1 hour irradiation. 

The progress of dye degradation after the exposure of the suspension to the visible light is shown in Fig. 7. 
All samples show photocatalytic properties, whereas the nitrogen doped composites shows higher activity in 
visible region if they are heat treated up to 500°C. It is evident that the highest photodegradation activity 
shows sample N-KATI46. Calcination of N-KATI16 composites at 600°C (sample N-KATI66) led to decrease 
in photodegradation activity to same level as was determined for undoped sample KATI66. 

 
Fig. 7 Dye degradation expressed as decrease in absorbance with the calcination temperature 

4. CONCLUSION 
The mechanical homogenization of mixture of KATI16 composite and urea followed by calcination was 
successfully used for the preparation of nitrogen doped composite N-KATIT6. The N-KATIT6 samples show 
more efficient photocatalytic activity under visible light than the undoped KATIT6 if the calcination 
temperature does not exceed 500°C. The nitrogen doped composite prepared in a crucible with a cover 
calcinated at 400 °C shows the highest photoactivity under visible light, whereas the extent of AO7 
degradation is 4 times higher in comparison to undoped composite KATI46. 
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Abstract  
Graphene is extensively studied attractive material for its remarkable electronic and mechanical properties. 
Local anodic oxidation (LAO) by means of atomic force microscope (AFM) with a conductive tip is a method 
used for device patterning in the nanometer scale at laboratory conditions. It represents a clean alternative to 
up-to-date nano-lithographic techniques as electron beam lithography (EBL) and nanoimprint lithography 
(NIL). Oxidation reaction between the tip and a conductive substrate creates an oxide line, which acts as a 
potential barrier. It enables to make narrow constrictions of 20 nm in width. We applied LAO on single-layer 
graphene CVD grown on copper foil and graphene grown on SiC prepared by high temperature annealing. 
Under optimum conditions for LAO the graphene oxide is created. The thickness of the oxide line depends 
on various parameters e.g. a tip bias, speed of the tip and ambient relative humidity.  

Keywords:  Atomic force microscope, graphene, local anodic oxidation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The local anodic oxidation (LAO) performed by the conductive tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM) 
becomes attractive in the last years for the device patterning in the nanometer scale at laboratory conditions.  

By applying negative bias to the conductive AFM tip with respect to the conductive substrate, dissociated 
OH− ions oxidize the substrate and thus create a pattern. The quality of oxide lines depends on parameters 
as bias voltage applied to the tip, velocity of the tip, relative humidity and setpoint. We used this method 
formerly for the patterning of thin ferromagnetic GaMnAs layers in the semicontact mode with constant 
voltage (DC) [1] and in the semicontact mode with alternating current (AC) [2]. Recently, AFM tip-based local 
anodic oxidation has been used to pattern graphite [3]. During last years LAO was successfully applied to 
exfoliated graphene monolayers and multilayers [4-7]. Only few partly successful reports about LAO applied 
to CVD graphene were published [8].  

We report here our results of LAO process on the graphene monolayers prepared by CVD growth on copper. 
During LAO process graphene oxide (GO) is created. CVD method of graphene fabrication starts to be used 
for the industrial applications and LAO could serve as a cost effective, fast and clean alternative to electron 
beam lithography of graphene nanostructures.    

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The graphene monolayer was prepared by the following CVD procedure: a Cu foil was heated to 1000 °C 
and annealed for 20 min under flowing H2 gas. Then the film was exposed to H2 and CH4 for 15 minutes and 
finally the substrate was cooled down from 1000 °C to 500 °C under flowing H2 and CH4 gas. Then the 
graphene monolayer has been transferred by means of photoresist supporting layer to silicon substrate 
covered by 300 nm thick thermal SiO2 layer. Fig. 1 shows a typical Raman spectrum of as grown CVD 
graphene sample on a Cu substrate, excited by 2.41 eV laser energy radiation, and confirms the presence 
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of graphene monolayer. The spectrum 
is dominated by the two features 
typical for graphene-based materials: 
the G (TG) band at about 1585 cm-1 
and the G’ (2D) band at 2700 cm-1. 
The D mode is not resolved, which 
indicates small number of defects. The 
FWHM line width of the G’ shown in 
inset of Fig. 1 is about 25 cm-1, which 
is typical for monolayer graphene.  

We used electron lithography to define 
graphene Hall-bar structures shown in 
Fig. 2. The graphene was etched by 
low power oxygen plasma. Metal 
contacts Cr (5 nm)/Au (50 nm) were 
fabricated via standard UV lithography 
and evaporation processes. We 
expected low specific contact 
resistance that was determined in [9] 
by using Cr in metal contact sandwich.  

The AFM microscope Ntegra NT-MDT placed in a sealed box with the controlled air relative humidity (RH) in 
the range 55 – 65 % has been used for the scanning and lithography. LAO in contact DC mode was 
performed by using platinum covered silicon tip with curvature radius 35 nm. Imaging was performed both in 
contact and semi-contact mode. The LAO approach was used to define constrictions on Hall-bar structures.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We analyzed the properties of LAO oxide lines for different 
negative voltages applied on the tip from -3.5 V to -7 V with respect 
to the sample (Fig. 3A). The visible oxidation started at the bias -4 
V. For the bias above -6 V the height of the lines is lower and the 
width larger. For bias above -7.5V inhomogeneous spills appeared 
(not shown), therefore the optimal value -6 V was chosen for 
further oxidation. The influence of the tip velocity in the range from 
25 nm/s to 2 μm/s is shown in Fig. 3B. The width of the lines is 
slightly reduced and height of the oxide lines goes higher with 
increasing the tip velocity.  

Fig. 1  Raman spectrum of as grown graphene on Cu foil. The 
spectrum is excited using 2.41 eV laser excitation energy. The 

background was removed for clarity. Insert: photo of CVD 
graphene layer on SiO2 

Fig. 2  A graphene Hall-bar structure 
defined by electron lithography with 

metal pads 
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Fig. 3 (A) Influence of tip bias from -3.5 to -7.0 V. For bias voltage -3.5 V, the oxidation process is not 

observable. Height profiles in the two sections are at the bottom. Tip velocity was 100 nm/s. (B) Oxide lines 
for different tip velocity from 25 to 2000 nm/s. Height profiles in the two sections are at the bottom. Tip bias 

was -6 V 

 

Small trenches in the middle of lines could be visible for velocities below 500 nm/s. We observed no 
significant effect of different set-point values (tip-sample distance) on oxide lines quality. The force applied 
on the tip during oxidation was set to 5 nN approximately. All experiments were performed in air at room 
temperature. Fig. 4 shows graphene nanoribbon defined by LAO with optimized parameters. The nanoribbon 
is approximately 20 nm in width. Here we tested the ability to produce very narrow constriction enabling the 
observation of quantum based effects in graphene nanoribbons.   

 
Fig. 4  A graphene nanoribbon defined by LAO with tip bias -6 V, tip velocity 500 nm/s. The nanoribbon 

is approximately 20 nm in width 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
To summarize, we have demonstrated AFM-based LAO by conductive tip on CVD grown graphene. We 
used electron lithography to define graphene 10 μm in width Hall-bar structures. Resistivity measurement of 
such Hall-bar graphene structure was realized. The AFM lithography is capable to produce small features 
down to 20 nm, allowing in situ monitoring of the device parameters such as dimensions or electrical 
conduction during the fabrication process. The electrical properties of the LAO defined structures strongly 
depend on the homogeneity of the graphene layer. They are influenced by Silanol (SiOH) groups created at 
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the SiO2 surface as well. Further improvement of the graphene structure reliability will be realized by 
depositing graphene on top of a thin, hydrophobic self assembled layer of hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). 
Other structures with thermally grown graphene on SiC and with hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) as a gate 
dielectric layer are currently prepared. 
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Abstract 
In the present work there were studied new approaches which would give the possibility to receive 
continuously carbon nanotubes (CN). As the basic technology it was used process at moderate 
temperatures (in the range of a kinetic-thermodynamic maximum of passing of Bell-Boudouard reaction). 
Products of air conversion of natural gas with strictly controllable hydrogen, carbon and oxygen potentials 
were used in a role of reactionary gas. Also, a possibility of CN manufacturing from a generator gas was 
explored. Maximum output of a final product has been achieved on an iron-ore concentrate of the Inguletzky 
ore mining and processing enterprise (Krivoi Rog, Ukraine) which used among many in the capacity of the 
catalyst of CN formation. 

Keywords: Carbon nanotubes, reduced iron ore 
Multi-year experimental and theoretical studies carried out in the Gas Institute of NAS of Ukraine on disperse 
metals obtaining with pre-specified carbon value are underlaid at the basis of the developed technology of 
carbon nanotubes manufacturing. Thermodynamic modelling of phase formation while hydrocarbons 
catalytic decomposition is based on software products: «GaS» and «Terra». As a result, at present, the Gas 
Institute has a range of the equipment allowing a deep investigation of methods to produce carbon 
nanotubes and catalysts for their education. The complex of equipment includes: reactors of hydrocarbon 
conversion, stationary and portable gas analyzers, automatic thermogravimetrical installation with controlled 
atmosphere, laboratory, bench and pilot gas-thermal plants and catalysts. 

Analysis of the known techniques for carbon nanotubes (CNT) producing  shows that the majority of low-
temperature processes, one way or another are connected with the conversion of hydrocarbons at different 
temperatures [1]. In addition, these technologies differ by different catalysts and methods for their 
preparation. High-temperature processes for CNT synthesis, inherently, are energy intensive and difficult to 
manage as well, requiring a large amount of work to clean up the primary product. Low-temperature 
processes, in turn, are usually inefficient and have low coefficient of hydrocarbons utilization. Developed at 
the Gas Institute Technology of CNT obtaining according to the authors opinion, allows to overcome the 
above disadvantages. 

In this study we explore new approaches, which would give the opportunity to continuously receive CNT of 
uniform quality. As the basic technology it was used process at moderate temperatures (in the range of 
kinetic-thermodynamic maximum of Bell-Boudoir reaction). As reaction gas products of air conversion of 
natural gas with strictly controlled hydrogen, carbon and oxygen potentials have been used. The conversion 
has been carried out in the reactors of catalytic conversion using the KSN catalysts. As a result we  received 
the converted gas containing CO up to 18% and 35% of H2, 3-5% of oxidants, 0.5-1.5% CH4 – the rest N2. 
The converted has been dried on silica gel, and then served in a horizontal furnace on the iron ore powder, 
loaded into a porcelain boat and heated to the desired temperature. First, solid-phase reduction of iron 
proceeds from its oxides, and then on fresh-reduced iron, which serves as the catalyst, the decomposition 
reaction (disproportionation) of carbon dioxide with the release of carbon materials is developing. Analysis of 
the carbon material on the scanning electron microscope JSM-6700 F showed that there are conditions for a 
relatively high concentration of CNTs in the product. 
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2CO → C + CO2 – the main reaction for carbon delivery into the zone of nanotube formation. It should be 
noted that the thermodynamic possibility of carbon deposition at the presented reaction increases with 
temperature decreasing [2]. With temperature increasing, the kinetic conditions are improving, but the 
reaction is thermodynamically impossible [2]. The presence of residual methane and H2 in methane 
conversion products gives the opportunity to get an additional amount of CO by the following reactions: 

СН4+СО2 →2СО+2Н2 

СН4+Н2О →СО + 3Н2 

СО2+Н2 →СО+Н2О 

Formed moisture as the result of the latter reaction, in the opinion of the authors, should gasify soot 
"precursors", which will ensures product uniformity. In order to more fully use the potential of converted gas 
experiments were conducted in a vertical furnace with a gas filtration through a layer of iron concentrate.  
The formation of conventional carbon black is dominated at temperatures below 600° C. When the 
temperature of the process increases, due to a sharp rise of an equilibrium concentration of carbon 
monoxide in the gas phase according to the  reaction 2CO = CO2 + C and decrease for the same reason of 
gas "efficiency" emission of carbon material is significantly reduced. The attempt to increase the gas flow 
rate resulted in the formation of the gas “channel” moving in the bed, and high material carryover from the 
furnace. In addition, the catalyst bed began to sinter, which made difficulties with material discharge from the 
furnace reactor. 

 
Fig. 1. Laboratory unit technological scheme for studying the processes of CNT obtaining 

1. Converted gas generator 2. Coal gasifier 3. Vertical furnace with a fluidized bed 4. Horizontal furnace 
SUOL 5. Horizontal furnace SDO 6,7. Air Compressor 8,9. Desiccant of moisture and sulfur 10,11. Nitrogen 
and hydrogen cylinders. 

To solve this problem it was proposed to obtain the carbon material on the surface of metal plates of the 
stacks in such way that it is uniformly filled the whole cross section of the furnace reactor. The distance 
between the plates in a stack is about of 10 mm. This method reduced to almost zero gas dynamic 
resistance in the furnace and increase the use of the potential of converted gas. 
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Fig. 2. Stack of metal plates coated with iron catalyst 

Also, there were studied the effects of a catalyst nature on the carbon material output. Besides the Krivoy 
Rog iron ore deposit there were studied nickel salts - NiCO3 nNi (OH)2 mH2O, cobalt acetate, potassium 
dichromate – K2Cr2O7, copper acetate. Under equal conditions, the highest output of carbon material was 
obtained in the case of iron ore and nickel salt, so in the future, all studies were carried out on these 
catalysts. 

We studied the influence of the catalyst substrate nature on an output of the carbon material. There were 
used different steel sorts (including stainless), as well as quartz and porcelain. The highest yield of carbon 
material was achieved on carbonaceous steel and on quartz. It is noticed that the use of electrical plates 
(transformer) began the selection of the carbon material at temperatures above 750 ° C is almost completely 
stopped. Electrical steels are characterized by a high content of silica; it is possible that its diffusion to the 
surface and subsequent oxidation contributes to decontaminating fayalitisztion of the surface. That is, leads 
to the formation of glassy nanofilm of Fe2SiO3. A similar phenomenon occurs during annealing of anisotropic 
electrical steel [3]. 

For comparison, also we explored the possibility of CNT 
obtaining from the producer gas (PG). Calculations and 
analysis of the composition of producer gas, which was 
manufactured by air gasification of carbon, showed that 
at the gasification temperature of 900° C gas of 
equilibrium composition contains 34.1% CO and 0.4% 
CO2, and at temperatures of 1000°C: 34.5% CO and 
0.1% CO2. Thus, the concentration of carbon dioxide in 
producer gas is almost two times higher than in the 
converted natural gas. This fact was the reason for 
parallel experiments for the process of CNT obtaining in 
products of natural gas conversion, and in a producer 
gas. Experiments have shown that, as a raw material 
for generating process we have to use a material 
containing carbon and having a minimum content of 
impurities. Even in the case of wood and activated 
carbon using for this purpose, carbon material 
deposition on fresh-reduced iron occurs only if the 
producer gas is cleaned on the catalyst GIAP-10 (active ingredient is zinc oxide). In general, the process of 
CNT growth took place sluggishly, which is apparently connected with virtually hydrogen absence in PG. 
Comparison experiments between CG and PG confirms notes of a number of authors about the activating 
role of hydrogen in the formation and growth of CNTs. Further studies were carried out mainly by using CG. 

Based on this study it was experimentally proved the feasibility of the developed technology. In the future we 
plan to go to the furnaces of continuous action. The use of the furnaces of this type allows receiving 

Fig. 3. Samples of carbon nanotubes obtained 
on a fresh- reduced iron 

a, b) converted gas, d) producer gas 
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simultaneously an active catalyst, to move it through the furnace and keep gas potentials defined by the 
technology in each local zone of the furnace. Just such technology will provide continuous and stable 
process of CNT production. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes a new approach to study the emission properties of carbon nanotubes in low distances 
between two electrodes. Each electrode consists of high doped silicon substrate. The field emission works 
on the principle that the field emission current is correlated with the electrical field intensity, i.e. the anode-
emitter distance when the applied voltage is fixed. This means that the CNTs array serves as the emitter 
source of electrons between the cathode and the anode in the electric field. The measurement of emission 
current density flowing through the electrodes is carried out in a vacuum iron-glass vessel pumped by 
a turbomolecular pump and equipped with feedthroughs for voltage application and current measurement. 
The vacuum vessel is equipped with a new vacuum compatible linear nano-motion drive SmarAct that 
enables precise changes of the distance between two electrodes inside the vacuum chamber (step width 
from 50 nm to 1000 nm, sub-nanometer resolution). Special software, enabling to set up the step size, 
number of the steps and speed of the motion, is developed for its control. Additionally, a measurement 
control unit and the software are prepared for an automatic electrical measurement. For this experiment, 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are deposited using a microwave (mw) torch at atmospheric pressure or using 
a thermal chemical vapour deposition. 

Keywords: Emission properties, carbon nanotubes, thermal chemical vapour deposition, deposition using a 
microwave torch 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are molecular-scale tubes of graphitic carbon with outstanding properties. They 
are among the stiffest and strongest fibers known, and have remarkable electronic properties and many 
other unique characteristics. For these reasons they have attracted huge academic and industrial interest, 
with thousands of papers on nanotubes being published every year. The diameter of a nanotube is on the 
order of a few nanometers (approximately 50 000 times smaller than the width of a human hair), while they 
can be up to several millimeters in length [1] [2]. 

Field emission involves the extraction of electrons from a solid by tunnelling through the surface potential 
barrier. The emitted current depends directly on the local electric field at the emitting surface E, and on its 
work function, ɸ. Fowler-Nordheim model shows that the dependence of the emitted current on the local 
electric field E and the work function ɸ, is exponential like. As a consequence, a small variation of the slope 
or surrounding of the emitter and/or the chemical state of the surface has a strong impact on the emitted 
current. The small diameter of carbon nanotubes is very favourable for field emission, the process by which 
a device emits electrons when an electric field or voltage is applied to it [3]. 

Several techniques have been developed to produce nanotubes in sizeable quantities, including arc 
discharge, laser ablation, high pressure carbon monoxide and chemical vapour deposition (CVD). Most of 
these processes take place in vacuum or with process gases. Large quantities of nanotubes can be 
synthesized by CVD methods; advances in catalysis and continuous growth processes are making CNTs 
more commercially viable [4-6]. 
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2. THEORY - EMISSION MECHANISM 
Large field amplification factor, arising from the small 
radius of curvature of the nanotube tips, is partly 
responsible for the good emission characteristics. It is 
however still unclear whether the sharpness of the 
nanotubes is their only advantage over other emitters, 
or if intrinsic properties also influence the emission 
performances. 

If the nanotubes seem to follow the Fowler-Nordheim 
law they can be thought of as metallic emitters. 
Nanotube emissions deviate from Fowler-Nordheim 
model. Such deviations are usually attributed to 
space-charge effects, which induce a diminution of 
the F-N slope at high fields. Thus nanotubes cannot 
be considered as usual metallic emitters [7]. 

 

Also for nanotubes electrons are not emitted from 
a metallic continuum as in usual metallic emitters, but 
rather from well-defined energy levels of ~0.3 eV half 
width corresponding to localized states at the tip .The 
energy spread of nanotubes is typically half that of metallic emitters (~0.2). And the shape of the energy 
distribution suggests that the electrons are emitted from narrow energy levels. Greatest part of the emitted 
current comes from occupied states with a large density of states near the Fermi level but the other deeper 
levels also contribute to the field emission. 

The greatest part of the emitted current comes from occupied states below the Fermi level. The position of 
these levels the with respect to the Fermi level, which depends primarily on the tip geometry (i.e. tube 
chirality, diameter and the eventual presence of defects), would be, together with the tip radius are the major 
factors that determines the field emission properties of the tube. Finally it is worth noting that the presence of 
localized states influences the emission behaviour greatly. Local density of states at the tip reaches values at 
least 30 times higher than in the cylindrical part of tube increasing the carrier density for strong emission. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL 
A new approach to study the 
emission properties of carbon 
nanotubes in low distances between 
two electrodes was used in this 
paper. Each electrode consists of 
high doped silicon substrate. The 
field emission works on the principle 
that the field emission current is 
correlated with the electrical field 
intensity, i.e. the anode-emitter 
distance when the applied voltage is 
fixed. This means that the CNTs 
array serves as the emitter source 
of electrons between the cathode 
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Fig.1 Theory of emission mechanism (Fowler-
Nordheim law) [7] 

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration and principle of measuring the 
emission properties 
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and the anode in the electric field. The measurements were fifth-times repeated and the same results were 
obtained. 

The measurement of emission current density flowing through the electrodes was carried out in a vacuum 
iron-glass vessel pumped by a turbomolecular pump and equipped with feedthroughs for voltage application 
and current measurement. The vacuum vessel was equipped with a new vacuum compatible linear nano-
motion drive SmarAct that enables precise changes of the distance between two electrodes inside the 
vacuum chamber (step width from 50 nm to 1000 nm, sub-nanometer resolution). Special software, enabling 
to set up the step size, number of the steps and speed of the motion, was developed for its control. 
Additionally, a measurement control unit and the software were prepared for an automatic electrical 
measurement.  

  
Fig. 3 The workplace for emission measuring and the linear nano-motion drive SmarAct 

 

For this experiment, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were deposited using a microwave (mw) torch at atmospheric 
pressure or using a thermal chemical vapour deposition The typical deposition conditions in torch were: flow 
rates of argon, methane and hydrogen QAr = 1000 sccm, QCH4 = 50 sccm and QH2 = 200 to 300 sccm, 
respectively, microwave (mw) power of 400 W, substrate temperature 900 to 1100 K, deposition time 
1 minute. A detailed study of the microwave torch for deposition of CNTs and their characterization were 
published in Ref.[8], [9]. The typical depositions for thermal CVD were: the substrate was heated under 
mixture of Ar, flow rate 2800 sccm, and H2, flow rate 500 sccm, to 800 °C with ramp rate of 25 °C.min-1. The 
CNTs were grown at 800 °C under mixture of Ar (1400 sccm) and C2H2 (30 sccm). Deposition time was 
20 minutes. After the deposition the substrate cooled down under Ar flow (1400 sccm). 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
Measurements were performed for ten electrode distances – from 84 µm to 100 µm. For this ten distances 
were obtained several times the same results. The basic dependency was measured by the emission current 
in dependence on the applied voltage. Graphs of these dependences are shown below. 
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Fig. 4. SEM analysis of the CNTs 

  
Fig. 5 Result of measured emission current in dependence on the applied voltage (and the detail for higher 

voltages) 

  
Fig. 6 Results of current density in dependence on intensity for ten electrode distances (left) and results of 

emission current in dependence on the electrode distance for applied voltage from 80 to 150 V (right) 

 

In the set of experiments on the array with CNTs with dimension of 4x4mm, the field emission results show 
that in the small electrode distance is the low turn-on field (smaller than 1 V/µm) and achieved a high current 
density at 1,8 V/µm. 
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Abstract  
One of the most popular methods of carbon nanotubes synthesis is an electric arc discharge method. In this 
method electric arc burns between two graphite electrodes. Anode vaporize and decompose on the cathode 
forming deposit consisted on amorphous carbon, soot, nanotubes and another nanoparticles. In this paper, 
we investigate the electric arc parameters essential for the highest efficiency of the synthesis. Our approach 
first describes research set-up and arc method supported by external magnetic field. Calculations and 
simulations of external magnetic fields are presented. The influence of magnetic field on the final product 
quality is discussed.  

Keywords: Carbon nanotubes, magnetic field 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Production of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on the mass scale requires the most efficient use possible 
techniques for minimizing the formation in the process other forms of carbon such as carbon black, 
fullerenes, and crystallites. One of the most effective methods of carbon nanotubes synthesis is electric arc 
plasma. Although disadvantage of this method is high ratio of impurities this method is useful for materials 
designed for medical applications.  

The theoretical attempts of the phenomenon of nanotubes growth in the carbon arc shows that CNTs are 
effectively formed in the region of the cathode with an optimal temperature. The lower temperature does not 
lead to an efficient synthesis, the higher temperature causes destruction of carbon nanotubes and their 
crystallization. Moreover arc spot on the cathode where cathode deposit grows constantly changes its 
position on the deposit surface during the growth. It is important to keep the temperature of the deposit, 
which will not destroy formed nanotubes. 

It is possible to use a number of techniques for improving the parameters near the cathode surface. Some 
experiments use the internal water cooling system for the cathode.  The disadvantage of it is that it does not 
guarantee consistent effectiveness whereas the deposit grows and the distance between cooled electrode 
and deposit surface increases. It seems that the best technique is to move the arc spot on the cathode 
surface. In this system area of the CNTs synthesis and area of continuous deposition on the cathode have 
optimal temperature conditions. Due to experience in application of magnetic field for electric arc movement 
[1-6] the system for carbon nanotubes synthesis by an electric arc with magnetic coil support was 
constructed.  

2. THE SYSTEM 
In this system electric arc burns between two graphite electrodes. The diameter of the electrodes varies from 
5 mm for the anode and from 10 mm for the anode. The DC power supply with the current 60 A – 100 A is 
connected to the electrodes. The space between electrodes is about 1 mm and is controlled by 
Programmable Logic Controller to keep the voltage at the level 18-21 V.  
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The electrodes are located inside the reactor 
chamber. The chamber is evacuated several 
times to eliminate the presence of oxygen and 
it is filled by either helium, argon or mixture of 
these gases. The water system is connected to 
the cathode holder and anode holder for 
electrodes temperature reduction. Outside the 
cathode holder there is installed 
electromagnetic coil resulting in rotational arc 
movement on the cathode (Fig. 1) High 
temperature of the arc leads to vaporization of 
carbon from anode dot and deposition on the 
surface of the cathode. This deposit consists of 
two main parts – hard graphite outside shell 
and soft core (Fig.2). Carbon nanotubes are 
significant part of the core among another 
carbon structures.  

The steady stream vapor, which was 
transferred from the anode to the cathode, was 
supported by applying a DC-powered magnetic coil mounted axially on the cathode rod. The magnetic field 
generated by this coil guarantee the effective mass flow of the material. Several parameters were measured 
and adjusted in order to determine the relation between carbon nanotubes growth and the arc parameters 
the parameters such as current, voltage, pressure, current in the magnetic coil.  

3. CONDITIONS FOR THE CARBON NANOTUBES SYNTHESIS 
Optimization of the process and improvement of the quality of carbon nanotubes 
are essential for their further applications. Estimation of physical parameters 
could be background for computer growth modeling. Understanding of electric 
arc movements and thermodynamics enable creation of the erosion model.  

A part of the evaporated anode is deposited on the cathode. With no catalyst and 
helium gas in the synthesis the most of nanoparticles are multi wall carbon 
nanotubes (MWNTs). When the catalysts (Fe, Co, Ni etc.) are applied then there 
is possible to generate single wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs). The temperature 
of the arc plasma CNTs synthesis is generally higher than that of other CNTs 
production methods and the yield per unit time is also higher than the other 
methods. There are some parameters affecting carbon nanotubes synthesis. 
Based on the own experience [7-9] and on the literature [10-14] it is necessary to 
take into account with the following parameters:  

• Arc voltage – the power supply should be in the range from 15 V to 25 V. Because the anode material 
is consumed the distance between electrodes increases. It is preferable to keep the voltage constant 
by adjusting the gap between electrodes.  

• Arc current – the discharge current density should be in a range between 0,05 A/mm2 and 15 A/mm2 
with respect to the area of the anode tip which must be delivering the carbon vapor to the arc column. 

• Gas pressure – should be from 0.1 to 0.6 bar. 

• The atmosphere – helium, argon, xenon, neon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and mixture of these gases are 
preferable. 

Fig. 1 The system for the synthesis of carbon 
nanotubes by an electric arc supported by magnetic 

field where 1 – reaction chamber, 2 – control system, 3 
– positioning adjustment, 4 – power supply and 

electromagnetic coil 

Fig. 2 The deposit 
up-view 
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• Anode and cathode dimensions - although the diameters of the tips of the two electrodes are not 
especially limited, the anode tip diameter should be lower than 10mm 

• The distance between electrodes - the interelectrode gap may be selected from a range of 
approximately 1 to 5 mm. 

The arc discharge method is still the most efficient source of CNTs synthesis however, a sufficient care to 
keep the product pure is needed. Steps forward for understanding the nucleation and growing processes to 
improve the efficiency of DC arc synthesis of CNTs are mostly required.  

4. SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS 
To determine the effect of material of the electrodes holders the Opera softwate was used for calculations of 
the magnetic field for the four cases:  

1. The anode is made of non-magnetic material; the cathode is made of non-magnetic material. 

2. The anode is made of non-magnetic material; the cathode is made of magnetic material. 

3. The anode is made of a magnetic material; the cathode is made of non-magnetic material. 

4. The anode is made of a magnetic material; the cathode is made of magnetic material. 

 
Fig.3 Schematic diagram of the system where 1 – anode holder, 2 – cathode holder, 3 - anode, 4 – cathode, 

5 – electromagnetic coil 

 

According to the experimental system it is assumed that the inductor coil on the cathode holder has the 
number of turns = 390 and current of 5 A. In the Fig. 3 the schematic system for CNTs production by an 
electric arc is presented. 

The comparision of the magnetic field strength for different cases are presented in Fig.4. The values are 
given in Tesla. 
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Fig.4 Magnetic field distribution in the cathode holder area for cases: a) non-magnetic anode and cathode,  

b) non-magnetic anode and magnetic cathode, c) magnetic anode, non-magnetic cathode, d) magnetic 
anode and cathode 

 

The deposit is formed in the cathode compartment close to the cathode holder. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show 
examples of distributions of magnetic field lines in the area of the cathode.   
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Fig.5. Distribution of the magnetic field for the case where the anode and cathode holders are made of non-

magnetic material 

 
Fig.6 Distribution of the magnetic field lines to the anode where the handle is made of non-magnetic 

material, and the cathode holder is made of magnetic material 

 

The simulations shows that the material of the anode holder has no significant  influence on the phenomena 
occurring in the synthesis of carbon nanotubes (at the cathode). However, the material from which the 
cathode holder is made influences on the magnetic field distribution. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The research carried out in the system shows that the distance between the electrodes has a significant 
effect on the diameter and purity of the synthesized carbon nanotubes. It was determined that increasing the 
distance between the electrodes increases the purity of the sample (synthesis efficiency). The linear 
relationship between the distance of electrodes and arc voltage was expected. But it turned out that a 
change in the arc voltage is proportional to the gap distance between the electrodes changes, as this 
relationship is true only for large distances. 

Application of an external magnetic field allows to generate a stable rotating arc. This field can be prepared 
in two ways: by use of magnets located inside the reaction chamber or by applying of a DC-powered 
electromagnet positioned axially on the cathode holder. The magnetic field enable the creation of intense 
and uniform flux of vapor transferred from the anode to the cathode in order to ensure the effective mass 
flow of material. 

Consupmtion of the 6 mm dia. anode was in the range 8-25 mm/min. 80% of the anode material was turned 
into the anode deposit. About 30% of the cathode deposit was a hard useless shell and 70 % was the soft 
core. Soft core was composed maximum of 2/3 of nanotubes and 1/3 of fullerens, soot and amorphous 
carbon. The deposit mass increases proportionally with the time of the synthesis process and decreases with 
increase the arc current. 
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Abstract  
One of the most popular method of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) synthesis is an electric arc discharge 
supported method. There are a lot of factors which determine a quality of the product such as pressure, 
voltage, current etc. In this paper we will focus on temperature measurement of electric arc plasma. The 
research chamber for CNTs is presented. The examples of applications of carbon nanotubes in medicine 
were mentioned. Conditions required for the synthesis of carbon nanotubes and process parameters were 
compared. To determine the parameters of the synthesis diagnostic method independent on plasma 
chemistry for of electric arc were described. 

Keywords: Plasma arc, CNT, temperature measurement 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nanotechnology is one of the fastest-growing technologies. Carbon nanotubes, are widely used in almost 
every industry – chemical, defense, automotive, food, textile, cosmetics, etc. [1]. One of the most promising 
areas is medicine. Depending on the type of nanoparticles it can be used to improve the sensitivity of 
diagnostic tools, to manufacture of surgical instruments. It also can be used as carriers for slowly released 
drugs. Appropriately addressed nanoparticles can detect and deliver chemicals to cancer cells without 
destroying healthy cells. Carbon nanotubes with ferromagnetic particles can be used as cancer nanobombs. 
Atoms of iron located within the working zone of radio frequency wave overheat the cells leading to its 
destruction.  

Combination of nanoparticles with metals would be a milestone in the treatment of many diseases. These 
nanoparticles should meet a number of requirements for the parameters such as purity, size, and shape. 
Quality of the product, composed mostly of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), depends on parameters of synthesis 
such as gas pressure, gas composition, temperature etc. One of the most effective methods is the plasma 
synthesis method of carbon nanotubes using an electric arc. In this method different carbon nanotubes are 
produced as a part of the cathode deposit growth or are deposed either on a various substrates or on a 
reaction chamber walls. In most cases there is not possible to measure one of the most important factor 
determining the carbon nanotubes synthesis – temperature. So it is necessary to find a distant method of 
measurements independent on the chemistry.   

2. ARC DISCHARGE METHOD OF CNT’S SYNTHESIS 
In the system for carbon nanotubes synthesis using an electric arc as a source of carbon for the product 
formation graphite electrodes as far as a carbon containing gases can be used. In our system 6 mm dia. 
graphite anode has been used, and graphite cathodes of more than 10 mm dia. were applied. (Fig.1). The 
anode may be filled by catalyst or carbon-catalyst mixture. Especially an iron seems to be attractive for many 
applications. Particles of iron from the catalyst join the carbon compounds during the synthesis process and 
in effect form carbon nanotubes with magnetic properties. Ferromagnetic nanoproducts may be used in 
many applications such as medical imaging resonance, medical treatment and therapy, 
nanoelectromechanical devices, nanopowders etc. [2-4].  
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The process begins with repetitive evacuation of 
research chamber and filling up by ambient gas in order 
to elimination of oxygen. Then it is filled by an argon, 
nitrogen or mixture of these gases with the pressure 
between 0.2-0.5 bar. The positioning system moves the 
anode leading to the connection of the two electrodes. 
Then the current flowing through the electrodes heats 
them up what enable an electric arc ignition.  

After a few seconds the space between the electrodes 
is increased and automatic control system keep the 
distance 1 mm during the whole process. The high 
temperature of the arc leads to vaporization of the 
anode. Carbon or carbon–metal vapors (depending on 
catalytic or non-catalytic process) – go along the arc 
channel and decompose on the cathode surface 
forming the irregular cylindrical cathode deposit (Fig. 2). 

The deposit consists of hard shell and soft core. The 
type of carbon nanotubes in a final product depends on 

the presence of catalyst, pressure, the type of 
surrounding gas, the material electrodes are made 
of but the carbon nanotubes ratio in the final product 
strongly depends on temperature.  

If the temperature is too low carbon doesn’t vaporize 
or vaporize and form soot on the reactor walls only 
instead of formation of the cathode deposit. On the 
other side if the temperature is too high then fast 
vaporization takes place but nanotubes are 
destroyed by too high temperature (Fig. 3). 

So the temperature control is the essential for improvement of 
carbon nanotubes synthesis efficiency. Furthermore 
thermodynamic phenomena in the arc during the process are 
still under investigation. In the literature [5-8] there is a lot of 
works about electric arc in the switching devices. 
Understanding the phenomena occurring in the arc during the 
synthesis of carbon nanotubes would give a necessary data in 
the field of computer simulation and modeling of cathode 
deposit growth. 

 

3. THEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
The electric arc starts to burn in the working gas, such as argon, leading to evaporation of the anode. Then 
following the gasification and ionization. The components from the anode enter the arc channel and change 
a number of its properties. Determination of the influence of these compounds is related to a number of 
equilibrium and thermodynamic parameters. For carbon nanotubes synthesis very important is stability of the 
process. This stability depends on two factors: the power source quality and fluctuations of the resistance – 
especially the voltage drop on the arc. Catalysts from the anode change conductivity of the arc by changes 
of effective ionization potential.  

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the arc discharge 
method of the CNT’s synthesis where: 

1- anode, 2 – cathode deposit, 3 – a hole with 
catalyst 

Fig. 2 Deposit cross-section where 1 – soft core, 
2 – hard shell, 3 – soot on the surface 

Fig. 3 Comparison of effect of too high 
temperature and too low temperature 
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To establish an influence of catalysts in the 
arc channel on the discharge behavior 
caused by the effective ionization potential 
change at first the arc temperature must be 
measured using a method that is 
independent on the plasma chemistry. The 
plasma composition does not affect the 
measurement accuracy. 

The proposed measurements method is 
based on the relative spectroscopic line 
intensities.  

Image of the electric arc reaches the 
scanning device consisting of an optical 
system and a spectroscope. Optical system 
and spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 4. 

The light from the electric arc goes through the optical system and slits (1). Due to fact that optical system is 
flexile we can observe the full profile of the arc. Then the light beam is broken on the prism into colors (2). 
Before the light reaches the detector (3) two spectral lines are separated from the spectrum by adjusted slits 
(4). The separated lines are characteristic for the same elemements and have been observed and recorded. 
The temperature for the plasma cylinder can be evaluated from the expression based on the intensity lines 
ratio [9]: 
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where:  

Z(T) – the sum of the states; 

n – concentration of the gas component for investigated element; 

h – Planck's constant; 

l – thickness of the plasma; 

T – temperature; 

Χ – excitation energy of the level lines l and n, respectively; 

A – probability of spontaneous transition  

g – statistical weight; 

ν – the frequency of the line; 

ε - the intensity of the spectral lines calculated using Abel's transformation of measured intensities; 

The calculation of the temperature is independent on concentrations of elements and plasma composition. 
Spectral lines used for calculation should have the following characteristics: 

• a relatively high intensity; 

• should be well described in literature (spontaneous transition probabilities and statistical weights); 

• density of spectral lines in the separated region should be small; 

Fig. 4 Optical system for the arc temperature measurement 
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• the length of the line must be within the range of sensitivity of the measuring instrument. 

For iron as the most popular catalyst the proper spectral lines are 445,91 nm and 446,17 nm. For cases 
where atomic data are unavailable there is possible to use additional element in the anode – copper. Even 
minimal amount of copper (0,1%) can be 
use as a specific thermometer. Moreover, 
the amount of copper should not have 
significant impact on the process of 
synthesis [10].  

To calculate the temperature of any part of 
the arc it is necessary to make a series of 
measurements of the intensities of spectral 
lines in different locations on plasma arc 
cross section. In the case of a cylindrical arc 
channel Abel transformation can be used. 
The calculations of temperature can be 
divided into several stages:  

• choosing proper spectral lines,  

• noise reduction,  

• signals symetrization,  

• profiles smoothing,  

• intensities calculation using Abel transformation,  

• temperature calculation,  

• data smoothing.  

Fig. 5 shows an example of intensity lines measurement and calculated temperature of the arc.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The electric arc carbon nanotubes synthesis require a specific gas atmosphere and it is sensitive on any 
odside influences. One of the most important parameters is a temperature. The proposed method can be 
used for temperature measurement for plasma arc carbon nanotubes synthesis. This method can be used 
for separated system and does not need introduction additional elements into the system. The results 
obtained by this method gives an information not only for one point of plasma but gives information about full 
frofile of electric arc so it can be also applied for rotating arc. The knowledge about the temperature in 
precisely specified places can give the data necessery for determination of the best conditions for carbon 
nanotubes formation. 

It was noticed that the minimum metal content in the plasma arc determines the essential properties of the 
plasma. Addition of catalysts such as iron – changes the effective ionization potential, plasma composition, 
electro density, and in effect – temperature of the plasma. This fact affect the carbon nanotubes synthesis 
efficiency. In cases where atomic data for accurate calculation are unavailable there is possiblility to add a 
small amount of copper. Even 0,1 % of copper is enough for application as a thermometer for plasma arc 
and this amount does not significantly alter the electrical conductivity and can be used in research as an 
element for spectroscopic detection.  
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Fig. 5 The example of spectral lines intensities and 
temperature calculation 
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Abstract  
Metal nanoparticles have many interesting properties which is given by their space restriction. Their large 
active surface is very well exploited during catalysis. Pd and Pt are metals know for their ability to dissociate 
molecular hydrogen on single atoms. We prepared Schottky diodes on semiconductors InP, GaN, GaAs, and 
InGaAs to obtain hydrogen sensor. Method of preparation such diodes is electrophoretic deposition of Pd or 
Pt nanoparticles from their colloid solution onto semiconductor substrate. Over the layer of nanoparticles, 
porous metal contact was prepared. Hydrogen molecules are dissociated on these metal nanoparticles and 
single atom which settles on the interface between metal and semiconductor and they increase or decrease 
Schottky barrier height. By this method we can measure from 1 ppm H2 in the air, where the current change 
is over one order of magnitude. 

I-V measurements showed high rectification ratio of these structures and Shottky barrier height calculated 
from these measurements was high when compared to other methods of interface preparation. It points to 
very small Fermi level pinning, what is important prerequisite for hydrogen sensing. SEM measurements 
showed the layers were composed of small aggregates uniformly distributed on semiconductor surface. Size 
and number of these aggregates can be tuned by parameters of deposition.  

Keywords: metal nanoparticles, Schottky barrier, binary semiconductors 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Metal nanoparticles have many interesting properties which are given by their space restriction. Because of 
their high surface-to-volume ratio they are suitable for catalysis. We used this high catalytic properties of Pd 
and Pt to create hydrogen sensor. This device is based on layer of catalytic nanoparticles on the surface of 
semiconductor (InP, GaN). Generally, energetic barrier called Schottky barrier if a phenomenon which results 
from connection of metal and semiconductor and such a structure behaves like a diode. We deposited Pt, 
Pd, Au, and Ag nanoparticles on InP and GaN wafers to obtain good quality hydrogen sensors which 
principle of operation consist in Schottky barrier lowering with increasing of hydrogen concentration.  

Metal nanoparticles were prepared in reverse micelles in colloid solutions. The method for layer preparation 
is electrophoretic deposition (EPD), which principle of operation consist in accelerating of charged 
nanoparticles in their colloid solution by means of electric field. Schottky barrier height obtained by this 
method exceed values obtained by other methods, because of thoroughtfulness of EPD to semiconductor 
surface what decreases origin of unwanted states in bandgap which is responsible for Fermi level pinning 
[1]. 

2. MATERIALS & METHODS 
Metal nanoparticles were prepared in reverse colloid solutions. In such a solutions, small objects called 
reverse micelles are present. Inside of these micelles there are water solution of metal salt or hydrazine 
agent, and the environment surrounding these micelles is isooctane. Reverse micelles serve as 
nanoreactors where redox reaction of metal salt by reducing agent occurs and the metal nanoparticles are 
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created. The size of reverse micelles (and thus metal nanoparticles) can be in the range from a few nm to 
µm and can be controlled by parameter ω0, which represents a ratio of molar weight of water to molar weight 
of surfactant which forms a surface of micelle. As a surfactant, AOT (= sodium bis-(2-ethylhexyl) 
sulfosuccinate) is used here.  

 

 
Pd nanoparticles were prepared by the reduction of Pd(II) chloride (PdCl2) by hydrazinium hydroxide (N2H4) 
takes place. At first, 0.05M water solution of PdCl2 and 1M water solution of N2H2 were prepared as well as 
two equal parts of 0.1M AOT-in-isooctane solution. Before use, AOT was dried for more than 24 hours in 
desiccator. The Pd water solution was added to the first AOT solution and, similarly, the same amount of the 
hydrazininum hydroxide water solution was added to the second AOT solution. For case of Pd nanoparticles, 
value of ω0 was 5. Finally the two resulting solution, the first with Pd salt and  the second with hydrazine, 
were mixed. Preparation of nanoparticles of other metals (Pt, Au, Ag) was similar. In case of Pt 
nanoparticles, all of the parameter were the same except of molarity of H2PtCl6 which is 0.1M. Ag 
nanoparticles were synthesized from 0.5M AgNO3 and as a reducing agent, NaBH4 is used here. The 
molarity of AOT solution was 0.05 and ω0 = 10. Preparation of Au nanoparticles is a little bit more 
complicated because of the addition of cosurfactant to 0.1M AOT-in-isooctane solution. Molar concentration 
of HAuCl4 in water was 0.05, molar concentration of hydrazine was 1 and ω0 = 8. Final solutions were 
dashed on TEM grid and observed in JEOL-JSM7500f microscope and their spectra were measured on 
Shimadzu UV–1601. 

 

 
Fig.1 Absorbtion spectra of Au and Ag colloid solutions. Peak at λ = 533 nm and λ = 412 nm 

represents Au nanoparticles and Ag nanoparticles respectively 

Table 1 Average sizes of prepared nanoparticles observed in SEM (JEOL-JSM7500f) 

metal average particle size [nm] standart deviation [nm] standart deviation [%] 
Pd 14,5 1,8 12,4 

Pt 10,1 1,4 13,8 

Au 16,8 2,5 15,8 

Ag 15,5 2,2 14,1 
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Schottky diodes were prepared in special cell for electrophoresis. The full-area ohmic contact on one side of 
the wafer was made by obtrusion of molten Gallium and then by application of conductive silver colloid paint. 
Electrophoretic deposition was performed in a teflon cell with two electrodes. On the bottom electrode the 
InP wafer with polystyrene spheres is mounted (on the side with full-area ohmic contact). The colloid solution 
of Pd nanoparticles is placed between electrodes. The polarity on the sample was negative, because it was 
found that the quality of layers is better in the sense of Schottky barrier height and sensitivity to the presence 
of hydrogen. The applied voltage and time of deposition were varied. The voltage was applied with 1:1 stop-
go voltage interrupter at 10 Hz frequency.  

The deposited layers were observed in SEM. I-V and the sensitivity on hydrogen presence were measured 
using Keithley Source-Measure Unit 236.  

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
On Fig. 1 can be seen spectra of Ag and Au nanoparticles in their colloid solutions. Ag nanoparticles has 
a characteristic peak at 412 nm and Au nanoparticles at 533 nm. Pd nanoparticles has a peak at 279 nm and 
peak of Pt coincides with peak of AOT at 240 nm. These peaks come from plasmon resonance of metal 

 
a) b) 

 
c) d) 

Fig.2 SEM images of Ag nanoparticles deposited onto n-InP Deposition time was varied a) t = 30 min, 
b) t = 120 min, c) t = 240 min, d) t = 480 min. Voltage magnitude was U = 106 V,  measuring scale is 1 μm, 

and the deposition was realized with the voltage interrupter 
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nanoparticles and the are affected by nanoparticle size. Peak positions of prepared nanoparticles 
corresponds with peaks positions found in literature (Au [2], Ag [3], Pd [4], Pt [5]). According to SEM 
measurements, nanoparticles are separated in their colloid solution and their average sizes are showed in 
Table 1. 

 

We have found the polarity, voltage and time of deposition affect the quality of deposited layers. It was found 
the negative polarity of deposition show better results in the sense of Schottky barrier height and sensing 
properties. Metal nanoparticles tend to form small aggregates on the semiconductor surface because the 
field is stronger near particles which settled on the surface. Than other particles tend to settle selectively in 
the nearness of the particles on the surface. Time of deposition affects the layer thickness (Fig. 2). When the 
deposition time is short, the layer of nanoparticles is made of single small nanoparticle aggregates and when 
the time of deposition is prolonged, the aggregates grows up and when the time of deposition is long 
enough, we obtain compact layer with significant lateral conductance. Voltage affect deposition speed. 
Layers deposited with use of voltage interrupter are more homogeneous and this kind of deposition prevent 
to deposition of cluster with bigger size [6]. Schottky barrier high of these structures is on the average 0.8 eV 
on InP and over 1 eV on GaN, what is quite high values when compared to other methods. 

Layers of metal nanoparticles are provided by graphite contacts which have porous structure. This feature is 
convenient for detection capabilities because they let the hydrogen molecules go through them to Pd or Pt 
nanoparticle layer where they are dissociated and absorbed on the metal surface what causes Schottky 
barrier reduction. On Fig. 3 the sectional view of detection structure can be seen. A 100 nm tall layer of Pt 
nanoparticles settles on InP substrate. This layer is overlapped by graphite contact with its typical scaly 
structure. Sensing characteristics of Pt layer on InP are displayed on Fig. 3. The mixture of H2/N2 is slowly 
introduced to the chamber (from 3 ppm to 1000 ppm) and the response of I was monitored. The response is 
in order of hundred of seconds and current amplifications is over 5 orders of magnitude for such a low 
concentrations of H2 (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 3 Side view of Pt layer deposited onto n-InP. On the image, it can be seen the layer of Pt nanoparticles 

(about 100 nm high) on InP surface. Above the  layer of nanoparticles there is scaly structure of graphite 
contact. Deposition time was varied t = 27 hod, voltage magnitude was U = 106 V,  measuring scale is 100 

nm, and the deposition was realized without the voltage interrupter 
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4. CONCLUSION 
Electrophoretic deposition seems to be convenient method for preparation of good performance Schottky 
barriers. We have prepared layers of Au, Ag, Pd, and Pt nanoparticles with high Schottky barrier when 
compared to other methods. Nanoparticles were prepared in their colloid solution. The structures are very 
sensitive on the presence of hydrogen molecules; amplification of current is over 5 orders of magnitude 
when the structure was exposed to the H2/N2 mixture. This result is very promising in comparison to 
commercially available products.  
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Fig. 4 Relationship between concentration of current on concentration of mixture H2/N2 in chamber which was
changed four times in the range of 3 – 1000 ppm. Concentration changes are indicated by small arrows [7]
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Abstract  
Urethane acrylate (UA)/clay nanocomposites prepared by solution synthesis with various organically 
modified clays (C10A, C30B, C8, C18). We investigated that dispersion states affected thermal conductivity 
of UA/clay nanocomposites and confirmed their mechanical properties and thermal stability. UA/C10A, 
UA/30B nanocomposites assumed intercalated or exfoliated structure depending on the clay content. UA/C8, 
UA/C18 nanocomposites were showed exfoliated structure throughout d-spacing change regardless of clay 
contents. We observed the enhancement of thermal stability and mechanical property by adding clay, also 
found the decreased oxygen permeability due to oxygen barrier effects induced exfoliated structure. These 
results indicated that the d-space of all samples increased with increasing contents of clay and the oxygen 
permeability and mechanical properties sensitively depend on the clay contents. These nanocomposites are 
promising for application in transparent gas barrier coatings. 

Keywords: Nanoclay, Exfoliation, Thermal stability, Mechanical property, oxygen permeability 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, nanocomposites have been attracted to be the most potential hybrid-organic materials 
because of theirs have several advantages. They usually were exhibited superior properties by the loading 
small amounts of inorganic nanoparticles. Particularly, organoclay can improve miscibility with polymer or 
monomer and can strongly influence the resulting morphologies and properties of nanocomposites induced 
from the strong interfacial contact between the polymer and clay layers [1-3]. Nanoclay also is widely known 
that has larger surface area and aspect ratios and well-dispersed particles within the polymer. Moreover, this 
kind of nanocomposite usually exhibits decreased gas permeability [4-6]. The improvement in barrier 
performance has been presented for many polymer systems due to the high-aspect ratio characteristics of 
clay monolayers.  

In this study, we prepared a series of UA/clay nanocomposites with intercalated or exfoliated structure and 
investigated their properties with respect to their structures and morphologies with various organoclays. 
Through these works, we confirmed the enhancement of thermal and mechanical properties of UA/clay 
nanocomposites and observed the effects of nanoclay dispersion in polymer matrix on oxygen barrier 
performance of UA/clay nanocomposites. Furthermore, we examined the possibility as transparent barrier 
material to gas. 
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2. EXPERIMENTALS 

2.1. Materials 
Sodium montmorillonite nanoclay named Cloisite® Na+, with cation exchange capacity (CEC) was 92.6 
meq/100 g was from Southern Clay Products. Inc., USA. Octylamine, octadecylamine (Aldrich Chemical Co. 
Inc.,) were used as organic modifiers. N, N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) was used as a primary dispersion 
solvent (Aldrich Chemical Co. Inc.). Urethane acrylic UV binder was from Omnichem Co. Ltd., Korea. 

2.2. Preparation of organoclay 
Organoclay was prepared by cation exchange reactions between pristine montmorillonite (Cloisite® Na+) and 
excess organic modifier. 6g pristine montmorillonite was dispersed in 300 ml distilled water and stirred for 12 
h at 80 °C. Octylamine (5.4 mmol; 1.05 g), octadecylamine (5.4 mmol; 2.19 g) were dissolved into 150 ml of 
distilled water at 80 °C for 12 hr. And HCl (1.2 ml) dropped into the organic modifier solution to quaternize 
the amine group at 80 °C for 2 hr. Then, it was poured into the pristine montmorillonite suspension and 
stirred for 24 h at 80 °C. The cation exchanged clay was washed several times with hot distilled water and 
checked with AgNO3 for residue Cl-. It was completely dried using a freeze drying for 24 hr to yield the final 
organoclays. These are labelled C8 and C18 according to the organic modifier.  

2.3. Preparation of UA/clay nanocomposites 
Organoclays were pre-dried in vacuum oven at 80 °C for 24 hr. A series of clay (C8 and C18) were 
dispersed in DMF and applied for sonication for 30 min. The suspension was poured into urethane acrylic 
UV binder with clay contents 1, 2, 3, and 5 wt%. Then, the UA/clay nanocomposites were dispersed using 
sonication for 60 min. and coated onto the PET film using a micrometer applicator (KEEPAE CO. Ltd 
comate™ 3000VM) and baked at 80 °C for 1min and exposed to UV light for 2 min to result in the UA/ clay 
nanocomposites. 

2.4. Characterization 
Change of the d-spacing were determined from X-ray diffraction (XRD), using a D8 Discover with Bruker 
AXS GADDS equipped with CuKa generator (λ= 0.154178 nm). Each sample was scanned from 2° to 8° at 
2°/min. Transmission electron microscope (TEM, CARL ZEISS Libra 200FE, acceleration voltage 200 kV) 
was used to observe the morphologies of the clay layers: specimens were prepared by using a CARL ZEISS 
1540 EsB. Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) has been usually used to evaluate the thermal stability of 
polymer and polymer/clay nanocomposites. Thermal gravimetric analyses were conducted on NETZSCH 
TG209F3 heating from room temperature to 600 °C at 20 °C/min under the air atmosphere. Mechanical 
testing was performed according to the ASTM D412. All the results were measured by a Zwick Z005TN 
testing machine with the average of three measurements. OTR testing was performed by MOCON 
(Minneapolis, MN) in accordance with ASTM D-3985 using an Oxtran 2/21 ML instrument at 23 °C  and 0 % 
or 100 % RH. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. X-ray diffraction patterns 
The WXRD patterns of UA/clay nanocomposites are shown in Fig. 1. In case of UA/C10A, diffraction peak is 
low angle shifted from 4.54° (d= 1.95 nm) to 2.38° (d= 3.70 nm) for UA/C10A 1 wt%. Similarly, the peak of 
UA/C10A 2 wt% appeared at 2.34° (d= 3.77 nm), 4.98 ° (d= 1.77 nm) weakly. The XRD patterns of the 
UA/C10A 3, 5 wt% showed a strong diffraction peak with high intensity at 2.37° (d= 3.73 nm), 2.45° (d= 3.61 
nm), and a broad peak with low intensity at 4.92° (d= 1.80 nm), 4.95° (d= 1.78 nm). It is implying that some 
of the clay layers dispersed not enough and have the intercalated structure. UA/30B nanocomposites did not 
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show a diffraction patterns up to 2 wt% of clay 
contents. But the weak intensity peak of 
UA/C30B 3 wt% appeared at 4.88° (d= 1.81 
nm). In case of UA/C30B 5 wt%, the diffraction 
peak showed at 2θ= 2.27° (d= 3.89 nm) 
strongly and at 4.83° (d= 1.83 nm) weakly. 
Similarly UA/C10A, clay layers agglomerated 
together and only intercalated in polymer 
matrix over clay content 3wt%. 

In case of UA/C8 and UA/C18 
nanocomposites, regardless of clay content 
increasing, there are no obvious diffraction 
peaks, indicating that the clay layers were 
disordered and fully exfoliated in polymer 
matrix. These results indicate that the 
organically modified clay nanocomposites (C8, 
C18) are fully exfoliated structure than 
commercial clay nanocomposites (C10A, 
C30B) depending on the clay contents.  

3.2. Transmission electron microscope  
TEM micrographs of UA/clay 
nanocomposites (3 wt%) were 
recorded at both higher and 
lower magnification (Fig. 2). The 
low magnification gets to study 
the dispersion state of clay in 
polymer and higher magnification 
gets to observe the structure of 
clay layers. 

UA/C10A nanocomposites had 
intercalated structure of 
agglomerated ~20 nm thick clay 
layers. Similarly, UA/C30B 
nanocomposites show slightly 
more dispersed ~20nm thick 
sheets of clay (Fig. 2 (a), (b)). On 
the other hands, the image of 
UA/C8, UA/C18 nanocomposites is shown in Fig. 2 (c), (d). The sheets of the clay are completely disordered 
about 5 nm thickness and well dispersed in polymer matrix. This result clearly confirms that the structure of 
UA/C10A, UA/C30B nanocomposites is intercalated structure, but that of UA/C8, UA/C18 nanocomposites is 
completely exfoliated structure corresponding with the XRD results [7, 15]. 

3.3. Thermal stability 
The TGA curves of the various UA/clay nanocomposites are shown in Fig. 3. The onset decomposition 
temperature of UA/clay nanocomposites is higher about 30 ℃ than the pure UA binder, indicating that the 
enhancement of thermal stability of UA by adding clay. The onset decomposition temperature of various 
UA/clay nanocomposites was ranked: UA binder < UA/C10A < UA/C8 < UA/C30B < UA/C18. This 

Fig.1. XRD patterns of UA/ clay nanocomposites 
(a)UA/C10A, (b)UA/C30B, (c)UA/C8, (d)UA/C18 

nanocomposites 

Fig. 2. TEM images of UA/clay nanocomposites 
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decomposition mechanism relates to some interaction between the clay layers and the UA binder. The clay 
layers act as superior insulation and mass transport barrier to the volatile products generated during 
decomposition, which enhances the overall thermal stability of the system, as well as assist in the formation 
of char after thermal decomposition. The strong interfacial interaction restricted mobility of polymer chain and 
hindered their scission [7-10].  

                     
Fig. 3. TGA curves of UA/Clay nanocomposites (3 wt%)               Fig. 4. Tensile strength of UA /clay 

nanocomposites with various types of clay 

3.4. Mechanical property 
Fig. 4 represented tensile strength UA/clay nanomposites with various types of clay. All the UA/clay 
nanocomposites showed steadily increased tensile strength with increasing the clay loading. Especially, for 
UA/C8, tensile strength increased from 1016 to 1177 MPa with clay loading and showed the best 
reinforcement of all of case, consistent with XRD, TEM results that showed good dispersion state of UA/C8 
nanocomposites. The large interfacial interaction between clay platelet and urethane acrylate matrix leads to 
significant improvement in tensile strength, implying that the increase of tensile strength is depended mainly 
on the good dispersion state [2, 11-13]. Furthermore, some researchers reported about percolation 
threshold, critical clay contents above certain contents. As already discussed clay layers begin to 
agglomerate together and dispersed larger scale in polymer matrix above percolation threshold. This result is 
generally known that poor dispersion state leads to deteriorate mechanical properties due to decreased 
interfacial interaction [10, 14, 15].  

3.5. Oxygen permeability 
The plot of oxygen permeability versus clay content in UA/C8 
nanocomposites is shown in Fig. 5. We observed that oxygen 
permeability decrease with increase of clay content from 416 cc 
/ m2day for pure UA binder to 170 cc / m2day for UA/C8 5wt% 
almost 59%. Especially, UA/C8 1wt% showed significant 
decrease of oxygen permeability. And this indicates that have 
sufficient tortuous path and barrier effect just small amount of 
clay loading. The oxygen permeability observed similar level 
with UA/C8 1wt% and 5wt% and saturated over 5wt%, 
probably. We assumed that oxygen permeability depended on 
aspect ratio of clay layers. Highest aspect ratio of individual clay 
layers induced their exfoliated structure have more tortuous path 
to limit the migration of oxygen molecule, thus, improved barrier 
effect on gas, moisture. Above mentioned, highest aspect ratio is 

Fig. 5 Oxygen permeability as a 
function of clay concentration for the 

nanocomposite films 
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strong interfacial interaction between individual clay layers and polymer, thus leads to reduction of oxygen 
permeability. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Various UA/clay nanocomposites were prepared and the effects of clay dispersion on oxygen barrier were 
measured. Organoclays were synthesized to increase miscibility between the clay layers and the polymer 
though ion-exchange reactions (C8 and C18). XRD and TEM demonstrated that nanocomposites UA/C10A 
and UA/C30B could show intercalated or exfoliated structures and that UA/C8 and UA/C18 nanocomposites 
showed fully exfoliated structures, implying that C8 and C18 were better dispersed in the urethane acrylate 
matrix than C10A or C30B. All the nanocomposites decomposed at ca. 30 °C above pristine UA, indicating 
that the added clay improved thermal stability. The composites' tensile strengths improved with increasing 
clay content because of strong interfacial interactions between the clay layers and the polymer. The oxygen 
permeability reduced with increasing clay content because the exfoliated clay layers acted as barrier 
materials and provided a oxygen barrier effect. The oxygen permeability of composites UA/C8 and UA/C18 
showed much greater decreases than those of UA/C10A or UA/ C30B due to the exfoliated clay structures. 
UA clay nanocomposites were shown to have enhanced thermal and mechanical properties, good optical 
properties and reduced oxygen permeability, making them suitable for use as transparent barrier material 
due to the oxygen barrier effects of the clay layers.  
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Abstract  
Homogenous cesium tungsten tri-oxide (CsAW1O3) and powder was prepared by solvothermal reaction using 
(NH4)10H2(W2O7)6 and Cs2CO3 aqueous solution followed by annealing. The cesium doped tungsten tri-oxide 
(CsAW1O3) nanocomposite films was deposited by the sol-gel bar-coating method onto PET-film 
(polyethylene terephthalate film, thickness 186 ㎛) substrate. The structure and sizes of ceramic particles 
was observed XRD and PSA spectrometer, the optical properties of their films were investigated by UV-VIS, 
NIR spectrometer. Synthesized particles typically formed cubic structure for good absorption of NIR, size 
observed as being 30-100 nm and <150 nm. CsAW1O3 nanoparticles showed a high transmittance in the 
visible wavelength region as well as excellent shielding capability of near-infrared (NIR) wavelength, 
indicating that CsAW1O3 nanoparticles have the appropriate characteristic as solar filter application. 

Keywords: Thermal insulating materials(TIM), Perovskite, Nanocomposite film, Nanodispersion, Near-
infrared (NIR) shielding. 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Recently, many kinds of ceramic particles with various size extensively have been attracted the very much 
interest for UV-visible and Near-infrared (NIR) region cut-off behavior. Particularly, tin-doped indium oxide 
(ITO) and antimony-doped tin oxide (ATO) widely have used as material to perform purpose of NIR-shielding 
effect. At this point, WO3 exhibits the transparent property in the UV-visible, NIR lights and has a wide band 
gap of 2.62 eV5. Moreover, WO3-based electrochromic devices are almost being examined for smart film 
applications with changeable modulations in optical spectra. A metallic conductivity and strong NIR 
absorption can be induced when free electrons are introduced into crystals by either decreasing the oxygen 
content or by adding ternary elements. The oxygen deficiency in tungsten oxides leads to a complex-ordered 
structure known as the Magneli structure, while the ternary addition of the positive ions leads to the tungsten 
bronze structure. It has been reported that the tungsten bronzes with the hexagonal phase are of particular 
interest in the application of electrochromic devices owing to the relatively high diffusion coefficients of 
hydrogen ions and metal ions compared with those of the orthorhombic phase and WO3. Until now, study on 
the synthesizing WO3 with different morphologies and properties has been widely reported [1-3]. However, 
there is limited work reported on the synthesis and characterization of only CsAWO3 nanorod with controlled 
morphology by solvothermal reaction [4-6]. Furthermore, heat-shielding properties of CsAWO3 nanoparticle 
have not been reported. 

In this study, the four kinds of perovskite-based (CsAW1O3,) composite films were prepared by mixing 
Urethane acrylic/UV-coating binder and the properties of UV-visible and NIR absorption spectra of their films 
were investigated by UV-visible, NIR and PSA spectrometer.  
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2. EXPERIMENTALS 
The synthesis of series is summarized outlined in Scheme 1.  

 
Scheme 1. Synthetic routes for the nanoparticles 

Synthesizing of homogenous CsAWO3  powders and Cs2CO3 of various concentration were mixed in 
aqueous, dried at 180 ℃ for 8 hr. The precursor as dried at 180 ℃ was heated in a tubular furnace at 450 ℃ 
for 1 hr with H2/N2 gas flow at H2/N2=90/10, followed by annealing at 800 ℃ in an N2 gas for 0.5 hr. As for 
cesium tungsten oxide powders, CsAW1O3, cesium content at A = 0.33, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00 mol were 
synthesized this study. The as-produced powders were dispersed by turbomill with iron ball for 2hr and the 
zirconia bead for 1 hr respectively. In the other hand, nanocomposite films were prepared with mixing 
urethane acrylic/UV coating binder and well dispersed persvokites sol by using bar coater. Dispersion and 
coating binder were mixed well in vial with rotating mixer. The prepared films were dried at 80 ℃ for 1min in 
heating chamber and illuminated with the mercury UV lamp UV-curing equipment at intensity 800 W/cm for 
20 sec. The Coated composite film thickness was measured with cross section of each film using scanning 
electron microscope (SEM, JSM6700F, JEOL). The optical properties were evaluated with UV-VIS 
spectrophotometer (model UV-2550, SHIMADZU, Japan) range of 200~800 nm and FT-IT/FT-NIR 
spectrometer (model spectrum 400, PerkinElmer, USA) range of 800~2,000 nm. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The hexagonal structure of the CsW1O3 powder was confirmed both 
by Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and by X-ray diffraction 
(XRD). A synthesis of CsxW1O3 particle with annealing temperature of 
800℃ was morphology as measured by SEM. The CsW1O3 particles 
under the 100 nm can be observed in Fig. 1. Each CsW1O3 nano-
particle was aggregated with the mass of the few micron size. Those 
clusters shatter to pieces by pulverization dispersed methods. 

The typical XRD pattern of synthetic Cs0.33W1O3 nano-particle with the 
800 ℃ annealing temperature sample was presented in Fig. 2. The 
particle shows perovskite tungsten bronze of hexagonal symmetry as 
the major phase along with 2-3 weak lines WO3 of cubic symmetry. 
The peaks could be indexed to the hexagonal cesium tungsten bronze 
(JCPDS No. 831334). This result indicated that the nanoparticles 

obtained by annealing at 800 ℃ prefers the hexagonal tungsten 

bronze structure. It was well known that the relatively larger ions such as Ti (0.150 nm), Rb (0.152 nm), and 
Cs (0.170 nm) compared with Li, Na etc. could fit better in the hexagonal vacant tunnels (0.163 nm) in the 
hexagonal tungsten bronze structure rather than in the rectangular vacant tunnels in the cubic tungsten 

Fig. 1. Scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) image of 

Cs0.33W1O3 nanoparticle 
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bronze structure. In the other hand, this result suggested that the typical hexagonal structure of Cs0.33WO3 

with remarkable absorption of NIR was formed by annealing at 800 ℃. 
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Fig. 2. Effect of annealing temperature to Cs0.33W1O3 ; XRD (X-ray diffraction, 2 ∘/min ; 5 90 ∘) ; annealing at 

800 ℃ 

Fig. 3 represented the relation between NIR shielding effect and CsAW1O3 concentrations. According to the 
illustration, as the CsAW1O3 concentrations increased from 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.5 wt%, NIR transmittance 
value commonly were declined whereas NIR transmittance increased with increasing ‘A’ values of CsAW1O3. 
Particularly, in case of clearly indicated that the distinct absorption curve around 1,000nm. This discrepancy 
could be explained by an underestimation of short-range order effects in the XRD pattern whereas in phonon 
absorption short-range-order effects are seen mainly. Single-phase hexagonal structure sample (A=0.33) 
only possess a clear increase in absorption that increases with increasing contents. 

We were coated by bar-coating methods onto the PET substrate with few micron and ≤100nm size of 
perovskite oxide. Those composite films were measured by UV/VIS, NIR spectrometer. As well known, 
visible light transmittance can be made high as the particles size is much smaller than the visible 
wavelength. The composite film of coated with few micron size particles was scattering for the most part of 
visible light region [7-9]. 
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Fig. 3. Effect of cesium contents (NIR measurement at 1,000 nm); (a) Cs0.33W1O3, 

(b) Cs0.50W1O3, (c) Cs0.75W1O3, and (d) Cs1.00W1O3 

 

Because the perovskites-based nanomaterials exhibit strong absorption of NIR wavelength, it is expected to 
convert the absorbed radiation to local heat directly to phototherrmal conversion properties of the 
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nanomaterials, the prepared composite film were put on a paper and then irradiated by a 250 W IR lamp for 
30 s. The temperature distribution was recorded by thermographic analysis. Fig. 4 shows the image of 
Cs0.33WO3 composite film. The measurement was performed at an ambient temperature of 25 °C. Within only 
20 s, the temperature of the composite film increased from 25 to 135 °C, whereas the temperature of the 
other around the composite film did not rise very much, indicating the quick conversion of absorbed NIR 
wavelength energy to local heating energy on the composite film. 

 

Fig. 4. Thermographic images of the Cs0.33WO3 2.5 wt% nanocomposite film (irradiation by a 250 W IR lamp) 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this work, the ceramic nano-composite films with homogeneous dispersions of tungsten bronze 
nanoparticles with ternary additive cesium have been prepared by mixing urethane acrylic/UV-coating binder 
and dispersed sol depending on the dispersed time and the particle contents. Furthermore, we are 
synthesized the CsxAW1O3 with controlling contents and the using annealing at 800 ℃ in an N2 gas for 1h 
respectively. The structure and sizes of ceramic particles was observed XRD and PSA spectrometer, the 
optical properties of their films were investigated by UV/VIS, NIR spectrometer. Synthesized particles 
typically formed hexagonal structure for good absorption of NIR, size observed as being 30~100 nm and ≤ 
150 nm. Especially, remarkable absorption of NIR wavelength ranges makes ceramic composite films good 
candidate for use as a heat shielding window, it clearly shows useful for applications where heat shield is 
required. 
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Abstract  
Conducting polymers are nowadays in forefront of the interest because of its very good electrical conductivity 
combined with other beneficial properties. Polyaniline is one of the widely studied conducting polymers due 
to its light weight, low cost, excellent environmental stability and reversible acid-base switching of its 
electrical conductivity. This study is focused of polyaniline thin films prepared from anilinium sulfate by its 
chemical polymerization using ammonium peroxodisulfate. During the polymerization process, polyaniline 
was deposited on glass slides where it formed thin film. Different polymerization times were used (10, 20, 30 
and 40 minutes). Two sets of polyaniline thin films were prepared. The first set was kept in dry in desiccator; 
the second set was freely exposed to air moisture. Influence of storage to protonation state of polyaniline 
films was revealed after long time observation. Samples kept in desiccator hold longer its protonation state 
as well as its color, which is the marker of protonation state. Protonation is also dependent on the 
polymerizations time, longer polymerization time leads to better protonation of polyaniline film. Raman 
spectroscopy, which is sensitive to chemical bonds and changes in structure, was used for the 
characterization of protonation state.  

Keywords: Conducting polymers, polyaniline, Raman spectroscopy, protonation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Polyaniline (PANI) is most studied conducting polymer, 
because of its low cost, easy preparation and very good 
properties which allows wide field of applications [1]. Two 
basic forms of PANI are known, the blue pernigraniline 
form and green emeraldine protonated form [2]. Many 
applications require thin films (sensors, antistatic, and 
anticorrosive coatings). Advantage of PANI is also ability 
to cover any surface in contact with reaction mixture, 
thickness of the PANI film depends on reaction conditions [3]. This work deals with PANI thin films coated 
onto glass slides. The possible arrangement of PANI 
polymer onto the glass slide is shown in Fig. 1.  

For the practical utilization, it is very important to know 
degradation mechanisms and the stability under various 
conditions, e.g. thermal stability [4]. To characterize protonation state of PANI thin films was used Raman 
spectroscopy, which provides information about molecular vibrations, which are specific to symmetry of 
molecules and chemical bonds. Such kind of information is a powerful tool for determine the structural 
changes in PANI thin films.  

The aim of the study was to perform dependence of protonation state of PANI thin films on storage 
conditions and time of polymerization.  

Fig. 1: Optimized atomistic model containing 
three PANI oligomers anchored on the glass 

surface 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Sample preparation 
Simple oxidative chemical polymerization of the solution of aniline in concentrated sulfuric acid by strong 
oxidizing agent at room temperature was used for preparation PANI thin films. Two solutions: i) aniline 
solution in sulfuric acid (cationic source), and ii) solution of ammonium persulfate in distilled water (oxidizing 
agent) were mixed. Polymerization started immediately after the mixing of both solutions, the time of the 
polymerization was 10, 20, 30 and 40 minutes. PANI thin films were deposited onto the surface of the glass 
slides by their rinsing into the reaction mixture. Two sets of samples were prepared at same conditions in two 
independent reaction mixtures. The first set was kept dry in desiccator; the second set was freely exposed to 
air moisture.  

2.2. Raman microspectroscopy 
Smart Raman Microscopy System XploRATM (HORIBA Jobin Yvon, France) 
was used for measuring Raman spectra. Raman spectra were acquired with 
532 nm excitation laser source, 100x objective and using 1200 gr./mm grating 
in the range from 80 to 2000 cm-1. Spectra of two sets of slides were measured 
on the day of preparation and next four days each day. Next spectra were 
measured second, third and fourth week from the preparation and then for one 
month and six months from the preparation. Before each measurement, the 
slides were photographed. Each slide was measured in five points (see Fig. 2). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Color change of PANI thin films over the time 

 
Fig. 3: Photographs of PANI thin films kept in desiccator A - day of preparation, B - one month from 

preparation, C - six months from preparation, and photographs of PANI thin films kept in air moisture D - day 
of preparation, E - one month from preparation, F - six months from preparation 

 

Each day of measurements were taken photographs of the PANI thin films. Fig. 3 shows photos for both sets 
of samples of those days: day of preparation, one month and six months from preparation. On the day of 
preparation the colors of the PANI thin films are same, dark blue for 10 minutes of polymerization and green 
color for other times of polymerization (20, 30 and 40 minutes). Colors correspond to protonation state of 

Fig. 2: Measured points 
on glass slides coated 

with PANI thin film 
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PANI thin film, blue belongs to deprotonation state and green to protonation state, which confirm Raman 
spectroscopy (see chapter 3.2 Raman spectra of PANI thin films). Thus, 10 minutes of polymerization was 
not sufficient time for creation protonated PANI thin film. Color changes were occurred over the time, which 
were more noticeable for PANI thin films kept in air moisture (see Fig. 3). An interesting thing appears in 
slides of polymerization time 10 minutes, blue color of this slide became lighter, which could be probably 
caused by ongoing protonation (see chapter 3.2).  

3.2. Raman spectra of PANI thin films 
Two sets of samples were prepared in two reaction mixtures at same conditions, as you can see at Fig. 4 - A 
PANI thin film with time of polymerization 20, 30 and 40 minutes had same spectra. Contrary to spectrum of 
PANI thin film with time of polymerization 10 minutes, which is different. The two reaction mixtures produced 
two identical sets of samples, which confirm Fig. 4 – B, C. 

 

  
Fig. 4: A - Raman spectra of one set PANI thin films with different time of polymerization (10, 20, 30 a 40 

minutes), B – comparison of two slides from two sets with time of polymerization 10 minutes, C – comparison 
of two slides from two sets with time of polymerization 20 minutes 

Raman spectra measured at five separated points (see Fig. 2) was identical at the day of preparation. 
Characteristic PANI vibrations (Fig. 4) are at 1610 cm-1 (stretching mode in the phenyl rings), 1587 cm-1 

(C=C stretching vibration in quinone), 1503 cm-1 (stretching C=N and C=C in quinone), 1400 cm-1 

(protonated oxazine like units and stretching vibration of C-C in quinone), 1322 cm-1 (stretching vibration 
of C-N+·), 1253 cm-1 (C-N stretching vibration of benzene, quinone and polaronic forms), 1161 cm-1 (C-H 
bending vibration of semiquinone rings), 803 cm-1 (benzene ring deformations), 412 and 506 cm-1 (out-of-
plane deformations of the ring) [5-11]. Very strong band at 1496 cm-1 (C=N) [11] and low intensity of band at 
1321 cm-1 (C-N+·) [6] are the biggest differences between the spectrum with time of polymerization 10 
minutes and spectra with higher time of polymerization. Spectrum with 10 minutes of polymerization contains 
also bands at 1410 and 570 cm-1, which correspond to “cross-linking” and phenazine structures [6,8] and 
broad structural band at 760 cm-1 belongs to deformation vibrations of substituted aromatic rings [10]. These 
findings demonstrate presence of deprotonated form of PANI, which confirm blue color of PANI thin film (see 
Fig. 3). 

All samples were measured over the time (see chapter 2.2). Regarding the measurement of each day in the 
first week of preparation, for both sets of samples there has been no significant changes. Therefore the 
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results are not listed. To demonstrate what changes occurred in samples were selected slide with time of 
polymerization 20 minutes (Fig. 5), because slides with times of polymerization 30 and 40 minutes had 
similar findings and deprotonated PANI form (10 minutes of polymerization) is discussed further.  

Samples kept in a desiccator show no significant changes over the time (Fig. 5 - A). Contrary to, the 
samples kept in air moisture show significant changes (Fig. 5 - B). Intensity of band at 1503 cm-1 (C=N and 
C=C in quinone) increases and the intensity of band at 1322 cm-1 (C-N+·) decreases with time. Also the band 
at 803 cm-1 (benzene ring deformations) becomes wider and structured. These changes are caused by loss 
of protonated quinones. 

             
Fig. 5: A - Raman spectra of PANI thin films kept in desiccator with time of polymerization 20 minutes 

measured in day of preparation (1d), second week (2w), third week (3w), fourth week (4w), one month (1m) 
and six months (6m) from the preparation, B - Raman spectra of PANI thin films kept in air moisture with time 
of polymerization 20 minutes measured in day of preparation (1d), second week (2w), third week (3w), fourth 

week (4w), one month (1m) and six months (6m) from the preparation 

 

As has been already mentioned color of PANI thin film with time of polymerization 10 minutes become 
lighter, which corresponds to changes at Raman spectra (see Fig. 6). Possible explanation could be slow 
ongoing protonation of the sample over the time. This is reflected by loss of intensity of band at 1503 cm-1 

(C=N and C=C in quinone) and rise intensity of band at 1322 cm-1 (C-N+·). This changes also pass over at 
PANI thin film (time of polymerization 10 minutes) kept in air moisture, but the changes are less significant 
and PANI thin film still stay in deprotonated form, therefore the spectra are not show here. As well as the 
changes did not pass over homogeneously. Because the spectra from five separated measured points (see 
Fig. 2) are not same, differ in ratio of intensities in discussed bands.  
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Fig. 6: Raman spectra of PANI thin film coated on glass slide during 10 minutes and kept in desiccator 

measured in day of preparation (1d), second week (2w), third week (3w), fourth week (4w), one month (1m) 
and six months (6m) from the preparation 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Preparation in same conditions at two reaction mixtures gave PANI thin films with same protonation state, 
which confirm Raman spectroscopy. Protonation state of PANI thin film was influenced by time of 
polymerization. Polymerization in 10 minutes was not sufficient to produce protonated form of PANI. Other 
times (20, 30 and 40 minutes) were sufficient to create protonated PANI thin film. Protonation state was 
clearly visible also at photographs of PANI thin films, where blue color corresponds to deprotonated form and 
green to protonated form of PANI.  

Set of PANI thin films kept in desiccator were more stable than PANI thin films kept in air moisture as 
evidenced by Raman spectroscopy as well as photographs of PANI thin films. For one week after the 
preparation PANI thin films with time of polymerization 20, 30 and 40 minutes stay stabile regardless of the 
storage method.  

Samples kept in air moisture exhibit significant changes of intensities at characteristic Raman bands for 
protonation state, which proved conversion to deprotonated form of PANI thin film. For samples kept in 
desiccator no significant change of protonation state was observed. 

Raman spectroscopy revealed a possible small ongoing protonation of sample PANI thin film with time of 
polymerization 10 minutes, which was detected at both samples (kept in desiccator and in air moisture). For 
the sample kept in desiccator were these changes more significant.  
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Abstract 
The high temperature thermocyclic behaviour of a preoxidized (900°C, 24 h) Ni-base superalloy 601 as well 
as of HVOF sprayed CoNiCrAlY and Ni-Cr-B-Si coatings was investigated in order to determine the feasibility 
of such materials for different applications. The samples were cyclically oxidized in air at 700°C for 288 
cycles in an automatic test station. The surface morphology and the phase composition of the grown oxide 
scales were characterized by means of scanning electron microscopy combined with energy dispersive X-ray 
(SEM/EDX) and by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. It was noticed that chromium and aluminum play an 
important role for the formation of a dense protective layer on the substrate surface, protecting it against 
further degradation induced by the atmosphere in different high temperature applications. The established 
oxide layer on the preoxidized alloy 601 exhibited a lot of micro cracks in comparison with the oxide scales 
grown on the Ni-Cr-B-Si- and on the CoNiCrAlY coating respectively. A certain degree of internal oxidation 
was observed for all investigated samples. The best behaviour under these testing conditions was noticed 
for the Ni-Cr-B-Si coating which revealed a continuous and dense oxide layer on the surface. 

Keywords: Self Fluxing, Ni-Cr-B-Si, CoNiCrAlY, Superalloy 601, thermocyclic testing 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Oxidation properties of several materials are very important for some high temperature applications. Alloys 
with sufficient amounts of aluminum or chromium can form an Al2O3 or Cr2O3 layer on their surface by 
reacting with oxygen, in order to protect the base material against unwanted carburization, nitration or 
sulphidation. Although chromium and aluminum provide alloys corrosion resistance at high temperature, the 
concentration of oxygen in some industrial atmospheres is not sufficient. For this reason, it is appropriate to 
preoxidize the components. Regarding the literature [1-4] the preoxidation of some alloys has proved to be 
beneficial for high temperature applications. However, most widely used materials in aggressive high 
temperature enviroments are Nickel-based alloys, when wear resistance combined with oxidation or hot 
corrosion is required [5]. In most cases the base materials are coated with a protective layer. MCrAlY (M = 
Co, Ni or Co/Ni) alloys are typical for many applications. Self Fluxing alloys like Ni-Cr-B-Si are also used to 
protect steels or Ni-base materials for applications at room- or high temperature. However, the literature 
does not give enough informations about the thermocyclic oxidation behaviour of Ni-Cr-B-Si alloys. The only 
found reference is about the thermocyclic oxidation behaviour of NiCrFeSiB, investigated by M.R. Ramesh 
and co-workers [5]. They tested uncoated and HVOF-coated boiler tube steels in air for 50 cycles at an 
elevated temperature of 900°C. The holding time in the furnace was 1 h and the cooling time amounted 20 
min. The oxide scale formed on the surfaces of all the NiCrFeSiB-coated steels was found to be compact 
and adherent. The XRD results of the coated samples subjected to oxidation reveal the presence of Cr2O3, 
Ni, Ni3B, Ni3Si, Ni2SiO4 and Fe2SiO4 phases. No peaks for SiO2 were present. The uncoated steels showed 
Fe2O3 as the major peaks. Above all, no spallation of scale was observed. This is a prerequisite for the 
protection against above described external influences. The aim of the present work was therefore to 
investigate the thermocyclic oxidation behaviour of Ni-Cr-B-Si HVOF-coated carbon steel in comparison with 
the well proven MCrAlY-alloys on Inconel™ 738 and an uncoated Inconel® alloy 601.  
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The morphology and the structure of the formed oxide scale were investigated on top as well as in cross- 
section by means of scanning electron microscopy combined with energy dispersive X-ray (SEM/EDX type 
Philips XL 30 ESEM) and by X-ray diffraction (XRD type Philips X´Pert). 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The chemical composition of the Inconel® alloy 601, CoNiCrAlY and the self fluxing alloy Ni-Cr-B-Si are 
given in Table 1. The samples were machined to specimens with a size of ~10 x 10 x 5 mm and their 
surfaces were ground down with 1000-grit SiC abrasive paper. The specimens were degreased in acetone 
and dried in hot air before testing. Prior to the test the Ni-base superalloy 601 was additional isothermal 
outsourced in air at 900° C for 24 hours. After the cooling down process of the superalloy 601 all samples 
were exposed in a thermocycling test station (type BWM – individual concept) in air at 700°C for 288 cycles, 
about 1 week. The exposure time in the furnace was 30 min, the cooling time amounted 5 min. 

 

Table 1. Nominal chemical composition of the used specimens (wt.%) 
        Cr Si           B Ni Co Al Y Fe 
Alloy 601: 23 ≤0,5 / 60,5 ≤1 1,3 / ≤18 

CoNiCrAlY: 28 0,7 / bal. 32,7 8 0,6 / 

Ni-Cr-B-Si:  10 3,1 2,1 bal. / / / 2,5 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.1     ALLOY 601 (NiCr23Fe)  
The surface morphology of the thermocyclic oxidized alloy 601 and the corresponding EDX-spectrum is 
shown in Fig.1 and Fig. 2. Based on the technical quantification limit of EDX-detector, only elements with a 
concentration of more than 1 % can be detected. 

 

Fig. 3 depicts the formation of oxide bumps at higher magnitude which are localized along the grain 
boundaries (Fig. 1 as well), on places with the highest oxidation scale. The research results have confirmed 
the known theory, that the diffusion rate in grain boundaries is much higher in comparison with the volume 
diffusion. The presence of cracks in this area confirms the high oxidation growth rate which induces a high 
degree of residual stresses followed inevitably by crack evolution. Cross-section SEM investigations of the 
established oxide layer on the preoxidized alloy 601 revealed the presence of further microcracks which are 
mostly oriented perpendicular to the sample surface (see Fig. 4). These cracks would enable considerable

Fig. 1 Morphology of the grown oxide 
scale on the surface of alloy 601 after 

thermocycling

Fig. 2 EDX- spectrum alloy 601 
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diffusion paths for unwanted carbon, sulphur or nitrogen ingress in industrial processes. Moreover, there 
is clearly to notice, that below the formed oxide scale on the sample surface, which contains a mixture 
of Cr2O3 and Fe3O4 (based on XRD results), a certain degree of internal oxidation occurred along the grain 
boundaries as well. EDX-analysis of the dark grey formed oxides identified Al and O. 

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

3.2     CoNiCrAlY 
The surface morphology of the oxide scale grown on the thermocyclic oxidized CoNiCrAlY coating is shown 
in Fig. 5 at lower (1000x) respectively at higher (5000x) magnitude. Based on the shape of the formed 
oxides, one may conclude that the oxide scale consists of a mixture of single metal oxides or even spinel 
oxides. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The function of the protection coating for MCrAlY alloys is connected with the dissolution of the aluminum-
containing reservoir γ'-Ni3Al. If the precipitation within the microstructure is already consumed, the aluminum-
content has already sunk so deep in the γ-Ni-matrix that the protection of the base material is no longer 
possible [6]. The most important function of a MCrAlY alloy would no longer be available because e.g. the 
Al2O3 protective layer cannot be formed. XRD investigation of the oxidized sample still revealed beside the 
mixture of the formed oxides the presence of the γ'-Ni3Al phase (9%, see Fig. 6), observation which certifies 
that the Al-reservoir is not yet exhausted. Cross-section SEM investigations of the oxidized CoNiCrAlY-

Fig. 5 SEM-micrographs of the formed oxide scale on the surface of the thermocycled 
CoNiCrAlY coating 

Fig. 3 SEM-micrograph of the grown oxide 
scale on the surface of the thermocycled 

alloy 601 

Fig. 4 SEM-micrograph of the oxidized 
alloy 601 in cross-section 
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Fig. 9 EDX- spectrum of the plate like products from 
the surface of the oxidized Ni-Cr-B-Si coating 

coating demonstrate the formation of a very thin oxide scale, which is not uniform distributed on the surface 
concerning its thickness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3     Ni-Cr-B-Si 
SEM investigations of the oxide scale grown on the surface of the Ni-Cr-B-Si coating revealed a plate like 
morphology (Fig. 8a and b). Previous investigations of other researches [2] have shown that chromium 
exhibits a plate like structure. This remark was confirmed by the EDX analysis (see Fig. 9). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 SEM-micrographs of the formed oxide scale on the surface of the thermocycled Ni-Cr-
B-Si coating 

Fig. 7 SEM-micrograph of the oxidized 
CoNiCrAlY-coating in cross-section 

Fig. 6 XRD-analysis of the oxidized 
NiCoCrAlY 

a b 

oxide scale 
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Fig. 12 Cross-section SEM-micrograph of 
the oxidized Ni-Cr-B-Si coating 

Cr3O8 
SiO2 

Al2O3 

depleted zone 

The existance of NiO beside the cromium oxide which has formed on the surface of the sample has also 
been confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (Fig. 10) and element mapping techniques (Fig. 11) as 
well. Ni-oxides can lead to enhanced catalytic cracking of methane and soot deposition under reducing 
conditions [7]. Therefore it would also make sense to preoxidize the specimens in controlled atmospheres at 
very low O2 activities, e.g. at po2= 10-23, in N2-H2 so that no Fe or Ni oxides are formed which would be 
reduced later in some process gases [1, 4].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contrary to the manufacturers description, the Ni-Cr-B-Si has 
been found to contain a minor percentage of aluminum (0,08 
mass% demonstrated by UV-spectral analysis) and identified 
in form of internal oxidation in the element mapping from Fig. 
11. This fact simplifies the evaluation of the SEM micrograhphs 
in cross-section. The chromium oxide layer grown on the top 
of the Ni-Cr-B-Si coating is very dense (see Fig. 12), but with 
a bad adhesion to the substrate, due to the presence of the 
brittle SiO2 layer formed below the Cr3O8 scale. Some of the 
microcracks present in this region were partially induced by the 
metallographic preperation. An internal oxidation, 
characterized by the formation of aluminum oxides along the 
grain boundaries occurred in the area below the Cr3O8-
repectively SiO2-layer formed on the sample surface. 
Furthermore a depletion of the fine dispersed NiCr (β) 
and Ni3Cr (γ') phases was noticed as well.  

4. CONCLUSION 
To evaluate the cyclic oxidation resistance of a preoxidized (900°C, 24 h) Ni-base superalloy 601 as well as 
of HVOF sprayed CoNiCrAlY- and Ni-Cr-B-Si coatings, oxidation tests were performed at 700 °C for 288 
cycles. The holding time in the furnace was 30 min. and the cooling time amounted 5 min. The evaluation of 
the oxide layer was performed using SEM-EDX and XRD techniques.  

 

 

Fig. 10 XRD-analysis of the oxidized Ni-
Cr-B-Si-coating 

Fig. 11 Mapping of the oxidized Ni-Cr-B-Si- coating in 
cross-section (see SEM micrograph Fig. 12) 

Al 

Fe Cr 

Ni Si 

O 
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The results obtained from this work are summarized below: 

• The resistance of aluminum- or chromium-containing alloys can be improved significantly by a thin 
Al2O3 or Cr2O3 oxide layer on the sample surface produced by a controlled preoxidation treatment. 

• The established oxide layer on the preoxidized alloy 601 exhibited a lot of micro cracks in comparison 
with the oxide scales grown on the Ni-Cr-B-Si and on the CoNiCrAlY coating respectively. 

• A certain degree of internal oxidation was observed for all investigated samples. 

• The best behavior under these testing conditions was noticed for the Ni-Cr-B-Si coating which 
revealed a continuous and dense oxide layer on the surface. 

• The obtained results revealed the feasibility of the Ni-Cr-B-Si alloys when subjected to thermocyclic 
oxidation in comparison with conventional alloys (alloy 601 or MCrAlY coatings). 
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Abstract 
Nanostructured metal oxides are of growing importance for application as active layers in gas micro-sensors. 
Tungsten trioxide is the most promising candidate for selectively detecting hydrogen, which is an important 
issue in hydrogen-energy-based systems for safety use. 

In this work, two types of sensors employing identical silicon micro-hotplate transducer geometry but with 
different morphological structures of the active film are prepared and evaluated. Type 1 sensor utilizes a 
smooth thin film composed of self-ordered tungsten oxide nanodots synthesized by anodizing Al/W/Ti metal 
layers, whereas Type 2 sensor employs an array of tungsten oxide nanotubes prepared by sputter-
deposition over porous anodic alumina templates. 

While Type 1 sensor is considered as mainly two-dimensional limiting the response kinetics to the sensitive 
film surface, Type 2 sensor is three-dimensional since the diffusion of chemical species within the nanotubes 
and their interaction with the nanotube walls play an important role in the detection mechanism. 

The dataset for each micro-sensor comprised hydrogen dosed with various concentrations at several 
operating temperatures. The results show, for example, that the sensitivity of Type 2 sensor is tenfold higher 
whereas Type 1 sensor is 5 times faster, both being best responsive to hydrogen gas at as low temperature 
as 150oC. Although the two sensing films were successfully integrated in the micro-hotplate transducers, the 
approach to forming Type 1 sensor is more facile, cost-effective, better reproducible and reduces the number 
of processes, materials and production time. 

Keywords: WO3 nanodots, anodizing, nanoporous alumina, sputtering deposition, hydrogen detection 

1. NTRODUCTION 
The use of gas sensors based on nanostructured metal oxides has emerged as one of the most important 
research topics in sensors. It is known that a reduction in the materials grain size remarkably enhances the 
features of the materials [1, 2]. The extremely small grain size in such materials provides a very large surface 
area for interaction between the metal oxide and the analyte to be detected. During the last years, various 
ways to increase the surface of sensor active layers have been reported. In this work we present the 
preparation of two types of nanostructured active layers of metal oxide sensors with substantially enlarged 
surface-to-volume ratios - porous-alumina-assisted tungsten oxide nanodot film and porous-anodic-alumina-
supported nanotubular tungsten oxide layers – and report on the comparative analysis of their properties for 
hydrogen detection. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The basic structure of gas sensing devices fabricated in this work consists of a micro-hotplate type substrate 
comprising a silicon nitride membrane, a heating poly-silicon meander, an insulating layer, a gas sensitive 
material and a pair of interdigitated electrodes for measuring the film resistance. 
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Fig. 1. a) SEM image of a 4-element microsensor chip and optical microscope images of a) a single sensor 

element and c) a 4-element microsensor assembled in a standard TO-8 package 

 

Microsensors were fabricated using a four-inch p-type Si wafer, with (100) crystal orientation and 300 µm in 
thickness. A 300 nm thick Si3N4 layer was grown by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) on 
both wafer sides. Micro-heaters, 250 nm thick, made of POCl3-doped polysilicon layer were then patterned 
on the face wafer side. An 800 nm thick SiO2 layer was grown to electrically isolate the heaters from the 
active layers to be prepared later. 

The two different fabrication approaches that had been developed for sensing layers are elaborated in the 
text below and sketched in the Fig. 2. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic layout of the fabrication process for porous-alumina-assisted tungsten oxide nanodot film 
(Type 1 sensor) and porous-anodic-alumina-supported nanotubular tungsten oxide layers (Type 2 sensor) on 

micro-hotplate transducers 

a) b) c) 

Type 1 Type 2 
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2.1. Type 1 sensor fabrication 
900 x 900 µm squares (future areas of gas sensing layers) were defined as with a photolithographic step 
over a preformed micro-hotplate (Fig. 2a, left). A 20 nm thick titanium adhesive layer, 50 nm thick tungsten 
layer and 400 nm aluminium layer were successively deposited by radio frequency (RF) magnetron 
sputtering over the patterned photoresist (Fig. 2b, left). The Al/W/Ti multilayers were anodized in a two-
electrode cell made of polytetrafluoroethyltene using a two-step anodising process [3]. The first anodising 
step was performed with an aqueous solution of 0.4 mol dm-3 H2C2O4 and the addition of 2.4 mmol dm-3 
NH4F [4] by applying a constant voltage of 27 V resulted in growth of a nanoporous alumina layer (Fig. 2c, 
left). When the alumina barrier layer reached the tungsten film, nuclei of anodic tungsten oxide (nanodots) 
were formed at the Al2O3/W interface (Fig. 2d, left). A reanodization process was carried out in the same 
electrolyte by sweapping the voltage from 27 to 100 V in order to improve the homogeneity of the tungsten 
oxide nanodots and completely oxidize the remaining tungsten and titanium metals (Fig. 2e, left). 

After completing the anodization process, the photoresist with the anodized metals on it was removed 
by a lift-off process (Fig. 2f, left). Then the nanoporous alumina overlayer was selectively etched away 
by dipping the wafer in a CrO3 : H3PO4 solution kept at 60 ºC. The wafers were subsequently annealed 
at 500ºC during 2 h in order to crystallize the tungsten oxide nanodots. After opening contact microholes 
in the SiO2 layer to the heater ends, pairs of platinum interdigitated electrodes (with 50 µm interline gap) 
were placed over the nanodot film (Fig. 2g, left). Backside silicon etching with KOH kept at 70ºC was 
performed to create the thermally insulated membranes. The fabrication process ended with wafer dicing 
and assembling the sensor chips on a standard TO-8 package using ultrasonic wire bonding. 

2.2. Type 2 sensor fabrication 
After patterning a photoresist for defining the sensor active areas as described above, a 40 nm thick titanium 
layer and 380 nm thick aluminum layers were deposited by RF magnetron sputtering (Fig. 2b, right). The 
anodizing process was carried out in two steps. At the first step, a half of the aluminum layer was 
potentiodynamically anodized at 210 V, and was then selectively dissolved away. The second anodizing was 
performed at a constant current density of 8 mA cm-2, until the aluminum metal was oxidized down to the 
aluminum underlayer with the formation of low aspect ratio porous alumina film (Fig. 2c, right), which will be 
used as support for further deposition of WO3 layer. 

Following anodizing, a lift-off process was performed to leave the porous alumina within the active areas only 
(Fig. 2d, right). The remaining nanoporous alumina layer was partially etched with a mixture of phosphoric 
and chromic acid solution to increase the diameters of the pores (Fig. 2d, right). Then areas of 250 nm thick 
layer of tungsten trioxide were prepared over the porous alumina squares by magnetron sputtering and a lift-
off process (Fig. 2e, right). After that microholes to contact the heater ends were opened in the SiO2 layer 
and pairs of platinum electrodes were prepared over the sensing layer. The thermal treatment (after the 
deposition of WO3 layer), electrode formation, micromachining of the bulk silicon, dicing and packaging the 
chips were performed in the same way as for Type 1 sensors. 

2.3. Film characterization and gas sensing test 
Morphological and structural chracteracterization of the gas sensing layers were performed by field emission 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) with 
sectioning by focused ion beam (FIB), atomic force microscopy (AFM), energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) 
analysis and X-ray diffraction (XRD). 

A fully-automated experimental set-up was developed and employed for gas sensing characterization. 
The desired concentration of hydrogen was obtained using a mass-flow controlled system. The total gas flow 
was 100 ml min-1. The sensor response was monitored using a 6517A model Keithley equipment 
and controlled by a LabView program. A constant voltage was applied to the heating elements to set the 
operating temperature of the sensors. 
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3. RESULTS 
Fig. 3 shows SEM views of fragments of the active layers of Type 1 and Type 2 sensors. While the sensing 
film of Type 1 sensor basically consists of a two-dimensional self-ordered arrangement of tungsten oxide 
nanodots, the film of Type 2 sensor is composed of a three-dimensional arrangement of metal-oxide 
nanotubes. The nanodots are ~50 nm in diameter and are distributed with the average center-to-center 
distance of 65 nm. In the sensing film of sensor Type 2, the diameter of the tubes and their depth are 
estimated to be ~262 and ~140 nm respectively. The mean grain size in the sputtered WO3 layer was 24 nm 
while the average grain size in the WO3 nanodot film was found to be about 9 nm. The SEM images in Fig. 
3c and d) show that the clogging of the nanopores was avoided, a noteworthy feature from the point of view 
of the gas sensing application, as it would allow analytes to diffuse into pore openings and to come in 
contact with the active film providing a very high surface of interaction. 

 

Fig. 3. SEM images of fragments of the gas-sensing film of (a,b) Type 1 sensor and (c,d) Type 2 sensor, 
prepared as in Fig. 2 and 3 respectively 

The crystalline structure of the annealed anodic films was determined by XRD. The results revealed the 
presence of monoclinic WO3 phase in the porous-alumina-supported tungsten oxide layer while the annealed 
self-organized tungsten oxide nanodot film appeared to be composed of another polymorph in the tungsten 
oxide system - monoclinic WO3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Sensor response of (left) Type 2 nanodot sensor and (right) Type 1 nanotub sensor to 1000 ppm H2 

at an operating temperature of 250ºC 

Fig. 4 shows the response of the two sensor types to 1000 ppm hydrogen at 250ºC of operating 
temperature. The difference in the initial film resistance between the sensors may result from the different 
film thicknesses arisen from the features of the film formation techniques. 
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Fig. 5. Temperature-dependent responses to 1000 ppm H2 of Type 1 and Type 2 sensors. The response is 
the sensor resistance in the gas over the resistance in dry air 

Sensor response was calculated as the baseline sensor resistance in dry air (Rair) divided by the sensor 
resistance in the presence of hydrogen gas (Rgas). For both sensor types, the maximum response was 
obtained at a low operating temperature of 150ºC. However, the response of Type 2 sensor (1350) appeared 
to be by order of magnitude higher than that for Type 1 sensor (130). The difference in sensitivity between 
the sensors could be explained by the differences in film morphologies and structural characteristics, leading 
to dissimilar kinetics of surface interaction with the gas. Likely, in the case of the WO3 nanotubes, the higher 
surface area contacting the gas results in a higher sensitivity. As the sensor response is also related to the 
thickness of the active layer, one may expect that the sensor sensitivity would increase, at least to some 
extent, for a relatively thicker film because of the increased volume of interaction. Possibly, the sensitivity of 
Type 1 sensor may be improved by growing the film on substrate having preformed morphology at the 
microscale. The grain size of the WO3 films and their crystalline structure may also influence the response 
kinetics and affect the film sensitivity. 

Fig. 6. Response and recovery time determined for Type 1 and Type 2 sensors to 1000 ppm H2 as a function 
of operating temperature 

Fig. 6 shows temperature-dependent response and recovery times for the two senor types. These 
parameters are defined as the time necessary to reach 90% of the final response value after the gas is 
added or removed from the chamber. For the two sensor types, the response and recovery time shortens 
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when the operating temperature is increased due to faster kinetic reactions at elevated temperatures. 
However, the nanotube sensor was significantly slower than the nanodot sensor, which suggests that the 
diffusion of the gas species into the tungsten oxide coating the pores of the alumina nanotemplate plays an 
important role in response kinetics [5]. The faster response and recovery time for Type 1 sensor could be 
also due to a smaller grain size and thinner film thickness, both speeding up the diffusion of analyte species 
within the film and making it readily reversible. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Two types of nanostructured tungsten trioxide gas sensing films and relevant micro-sensors have been 
prepared and evaluated. Type 1 sensor utilized a smooth thin film composed of self-ordered tungsten oxide 
nanodots synthesized by anodization of Al/W/Ti metal layers, whereas Type 2 sensor employed an array of 
tungsten oxide nanotubes prepared by sputter-deposition over the porous anodic alumina template. 

While Type 1 sensor can be considered as mainly 2-dimensional, Type 2 sensor is 3-dimensional since the 
diffusion of the different chemical species within the nanotubes and the interaction of diffusing molecules. 

For both sensor types, the maximum response was obtained at a low operating temperature of 150ºC. The 
difference was that the response of Type 2 sensor was by order of magnitude higher than that for Type 1 
sensor. We believe that the higher response for Type 2 sensor is mainly due to the higher surface interaction 
with the analite. On the other hand, the response and recovery time for Type 1 sensor were respectively 5 
and 50 times faster at the best operating temperature.  

The two sensing films were successfully integrated in the micro-hotplate transducers. The approach to 
forming Type 1 sensor has proved to be more facile, cost-effective, better reproducible and cut off the 
number of processes, materials and fabrication time. 
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Abstract 
This contribution deals with the atmospheric pressure plasma treatment of PP fibers that leads to the 
increase of surface energy of polypropylene and the improvement of cohesion of PP fibers to cement matrix 
as well. The plasma modification was performed by Diffuse Coplanar Surface Barrier Discharge operating at 
atmospheric pressure in ambient air. The surface energy of PP fibers was studied by the method based on 
the measurement of the weight of absorbed water as a function of time. The change in cohesion was tested 
by restrain shrinkage test on mortar samples. It was confirmed that the plasma treatment improved the 
surface wetting properties of PP fibers and the mechanical performance of the plasma treated PP fibers 
reinforcing concrete. 

Keywords: polypropylene fibers, fiber-reinforced concrete, surface energy, Washburn method 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Polypropylene fibers are popular for reinforcing concrete composites due to their unique properties such as 
high melting point, chemical stability and relatively low cost compared to other fiber types. Particularly these 
fibers provide secondary concrete reinforcement for a reducing of shrinkage cracking and its spreading. 
However polypropylene is typically hydrophobic, resulting in poor bonds with concrete matrices [1].     

Until now several methods leading to the bonding have been suggested. These methods have been based 
mainly on mechanical, chemical or low-pressure plasma pretreatment of PP fibers [2,3,4]. Recently the 
atmospheric pressure plasma treatment of PP fibers seems to be more economical, ecological and 
commercially attractive. This contribution presents new method of plasma treatment of PP fibers based on so 
called Diffuse Coplanar Surface Barrier Discharge (DCSBD) operating in atmospheric pressure and 
generating a thin layer of macroscopically homogenous plasma. The possibility of using the DCSBD for 
plasma treatment of polypropylene nonwovens textile to increase the surface free energy has been 
successfully tested [5].      

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 
For the plasma treatment of PP fibers the DCSBD electrode system was used. Its schematic diagram is 
shown in Fig.1. The DCSBD panel is consist of two systems of parallel strip-like electrodes (1,5 mm wide, 1 
mm strip to strip) embedded in alumina ceramic. The ceramic layer between the plasma and electrodes was 
0,4 mm. A sinusoidal high-frequency high voltage was applied between electrode systems. Due to the 
specific arrangements of the electrode panel, the thin layer (about 0,3 mm) of macroscopically diffuse 
ambient air plasma is generated on the ceramic surface. The effect of plasma treatment on PP fibers was 
tested for discharge power 300 W and various treatment time.    

The apparatus for in-line plasma treatment of PP fibers shown in Fig.1 was built. It enables continuous 
setting of the treatment time and automatic plasma treatment. Commercially produced polypropylene fibers 
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by KrampeHarex CZ Company were tested in this study. Diameter of these fibers with round cross section 
was (32±10%) μm, density of fibres was 910 kg.m-3 and the tensile strength was (300±15%) N.mm2. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 The schematic illustration of the DCSBD electrode system and apparatus for in-line plasma treatment 
of PP fibers 

3. DIAGNOSTIC METHODS 

3.1  Washburn Wicking Test 
Standard laboratory analytical scales DENVER IN SL-
123 were adapted for performing Washburn wicking 
test into porous medium of closely packed fibers. 
Known mass PP fibers of approximately the same 
length were closely packed into the glass tube 
of 10 mm inner diameter, forming a numerous inter-
fibrous capillaries oriented in parallel with glass tube 
axis. The position of fibers bundle was adjusted so it 
slightly stuck out of the bottom glass tube end and cut 
to obtain well-defined flat surface. Glass tube was 
mounted onto custom made holder attached to scales 
(see Fig.2) and consequently the fibers cut surface was 
brought into the contact with the level of wicking 
medium (mainly distilled water). The increase of glass 
tube mass caused by liquid drawn by capillary elevation 
forces was recorded by attached PC.   

 
Fig.2 Balance adjusted to measure the increment of mass 

In order to determine the contact angle, the following mathematical model of capillary elevation was used. 
According to Fries and Dryer [6] the momentum balance of a liquid inside a capillary tube gives 

2

2 cos 8 ( )sin h d hhgh h
R R dt

σ θ μρ ψ ρ= + +
&

&    (1) 
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where σ is surface tension, θ contact angle, R pore radius, ρ density of liquid, h height of the liquid level, ψ 
angle formed between the inclined tube and the free liquid surface and μ dynamic viscosity. Measuring the 
height of the water level h directly is impractical, therefore the mass increment is measured. Then Eq.(1) can 
be modified into a form more suitable for linear regression 

2 2cos,
4

A Rm B where A S
m

σ θ ρ
μ

= − =&   (2) 

and where S is total inter-fibrous area. The contact angle is only present in the term A. That is the reason, 
why the slope of dependency dm/dt=f(1/m) in the given interval is of great interest to us. Eq.(2) shows, that 
A depends linearly on cos θ and the pore radius R. Bigger values of A correspond to hydrophilic fibers and 
the smaller values to hydrophobic ones. Using the above mentioned procedure and measured dependences 
m(t), we were able to determine the contact angles of untreated, sized and plasma-treated fibers. 

3.2  Restrain Shrinkage Test 
Since the PP fibers are added mainly for improve the capacity of concrete to overcame early age shrinkage 
strain the experimental part made on cement paste involving restrain shrinkage test. The method is based 
on steel ring surrounded by tested mixture which undergoes volume changes. Because the steel ring 
is obstacle for shrinkage, certain strain will be induced in to the specimen. When the strain overcame 
strength of the sample a ruptures will occur. Delicate changes in geometry of the steel ring can be measured 
by strain gauge.  

 

Procedure steps involved: 

• Mixing of cement, water and PP fibers (see Table 1) 

• Placing of the mixture between the steel ring and complementary external ring. 

• Releasing of external ring after 12 hours (for higher drying rate). 

• Continual reading of tension of the steel ring by strain gauge.  

 

The specimens were placed in environment with relative humidity of 45±3%, without forced movement of air. 
After initial period of hardening of the mix, complementary external ring was removed. This step increased 
the drying rate and therefore drying shrinkage. 

 

Table 1 Composition of tested mix 

Ingredient Mass [g] 
Portland type cement - Mokrá 42,5 R 2000 

Tap water 800 

Polypropylene fibers 10 
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Fig.3 Experimental setup of restrain shrinkage test 

4. RESULTS 
The wetting properties of PP fibers were examined by the increment of water mass depending on time (see 
the left graph in Fig.4). From this dependence using the equations mentioned above, the contact angle 
of untreated, sized and plasma treated fibers were calculated. The right graph in Fig.4 shows the results. 
The wettability of PP fibers after plasma treatment was increased. The 5s plasma treatment achieved the 
best value, the contact angle was about 55°. For comparison the contact angle of untreated fibers was about 
84° and sized fibers 13°.   

 
Fig.3 Mass increment of water on different fibers (left) and calculated contact angle of treated and untreated 

polypropylene fibers (right) 

It is worth mentioning that the use of above mentioned procedure for determining the contact angle of non-
treated polypropylene fibers (with low surface energy) proves itself to be quite difficult. In some cases the 
non-treated fibers are reluctant to draw any water at all, indicating that the contact angle is greater than 90°.  
This is however of small interest in our case, since the untreated fibers are of almost no use to making 
concrete mixtures.  
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It can be seen that sample without fibers had sudden failure after 50 hours. Similar behavior had also sample 
with untreated fibers – the presence of fibers in the mix postponed the failure of approximately 10 hours but 
the rupture happened almost at once. It is probably due to poor cohesion of untreated PP with cement 
matrix. In the other hand commercial lubricated fibers (sized) and plasma treated fibers had significantly 

different response. The 
maximum of strain 
increased and rupture 
happened in later time. 
Moreover the cracks 
opened slowly in many 
steps. Also the sizes of 
cracks were much smaller 
but they appear in higher 
number. This could be 
beneficial since young 
concrete shows tendency 
for healing – tiny cracks can 
be patched in few months.      

 

Fig.4 f Results of restrain shrinkage test 

5. CONCLUSION 
The influence of atmospheric pressure plasma treatment on wetting properties of polypropylene and the 
cohesion of PP fibers to cement matrix was investigated. By the means of the contact angle measurement it 
was shown that plasma treatment enhances the wettability of polypropylene fibers. Even the 5s plasma 
treatment improves the surface free energy of polypropylene. The results of restrain shrinkage test indicate, 
that cohesion of plasma treated PP fibers has been significant improved. The manner in which the cracks 
propagates through the samples has been modified by meaning of later occurrence and slow releasing of 
induce strain.                                     
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Abstract  
The objective of this study was to investigate the plasma calcination of SiO2 nanofibres as an alternative to 
the conventional thermal calcination. Typically, the thermal calcination is an energy consuming and slow 
process limiting the potential in-line production of SiO2 inorganic nanofibres. An additional problem is that the 
high calcination temperature is prohibitive in the preparation of inorganic nanofibres films on heat-sensitive 
substrates and problematic in adhesion of the nanofibres to metal substrates. In this work we present the 
results on the fabrication of SiO2 nanofibres using an open air Diffuse coplanar surface barrier discharge 
(DCSBD) plasma. The experiments were conducted to determine the potential of DCSBD technique for in-
line continuous calcination of nonwoven films of the electrospun nanofibres. Very short plasma exposure 
times of several minutes indicate that the DCSBD plasma calcination is from in-line processing point of view 
compatible with the typical line speed of several tens of centimeters per minute. The removing of 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) used as a “base polymer” in electrospinning procedure was after plasma assisted 
calcinations verified by weight loss and FTIR measurement. 

Keywords: SiO2 nanofibres, calcination, atmospheric pressure plasma, dielectric barrier discharge  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays nanofibres are getting increased attention through wide range of industries. Inorganic SiO2 
nanofibres, which are the main topic of this contribution, are applicable in microelectronics, catalysis and 
metal or ceramics nanocomposites. Nanofibres are prepared by electrospinning technique, which consist of 
two steps. First nanofibres are deposited onto a substrate, subsequently nanofibres are transformed to 
ceramics by calcination at high temperatures. The aim of calcination is to remove organic “base polymer”, 
which is used to ensure sufficient viscosity of solution appropriate to electrospinning process. Normally, the 
calcination, which is crucial to control the performance of the resulting nanofibres, takes place in air for 
several hours at the temperatures up to 700°C [1]. This means that the thermal calcination is much slower 
process than the first step and limits the potential in-line production of such inorganic nanofibres. In our study 
we focused on investigation of the plasma calcination of electrospun SiO2 nanofibres as an alternative to the 
conventional thermal calcination. As a source of atmospheric pressure plasma a reactor based on Diffuse 
Coplanar Surface Barrier Discharge (DCSBD) was used. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

2.1. Materials 
In all experiments as a tested material the commercial electrospun inorganic SiO2 nanofibres on the small 
glass plates supplied by Kertak Nanotechnology s.r.o. (Czech Republic) were used. Polymer solution for 
electrospinning procedure consisted of dimethylether (C2H6O) with 2% toluene (C6H5CH3), 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), (C6H9NO)n, used as base polymer, acetylacetone (C5H8O2) and tetraethyl 
orthosilicate abbreviated TEOS (Si(OC2H5)4). 
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2.2. Plasma source 
For the plasma treatment of SiO2 nanofibres the DCSBD source housed in small reactor was used (Fig. 1 - 
left). DCSBD is a type of dielectric barrier discharge generated on the surface of the dielectric barrier with the 
embedded metallic electrodes. Its primary feature is ability to generate a thin layer of non-equilibrium 
macroscopically uniform diffuse atmospheric pressure plasma of high power density in any working gas 
including ambient air (Fig. 1 - right). More detailed description of the DCSBD electrode design with 
explanation of its principle and pointing out the possible applications of DCSBD are given in [2-4]. 

Fig. 1: Experimental apparatus (left ) and the detailed view of DCSBD plasma with the sample of SiO2 
nanofibres on the glass plate placed in the plasma field (right) 

2.3. Plasma treatment – plasma assisted calcination 
During plasma surface modification of SiO2 nanofibres the samples were placed in plasma of DCSBD in the 
distance 0.18 mm from ceramics, as working gas an ambient air was used and input power was set to 300 W 
and 400 W. SiO2 nanofibres were exposed to DCSBD plasma for different treatment times 1, 3, 5 and 10 
minutes.  

2.4. Analytical methods 
For the verification of PVP removing effect two qualitative methods – the weight loss and ATR-FTIR 
measurements were used. The weight loss (G) was calculated according formula: 

%100*
m

mMG −
=            (1) 

where M is the weight of SiO2 nanofibres sample after and m before plasma treatment. ATR-FTIR method 
was realized using Bruker, Vertex 80v spectrometer with the range 4500 – 500 cm-1 and resolution 4 cm-1. 
For ATR measurement technique diamond crystal was used. Each sample of nanofibres was scanned on 
three different spots and subsequently the obtained spectra were averaged.  

3. RESULTS 
Table 1 and 2 summarize the results of SiO2 nanofibres weight loss measurement for the samples treated by 
DCSBD plasma for different treatment times at input powers 300 and 400 W. As it can be seen the results 
confirmed our assumption that atmospheric pressure DCSBD plasma removed some components of 
nanofibres. Excepting the samples exposed to plasma for 1 and 5 min at power 300 W for all studied 
samples the weight loss of SiO2 was observed. ATR-FTIR spectra (detailed in the range 1750-500 cm-1) for 
SiO2 nanofibres treated by plasma at input powers 300 and 400 W can be seen in Fig. 2 and 3. From the 
spectra it is evident that intensity of the characteristic peak for functional group C=O at wave number 
1650 cm-1 that confirms the presence of organic PVP in SiO2 nanofibres samples has tendency to go down 
with increasing exposure time of nanofibres in plasma. This fact indicates removing of PVP from the SiO2 
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nanofibres substrate due to DCSBD plasma treatment with increasing exposure time. Moreover, the growing 
intensity of peak corresponding to Si-O-Si functional group at 903 and 1054 cm-1 wave number can be 
understood as a proof of creating silicon nanofibres. 
 
Table 1: Results of SiO2 nanofibres weight loss measurement, plasma input power 300 W 

t[min] m [g] M [g] weight loss[%] 
1 4,9558 4,9558 0 
3 4,8422 4,8421 -0,00207 
5 4,8962 4,8962 0 
10 5,0677 5,0668 -0,01776 

 
Table 2: Results of SiO2 nanofibres weight loss measurement, plasma input power 400 W 

t[min] m [g] M [g] weight loss[%] 
1 4,9775 4,9765 -0,02009 
3 5,0699 5,0677 -0,04339 
5 5,0592 5,0581 -0,02174 
10 4,8746 4,8733 -0,02667 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the presented 
preliminary results it can be 
concluded that DCSBD 
operating in ambient air at 
atmospheric pressure has the 
potential to become an 
efficient tool for the plasma 
assisted calcination of 
inorganic SiO2 nanofibres. 
Due to plasma exposure in the 
order of minutes the organic 
components can be removed 
as it is was confirmed by the 
weight loss and ATR-FTIR 
measurement. Short plasma 
treatment times indicate that 
DCSBD plasma calcinations 
could be from in-line 
processing point of view 

compatible with the typical line 
speed of several tens of 
centimeters per minute. Our future work will be focused on the detailed study of the elementary composition 
changes of SiO2 nanofibres using XPS method as well as the determination of the optimal plasma treatment 
conditions.  

Fig. 2: ATR-FTIR spectra of SiO2 nanofibres, plasma input power 300 W 
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Fig. 3: ATR-FTIR spectra of SiO2 nanofibres, plasma input power 400 W 
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Abstract  
Nanofibers can be tested on nano- or microscales, but also on a macro-scale, according to their intended 
application. The procedures of macroscopic testing of nanofiber textiles are similar to the testing of 
commonly used textile-based materials or foils, where one of the dimensions is significantly smaller (usually 
by orders of magnitude) than the other two. This paper presents the results of macroscopic tensile testing on 
nanofiber textiles – in particular tensile strength and stiffness expressed in force per unit width were 
investigated. The tested nanofibers were based on Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), and Poly(vinyl-
alcohol) (PVA), manufactured using electro-spinning on a rotating cylinder electrode of width 500 mm and 
the tested nanofiber textiles had various weights per unit area. The common equipment for testing of 
material properties on macroscale could be used only in the case when textiles had the weight per unit area 
higher than 1 g/m2 and only if the equipment was calibrated for the specific low-loading measurements. The 
preparation of tested specimens was also complicated due to their low rigidity. Another complication during 
the testing of nanofibers was the necessity of the textile ends protection, because they were clamped in the 
testing machine. The edge reinforcement was ensured by means of a common paper adhesive tape. The 
measurements confirmed that the mechanical properties of nanofiber textiles are dependent on the textile 
thickness or the weight per unit area. 

Keywords: electro-spinning, nanofibers, polymers, mechanical properties, tensile strength  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays the nanomaterials can be found almost everywhere, however, they are only rarely used in civil 
engineering and construction industry. The reason for this can be a lack of knowledge of nanofibers 
properties on macro-level, needed for their practical utilization in the industry. For this purpose the Center for 
Nanotechnology at the Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague was established. 
Using the NanoSpider device Elmarco NS Lab 500 S the nanofibers were prepared using the technology of 
electro-spinning, which produces randomly oriented electro-spun nanofiber textiles. The research at the 
Center for Nanotechnology is currently focused on measurement and investigation of macro-mechanical 
properties of nanofiber textiles. The research should confirm that the textiles are strong enough for on-site 
manipulation and show that nanofiber is not as brittle and vulnerable as expected. The basic characteristics 
determined from the tensile testing are strength in tension and stiffness, and either individual fibers or the 
textile can be tested [1]. In the case of textiles and foils the stiffness is not expressed by means of Young’s 
modulus, but rather by means of force per unit length. 

According to a testing method, the experiments can be characterized as nano (or micro) or macro. The 
investigation of nanofiber textiles on the macro-level has been recently performed at several facilities and 
mostly rectangular, bone-like shaped (with a thin neck) or Dumbbell-shaped (also known as Y-shaped, 
because of their widening at one end, which is suitable for testing of plastics [2]) samples were used for the 
testing [3]. 
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Wang et al. [4] successfully determined the mechanical properties of nanofiber textiles having thickness of 
100 μm and being made of poly(vinyl-alcohol) or PVA. Ding et al. [3] concluded that higher amount of PVA in 
the textiles increases their Young’s modulus. However, the authors had a difficulty to perform the test on the 
samples with lower thickness because of complicated manipulation – these samples have to be handled with 
an extraordinary care to avoid damage. This was successfully tackled by Ramakrishna et al. [5] who found 
quite simple way how to prepare and test the samples. They prepared a piece of the textile of a certain 
dimensions and attached a paper adhesive tape to one edge. This resulted in the edge reinforcement and 
protected the sample form the clamping device during the tensile testing. The textile was consequently cut 
into the tested samples of a desired shape and mechanical properties in tension could be investigated. 
Ramakrishna et al. also found that the mechanical properties of nanofiber textiles on the macro-level depend 
on the arrangement of fibers and pores within the textile. They investigated the microstructure under a 
microscope in order to choose samples with the most homogeneous structure suitable for the testing [6].  

For the PVA-based nanofiber textiles the connection between individual fibers (stabilization) is very important 
part of the production process and it is done by cross-linking, when the textile is after its manufacturing 
stabilized using chemical agents (glyoxal and phosphoric acid) and consequently kept for approximately 10 
minutes in an elevated temperature (about 140°C). The stabilized textile is then not so susceptible to 
damage by water or high moisture [1]. Chemical stabilization, during which the nanofibers are after their 
production submerged into methanol and methanol-glutaraldehyde, is also possible [7].  

Similar approach for preparation and testing of PVA-based nanofibers can be used for testing of nanofibers 
based on Poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) or PLGA [8, 9]. The measured values must be recalculated to a unit 
length, since the calculation of area would be very complicated and not suitable for practical purposes. 
However, the methods for calculation of nanofiber cross-section area exist and may be used for evaluation of 
commonly used units such as MPa in case of elastic moduli [8, 10].   

2. MATERIALS AND TESTED SAMPLES 
Two different types of commercially produced polymers were used for the study, namely PLGA and PVA. 
The PLGA and PVA based nanofibers were spun at the Center for Nanotechnology in Civil Engineering, at 
the Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czech Technical University (CTU) in Prague. This center uses Elmarco 
laboratory version of electro-spinning device based on Nanospider technology, in particular the machine NS 
Lab 500 S was used for preparing of nanofibers. The nanofiber itself was spun on the polymeric textile 
substrate support (spun bond) with an antistatic treatment made of Poly-propylene (PP) and having the 
weight per unit area 18 g/m2 [11].  

The PLGA polymer solution for electro-spinning was prepared as 2.3% concentrate, 0.23 g of PLGA was 
mixed and stirred with 4 ml of dimethyl chloride and subsequently 6 ml of dimethylformamide were added [4]. 
The nanofiber textiles were produced in the width of 500 mm and the edges were cut away because of the 
inhomogeneities in the near-edge region.  

The PVA polymer solution for electro-spinning was prepared in a volume of 500 ml and contained 375 g of 
PVA (produced under the brand name Sloviol 16%), into which the other substances were added during the 
continuous stirring: 117 g of distilled water, 4.4 g of glyoxal and 3 g of phosphoric acid (75%). Glyoxal and 
phosphoric acid were used as the agents for cross-linking and the PVA-based nanofiber textiles were finally 
stabilized in elevated temperature approximately 140 °C (exposition time 10 minutes) [11]. The average 
diameter of produced fibers using such technology was 500 nm. 

The tested samples with the length of about 130 mm and width about 25 mm were cut from the PLGA and 
PVA-based nanofiber textiles. The layer of nanofibers was subsequently carefully separated from the 
supporting textile (spunbond), but in case of textiles having extremely low weight per unit area, i.e. lower 
than 1 g/m2 the damage of the samples was often encountered and the damaged samples could not be used 
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for testing. The mass of nanofiber textiles per unit area was determined using high precision scale and 
knowing the area of the samples [10]; the standard deviation was approximately 4 %. 

The ends of tested samples were strengthened by an adhesive paper tape to prevent damage of the 
nanofibers. Therefore, the true (loaded) area of the specimens was reduced 100 mm. This approach is 
commonly used for such type of materials. Without the edge protection the nanofibers would be damaged in 
the very beginning of the experiment, because the clamps in the testing device would cause crushing or 
shearing of the samples. However, the tape cannot be removed from the textile any more. The following 
samples were tested: the PVA samples of weights per unit area around 0.5 g/m2, 1.2 g/m2, 3.0 g/m2, and 4.2 
g/m2; the PLGA samples had their weight per unit area ranging from 0.5 to 5.6 g/m2.   

3. TESTING METHOD AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experimental set-up was very 
similar to the testing of commonly used 
materials. The tensile strength tests 
were carried out on the device LabTest 
4.100SP1 at the Faculty of Civil 
Engineering, Czech Technical 
University in Prague. The 
measurement range was set to 50 N 
maximum yielding the desired accuracy 
(maximum deviation 0.1% / 2 N force). 
The clamps in the testing device were 
25 mm wide, the samples were cut to 
have the same width in order to reach 
the uniform stress distribution across 
the tested specimens. Everything was 
carefully fixed in the loading axes to 
avoid bending and torsion during the 
testing – the samples were first fixed to 
the upper clamp and then, after 

centering, to the lower one. This 
approach was repeated as long as the 
sample was placed exactly in the 
center of loading axes [12, 13]. The rate of loading during the experiment was 0.2 m/min. 

The obtained data together with a quadratic approximation can be seen in the following figures. Surprisingly, 
the PVA samples having lower weight per unit area yielded lower deviation. Fig.1 shows the dependence of 
textile stiffness on the weight per unit area. The PLGA samples showed higher stiffness than those made on 
PVA basis. The relationship between the weight per square meter (which is proportional to thickness) and 
sample stiffness is almost linear and therefore the stiffness of the samples can be easily predicted based on 
their weight. The authors think that the slight non-linearity is caused by the errors during the mass or 
stiffness measurement.  

Fig.2 shows the results of a bigger importance for the use of nanofibers in the industry – the dependence of 
textile strength on its weight per unit area. Unlike in case of textile stiffness (see Fig. 1) the PLGA samples 
showed lower values of tensile strength than PVA. The relationship between weight per square meter and 
nanofiber tensile strength is again almost linear and therefore the tensile strength of nanofiber textiles can be 
also easily predicted based on their weight. The slight non-linearity in case of PLGA samples was probably 

Fig. 1: Dependence of PLGA and PVA nanofiber textile 
stiffness on its weight per square meter 
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caused by the errors during the mass 
measurement and more samples should 
have been tested to reach more 
accurate results [14, 15].  

The experiments indicated that the 
polymer base and thickness of the 
nanofiber textile can be chosen is such 
a way to obtain the desired stiffness or 
strength. By a closer look one can 
observe that the stiffness and mainly the 
strength of the nanofiber textiles is 
relatively high, considering their 
extremely small weight.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the study indicate that the 
utilization of nanofiber textiles can be 
used in the construction industry since 
they are not as brittle as expected. 
The tensile strength of nanofiber 
textiles is surprisingly high considering 
their extremely low thickness and 
weight per unit area.  

The cheaper PVA-based textiles proved to be stronger than those made of PLGA. It is obvious from the 
measurements that the tensile strength and stiffness can be easily estimated from the textile weight, since 
the relationship between the nanofiber mechanical properties and its weight is proportional.  

The authors are aware that even more samples should be tested to obtain higher accuracy of the results, 
however, the preparation of samples is extremely complicated, time consuming and expensive.  
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Abstract  
The difference in size of nano- and macro-materials (or in their volume) is an obstacle for the application of 
nanofibers in civil engineering. The synergy of these scales can be utilized when macro-material surface is 
protected by nanofibers. The proposed experiment investigated the possibility of utilizing the nanofiber textile 
on cement-based materials. The surface of fresh cement paste was coated by Poly(vinyl-alcohol) (PVA) 
based nanofibers. Nanofiber textiles were laid in three different weights per unit area (namely 0.1, 5.0 and 
10.0 g/m2). The weight loss due to water movement through the material surface was monitored for the first 
28 days. Reference samples without nanofiber coating were monitored for comparison as well. All the 
measurements took place in a laboratory environment and it is obvious from the results that there is no 
influence of nanofibers on cement paste drying. The surface of samples was optically investigated after the 
first experiment and in case of higher nanofiber weights per unit area there was an observable shrinkage of 
the nanofiber coating. The images from electron microscope also confirmed the interaction between the 
cement paste and the nanofibers. Thicker nanofiber coatings (>10 g/m2) could be peeled off from the 
samples, unlike those having a smaller weight, being perfectly attached. 

Keywords:  Nanofiber, electro-spinning, cement paste, surface protection, coating 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Surface protection of various materials or products has been developed since the ancient times. In most 
cases its purpose is to protect the surface from the negative effects of environment without need to modify 
the entire volume of the protected material and therefore to reduce costs. For this purpose nanofiber textiles 
made of various materials are used in many industries [1]. Needleless electro-spinning can be utilized, 
allowing to prepare the nanofiber samples in a big volume (or area) and thanks to the increasing popularity 
of nanotechnology in the recent years it became quite cheap. Therefore, the price of the final product is 
nowadays comparable to the price of commonly used materials.  

The nanofiber textiles are widely utilized also in biomedicine, where the Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) based 
nanofibers can be exploited for the growth of cells [2, 3]. According to a comprehensive literature study it 
seems that nanofibers have not been, with a few exceptions, used for the surface protection of porous 
building materials. Poly(vinyl-alcohol) based polymers are most often used for the electrospinning and they 
seem to be as suitable choice for such application mainly because of their relatively low price and solubility 
in water. PVA is commercially available in the form of water solution or in a solid state [1].  

The influence of the PVA protection coating has been investigated on composite wood-based materials. This 
research was focused on an influence of nanofibers on the material surface and its relative humidity [4]. 
Otherwise, the nanofibers are used in civil engineering rather as an additive to the building materials in order 
to modify or improve their properties. Nowadays, most of the nano-research is focused on improvement of 
concrete, into which the nanoparticles added in order to reach a higher strength and durability. The use of 
nanoparticles and nanofibers in a cement matrix as randomly distributed nano-reinforcements helps to 
prevent crack initiation during the concrete hydration and drying shrinkage. Such reinforcement should cause 
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an elimination of micro- and macro-cracking, which is very common phenomenon in the cement based 
materials and causes strength reduction and also limited durability of concrete structures. The effort to 
suppress the concrete cracking by the addition of PVA-base nanofibers into the cement matrix was most 
successful when all the fibers had the same properties, geometry and were uniformly distributed [5]. The 
number of fibers and their distribution in the cement-based composites were microscopically investigated on 
the samples containing fluorescent fibers [6]. The interaction of PVA fibers with the cement-based material 
and their bond have been investigated rather on a macro-level. The three-point bending tests focused on the 
investigation of crack development were carried out, using the fibers of different length, diameter and 
volume. It was found that the composites containing 2% of fibers per volume of a higher average length  
(12 or 24 mm) and 1% having smaller average length (6 mm) showed the best results [7].  

The solubility of PVA in water introduces a difficulty; the PVA-based nanofibers have to be stabilized before 
their use and preferably immediately after their production. There are two ways of stabilization – the firsts 
possibility is using physical stabilization and the second possibility is to use a technique called cross-linking. 
During the physical stabilization the nanofiber is exposed to the temperatures higher than 140°C. On the 
other hand, cross-linking is a chemical stabilization when the nanofibers are after their production 
submerged into methanol and methanol-glutaraldehyde. The latter approach seems to be more 
advantageous if a high biocompatibility is not required, because the morphology of the fibers is not altered 
[8]. 

From the above it follows that the compatibility between materials should be ensured, as it is in case of 
nanofibers blended with cement paste [9], if the PVA nanofibres are applied on the sufrace of cement-based 
materials. It also follows that the susceptibility to damage by humidity should not be a big obstacle.  

2. MATERIALS AND SAMPLES 
The nanofiber textiles of different weights (0.1; 5 and 10 g/m2) were spun at the Center for Nanotechnology 
at Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague, using the NanoSpider device Elmarco 
NS Lab 500 S. This equipment produces randomly oriented electro-spun nanofiber textiles suitable for 
research purposes.  

The solution of PVA for electro-spinning was prepared in a volume of 500 ml, which is corresponding to the 
volume of one cathode beaker. This volume contains 375 g of PVA (produced under the brand name Sloviol 
16%), into which the other substances are added during the continuous stirring: 117 g of distilled water, 4.4 g 
of glyoxal and 3 g of phosphoric acid (75%). Glyoxal and phosphoric acid were used as the agents for cross-
linking and the PVA-based nanofiber textiles were finally stabilized in elevated temperature approximately 
140°C (exposition time 10 minutes) [8]. The nanofiber itself was spun on a polymeric supporting substrate 
(spunbond) made of polypropylene (PP) with an antistatic treatment and having the weight of about 18 g/m2.  

The electrode width in the spinning device was 600 mm, distance between electrodes 126 mm, spinning 
voltage 70 kV, substrate (spunbond) frequency 10 Hz, and electrode frequency 8 Hz. The nanofiber textiles 
were prepared continuously on the substrate of width 500 mm.  

The temperature during the preparation of the cement paste samples, onto which the nanofiber textiles were 
applied, was 22 ± 1°C and relative humidity 31 ± 3%. Six different sets of samples were tested, denoted A 
(samples without surface treatment and being the reference samples), B (samples with the spunbond only), 
C (samples with the nanofibers and the spunbond above the nanofibers having the weight of about 0.1 g/m2), 
D (samples with the nanofibers, having the weight of about 5 g/m2, and the spunbond), E (samples with the 
nanofibers, having the weight of about 10 g/m2, and the spunbond), and finally F (samples with the 
nanofibers of thickness of about 1 mm, applied on a free surface of the tested samples). The nanofiber 
textiles of the higher weights per unit area were made as double-layered. 

The tested cement paste samples were prepared from the ordinary Portland cement, CEM 42.5 R (Mokrá, 
Czech Republic). The water/cement ratio was set to 0.41; the mixing was carried out by hands. The cement 
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paste was placed into cylindrical containers having the diameter 100 mm and depth 15 mm, and into the 
forms with the following dimensions 20 x 20 x 100 mm. Surface of the tested samples was modified using 
the nanofiber textiles or the nanofiber textiles with the spunbond.  

The PVA nanofiber textiles laid on the fresh cement paste samples were cut off the spun textile. Immediatelly 
afterwards the water from the paste samples soaked through the textiles and PP spunbond, ensuring the 
adhesion to the paste samples. Finally, the samples were cured at the laboratory conditions at the 
temperature 20 ± 2°C and relative humidity 40 ± 2%.  

The specification of the samples is summarized in Table 1. The mass of the nanofiber textiles was 
determined using high precision scale and the weights per unit area were determined from the known mass 
and area of the samples [10]; the standard deviation was approximately 4%. 

 
Table 1 Specification of tested samples 

Sample ID Surface coating Nanofiber textile [g.m-2] 
A none none 

B spun bond none 

C spun bond with the nanofiber textile 0.1 

D spun bond with the nanofiber textile 5 

E spun bond with the nanofiber textile 10 

F 1 mm layer of PVA none 

3. METHODS AND RESULTS 
The first experiment carried out on the samples was a measurement of the weight loss in the individual 
samples. After their production, the samples were stored in the labory conditions as described above and 
their weight loss was monitored for the first 28 days using the scales with the acuracy 0.01 g. The weight 
development can be clearly seen in Fig. 1, the standard deviation of the measured data was about 5%. From 
the obtained values it is obvious that the coating does not have almost any influence on the weight 
development during the first 28 days. 

For the other experiments the spunbond was removed from the samples. It was easily possible in all the 
samples except B, where the spunbond became interconnected with the cement paste and it had to be 
removed mechanically from the paste surface. Some of the PP fibres from the spunbond remained fixed in 
the surface of the B samples and the pattern of the PP spunbond was imprinted into their surface. None of 
the tested samples contained cracks and the samples were not damaged due to cement paste shrinkage. 

It could be observed that the PVA nanofiber textiles became incorporated into the surface of the cament 
paste in the samples C to E. Unlike in the other samples, a difference in paste and fibre expansion could be 
observed in the sample E, being covered by the textiles of weight about 10 g/m2 (Fig. 2). The separation and 
shrinkage of the PVA nanofiber textile on the E samples was probably present immediately after the 
application of the textile with a spunbond on the fresh paste surface. This phenomenon was probably caused 
due to high moisture content and different expansion of the PP spunbond and PVA textile, having relatively 
high thickness. The rate of shrinkage was approximately 17 mm/m ± 8%.       
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Fig. 1: Weight reduction of tested samples 

 

In another experiment the surface of the E samples of cement paste and separated textile (having the weight 
10 g/m2) were investigated using the electron microscope. On the samples covered by the lighter textiles it 
was not possible to extract the nanofibers from the hardened cement paste (after 28 days) – the textile 
became inseparable part of the samples. This can be explained by consideration of the forces acting against 
each other – one force holds the textile attached to the hardened cement paste and the other force, caused 
by the differential expansion, tends to separate the layers. The latter force is higher with the increasing 
weight of the textiles. There are the same phenomena on the interface between the nanofiber textile and the 
cement paste surface as in the case of cement matrix reinforced by PVA nanofibers [6, 7].  

 

 
Fig. 2 Surface of cement paste without coating (left); cement paste coated by PVA nanofibers           of 

weight 5 g/m2 (center) and 10 g/m2 (right) 

It was observed during the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis (the electron microscope XL ESEM 
TMP Philips) that the nanofiber textile transformed into a PVA-based coating, which was compact and 
without characteristics of a textile [11, 12]. This was probably caused by the high moisture content in the 
surface layer of the cement putty and consequent segregation of the cement and water in the very acid 
environment (pH up to 13) typical for cement-based materials during setting and hardening. Even though the 
nanofibers were stabilized [8], they degraded and dissolved in the water solution with the high pH value [13]. 
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Among other phenomena, growing of hydration products through the nanofiber could be observed, see 
Fig. 3. It gives an evidence about the compatibility between the cement matrix and PVA-based materials. 
The interface between the paste amd PVA coating can be also clearly seen in Fig. 3. The surface of the 
cement paste in the figure is disturbed by the separation of the PVA layer from the cement matrix. The 
interconnection between the cement matrix (its hydration products) and nanofibers can be observed in Fig. 4 
(left) on the reverse side of the PVA layer. 

 
Fig. 3: Front side of PVA nanofiber textile (left), interface between PVA nanofiber and cement paste 

 

 
Fig. 4: Reverse side of separated PVA textiles (left), cross-section image of separated PVA          textile 

(right) 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The presented results indicate that the utilization of nanofiber textiles in civil engineering might be possible. 
In particular the PVA based textiles used as a protection coating on the cement paste were investigated and 
tested. It follows from the study that PVA-based materials can very well interact with a surface of cement-
based materials, however, if the material is not suitable (e.g. PLGA) the nanofiber textile does not form 
a continous coating, but instead retains its original properties.  

The use of nanofibers for the protection coating on cement-based materials has a great potential, but 
a comprehensive research is needed in this area. The basic task for a real life application is the choice of the 
most suitable polymer for different types of surfaces and materials (lime, cement, gypsum, or combination of 
these materials). Also the negative factors of the external environment, such as wind, high humidity or UV 
radiation, have to be investigated and tackled in order to make the application of nanofibers in the exterior 
possible. 
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Abstract 
In the present research work polyurethane (PU) nanofibers with different concentrations (0.5; 1; 5%) of CuO 
particles by electrospinning according Nanospider technology in the form of roll electrode against flat 
electrode. CuO particles were introduced into the polymers solution before fiberforming. The effect of 
catalysts on the viscosity of solutions was recorded only for a concentration 5%.SEM results confirmed well 
oriented nanofibers and good distribution of CuO particles. Average index of surface density for samples of 
pure PU fibers 2.8 g/m², for PU/CuO(5%) is 12,257 g/m². So particles of CuO promote to the proces sof 
electrospinning and increase its performance due a conductive properties of copper. The microorganisms 
Escherichia coli and Staphylococus aureus have been used to determine the antimicrobial efficiency of these 
samples. Good bactericidial prolongation effect was indicated for prepared nanofibers. Efficiency of the 
filtration properties was measured for pure PU and modificated samples. All samples demonstrated filtration 
efficiency higher than 99% and it means that deposition of nanoparticles didn`t decrease filtration properties. 
Consequently, the particles of CuO have the dual effect on the producing of PU nanofibers, improving 
performance and giving antibacterial properties. So obtained fibers can be used as a filtration materials with 
good antimicrobial properties for the climatization systems. 

Keywords: polyurethane nanofibers, electrospinning, filtration, antibacterial properties.    

1. INTRODUCTION 
The history of filtration has, in some way, reflected the history of human needs. At the present time the 
necessity for clean air exists along with the necessity for a large number of industrial processes; and certain 
parts of industry itself relay on clean air of exceptional quality. The medical and biological fields rely on 
sterile air; and filtration can also improve air quality in the offices, houses and in transport of all types. [1]  

As the efficiency of particle capture in an air filter increases with decreasing fiber diameter in a mat, using 
nanofibers filters for air or gas filtration as well as in liquid filtration are effective application. Electrostatic 
spinning or electrospinning is the most convenient and scalable technique for nanofibers production. [2] This 
technique typically involves a solution stretching process in which the polymer solution driven by a strong 
electric field is stretched rapidly into dry or semidry fibers and deposited directly onto a collector, usually in 
the form of nonwoven fiber mat. [3] In this work we used Nanospider method to obtain polyurethane 
nanofibers. Nanospider is the unique method which has been used in industry to produce nanofibers 
continuously. This method was invented by O.Jirsak in Technical university of Liberec, 2003. Also this 
method is the first all over the world, which was commercialized under the name of Nanospider from Elmarco 
Company in Liberec. [4]  

There is more than 1.8 thousand species of bacteria and microbes in the air. These are results of research 
conducted by the National Laboratory, Berkeley. Air pollution by microbes comes from soil, animals, humans 
and plants. Bacterial spores, fungi, yeast and various micrococcus could be in the air. Ambient air may be 
a factor of transmission for respiratory viral infections, influenza, tuberculosis, diphtheria, staph infection, etc. 
Microbial contamination of air is greatly reduced by the good work of ventilation, the presence of antibacterial 
filters for supply air. [5] 
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CuO nanoparticles are very efficient in imparting antibacterial effect to fabric. Copper oxide plated or 
impregnated synthetic fibers possess broad spectrum biocidal properties: they are antibacterial, antifungal, 
antiviral, and they kill dust mites. [6] 

Polyurethanes are one of the most widely used polymers in biomedical, filtration, protective clothes, 
composites, sensor and wound heating application. [3] So in present study PU nanofibers with CuO particles 
in polymer matrix has been produced by using Nanospider technique. The effect of CuO on the properties of 
PU solution and on the surface density of finished fibers was investigated. Antimicrobial activities and 
filtration properties have been evaluated. According our results, the prepared nanofibers containing particles 
of CuO could be employed as antibacterial filters in the modern climatization and ventilation systems and for 
many biological applications.    

2. EXERIMENTAL WORK 

2.1 Materials  
In this work, polyurethane (Larithane LS 1086, aliphatic elastomer based on 2000g/mol, linear 
polycarbonated diol, isophorone diisocyanate and extended isophorone diamine), was used as a polymer. 
The solution was prepared at 15 wt% concentration with dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent. For checking 
antimicrobial activity microbial strains Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus, purchased from the 
Czech Collection of Microorganisms (Masaryk University in Brno), were used as model organisms. 
Incubation was performed in a sterile blood agar (Columbia agar) from company BIO-RAD. 

2.2 Methods 
Different concentration of CuO (0,5; 1; 5%) were added to the solution of PU. These systems were mixed on 
the magnetic stirrers for 12 hours. Solution properties such as viscosity and conductivity were determined. 
Conductivity was measured by a conductivity meter (Radelkis, OK-102/1); rheological properties of solutions 
were measured using Rheometer HAAKE Roto Visco 1 at 23°C.  

Roller spinning method (Nanospider) with high voltage power supply was used to produce nanofibers 
(Fig. 1).  

                 
Fig.1: (a) Schematic diagram of Nanospider method and (b) the rotating cylinder 
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Nanospider consists of rotating cylinder to spin fibers directly from the polymer solution. The PU polymer 
solution with particles was filled into a polypropylene dish and the bottom of aluminum rotating cylinder body 
with spikes is partially immersed into the polymer solution. High voltage is connected to the rotating roller. 
The collector electrode is usually grounded to create potential difference (Fig.1(a). As the solvent 
evaporates, the jets of polymer solution are transformed and the solid nanofibers are obtained before 
reaching to the collector electrode. The nanofibers were collected on polypropylene (PP) spunbond 
nonwoven antistatic material. [4] Parameters of the process: voltage = 70kV; temperature (T°C) = 23°C; 
humidity in the spinning chamber = 21%; speed of collecting material = 0.05m/min.  

The fibers and particles morphology and diameters were determined with a scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM). Average diameters of fibers and particles were calculated from the SEM photos using Lucie 32G 
computer soft ware. The surface density of prepared samples with different concentrations of CuO was 
found.  

2.3 Antimicrobial test  
Analysis of antimicrobial test was carried out by making samples from pure PU nanofibers and CuO 
containing nanofibers. Two different testing methods were used for the estimation of antibacterial 
characteristics of produced materials. First test was NORMA (qualitative assessment). Tests were performed 
according to EN ISO 20645 – Textile fabrics – detection of antibacterial activity – test spread agar plate. The 
samples were sterilized for 20 minutes at 90°C. Bacteriological inoculums (concentration 105CFU in volume 
1 ml) were vaccinated to the Petri plates with blood agar. Tests samples were placed to the centre of the 
plate with bacteriological inoculums. Then plates were placed to the thermostat and incubated for 24 hours 
at 36,5°C. The results were photographed and counted. The second test was NORMA (quantitative 
evaluation of the number of bacteria updated again). Samples of size 18×18 were sterilized for 20 minutes at 
90°C. Sterilized samples were placed in sterile containers and vaccinated bacterial inoculums in 
a concentration 105CFU in 0.1 ml of bacterial inoculums. The containers were placed to the thermostat and 
cultured at 36.5°C for 24h. After 24h of incubation 100 ml of saline solution were added  to the containers, 
thereby diluting the bacteria was adjusted to 103CFU. Containers were vortexing for 5min. 1ml of 
bacteriological media was removed from each container and vaccinated to the Petri plate with blood agar. 
Plates were placed to the thermostat and incubated for 24h at 36.5°C. Then the results were photographed 
and counted.  

2.4 Efficiency of the filtration  
Filtration efficiency of pure PU nanofibers and nanofibers with CuO particles was measured on the Sodium 
Chloride aerosol test equipment (Bench Mounting Rig type 1100P). This device can measure filter efficiency, 
pressure drop and impact air flow according to standards: BS 4400 (Method for Sodium Chloride Particulate 
Test for Respirator Filters-British standard), EN 149 and EN 143 (Respiratory Protective Devices- European 
standards). The device is possible to use for testing a high efficiency filters such as a HEPA filters. It is 
possible to estimate classes according to test standards: ASHRAE  52.2, EN 779 and EN 1822. Parameters: 
test particles: NaCl; particle size: 0,002 – 2 µm,  mean  value of particle size: 0,6 µm; particle concentration: 
up to 13 mg/m3; air flow: 10 – 95 l/min, air  velocity 1 - 9,5 m/min; test sample size: 100 cm2; filter sample 
thickness: up to 40 mm.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Determination of the polymer solution properties 
Since obtained samples with different concentrations of CuO showed different surface densities, we decided 
to check the possibility of the influence of used catalyst on the conductivity of PU solutions (Table 1). We 
found that increasing of CuO concentration had no significant effect on the conductivity if the solutions. This 
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is easily explained by the fact that between the copper oxide and PU solution cannot occur any chemicals 
bonding. Therefore, increasing of the fiber`s surface area with increasing concentration of the catalyst can be 
explained by the fact that the conductive properties of copper is manifested directly in contact CuO 
containing solutions with the surface of the charged cylinder in electrospinning process.  

 

Table 1: The changing of conductivity with increasing of CuO concentration 

Concentration of CuO (%) Conductivity of solution (mS/cm) 
0 2.8 

0.5 2.82 

1 2.82 

5 2.84 

 

Viscosity measurements showed that increasing the concentration of CuO leads to the higher viscosities 

(Fig.2). However, it was not reflected in the deterioration of the solutions spinnability. In the fiberforming 
process with growth of concentration was recorded increasing the number of Taylor cones. Fiber diameters 
did not rise significantly with rising of concentration.    

 
Fig. 2: The variation of viscosity (f in Pas) with shear rate (Á in 1/s) for PU solutions with different 

concentrations of CuO 

3.2 Characterization of the producing material  
The surface density of fiber layers for different concentration of CuO was calculated. According obtained 
data we have surface density for pure PU = 2,8 g/m², PU/CuO(0.5%) = 4.67 g/m², PU/CuO(1%) = 6,45 g/m², 
PU/CuO = 12, 28 g/m². On the basis of these data we can suggest that copper oxide contributes to the 
process by electrospinning due a conductive properties of copper. Through SEM images (Fig.3) it was found 
that a lot of paricles of CuO of different sizes are on the surfase and in the volume of PUR nanofibers. After 
electrospinning visible changes of color were noticed between pure and containing copper oxide fibers. 
Nanofibers mats with CuO exhibited brown color, compared to pure PU layer which retained its original white 
color. The brightness of color was depending on CuO content.  

The use of copper oxide at electrospinning affects the small increase in the diameter of fibers and particles 
with increasing the concentration of modifier, but there is no expansion of the distribution of diameters 
(Table 2). 
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                  A (0.5% CuO)                           B (1% CuO)                                 C (5% CuO) 

Fig.3: SEM images of nanofibers that contain different amounts of CuO 

 

Table 2 Diameters of PU fibers and particles of CuO on the fibers surface 

Concentration 
of CuO (%) 

Fibers diameter 
distribution (nm) 

Average fiber`s 
diameter (nm) 

Particles diameter 
distribution (nm) 

Average particle`s 
diameter (nm) 

0 80-300 156   
0.5 100-290 187 20-240 127 
1 100-300 189 20-312 139 
5 120-320 190 50-350 165 

3.3 Antibacterial properties 
According first testing method for samples with different CuO concentrations and pure PU fibers (standard) 
we found that standard sample showed limit antibacterial effect (inhibition zone = 0), PU/CuO 0.5%, 1% and 
5% - very well antibacterial effect (inhibition zone > 1mm) to both microbial strains Escherichia coli and 
Staphylococcus aureus (Fig.4). 

 
Fig.4: Photo of testing samples with Staphylococcus aureus 

 

According second testing method in the bacterial strain E. coli the standard sample has a visible sign of 
antibacterial effect. It is clear that the substrate itself shows antibacterial properties. Number of again 
renewed bacterial colonies is approaching 500. For PU/CuO 0.5% is visible one bacterial colony, so 
antibacterial efficiency is 99.9%. It is an excellent effect. There have been no bacterial colonies for PU/CuO 
1% and 5%, so antibacterial activity is 100%.  
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Second testing method in the bacterial strain St. aureus showed visible growth of bacteria in the entire area 
for standard sample, so it has no antibacterial effect. PU/CuO 0.5% and 1% have 99.9% of antibacterial 
efficiency. The best result was for PU/CuO 5%. It appeared 100% of antibacterial activity. Then we checked 
whether the samples with CuO exhibit antibacterial efficiency continuously. For to find out this, the samples 
were washed by water under constant pressure for four hours. After washing tests for antibacterial properties 
were repeated.  The results of repeating test have shown that PU nanofibers with 0.5% of CuO have 
antibacterial efficiency 94%, with 1% - efficiency 95.2%, with 5% - 97.7% efficiency. So prepared materials 
have been demonstrated prolongation effect of antibacterial activity.     

3.4 Efficiency if the filtration (E) 
Pure PU samples has shown average E = 99.96%; for PU/CuO 5% E = 99.73%. These data show us that 
the presence of particles does not adversely impact on the excellent properties of polyurethane nanofibers. 

CONCLUSIONS  
The result of our work is PU nanofibers modified by particles of CuO. We found that PU/CuO colloidal 
solution can be easily electrospun to form smooth nanofibers. The copper oxide particles were found to have 
a spherical morphology and well dispersed on PU nanofibers. Modified fibers have very high surface density 
in comparison with pure fibers, indicating the beneficial effect of copper on the course of the process of 
electrospinning. The use of catalyst has no negative impact on the excellent filtration properties of PU 
nanofibers. Producing materials demonstrated high antibacterial effect (about 100%). Prolongation effect of 
antibacterial properties in time was tested by washing with water under pressure for 4 hours. The fibers with 
5% CuO preserved the effectiveness of antibacterial action 97.7%. So CuO showed the dual effect on the 
producing polyurethane nanofibers, increasing surface density of fiber layers and giving antibacterial 
properties. Our samples could be used as filter materials with antibacterial action for modern systems of 
indoor air cleaning.    
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Abstract: 
One of the most important parameter is Taylor cone structure on the roller electrospinning method such as 
number of Taylor cone and life of jet. During electrospinning process, these parameters are affected directly 
spinning performance or efficiency. In this work we prepared Polyurethane / Dimethylformamide (DMF) 
polymer solutions and their tetraethylenamonyumbromur (TEAB) salt solutions. Then, we spun solutions via 
roller electrospinning. During the process we recorded roller surface and determined Taylor cone number 
and life of jet (in second). As a result we understood that life of Taylor cones are depended on number of 
Taylor cone. Whilst Taylor cone numbers were high, the life of jet had been low. 

Keywords: Roller electrospinning, PU, TEAB, Taylor cone structure 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The phenomenon of electrospinning is an issue of a tug of battle solution between electrostatic and capillary 
forces. When a small volume of conductive liquid exposed to an electric field, the shape of liquid starts to 
deform from the shape caused by surface tension alone. As the voltage is increased the electrostatic force 
starts to over comes the surface tension and a cone shape begins to form with convex sides and a rounded 
tip. This approaches the shape of cone called as Taylor cone [1].  

Recently, a new technology has been developed by Jirsak [2] that is based on highly productive jet creation 
from free liquid surfaces by self-organisation. This technology is called roller electrospinning under the brand 
name of Nanospider. The cylinder rotates in a polymer solution tank. The electrostatic field organised 
between the cylinder and a grounded collector enables the self-organisation of jets along the upper surface 
of the cylinder and, hence, fibers collect on the supporting material. There are lots of parameters that affect 
the electrospinning process. These can be divided as system and process parameters. Viscosity, 
concentration, net charge density (conductivity), surface tension of the polymer fluid and molecular weight 
can be shown as system parameters. Applied voltage, flow rate of polymer solution, distance between 
capillary end and collector, ambient parameters and motion of collector can be shown as process 
parameters.  

In this work firstly effect of concentration and additives on the number of cones was investigated. Then 
number of Taylor cone was associated with life time of a cone. Polyurethane (PU) was used as polymer. The 
aim to choose PU is, it has a good spinnability on roller electrospinning system and Polyurethane (PU) is 
thermoplastic polymer having excellent mechanical properties and water insolubility. PU is a pure polymer 
and has many application area such as filtration, medical application, biosensors, protective clothes, 
antimicrobacterial fibers, etc. [3-7]. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
In this work polyurethane (PU) polymer, molecular weight is 2000g/mol was used as a polymer and 
dimethylformamide used as a solvent. Solutions were prepared at various concentrations such as 15-17.5-20 
wt % PU and tetraethyleneammonium bromide (TEAB) salt was added in different concentrations such as 
0-0.4-0.8-1.27 wt %. All solutions were prepared under the same conditions and measured conductivity of 
solutions than spun to nanofibers via roller electrospinning method. In this method, there is a roller which is 
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connected to high voltage supplier and top of the roller 
there is a collector which was grounded. Taylor cones are 
created on the roller surface towards to collector (Fig 1).  

Digital camera was used to observe these Taylor cones 
and life of jet on the roller surface in course of spinning 
(Fig. 2).  

 

 

 

 

Optimum process parameters such as roller speed, roller length, distance between the electrodes, voltage 
etc. were applied during the spinning process (Table 1). 

Table 1: Process parameters of roller electrospinning 

Mechanical Parameters Process 
Parameters 

Environmental 
Parameters 

Roller 
Length 
(cm) 

Roller 
Speed 
(rpm) 

Supporting 
Material 
Speed 
(cm/min) 

Distance 
Between 
Electrode 
(cm) 

Voltage 
(kV) 

Humidity 
(%) 

Temperature 
(0C) 

14,5 2 10 11 57 24 17 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Polymer solution properties have 
an important role on resultant polymer. 
Adding salt increases the number of ions 
in the polymer solution as a result 
conductivity increases. The result of 
conductivity of PU solutions are shown in 
Fig. 3. 

Conductivity has a positive effect on 
spinnability of fiber due to higher 
electrostatic field. Concentration and 
addition salt affected the number of cones 
and life time of one jet. Number of cones 
increased proportionally with concentration 
and conductivity as indicated in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of roller 
electrospinning method 

Fig. 2: Picture of Taylor cones on the 
roller surface 

Fig. 3: Conductivity of PU polymer solutions 
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There is a direct relation between 
number of cones and fabric 
throughput. When the number of 
cone increases on the same area of 
roller, the amount of material which is 
transporting to collector increases. 
More material means higher 
throughput. However when the 
amount of feeding rate not change 
and number of cones increase, the 
life time of jet decreases due to 

finishing of polymer solution source 
on the surface of roller very quickly 
(Fig. 5).  

 
Fig. 5: Life of jet vs. concentration. 

Table 2. Spinning performance of PU solutions 

 PU Concentration (%) 
TEAB concentration (%) 

0 0,4 0,8 1,27 

Spinning 
Performance 
(g/min/m) 

15 0 0,3125 0,468 0,68036 

17,5 0 0,9563 0,98 1,1253 

20 0 1,189 1,2235 1,3394 

Fabric throughput (spinning performance) is tabulated in Table 2. 15% wt. PU was not able to spin on roller 
electrospinning system while 17.5 and 20% wt. had very low performance that was not calculated. On the 
other hand, adding salt increases spinning performance drastically. As we mentioned above spinning 
performance and number of cones are directly proportional while inverse proportional with life of jet. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Roller electrospinning method depends on a wide range of independent and dependent parameters. Taylor 
cone number is one of the dependent parameter and in this study effect of polymer and additive 
concentration on life of jet and fabric performance was investigated. The Taylor cone number increase with 
salt and polymer concentration (conductivity) increase. A large quantity of Taylor cone is needed more 

Fig. 4: Number of cones vs. concentration 
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polymer solutions on the roller surface. During process feed rate of polymer solution was kept constant. 
Consequently life of jet (in second) decrease with Taylor cone number increase. In addition fabric 
performance increase with Taylor cone number increases. 
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Abstract 
We have prepared and studied InAs/GaAs quantum dots (QDs) by the Metalorganic Vapour Phase Epitaxy 
in Stranski-Krastanow self-organized growth mode at temperature 510 °C and covered by GaAsSb strain 
reducing layer (SRL). We found out that for higher temperature (510° C) the Sb incorporation into the SRL is 
decreased. Two explanations are suggested: first the higher strain on the apex of bigger QDs, second 
increased Sb surfacting on the growth surface. However, unincorporated surfacting Sb atoms also prevent 
QDs dissolution. Increased QD size together with decreased Sb incorporation helped us to obtain type I [1] 
QD structure with long wavelength emission at 1400 nm. 

Keywords: Quantum dot, InAs, strain reducing layer, GaAsSb 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Quantum dots (QDs) are objects with all three dimensions comparable to the Bohr radius of the Wannier 
exciton, which are characteristic for their discrete (atomic-like) energy levels [2, 3, 4] and high electron-hole 
wavefunctions overlap. Self-assembled InAs QDs prepared on the GaAs substrate can evince luminescence 
in regions 1300 and 1550 nm, which is very promising for optoelectronic devices such as high-performance 
lasers and laser diodes, detectors, solar cells, single-photon sources and quantum information processors. 
Reaching these wavelengths is essential for achieving minimal attenuation of silica low-loss fibres and may 
be facilitated by covering the QDs with GaAsSb strain reducing layer (SRL). The main tasks of SRL are to 
reduce the strain inside QDs, to conserve their height and shape and to prevent their dissolution, which 
results in the demanded photoluminescence (PL) redshift. SRL also changes the electron and hole 
localization: depending on the amount of Sb in GaAsSb, the hole may be localized in the QD (type I 
heterostructure, less than about 14% of Sb [1]) or outside the QD in the SRL (type II, more than 14% of Sb); 
the electrons are in both cases inside the QD [5]. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
All samples with QDs were prepared by low-pressure Metalorganic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (LP MOVPE) on 
the Aixtron 200 apparatus in Stranski-Krastanow growth mode. TMIn, TEGa, AsH3, TBAs and TESb were 
used as precursors. First, a semi-insulating GaAs substrate cut along the 100 plain is placed in the reactor. 
To remove the surface oxide layer, the substrate is heated at 700 °C and then two GaAs buffer layers are 
grown to improve the surface homogeneity, the first one grows at temperature 650 °C and is about 180 nm 
thick, the second one grows at 510 °C till the thickness of 10 nm. The prepared substrate is covered by 
about 2 monoloayers of InAs, which has about 7% larger lattice parameter than GaAs. The strain between 
these two materials enables forming of QDs by self-organization. To cover the QDs, GaAsSb SRL with 
different  Sb compositon profile may be grown. The whole structure is then covered by a capping layer 
(usually 100 nm GaAs). During the growth the structure is being monitored by Reflectance Anisotropy 
Spectroscopy. 
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To study the structure features, PL measurements were performed by semiconductor laser (line 670 nm) and 
monochromator with Ge detector with standard lock-in technique at room temperature. AFM measurements 
were performed by NT-MDT NTEGRA Prima in tapping mode with simultaneous detection of phase signal; 
tip with radius 10 nm was used. 

3. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS 
Using GaAs1-xSbx as SRL causes 
redshifting the PL maximum of a QD 
sample, because varying Sb content 
changes the band structure and so the 
carrier confinement potential (by shifting 
the hole localization). GaAsSb represents 
similar energy barrier for electrons in QDs 
as GaAs [6]. The band alignment 
depends on the amount of Sb in GaAs1-

xSbx SRL; for small Sb concentration 
(x smaller than about 0.14 [1]), both 
electrons and holes are localized in the 
QD, which is called type I band 
alignment. The electron and hole wave 
functions overlap is high, which 
accelerates the charge carriers 
recombination and increases its rate. For 
x higher than 0.14, the formation of type-II 
band alignment was reported [5] with 
electrons in the QD and holes in the SRL (probability of finding the hole inside the QD is smaller than 20%), 
as a consequence of different band structure and strain distribution. The charge carriers wave functions 
overlap is reduced and the Coulomb energy of the electron-hole pair is decreased. 

The transition between these two confinement types changes gradually and in the range around x=0.14, both 
types of band alignment might be achieved for the same Sb concentration just by tailoring the QD size and 
GaAs1-xSbx SRL thickness. With growing x (from 0.1 to 0.22 [1]), the emission energy red shift has been 
observed, more pronounced in the type II band alignment area. This is a result of smaller energetic distance 
between electron and hole ground states (lower QD's 
ground state energy for electrons and higher for holes) as 
a consequence of lower strain [7]. Simultaneously, the 
smaller overlap of charge carriers ground state wave 
functions causes a low emission intensity and increases 
the probability of excited states emission. Higher Sb 
content also prevents In atoms from intermixing the 
capping layer more efficiently, which causes forming 
bigger QDs and subsequently decreases the PL peak full 
width at half maximum. 

We used the simulation software Nextnano3 to predict the 
transition of QD structure from type I to type II for QDs with 
different size but same aspect (height/width ratio) of 1/3. The 
GaAsSb SRL thickness of 5 nm was the same for all 
simulations. The results are shown in Fig. Fig. 1.  

Fig. 1 Photoluminescence energy as a function of GaAsSb SRL 
composition for several QD sizes. Type I / type II transition for 

QDs of different size is marked by grey line 

Fig. 2 Hole probability density for 5 nm InAs 
QD with 5 nm thick GaAsSb SRL with 

different amount of Sb 
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Fig. 3 AFM images of QDs grown under 
different temperature 

Fig. 5 Photoluminescence of samples with different 
growth temperature covered by GaAsSb 

To distinguish between type I and type II heterostructure, the line direction is used. The break point shows 
the switch between these two types. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the switch occurs for about 13% to 15%. 
For smaller QDs, the heterostructure becomes type II for less Sb in GaAsSb SRL; for 2 nm QDs the 
threshold amount is about 13%, while for 8 nm QDs it is 15%.  

Another simulation represents the dependence of the hole probability density on GaAs1-xSbx composition. 
Without SRL or with small content of Sb in GaAsSb, the holes are localized in the QDs. For raising amount of 
Sb in SRL, the highest hole probability density moves upwards (towards the SRL) and out of the centre of 
QD. We can see in Fig. 2 that for 25% of Sb in GaAsSb, the holes are completely localized in SRL. 
Irrespective of the Sb content, the electrons are still localized inside QDs. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Growth temperature 
One of the main parameters influencing the structure properties is the growth temperature of QDs. All the 
compared structures have the same growth parameters (except of the temperature) and 3 monolayers of 
GaAs as a capping layer, which conserves the QDs and keeps them measurable for the AFM; using a thicker 
capping layer would make the imaging of QDs impossible. 

From AFM measurements it is obvious that for higher growth temperature the resulting QDs are bigger (in 
both lateral dimension and height), as Fig. 3 proves. For 470 °C, QDs are too small (they evince short PL 
wavelength), while for 530°C they are too big and the strain in QDs relaxes mainly in dislocations, which 
decreases the PL intensity. Considering these results, the optimal growth temperature was set to 510 °C, 
which enables growth of the biggest QDs without formation of large objects. 

The influence of QD size (temperature while growing QDs) on 
PL is shown in Fig. 4 The most intensive PL maxima in the 
region of 1300 nm are evinced by samples with QDs grown at 
490 °C and 510 °C, which is in accordance with the AFM 
measurements. 

Another comparison of samples with the same composition but 
different QD growth temperature is in Fig. 5. Both samples are 
covered by GaAsSb SRL and exhibit PL on longer wavelengths 
compared to structures without SRL in Fig. 4. The combination 
of ideal growth temperature and Sb content in SRL redshifted 
the PL maximum to 1399 nm. 

 

 
 Fig. 4 Photoluminescence of samples with QDs 

grown under different temperature 
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Fig. 6 Concentration profile of Ga, As and Sb atoms in GaAsSb 
layer without QDs measured by photoelectron spectroscopy after 

ion sputtering ( sample 1, sample 2) 

4.2 The incorporation of antimony into GaAsSb SRL 
The main tasks of GaAsSb SRL are to 
reduce strain inside QDs, to prevent 
QDs dissolution and hereby to 
conserve height and aspect ratio of 
QDs thanks to surfacting Sb. To 
achieve these results while preserving 
type-I transition, the rate of antimony 
incorporated into the SRL is very 
important. 

We have investigated the 
incorporation of Sb in the thick 
GaAsSb layer grown without QDs. As 
can be clearly seen from Fig. 6, the 
amount of Sb is highest near the 
sample surface (depth 2 nm) for both 
samples 1 and 2. That proves the 
assumption that Sb has been 
surfacting during the layer growth. In 
comparison, both gallium and arsene have constant incorporation rate, which also means homogeneous 
composition of the layer without gradient. 

For structures with QDs, the Sb incorporation is 
significantly influenced by the strain, because it 
grows on the places where the lattice constant of 
strained InAs is most similar to the lattice constant of 
relaxed GaAsSb. We simulated the strain in an 
uncapped QD using Nextnano3 software and found 
out its strong dependence on the QD size. Bigger 
QDs evince higher strain on their apex, as Fig. 7 
proves. 

 

The GaAsSb lattice constant is proportional to the 
Sb content; for small rate the Sb is more likely to 

grow on the sides of QDs, where the lattice 
constants of GaAsSb and less strained InAs are 
similar. If the Sb content in SRL is increased, the 

GaAsSb lattice constant is bigger and Sb surfacts 
mainly over the top of QDs with high lattice constant 
of strained InAs. 

This assumption was proved by AFM measurements 
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for two QD samples with different 
Sb content in SRL: 10% and 20%. For lower content 
of Sb, the SRL grows more on the QD sides and its 
occurrence over the middle of the dot is small. For 
higher Sb content, the GaAsSb preferential growth 
places are close to the top of QD, which is obvious 
from side profiles in Fig. 9. 

Fig. 7 Simulation of the strain on the top of an 
uncapped QD 

Sample 1 Sample 2 

Fig. 8 AFM images of QDs capped by GaAsSb 
SRL with 10% or 20% of Sb 
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Fig. 9 Side profiles of SRL grown on QDs  with 10% or 20% of Sb in the SRL 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
According to the simulation, the type I / type II transition for smaller QDs occurs for lower Sb content in 
GaAsSb SRL; 13% of Sb for 2 nm QDs, 15% of Sb for 8 nm QDs. For higher content of Sb, the hole states 
move towards SRL and the heterostructure becomes type II. The antimony surfacts during the GaAsSb 
growth. Increasing the QD growth temperature causes forming of bigger QDs, which redshifts their 
photoluminescence spectrum; the optimal growth temperature was found to be 510°C. Longest achieved 
wavelength for high QD growth temperature and decreased Sb incorporation into the SRL was 1399 nm 
(measured at room temperature) while preserving type I transition. 
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Abstract  
Various Ag-ZnO nanostructures were synthesized by open vessel microwave system MWG1K-10 with reflux 
system and by pressurized microwave system CEM MARS 5. The material was prepared by microwave 
synthesis using soluble silver and zinc salts as source materials and hexamethylenetetramine as 
precipitating agent for ZnO and reducing agent for Ag. Influence of Ag+ ions, reaction condition and pressure 
by the pressurized microwave system on formation of particle microstructure was investigated. Scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM), Energy dispersive X-ray analyse (EDX) and powder X-ray difractometry (XRD) 
was used in order to investigate the morphology, phase composition and crystalline structure.  

Keywords: microwave synthesis, Ag-ZnO nanostructures, ZnO microstructures 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Zinc oxide is a versatile, multifunctional material with unique properties. It has been extensively used in 
several industrial products such as ceramics, rubber additives, pigments, personal cares, medicines [1, 2]. 
Furthermore, ZnO as a wide-band gap (Eg = 3.37 eV at 300 K) semiconductor with a large excitation binding 
energy (about 60 meV) has gained wide attention for its potential applications in light emitting diodes, data 
storages, gas sensors, or catalyst supports [3, 4, 5]. Electrical and thermal transport, optical and mechanical 
properties can be varied with respect to particle size, shape, orientation and aspect ratio. Hence, size and 
morphology controlled growth of zinc oxide has become a challenging topic in order to design novel 
functional devices. [6]  

The well-known semiconductor ZnO and metal Ag still offers unexplored opportunities for the development of 
novel hybrid nanocomposite systems. It is expected that the addition of metal Ag to ZnO nanomaterials 
allows constructing Ag-ZnO nanocomposites with novel optical, electrical and microbiological properties. [7] 
For example, Koga et al. synthesized Ag nanoparticles on ZnO whiskers through selective ion-exchange, 
and incorporated Ag-ZnO into a paper-like bioactive material to assure its antibacterial activity. [8] Ye et al. 
obtained Ag-ZnO composites via a facile conventional synthesis method by using glucose as the reductant 
[9]. Xu et al. prepared Ag-ZnO composites by a simple hydrothermal approach and found that the addition of 
AgNO3 to the reaction system reduced the concentration of vacancies and surface hydroxyl of ZnO [10]. 
Microwave irradiation plays an important role in chemical synthesis in aqueous media, reducing the time, 
decreasing particle size with narrow size distribution, increasing the product yield rate, and producing high 
purity products in comparison with conventional methods. [11, 12, 13] 

Herein, we report a study on a simple and fast solvothermal microwave assisted preparation of Ag-ZnO 
micro/nanostructures by open and pressurized microwave system. In comparison with the hydrothermal 
process which is used extensively in the recent years, the presented approach requires very mild reaction 
conditions under normal atmospheric or slightly elevated pressure in open and closed reaction system, 
respectively. The effect of reactor choice on controlled growth of microstructures of ZnO with addition of 
AgNO3 was investigated. Hexamethylenetetramine (HMT) was selected as precipitation and reduction agent.  
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2. EXPERIMENTAL  
Zinc nitrate hexahydrate Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, silver nitrate AgNO3 and hexamethylenetetramine (CH2)6N4 were 
purchased from PENTA (Czech Republic). All chemicals were of analytical grade and used as received 
without further purification. Demineralised water was used throughout experiments. 

Microwave open vessel system MWG1K-10 (Radan, Czech Republic) operating at 2.45 GHz was used for 
open vessel microwave solvothermal synthesis. Pressurized system MARS 5 (CEM Corporation, USA) was 
chosen for microwave solvothermal synthesis under high pressure.  

Standard synthesis procedure was as follows: 

Synthesis route 1: Reaction mixture was prepared by mixing the equal volumes of aqueous solutions of zinc 
nitrate hexahydrate (0.1M) and HMT (0.1M) so that the total volume was 60mL.  

Synthesis route 2: Equal volumes of aqueous solutions of zinc nitrate hexahydrate (0.1M), HMT (0.1M) and 
silver nitrate (0.05 M) were mixed together so that the total volume was 60mL.  

In the case of open system, the solution was heated for 10 minutes by MW in quasi-continuous mode at full 
power of 800 W. The solution reaches boiling point very fast within one minute. In the case of pressurized 
synthesis, the solution was transferred into a Teflon-lined vessel of capacity 100 ml and heated at 100°C for 
10 minutes. The temperature was regulated by MW power control in the closed system. Similarly, the 
maximum temperature was reached within one minute. The reaction mixture was always left to cool naturally 
and then the product was collected by microfiltration and washed by water. Obtained powders were dried in 
a laboratory oven until constant weight at 40°C. Process conditions and sample codes are summarized in 
Table 1.  

 

Table 1 Process conditions of MW synthesis and sample codes  

Synthesis 
Sample 

code 
Precursors 

Precipitation 
agent 

MW exposure 
Time [min] 

Pressure 
[KPa] 

Open vessel 
MW 

D1 Zn(NO3)2·6H2O  HMT 10 n.a. 

D2 AgNO3 , Zn(NO3)2·6H2O  HMT 10 n.a. 

Pressurized 
MW 

P1 Zn(NO3)2·6H2O  HMT 10 230 

P2 AgNO3 , Zn(NO3)2·6H2O  HMT 10 260 

3. CHARACTERIZATION 
The crystalline phase structure of obtained powders was characterized by X-ray difractometer PANalytical 
X´Pert PRO (PANalytical, The Netherlands) using Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 0.1542 nm) operating at 40 kV and 
30 mA with detector PIXcel. Both materials were measured in transmission mode with fixed setting and 
screen of range angle 25-85° (2θ) and step 0.0263°. The phase composition was evaluated by the software 
PANalytical X'Pert High Score using normalized RIR (Reference Intensity Ratios) method. The RIR is the 
ratio between the integrated intensities of the peak of interest and that of a known standard [14].The 
morphology of the products was investigated by scanning electron microscope Vega II LMU (Tescan, Czech 
Republic) with beam acceleration voltage set at 10 kV, after coating with gold/palladium by a high-resolution 
SEM sputter coater SC 7640 (Quorum Technologies Ltd, UK). SEM equipment includes Energy dispersive 
X-ray analyser (Oxford INCA) used for elemental analysis. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
Fig. 1 shows XRD pattern of crystalline phases of Ag-ZnO nano-microparticles. The positions and relative 
intensities of peaks observed at 2θ = 31.7°, 34.4°, 36.2°, 47.5°, 56.6°, 62.8°, 67.8°, 68.9° and 72.47° 
matches perfectly to ZnO with the hexagonal wurtzite crystal structure according to JCPDS 01-079-0207 
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Fig. 2 SEM microphotographs of Ag-ZnO microparticles 

Fig. 1 XRD diffraction analysis of crystalline phases of 
prepared powders 

card. Diffraction peaks at 2θ = 38.8°, 44.4°, 
64.6°, 77.6° and 81.8° correspond well with 
fcc crystal structure of silver to JCPDS 

 01-087-0720 card. No other crystalline 
impurities are observed. The difractograms 
of samples D2 and P2 are dominated by 
silver diffraction lines, while ZnO phase 
yields much lower signal. Only ZnO 
diffraction lines are manifested for samples 
D1 and P1 where no silver is present in 
reaction batch.  

The SEM images shown in Fig. 2 manifest 
changes of ZnO morphology with the 
addition of a small quantity of the silver 
nitrate solution to the reaction system. Left 
panel images show pure ZnO system while 
Ag-ZnO particles are presented in the right 
panel. The influence of the pressure, i.e. of 
the choice between the microwave open 
and pressurized system on morphology of 
ZnO can be understand with the aid of 
comparison between the upper and lower 
rows of images in Fig. 2. Twinned 
hexagonal rods of ZnO microparticles with 
length up to 5 μm and diameter more than 
0.5 μm are observed in image of sample 
D1. In the case of D2, hexagonal rods of 
ZnO microparticles are up to 2 μm in 
length and diameter of several hundreds 
nm. Silver nanoparticles have globular 
shape and their diameter is up to 100 nm. 
The particles can be identified due to the 
material contrast as bright points between 
light grey ZnO microstructures. In 
pressurized MW system, star or flower-like 
pure ZnO were prepared with an average 
size about 2 μm of the ZnO conical 
microrods which create the points or petals 
of the star-like or flower-like particles as 
can be seen in Fig. 2 for material P1. The 
stars in P2 sample are slightly smaller with 
much thinner points. The number of microrods aggregated into stars seems to bigger also. Moreover, strong 
aggregation of silver particles is observed for P2 sample in Fig. 2, while almost no small silver particles 
similar to the material P1 can be found for the material P2. The comparison of upper and lower row in matrix 
of images in Figure 2 indicates that the increase of pressure during the synthesis causes formation of star-
like and flower-like structures together with aggregation of silver into relatively large microparticles.  

0.5µm 0.5µm 

0.5µm 0.5µm 
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Fig. 3 gives typical EDX spectra recorded for 
the obtained powders. The EDX spectrum 
indicates that samples are composed of Ag, Zn, 
C and O, where oxygen or carbon can be 
obtained from adsorbed H2O, CO2, CH2O (or 
paraformaldehyde) and possible rests of HMT. 
Presence of zinc cation is observed in all 
samples, however silver is present in samples 
in which AgNO3 was added to the reaction 
mixture. Atomic ratio of silver and Zn in 
prepared samples is summarised in Table 2, 
where the results of XRD and EDX analysis are 
compared. XRD results were recalculated from 
weight % to atomic or molar %. Excellent 
agreement between these two different 
methods was found. Content of silver was 
reasonably higher for D2 than for P2.  

 

Table 2 Composition of samples by EDX analysis and XRD powders diffraction 

Sample 
code 

EDX analysis 
(atomic %) 

XRD analysis of 
(atomic or molar %) 

Ag Zn Ag ZnO 

D1 n.a 100 n.a 100 
D2 78 22 82 18 
P1 n.a 100 n.a 100 
P2 49 51 47 53 

 

Chemical mechanism for precipitation of ZnO microstructures and silver nanoparticles caused by relatively 
mild reduction agent HMT was already proposed in literature and can be adopted for investigated system as 
well. HMT is converted into ammonia and formaldehyde through microwave heat treatment. In the presence 
of ammonia, Zn(OH2) and [Ag(NH3)2]+ complexes are formed and Ag-ZnO particles can be obtained by their 
subsequent reactions. The chemical reaction process in aqueous solutions of zinc nitrate, silver nitrate and 
HMT can be formulated by following chemical reactions [15, 16]:  

 

Zn(NO)3 →Zn2+ + 2NO3
-  (1) 

(CH2)6N4 + 6H2O ↔ 6HCHO + 4NH3 (2) 

NH3 +H2O ↔ NH4
+ + OH−   (3) 

Zn2+ + 4NH3 →Zn [(NH3)4]2+  (4) 

2OH− + Zn2+↔ Zn(OH)2   (5) 

Zn(OH)2→ ZnO (s) + H2O  (6) 

Ag+ + 2NH3 → [Ag(NH3)2]+  (7) 

HCHO + 2[Ag(NH3)2]+ + H2O →    

HCOO- + 2Ag (s) + 3NH4
+ + NH3 (8) 

CONCLUSION 
Microwave assisted syntheses of Ag-ZnO and ZnO powders by open and pressurized microwave systems 
were investigated. The product can be obtained within a few minutes without any template, catalyst, and 
surfactant or stabilisation agent. It was observed that addition of AgNO3 reduced size and changed slightly 
the shape of ZnO microparticles in comparison to silver less reaction mixture. Moreover, the product 

X-ray energy (keV) 

Fig. 3 EDX spectrum of Ag-ZnO powders 
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obtained at atmospheric pressure contains well developed population of silver nanoparticles besides typical 
ZnO microparticles. Pressure generated during microwave synthesis influences aggregation of ZnO 
microparticles by nucleation of centres for star-like or flower-like particles and results in formation of such 
assemblies. In next, the pressure elevation causes increase of the ZnO to Ag concentration ratio in obtained 
product. As the third effect, elevated pressure causes aggregation of silver into relatively big microparticles in 
comparison with globular nanoparticles obtained from open vessel system. The results gained in this paper 
can be exploited to investigate any other material systems, which offer promising opportunities for design 
and fabrication of new hybrid Ag-ZnO materials utilizing external pressure control during synthesis. 
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Abstract  
The presented contribution is aimed on the study of influence of various surfactants and polymers on the 
kinetics of reduction of diamminsilver complex cation in alkaline media using D-maltose as a reducing sugar 
(modified Tollens reaction). From the group of surfactants, the following types were used: anionic (sodium 
dodecylsulfate and sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate), cationic (cetyltrimethylammonium chloride and 
cetylpyridinium chloride), and nonionic surfactants (Tween 80 and Triton X-100). From the group of polymers 
some typical natural (gelatine, casein, cellulose) and synthetic (polyacrylic acid, polyvinylpyrrolidone, 
polyethylene glycol) polymers were studied. These polymers are applied in practice as stabilizers of colloidal 
dispersions. It was generally observed that polymers influenced kinetics of the studied reaction more 
intensive than the surfactants. Both of the natural polymers with N-heteroatoms in their molecule (gelatine 
and casein) substantially decreased the reaction rate. In contrast to this effect the anionic surfactant SDS 
sharply increased reaction rate of the studied reaction. From the point view of the influence of the studied 
substances on the size of the prepared silver nanoparticles, the polymers caused increase in the 
nanoparticle diameter while in the presence of surfactants the size of the prepared silver nanoparticles was 
smaller. The mechanism, how could the tested substances influence the kinetics of studied reaction, is 
discussed. 

Keywords: Silver nanoparticles, surfactants, polymers, kinetics 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) have been considered one of the most important materials from the view point 
of their possible practical usage. These particles are used thanks to their antibacterial activity even in 
everyday usage products. The AgNPs have gained such an interest especially because they do not stand for 
the bacterial resistance, which is common for conventionally applied antibiotics. [1,2] In contrast to the 
previously used variety of silver forms, nowadays we can encounter entirely AgNPs that are quite frequently 
components of textile fibers, [3] of cosmetic products [4] or veterinary and human remedies. [5] Several 
studies, published in the last decade, have proved that the antibacterial activity of the AgNPs is strongly 
dependent on their diameter, morphology, and their aggregation stability. [6] Although the synthesis of 
AgNPs, in the particle diameter in the range from units up to tens of nm (i.e. exhibiting great antibacterial 
activity), has been already mastered thanks to a great variety of reduction approaches, [7-9] their 
aggregation stability has not been fully addressed so far. Solving this problem represents a real challenge 
but it is necessary because of various practical applications with specific demands such as e.g. high 
electrolyte concentration. The aggregation stability of metal NPs, in aqueous media, can be enhanced 
following two fundamental approaches. Both of them are undoubtedly represented by the enhancement of 
the energy barrier against the process in which the particles approach one another and become aggregated. 
In the first case this barrier can be gained by the enhancement of the electrostatic repulsive forces between 
the particles, which can be successfully done by adsorption of ionic surfactants on the NP surface. In the 
case of AgNPs, anionic surfactants as SDS or cationic surfactants as CTAB are used. [10] The second way 
how to enhance the aggregation stability is the generation of steric adsorption layer, which can also prevent 
the aggregation of the metal NPs. From the group of surfactants, Tween 80, as a representative of non-ionic 
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group has been already reported. [10] Comparable effect can be also expected from either synthetic or 
natural polymers. [11] These modifiers – surfactants and polymers – can be added into the system in two 
diametrically different ways. It is possible to add them either to the already existing NPs or to add them prior 
the reduction. In the latter mentioned way, the aggregation stability of the system side by side with the 
impact on the fundamental characteristics (especially particle diameter and size distribution) can be 
expected. 

The hereby presented contribution is therefore aimed on the study of the influence of a variety of surfactants 
and polymers on the kinetics of the AgNPs preparation based on reduction method. The impact of the 
modifiers was evaluated by means of the final particle diameter of the prepared AgNPs.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART 
Modified Tollens method, based on the reduction of complex cation [Ag(NH3)2]+ (system concentration equal 
to 5·10-5 mol·dm-3) by a suitable reducing sugar in alkaline media (pH ~ 11,5), was used a model reaction for 
the AgNPs preparation. [12] The chosen reducing agent was D-maltose (system concentration equal to 10-2 

mol·dm-3). The temperature was all the time maintained at 35°C in order to gain the optimal reaction rate. 
The modifiers – surfactants and polymers – were added to the reaction system prior to the addition of the 
reducing sugar. The whole reduction process was monitored by spectrophotometer Specord S600 (Analytik 
Jena). The generated aqueous dispersion of AgNPs exhibit a high light absorption in the wavelength range 
400 – 420 nm, which enables to use this analytic device for monitoring of the entire reaction. The following 
surfactants were employed in this study: sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS), sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate 
(SBDS), cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC), cetylpyridinium chloride monohydrate (CPC), Tween 80 
and Triton X-100 (all obtained from Sigma Aldrich with purity min. >98%). The surfactants were added to the 
system in the final concentration equal to 5·10-4 mol·dm-3

. From the group of polymers, the following 
substances were employed: polyethylenglycol (PEG 36,000, Fluka), gelatine (Penta), polyvinylpyrollidone 
(PVP 360), polyacrylic acid (PAA 10000), cellulose and casein (all supplied by Sigma Aldrich). The polymers 
were added to the system in the final concentration equal to 10-4 % w/w. All the solutions were prepared 
using demineralized water obtained from AQUAL 29 (Merci, Czech Republic) having purity equal to 
0,05 μS·cm-1. 

The produced AgNPs were primarily characterized by the method of dynamic light scattering (DLS) at Zeta 
Plus (Brookhaven, USA) instrument. The obtained values of NP diameters and size distribution were 
consequently also confirmed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using Jeol JEM 2010 microscope at 
accelerating voltage 150 kV. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The whole reduction of diamminsilver cation by D-maltose, in the presence of surfactants or polymers, was 
monitored by spectrophotometer in the specific absorption range from 400 to 420 nm (Fig. 1). As the change 
of the absorption, initiated by the existence of surface plasmon for such small AgNPs, is directly dependent 
on the concentration of the reduced AgNPs in the reaction system, it was possible to construct kinetic curves 
of the monitored reaction as the dependency of absorbance on the reaction time. (Fig. 2) The obtained 
kinetic curves proved an immerse influence of the added modifiers on the kinetics of the studied reduction 
process. This impact is clearly illustrated by bar chart (Fig. 3), where the half-time, as the fundamental 
parameter, is listed for all of the used modifiers. This parameter reflects the acceleration or deceleration, 
which is initiated by the modifier present in the reaction system. Based on these observations it is possible to 
summarize that uncharged molecules (i.e. Tween 80 or O-polymers as synthetic PEG or natural cellulose) 
have a minimal impact on the kinetics of the monitored reduction of diamminsilver complex by D-maltose. 
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However, with many others studied modifiers 
the significant change of reaction rate was 
observed, which can be ascribed to two 
fundamental factors. First, especially 
macromolecular substances with 
N-heteroatoms in their molecule substances 
form a thick adsorption layer on the surface of 
the generated AgNPs and this way they 
significantly decrease availability of Ag metal 
surface, where the catalysis of further silver 
ions from the solution proceeds. From this 
point of view, these polymers strongly interact 
with the growing AgNPs, revealed the most 
significant deceleration of the studied reaction. 
The most decelerated reaction was observed 
in the cases of synthetic polymer PVP and 
natural polymers casein and gelatin. 
Interestingly, although the molecule of 
polyacrylic acid involves just only O-heteroatoms, its interaction with the surface of the growing AgNPs is, 
from the view point of the studied kinetics of the reaction, comparable with PVP. Practically same reaction 
rate is surprising especially due well known fact that N-heteroatoms interact much stronger with Ag atoms 
then O-heteroatoms. The reasons for this behavior remain unclear. Such effect can be, however, connected 
with the behavior (solubility) of the particular polymer in aqueous media. 

Anionic surfactant SBDS revealed comparable behavior as PAA. Although SBDS has a small molecule, it 
probably could create a thick adsorption layer on the surface of the growing NP. The layer then obstructed 
access of the ionic silver to the catalytic center based on steric reasons caused by the voluminous aromatic 
substituent. The second effect, which contributes to the deceleration of the reaction rate of the studied 
reaction, is connected with the charge of the NPs/modifiers on the surface of the growing AgNPs. This effect 
stands behind the 
deceleration of the 
reaction rate in the 
case of the cationic 
surfactants, 
especially CTAC 
and CPC. In the 
former case also 
the steric barrier of 
the voluminous 
aromatic part of the 
modifier molecule 
contribute to the 
blocking of the 
access of available 
silver ions. 

 

On the opposite way, the anionic surfactants should have contributed to the acceleration of the reaction rate 
and this effect was truly observed for the anionic SDS. Controversially, in the case of the SDBS the reaction 
rate was decelerated, which was already discussed above.  

Fig. 1: Absorption spectra obtained during the reduction 
of the complex cation [Ag(NH3)2]+ by D-maltose in 

alkaline media at 35°C. Total measurement time was 
500 seconds; the measurement interval 5 seconds 

Fig. 2: Comparison of typical kinetic curves of the [Ag(NH3)2]+ cation reduction by 
means of D-maltose in alkaline media and at 35°C in the presence of studied 

surfactants and polymers 
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As it was expected already at the 
beginning of our study, the 
impact of the used modifiers was 
reflected not only in different 
kinetics of the diamminsilver 
complex reduction but also in the 
resulting diameter of the 
generated AgNPs. This fact was 
confirmed by the analysis using 
DLS data. (Fig. 4) The largest 
particles were generated in the 
systems, where the modifier 
addition caused a significant 
deceleration of the reaction rate. 
Most probably, in these cases not 
only the growth of the nuclei was 
hindered but also their generation in the initial stage of the reaction. However, this statement is valid only for 
the polymers. In the case of the tested surfactants, this effect was not considered significant and the 
generated AgNPs were comparable with the particles prepared in the unmodified system. It can be therefore 
summarized that surfactants do not influence the initial stage of the reaction, connected with the generation 
of silver nuclei, so significantly as the tested polymers. The addition of surfactants can just influence only the 
rate of the nuclei growth. 

4. CONCLUSION 
The influence of surfactants and 
polymers on the preparation of 
AgNPs via the reduction of 
diamminsilver complex cation by 
D-maltose in alkaline media can 
be divided into two fundamental 
directions. The addition of the 
modifiers influences the reaction 
rate because of either steric or 
electrostatic interactions. 
Nevertheless, only steric 
interaction can significantly 
contribute to the modification of 
the initial stage of the reaction, 
when the nuclei of the AgNPs are 
generated. Therefore only high-
molecular polymers, especially those in which molecule N-heteroatoms are presented, can significantly 
influence the diameter of the generated AgNPs. 
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Abstract 
We present two- and three-dimensional arrays of aligned gold nanorods (GNRs) on the transparent 
substrates using the method of self-assembly by controlled drying from aqueous colloidal solution. Single 
domains are big enough to identify them under white-light in conventional microscope. The optical 
microscope images are correlated to scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of the same area to 
distinguish between patches with different rod orientation and the far-field optical response of coupled 
plasmonic field. GNRs are synthesized by well-known seeded growth method and used in the form of 
colloidal solution with cetyltrimethylammonium bromid (CTAB) as stabilizing surfactant. We utilize self-
assembly of GNRs in aqueous environment using simple system of GNR/CTAB/water. Our method does not 
require laborious chemical modifications of nanorods, e.g. the grafting of polymers onto GNRs, CTAB bilayer 
exchange, or use of co-assembly methodology with additives. This anisotropic metallo-dielectric composite is 
a step towards the preparation of three-dimensional metamaterial.  

Keywords: Gold nanorods, self-assembly, localized surface plasmon resonance, metamaterial 

1. INTRODUCTION  
It has recently been shown convincingly that self-assembly of anisometric metallic nanoparticles into 
superstructures would be viable way for mass production of metamaterials working in visible region [1]. We 
have developed the method of self-assembly of GNRs in aqueous environment using simple system of 
GNRs/surfactant/water [2]. Well defined 3D domains and 2D islands of aligned GNRs were prepared using 
controlled drying techniques. The domains are big enough to be examined by using a conventional optical 
microscope. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
We have exploited the basic principles described in work of Akbulut et al. [3] and we have obtained high 
quality voluminous domains of several hundred cubic micrometres through the CTAB driven phase 
separation. By control of the thermodynamic parameters one can achieve the possibility of controlling both 
the level of self-alignment and the inter-particle distance [4]. Fig. 1 demonstrates the coexistence of both 
voluminous colloidal crystals (Fig. 1b) and 2D arrays of standing rods (Fig. 1c). The voluminous arrays are 
created from smectic-like liquid crystals of GNRs assembled by steric confinement achieved by increasing 
the concentration of GNRs near the meniscus of drying drop. The 2D islands on the other hand, are formed 
at the liquid/gas interface at the top surface of drying drop. 

2.1. Observation of 2D GNR arrays in white-light transmission optical microscope 
We have directly observed arrays of standing GNRs in white-light transmission microscope. The arrays 
appear red in colour that corresponds to the absorption by transversal LSPR mode of an individual GNR in 
the array. Interesting phenomena is observed, when the 2D arrays are heated (by intensive light 
illumination), the colour starts to change to blue. This phenomenon corresponds to the longitudinal LSPR 
dominating the spectra and it can be explained by the idea, that the GNRs included in arrays start to lean 
away from their upward-standing positions. This was confirmed by FE-SEM imaging of selected 2D islands. 
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Fig. 1: Top-down white-light transmission microscope view on self-assembled GNR arrays (60x/0.7NA PLAN 
objective) (a) consisting both of voluminous assemblies (dark) and 2D monolayers of standing GNRs (blue – 

red). FE-SEM imaging confirms the declared GNR configurations (b,c) 

2.2. Observation of voluminous GNR arrays under white-light reflection microscope 
The optical appearance of voluminous GNR arrays has been explored by white-light microscope in reflection 
mode, as the stacked layer of assembled rods already absorb most of the transmitted light. In Fig. 3 can be 
seen reflection micrographs of voluminous GNR domains together with SEM micrograph depicting detailed 

  
Fig 2: Detailed white-light transmission microscope view (100x/0.9NA PLAN objective) on self-assembled 

2D islands of GNRs (left). FE-SEM image of one of the islands (right.) 
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view on part of the area of interest. The domains exhibit interesting behaviour under polarized light 
conditions – the domains of differently oriented rods change colour in dependence on incident light 
polarization and analyser settings (Fig. 3 – 2a,b) 

 

 
 

Fig 3.: Single domains are big enough for identication under white-light reflection microscope using 
50x/0.80NA PLAN objective (1). The images can be correlated to SEM observation of the same area (3) to 
distinguish between different orientation of rods in respective domains and their response to polarized light 

(2a, 2b) (yellow arrow – incident polarization, red (green) arrow - polarization analyzer settings) 
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3. METHODS 

3.1. Gold nanorods synthesis 
Monodisperse nanorods samples were synthesized 
by seeded-growth method in the presence of silver 
nitrate [5]. This method was chosen because it leads 
to the best possible yield of nanorods (up to 99%). 
Moreover, by varying the amount of silver(I), one can 
fine tune the aspect ratio of the grown rods. The 
usual synthesis process involves preparation of 
monocrystalline gold seeds (2-4 nm) by fast reduction 
of gold(III) salt in the presence of CTAB and adding 
them into the growth solution of gold(I) complexed to 
CTAB in the presence of silver(I) in aqueous solution 
(pH 2-3). This starts the growth process where the 
amount of seeds added and the starting concentration of silver(I) influences the size and aspect ratio of rods 
produced. In described experiments we utilize GNRs with longitudinal LSPR at 650 and 750 nm (Fig. 4). 

3.2. GNR self-assembly and deposition 
The composites consisting of smectic-like arrays of parallel aligned nanorods in the CTAB environment were 
obtained. Interparticle distances were approximately three times as long as in the „solid“ colloidal crystal, 
where the aliphatic chains of inner solvation CTAB layers on neighbouring nanorods are interdigitated. By 
varying the length of aliphatic chains in surfactants, the distances between nanorods in colloidal crystal could 
be adjusted and thus coupling of localized surface plasmons could be tuned [4]. 

3.3. Instrumental setup 
Wide-field white-light microscope images were acquired with Nikon Eclipse LV-100 microscope. Both 
transmission and reflection mode was used. Polarization settings were set using the standard microscope 
polarizer and analyser. SEM images were acquired by JEOL JSM-7500f FE-SEM utilizing upper secondary 
electron detector and 2 kV probe energy. Absorbance spectra of colloidal solutions of GNRs were measured 
by Shimadzu UV-1601 UV-VIS spectrophotometer. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Large single-domain three dimensional colloidal crystals of GNRs with typical volumes about several 
hundred cubic micrometres were prepared. 2D islands of standing GNRs were prepared with sizes above 5 
�m. Such areas already allow seeing the optical properties of GNR self-assemblies using conventional 
white-light microscope. Metallo-dielectric composites described in this study represent real steps towards the 
preparation of three-dimensional metamaterials. 
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Fig. 4: Photo picture of colloidal solutions of GNRs 
synthesized by seeded growth approach (left). 
Absorbance spectra of the GNR solution (right) 
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Abstract  
The spectroscopic technique based on surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has attracted 
considerable scientific interest due to the combination of its extreme sensitivity, in certain cases reaching 
single-molecule detection limits, and the specificity of Raman spectra. For molecules adsorbed on noble 
metal nanostructures, Raman signal enhancement of several orders of magnitude can arise as a result of 
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). This effect can be observed when the frequency of light 
irradiating the metal surface matches the resonant frequency of conduction electrons in the nanostructure. 
Since this frequency is determined by the geometry and size of the nanostructure, it may be intentionally 
shifted to the spectral range suitable for specific applications. However, the use of SERS in many 
applications is limited by the properties of the nanostructure surfaces, so-called SERS substrates, especially 
by the insufficient homogeneity of the enhancement. Using self-assembled dielectric spheres as templates, 
we prepared periodic SERS substrates, composed of hexagonally ordered gold semishells, which provide 
both high and homogenous enhancement over the whole surface. The functionality of our substrates was 
verified by measuring SERS spectra of methylene blue at very low concentrations. The LSPR frequency of 
the semishells may be tuned by several parameters, such as its height, thickness of the gold shell etc. We 
propose a method based on template-assisted self-assembly which enables the precise control over the 
semishell geometry and paves the way to the preparation of rationally designed semishell arrays with optimal 
parameters.  

Keywords: Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), tunable SERS substrate, template-assisted self-
assembly, semishell. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The spectroscopy based on surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [1-3] is a widely studied method 
due to its molecular specificity, ensured by Raman scattering, and very low detection limits, in certain cases 
reaching single-molecule level [4].  Raman signals of molecules adsorbed on a noble metal nano-structured 
surface can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude as a result of the excitation of localized surface 
plasmon resonance (LSPR) in the structure. This phenomenon can be observed when the frequency of light 
irradiating the metal surface is close to the resonant frequency of conduction electrons in the nanostructure. 
Since this frequency is determined mainly by the material, geometry, and size of the nanostructure, it may be 
tuned to the desired spectral range. 

Nanostructures consisting of a thin metallic shell and a dielectric core, so-called nanoshells [5], have been 
widely studied due to the possibility to shift the LSPR frequency from visible to NIR simply by varying the 
ratio of the inner to the outer nanoshell radius. However, it has been shown that open shell nanostructures, 
such as semishells [6], can be tuned even more easily (because their height represents an additional degree 
of freedom) and at the same time can produce higher enhancement of the local electromagnetic field around 
the rim of their apertures [7]. They also display other interesting optical properties, such as different 
scattering angular dependence for two distinct dipolar bonding modes (axial and transverse) [8]. 

Although the applications of SERS for trace detection in biochemistry, diagnostics, or food safety have long 
been predicted, its use is still limited by the properties of the SERS substrates, i.e. nanostructured surfaces 
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which cause the Raman signal enhancement. One of the issues is the insufficient homogeneity of the 
enhancement over the surface of conventionally used substrates, such as aggregated colloidal particles or 
electrochemically roughened surfaces. However, this problem can be solved simply by fabricating a periodic 
surface. Among the fabrication methods, self-assembly is particularly advantageous due to its low cost and 
high throughput. Its major disadvantages, the occurrence of defects and lack of arrangement variability, can 
both be minimized by using pre-structured templates [9].   

Recently we have reported on the fabrication of periodic arrays of metal semishells [10]. In this paper, we 
demonstrate their improved SERS performance after adding one short step to the fabrication procedure, and 
we propose a method based on template-assisted self-assembly which enables the control of all parameters 
affecting the LSPR frequency of the semishell: its diameter, height (more precisely, fractional height), metal 
shell thickness, distance from surrounding semishells, and material. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Preparation of close-packed gold semishell arrays 
The hexagonally ordered array of close-packed gold semishells on a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) 
substrate was prepared as described previously [10]. Aqueous dispersions of polystyrene (PS) microspheres 
with diameters (253 ± 8) nm, and (535 ± 16) nm, were purchased from microParticles GmbH (Berlin, 
Germany); thin gold layers were prepared by magnetron sputtering deposition on the PS templates in 
Cressington 208HR high-resolution sputter coater; PDMS was purchased as Sylgard® Elastomer Kit 184 
from Dow Corning. The gold semishell arrays were subjected to oxygen plasma etching in SPI Plasma 
Prep™ III Plasma Etcher for 2 min. 

Obtained substrates were then dipped in solution of methylene blue (pH 3.6, concentration 10-7 – 10-8 M) for 
1.5 hour and dried in nitrogen flow.  

2.2 Template-assisted preparation of gold semishell arrays 
Aqueous dispersions of polystyrene (PS) microspheres with diameters (152 ± 7) nm, (535 ± 16) nm, and 
(920 ± 23) nm, were purchased from microParticles GmbH (Berlin, Germany). Highly diluted water-ethanol 
dispersions of the spheres were repeatedly drop-casted onto pre-structured templates. As a template for 
spheres with the diameter 920 nm, a regular grating fabricated by interference photolithography was used; a 
negative poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) replica [11] of structures on cicada (Cryptotympana aquila) wing 
sputtered with 40 nm of gold served as a template for the spheres 152 nm in diameter. Both templates 
consisted of cylindrical hole arrays; the grating was hexagonal with periodicity 1.5 μm and hole diameter 
700 nm, the cicada negative replica displayed quasi-hexagonal ordering with holes cca 100 nm in diameter. 
Except for the self-assembly process, all steps leading to the gold semishells were preformed as described 
in section 2.1. 

2.3 Characterization 
Samples were characterized by scanning electron microscope (SEM) JEOL JSM-7500.  

SERS spectra of methylene blue (MB) were measured on the confocal Raman microspectrometer LabRam 
HR800 (Horiba Jobin-Yvon) with a nitrogen cooled CCD detector, using 633 nm excitation line (He-Ne laser), 
objective 100×, and accumulation time 1 × 10 s. The laser power at the sample was cca 0.2 mW.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Close-packed gold semishell arrays 
It was hypothesized that the SERS activity of periodic arrays of gold semishells [10] might be impaired due to 
a thin layer of PS remaining at the semishell bottom and disabling the adsorption of molecules onto the gold 
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surface. Longer exposure of PDMS substrate to toluene could lead to swelling so it was chosen to remove 
the remaining PS by oxygen plasma etching.  

The prepared array of hexagonally ordered 20 nm thick gold semishells (253 nm and 535 nm in diameter) 
after being subjected to plasma etching is shown in Fig.1. The SERS activity of these nanostructures was 
verified by measuring spectra of MB and compared to our previous results [10]. The comparison reveals that 
SERS signals are almost one order of magnitude stronger after the plasma etching; the detection limit was 
estimated to be less than 10-8 M. Moreover, the obtained spectra were very reproducible, as is illustrated in 
Fig. 2 on ten SERS spectra of MB collected from 10 randomly chosen spots at one sample of close-packed 
semishells 253 nm in diameter. All spectra are baseline corrected. 

  
Fig. 1: Prepared array of close-packed gold semishells 253 nm (left) and 535 nm (right) in diameter 

3.2 Controlling the semishell shape 
When two PS spheres are in 
contact, they can connect and 
form mutual junctions. During 
magnetron sputtering, the 
sputtered metal particles 
overlay the pattern defined by 
the junctions, and hence form a 
“lace-like” rim of the semishell 
(see Fig. 3 left). To obtain 
particles with a straight rim, 
non-close-packed arrays of 
spheres should be used. An 
example of such a semishell, 
prepared by sputtering of 70 nm 
of gold onto a glass substrate 
with randomly distributed PS 
spheres, is shown in Fig. 3 
right. The gold layer in proximity 
to the rim of the semishell was 
probably too thin to withstand 
the forces during the dissolution of the PS, and it was slightly bended inwards. Another disadvantage of such 
a preparation method is the inability to control the semishell fractional height, which determines to a large 
extent both the LSPR frequency and local field enhancement [7].  

Fig. 2: SERS spectra of MB measured at ten randomly chosen spots 
on close-packed gold semishell array (MB concentration 10-7 M) 
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Using pre-structured templates with cylindrical holes enables us to control the fractional height, as well as 
other parameters affecting the LSPR frequency by choosing the optimal hole diameter and separation. 
During the deposition onto such templates, the PS spheres are dragged into the holes by capillary forces 
and form a non-close-packed arrangement with well defined spacing. 

Fig. 4 left shows a PS sphere 920 nm in diameter, which has been dragged into a hole in the hexagonal 
grating, coated with 40 nm of gold; Fig. 4 (right) shows three semishells with aperture sizes determined by 
the grating hole dimensions, respecting the periodicity of the hexagonal template. Although the gold shell is 
much thinner than on Fig. 3 right, it was not distorted during the dissolution of PS and the aperture 
dimensions correspond to the diameter of the holes in the template. 

The arrangement of smaller PS spheres, 152 nm in diameter, on negative cicada wing replica is illustrated in 
Fig. 5 (left). The particles imitate the quasi-periodic ordering of the template, creating close-packed 
structures in certain cases and separated semishells in the others. The height of the semishell obtained in 
this configuration is clearly visible in Fig. 5 right, which depicts an individual gold-coated particle removed 
from the hole during manipulation with the sample. 

  
Fig. 3: The shape of individual semishells, 535 nm in diameter, in close-packed (left) and non-close-packed 

arrangement (right) 

  
Fig. 4: Template-assisted preparation of non-close-packed 40 nm thick gold semishells 920 nm in diameter 

using a hexagonal grid (left), semishells on PDMS respecting the arrangement of the grating (right) 
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Fig. 5: Template-assisted preparation of 40 nm thick gold semishells 152 nm in diameter using the negative 

cicada replica (left), individual semishell before removing the PS sphere (right) 

4. CONCLUSION 
Ordered arrays of gold semishells represent a promising substrate for spectroscopy based on SERS due to 
their high enhancement and the ability to tune the LSPR frequency over a broad spectral range by varying 
one of several geometrical parameters, such as height, diameter, and shell thickness. By measuring SERS 
spectra of methylene blue for concentrations down to 10-8 M, we have verified that gold semishells in close-
packed arrangement can serve as a highly reproducible SERS substrate with both sufficiently high and 
homogeneous enhancement over the whole periodic surface. Moreover, we introduced a template-assisted 
technique which enables a precise control over all parameters affecting the LSPR frequency, and hence 
could be used to prepare a rationally designed SERS substrate with optimal geometry providing the 
maximum enhancement of the local electromagnetic field. 
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Abstract 
The paper reports on preliminary results of microstructural study of Cu-2wt.%Co alloy processed by ECAP. 
The experimental alloy was cast and annealed at 1273 K for 10 hours followed by water cooling, resulting in 
the solid solution (the initial state). Further heat treatment was then applied to produce two-phase material 
with fine distribution of precipitates. ECAP was then conducted at room temperature on both the initial and 
the precipitation hardened states. Resulting microstructures were studied and characterized by 
microhardness testing, TEM observations and texture analysis by means of electron backscatter diffraction 
(EBSD) technique in SEM. 

Keywords: microstructure, severe plastic deformation, electron microscopy 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Various ways of severe plastic deformation (SPD) of bulk metallic materials are thoroughly (re)examined in 
the last two decades. They aim at production of ultrafine-grained (UFG) structures with superior mechanical 
properties. Production and application of UFG materials require exploring efficient manufacturing techniques, 
theoretical modelling of manufacturing processes and materials performance, and investigation of the link 
between microstructure and enhanced properties in UFG materials. 

The technique of equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) is one of the most developed SPD techniques, 
capable of achieving a significant grain refinement and, at the same time, producing a large bulk billet with 
low porosity suitable for further mechanical testing. Fabrication of homogeneous UFG microstructures by 
ECAP is a complex process since the number of passes and the selected processing route can be very 
important parameters. The primary microstructural change associated with ECAP is the introduction of a very 
high density of dislocations into the crystalline lattice. ECAP may also influence the microstructure in other 
significant ways. The high pressure involved in the processing may lead to the fragmentation and 
decohesion of precipitates. Furthermore, depending upon the processing regimes, ECAP may lead also to 
precipitate dissolution and/or precipitate formation and coarsening. The interactions between these various 
processes will depend in practice upon both the alloy composition and the pressures and temperatures used 
in the pressing operation. In this work we report on our preliminary results of microstructural study of 
Cu−2wt.%Co alloy processed by ECAP after various heat treatment. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The experimental alloy was cast and annealed at 1273 K for 10 hours followed by water cooling. Both 
scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) confirmed homogeneous coarse grained 
microstructure in the initial state, with low dislocation density and with all Co dissolved in the matrix. Elastic 
modulus measured by depth sensing indentation test at load 100 mN was (135±5) GPa [7] and 
microhardness HV1 = 56. Further heat treatment was then applied in the range from 773 to 973 K to produce 
two-phase material with fine distribution of precipitates. ECAP was then conducted on both the initial and the 
precipitation hardened states at room temperature with a die having internal angle of 90°. Up to twelve 
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subsequent extrusion passes were performed at speed of 10mm/min. The billet was rotated by 90° in the 
same direction after each pass (route BC) [5]. Selected samples underwent creep test after ECAP. Polished 
sections perpendicular to extrusion (and creep) direction were studied after 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 passes using 
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) technique in a TESCAN LYRA 3 XMU FEG/SEM×FIB scanning 
electron microscope equipped with Nordlys EBSD detector by Oxford Instruments with Channel5 and Aztec 
HKL software. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Starting from the grain size well above 1mm in the initial state, ECAP subsequently reduces grain size down 
to the submicron level. Significant changes in the grain size as well as in the relative amount of high angle 
grain boundaries were observed between 2nd and 4th ECAP pass of the initial state [7]. Further increasing 
number of passes mainly improved the microstructure homogeneity. The mean grain size after 12 ECAP 
passes reached 0.3µm. Pure Cu 99.99% processed in the same way and reported in our previous work [6] 
ended at about 0.6µm. 

Creep tests conducted at 673 K and 50 MPa confirmed a substantial improvement of mechanical properties 
due to ECAP processing. In comparison with the initial state, time to fracture increased as well as fracture 
elongation. Fig. 1 shows the results of microstructural studies of samples after ECAP and creep by means of 
EBSD in SEM.  

 

 
Fig. 1. EBSD orientation maps of samples after ECAP and creep. Samples differ in the ECAP processing 

prior to creep: 2 passes (a), 4 passes (b) or 8 passes (c) were applied 

 

Grain growth during the creep tests at 673 K was observed, the final average grain size reaching 4-5 μm 
after creep fracture. A detailed quantitative analysis of EBSD results in Fig. 1 showed decreasing proportion 
of low angle boundaries and increasing amount of special high angle boundaries (namely Σ3 and Σ9) with 
increasing number of ECAP passes prior to creep testing. In all studied cases low Σ grain boundaries form 

the majority of all high angle grain boundaries detected by EBSD. Special high angle boundaries are often 

reported [8] to be strengthened against sliding and deformation, thus improving the creep resistance. 

Thermal processing was applied to the initial state aiming at preparation of various forms of precipitation 
strengthened material. In the whole range of applied temperatures 773-973 K the heat treatment of the initial 
state resulted in the homogeneous distribution of fine coherent Co precipitates differing mainly in their size 
and density (Fig. 2). Measured values of microhardness HV1 changed correspondingly; reaching 91 after 
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annealing 873 K / 20 min and 93 after annealing 973 K / 20 min (longer annealing at 973 K resulted in the 
precipitate coarsening and a decrease of HV1).  

 

      
Fig. 2. TEM micrographs of Cu-2wt.%Co alloy annealed at 873 K for 20 min (left) and at 973 K for 80 min 

(right) 

 

 
Fig. 3. EBSD orientation maps. The microstructure of the initial state with colour legend (a), the micro-

structure after four ECAP passes of the sample annealed at 873 K for 20 min at low and medium 
magnification (b) and the microstructure after four ECAP passes of the sample annealed at 973 K for 80 min 

at low and medium magnification (c) 

 

The first ECAP experiments on heat treated samples reveal an inhomogeneous grain size distribution with 
high proportion of low angle boundaries. The microstructure after four ECAP passes is shown in Fig. 3 for 
two selected annealing regimes together with the microstructure of the initial state. By comparison of these 
results with previous ones [7] obtained on single phase Cu-2wt.%Co alloy we can conclude that dispersion of 
small coherent precipitates slows down the grain refinement and grain size homogenization during ECAP 
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processing. Markedly bimodal grain size distribution (see Fig. 3b,c) of samples ECAPed after heat treatment 
may in general improve deformation behaviour of nano- and UFG materials as the stress concentrations can 
be relaxed through plastic deformation in larger grains [9].  

4. SUMMARY 

The paper reports on preliminary results of microstructural study of Cu−2wt.%Co alloy processed by ECAP 
either in the initial state of solid solution or after various heat treatments. Resulting microstructures were 
studied and characterized by microhardness testing, TEM observations and texture analysis by means of 
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) technique in SEM. ECAP of the initial state substantially improves the 
creep properties. The heat treatment in the range from 773 to 973 K was shown to produce two-phase 
material with fine distribution of coherent Co precipitates. ECAP conducted at room temperature on the 
precipitation hardened materials shows that fine dispersion of precipitates slows down the grain refinement 
and grain size homogenization during ECAP processing. Combination of ECAP with prior thermal treatment 
leads to the formation of bimodal grain size distribution with possible improvement of deformation behaviour. 
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Abstract 
The foundations of the modern electron theory were laid at the beginning by Drude in order to explain the 
conducting properties of metals. The Fuchs-Sondheimer theory of the electrical conductivity has been 
proposed by taking into account the effect of the external surfaces. Mayadas and Shatzkes were the first to 
consider the electron scattering at the grain boundaries in films. It has been established in our previous 
works, that the multidimensional models of conduction, which implement mean free path related to any 
source of scattering (phonons, grain boundary and external surface) can be substituted for the Fuchs-
Shondeimer size effect function in thin films whatever the film thickness. 

Electrical transport properties of thin metal films and metallic alloys are in the focus of theoretical and 
experimental research however, very few experimental results for metallic alloys have been reported until 
recently. Electrical measurements of very thin polycrystalline magnetic alloys Ni81Fe19 and Co85Fe15 obtained 
by ion beam deposition were given by Trindade et al. The data of the electrical resistivity given by the 
authors were interpreted by using the Mayadas-Shatzkes model. The aim of this work was to investigate the 
size effects in polycrystalline Ni81Fe19 and Co85Fe15 by using a simple analytical expression of the electrical 
conductivity, earlier proposed in the framework of the multidimensional conduction models. The electronic 
transport parameters were also calculated. 

Keywords: Electrical conductivity, size effects, thin polycristalline films, multidimensional models 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Magnetic thin films are used in a number of devices. These devices can be produced by various fabrication 
techniques. Ni-Fe and Ni-Co alloys are usually used in the magnetic industry in magnetic recording heads 
[1]. These alloys can be used for the fabrication of inductors and transformers [2]. Electrical transport 
properties of metallic alloys are in the focus of theoretical and experimental research [3]. The electrical 
resistance of metallic thin films increases over that given by the bulk resistivity of the material as the film 
thickness decreases. It is well known, that the size effects become important when the film thickness is 
smaller or the order of the bulk mean free path. The effect of the external surfaces on the electrical 
conductivity of thin metal films was firstly reported by Fuchs and Sondheimer (F-S model) [4]. Their theory 
was developed to explain the influence of electron scattering from the surface on the electrical conductivity of 
thin films. Mayadas and Shatzkes [5] have proposed a theoretical model for the total film conductivity called 
(M-S model) in which have been taken into account the effect of the grain boundaries. For both external 
surface and grain boundary scattering effects, a complicated one-dimensional models have been proposed 
[4, 5]. It has been established [6], that the multidimensional models of conduction, which implement mean 
free path related to any source of scattering, can be used for calculating any transport properties in thin 
metallic films. While M-S, F-S and multidimensional conduction models have been tested with experimental 
data for polycrystalline metals, a very few experimental results for metallic alloys have been reported until 
recently. In this work, we reexamine the size effects in thin polycrystalline magnetic alloys Ni81Fe19 and 
Co85Fe15  in the framework of the multidimensional conduction models. 
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2. THEORY:  MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONDUCTION MODELS  
Previous works [6, 7] have shown that a unique equation can be used for describing the electrical 
conductivity of thin metal films or wires, by taking into account simultaneously the scattering due to phonons, 
external surfaces and grain boundaries. It has been established [6] that whatever the film structure of thin 

films; the electrical conductivity ( )0 ,f Cσ σ μ ν=
 
depends on the dimensional parameters μ

 
and ν , given by:  

( ) ( )23 1 1
C μ,ν = a- + 1-a ln 1+

2b 2 a
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞
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            (5) 

1=1-CC  For polycrystalline films         (6) 

1=-CC   For monocrystalline or columnar film       (7) 

4
C=

π
             (8) 

0σ
 
is the electrical conductivity of the bulk material, d the film thickness, 0λ  the bulk mean free path, 

0K=d/λ  the reduced thickness, P the specular reflection coefficient at the film surface, gD  the grain 

boundary size and T is the specular transmission coefficient at the grain, μ
 
and ν  represent respectively the 

size-effect  and grain-effect parameters of thin films. The asymptotic expression for the reduced conductivity 
has been shown [6], as follow:  

f
2

ρ
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≅
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The resistivity at infinite thickness ρ∞  is:  
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            (11) 

The electrical resistivity fρ
 
can then be expressed by using that obtained at infinite thickness ρ∞  as: 

2
0fρ =ρ +ρ
μ

C
∞             (12) 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In their experimental work, Trindade et al. [8] have given the data related to the in-situ sheet resistance 
measurements of polycrystalline Ni81Fe19 and Co85Fe15 alloys grown by ion beam deposition (IBD) on 
specific underlayers, by using the deposition rates (D.R.) given in Table 1. The resistivity ρf was determined 
as a function of film thickness d. The theoretical curves given by the authors were obtained by using the 
fitting parameters (see Table 1), surface specular scattering, P, grain boundary coefficient, R. Their 
experiments were interpreted by using the M-S model.  

A new plot of the experimental data [8] is represented in the Figs 1 and 2. It appears clearly that these 
figures are in good agreement with the asymptotic equation obtained in the framework of the 
multidimensional conduction models [6], in the whole range of the experimental thickness, except at the very 
lowest thickness (two experimental data). The size effect of thin Ni81Fe19 and Co85Fe15 polycrystalline films 
are reinterpreted in this paper. 
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Fig. 1: Variations of the resistivity, ρf, against 1/d for the experimental values given by Trindade et al. [8] 

(a):Ni81Fe19 and (b):Co85Fe15, grown each on underlayers of Ta70°A/Ru13°A 
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Fig. 2: variation of the product ρf.d against d for the experimental values given by Trindade et al. [8] 

(a):Ni81Fe19 and (b):Co85Fe15, grown each on underlayers of Ta70°A/Ru13°A 

 

By taking into account the values of the bulk resistivity and the electronic mean free paths used by Trindad et 
al [8], the slope of the linear film resistivity, ρf, against the reciprocal thickness 1/d, (Fig. 1), as derived from 
eqs. (2) and (12) gives the value of the reflection coefficient, P, (see Table 1). Figs. 2a and 2b represent 
respectively the linear variations of the product fρ .d  against d for the same Ni81Fe19 and Co85Fe15 
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experiments. The value of the electrical resistivity at higher thicknesses ρ∞ can be easily found, which allows 
the calculation of the specular transmission electronic coefficient T (Table 1).  

The calculated values of the specular reflexion coefficient (P) and the electronic transmission coefficient (T) 
obtained from in this work are represented in Table 1. These coefficients are slightly different from each 
other. The fact that the experimental data are in good agreement with equation (12), the volume scattering 
can be attributed to grain boundaries. Similar behavior has been recently reported [9] in the case of ultra thin 
Cu films.  

 

Table 1: Comparison of the electronic transport parameters given by Trindad et al [8] for the experimental 
values (a):Ni81Fe19 and (b):Co85Fe15, grown each on under layers of Ta70°A/Ru13°A and those obtained in 
the present work 

 
 
 
Ni81Fe19 

Co85Fe15 

ρ 
(µΩcm) 

λ 
(nm) 

ρ∞ 
(µΩcm) 

D.R. 
(A°/s) 

Specular reflection 
Coefficient:  P 

Reflection /Transmi
ssion coefficient 

Ref. [8]   From eq. (12) R              T 
20 40 22.56 0.72 0.5 0.41 0.52 0.89 

15 53 19 0.80 0.5 0.36 0.38 0.84 

 

By proceeding in a similar manner to that described above, we will review the experimental data given by the 
authors [8]. New plots of the experimental data [8] are represented in the Figs 3, 4 and 5. The same 
behavior as described above is observed. The calculated values of P and T are also given in each case (see 
Table 2). 
Figs. (3) represent the experimental data for Ni81Fe19 layer (I and II) integrating a multilayer thin film of 
Ta70°A/Ru15°A/NiFe100°A/Ru13°A/NiFe100°A. 
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Fig. 3a: Variations of ρf, against 1/d, for Ni81Fe19  I layer  Fig. 3b: Variations of the product fρ .d
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Figs 4 represent the experimental data for Co85Fe15 layer (I and II) integrating a multilayer thin film of 
Ta70°A/Ru15°A/CoFe200°A/Ru13°A/CoFe200°A. 
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Fig. 4a: Variations of ρf, against 1/d, for Co85Fe15  I layer Fig. 4b: Variations of the product fρ .d  

against d, for Co85Fe15  I layer 
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Figs. 5 represent the experimental data for Ni81Fe19 grown on underlayers of either Ta700°A /Ru13°A or 
amorphous Ta70°A.   
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Fig. 5a: Variations of ρf, against 1/d, for Ni81Fe19  grown  Fig. 5b: Variations of the product fρ .d               

                           on glass/Ta7nm/NiFe layer                       against d, for Ni81Fe19 on glass/Ta7nm/NiFe layer 
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Fig. 5c: Variations of ρf, against 1/d, for Ni81Fe19  grown      Fig. 5d: Variations of the product fρ .d  

on glass/Ta7nm/Ru1.3nm/NiFe                                   against d NiFe grown on 
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Table 2: Comparison of the electronic transport parameters given by Trindad et al. [8] for the experimental 
data: Fig. (3), (4) and (5) and those obtained from the present work 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: (a,b) 
Fig. 3 :(c,d) 
Fig. 4 :(a,b) 
Fig. 4: (c,d) 
Fig. 5 :(a,b) 
Fig. 5: (c,d) 

Specular reflection 
Coefficient:  P 

Reflection /Transmission 
coefficient 

Ref. [8]                         From eq. (12) R                    T 
0.60 0.36 0.25 0.92 

0.99 0.92 0.26 0.96 

0.95 0.90 0.36 0.86 

0.99 0.91 0.36 0.70 

0.50 0.42 0.18 0.84 

0.50 0.38 0.25 0.97 
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CONCLUSION  
The obtained values of the specular reflection coefficients P are in most cases near to that given by the 
authors. The high values of the transmission coefficients show that the mechanism of scattering due to the 
grain boundaries is dominant; this hypothesis has also been reported by the authors. The electronic 
transport parameters obtained in this study seems to be very acceptable.   

We believe that these experimental results can be easily reinterpreted by using the multidimensional 
conduction models.  
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Abstract  
During plasma deposition of powdered metals or inorganic compounds using WSP® generator, they interact 
with the plasma having temperature between 25000 and 30000 K. As a result, they melt, evaporate, 
thermally decompose, get ionized and/or react chemically both with plasma-forming medium and with the 
surrounding atmosphere or carrier gas. An experimental apparatus was constructed enabling us to capture 
aerosol particles emitted from the surface of the free flying particles (FFP) heated in a stream of plasma. In 
this work we studied content, composition and size distribution of nanosized particles of Ag and oxides of Al, 
Ti, Cr and W, released during plasma deposition process. These particles were analyzed by dynamic light 
scattering - photon correlation spectroscopy using instrument MALVERN, and with aerosol spectrometers 
SMPS 3936 and APS 3321.Concentration of aerosols containing nanoparticles of silver or metal oxides with 
diameters below 100 nm was found to be in the range 85 to 140 μg/m3, when we captured particles into an 
aqueous colloidal solution we obtained concentrations up to 150 mg/l. 

Keywords: plasma spraying; aerosol; nanoparticles production; measurement of particle size distribution 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Plasma spraying as the most effective way of thermal spraying uses extremely high plasma temperature (e.g 
generator WSP ® to 25000 K) to melt the powdered metals or their compounds and to deposit them on 
temporary or permanent substrates. Powder precursors can be deposited in inert, oxidizing or reducing 
atmospheres and of course in vacuum. In addition, the precursors also interact with plasma or plasma-
forming medium. When we select an inappropriate powder size in relation to feeding distance or to the 
distance from the FD and SD substrate, the powder may evaporate from the large part, and vapor is 
transported by the highly turbulent plasma towards the substrate. At deposition in the air atmosphere, it is 
mainly this evaporated material that reacts with oxygen or nitrogen to form oxides or nitrides of nanometric 
dimensions. Examples of spheroidal freely flying particles FFP of titanium and tungsten covered with oxide 
powders are shown in Fig.1 and Fig. 2. The amount of nanometric particles as an unwanted product of the 
plasma deposition can be eliminated to some extent by changing the aerodynamic conditions and geometry 
of the deposition process. On the other hand it is possible to enhance the nanoparticle production during 
plasma deposition in order to obtain high nanoparticle yield. Formation of aerosol nanoparticles at industrial 
plasma deposition can pose a serious health risk for the plant workers, who then need to use specialized 
and expensive protective equipment. The results of one selected measurement of aerosol nanoparticles 
produced during plasma deposition process were published previously [1,2].  
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Fig.1  Spheroidized FFP of titanium metal with TiO2 

nanoparticles 
Fig.2  Spheroidized tungsten metal particles with 

detail of WO3 nanoparticles 

For example, we have found that plasma sprayed chromium oxide produced a bimodal particle number size 
distribution with mode positions at 30 nm and between 100 and 200 nm. The primary particles with 
diameters around 30 nm were probably formed by condensation from the gas phase. The interaction of 
plasma with metallic titanium resulted in several Ti oxides (e.g. TiO, Ti3O and Magnéli phases) with rutile 
form of TiO2 as the main product. In this case, the particle size distribution was again bimodal with the first 
main mode between 30-40 nm and a second flat mode between 100-300 nm. 

Plasma spraying can also be carried out by LPPS (liquid precursor plasma spraying) or SPS (suspension 
plasma spraying) [3,4]. AgNO3 solution was decomposed in the plasma reactor to metal Ag and oxides of 
nitrogen. The solution of hexachloroplatinic acid H2PtCl6 yielded the elemental Pt, the content of chlorides 
and hypochlorites captured in the water separator proved acid decomposition to elemental chlorine. Product 
parameters depend not only on concentration of the solution but also on the location where the sample is 
introduced into the plasma. Particle number size distribution of the nano-silver aerosol was monomodal with 
the mode positioned at 25 nm and a substantial fraction of the nucleation mode below 20 nm. When 
produced from more concentrated AgNO3 solutions, the voluminous and deformed splats or coarse silver 
coatings were formed on the substrates. 

In this paper, we turn attention to the possibility of effective use of otherwise rather unpleasant phenomenon 
associated with plasma deposition, namely the formation of aerosol nanoparticles as a process side product. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL     
Metallic and ceramic coatings and self-supporting shell parts (see for example Fig.3) are prepared with 
production processing capacity from 40 to 100 kg/h of powder precursor. This capacity depends on its 
melting point, specific heat, and other thermochemical parameters. In our plasma torch of the WSP ® type 
with power input of 160 kW (see Fig. 4) we can handle a maximum of 40 kg/h of corundum, but up to 80 kg/h 
of tungsten, due to its lower melting enthalpy and higher thermal conductivity, even though their melting 
points differ by more than a thousand degrees. Molten precursors move to the place of deposition inside a 
conical space with spatial angle of the neutral zone from 0.006 to 0.02 sr and with angle of the catastrophic 
oxidation zone from 0.02 to 0.05 sr. Their speed measured by the apparatus DVP 2000 [5] was found to be 
30-90 m/s (see Fig.5 for illustration). The aerosol is formed in the outer zone of the plasma cone containing 
melted splats and vaporized products. The chemical composition of aerosol particles can be derived from 
expected chemical reactions between precursor and plasma, or with the surrounding gaseous atmosphere. 

The apparatus, constructed on the principle of water skimming separator (foam separator, Fig.6), served to 
capture the aerosol particles semi-quantitatively in order to determine mass, size and morphology of 
resulting nanoparticles. 

1 µm

100 nm
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Fig.3  Different free standing parts 
(FSP) prepared by plasma spraying on 

the stabile or temporary substrates 

Fig.4  Aerosol formation during plasma 
spraying 

Fig.5  Temperature and 
velocity of WO3 particles 

[5] 

 

 

 

1-aerosol inlet, 2- high-pressure blower,  

3- collection fluid,  4-sieve bulkhead,  

5-cooling, 6-outlet of the foam separator;  

7- inlet of the SMPS 3936 Analyzer,  

8- APS 3321 Analyzer,  

 

Fig.6  Scheme of the aerosol sampling and water skimming separator (horizontal sampling) 

2.1. Parameters of aerosol sampling 
Sampling of aerosol formed during plasma deposition process at horizontal arrangement was performed as 
follows (Fig. 6-1.): A vertical sampling tube (40 mm in diameter) was located 50 cm in front of the nozzle of 
the plasmatron WSP® and 30 cm below the axis of the plasma flow. A high pressure blower was used for 
sucking of the aerosol at the flow rate of 100 m3/h. The aerosol was fed into the water skimming separator 
horizontally through the inlet pipe of 4 cm in diameter. Main exhaust of aerosol in the axis of plasma flow was 
provided by a large area blower Aretbw 1000-3N (cca 0.8 m2) with pumping capacity of 7560 m3/h. 

2.2. Analytical methods 
Two methods were used to measure size distribution of aerosol nanoparticles. Before entering the separator 
aerosol particles were analyzed by aerosol spectrometers SMPS and APS, the colloidal solution from the 
foam separator was analyzed by photon correlation spectroscopy. In this work, we used an aerodynamic 
particle sizer APS 3321 (TSI, USA), used in the Aerosol laboratory of the ICPF. This spectrometer classifies 
and measures concentration of particles in the size range 0,5-20 micrometers at a sample flow rate of 5 
L/min. Operating range declared by the manufacturer is: pressure 0.06 to 0.105 MPa, temperature 10-40º C, 
relative humidity 10-90%, maximum particle concentration 1000 particles/cm3. We also used a Scanning 
mobility particle sizer SMPS 3936, consisting of an Electrostatic classifier EC 3080 and a Condensation 
particle counter CPC 3775 [2]. The SMPS covered a particle size range from 15 to 640 nm at a sample flow 
rate 0.3 l/min. Sampling time of both SMPS and APS was 3 minutes. 
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The dynamic light scattering method called photon correlation spectroscopy was used to measure size 
distribution of nanoparticles in colloidal solution. The measurement principle is based on the fluctuation of 
the scattered light signal due to the Brownian motion of nanoparticles. The measured signal was evaluated 
using the Stokes-Einstein equation and correlation analysis. A He-Ne laser with a wavelength of 632.8 nm 
and power of 4 mW was used for the measurements. The detector was directed at an angle of 173° relative 
to the incident laser radiation. This configuration enabled us to minimize diffraction signal originating from 
large particles (dust impurities) and perform measurements at higher concentrations. Measurements were 
performed using a Zetasizer (Nano ZS, Malvern). Before measurements, samples of colloidal solutions were 
filtered on a Teflon filter with a porosity of 450 nm. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION      
Table 1. Results of product analysis       

precursor Ti W Cr2O3 AgNO3 (NH4)2Cr2

O7 
product TiO2 ; 

Ti3O 
WO3 Cr2O3 Ag Cr2O3 

Particle size mean diameter 
(nm) 

103.8 11.4 72.2 152.9 --- 

Content of nanoparticles         
after 30s  of reaction time (mg/l) 

55 150 13.7 340 --- 
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Fig. 7.  Particle number size distribution of Ag, 
Cr2O3,TiO2 and WO3 detected by SMPS spectrometer 

during plasma deposition 

 

Fig.8.  SEM images of the samples of Cr2O3, TiO2, 
WO3 and Ag particles separated from the  aerosol 

to carbon foil 

For plasma projection, powders of Ti, Cr2O3 and W, particle size 20-63 μm, and 20 wt% solutions of AgNO3, 
and (NH4)2Cr2O7 were used. Aerosol samples were collected at a distance of 100 cm from the mouth of a 
plasma torch WSP®, type PAL 160. Examples of particle size distribution of nanoscale particles are shown 
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in Fig.7. After entering and absorption of nanoparticles produced in a foam separator, colloidal solutions 
were separated from the sedimented microparticles, and nanoparticles were then examined by SEM and by 
qualitative and quantitative XRD analysis. A summary of results is shown in Table 1. SEM images of 
samples of particles from foam separator are shown in Fig. 8, and examples of particle size distribution are 
shown in Fig.9. 
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Fig.9 Particle size distributions of nanoparticles Ag, WO3, Cr2O3, and TiO2  in the colloidal solution  from foam separator  

4. CONCLUSION    
Aerosols formed by chemical reaction in plasma from metal or metal oxide precursors have very wide size 
distribution from 10 to hundreds of nm. In the region of aerosol formation there are also present free flying 
particles of microscopic sizes; their kinetic energy is sufficiently high that they deposit onto farther substrates, 
where they form permanent or temporary coating. While micrometric particles arising from primary precursor 
melt due to high temperatures and spheroidise due to high surface tension, products of their interaction with 
plasma or with surrounding gas atmosphere (in our case with oxygen from the air) do not reach so high 
temperature and recrystalize. Nanoparticles of the secondary product are either facetted or, if they have 
lower melting point, they can be spherical (e.g. TiO2 nanoparticles). On the other hand, nanoparticles Al2O3 
or WO3 have microcrystalline habit. 

In our case, the high pressure blower is sampling only part of the aerosol product. Aerodynamic conditions of 
suction, given by the blower capacity and experimental geometry, control the size of suction product. As a 
result, partial aerodynamic separation occurs. Therefore, granulometry of nanoparticles collected in the foam 
separator has very narrow range. 

When choosing an appropriate starting material for plasma deposition, powder, solution, or suspension, it is 
possible to intentionally increase the proportion of otherwise undesirable by-products - aerosol nanoparticles. 
In this work, typical particle size distribution of the studied materials are shown. If we choose properly the 
precursor feeding, process residence time, and dilution of the output stream, it is possible to vary these size 
distributions in a relatively wide range. It was also proved that particle size distributions measured by aerosol 
spectrometers in the gas phase were generally different than particle size distributions of aerosols collected 
into colloidal solution and measured by photon correlation spectroscopy. This is not surprising, since the 

Size (d.  nm)  TiO2
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aging processes proceed differently in the gas phase than in the liquid. For example, if coagulation takes 
place in the gas phase leading to formation of larger aggregates of primary particles, after collection of these 
aggregates into the liquid phase and the associated change in the charging state of clusters, disintegration of 
the clusters to the original primary particles can occur.  
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Abstract 
The aluminium alloys exhibit an outstanding industrial and scientific interest, due to their great advantages 
like low density, plasticity, thermal and electrical conductivity, high corrosion resistance, and not least an 
easy processing comparing to other metallic materials. However, the conventional aluminium alloys present 
low strength and hardness. A significant increase of mechanical strength and hardness was reported for 
nanocrystalline alloys from the Al-TM-RE family, alloys obtained by controlled crystallization of the 
amorphous phase, in ribbons form. This paper presents the research carried out to obtain bulk 
nanocrystalline aluminium alloys by copper mould casting method. The obtained alloys were structurally 
characterized by electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis and the hardness was determined by 
micro-hardness tests. 

Keywords: aluminium alloys, nanocrystalline structure, copper mould casting, micro-hardness 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The aluminium alloys dominate the major markets of the automotive, aviation, chemical and food industry 
with a production of over 28 million tons in 2011. The interest in these alloys is mainly due to their low 
density, high thermal and electrical conductivity and good corrosion resistance [1]. The limited use of 
conventional Al alloys, due to their relatively low mechanical resistance, has caused, on one hand, an 
increased research in order to improve the properties of the existing alloys and, on the other hand, the 
discovery of new compositions of Al based alloys with improved properties. The results obtained over the 
years consisted in a variety of alloys with high strength, as a result of structural hardening heat treatment [1]. 
Usually, the structural hardening of aluminium alloys is realized by a treatment of solution annealing followed 
by artificial aging. Using this complex treatment, the structural hardening is realized due to the precipitation 
of intermetallic phases in a metallic matrix consisting of a solid solution of aluminium [2]. The most used Al 
based alloys that can be structural hardened, and the inter-metallic phases which ensures the hardening 
process, are presented in Table 1 [1].  

 

Table 1: Al based alloys that can be structural hardened 
No. Al-based alloys Intermetallic phases which precipitates in metallic matrix 
1 Al-Cu Al2Cu 
2 Al-Cu-Mg Al2CuMg 
3 Al-Mg-Si Mg2Si 
4 Al-Zn-Mg MgZn2 

 

Starting from the 1990’sthere were synthesized metal alloys that present nano-sized crystalline phase 
distributed in an amorphous matrix or consist of a solid solution of aluminium. These alloys are part of the 
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nanocrystalline alloys. Regarding the mechanical properties, a significant improvement was noted in Al-TM-
RE nanocrystalline alloys, where Al usually exceeds 85% at., and the transition metal (TM) and rare earth 
(RE) does not exceed 10 % at. [3,4]. These alloys were obtained by controlled crystallization of the 
amorphous phase [5, 6]. This method of elaboration involves two stages: 1) obtaining an amorphous alloy by 
melt-spinning method, in form of continuous ribbons, with a thickness of 20 - 30 μm and 2) the controlled 
crystallization of the amorphous phase by annealing at a temperature close to primary crystallization 
temperature (Tx) of the amorphous phase. The experimental research showed that the controlled 
crystallization of the amorphous phase has a beneficial effect on the mechanical properties [7]. For the Al-Ni-
Nd system, the hardness increases dramatic compared to the amorphous state (20-40%) and to 
conventional Al alloys (200-300%) [4,8]. The significant increase is caused by the effect of the 
nanocrystalline aluminium precipitation phases or of the Al amorphous matrix, enriched in alloying elements. 
Based on these results, there are intensified researches on bulk nano-crystalline alloys with high mechanical 
properties. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The aim of this experiment was to develop 1 mm bulk nanocrystalline alloys in rod form, using the copper 
mould casting method. The installation used is presented in Fig. 1. The casting technology involves, in a first 
step, the elaboration of a master alloy with a chemical composition favourable for obtaining nanostructure. 
The second step involves the cutting of the master alloy, in order to obtain samples weighting 4 grams, 
which are melted by inductive heating in a quartz crucible provided at the bottom with a ejection nozzle. By 
applying a pressure using an inert gas, the melted alloy is ejected from the crucible into a copper mould. We 
chose two technological variants: 1) copper mould casting, 2) copper mould casting with additional cooling of 
the mould. 

 

                 
                   a)                                                        b) 

2

1

3

4

5

6 

 
Fig. 1: Installation used for the elaboration of the alloys: 1 – copper mould; 2 – induction coil; 3 – crucible; 4 

– clamping system of the crucible; 5 – Argon hose; 6 – additional cooling system for the mould 

The chemical composition of the master alloy was chosen taken into account that the nano-crystallization on 
the phases depends mainly of the amorphization tendency of the alloy [8]. Considering the remarkable 
results obtained in the case of Al-TM-RE nanocrystalline alloys and previous experiments [3, 4, 5, 7], the 
chemical composition of the master alloy was chosen as follows: Al85Nd8Ni3Co2V2.  
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Using the copper mould casting method, rods of 1 mm in 
diameter were obtained, presented in Fig 2. 

The rods obtained were structurally characterized by 
scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction and 
were subjected to micro-hardness tests. The 
microscopic analysis was performed using a FEI Quanta 
Inspect type FP 2017/11scanning electron microscope 
on metallographic samples of the master alloy and rods. 
The rods obtained by copper mould casting method, 
without additional cooling were marked with A and those 
obtained by additional cooling of the mould were marked 
with B. X-ray diffraction analysis was performed on a 
DRON 3 device, using the following parameters: current 
voltage of 33 kV, current intensity of 35 mA, a 
wavelength of 0.71 Å and the speed of the X-ray tube of 
1 °/min. The micro-hardness tests were performed on a Wolpert 402MDV device, using a Vickers penetrator 
and a load of 0.3 daN. On each sample were performed 5 tests. To highlight the results, 
a DURALUMIN/2017 alloy was chosen as reference, which has a hardness of 110 HV0.3 after hardening 
and aging heat treatment. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The macroscopic imagines of the rods obtained by the two technological methods are presented in Fig. 3. It 
can be noted that when it was used the additional cooling system of the mould, the solidification of the alloy 
was faster, which led to a shorter length of the rod and a greater amount of material remained in the feeder- 
Fig. 3 b. 

                
         a)          b) 

 
Fig. 3: The rods obtained: a) without cooling the mould; b) with additional cooling of the mould 

 

The microscopic analysis reveals a dendritic structure of the master alloy with a predominant mechanical 
eutectic mixture – Fig. 4. 

Fig. 2: Al85Nd8Ni3Co2V2 rod obtained by 
copper mould casting 
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Fig. 4: SEM image of the master alloy 

In the case of the rod obtained using copper mould casting (sample A) without the cooling of the mould, 
there is a significant grain finish, the size of the crystalline grains is around 1 ... 2 μm , Fig. 5. We can state 
that the structure is in the microcrystalline domain. 

 
Fig. 5: SEM image of the sample A 

The SEM image of the rod developed with the additional cooling of the copper mould (sample B) shows a 
high grain finishing. The grains have a crystalline globular form, due to the high cooling rate, and their size 
does not exceed 200-300nm – Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6: SEM image of the sample B 

The X-ray analysis certifies the structure showed by scanning electron microscopy. The diffraction pattern of 
sample A (Fig. 7) shows the presence of multiple high diffraction peak, belonging to intermetallic 
compounds. The diffraction pattern of sample B (Fig. 8) shows only low intensity peaks belonging to an 
aluminium solid solution. Therefore, in the case of sample B, the cooling rate was high enough to obtain total 
soluble components in aluminium and a structure finishing specific to nanocrystalline structure. 
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Fig. 7: Diffraction pattern of the sample A 

 
Fig. 8: Diffraction pattern of the sample A 

The micro-hardness results are presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Al based alloys that can be structural hardened 
Sample Measured 

hardness, HV0.3 
Hardness 

Average value,HV0.3 
Reference hardness 

DURALUMIN/2017, HV0.3 
 
 

A 

172,7 
190,5 
173,8 
202,3 
213 

 
 

190,4 

 
 

110 

 
 

B 

335,9 
310,3 
366,6 
344,8 
289,5 

 
 

329,4 

 
 

110 
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It can be observed that the values of the hardness increase with the degree of structure finishing. It can also 
be noted that in the case of sample B, which has a structure that can fit in the nanocrystalline domain, the 
values of the hardness are about 3 times higher than the hardness of heat treated duralumin. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The Al-TM-RE alloys can be nanostructured by controlled crystallization of the amorphous phase or by the 
rapid cooling of the melt. The experiments had shown a high potential for obtaining these alloys in bulk 
products with nanocrystalline structure. The nano-crystalline structure of these alloys provides a hardness 
three times higher than the duralumin hardness. The copper mould casting method is a viable mode for 
obtaining aluminium based nanocrystalline alloy. A careful correlation between the chemical composition and 
technological parameters of elaboration can lead to obtaining bulk products with exceptional strength 
properties. The obtaining of nanocrystalline structures directly by copper mould casting, combined with 
exceptional mechanical properties, make these new aluminium alloys very attractive for current and future 
industrial applications from aviation industry, automotive, etc. 
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Abstract 
Al-Cr alloys have been extensively studied because of their superb mechanical properties at elevated 
temperatures that can compete with steels or titanium alloys. An Al-6Cr-2Fe-1Ti (in wt.%) was prepared by 
powder metallurgy. Rapidly solidified powder was made by melt atomisation and compacted using hot ultra-
high pressure (6 GPa). Samples were uni-axially pressed 400 °C for 1 h using hydraulic press. The purpose 
was to examine its structures, room and elevated temperature mechanical properties and thermal stability 
during static annealing and creep tests. The increased pressing temperature could have significant impact 
on the final structure, since it can reduce the porosity and the quality of powder particles bonding. The 
examined Al-6Cr-2Fe-1Ti alloy showed excellent thermal stability – its mechanical properties did not change 
significantly even after 100 h of annealing at 400°C. In addition, the Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy exhibited very 
good creep resistance. Compared to the commercial Al-12Si-1Cu-1Mg-1Ni alloy the mechanical properties 
as well as the thermal stability were considerably better. The mechanical properties were discussed in 
relation to their structures and diffusivities of the alloying elements. 

Keywords: Rapid solidification, Powder metallurgy, Aluminium, Thermal stability, Mechanical properties 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Aluminium alloys for elevated temperature applications have become a subject of considerable interest 
especially in automotive and aerospace industry due to their good strength to weight ratio. For this purpose 
Al-Cr alloys have been extensively studied. Very promising materials on this base are Al–Cr–Fe–Ti-based 
alloys, which have shown excellent mechanical properties at elevated temperatures, and can thus compete 
with steels or titanium alloys. These alloys are characterised by a very low solubility and diffusivity of the 
alloying elements in solid aluminium [1]. Since concentrations of these elements should be relatively high, it 
is almost impossible to prepare Al–Cr–Fe–Ti alloys by conventional casting metallurgy. Therefore, powder 
metallurgy (PM) is widely used. For this purpose, both rapid solidification and mechanical alloying are used 
to prepare metal powders. The structure of powders contains sub-micrometer grains of the fcc Al-phase and 
also nanoscaled crystalline or quasi-crystalline (Q) intermetallic phases [2-7]. Q phases are known to 
decompose at temperatures exceeding 500 °C [8] and are essential for the thermal stability of Al–Cr–Fe–Ti  
alloys. Due to a similar crystallographic orientation between Al and Q-phases, they positively affect the 
strength [7].  

Several techniques have been used for compacting of metal powders, such as hot extrusion, hot isostatic 
pressing (HIP) or uni-axial pressing. The hot extrusion has been most commonly used but high temperatures 
negatively affect final mechanical properties because of the decomposition of supersaturated solid solutions 
and growth of Al grains and intermetallic phases. The HIP process is generally performed at relatively low 
pressures (in order of 100 MPa), which is not very suitable for aluminium alloys due to insufficient bonding of 
oxidized aluminium powder particles. However, recently reported experiments have shown, that using 
pressures exceeding 1 GPa can produce  compact bulk materials almost porosity-free [9]. Previous 
experiments investigated a similar Al–Cr–Fe–Ti alloy prepared by cold pressure compaction of a rapidly 
solidified powder, at an ultra-high pressure of 6 GPa [10]. Material obtained was compact, pore-free and 
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exhibited good mechanical properties even at higher temperatures. However, it appeared as mechanically 
unstable due to internal stresses induced by cold pressing at 6 GPa. 

The aim of this study is to provide information about an Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy prepared by hot ultra-high 
pressure compaction of an atomized powder. The purpose was to examine its structure, room and elevated 
temperature mechanical properties and thermal stability during static annealing and creep tests. The 
increased pressing temperature could have significant impact on the final structure, since it can reduce the 
porosity and the quality of powder particles bonding. Simultaneously, it can support relaxation of internal 
stresses induced by pressing and increase the mechanical stability of the material.  

The chemical composition of the alloy used in this experiment differs from the commonly investigated 
materials based on Al-Cr-Fe-Ti system [1-8, 10-14]. The content of high-cost titanium was lowered to 
approximately 1 wt.% to reduce the cost of the alloy and, at the same time, to retain the stabilizing effect of 
Ti on quasi-crystalline phases in the structure. Ti is known to stabilize Q-phases by occupying preferential 
positions in their structural units [12]. This is the reason why titanium is widely used in thermally stable Al-
based alloys. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The nominal composition of the investigated alloy was Al-6Cr-2Fe 1Ti (in wt.%). The ingot was prepared by 
melting of pure Al, Al-30Fe, Al-10Cr and Al-10Ti (all in wt.%) master-alloys and casting of the melt into 
a metal mould.  Afterwards, the ingot was remelted in an induction furnace and atomized by pressured 
nitrogen (500 kPa) into a RS powder, with particle size ranging from 1 to 500 µm. Powder fraction of less 
than 100 µm was used for further processing. The powder was compacted using ultra-high pressure of 
6 GPa in a Norton hydraulic press. Samples were uni-axially pressed at 400 °C for 1 h in a tungsten carbide 
(WC) compression mould to prepare cylindrical samples of 20mm in diameter and 10mm in height.  

Mechanical properties were examined using uni-axial compression tests at room temperature and 250 °C at 
a deformation rate of 1 mm/min. Thermal stability was also tested by Vickers microhardness measurements 
(HV 5) during static annealing of samples at 400 °C for up to 100 h.  Compressive creep behaviour of the 
tested materials at 250 °C was also measured using three different compressive stress levels: 200, 250 and 
300 MPa. All compressive measurements were conducted using LabTest 5 250 SP1 – VM testing machine. 

Light microscopy (LM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM Tescan Vega 3 with EDS detector) were 
used for structural examinations of as prepared and annealed samples.  

All the tests mentioned above were also performed on an alloy with a chemical composition of Al-12Si-1Cu-
1Mg-1Ni (in wt.%) in order to compare mechanical properties and thermal stability of the investigated PM 
material with a commercial alloy. The Al-Si based alloy is considered to be thermally stable and is commonly 
used for pistons for combustion engines. This alloy was provided by an industrial supplier. The T6 heat 
treatment included solution treatment at 510 °C/5 h, followed by water quenching and aging at 230 °C/6 h 
[15]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Structures 
Fig. shows the backscattered electron (BSE) SEM images of the structure of the Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy taken 
in a plane parallel to the pressing direction. Fig. 1a corresponds to the as-pressed sample which was 
compacted at 400 °C for 1 hour. The almost porosity-free structure contained fcc-Al matrix (dark) and 
intermetallic phases of various sizes and shapes (light). Regions with different structure correspond to the 
initial powder particles, forming heterogeneous grain structure. The high pressure affects the shape of the 
grains which became elongated in one direction. Smaller particles are characterized by very refined 
structure, consisting of nanoscaled phases. This was caused by higher cooling rate and a deeper 
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undercooling of such particles. The powder particles were deformed; however, the obtained images indicate 
that the applied deformation led to a good contact between the original particles. During the pressing, friction 
between the particles breaks the surface oxide layer, which is necessary for a good diffusion bonding. Ultra 
high pressure may also cause a vacancy gradient in the fcc-Al lattice, which is a driving force for diffusion. 
Similar results were reported in [9]. It can be seen that the pressing temperature did not have a significant 
influence on the grain size or size and shape of the intermetallic phases which denotes the excellent stability 
of the intermetallic phases at high temperature. Fig. 1b shows the structures of the same sample as Fig.1a 
but after subsequent static annealing (400 °C/100h) which was performed in order to test the thermal 
stability. These results will be discussed later in the Chapter 3.3. 

 

  
Fig. 1 – Structure (SEM) of the Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy (a) in the as-pressed condition – 1 hour at  400 °C; (b) 

after subsequent static annealing for 100 hours at 400 °C 

3.2. Mechanical properties 
The compressive stress-strain diagram of the Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti and Al-12Si-1Cu-1Mg-1Ni alloys at room 
temperature and at 250 °C is shown in Fig. 2. 

At room temperature the compressive yield strength 
of the Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy (490 MPa) was 
significantly higher than that of the casting Al-12Si-
1Cu-1Mg-1Ni (350 MPa) (see Fig.). This can be 
explained by different strengthening mechanisms of 
these types of alloys. In the Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy, 
strengthening is primarily caused by the Hall-Petch 
mechanism. A part of the strengthening effect can be 
associated with the presence of sub-micrometer sized 
intermetallic phases (see Fig. 1) and lattice defects 
caused by incomplete recovery after work hardening. 
In contrast, the casting Al-12Si-1Cu-1Mg-1Ni alloy 
contains large grains and eutectic silicon particles 
[16]. Previous experiments [10] have shown the 
mechanical properties of a ultra-high pressure 
compressed alloy with similar composition. The yield 
strength of the cold compressed material was 547 
MPa which is slightly above the values measured for 
the hot compressed materials investigated in this 

 
Fig. 2– Compressive stress-strain diagrams of the 
Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti and Al-12Si-1Cu-1Mg-1Ni alloys 

measured at room temperature (RT) and at 250 °C. 
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study. The reason is that the cold deformation of the powder particles increases the concentration of lattice 
defects and introduces a large internal stress in the fcc- Al lattice. The hot compressed alloy showed 
improved ductility (Fig. 2). This is attributed to recovery processes which occurred during the compaction at 
increased temperatures. The compressive stress-strain curves, measured at room temperature, also suggest 
that the casting Al-12Si-1Cu-1Mg-1Ni alloy exhibited the most pronounced work hardening and plasticity. 
This is attributed to the fact that the strengthening effect of the intermetallic particles in this alloy is weaker 
compared to the Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy. The Al-Cr based alloy shows a good plasticity and some work 
hardening during the compression test. This behaviour suggests that some of defects induced by the ultra-
high pressure annihilate during the compaction at such a high temperature and part of the stress is relieved. 
As a result, defects, formed during the loading and the plastic deformation, have more space to migrate 
within the structure. It means there is a lower probability that moving dislocations will accumulate at barriers 
and introduce local stresses resulting in the formation of macroscopic fractures.  

3.3. Thermal stability 
The compressive testing at 250 °C reveals that the elevated temperature yield strength of the Al–6Cr–2Fe–
1Ti alloy is higher than that of the casting alloy (see Fig. 2). The Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy compacted at all 
temperatures exhibits better results compared to the casting Al-12Si-1Cu-1Mg-1Ni alloy. Therefore, this 
material can be considered as an alternative to the commercially used Al-Si based alloy, since it retains its 
excellent mechanical properties even at a relatively high temperature, due to the presence of thermally 
stable intermetallic phases. The achieved values of compressive yield strength are similar with reported 
values for the Al93Ti2Fe3Cr2 (at.%) alloy prepared by mechanical alloying and hot extrusion [5]. However, our 
samples contain a lower total concentration of alloying elements. Apparently, using an ultra-high pressure for 
powder compaction results in a material with sufficient density where positive structural features of the rapid 
solidification are retained.  

The thermal stability of the investigated materials was also examined by measuring hardness changes 
during the long time (100 h) static annealing at 400 °C (Fig. 3). It should be noted that the used temperature 
considerably exceeds the maximum operating temperatures of most aluminium components. From Fig. 3, it 
can be seen that the initial hardness of the Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy is around 150 HV. Within the first few 
hours the values drops to approximately 115 HV and remains almost constant during the whole annealing 
period. In contrast, the initial hardness of the Al-12Si-1Cu-1Mg-1Ni alloy is 121 HV and during the annealing 
it is reduced to a value of 63, which makes a difference of more than 50 Vickers units compared to the Al–
6Cr–2Fe–1Ti. Although the Al-Si based alloy is generally accepted as thermally stable and suitable for 
applications as pistons in combustion engines, its stability at these conditions appears to be poor. 

In Fig. 3 it can be seen that the hardness of the Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy changes significantly only at the 
beginning of the annealing period and then it remains essentially constant. From the images of the structures 
which were taken after annealing (Fig. 1b) it is apparent that the structure does not change significantly in 
terms of size and shape of intermetallic phases. This means that the initial drop in hardness is not caused by 
structural changes. It can be assumed that an ultra-high pressure compaction causes deformation of the 
originally spherical particles and induces formation of internal stress in the material. This is manifested as an 
elastic strain of the fcc-Al lattice. Shaw et al. [13] showed that relaxation of internal stresses in a 
mechanically alloyed Al-Cr-Fe-Ti material begins at 150 °C after 1 hour and it is accompanied by a reduction 
in hardness. Thus, it indicates that the observed decrease in hardness of the Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy 
compacted at a pressure of 6 GPa is caused by relaxation of the elastic strain in the fcc-Al lattice. After the 
relaxation process mechanical properties become stable (Fig. 3). Another part of thermal stability testing was 
compressive creep tests. The creep behaviour provides additional information about the performance of 
a material at high temperatures and its usability for applications, in which it is subjected to such long term 
conditions. Results of creep tests are shown in Fig. 4. In this figure the Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy compacted at 
400 °C is compared with the casting Al-12Si-1Cu-1Mg-1Ni alloy.  
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The difference in the creep behaviour of the two 
alloys is evident. The Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy shows a 
compressive strain of 50% after 65 hours at 300 MPa. 
In contrast, for the Al-12Si-1Cu-1Mg-1Ni alloy this 
value is exceeded at the lowest stress level used 
(200MPa) already after 30 hours. At 300 MPa the 
level of deformation reached is ~70 %. It can be also 
seen in Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů. that the 
linear creep flow is achieved within a few tens of 
hours of the experiment. The steady state creep rate 
is relatively low and similar for all the experiments. It 
indicates a relative mechanical stability of both 
materials after certain initial periods of thermal and 
mechanical exposition. The observed excellent creep 
resistance of the Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti alloy is attributed to 
the presence of very fine, thermally stable 
intermetallic phases, which stabilize its microstructure 
and assure that the materials retains its mechanical 
properties. In addition, these phases effectively 
hinder dislocation slip and thermally activated 
processes like grain boundary sliding and dislocation 
climbing. All these processes have been shown to 
control the creep of Al alloys [17]. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study the ultra-high uni-axial pressure and high 
temperature of 400 °C were used for compaction of 
the rapidly solidified Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti powder alloy. It 
was shown that this process results in compact and 
porosity-free materials with excellent mechanical 
properties. The hardness and compressive yield 
strength of the investigated alloy is comparable with 
alloys prepared by most commonly used hot 
extrusion method. Using elevated temperatures for 
the compaction appeared to be efficient for increasing 
the mechanical stability after applying the ultra-high 
pressure. It was shown that the compaction 
temperature of 400 °C resulted in a material with a 
good mechanical stability, sufficient mechanical 
properties and excellent thermal stability. The powder 
metallurgy Al-Cr-Fe-Ti alloy was compared to the Al-12Si-1Cu-1Mg-1Ni alloy, which is currently used for 
pistons in combustion engines. The mechanical properties as well as the thermal stability of the Al-Cr based 
material were considerably better; therefore, this material can be considered as an alternative to the 
commercially used Al-Si based alloy. 

 
Fig. 3 – Room temperature Vickers hardness of the 
Al–6Cr–2Fe–1Ti and Al-12Si-1Cu-1Mg-1Ni alloys 

as a function of time at 400 °C 

 
Fig. 4 – The creep behaviour of the Al–6Cr–2Fe–
1Ti and Al-12Si-1Cu-1Mg-1Ni alloys measured at 
250 °C and three levels of compressive stress – 

200, 250 and 250MPa 
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Abstract 
In this study we investigate the influence of precursor type, synthesis conditions and dopants concentration 
on phase composition, particle size and agglomeration degree of different oxide nanopowders, in particular: 
zirconia, zirconia composites, lanthanum manganite, ets. Also we try to find the influence of characteristics of 
these powders on consolidation. It was shown that the synthesis conditions have extremely influence on 
characteristics and structure of different types of oxide nanopowders. In case of zirconia the change of 
synthesis conditions lead to changing the particle size, agglomeration degree and particle surface properties. 
Consolidation of nanoparticles under high pressure conditions lead to martensitic phase transformations and 
this process has extremely depends from synthesis conditions. Zirconia nanopowders which are synthesized 
from nitrate salts are more stable to phase transition in comparison with powders obtained from chloride 
salts. For LSM materials we found the strong difference of particles morphology and magnetic properties 
according to starting material structure. It was found that formation of complex structure of precursor 
materials during drying and calcinations stage do not allow to obtain the nanoparticles. It was shown that the 
powders characteristics, what formed during synthesis, are inherited during consolidation process and in 
ceramics structure and properties. 

Keywords: oxide nanopowders, synthesis, powder structure, consolidation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The processes of nanopowders obtaining, properties studies and nanostructured materials utilization lately 
are very popular in world science, because the properties of these materials promise the substantial change 
as compared to their conventional analogues [1]. The decreasing of particles size of initial powder from 
microns to nanosizes allowed not only to improve mechanical properties of ceramic materials but also to find 
out the change of their physical properties. However the obtaining of nanoparticles with sharp size 
distribution and the predetermined chemical composition is a complex task in connection with high 
agglomeration ability of nanoparticles. In most cases we have obtain ceramic powders with dispersion 
primary particles, which form the firmly linked aggregates are the second particles, which, in same queue, 
associate in hard or soft agglomerates. The calcinations lead to transform it to polycrystalline particles, with 
the small value of coherent scattering area and low value of specific surface area. At the same time for 
fundamental researches except for the requirement of particles connections in the system is very important 
have the nanoparticles samples with the set of sizes in a nanometric range [1]. There are many methods for 
the nanopowders obtaining were developed [2-5]. Each of that has own advantages and failings. One of the 
major disadvantages of most methods is the inheritance of structure of the precursor materials by the 
structure of the final powder.  

In this study we show the influence precursor structures not only on the powder characteristics and 
properties but on consolidation processes and physical properties of material. In this study we investigate 
two types of oxide materials: ZrO2-3mol%Y2O3 and lanthanum manganite (La0,7Sr0,3MnO3). 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 
Two groups of zirconia nanopowders ZrO2 – 3 mol%Y2O3 (3YTZP) were synthesized by precipitation 
technique from ZrO(NO3)2*nH2O and ZrOCl2*nH2O salts, type A and type B, consequently. Appropriate 
amount of Y2O3 was dissolved in nitric acid. The 25% NH4OH was used as a precipitant. After sedimentation 
the amorphous hydroxide gels are formed. The detailed of this process are published in [5, 6]. 

In case of lanthanum manganite synthesis the stoichiometric amounts of La2O3, SrCl2·2H2O, Mn(NO3)3·6H2O 
were used as starting materials and NaOH and Na2CO3 as precipitants for synthesis of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3  
powders. LSM nanopowder obtained by precipitation in Na2CO3 was numbered as NP1 and LSM 
nanopowder obtained by precipitation in NaOH - as NP2. This numbering was identical to the numbering 
given in [8], where the measuring of magnetic properties of these powders was made. The detailed of this 
process are published in [7, 8].  

After washing and filtration, the products were dried in microwave furnace with output power 700 W on 2,45 
GHz frequency. Drying of hydroxide gel was continued until the termination mass change. The calcination of 
dried hydroxides or salts were carried out at different temperatures for obtaining desired phase and 
granulometric composition. The resulting zirconia powders were uniaxially pressed at 50 MPa into 
rectangular specimens and cold isostatically pressed at different pressures up to 750 MPa. To estimate the 
properties some of the samples were sintered at 1300 - 1500oC during 2 hours. LSM powders were 
consolidated by isostatic pressure at 100 MPa and sintered at 1100-1300oC during 2 hours. 

The powders obtained after calcination, pressed powders and sintered ceramics materials were 
characterized by X-ray diffraction employing a Dron-3 diffractometer with CuKα radiation in order to identify 
the existing phases and determination the crystalline size of powders by the Scherer equation. The fraction 
of monoclinic ZrO2 was calculated using the equation proposed by Garvie [9]. The fitting and analysis of XRD 
curves were made by Powder Cell for Windows version 2.4. Powders were also studied by means of TEM 
(Jem 200 A JEOL). Measurement of mechanical and magnetic properties was carried out in accordance with 
the appropriate rules. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Zirconia  
The main crystal phase of all powder samples synthesized from nitrate and chloride precursors was 
tetragonal – P4m2 type (cards 17-923, 14-534). The chemical analysis shown the equal amount of Y2O3 – 
5,41±0,05 w% for all types of powders. The XRD data were shown that precursor type has not a strong 
influence nanoparticles size. The average particle size obtained by electron microscopy showed good 
agreement with the data, obtained by X-ray analysis for all calcining temperatures.The TEM investigation of 
nanopowders shown that type of precursor has a strong influence on particles agglomeration (Fig. 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 TEM structure of zirconia powders obtained from ZrO(NO3)2 (a) and from and ZrOCl2 calcined at 
1000оС 
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Zirconia nanopowders obtained from ZrO(NO3)2 are more agglomerated in comparison with nanopowders 
obtained from ZrOCl2 at all firing temperatures. At temperatures 400-500oC both nanopowders were soft 
agglomerated. During calcination at temperature 600-800oC for type A and 600-900oC for type B powders we 
obtained separated nanoparticles. Agglomeration processes associated with the beginning of sintering 
between nanoparticles, starting with increasing temperature up to 1000 for type A (Fig. 1a) and absolutely 
not observed at this temperatureand for type B powder (Fig. 1b). Agglomeration associated with the 
beginning of sintering between nanoparticles at type B powder started at firing temperature 1100oC.  

The consolidation of these powders under isostatic pressure leads to formation of monoclinic phase (P2c1). 
The amount of monoclinic phase increase with increasing pressure value. The quantity of transformed 
monoclinic phase in zirconia nanopowders obtained from ZrOCl2 always bigger than in zirconia nanopowders 
obtained from ZrO(NO3)2 at equal pressure values (Fig. 2).  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 The influence of calcination temperature and isostatic pressure value on the monoclinic phase amount 
for zirconia nanopowders synthesized from ZrO(NO3)2 – a) and ZrOCl2 - b) 

 

The maximum values of monoclinic phase are reached 24% for type A powder and 43% for type B powder 
after compaction at 750 MPa. The maximum amount of monoclinic phase in the samples treated with the 
same pressure is reached at different calcination temperatures of powders. There are 800oC for type 
A powder and 900oC for type B powder. While the temperature increases to the critical value the 
agglomeration degree decrease and amount of monoclinic phase increase to maximal value. With further 
increase of the calcination temperature, when the hard agglomerates are formed, the amount of monoclinic 
phase is significantly decreased. Changing the type of precursor from ZrO(NO3)2 to ZrOCl2 salts leads to 
a shift of the  temperature of the beginning of the hard agglomerates formation and, consequently, to shift 
the critical temperature at which the maximum value of the monoclinic phase was observed. 

Increasing the quantity of monoclinic phase in the type B powder may be due to the influence of chloride ions 
on the formation and existence of oxygen vacancies in zirconia. The adsorbed NO3

- ions at type A powder 
remove at 200-400oC and can not effect on formation and evolution the nanopowder structure and oxygen 
vacancies during heating. Removing of Cl- ions from the type B powder is prolonged to 900oC. In a powder 
type B, obtained by calcination at temperatures below 900oC, chloride ions can occupy positions on the 
surface of zirconia particles, and, in accordance with [10], lead to a decrease the stability of the tetragonal 
phase to external stresses (Fig. 2). Calcinations of nanopowders at 700-900°C lead to removing of chloride 
ions and prevent the integration process between particles at these temperatures. 
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These differences manifest themselves during sintering. 
The dependency of density and strength sintered 
samples obtained from ZrO(NO3)2 versus compaction 
pressure for all calcination temperatures increase with 
increasing pressure value. It is the typical behaviour for 
clean zirconia nanopowders. In case of sintering 
nanopowders obtained from ZrOCl2 was found a non 
monotonous dependency density value from pressure 
value for powders calcination temperatures from 500 to 
900oC (Fig. 3). We found that then smaller powder 
calcination temperature that at the lower pressure 
reached the maximum values of density and strength of 
sintered samples. Only nanopowders obtained during 
calcination at 1000 and 1100oC demonstrate the typical 
dependency density value from pressure value. 

One possible explanation could be - removing chlorine 
from compacted sample during sintering results in 
decreasing the samples density especially in samples 
obtained at high pressures. This behavior is very similar 
to density evolution what described in [11]. As a result we have a little contradiction: chlorine ions help to 
obtain separated zirconia nanoparticles, but these nanoparticles are unstable under pressure and inhibit the 
shrinkage during sintering. 

3.2. Lanthanum manganite.  
In our early study [7, 8] was shown that the 
magnetization of LSM nanopowder marked as NP2 
nanopowder in 3 times less then NP1 nanopowder. 
The drastic decrease of magnetization is due to the 
formation a magnetically dead layer at the surface, 
the thickness of which can even increase as the 
particle size goes down. Also was shown that 
drastically difference in the spin-echo signal 
intensities for NP1 sample and NP2, which does not 
correlate with the value of the saturation 
magnetization decreasing (Fig. 4). 

These was attributed to the fact that 20 nm NPs are 
single magnetic domain particles, while the particles 
which size is 50 nm and larger possess a multi domain 
magnetic structure. The measuring of spin-echo signal 
intensity of the samples NP1 and NP2 under identical 
conditions was shown that curve’s form of NP1 sample 
is typical for a multi domain ferromagnet (an 
asymmetric curve with one peak), while the behavior of 
those for NP2 sample is oscillating and damped. These investigations were shown that the NP2 
nanoparticles are monodomains in comparison with typical polydomain NP1 particles.   

These changes in magnetic properties of LSM nanopowders we associate with changes in the structure of 
the powder, which in turn are related to differences in the method of powders obtaining. First of all it should 
be noted that during obtaining the NP1 powder the Na2CO3 was used as precipitants. During synthesis of 

Fig. 3 The dependence of the density of 
ceramics sintered from type B powder at 

1500oC on the particle size and compaction 
pressure 

Fig. 4 Spin-echo signal intensity vs amplitude 
of the applied radio frequency field for 50nm 

and 200nm (NP1), and 20nm (NP2) 
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 nanopowders at 77K and TEM 

structure of appropriate nanopowders 
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NP2 powder the precipitant was NaOH. Change the precipitation agent from Na2CO3  to NaOH lead to 
formation amorphous structure of sediments instead of crystal structure. The formation of plate like 
lanthanum carbonate crystals (Fig. 5a) and needle like manganese carbonate agglomerated crystals 
(Fig. 5b) lead to formation 2 generations of LSM nanoparticles (Fig.4 up). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 TEM images of the on a base of La2CO5 – a) and MnCO3 – b) 

 

During heat treatment the generations of large particles was formed on a base La2CO5 crystals and 
generation of small particles was formed on a base MnCO3 crystals. Increase the calcining temperature up to 
850oC was conditioned with high stability of lanthanum and manganese carbonates to transformation in 
oxides. In this case we obtained the typical inheritance the structure of precursors by final powder. Formation 
of lanthanum manganite particles with wide particle size distribution and relatively large minimal particle size 
(30-40 nm) helps to multidomain magnetic structure formation. Change the precipitation agent on NaOH lead 
to formation the amorphous structure of lanthanum and manganese hydroxides (Fig. 6).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 TEM images of the lanthanum hydroxide - a) and manganese hydroxide - b) 

 

Heating of these sediments do not lead the formation special structures in comparison with previous case, 
because the precursors have a homogenous amorphous structure. The crystallization of oxide particles of 
LSM composition passed at 600-620oC with formation small (20-30 nm) particles (Fig.4 down) with single 
modal particles distribution. The absence of large LSM particles in NP2 powder lead to formation of single 
magnetic domain particles. It should be noted that the phase composition and total chemical composition for 
these powders were identical.  

LSM sintered ceramics use as porous SOFC cathode material. Samples obtained from singlemodal NP2 
nanopowder demonstrate the random porous structure with homogeneous chemical composition. In 
ceramics samples from bimodal NP1 nanopowder were found the structure and chemical inhomogeneity - 
a large number of grains rich in manganese (Fig.7).  
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Fig. 7 SEM images of the sintered LSM samples: from NP2 - a) and NP1 - b) nanopowders 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study on two different oxide materials we show that different starting chemicals lead to drastically 
changing of structure, phase composition and properties of oxide particles. These changes are inherited in 
properties of consolidated samples during pressing and sintering. Incorrect choose of precursor materials 
can lead to inability to obtain as separated nanoparticles as the compacts and ceramics with uniform 
structure. 
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Abstract  
The influence of dopant concentration and the physical effect of temperature on the surface properties of 
nanosized ZrO2-Y2O3 were investigated by ESR spectroscopy. Dopant concentrations were varied in the 
range of 2-4 mol. %. The investigated interval heat-treated temperature was 500-700°C. The analysis of the 
ESR spectra showed the presence of two signals corresponding to the formation of a paramagnetic centers 
on the oxide surface such as the surface of the complex metal ion-O2

- and the F+-center - electron localize in 
the oxygen vacancies. The analysis of the ESR spectra shows that the heat-treated temperature and the 
concentration of yttrium ions in a matrix of the zirconia affect the extent of connectivity of the O2

- with the 
surface. This indicates a different charge compensation of surface metal atoms because of the influence of 
the anion sublattice and other impurity groups (oxygen atoms, hydroxyl groups, and oxygen and cationic 
vacancies). The effect of concentration and temperature factors is opposite. Thus, the effect of temperature 
in the range of 500-700°C at air heat treatment of powders reduces of the extent of connectivity of the O2

- 
with surface (reduced strength acid sites Lewis). While the chemical effect of doping increases the binding of 
the O2

- with zirconia surface, which leads to increased strength of Lewis acid sites in the same temperature 
range. 

Keywords: ESR spectroscopy, zirconia nanoparticles surface, superoxide radical 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Nanosized zirconia has a set of unique properties therefore it is promising material for obtaining technology 
of polymer-inorganic nanocomposite as technical and medical applications [1-2]. In this context of 
applications zirconia the important moment is investigation of surface structure, in particular nature of active 
centers, structure imperfection, which directly influence on interaction between nanoparticles and 
nanocomposite matrix material. The existence of zirconia in a few polymorphic modifications (monoclinic, 
tetragonal and cubic) has a significant influence on the structure surface and on surface properties (acid-
basic, radical, adsorption) [3]. The stabilization high temperature zirconia polymorphs usually are achieved 
by addition of three valence ions of rare-earth elements in zirconia such as yttrium and mechanism of 
zirconia stabilization is creation oxygen vacancies in zirconia lattice [4]. In the other hand nanosized zirconia 
structure is formed by isothermal heat treatment of the zirconium hydroxide through dehydration, 
dehydrogenation and dehydroxylation of zirconium hydroxide nanoparticles [5]. These processes lead to 
creation of different sites on zirconia nanoparticles surface such as broken chemical bonds, uncompensated 
charges, cationic and anionic vacancies ant other. These sites are defects and they determine 
nonstoichiometric composition of zirconia. The dopant addition in zirconia leads to form the oxygen 
vacancies in the lattice that also change ratio surface and bulk defects and it influence on activity 
nanoparticles surface sites [6]. Some of these sites or them complexes are paramagnetic [7]. In the case of 
an OH – group loss from zirconia surface the paramagnetic centers Zr3+ (Т-центр) with anisotropic signal in 
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ESR spectrum with g⊥-= 1,975 and g⎪⎪=1,957 are formed. It was known, that this sites localize in octahedral 
position with strongly tetragonal orientation [8, 9]. Another isotropic signal (F+- center) with g=2,003 in ESR 
spectrum correspond the unpaired electron which localize in oxygen vacancy of zirconia [10].  

Several authors [7, 10] showed that two oxygen paramagnetic centers could observe for zirconia. The first 
paramagnetic sites correspond to the pseudoaxial (non-bridging) oxygen O-. This center has isotropic line in 
ESR spectrum with g-value is 2,05 for dispersed material or anisotropic line with с g⊥= 2,045-2,055 or 
g⎪⎪=2,040-2,047 for bulk material. The adsorbed superoxide-anion radical on oxide surface has anisotropic 
signal with three peaks with g1=2,033, g2=2,008 и g3=2,003 according to data [10] or g1=2,027, g2=2,0085 и 
g3=2,0042 according to data [11]. It is known that g1 value of this signal is sensitive to change of environment 
of adsorbed oxygen molecule [12] and the g1 factor value can be using for estimation of connectivity extent 
of oxygen with metal ions of oxide surface [13,14]. The introduction of yttrium ions (concentration range of 1-
5 mol.%) in a matrix of zirconium dioxide leads to the stabilization of the tetragonal phase due to the 
appearance of vacancies in the oxygen sublattice. The number of vacancies increases with increasing 
concentration of yttrium in zirconia. This leads to a change in the charge state of the surface, and as a 
consequence, a change in its reactivity while the phase composition of the material is saved. 

The purpose of this paper is to consider the influence of synthesized conditions, in particular dopant 
concentration and temperature, on oxygen interaction with tetragonal zirconia surface.  

2. THE METHODOLOGICAL BASES  
Zirconia hydrogel was obtained by coprecipitation method of stoichiometric mixtures of zirconium oxochloride 
and yttrium nitrate (molar ratio Zr/Y is (1-x)/x, where x changes from 0.02 to 0.04) as precipitator was used 
ammonium hydroxide at pH>10. Nanosized zirconium hydroxide xerogel and zirconia powders were 
synthesized according next schema: 

Zr1-xYxO(OH)2⋅(n)H2O ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ nirradiatioMW
 Zr1-xYxO(OH)2(n-р)H2O, ⎯⎯ →⎯ ÑÒ î

  Zr1-xYxO          (1) 

       (hydrogel)                                                 (xerogel)                                             (oxide) 

The zirconium hydroxide xerogel was heat-treated at the isothermal conditions in temperature range 500-
1000°С for 2 h.  

ESR spectra of oxide nanopowders were recorded at room temperature in X-band (9 GHz) with high 
frequency modulation on the spectrometers СМS 8400. The value of g-factors of paramagnetic centers were 
calibrated by comparison with third line of hyperfine splitting of a Mn2+ standard in MgO cubic crystal The 
value of g-tensor was estimated by equation: 

rep
x

rep
x g

H
H

g ⋅=
 ,              (2)  

where grep=2,0324.  

The ESR signal of the O2
- was described in framework of simple ionic model of interaction oxygen molecule 

with zirconia surface. This model is used to describe the ESR spectra of most oxide [14,15]. As noted above 
the signal of the O2

- has anisotropic form and can describing by three g-factors. The deviation of g1-tenzor 
value from free spin value (ge=2.0023) is caused by spin-orbit interaction and the deviation value gives the 
estimation of energy splitting of πg levels (Δ) due to complex formation -between the O2

- and surface metal 
ions (Zrn+(Y3+)). Under condition Δ>>λ the energy splitting of πg levels is calculated by equation [13]: 

)(
2

1 egg −
⋅

=Δ
λ

            (3) 
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where λ is the spin-orbit interaction (0.0167 according to [15]). The value of energy splitting of πg levels 
shows the connectivity extent of O2

- with surface oxide.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSS 
The ESR spectra of zirconia nanoparticles with different chemical compositions and heat-treated conditions 
are shown on Fig.1.  

              
                                             a)                                                                              b) 

Fig. 1 The ESR spectra of of zirconia nanoparticles of ZrO2-Y2O3 a) with different Y2O3 dopant concentration 
and heat treated at 500°C, b) with different heat-treated temperatures and 4 mol. Y2O3 dopant 

 

According to presented data the ESR spectrum of investigated powders has anisotropic signal with three 
peaks and g-tensor of which have the values close on g1=2,03, g2=2,01, g3=2,0086. This signal corresponds 
to the triplet state of the adsorbed О2

- on oxide surface. Isotropic signal with the g-value close on 2.003 
appears in the ESR spectrum also. This signal evidences about generation F+-centers on zirconia surface 
under UV irradiation. It is noted, that the signal intensity of F+-center decreases with increasing of heat-
treated temperature and dopant amount. This set of samples does not show signal of Zr3+ paramagnetic 
centers in ESR spectra. The parameters of ESR signals show in the Table 1 for systems with different heat-
treated temperatures and dopant amounts. The ESR spectrum of ZrO2-4 mol.% Y2O3 system does not show 
signal from any paramagnetic centers.  

Table 1: The signal parameters of ESR spectra of nanosized zirconia with different Y2O3 amount and heat-
treated temperature 

Theat-treated, 
оС 

Y2O3 amount The signal parameters of ESR spectra Δ, eV 
O2

- F+-center 
g1 g2 g3 giso 

500 2 2,0310 2,0078 2,0066 2,0015 1,16 
3 2,0289 2,0085 2,0066 2,0031 1,26 
4 2.0289 2,0086 2,0070 2,0030 1.26 

600 
2 2,0322 2,0081 2,0067 2,0028 1,12 
3 2,0318 2,0090 2,0060 2,0029 1,13 
4 2,0308 2,0102 2,0070 2,0022 1,17 

700 
2 no no no no - 
3 2,0325 2,0088 2,0064 2,0032 1,11 
4 2,0280 2,0079 2,0067 2,0019 1,29 

 

As can be seen from data the g1-value increases at heat-treated temperature growth for powders with 2 and 
3 mol.% Y2O3  whereas for system with highest concentration of Y2O3 the change of g1-value is oppositely. At 
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the same time, the increasing of dopant concentration in zirconia matrix leads to decreasing of g1-value in all 
temperature regions. It is known [8,9, 14,15], the g1-value of the O2

- ESR signal depends on the extent of the 
O2

- binding with oxide surface. This is specific marker of Lewis acidity of zirconia nanoparticles surface. The 
estimated values of energies splitting of πg levels of oxygen molecule increase with the growth of dopant 
concentration in zirconia matrix in all investigated temperatures. That is evidence of the growth of Lewis 
acidity of zirconia surface at the rising of dopant concentration.  

Whereas the growth of heat-treated temperature of zirconia with 2 and 3 mol.% Y2O3 leads to decrease the 
value of the energy splitting of πg levels of oxygen molecule.   

The change of g1 value and Δ value for zirconia with 4 mol. % Y2O3 at the growth temperature indicates on 
a decrease in Lewis activity of the surface. The Lewis sites on zirconia surface may be some ions, for 
example Y3+, Zr2+, Zr3+, Zr4+ or complexes of these ions with an impurity groups, oxygen atoms or oxygen 

vacancies -  Zr4+(ОН), Zr4+(O2-), ][][ 4
Oo VZrV −− +−

 or ][][ 3
oo VZrV −− +

. According to [16], the surface state of 
hydroxide or oxide nanoparticles is complex. Really, the hydroxide and oxide surface (ZrO2-Y2O3) has the 
some kind of the charge state correspond to different nonequivalent states of zirconium atoms: Zr2+, Zr3+, 
Zr4+(O2-) и Zr4+(OH). According to the energy values of XPS spectra was taken from [17] the active centers 
on zirconia surface (Zr2+ (Eb3d5/2 = 180.2 eV), Zr3+ (Eb3d5/2 = 181.2 eV), Zr4+(O2-) (Eb3d5/2 = 181.9 eV) and 
Zr4+(OH) (Eb3d5/2 = 182.7 eV)) can be arranged in the set in order of the increasing acidity as Zr2+< 
Zr3+<Zr4+(O2-) <Zr4+(OH) [18]. The centers of Zr2+ and Zr3+ are more basic and may be electron donors, 
whereas Zr4+(O2-) and Zr4+(OH) centers are more acidic and may be electron acceptors. These ions and 
complexes are formed at heat treatment of zirconia nanopowders as result removing of hydroxyl groups and 
water from surface. It should be noted that, unlike the results of [17] the presence of the paramagnetic center 
Zr3+ in the studied zirconia powder is not found by ESR spectroscopy. Evidently their concentrations are 
very low. The analysis of Δ values indicates that the O2

- radical is stabilized electrostatically on a +4 cationic 
site [14]. The Zr4+(OH) centers are characteristic groups of hydroxide nanoparticles and it is known that 
amounts of OH groups and water in zirconia structure increases at the growth of the yttrium ions 
concentration in zirconia matrix. The heat treatment of powders leads to surface dehydration and 
dehydroxilation and as a result on the oxygen vacancies are formed and they can to attach of free electrons 
with the forming of the F+-centers. Further increasing of the temperature or heat-treated time leads to the 
annealing of oxygen vacancies and the forming of Zr4+(O2-) pair. Analyses of ESR spectroscopy data show 
that the ESR spectra of all investigated powders recorded the signal from the F+ - center, which suggests the 

presence of a complex ][][ 4
Oo VZrV −− +− possibility. Note that the observed signal from the O2

- radical should be 
total from the oxygen species are adsorbed on zirconium atoms with different extents of oxidation, or varying 
extents of charge compensation on it. The changes of g1 value and Δ value at temperature and dopant 
concentration variations suggest next: 

• reduced of Lewis acidity of zirconia nanoparticles surface in this temperature range can be explained 
by the fact that at lower annealing temperatures to generate superoxide anion radical is mainly sites 

on Zr4+(OH) and ][][ 4
Oo VZrV −− +−

 whereas the increase of temperature leads to the appearance of 
adsorption centers the Zr4+(O2-), which are less acidic than the Zr4+(OH) [18].   

• the increasing of Lewis acidity of zirconia nanoparticles surface with the increasing dopant 
concentration can also be associated with an increase in the number of centers of the Zr4+(OH) and 
consequently the proportion of superoxide anion radicals adsorbed on centers of the Zr4+(OH). 

• Thus, based on the analysis of the ESR spectra can state change in the strength of Lewis acid sites, 
namely, the charge state of the metal ions and the structure of the surface complexes with their 
participation, under the influence of the temperature and the concentration of the dopant. However, 
the mechanism of action may be more complex than presented. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
Thus, the heat-treated temperature of powder, as well as the variation of dopant concentration affects on the 
charge state of the surface, in particular on the extent of oxidation of the zirconium ions, the charge and 
structure of vacancy complexes on the zirconia surface. In this case, the effect of these factors in the 
investigated temperature range (500-700oC) is opposite. Since the effect of temperature reduces the 
strength of Lewis acid sites, while chemical force of doping enhances the acidity of Lewis in the same 
temperature range. 
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Abstract 
One of the effects, which provides a promising use of magnetic structures is a magnetoresistive effect. The 
main urgent problems of the magnetic devices and primary conventers development based on the 
magnetoresistive structures are the sensitivity improvement, thermal stability, as well as miniaturization. This 
paper discusses how to use the magnetoresistive nanostructures based on nanoscale films of permalloy Ni 
(80%) Fe (20%) in the sensory systems. The influence of the initial imbalance of the magnetic nanosystem, 
which includes the magnetoresistive structure and a permanent magnet, on the value and shape of the 
output signal was studied. It is shown that the increase of the initial imbalance of the magnetic system leads 
to a distortion of the output signal. In the course of this work it is shown that the sensor element based on the 
magnetoresistive nanostructures allows to detect the external magnetic field change. It is shown that the 
variation of the shape and size ratio of magnetoresistive elements influence the characteristics of the 
magnetization and the dynamic range of the sensors, as well as their range of maximum magnetic field 
sensitivity. 

Keywords: magnetoresistance, magnetoresistor, MEMS, magnetoresistive sensor 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Effects associated with the magnetic properties of matter become actual as technology in the nanoscale. 
Magnetic materials provide a solution of many technical and technological problems in the world today. 
Electronic structures based on magnetic materials, in particular ferromagnets have been used in computer 
science, electrical engineering, microwave technology, magnetic memory, bank cards, and many other 
areas. One of the effects, which provides a promising use of magnetic structures is the electrical resistance 
change in the magnetic field, i.e. magnetoresistive effect. Magnetoresistance - a quantum mechanical effect 
is the resistivity change of ferromagnetic materials as a function of applied magnetic field. 
Magnetoresistance is described by (1): 

)(
)0()(

HR
RHR

H
−

=δ
           (1) 

Where δH - relative change in electrical resistance, R(0) - The electrical resistance in the absence of a 
magnetic field, R(H) - electrical resistance in the magnetic field H. 

The discovery of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in ferromagnetic multilayers [1] caused the development of 
the theory of the transport properties of magnetic multilayer structures [2]-[3] and its various applications in 
the development of sense devices, in particular for use in the micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) [4]. 
The main actual problems of sense devices based on magnetoresistive structures are the sensitivity 
increase, thermal stability and miniaturization. 

2. THE CONSTRUCTION FEATURES OF SENSE MAGNETIC SYSTEM 
Magnetoresistor is the main element is a magnetoresistive nanostructures (Fig. 1), which is a ferromagnetic 
thin film permalloy thickness of 50 nm and 80% Ni 20% Fe.  
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a) b) 

Fig.1. Magnetoresistor with aluminum strips [5]: a) planar view of magnetoresistor b) the integral 
representation of magnetoresistor. Numerals indicate the materials: 1 - Si, 2 - SiO2, 3 - 80%Ni20%Fe, 4 – Al 

 

Technological route of magnetoresistors manufacturing consisting of standard processes, which include 
deposition of the magnetic layer and conductive layer, photolithographic etching of these layers, assembly 
and packaging. Magnetoresistor pattern formed by photolithography in long strips on the ferromagnetic film. 
Contacts and strips at an angle of 45 ° to the long axis of permalloy magnetoresistors are formed. Permalloy 
layer thickness is about 50 nm. Aluminum thickness is about 6 μm. Silicon wafers used for substrate 
material. Permalloy film is characterized by the anisotropy field and demagnetizing field, which depends on 
the geometry of the film. Easy axis (the axis of anisotropy) permalloy during manufacturing is oriented along 
the long axis magnetoresistors. 

Resistance of permalloy magnetoresistors without aluminum strips depends on the angle α between the 
magnetization vector M under the influence of an external magnetic field H and the current direction I (2): 

α⋅Δ+= 2
0 cosRRR            (2) 

where R0 - resistance in the absence of the magnetic field, ∆R - resistance change in magnetic field. 

The problem of the distribution of the electric field is to solve for the calculation of the electrical resistance in 
the magnetoresistive structure with a given conductivity distribution (3): 
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where )y,x(φ  - the electrical potential. Here we must have the charge conservation equation (4): 

0=∂∂+∂∂ y/jx/j yx            (4) 

Where Ej σ=  with appropriate boundary conditions for the potential. The boundary conditions for the current 
flow in an infinite periodic structure - preservation of the normal component of current and tangential electric 
field at the boundary Jn1 = Jn2, Et1 = Jt1/σ1 = Jt2/σ2 = Et2. Average transverse current component must be 
absent, so d1Jt1cosφ + d2Jt2cosφ = d1Jn1 sinφ + d2 Jt2sinφ, where d1,2 is the width of the strips of aluminum. 
Changing the direction of the current flow is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Electric current in magnetoresistors with aluminum strips. 

Resistance of magnetoresistors with aluminum strips is described by (5): 
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Magnetoresistors form, solid film or 
strip film, has an effect 
on the characteristic resistance 
v.s.magnetic field. In the case of a 
continuous film characteristic is 
even, in the case of the strip shape 
characteristic is odd. 

Magnetoresistive structure 
construction is the set of four 
magnetoresistors included in a 
bridge circuit. When the external 
magnetic field exposed to a planar 
structure the resistance change of 
all magnetoresistors bridge take 
place. Since the strip of aluminum 
on one shoulder magnetoresistors 
bridge located at angles of 45 ° and 
135 °, resistors in one shoulder of 
the bridge change in opposite 
directions. This leading to an 
increase in the output of the bridge 
to four times compared to the signal from the bridge when one resistor. The output signal of the bridge is 
registered from one diagonal of the bridge, while the other is energized. The application of a planar field 
causes a corresponding change in the output signal, and this characteristic has a distinct linear region and it 
is odd (Fig.3).  

We can see on Fig.3 how the bias field Hx along the strip magnetoresistors affect the output signal. Its 
increase with the value Hx = 2,1 kA / m to 10.4 kA / m dramatically increases the linear range of the detected 
field, but it is a reduction of the sensitivity of the sensor. The sensitivity of the structure in this case is 0.6 
mV/V/(kA/m). The measured maximum value of magnetoresistive structures sensitivity is about 1.8 
mV/V/(kA/m). 

The influence of the initial imbalance of the magnetic system on the shape of the output signal is the 
particular interest. Increase of the initial imbalance of the magnetic system leads to a distortion of the output 
signal. The result is a constant level of the input circuitry and processing gain. For certain values of the 
imbalance the shift in the operating point of the sensor and a narrowing of the field of workability, and for 
sufficiently large values of its total loss take place. The value of the initial imbalance of the magnetic system 
is determined by two factors: the imbalance of technological magnetoresistive structures defined by resistors 
bridge precision fit; setting up of a permanent magnet. The latter fact is important in determining of 
performance region of the sensor as a whole. It should be noted that both components of the imbalance 
depends on the temperature. Thus, it is necessary to provide the minimum value of the initial imbalance of 
the magnetic system for the stable operation over a wide range of external influences, particularly 
temperature. 

3. CONCLUSION 
In the course of this work it is shown that the sensor based on magnetoresistive nanostructures can detect 
changes in the magnetic field. The obtained values of the sensitivity of the sensor allow to develop sensors 
of physical characteristics. 

Fig.3. The dependence of the output signal of the magnetic 
structure of the applied field Hy at different bias Hx (Hx - parallel 

field, Hy - perpendicular field) 
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Abstract 
The chemical state around the Mg and Pd atoms in the Mg-Pd nanoparticles has been investigated by the 
Mg K- and Pd L3-edges NEXAFS techniques under in-situ condition. The Mg-Pd nanoparticles possess 
metallic Mg and Pd states and the surface of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles is partly oxidized. Moreover, both the 
Mg K- and Pd L3-edges NEXAFS spectra show that the Mg-Pd alloy phases are formed in the Mg-Pd 
nanoparticles. The variation of the chemical states around the Pd atom after the cycles of the exposure to 
the H2 gas has been also investigated by the Pd L3-edge NEXAFS technique. The Mg-Pd alloy phases 
dissociate by the cycles of hydrogenation and dehydrogenation. 

Keywords: metal nanoparticle, NEXAFS, hydrogen storage material, gas evaporation method, AFM 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Magnesium (Mg) is attractive material for hydrogen (H) storage because MgH2 achieve high hydrogen 
storage amount of 7.6 wt%. Moreover, Mg is lightweight and inexpensive compared with other candidates of 
the hydrogen storage materials (e.g., Ti, Fe, Ni, …). There are two problems in application of Mg to the 
hydrogen storage system: both hydro-/dehydrogenation reactions of Mg require time scale of a few hours 
and high temperature condition. These difficulties are attributed to low diffusion rate of hydrogen inside of Mg 
and low dissociation activity of H2 molecule at Mg surface. The hydrogen diffusion kinetics inside of Mg is 
limited by the MgH2 layer. The decrease of diffusion length is favorable for the complete of hydro-
/dehydrogenation of Mg, i.e. nanomaterial of Mg such as Mg nanoparticle is superior to bulk materials [1, 2]. 
Furthermore, addition of transition metal as catalyst is effective for improvement of dissociation activity of the 
H2 molecule. The Mg thin film capped by palladium (Pd) layer can storage hydrogen at room temperature 
under 0.1 MPa of the H2 gas within several tens of seconds [3]. The Pd layer can dissociate the H2 molecule 
and also transport hydrogen to the Mg layer via the Mg-Pd alloy layer between the Mg and Pd layers. In this 
study, we have fabricated the nanoparticles composed of the Mg and Pd atoms (Mg-Pd nanoparticles) by the 
gas evaporation method and the chemical state around the Mg and Pd atoms in the Mg-Pd nanoparticles 
has been characterized by the near Mg K- and Pd L3-edges X-ray absorption fine structure (Mg K- and Pd 
L3-edges NEXAFS) techniques. The XAFS measurements have been carried out under in-situ condition due 
to easy oxidizability of the Mg nanomaterials [4-6]. Furthermore, we have focused on the variation of the 
chemical state around the Pd atoms after the cycles of the exposure to the H2 gas. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The Mg-Pd nanoparticles were fabricated by the gas evaporation method using He gas (purity: 99.99995 %) 
[7]. The Mg and Pd sources were evaporated simultaneously under the He atmosphere of 9 kPa. The He 
gas is a coolant for the evaporated Mg and Pd atoms. The Mg-Pd nanoparticles were formed by 
condensation of the Mg and Pd atoms in the He atmosphere and deposited on the Si(100) substrate. The 
size of Mg-Pd nanoparticles was evaluated by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Fig. 1 shows AFM image of 
the monodispersed Mg-Pd nanoparticles on Si(100). The AFM image in Fig. 1 was obtained with noncontact 
mode under the atmospheric condition. The diameter of Mg-Pd nanoparticles has been evaluated by the 
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height value of the AFM observation because of high resolution in vertical direction of the AFM observation 
compared with horizontal one. The size distribution of Mg-Pd nanoparticles is also shown in Fig. 1. The 
average diameter of Mg-Pd nanoparticles was evaluated to be 4.5 nm. 

The Mg K- and Pd L3-edges NEXAFS measurements using synchrotron radiation were carried out at BL-10 
of the SR center in Ritsumeikan University [8, 9]. A Golovchenko-type double-crystal monochromator with 
beryl(10-10) crystal for Mg K-edge and Ge(111) for Pd L3-edge was used for the selection of incident X-ray 
energy. NEXAFS spectra were obtained by total electron yield (TEY) method with the sample drain current 
under high vacuum condition (~ 1×10-6 Pa). The incident X-ray energy for Mg K- and Pd L3-edges NEXAFS 
measurements was calibrated with the first peak of the NEXAFS spectrum for MgO powder at 1309.3 eV and 
metallic Pd at 3174.9 eV, respectively. 

The exposure of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles to the H2 gas has been carried out with the transfer vessel [10]. 
The transfer vessel is composed of the gate valve and the small sample chamber. The Mg-Pd nanoparticle 
sample was transferred to the sample chamber under the high vacuum and the gate valve is closed. After 
removal of the transfer vessel from the vacuum chamber, the transfer vessel was connected to the H2 gas 
supply line and fulfilled by H2 gas of 0.2 MPa for 5 minutes (1 cycle of the exposure to the H2 gas).  

    
Fig. 1 AFM image and size distribution of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles on Si(100) 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. In-situ NEXAFS analyses of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles 
Mg K-edge NEXAFS represents the chemical state around the Mg atoms inside of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles. 
The Mg K-edge NEXAFS spectrum of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles obtained under in-situ condition is shown in 
Fig. 2. The NEXAFS spectra for the chemical states of MgO and metallic Mg are also shown in Fig. 2 as 
standard spectra. All spectra in Fig. 2 have been normalized with respect to heights of the edge jump. It can 
be seen clearly that there is the shoulder structure around 1304 eV in the NEXAFS spectrum of the Mg-Pd 
nanoparticles. Since this shoulder structure is finger print of the chemical state of the metallic Mg in Mg K-
edge NEXAFS, Mg-Pd nanoparticles partly consist of the metallic Mg. We can also see the peak structure 
associated with the chemical state of MgO around 1309 eV in the spectrum of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles. It 
seems that the surface of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles is oxidized by the residual gas in the vacuum chamber 
despite of in-situ condition with high vacuum.  

If the chemical states around Mg atom in the Mg-Pd nanoparticles only consist of the metallic Mg and MgO, 
we can simulate the NEXAFS spectrum of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles by linear combination of the spectrum for 
the chemical states of the metallic Mg and MgO. Fig. 3 shows the simulation of the NEXAFS spectrum of the 
Mg-Pd nanoparticles. The dotted line in Fig. 3 represents the NEXAFS spectrum of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles 
and the solid line shows the simulated spectrum composed of linear combination of the spectrum for the 
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metallic Mg and MgO. The each fractions of the spectra for metallic Mg and MgO were 0.61 and 0.14, 
respectively. The features of NEXAFS spectra of the metallic Mg and the MgO are characterized by the 
shoulder structure at 1304 eV for the metallic Mg and the peak structure at 1309 eV for MgO, respectively. 
Hence, the simulation has been done to vanish the main features of each components. It is difficult to 
simulate completely the NEXAFS spectrum of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles by the linear combination of the 
spectra for the metallic Mg and the MgO. The residual spectrum is shown at downside in Fig. 3. The features 
of the residual spectrum is not similar to that of NEXAFS spectrum for the oxidation products (Mg(OH)2, 
MgCO3, ...). It seems that the residual spectrum represents the interaction with the neighboring Pd atoms, 
i.e. the chemical state of the Mg-Pd alloy. 

      
 
 
 
 

 

Pd L3-edges NEXAFS is suitable for identification of the chemical state of Pd due to the sensitivity of the 
main peak position to the chemical environment around Pd atom [11]. Fig. 4 shows the Pd L3-edges 
NEXAFS spectra of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles, metallic Pd and PdO. The energy shift of main peak position of 
the NEXAFS spectrum for the Mg-Pd nanoparticles toward higher energy side compared with that of metallic 
Pd implies the charge transfer from Pd atom to other atoms. The main peak position of the spectrum for the 
Mg-Pd nanoparticles dose not correspond to that of PdO. It is considered that the valence electrons of the 
Pd atom are transferred toward Mg atom and Mg-Pd bond is formed.  

Fig. 2 Mg K-edge NEXAFS spectra of 
the Mg-Pd nanoparticles, metallic Mg 

and MgO 

Fig.3 The simulation of the Mg K-edge 
NEXAFS spectrum for the Mg-Pd 

nanoparticles by the linear combination 
of the spectra for the metallic Mg (0.61) 

and MgO (0.14) 
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On the other hand, the peak structures in the energy 
range of 3180-3280 eV correspond to those of metallic 
Pd. These results represent the existence of the 
chemical state of metallic Pd in the Mg-Pd 
nanoparticles in addition to Mg-Pd alloy state. 

3.2. The variation of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles by 
the cycle of hydro-/dehydrogenation 

The variation of the chemical state of the Mg-Pd 
nanoparticles after the cycles of the exposure to the H2 
gas has been investigated by the Pd L3-edges 
NEXAFS. Unfortunately, the Mg K-edge NEXAFS 
investigation of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles after the 
cycles of the hydro-/dehydrogenation could not have 
carried out due to the schedule of machine time. Fig. 5 
shows the Pd L3-edge NEXAFS spectra of the Mg-Pd 
nanoparticles after the cycles of the hydro-
/dehydrogenation. The main peak position of the 
NEXAFS spectrum for the Mg-Pd nanoparticles shifts 
slightly toward low energy side as the cycles of 
exposure to the H2 gas (inset in Fig. 5), although the 
shape of the NEXAFS spectrum does not vary. These 
continuous peak shifts imply the increase of the 
fraction of metallic Pd in the Mg-Pd nanoparticles by 
hydrogenation and dehydrogenation.  

In order to investigate the variation of the chemical 
state of the Mg-Pd alloy, the subtractions of the 
NEXAFS spectra for the Mg-Pd nanoparticles have 
been carried out and the residual spectra is shown in 
Fig. 6. The subtractions have been done to vanish the 
main feature of the NEXAFS spectrum for the metallic 
state of Pd (3174.9 eV). The details of the procedures 
of the subtraction are described in Table 1. The 
residual spectra in Fig. 6 represent the Mg-Pd alloy 
phase in the Mg-Pd nanoparticles. In addition to 
residual spectra, Pd L3-edges NEXAFS spectra of Mg 
rich and Pd rich Mg-Pd nanoparticles are also shown 
in Fig. 6 as the reference spectra. All spectra are 
normalized with respect to heights of the edge jump. 
Comparison between the Mg rich and Pd rich Mg-Pd 
nanoparticles reveals that the peak features at 3177.6 
eV and 3181.2 eV are associated with Mg rich and Pd 
rich Mg-Pd alloy phases, respectively. The variation 
of the chemical state of the Mg-Pd alloy phases is 
clearly seen in relative intensity between the peak 
features at 3177.6 eV and 3181.2 eV. 

Fig. 4 Pd L3-edge NEXAFS spectra of the Mg-
Pd nanoparticles, metallic Pd and PdO. 

Fig. 5 The variation of the Pd L3-edge NEXAFS 
spectra of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles as the cycles 
of the exposure to the H2 gas. 

Fig. 4 Pd L3-edge NEXAFS spectra of the Mg-Pd 
nanoparticles, metallic Pd and PdO 

Fig. 5 The variation of the Pd L3-edge NEXAFS 
spectra of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles as the cycles 

of the exposure to the H2 gas 
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In the residual spectrum 1, the relative intensity of 
the peak at 3177.6 eV is higher than the that of 
the peak at 3181.2 eV. This relativity of the 
intensities between the peaks at 3177.6 eV and 
3181.2 eV varies gradually as the cycles of the 
exposure to the H2 gas. Finally, the relative 
intensities of the two peaks are comparable in the 
residual spectrum 3. These results indicate that 
the cycles of the hydrogenation and 
dehydrogenation cause the phase dissociation of 
Mg-Pd alloy phase and growth of the domain of 
the both metallic Pd and Pd rich alloy phases. L. 
Pasquini et al. have reported that Pd decorated 
Mg/MgO core-shell nanoparticles (the average 
size is ~450 nm) possess Mg6Pd phase at the 
interface between Pd and MgO layers [12]. They 
have also reported that Mg6Pd phase transforms 
reversibly to the hydride by the sorption of H2 gas. 
The reason of inconsistence between our study 
and ref. [12] is still unknown, but it is perhaps due 
to the size effect of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles 
because the size of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles is 
much smaller than that of ref. [12]. 

 

 

 

Table 1 The details about the procedure of the subtraction of the Pd L3-edge NEXAFS spectra in Fig. 6 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
The nanoparticles composed of the Mg and Pd atoms (Mg-Pd nanoparticles) have been fabricated by the 
simultaneous evaporation of the Mg and Pd sources under the He atmosphere. The average size of the Mg-
Pd nanoparticles evaluated by the AFM observation is 4.5 nm. In order to investigate the chemical states 
around the Mg and Pd atoms in the Mg-Pd nanoparticles, the in-situ Mg K- and Pd L3-edges NEXAFS 
measurements has been carried out with the synchrotron radiation. The Mg K- and Pd L3-edges NEXAFS 
investigations represent that the large part of Mg-Pd nanoparticles consist of metallic Mg and Pd states and 
the surface of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles are oxidized by the residual gas in the vacuum chamber. Both the Mg 
K- and Pd L3-edges NEXAFS spectra indicate that the Mg-Pd alloy phases are formed in the Mg-Pd 
nanoparticles. The variation of the chemical state of the Mg-Pd nanoparticles has been investigated by 
means of the Pd L3-edge NEXAFS measurements after the cycle of the exposure and evacuation of H2 gas. 
It is apparent that the Mg rich Mg-Pd alloy phases dissociate with the cycle of the hydro-dehydrogenation 
and the domain of metallic Pd and Pd rich Mg-Pd alloy phases increase gradually. 

Fig. 6 The variation of the residual Pd L3-edge 
spectra as the cycles of the exposure to the H2 gas 
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Abstract 
Rapid solidification (RS) is perspective method which can be defined as rapid transfer of thermal energy 
including both superheat and latent heat during liquid-solid phase transformation. Materials prepared via RS 
exhibit extraordinary properties, compared to the conventional cast alloys, which can be attributed to 
increased content of alloying, improved homogeneity of alloy, formation of micro-, nano- or quasicrystaline 
microstructure and others. Transition metals (Fe, etc.) are known for their ability to increase thermal stability 
of aluminium alloys due to their low diffusivity in aluminium, however it’s concentration are strongly limited.  

Centrifugal atomization with high-speed rotating graphite disc was used to prepare powders with different 
composition in this work. Prepared powders were sieved to obtain required powder fraction which was 
compacted with ultra-high pressure of 6 GPa at temperature 450 °C. Microstructure of prepared powders 
and compact samples was observed using light microscope and electron scanning microscope equipped 
with EDS analyzer. Thermal stability of pressed samples was evaluated like hardness change during 
annealing at various temperatures for 100 hours. Compressive mechanical tests were measured at room 
temperature for both materials in its initial states and after long-term annealing.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Al-Si based alloys exhibit excellent weight-to-strength ratio, high thermal conductivity, great castability, and 
therefore are more often used in automotive or aerospace industry. Millions of parts are mostly prepared by 
gravity or die casting. Typically are these materials used for pistons, engine blocks and valves production 
and therefore there is always need to improve their properties e.g. by addition of another element. The 
addition can be strictly limited by the total solubility of element in aluminium after that formation of brittle and 
hard phases will deteriorate mechanical properties. This problem can be solved via rapid solidification (RS) 
technique like centrifugal atomization which was used in this work.  

Rapid solidification is perspective process defined by rapid heat extraction including both superheat and 
latent heat during liquid-solid state transformation [1]. To consider a process to be in RS regime, cooling 
rates should be greater or equal to 104 K.s-1 although several papers reported that cooling rates 103 K.s-1 are 
sufficient to generate rapidly solidified microstructures [1, 2]. Aluminium alloys prepared via RS technique 
offers extraordinary properties due to increased content of alloying elements, improved homogeneity and 
creation of micro-, nano- or quasi-crystalline structures [3]. The addition of elements that are slow diffusers in 
aluminium can enhance the thermal stability, which is important for fabrication of thermally loaded parts such 
as pistons and turbochargers rotors. Figure 1 shows that transition metals are very effective in this [4].  

Centrifugal atomization (CA) is simple low-cost RS method that can easily generate rapidly solidified 
materials. Typical products of CA processes are powders consisting of fine flake-like particles (Fig. 3) which 
can be more easily pressed into bulk samples [5]. Centrifugal atomizer with high speed rotating graphite disc 
ensure almost immediately transport of molten metal to water-cooled walls and therefore almost immediate 
liquid- solid state phase transformation. In this work, centrifugal atomization was used to prepare rapidly 
solidified AlSi13Fe10. Composition of this alloy was deliberately chosen representing typical waste product 
of aluminium recycling process containing higher iron and silicon content.  
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2. EXPERIMENT 
The alloy with nominal composition AlSi13Fe10 (in wt. 
%) prepared by CA was studied and compared in this 
work with the commercial AlSi12Cu1Mg1Ni1 alloy that 
is commonly considered to be highly thermally stable. 
The AlSi12Cu1Mg1Ni1 alloy was provided by external 
industrial supplier in a form of ingot with a thickness of 
30 mm and length of 150 mm. The alloy was heat 
treated in T6 regime consisting of solution annealing 
(510 °C/5 h), water quenching and artificial aging (230 
°C/6 h) . In the following text, so treated alloy will be 
denoted as “as-cast”.  

The AlSi13Fe10 alloy was prepared by melting of 
appropriate amount of pure aluminium and master 
alloys in a vacuum induction furnace under argon 
atmosphere. After a sufficient homogenization the melt 
was poured into a cast iron metal mould with 20 mm in 
diameter and 150 mm in height. So prepared alloy was consequently remelted under argon protective 
atmosphere and ejected onto high-speed rotating graphite disc with rotation speed of 30000 rpm (Fig. 2).  

  
Fig. 2: Schematic drawing of centrifugal atomization Fig. 3: Flake-like powders prepared by CA 

 

Prepared powder was sieved to obtain powder fractions with powder particle size smaller or equal to 2 mm 
with approximately thickness of 50 µm (Fig. 3). Afterwards, the powder was placed into a tungsten carbide 
mould and compacted by uni-axial pressing at 300 °C and ultra-high pressure of 6 GPa for 5 minutes. By this 
procedure, cylindrical samples 15 mm in diameter and 5 mm in height were prepared. It should be noted, 
that pressure applied in our work was in one order of magnitude greater than the pressures applied in 
common uni-axial or isostatic pressing of powders. In the following text, so prepared alloy will be denoted as 
“as-compacted”.  

Microstructure of both materials was investigated using light microscopy (Olympus PME-3) and scanning 
electron microscopy (Tescan Vega 3) with EDS analyzer (Oxford Instruments Inca 350). The phase 
composition of materials was determined by XRD analysis (X Pert Pro). Thermal stability was evaluated like 
hardness change (Vickers hardness tests with 5 kg load) during long-term annealing at temperatures ranged 
between 300-500 °C. The compressive mechanical properties of both materials in its initial state and after 
long-term annealing were measured with Instron 5882 machine with deformation speed of 1 mm/min. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Arrhenius plots of diffusion coefficients of 

various metals [4] 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  Microstructure 
The structure of as-compacted AlSi13Fe10 alloy (Fig. 4) was composed of primary α-Al dendrites, α-Al+Si 
interdendritic eutectic and needle-like intermetallic phases. Primary dendrites were very fine with average 
distance between dendritic branches approximately 5 μm. Eutectic silicon particles appear to be refined with 
size of 1 μm and smaller. Needle-like intermetallic phases have an average thickness of 2 μm and length of 
30 μm.  

  
Fig. 4: Optical (a) and detailed SEM (b) micrographs of as-compacted AlSi13Fe10 

It is also important to notice, that as-compacted alloy shows almost no porosity and good contact between 
particles.  

  
Fig. 5: Optical (a) and detailed SEM (b) micrographs of annealed (500 °C/100 h) AlSi13Fe10 

 

Sufficient diffusion bonding between particles was achieved by ultra-high pressure of 6 GPa used in this 
experiment. A similar finding was also reported by Cieslak et. al. [6]. The XRD analysis proved presence of 
Al, Si and β-Al5FeSi phases in the structure of the as-compacted AlFe13Si10 alloy.  

After annealing, a significant structural refining was observed as is shown in Fig. 5. This structural change 
was characterized by coarsening of eutectic silicon particles and by fragmentation of the β-Al5FeSi needle-
like particles. The silicon particles changed their original sub-micrometer size to several micrometers. This 
coarsening can be explained by the tendency to reduce the α-Al/Si interface area and by a relatively high 
diffusion coefficient of Si in solid Al. However, iron is characterized by a lower diffusion coefficient than 
silicon, and therefore, the coarsening and thickening of β-Al5FeSi is slower and was not observed even after 
100 hours of annealing at 500 °C. Instead, fragmentation of needle-like particles with an original length of 30 
µm to shorter particles was observed. Both the coarsening of Si particles and the fragmentation of β-Al5FeSi 
have a direct influence on the mechanical properties as will be shown. 
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Fig. 6:  Micrographs of AlSi12Cu1Mg1Ni1: a) as-cast + T6 thermal treated; b) annealed (500 °C/100 h) 

Fig. 6a demonstrate the relatively coarse microstructure of AlSi12Cu1Mg1Ni1 composed of primary α-Al 
dendrites (light), α-Al+Si eutectic and intermetalic phases containing mainly Ni and Al. The average distance 
between dendritic branches were 45 µm and 7 µm, respectively. After 100 hours of annealing at 500 °C 
(Fig. 6b), the microstructure contained large Si particles which size grew from original 7 µm up to 
approximately 20 µm. 

3.1  Mechanical properties 
Fig. 7 compares the development of the room temperature Vickers hardness of tested materials during 
annealing at 300-500 °C. Initial hardnes was higher in the case of as-compacted AlSi13Fe10 than the as-
cast and T6 heat treated AlSi12Cu1Ni1Mg1 alloy. This phenomenon was caused by much more smaller α-Al 
grain size in the CA alloy due to its rapid solidification. Additionally, higher volume fraction of hard phases, 
namely Si and β-Al5FeSi, positively increased the intial hardness and compressive strength (Fig. 8). The 
casting AlSi12Cu1Ni1Mg1 alloy contained large α-Al grains (Fig. 6) whose contribution to the Hall-Petch 
strengthening mechanism is negligible. 

  
Fig. 7: Vickers hardness change of AlSi13Fe10 and AlSi10Cu1Mg1Ni1 as a function of annealing time 

Hardness and compressive strength decrease was observed during annealing, but this decrease occured 
much more slowly in the case of AlSi13Fe10 alloy. This can be explained by the already above mentioned 
fact, that iron have lower diffusivity in solid aluminium than the elements in AlSi12Cu1Ni1Mg1 and therefore 
coarsening of β-Al5FeSi needle-like particles occure much more slowly. Fragmentation of these needle-like 
particles (Fig. 5b) positively influenced hardness (Fig. 7), compressive strength and plasticity (Fig. 8) as will 
be shown in the folowing paragraphs. The casting AlSi12Cu1Ni1Mg1 alloy rapidly softens during annealing 
due to the fast growth of precipitates in the α-Al matrix (Fig. 6b). 

The compressive strength of as-compacted AlSi13Fe10 alloy in its initial state reached the value of 720 MPa 
which is significantly higher than the recently reported compressive strength (~ 450 MPa) of the AlSi20Fe5 
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alloy [7]. However, the compaction conditions were significantly different from ours (400 °C, 250 MPa, 60 
minutes). This suggests that the ultra-high pressure compaction at 300 °C/5 min did not induce excessive 
structural changes and softening.  

The AlSi13Fe10 alloy shows certain plasticity, despite its high iron content. This can be attributed to the 
preparation procedure because the needle-like β-Al5FeSi particles always act as primary stress 
concentrators during compressive testing. The AlSi13Fe10 alloy prepared by common gravity casting 
containing large β-Al5FeSi particles would be thus extremely brittle. However, rapidly solidified materials with 
refined microstructure are able to reduce local stresses allowing the plastic α-Al phase to be deformed. 

  

Fig. 8: Compressive stress-strain diagrams of tested alloys in various states 

4. CONCLUSION 
This work demonstrated that the AlSi13Fe10 alloy, when prepared by centrifugal atomization and high-
pressure compaction, has a refined microstructure, which positively influenced strength, hardness and 
plasticity. Tested alloy also exhibited excellent thermal stability in comparison with the casting 
AlSi12Cu1Mg1Ni1 alloy which is generally considered to be thermal stable and therefore used for 
combustion engine pistons production. Centrifugal atomization is the way how to prepare aluminium alloys 
with higher contents of iron eliminating creation of large needle-like β-Al5FeSi particles, which would result in 
an extreme brittleness of the as-cast alloy. 
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Abstract  
Hydrogen treatment of materials (HTM) is a powerful method for both microstructure and properties 
modifications of two-phase titanium alloys (α+β). HTM consists of several stages and during these stages 
some structural transformations occur. The idea of this treatment is based on accumulation after each 
consecutive cycle microstructure defecting in microstructure as a result of execution of a single 
heating↔cooling cycle in hydrogen presence. In titanium alloys, hydrogen most often appears as hydrides. 
First stage – hydrogenation of titanium alloy at the temperature of two-phase area (under high pressure or by 
glow discharge in hydrogen atmosphere) to produce rich in hydrogen the βH - phase and titanium hydride δ. 
Second stage consists in allotropic change and the titanium hydride δ - phase decomposition at the 
temperature of the β - phase area. Third stage is annealing at the temperature of the α+β area. During this 
stage the transformation βH to α + titanium hydride δ occurs. Fourth stage – dehydrogenation in high vacuum 
at the temperature of the two-phase area which causes recrystallisation of the microstructure. After hydrogen 
treatment grain refinement and division of lamellar microstructure α - phase was observed (especially in the 
surface of specimens).  

Keywords: Titanium alloy, high temperature hydrogen treatment, structure 

1. INTRODUCTION  
The impact of hydrogen on the microstructure and properties of titanium alloys is an extremely complex 
phenomenon. The vast majority of the work characterizing the effect of hydrogen in titanium alloys is related 
to hydrogen degradation [1, 2]. In recent years, hydrogen as an alloy component has been found to have 
temporary beneficial effects on the microstructure and physical properties of titanium alloys, especially two-
phase alloys [1–3]. The positive impact of hydrogen on the properties of titanium alloys is manifested in the 
high temperature hydrogen treatment (HTM - Hydrogen Treatment of Materials), where hydrogen is a 
temporary alloying element. Titanium and its alloys show the solubility of almost 60 at.% of hydrogen. The 
limit solubility of hydrogen in Tiα is very low and does not exceed 0.05 at.% at room temperature. The limit 
solubility of hydrogen in Tiβ is much higher and its maximum value is 48 at.%. In titanium alloys, hydrogen 
most often appears as hydrides. Most stable is δ hydride (TiHx) with face centred cubic lattice (f.c.c.) and at 
room temperature it already appears at low concentrations of hydrogen [1-4]. Titanium hydride plays a major 
role in effects hydrogen treatment on microstructure and properties titanium alloys. By creating interstitial-
type solutions with individual allotropic forms of titanium, hydrogen significantly changes the lattice 
parameters and specific volumes of the α and β phases; in particular, that of the high-temperature β phase 
for which it acts as a stabilizer. This results in significant internal-work hardening during the α+β↔β 
transformations that proceeds under the heating and cooling conditions. The specific volume of titanium 
hydride is 13% to 17% higher compared with the specific volume of the α phase, which causes large stress 
in the crystal lattice of this phase and may result in its local plastic deformation [6-9]. Changes in the 
structure of the titanium alloys after HTM can lead to nano size fragmentation of grain. 

The aim of this study was to determine the effect of hydrogen on the microstructure of two-phase titanium 
alloy Ti-6Al-4V during a high-temperature hydrogen treatment. It was presented that hydrogen treatment is 
an attractive method for controlling structure layer and properties of titanium alloy. Structure was observed 
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using of SE images with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscope (TEM). 
This article included the information about hydrogen effect of titanium alloys. 

2. MATERIAL AND EXPERIEMENTAL PROCEDURE   
The study was of cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 16 mm and a height of 12 mm made of titanium 
alloy Ti-6Al-4V content the following chemical composition (% mass.): Al- 6.2, V- 4.3, Fe- 0.3, and Ti-the rest. 
Annealing was performed at 1100°C for 1 hour, subsequent cooling of the furnace. Hydrogenation processes 
and cyclic treatment after hydrogenation conducted on a universal device for machining a glow from the cold 
chamber walls.  

Process parameters used were as (Fig. 2): Step 1: hydrogenation - soaking 60 min. at 600 °C, Step 2:  
cyclic heat treatment - at 580 °C cooling to a temperature of 250 ° C and soak for 30 minutes, number of 
cycles - 10, gas atmosphere of 100% H2, Step 3:  dehydrogenation - soaking 60 min. at 550 ° C in a 
vacuum, and cooling after hydrogenation in a vacuum.  

The specimens surface was etched in a two solutions: I solution - of 30 cm3 of lactic acid, 15 cm3 HNO3, 5 
cm3 HF to reveal grains and II solution – of 50 cm3 of glycerol, 25 cm3 HNO3, 30 cm3 H2O, 1 cm3 HF for 
metallographic examination. A macrostructural examination of the specimens surface was performed using a 
stereoscopic microscope (Olympus SZX-9). The microstructure was characterised using a light microscope 
(LM, Olympus GX71) and scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi S-3400N). Specimens for 
substructure investigations were prepared using a focused ion beam Ga (FIB,Hitachi FIB 2100, accelerating 
voltage – 40 kV). Substructure was characterized using a scanning transmission electron microscope 
(STEM, Hitachi HD-2700) and JEOL 100B. Tests of hardness HV10 was carried out on automated Struers 
Duramin A300 (HV10). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

3.1  Effect of high temperature hydrogen treatment on the microstructure of alloy Ti-6Al-4V  

The investigated alloy in initial state after full annealing within the β single-phase area temperature were 
characterised by homogeneous two-phase microstructure. The alloy microstructure is represented by 
alternately arranged lamellar precipitations of α and β phases with different orientations in particular grains 
(Fig.1). An SEM micrograph of the cross-section reveals the microstructure is comparably in center and 
edge specimens before HTM (Figs. 2b). The white areas on the SEM images (Figs. 1a and 1b) show the α 
phase, and the dark - β phase. Analysis of microstructural changes in the investigated alloys after cyclic heat 
treatment in 100 %H2 atmosphere shows different microstructure changes in the center and at the edge of 
the specimen (Fig. 2b, c). In the center, no significant changes in microstructure were observed. Moreover, 
near the edge of the specimen, HTM led to fragmentation of lamellar precipitations of the phase. The 
α phase dissolution process was limited to 50 -200 μm from the edge of the specimen. 
 

   
Fig. 1. Microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V alloy: (a) edge of the specimen before HTM (LM), (b) centre of the 

specimen after 10 cycles of HTM (SEM), (c) edge of the specimen after 10 cycles of HTM (SEM) 

a b c
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The TEM investigations confirmed the presence of the band structure in Ti-6Al-4V alloy after HTM (Fig. 2a). 
Fig. 2 shows the effects of the gradual restructuring of the lamellar phase systems α "chains" (Fig.2a) of 
particles to form equiaxed phase α (Fig. 2c). Studies shown a lots of number of defects in the plates of α 
(Fig. 2d) and β (Fig.2e) phases. β phase diffraction pattern (Fig. 2f) shows the characteristic pattern of so-
called diffraction fringes - "diffuse streaking“ [5]. It is characteristic of the initial stage of the transition β phase 
to thermodynamically stable ω after hydrogen treatement. ω phase is metastable only in the case of a higher 
saturation with hydrogen [6]. 

   

   
Fig. 2. Substructure of Ti-6Al-4V alloy after 10 cycles of HTM (TEM): (a) α and β phases lamellar structure, 

(b) reconstruction and development phase of the α “chains”, (c) „equiaxed” α phase, (d) defects in the α 
phase, (e) defects in the β phase, (f) β phase diffraction pattern 

The microstructure of the band is very fine (Fig. 3 and 4). α phase platelet morphology is characteristic of the 
hydride phase δ - TiH2 "twin" [7], consisting of a system of small bands. The substructure band is particular 
fine fragmentation on the edge of the specimen (Fig.4). 

   
Fig. 3. Substructure of the band onTi-6Al-4V alloy after 10 cycles of HTM (TEM) 

 

   
Fig. 4. Substructure of the band on Ti-6Al-4V alloy (edge of the specimen) after 10 cycles of HTM (TEM) 

a b c
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3.2  Effect of high temperature hydrogen treatment on the microstructure of alloy Ti-6Al-4V 
Results of hardness measurements (HV0.1) are shown in Table 1. Before hydrogen treatment, hardness of 
the Ti-6Al-4V alloy at the edge of the specimen as well as at the centre of the specimen is equal. After 
hydrogen treatment hardness of centre of the specimen was at the same level compared to the sample 
before HTM. However, we observed 50% increase of hardness at the edge of the sample after hydrogen 
treatment. This change in mechanical properties of the surface layer is attributed to the microstructure 
refinement observed in TEM samples. 

 

Table 1. Vickers hardness (HV10) of Ti-6Al-4V alloy 
                      Conditions measurement  
Area of  
measurement 

Before HTM, HV10 After HTM, HV10 

Centre of the specimens 345 ± 12 352 ± 19 

Edge of the specimens 348 ± 26 522 ± 25 

3.2  Discussion 
The high-temperature cyclic hydrogen treatment is very efficient for changing the microstructure and 
mechanical properties of two-phase titanium alloys. Analysis of research on effects of hydrogen on the 
microstructure of titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V showed that the processes causing the high temperature hydrogen 
treatment of grain refinement and alloy plate structure in the surface layer to 200 μm. For all samples 
regardless of the applied high-temperature variant of the hydrogen treatment differences were found 
between the microstructure in the middle of the samples and the microstructure at the edge of the samples. 
Plates located in the layer have been markedly fragmentation, while in the middle of the samples such 
changes were not observed. This method can be applied for products with different shapes and without 
plastic working, particularly in biomaterials. Application of scanning and transmission electron microscopy 
(SEM and TEM) and hardness allow to extend our knowledge about substructure band of α and β phases. 
High temperature hydrogen treatment change on the hardness of Ti-6Al-4V alloy, particularly fort on the 
edge of the specimens.   
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Abstract 
In this work Mg-Mn binary alloy was processed by Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) with 
backpressure (BP) at room temperature (RT) and material properties were subsequently investigated. Route 
Bc was employed for multiple passes by ECAP-BP and specimens were processed 3 and 4 times via ECAP 
die with channel angle 90°. It is shown that multiple passes (up to 4) result in crack-free structure. The 
microstructure observed by electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD) and transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) revealed significant grain refinement with an average grain size estimated to be ~0.5 - 0.6μm. This is 
one of the lowest grain sizes available in literature for Mg alloy after ECAP. Thermal stability was examined 
by dilatometry up to 480°C. The results show first structural instability at ~80°C during heating in both 
samples. For thorough characterization tensile tests at RT and at strain rate of 10-3s-1 were also conducted 
after 3 and 4 passes by ECAP-BP. Ultimate tensile strength (UTS) was found to be surprisingly low ~122 
MPa for Mg-0.2wt.%Mn after 4 passes. 

Keywords: Magnesium, ECAP, backpressure, EBSD, TEM 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Magnesium alloys are often considered as prospective materials for hydrogen storage [1]. These so called 
magnesium hydrides are safe and capable to store even more hydrogen than pressure and cryogenic 
storage tanks. Crucial issues connected with suitable material for hydrogen storage via hydrides are 
sufficiently fast diffusion paths for absorption and desorption, thermal stability of the structure for absorption 
and desorption cycling at elevated temperature and the amount of bounded hydrogen [2]. Bulk 
nanostructured materials, notably magnesium, often show remarkable advantages with respect to hydrogen 
storage capability due to excess of defects that serve as traps for hydrogen. Bulk nanostructured materials 
can be prepared by severe plastic deformation (SPD). 

Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is one of the most attractive method of the SPD techniques because 
it can produce bulk billets for subsequent metallurgical operations. Many parameters such as number 
of passes, processing route, speed, temperature or backpressure have been already considered [3]. 

Recent activities led to find suitable materials for absorption and desorption of hydrogen into 
the structure – to produce so called hydrides. Mg-H hydrides are promising hydrogen - absorbing materials 
with large gravimetric capacity (~7,6 wt.%) [1] [2]. 

Magnesium alloys are also very attractive for use as structural materials in the automotive industry 
and aeronautic because of good strength-to-weight ratio [4] and as biodegradable materials. The aim of this 
paper is correlation between structure and properties of Mg-Mn binary alloy subjected to ECAP-BP at room 
temperature. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
Mg-Mn alloy was prepared from 99,9% Mg and 99,9% Mn in an induction furnace under the protection 
of argon atmosphere, then homogenized at 500°C for 10h and cooled in furnace. Chemical composition 
of the alloy was measured by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and verified by flame atomic absorption 
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spectrometry (F AAS). For ECAP ingot was machined into 10x10x55 mm billets. ECAP was proceeded with 
channel angle 90° at room temperature following route Bc, pressing speed was 0,4 mm/s  
and the backpressure 150 - 400 MPa. Tensile tests were performed with INSTRON 5882 at strain rate 10-3s-1 
and at room temperature with dog-bone tensile specimen dimensions 12 mm long, 4 mm wide and 1,5 mm 
thick. Samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) 
analysis were prepared from ECAPed billet in longitudinal plane by ion milling (Gatan PECS) and then 
observed with FEI Tecnai G2 F20 X-TWIN. EBSD data were obtained by Dual Beam FEI Quanta 3D FEG. 
Thermal dilatometric analysis (NETZSCH 402) up to 480°C in argon atmosphere and with heating/cooling 
rate of 2°C/s was employed to discover thermal stability of the fine grained Mg-Mn alloys. Coefficient 
of thermal expansion (CTE) was calculated as derivated curve ∆L/L0=f(T) 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table 1 show chemical composition of the alloys used in this work. Two techniques were used to validate 
chemical composition: X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) and Flame Atomic Absorption Spectrometry (F AAS). 
The experiment demonstrated a maximum of three ECAP passes for Mg-1.5wt.%Mn and four passes for 
Mg-0.2wt.%Mn. 

 
Table 1 Chemical composition of the Mg-Mn binary alloys used in this work  

Label Number of ECAP passes XRF F AAS 

Sample 1 3 1,45 % wt. ± 0,04 1,56 % wt. ± 0,02 

Sample 2 4 0,23 % wt. ± 0,02 0,21 % wt. ± 0,01 

3.1. TEM observations 
Fig. 1 shows TEM microstructure of sample 1 and sample 2. From both TEM figures is evident strong grain 
refinement after ECAP-BP.  

     
Fig. 1 TEM images of the MgMn alloy processed by ECAP-BP at room temperature after three passes (left) 

and four passes (right) 

The high energy stored in the material in the form of defects causes low distinctness and contrast and it is 
difficult to define exact grain boundaries and structural features. A sample 2 (Fig. 1 right) shows better 
definition of grain and grain boundaries than sample 1 (Fig. 1 left). This can be a consequence of lower Mn 
content. Grain size was estimated ~0.5μm and ~0.6μm for sample 1 and sample 2, respectively. 
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3.2. TEM - EELS analysis 
Many insoluble particles were found in the microstructure by TEM observations, mainly in the sample 1, 
because of it’s higher amount of Mn in comparison with a sample 2. Thus, TEM-EELS method was used 
to analyse chemical composition of insoluble particles in sample 1. This technique acquires a spectra 
of insoluble particle that correspond with occurrence of particular elements. A maximum solubility  
of manganese in magnesium at the peritectic temperature is 2.46%wt. And decreases rapidly with 
temperature approaching zero at room temperature [5]. Fig. 2 shows TEM micrograph with analyzed particle 
denoted by red arrow. The size of these particles was in the range from 1 to 1000 nm. Fig. 3 shows two 
EELS spectra for Mg and Mn, which proves that insoluble particle is virtually Mn. This result corresponds 
with Smith who concluded that in the binary Mg-Mn system there are no intermetallic phases formed and that 
the precipitates are α manganese [6]. 

 
Fig. 2 Left: TEM - EELS of Mg (up) and Mn (down) of the sample after 3 passes by ECAP-BP at RT. Right: 

Analyzed insoluble particle, red arrow 

3.3. SEM - EBSD observations 
SEM – EBSD analysis was performed in order to confirm TEM observations, notable grain sizes. Fig. 3 (left) 
shows grain boundaries of the sample 2 with coloured marking of specific range of boundary angles. 
The initial structure is significantly refined during four passes of ECAP-BP. The average grain size of the 
specimen is <1 μm, that reasonably-well correlates with TEM observation. This value is one of the smallest 
grain sizes of Mg alloys subjected to ECAP [7]. Fig. 3 (right) shows histogram of grain boundaries 
distribution. First peak belongs to low angle grain boundaries (LAGBs). High amount of LABs is a result 
of SPD at low homologous temperature. As shown by Ostapovets et al., maximum at 30° can correspond 
with coincident site lattice (CSL) grain boundaries [8] [9]. According to CSL model this maximum match with 
Σ15b and Σ17a, eventually Σ15a and Σ13a. The last peak around 90° are {10-12} twin boundaries. 
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Fig. 3 Results of EBSD analysis of sample 2. Left: grain boundaries superimposed with image quality map. 
Right: histogram of misorientation angles. The inset in the histogram show colour coding for the left figure 

3.4. Thermal stability 
Thermal dilatometric analysis (TDA) was performed to find out critical temperatures for microstructural 
stability. The thermal expansion curves for Mg-Mn alloys were measured with two thermal 
(heating and cooling) cycles (runs).  

 
Fig. 4 Temperature dependence of a) the relative elongation for sample 1 (1.run), b) the CTE for sample 1 

(1.run), c) the relative elongation for sample 1 (2.run), d) the CTE for sample 1 (2.run) 

The temperature dependence of the relative elongation for three passes ECAP-BP specimen in the first 
thermal cycle is plotted in Fig. 4a and temperature dependence of the CTE in Fig. 4b. Fig. 4b shows 
a noticeable decrease of CTE over the temperature range from 80 up to 180°C during heating, in 
comparison with the temperature variation of CTE in the second thermal cycle (Fig. 4d). Influence of the 
strain in the specimen produced during ECAP-BP is also significant in the temperature range from 180°C up 
to 480°C during the first run (Fig. 4b) in comparison with second run (Fig. 4d). During first run heating, the 
values of CTE of both samples are lower than those for cooling. The temperature dependence of the relative 
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elongation for sample 2 in the first thermal cycle is plotted in Fig. 5a and temperature dependence of the 
CTE in Fig. 5b. After first run the specimen was annealed and the course of the second run (Fig. 5d) is 
approximately linear in the range from RT to 480°C for both heating and cooling process. This means that 
there were no irreversible changes and all accumulated strain was released during first thermal cycle. During 
first run heating of sample 2 was observed much lower decrease of CTE in temperature range from 80 up to 
160°C (Fig. 5b) than in sample 1. Next course of the curve shows increasing of CTE similar to second run 
curve (Fig. 5d). These measurement shows that the thermal stability is influenced by both composition and 
number of passes. 

 
Fig. 5 Temperature dependence of a) the relative elongation for sample 2 (1.run), b) the CTE for sample 2 

(1.run), c) the relative elongation for sample 2 (2.run), d) the CTE for sample 2 (2.run) 

3.5. Mechanical properties at room temperature 
Plots of engineering stress versus engineering strain are shown in Fig. 6 for Mg-Mn alloy tested at room 
temperature at an initial strain rate of 10-3 s-1.  

 
Fig. 6 Engineering strain versus engineering stress curves measured at room temperature and at strain rate 

10-3s-1 for sample 1 and sample 2 

Reduction in grain size usually improves strenght according to Hall-Petch relation [10]. It has been found that 
strenght level is not significantly improved in ultra-fine grained Mg-Mn, contrary to course grained Mg. 
This is probably caused by strong texture that can be developed during ECAP of Mg at RT [11]. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Mg-Mn alloy was processed via ECAP-BP at RT with following results. Maximum number of ECAP-BP 
passes for Mg-0.2wt.%Mn alloy (sample 2) is four and for Mg-1.5wt.%Mn (sample 1) three. Both samples 
demonstrate similar thermal stability. Sample 1 shows higher ultimate tensile strength, but lower elongation 
than three ECAP passes specimen with 0.2wt.%Mn. Grain size was estimated ~0.5μm 
and ~0.6μm for sample 1 and sample 2, respectively. 
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Abstract 
The electron beam writer Tesla BS600 works with a thermal-field electron emitter, fixed electron energy of 15 
keV and a rectangular shaped variable-size electron beam. The size of the shaped beam (stamp) can be set 
from 50 to 6300 nm in standard mode and from 16 to 2100 nm in high-resolution mode. The basic increment 
of the stamp size is 50 nm, resp. 16 nm. Electron current density inhomogeneity and long-term instability in 
stamps can have negative impact on the exposure quality. Therefore, we focused on a study of the current 
time instability. The current density in variously sized stamps was measured by a picoammeter and a PIN 
diode video channel as a function of time. We analyzed short-term and long-term current instabilities using 
filtering techniques, as well as the Fourier analysis. Based on the results, we could be able to find reasons of 
the current instabilities and to propose improvements to achieve higher exposure quality.  

Keywords: Electron beam, current measurement, current drift and noise, Fourier analysis 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In the e-beam writer, nanoscopic and microscopic scale regions of the electron sensitive resist are exposed 
by the e-beam. The exposed or non-exposed regions are then chemically removed and the obtained 
structure is transferred to the substrate material. For “writing” of well-defined shapes, a rectangular-shaped 
and variable-sized e-beam pattern, called a stamp, is formed from the original round-pattern e-beam. One of 
the crucial parameters of the stamp is its current homogeneity, intensity and time stability. This paper deals 
with the current intensity and time stability, since the current homogeneity was analyzed before [1]. 

The low current density can result in significant exposure time prolongation, because sufficient electron dose 
has to be supplied for satisfactory resist exposure. In the case of poor current stability, the different regions 
of the resist are exposed by different dose during the exposure time which decreases the exposure quality. 
These problems imply the necessity of the current instabilities measurement and analysis. 

In general, the e-beam current instabilities can be caused by emission instabilities of the electron emitter and 
by external influences on the electron optical system, such as temperature variations, electromagnetic 
fluctuations and surrounding vibrations. The current instabilities can be divided by the time region of their 
variations to short-term and long-term fluctuations. The long-term fluctuations with frequencies in order of 
1 Hz and lower are called drift. The short-term fluctuations with frequencies over 1 Hz can be generalized as 
noise. The both types of fluctuations can be isolated and examined separately. In this paper, we describe 
techniques of the current monitoring as a function of time. The measured values were inspected by filtering 
techniques and by the Fourier analysis. The study of the short- and long-term fluctuations helped us to find 
reasons of the current instabilities and to propose improvements to achieve higher exposure quality. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
The e-beam writer Tesla BS-600 uses the thermal-field electron emitter with fixed electron energy of 15 keV 
to create an e-beam passing through the electron optical system (see Fig. 1). The optical system is 
composed by two magnetic condenser lenses between which the stamp forming system is situated. The 
stamp forming system serves for creating of the rectangular stamps from the original round-pattern e-beam. 
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It’s composed of two right-angled shutters; the beam 
cross-over is in between them.The size of the 
rectangular stamp is adjusted independently in two 
perpendicular directions using the electrostatic field 
between two pairs of deflection plates located near 
the cross-over plane. The deflection plates are 
operated by the 16 bit D/A converter, which enables 
stamp size between 50 and 6300 nm in standard 
mode and between 16 and 2100 nm in high-resolution 
mode. The D/A converter is controlled using an e-
beam writer exposition software by the direct stamp 
size setting. 

Another two lenses serves to e-beam pattern 
demagnification and projection onto the exposure 
plane, where the substrate is placed. The e-beam can 
be scanned across the exposure plane by a magnetic 
deflection system. The maximum scanned area on 
the exposure plane is 3 mm × 3 mm. The e-beam 
writer is equipped with the magnetic field cancelling 
system Spicer Consulting SC20. This system 
effectively suppresses influences of the external 
magnetic field to the electron optical system. 

The electron current in the selected stamp can be 
measured directly by the Faraday cap, or indirectly by 
the PIN detector. The movable Faraday cap is 
situated under the exposure plane and the e-beam 
can enter in it only when the substrate is not 
presented. The current from the Faraday cap is 
measured by the picoammeter Keithley 487. The 
picoammeter uses 50 Hz signal integration frequency, 
so it’s useful for the measurement of slowly varying 
currents. The second detector, PIN detector, is 
composed of four PIN diodes positioned around the e-
beam just above the exposure plane. It enables the 
detection of the back-scattered electrons from the 
substrate. The detected current from the selected PIN 
diode is converted to the voltage by an amplifier and 
digitalized by the 8bit A/D video channel converter. The PIN detector can be used for the fast varying current 
measurements because of its 1 MHz integration frequency, however the signal-to-noise ratio and the 
dynamic range is rather lower than in the case of the picoammeter. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Software for current density measurement 
A software application for the time dependent measurement of the current density was written in the 
development environment National Instruments LabVIEW. It acquires data from the picoammeter using the 
GPIB digital connection between the computer and the picoammeter. Moreover, the application enables 
automatic setting of the stamp sizes using serial communication with the e-beam writer exposition software. 

Faraday cap

Exposed substrate

PIN detector

Projection lens

Deflection system

Magnification lens

Second
condenser lens

Stamp forming
system

First
condenser lens

Electron emitter
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Fig. 1 The optical system of the e-beam writer 
Tesla BS-600 
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Using this feature, the application changes the stamp sizes and measures the current in the formed stamps. 
The measured current is divided by the stamp area and thereby the current density is obtained. The current 
density in a number of selected stamps is instantly drawn to the time dependent graph and the data are 
stored to a file for further processing. 

The abilities of the measurement 
application are used practically in case 
of forming system adjustment. The 
stamp forming system possesses fine 
adjustment instabilities caused by 
external influences, such as 
temperature fluctuations and the 
incoherence between the position of 
the electron emitter and the forming 
system. Therefore, the forming system 
setting has to be occasionally 
corrected. The correction was used to 
do manually using a stamp projected 
on the luminescent screen. This 
process can be done more precisely 
now with the software application. The 
forming system can be adjusted by the 
observing of the current density in 
various stamps. It has to be supposed 
that the current in the e-beam area, 
from which is the stamp formed, is homogeneous. Then the current density in every stamp is the same. 

An example of the adjustment is shown in the time dependent graph of the current density of stamps with 
X × Y dimensions (Fig. 2). At the beginning, the current density of the stamps doesn’t correspond to each 
other, therefore the forming system isn’t well adjusted. In the time A, an operator deflects the e-beam with 
the step -30 nm in the direction of the X axis. In the time B, the e-beam is deflected more with the step 
-30 nm in the X axis and in the time C, the e-beam is deflected +30 nm in the Y axis. In this moment, the 
current density in the observed stamps matches within the measurement error and thus the forming system 
is adjusted. 

3.2. E-beam current drift 
The long-term current instabilities, called drift, were measured and analyzed in various stamp sizes. The time 
dependent measurements were carried out using the software application presented in the previous section. 
We performed several measurements, one of which is shown in Fig. 3. Herein, the current density time 
dependence in the square stamps of 1 µm × 1 µm (blue, dotted black), 3 µm × 3 µm (green, dashed black) 
and 6 µm × 6 µm (red, solid black) is plotted over one hour period with the sampling frequency of 1 Hz. All 
values are relative to the initial value of current density in the 1 micron stamp. Values in the largest stamp 
are visibly larger due to slight current density inhomogeneity (as discussed earlier in [1] or [2]). The 
measured (colored) values were further low pass filtered at a frequency of 1/30 Hz in order to separate the 
long term drift component (black lines). The remaining component (the difference between the measured line 
and the filtered one) representing let us say the slow noise (with respect to the fast noise discussed in the 
next section which is in the Hz and kHz domain) remains constant independently on the stamp size and time 
span of the measurements. Its 1σ deviation value ranges between 1.9 % and 2.5 % of the nominal current 
density value. 

Fig. 2 An example of the forming system adjustment using the 
time dependent measurement of the current density in various 

stamps. See details in the text 
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Concerning the current 
density drift, its 1σ 
deviation value ranges 
between 2.2 % and 6.0 %. 
This value depends mainly 
on the time span of the 
measurements (the 
longest time period we 
analyzed was 14 hours). 
This observation confirms 
the expected behavior, 
however the numerical 
evaluation of the drift helps 
us in the selection of the 
exposure strategy and the 
scheduling of different 
lithographic tasks. 

On the other hand we 
conclude that the 
differences in time dependency within the various stamps is practically negligible. In fact, originally we 
expected that this analysis can reveal the variations in current distribution over the projected electron beam 
spot. These variations are however quite small as it can be observed both from the Fig. 3 and the statistical 
evaluation of the measured data sets.  

3.3. E-beam current noise 
As described above, the signal from the PIN detector can serve for the fast varying current measurement 
because of the fast sampling rate. The signal from the detector is digitalized by the A/D video channel 
converter and each signal sample is shown as a pixel of an image. This regime serves normally to display 
the substrate surface by the e-beam scanning across the surface. However for our purposes, the e-beam 
scanning is not needed and the created image can be read as a time sequence of the e-beam current 
intensity – the gray level of the pixel is proportional to the e-beam current intensity. 

The e-beam current was acquired from the image with 512 × 512 pixels (samples) obtained with 35 kHz 
sampling frequency. The data-set was analyzed by the Fourier transform. The analysis shown, that the 
current fluctuations contains the drift with frequencies below 100 Hz. The 68 Hz harmonic oscillation also 
appears in the frequency spectrum. This frequency corresponds to the end of the image line and therefore 
it’s only an image artifact and it doesn’t arise from the e-beam current. Other high sinusoidal components are 
at the frequencies 50 Hz and 150 Hz, which represents the power-line frequency and its third harmonic, 
respectively. Although the amplitude of the 50 Hz component is lower than current drift and reaches only 
0.1 % of the current average, its presence in the spectrum is unwanted. Therefore, the same measurement 
was repeated with the magnetic field cancelling system activated. The result shown, that the power-line 
frequency isn’t presented in the spectrum with the cancelling system activated. It can be concluded, that the 
power-line frequency has the form of the time-varying magnetic field originating in surrounding power circuits 
and can be suppressed by the magnetic field cancelling system. 

Our previous work [3] concerned the analysis of beam position dependence on external magnetic field and 
the influence of the magnetic cancellation system application. Now, this is complemented by beam density 
variation analysis. We expect that the above discussed power line harmonic component is due to the 
external magnetic field presented in the region of the stamp forming system (see Fig. 1). In that case this 
influence should more pronounced within the small sized stamps. However, actually we have not been able 

Fig. 3 An example of current density (J) time dependence in various sized 
stamps 
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to confirm this assumption because of the limited sensitivity of the video channel and currently the low 
cathode emission current. We expect to repeat this analysis when the emission current will be significantly 
higher (after the cathode reactivation process or after its replacement).  

            a)             b) 
Fig. 4 Frequency analysis of e-beam current signal obtained by the PIN detector. Image rows are scanned 
with frequency 68 Hz. The sinusoidal components at 50 and 150 Hz are (a) detected with the magnetic field 

cancelling system deactivated and (b) suppressed with the cancelling system activated 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The presented measurement techniques and analysis of the e-beam current in the e-beam writer can be 
used in similar systems where the e-beam time stability is crucial. 

The developed software application for the time dependent measurement of the current density handles the 
important measurement tasks. It helps to adjust the forming system with high accuracy which wasn’t 
previously feasible in our laboratory. The future outlook is to implement a system for fully automatic 
adjustment of the forming system using the software application.  

We also expect that the developed measuring system will be useful for analysis of cathode emission 
behavior at different periods of its lifetime. 
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Abstract 
Equal channel angular pressing has been used to refine the grain size of commercially pure titanium (grade 
2) as well as other metals and alloys. Titanium grade 2 is usually processed at about 350 °C because it lacks 
sufficient ductility at lower temperatures. The warm processing temperature limits the capability of the equal 
channel angular pressing technique in improving the strength of titanium grade 2. We have employed cold 
drawing following warm equal channel angular pressing to further refine the grains and improve the strength 
of titanium grade 2. Ti billets were first processed for eight passes via route BC, with a clockwise rotation of 
90° between adjacent passes. They were further processed by successive cold drawing to an accumulative 
reduction in cross-section area by 50 %. This paper reports the surface quality, microstructures and 
mechanical properties of these titanium billets processed by a combination of equal channel angular 
pressing and drawing. 

Keywords: ultra-fine grain titanium, ECAP, drawing 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Mechanical properties of commercially pure titanium (CP Ti) at low temperatures depend significantly on the 
contents of impurities. Oxygen and nitrogen have big influence. Each tenth of percent of oxygen increases 
the value of ultimate strength and yield strength approx. by 150 MPa. Yield strength of CP Ti varies in 
dependence on contents of impurities between 250 to 650 MPa, strength within the interval 350 to 700 MPa, 
see Table 1. Notch toughness is an important indicator of titanium quality.  

 

Table 1. Chemical composition of individual grades of CP titanium and β titanium alloys, wt. % 
 

CP Ti and alloys 
Contents  of individual elements, wt.% 

Cmax Nmax Omax Femax Hmax Pdmax Nbmax Zrmax Momax Almax 

Grade 1 < 0.008 < 0.004 < 0.068 < 0.03 < 0.015 - - - - - 

Grade 2 0.06 0.04 0.18 0.22 0.012 - - - - - 

Grade 3 < 0.08 < 0.05 < 0.35 < 0.30 < 0.015 - - - -  

Grade 4 < 0.08 < 0.05 < 0.40 < 0.50 < 0.015 - - - - - 

Grade 7 < 0.08 < 0.05 < 0.25 < 0.30 < 0.015 0.25 - - - - 

Ti-13Nb-13Zr 0.035 0.004 0.075 0.085 0.011 - 13.5 13.5 - - 

Ti-15Mo-5Zr-3Al 0.035 0.05 0.20 0.35 0.020 - - 5.5 16.0 3.5 

 

Notch toughness is influenced mainly by hydrogen. At hydrogen contents around 0.001% notch toughness 
varies around 100 J [1, 2[. When hydrogen contents increases to 0.01% notch toughness drops down to 40 J 
[3]. Titanium gets strengthened by cold forming. Fig. 1 shows Titanium strengthening in dependence on 
magnitude of deformation.  
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Rm =  487.1 + 0.000e3 - 0.177e2 + 13.81e

Rp0.2 =  381.2 - 3E-05e4 + 0.006e3 - 0.499e2 + 21.09e

HV30 =  181.6 + 0.003e3 - 0.028e2 + 2.832e
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Fig. 1. Strengthening of titanium Grade 2  in dependence on magnitude of cold deformation 

Development of new titanium alloys for implants has to strive for replacement of toxic elements in alloys by 
non-toxic elements. Special attention is focused namely on the alloys TiTa, TiMo, TiNb and TiZr. 
Simultaneously single-phase β Ti alloys are being developed, which are characterised by low value of elastic 
modulus [4]. Development of metallic bio-materials is complicated not only by their real or possible toxicity. 
For these reasons pure titanium remains to be the most preferred material. Development trend in the case of 
CP Ti is oriented on preservation of low value of elastic modulus and on an increase of mechanical 
properties, particularly of strength [5]. Mechanical properties of CP titanium are given in Table 2 Strength 
properties of CP Ti can be enhanced by grain refining [6]. That’s why it is appropriate to use for implants 
instead of titanium with usual grain size rather fine-grained titanium (nano-titanium). 

 

Table 2. Basic mechanical properties of CP titanium and β titanium alloys 

CP Titanium 

and  β Ti alloys 
Rm 

[MPa] 
Rp0.2 
[MPa] 

Elong. 
[%] 

E 
[GPa] 

Grade 1 280 - 410 170 - 310 24 - 30 102 

Grade 2 397.2 275.4 22.8 102 

Grade 3 460 - 590 380 - 550 18 - 20 103 

Grade 4 540 - 740 485 - 655 15 - 16 104 

Grade 7 390 - 540 275 - 400 20 - 22 105 

Ti-13Nb-13Zr 975 - 1035 935 - 910 10 - 15 80 

Ti-15Mo-5Zr-3Al 1060 -1100 1000 -1060 18 - 20 80 

2. PREPARATION OF ULTRA-FINE GRAINED TITANIUM BY SEVERE PLASTIC DEFORMATION  
Increase of the level of strength properties of polycrystalline metallic materials with preservation of sufficient 
toughness can be achieved by grain refining. Dependence between grain size and level of yield strength can 
be described by the Hall-Petch relation: 

σ y  = σ ο+kd- 1 / / 2                                              (1)  

where σy is stress on the yield strength, σo and k are constants, d is grain size.  
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Search of possibilities of efficient refining of structure of technical materials lead to important modifications of 
technology of thermal-mechanical treatment, which make it possible to obtain grain size on the level of 
micrometers. Further grain refining requires application of extreme values of plastic deformation of material. 
Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is one of such methods. Its principle is based on extrusion of the 
samples through a tool, in which two channels intersect usually at the angle of 90°. Equivalent strain at one 
pass through the tool varies around 0.788 to 1.18, in dependence on the angle between the channels. Total 
strain may achieve the value 10 or even higher [7]. The ECAP method enables obtaining the grain size from 
several hundreds or dozens of nanometers. It is very difficult to obtain by the ECAP method materials with 
nanostructure, i.e. materials with grain size less than 100 nm. For understanding the mechanisms of 
development of material structure at application of methods of severe plastic deformation it is very important 
to characterise the share of sub-grains formed by recovery mechanisms and the share of grains with high 
angle boundaries, which are created by recrystallisation. Definition of the difference between sub-grains and 
grains is not rigid. Usually the values of 10 -15° are considered as limit angle of disorientation. The grains 
separated by high angle boundaries have generally much more important influence on the level of 
mechanical properties than sub-grains separated by low angle boundaries. In the region of grain size less 
than 300 nm the dislocation mechanism of plastic deformation is replaced by other mechanisms. It is 
possible to include among the most important causes of this effect the increasing surface if grain boundaries 
per unit of material volume, drop in density of dislocations inside grains with size less than 100 nm, and 
localisation of deformation into shear bands.  

3. PROCESSING OF CP TITANIUM BY ECAP PROCESS  
Investigation was performed with use of 
commercial CP Ti Grade 2, its chemical 
composition is given in Table 1, its 
mechanical properties are summarised in 
Table 2. The supplied material was after 
annealing 600°C/2h. Initial material was used 
for fabrication of cylindrical samples with 
diameter of 30 mm and length 125 mm. The 
angle between the channels in the ECAP tool 
was 105°. The samples were prior to 
extrusion reheated to the temperature of 
300°C, temperature in the channels varied 
around 290°C. Maximal number of passes 
through the ECAP tool was 8. Samples for 
tensile test, which was made at room 
temperature, were prepared from individual 
deformed samples. For the purposes of 
structural analysis scratch patterns parallel to 
the axis of samples were prepared after 4 passes (equivalent strain e = 3.5) and after 8 passes through the 
ECAP tool (e = 7.l) [8]. Influence of severe plastic deformation applied by the ECAP method on strength 
characteristics and on structure of pure titanium was investigated with use of transmission electron 
microscope (TEM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM).  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Results of tensile test of the supplied CP Ti and that processed by the ECAP method were processed and 
their tabular and graphic presentation is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Severe plastic deformation of the evaluated 
titanium has lead to distinct increase of 
strength properties. The biggest increase of 
strength properties was determined after 
the first two passes, next passes lead to 
gradual increase of strength parameters. 
Initial micro-structure of CP titanium was 
formed by equiaxed grains, see Fig. 3.  

Micro-structure of CP Ti after 4 ECAP 
passes is non-homogenous, initial grains 
are distinctly deformed [9]. Fig. 4 shows 
strongly deformed grains and directed 
bands. It was proven by the TEM analysis, 
that original equiaxed grains were replaced 
by elongated sub-grains/grains of variable 
size. Sub-grains/grains usually formed 

directed parallel bands, see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Important local difference in diffraction contrast indicates that 
disorientation angles between individual sub-grains/grains are very variable. 

Dislocation density inside individual elongated sub-
grains/grains is usually high, or an arrangement of 
dislocations into dislocation walls was observed. It may 
be assumed that formation of fine-grained structure was 
influenced not only by mechanism of fragmentation of 
deformed grains, but also by recrystallisation processes. 

It was established by TEM analysis of the sample after 8 
ECAP passes that increase of number of passes 
resulted in improvement of uniformity and brought better 
final fine-grained structure. This is result of synergic 
effect of applied extrusion temperature, total true strain 
and latent heat generated by severe plastic deformation. 
Dislocation density inside grains was usually very low, 
grain boundaries were well defined. Majority of grains 
was equiaxed, however, distinctly elongated grains were 

Fig. 3.  Initial structure of CP titanium 

Fig. 5.  Microstructure of CP titanium after 
equivalent strain 7.1 

Fig. 4.  Microstructure of CP titanium after 
equivalent strain 3.5 

Fig. 6.  Microstructure of CP titanium after 
equivalent strain 7.1 
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observed in some areas. Results of TEM analysis indicate that formation of ultra-fine grained structure was 
significantly influenced by recrystallisation processes. Size of some grains is less than 100 nm, other are 
bigger than 500 nm. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
It is possible to summarise the results obtained by analysis of influence of severe plastic deformation applied 
by the ECAP method on structure and properties of CP titanium Grade 2 in the following manner: 

• Deformation of the investigated titanium by ECAP method at the temperature of approx. 290°C lead to 
significant increase of strength properties. The biggest increase in strength was determined after the 
first two passes through the ECAP tool. 

• Deformation after 8 passes through the ECAP tool resulted in formation of ultra-fine grained structure 
with small share of globular particles, which were usually present on grain boundaries. Dislocation 
density inside the grains was very low. Majority of grains was formed by mechanism of re-
crystallisation of the deformed metallic matrix. 

• Average grain size with high angle boundary after 8 passes through the ECAP tool was 320 ± 120 nm. 
The achieved refining of grain size was by better by two orders in comparison with the initial structural 
state. 
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Abstrakt  
The article presents results of investigation of structure and properties of  low-carbon steel after application 
of Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) at the temperature of approx. 290°C. The ECAP method lead to 
significant improvement of strength of investigated material. Investigation of structure was made by 
combination of TEM and FEG SEM together with EBSD. It was proven that the ECAP method enables 
obtaining of ultra fine-grained ferritic structure formed by re-crystallised grains with very low density of 
dislocations and small portion of spheroidised carbides, which occurred usually at the boundaries of ferritic 
grains. It was established with use of the EBSD technique that after 8 passes through the ECAP die the sub-
grains with an angle of disorientation smaller than 10° formed less than 20% of resulting structure. Average 
size of ferrite grains with high angle boundary after 8 passes was approx. 0.32μm. 

Keywords: severe plastic deformation, low carbon steel  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Enhancement of strength properties of polycrystalline metallic materials with preservation of sufficient 
toughness can be achieved by refining of grains. Dependence between the grain size and the level of yield 
strength is described by the Petch–Hall relation 

2
1

0
−+= kdy σσ                                     (1) 

where σy is flow stress, σ0 and k are constants, d is grain size.  

This relation can be used in extensive interval of grain sizes, up to several dozens of nanometres. Search of 
possibilities of efficient refining of structure of technical materials lead to important modification of technology 
of thermo-mechanical treatment, which enable obtaining grain size at the level of several micrometres. The 
most efficient processes are the following: deformation induced ferritic transformation, dynamic 
recrystallisation of austenite during hot deformation with subsequent γ → α transformation, hot rolling at 
intercritical interval of temperatures and dynamic recrystallisation of ferrite after large hot deformation.    

Further refining of grain size requires, however, application of extreme value of plastic deformation of 
material. During last two decennia many methods were developed that enable achievement of severe plastic 
deformation. Important place among them holds the equal channel angular pressing. Principle of this method 
consists in severe deformation of massive samples realised by shear without change of cross section. The 
sample is pressed through a die, in which two channels intersect, forming an angle usually of 90°. Pressing 
is made either at room or at increased temperature. Equivalent deformation can achieve the value of 10 or 
even higher. The most critical for development of microstructure and resulting properties of samples is above 
all number of passes and selection of deformation route (manner of turning of the sample after each pass). It 
was established from the analysis of shear characteristics at various deformation routes that turning of the 
sample by 90° was optimal. Many works, dealing with optimisation of the laboratory equal channel angular 
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pressing equipment, were published. Promising modifications for production of ultra fine-grained massive 
semi-products in industrial practice have appeared.  

The ECAP method makes it possible to obtain the grain size of several hundreds of nanometres. Materials 
with sub-micron size of sub-grains/grains (d = 0.1-1 μm) are usually classified as ultra fine-grained materials. 
The ECAP method was so far unsuccessful at attempts of obtaining nanometric materials, i.e. materials with 
grain size under 0.1μm. Characterisation of the fraction of sub-grains formed by recovery and grains 
separated by high-angle boundaries, which are formed by re-crystallisation, is very important for 
understanding the mechanisms of materials structure evolution at application of methods of extreme plastic 
deformation [1]. Definition of difference between sub-grains and grains is not rigid. The values of 10-15° are 
usually given as a critical misorientation angle. It is known that grains separated by high-angle boundaries 
have generally much more important influence on the level of mechanical properties than sub-grains divided 
by low-angle boundaries [2]. In the area of grain size under approx. 0.3μm the classical mechanism of 
plastic deformation by dislocation sliding is replaced by other mechanisms. The most important causes of 
this phenomenon comprise increasing surface of grain boundaries per unit of volume of material, decrease 
of dislocation density inside the grains with grain size under 0.1μm, and localisation of deformation into shear 
bands. Important problems connected with development of ultra fine-grained materials include in the first 
place lower level of plasticity non-homogeneity of structure across cross section of the pressed blanks and 
thermal stability of ultra fine-grained structure at higher temperatures. 

Majority of the works published until now dealt with application of the equal channel angular pressing  
method on pure metals, while much less attention was given to investigation of commercial steels. Our article 
summarises the results obtained at investigation of severe plastic deformation by the ECAP method on 
strength characteristics and structure of a  low-carbon steel. Detailed investigation of structure evolution was 
made not only with use of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), but also by Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM) in combination with Electron Backscattered  Diffraction (EBSD), which enables 
characterisation of misorientation angles of individual crystallites on the surface of metallographic sections. If 
the Field Emission Gun (FEG) is used, it is possible to obtain at present the spatial resolution of approx. 
0.1μm. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND TECHNIQUE 
Investigation was made with use of a commercial low-carbon steel. Table 1 gives its chemical composition. 

 
Table 1. Chemical composition of the low carbon steel, weight % 

C Mn Si Cr Mo Ti Ni W V Al B S P 

0.028 0.27 0.040 0.06 0.013 0.172 0.03 0.01 0,004 0.002 0.0057 0.015 0.010 

 

The supplied material was in the state after free cooling from the rolling temperature. Cylindrical samples of 
dimensions φ12x60mm were manufactured from this initial material. The angle between the channels of the 
used equal channel angular pressing die was 105°.  This design made it possible to reduce deformation 
resistance and it ensured good filling of the die edges [2]. The samples were before the pressing re-heated 
in the furnace to the temperature of approx. 320°C, temperature of the equal channel angular pressing die 
was approx. 290°C. Deformation route Bc was applied (turning of the sample after each pass by 90° in the 
same direction), moreover the front end of the sample was replaced by the rear end of the sample. This 
deformation route is considered generally as the quickest manner of achievement of homogenous structure 
formed by equiaxed grains. The maximum number of realised passes through the ECAP die was 16.  
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Samples for tensile test were prepared from individual deformed samples. This test was made at room 
temperature. For the purposes of structural analysis sections were made perpendicularly to the longitudinal 
axis of the samples after 4 (equivalent deformation ε = 3.5) and 8 (ε = 7.1) passes through the ECAP die. 
Final polishing of the samples for the SEM analysis was made with use of colloidal solution of SiO2 with 
granularity 0.05 μm. Crystal orientation maps (COM), study on misorientation angles of individual sub-
grains/grains and statistic evaluation of grain size was made by the apparatus Sirion 200 FEG SEM 
equipped with the HKL Technology Channel 5 EBSD system [2]. Thin foils for the TEM were prepared 
perpendicularly to the longitudinal axis of the samples from the approximately ¼ of the diameter of initial 
samples. The foils were prepared by electrolytic polishing in the solution containing 5% of HClO4 and 95% of 
CH3COOH at the room temperature and voltage of 60V [2]. The TEM investigation was performed on the 
microscope JEOL JEM 2100 equipped with the PGT EDX analyser.  

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Microstructure and mechanical properties of steel in the initial state  
Results of the tensile test of the supplied material at the room temperature are given in the Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Results of tensile test of the low carbon steel 

Rm 

[MPa] 

Rp0.2 

[MPa] 
E 

[GPa] 
A 

[%] 

Z 

[%] 

HV 

355 280 102 31.5 72.5 228 

 

Microstructure of steel was formed by equiaxed grains of ferrite, which were discontinuously decorated by 
carbidic particles, see the Fig. 1. Small islands of decomposed ferritic-carbidic component were present in 
a very small quantity at the boundaries of ferritic grains. Small precipitates were observed also inside ferritic 
grains. Average size of ferritic grains was approx. 35 μm. 

3.2 Microstructure and mechanical properties of steel after application of ECAP 

Severe plastic deformation of the investigated steel in the equal channel angular pressing die lead to 
significant enhancement of strength properties. Obtained results are shown in the Fig. 2. The biggest 
increase in strength properties was found after the first two passes. Next passes resulted only in very 

Fig. 2. Results of tensile tests of material 
deformed in the ECAP die 
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gradual enhancement of strength parameters. After 16 passes even slight decrease of strength properties 
was already observed. Microstructure of steel after 4 equal channel angular pressing passes was 
nonhomogeneous, original ferritic grains were largely deformed. Deformed ferritic grains forming elongated 
bands are clearly visible in the Fig. 3.  

       

 

 
The TEM analysis proved that original equiaxed ferritic grains were replaced by stretched sub-grains/grains 
of variable size. Sub-grains/grains formed usually elongated parallel bands, see the Fig. 4.  EBSD results 
obtained on the sample after 8 equal channel angular pressing  passes were processed in the form of crystal 
orientation maps (COM), where the areas of various orientation on the sample surface are discriminated by 
different colouring. The obtained results were further processed by computer as follows: 

• in the areas, where the misorientation angle of adjacent pixels was greater than 2°, the boundaries 
were plotted. In this manner boundaries of sub-grains were visualised, as well as boundaries of grains 
separated by high-angle boundaries,  

• in order to differentiate between the sub-grains and grains the boundaries of grains were plotted only 
in the areas, where misorientation of adjacent pixels exceeded 10°,   

• grain boundaries were plotted in the areas, where misorientation of adjacent pixels exceeded 20 °. 

Map of crystal orientations (COM), shown in the Fig. 5, documents a large quantity of differently oriented 
sub-grains/grains in the investigated area.  

     
 

Fig. 3. Microstructure of the sample 
after 4 ECAP passes 

Fig. 4. Substructure of the sample after 
4 ECAP passes 

Fig. 5. Crystal orientation map, sample 
after 8 ECAP passes 

Fig. 6.  Distribution of misorientation 
angles of sub-grain and grain 

boundaries, sample after8 ECAP passes 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
The results obtained at the analysis of influence of severe plastic deformation by the ECAP method on 
structure and properties of the low-carbon steel can be summarised as follows: 

• Deformation of investigated steel by the ECAP method at the temperature of approx. 290°C lead to 
important improvement of strength properties. The biggest increase in strength was found after the 
first two passes through the ECAP die. 

• Deformation occurred during 8 ECAP passes lead to formation of ultra fine-grained ferritic structure 
with  a small fraction of globular carbidic particles, which were usually present at the boundaries of 
ferritic grains. Density of dislocations inside ferritic grains was very low. Majority of ferritic grains was 
formed by the mechanism of re-crystallisation of deformed metallic matrix. 

• Sub-grains with an angle of misorientation under 10° formed after 8 ECAP passes only approximately 
15% of all ferritic grains. 

• Average size of ferritic grains with high-angle boundaries after 8 ECAP passes was 0.32±0.20μm. 
However, the analysis could not include the grains, the size of which was smaller than 0.1μm. In 
comparison with the as received state  the grain size was refined by two orders.  
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Abstract 
The exposition to plasma can modify surface layer of various materials, typically with penetration depth 
around several nanometres. In this paper, the atmospheric pressure microwave argon plasma jet was used 
as the plasma source. Surface modification is caused, among others, by highly reactive species like O, N, 
OH, which are formed by mixing the plasma excited argon gas with surrounding air. We report on the results 
of the plasma treatment of silicon wafers and Polyamide 12 foils. We analysed selected parameters like 
surface energy and surface roughness of the samples by contact angle measurements and atomic force 
microscopy (AFM), respectively. We observed an increase in surface energy and therefore an enhanced 
wettability (water contact angle as low as 5 degrees) after the plasma treatment. This was accompanied by 
slight changes in roughness, too. We found that our plasma treatment process is quite fast, as significant 
changes of surface energy were observed for very short exposition times (tens of milliseconds). We 
performed also a study of the ageing of the treated samples. Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) was used 
as plasma diagnostics tool during the nanotreatment process, giving such results like the relative abundance 
of various species or the temperature of the plasma itself. 

Keywords: plasma treatment, surface modification, surface energy, chemical composition, roughness, 
spectroscopy, silicon, polyamide, atmospheric plasma 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Microwave (MW) discharges at atmospheric pressure, especially surface wave sustained discharges, have 
been investigated over the last decades both experimentally and theoretically [1]. Surface wave discharges 
can generally operate in a broad range of experimental conditions: pressures from 1 Pa to 105 Pa, 
frequencies from 200 kHz to 10 GHz [2], discharge dimensions from 10-3 m to 1 m and in various gases [3]. 
Flexible operating conditions provide a wide range of processing applications such as thin film deposition, 
gas decontamination, plasma sterilisation, light sources and lasers, particle production, materials processing 
etc. [4, 5, 6, 7]. 

Surface wave driven atmospheric discharges can be also used for plasma surface treatment which induces 
e.g. chemical changes, activation, cleaning, grafting, cross-linking, dangling bonds, wettability changes etc.  
These changes in surface properties can be induced by plasma generated species (electrons, ions, radicals, 
UV radiation etc.) [8]. Typical uses of microwave atmospheric jets are the localised or elevated temperature 
treatment, for rough and structured materials, and in surface modification accompanied by deposition. For 
this purposes it can be advantageous (economy, low electromagnetic interference, etc.) to use the 
microwave discharges over competing types as they have generally higher power density, which can 
positively influence both homogeneous and heterogeneous plasma-chemical reactions. 

Silicon surface plays important role in current technologies, including micro-electronics and photovoltaics [9, 
10]. The process of surface cleaning, smoothing, etching etc. includes almost always a rather complicated 
“wet'' chemical process [10, 11, 12]. Recently, there is a tendency to replace these steps by plasma based 
technology which could provide an environmentally attractive alternative.  

Polyamides are important engineering materials with wide range of applications in domestic and housing-
related outlet [13]. Polyamide 12 (PA12) is a thermoplastic that is rigid, hard wearing and is resistant to oils, 
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solvents and alkalis. A known problem with the polymers is their weak hydrophilic properties, which affects 
their wettability, printability, adhesion, etc. This can be solved by increasing the surface energy by 
a convenient method of surface modification [14, 15]. 

In this work we focused to find the conditions for which the surfatron plasma treatment would lead to 
sufficient hydrophilisation of the silicon and the polyamide. Other important parameters for plasma treatment 
are the exposure time and the ageing effect. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL 
We have used one particular type of 
atmospheric pressure microwave jet – the 
surfatron [16]. The surface wave discharge is 
produced by applying a high frequency 
electric field intensified by narrow slit to a gas 
flowing in a discharge tube. The microwave 
generator (frequency 2.45 GHz) is operated in 
sinusoidal amplitude modulated mode with the 
mean power of 250W and amplitude 
modulation frequency of 260 Hz. The wave 
launcher (surfatron) is fed via ferrite circulator 
and coaxial cable. The surfatron device is a 
modified SAIREM Surfatron 80 with integrated 
matching. Using this matching we maintained 
the reflected power below 10 W, which is the 
lowest limit of our power sensor. Thermal 
management is carried out (see Fig. 1) by 
water cooling of the generator, circulator and 
surfatron itself. 

Additionally, the fused silica discharge tube (1.5 mm and 4 mm inner and outer diameter, respectively) is 
cooled by compressed air. The end of the discharge tube is 2 cm from the launching gap. The flow of 
working gas, argon, is maintained at 1.45 slm (standard liter per minute) by a flow controller.  

For diagnostics, the optical plasma emissions are collected by optic fibre, placed perpendicularly to the 
plasma axis and measuring the middle of the flame, and analysed by spectrometer FHR 1000 
monochromator Jobin-Yvon Horiba (1.0 m focal length, Czerny-Turner type, grating 2400 gr/mm, CCD 
camera, specified resolution 8 pm). The surface roughness is analysed by AFM Auto Probe CP-Research 
from TM Microscopes, maximal vertical resolution 0.025 A. The Gwyddion [17] software was used to render 
images of surfaces. 

We used silicon substrates (polished N-type, doped with antimony, Si (100) cut) having resistivity (5-18).10-3 
Ω.cm purchased from ON Semiconductor. Before the plasma treatment experiments all samples were 
cleaned by isopropyl alcohol-cyclohexane mixture (1:1), dried by flow of air, then immersed in 1% HF 
solution at room temperature for 45 s for native oxide removal and finally dried by flow of air again. 

Polyamide (PA 12) samples were cleaned by isopropyl alcohol-cyclohexane mixture (1:1) before the plasma 
treatment.  

The silicon and polyamide samples are placed on motorised sample holder and conveyed into a direct 
contact with the plasma jet.  

We determine surface free energy (SFE) of the samples by sessile drop technique, i.e. from the contact 
angle between the solid surface and the surface of a drop of liquid placed on it. The contact angles are 
measured directly from the images of the sessile drop (1.5 µl volume) taken with digital camera of Surface 

Fig.1 Schematic drawing of the experimental setup 
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Energy Evaluation System [18]. Surface free energy of silicon samples are calculated using Owens-Wendt 
two liquids model [19]. 

4. RESULTS  
The plasma has elongated form, starting in 
the discharge tube and ending in diffuse flame 
outside the discharge tube. The optical 
emission spectrum is recorded in the range of 
250 – 750 nm. The result is shown in Figure 
2. Despite the discharge being ignited in 
a pure argon, the spectrum is dominated by 
OH system (A2Σ+ → X2Π) and consists of 
argon lines, 2nd positive system of nitrogen 
(C3Πu→ B3Πg ), and molecular bands of NO. 
These impurities come from the surrounding 
air as it is mixing with the plasma flame. The 
OES cannot fully determine the composition 
of the plasma as some species can be in the 
ground state or their emission lines (or bands) 
are outside the observed wavelength range. 
E.g. the ozone, despite being produced by the 
jet, is not observed in our emission spectra. 

The left graph in Fig. 3 shows the dependence of water contact angle on exposure time, the right graph 
shows the corresponding values of the surface free energy calculated by Owens-Wendt two liquids model. It 
is evident, that prolonging the exposure from 0,019 s up has no increased effect, as the water contact angle 
(5±1)° and SFE (72±1) mJ/m2 stay constant. 

The plasma surface modification is not entirely permanent as OH groups slowly disappear from the surface. 
The ageing effect is one of the significant parameters for the evaluation of the quality of plasma treatment. 

 

 
Fig.3 Plasma treatment on silicon wafers for different exposure times (1,45 slm Ar, mean power 250W, AM 
sinus, 260Hz). On the left graph there is water contact angle of untreated, treated and of 4 days old treated 

samples. On the opposite side there is a surface free energy for the same conditions calculated by  
Owens-Wendt two liquid model 

Fig.2 Overview of the emission spectrum in the surfatron 
atmospheric plasma jet at input mean power 250 W and 

in 1,45 slm of argon 
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Another set of samples were treated with plasma for different exposure times and then left untouched for 
four days in air (23°C, humidity between 20% and 40%). After that, the samples were measured to determine 
the ageing. The results (Fig. 3, red triangles) reveal an increase in the water contact angle (26±2)° due to 
the aging but even after four days the samples did not show any influence of different treatment durations. 

Fig. 4 shows treated and untreated parts on silicon and polyamide samples. Left picture in Fig. 4 even 
reveals approximate diameter of treatment spot on silicon (10 mm). The spot is considerably larger than 
inner diameter of the discharge tube (1.5 mm). 

 

  
Fig.4 Plasma treatment of silicon wafer (on the left) and polyamide (on the right) 

 

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 represent AFM images of sample morphology (before and after plasma treatment) on 
silicon and polyamide. Silicon surface is not ideally cleaned (Fig. 5a) but most of the surface shows no 
roughness. After 1 s of plasma treatment the silicon surface is measurably roughened (Fig. 5b). 

 

 
a)        b) 

Fig.5 Comparison of surface morphology of the silicon before plasma treatment (a) and after 1s plasma 
treatment (b) 
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a)        b) 

Fig.6 Comparison of surface morphology of the polyamide before plasma treatment (a) and after 1 s plasma 
treatment (b) 

5. CONCLUSION 
The atmospheric pressure surface wave driven argon plasma was successfully used for a plasma surface 
treatment of silicon and polyamide. Significant increase in wettability was observed for both materials. In the 
case of silicon samples, we found that surfatron plasma induces the chemical changes very fast - in a time 
interval shorter than 19 ms.  

AFM measurements have shown that surface morphology of both materials is influenced by exposition to the 
plasma jet.  

The experimental results show that despite relatively high temperature of the jet [20], it can be successfully 
used even for the treatment of temperature sensitive polymers like polyamide thanks to a high speed of the 
treatment. 
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Abstract 
Composites based on the TiO2 nanoparticles captured on the kaolinite surface comprise two major 
advantages: i) TiO2 nanoparticles ensure the photocatalytical activity of this composite, ii) kaolinite to 
metakaolinite phase transformation ensure latent hydraulic properties of the thermally treated kaolinite/TiO2 
composite. During the thermal treatment up to 1300 °C, the composite undergo three major phase 
transitions. The temperatures at which the transformations occur cover wide range according to amount of 
the TiO2 and amount of the sulfur. At lower temperatures – approx. 500 – 800 °C the dehydroxylation of 
kaolinite and formation of metakaolinite occurs, at the temperature range of 700 – 1300 °C the 
transformation of anatase to rutile occurs (depending on the amount of TiO2), and at the temperature range 
of 900 – 1000 °C the formation of mullite occurs. The phase transformations were studied using X-ray 
powder diffraction method infrared spectroscopy, and specific surface area of the calcined composites was 
determined using BET method. 

Keywords: metakaolinite, TiO2, X-ray diffraction analysis, FTIR, BET method 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The composite materials are being used in different industrial areas. The main goal for the preparation of the 
composites is to obtain a material having the properties which are not commonly obtained at individual 
components (e.g. light weight together with high strength). Photocatalyticaly active nanomaterials like TiO2 
and ZnO are widely prepared and studied as the materials for photodegradation of hazardous compounds. 
The nanodimension of these particles is one of the critical parameter for acquiring of their photodegradation 
activity on the other hand their nanodimension is an issue with respect to manipulation during their 
manufacturing and use. Recently the efforts to find the way how to avoid this drawback have led to the 
development of the synthesis procedures based on the anchoring of the nanoparticles onto the surface of 
suitable carriers. Frequently used particulate carriers are: i) silica [1], ii) graphite [2] and iii) clay minerals [3]. 
Instead of the easier manipulation other outstanding properties can be achieved, e.g. in the case of the 
composites (particulate carrier)/TiO2, higher photodegradation activity of thes composites is often verified in 
comparison to bare nanoparticles of TiO2 as observed e.g. Bellardita et al. [4]. 

Layered clay minerals (phyllosilicates) represent an important class of native materials used for wide variety 
of technical applications. On the basis of the arrangement of layers the phyllosilicates can be classified as 
1:1 or 2:1 type where the ratio identifies arrangement of tetrahedral and octahedral nets (e.g. in the case of 
2:1 phyllosilicates one octahedral net is inserted between two tetrahedral nets) [5]. The given sequence of 
layers is then separated from others by interlayer space where the interlayer water and often interlayer 
cations occur. One of the most studied clay mineral with wide range of utilization in building and ceramic 
industry is kaolinite belonging to the 1:1 group. The kaolinite interlayer consists only of the interlayer water. 
During the heating above the 500 °C the loosing of the interlayer water (so called dehydroxylation) of 
kaolinite occurs and a new material assigned as metakaolinite originates. The metakaolinite shows latent 
hydraulic properties what means that after its alkali activation the final product can harden and form the solid 
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materials with the compressive strength similar or even higher than the materials based on the Portland 
cement [6]. If the heating of kaolinite continues above 1100 °C the formation of mullite occurs [7]. 

In the case of the kaolinite/TiO2 composites the following phase transitions can take place: i) at lower 
temperatures – approx. 500 – 800 °C the dehydroxylation of kaolinite leads to formation of the metakaolinite, 
ii) at the temperature range of 700 – 1300 °C the anatase transforms to rutile (depending on the amount of 
TiO2 and presence of impurities), and iii) at temperature above 1100 °C mullite is formed. The kaolinite/TiO2 
composite thermally treated above 500 °C can be used as an admixture into building materials based on the 
Portland cement and shows both latent hydraulic properties as well as photodegradation activity as reported 
Matějka et al. [8]. 

In this paper we describe the phase transformations observed at the composite kaolinite/TiO2 which occurred 
as a result of heat treatment up to 1300 °C. The phase transformations were characterized using TG/DTA 
analysis, X-ray powder diffraction method (XRPD). Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), and 
specific surface area of the calcined composites determined using BET method. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Materials 
Kaoline/TiO2 composites assigned as KATITX (where T means temperature of the thermal treatment, and X 
means TiO2 content, i.e. 2 = 20 wt.%, 4 = 40 wt.% and 6 = 60 wt.%) were prepared using hydrolysis of 
kaoline SAK47 (LB Minerals) and titanyl sulphate suspension (TiOSO4, Precheza a.s. Přerov Czech 
Republic). Detailed information about the preparation of this composite can be found in work published by 
Mamulová Kutláková et al. [3]. The dried samples KATI1X as well the original kaoline SAK47 were calcined 
at selected temperatures for 1 hour. 

2.2. Methods 
TG curves of the samples were obtained on Multi-modular thermal analyser SETSYS 12, SETARAM 
(measurement head TG-ATD 1600 rod) with process conditions: heating rate of 10 K·min-1 and final 
temperature 550 °C. Obtained data were evaluated in SETSOFT software and transported into ASCII layout 
and compiled in Origin.Pro 7.5. 

The phase composition of the samples was analysed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a BRUKER D8 
ADVANCE diffractometer with detector VANTEC 1. The powdered material was attached to the rotating 
holder for the XRD analysis. Software DIFFRACplus BASIC (Bruker AXS) was used for determination of the 
positions of diffraction lines on the X-ray powder diffraction patterns and database PDF 2 was utilized for 
identification of the phases detected. The content of the anatase and rutile in the KATITX samples was 
calculated using the equation proposed by Spurr and Myers [9]. 

Mid-infrared spectra of the surface of the samples were acquired by Fourier transform infrared spectrometer 
NICOLET 6700 (Thermo Nicolet, USA) using single reflection ATR technique on diamond crystal with 
resolution 4 cm-1 and 32 scans. 

Specific surface area (SSA) was determined at liquid-nitrogen temperature by means of Sorptomatic 1990, 
employing the BET methodology. Nitrogen gas was used as the adsorbate. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
TG/DTA curves registered for the samples SAK47orig and KATI14 are shown in Fig. 1a) – b). DTA curves of 
both samples show two endothermic and one exothermic processes. The first endothermic process 
characterized by the peak with the maximum at approx. 130 °C belongs to the release of water moisture, 
what is followed by decrease in the weight of the samples and is also clearly observable on the TG curves. 
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The second endothermic process characterized by the peak with the maximum at 530 °C for the sample 
SAK47orig and 518 °C for the sample KATI14 belongs to the release of the water captured in the kaolinite 
interlayer, this phenomenon is well known as the kaolinite dehydroxylation. The dehydroxylation is followed 
with decrease in weight of the samples as evident from TG curves (Figs. 1a) – b). Sharp exothermic peak 
centered at 1000 °C observed in the DTA curves of both samples belongs to the formation of the disordered 
spinel structure [10] this process is not accompanied with weight loss as evident in Figs. 1a) – b). 
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Fig. 1 TG/DTA curves registered of the samples: a) SAK 47orig and b) KATI14 

 

XRPD patterns of the samples SAK47orig and SAK47 calcined at selected temperatures and composites 
KATI are shown in Figs. 2a) – b). 
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Fig. 2 X-ray diffraction patterns of the samples: a) SAK47orig, SAK47 400, SAK47 500, SAK47 600 and 

b) KATI14, KATI44, KATI54, KATI64. M … mica, K … kaolinite, Q … quartz 

 

The transformation of kaolinite to metakaolinite is well documented by decrease in intensity of 001 basal 
diffraction line of kaolinite (in Fig. 2 emphasized by blue arrows). Comparing the XRPD patterns it is evident, 
that the calcination of both samples at 600 °C led to complete dehydroxylation of kaolinite what is verified by 
disappearing of 001 basal diffraction line of kaolinite. Higher decrease in intensity of the kaolinite 001 basal 
diffraction line observed at the sample KATI54 in comparison to the intensity of this line observed at the 
sample SAK47 500 indicate that the TiO2 promotes kaolinite dehydroxylation process. 

a b 

a b 
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Loosing of the kaolinite interlayer water is also verified by segments of mid-IR spectra pictured in Figs. 3 a) – 
b). The extent of the kaolinite dehydroxylation is documented by the decrease in intensity of the bands in the 
region between 3800 – 3400 cm-1 which corresponds to the vibration of inner and outer hydroxyl groups in 
Al-OH. The broad band at approx. 3400 cm-1 observed in the spectra of the samples KATI44, KATI54 as well 
as KATI64 belongs to the vibration of H-O-H and reveals the presence of adsorbed water, this broad band is 
not present in the IR spectrum of the calcined SAK47 sample. 
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Fig. 3 Mid-FTIR spectra of the samples a) SAK47 400, SAK47 500, SAK47 600 and b) KATI44, KATI54, 

KATI64 

The values of the specific surface area were determined using BET method for the samples KATI14 and 
SAK47 calcined at 400, 500 and 600 °C and the results are shown in Table 1. It is clearly evident, that the 
KATI samples have significantly higher values of SSA and these values decrease with the calcination 
temperature probably as a result of TiO2 particles growth. The SSA values evaluated for the SAK47 calcined 
at 400, 500 and 600 °C do not show significant difference. 

 
Table 1 Specific surface area of the samples SAK47 and KATI14 calcined at 400, 500 and 600 °C. 

Sample SSA (m2/g) Sample SSA (m2/g) 

SAK47 400 9.0 KATI44 84.5 

SAK47 500 10.8 KATI54 57.6 

SAK47 600 12.7 KATI64 34.5 

 

The effect of the calcination temperature as well as the amount of the TiO2 on the anatase – rutile 
transformation is graphically presented in Fig. 4. In the case of the pure TiO2 in the anatase form the 
transformation to rutile occurs at the temperature > 600 °C [11]. The temperature of this transformation is 
strongly influenced by the presence of impurities and can be even completely suppressed. From the Fig. 4 it 
is evident that the presence of silicate matrix significantly shifts the anatase to rutile transformation towards 
higher temperatures and even at the highest temperature (1300 °C) the anatase phase is still detectable. 
The amount of the TiO2 also play important role in this phase transformation as evident from Fig. 4. In the 
case of KATI132 (composite with 20 wt.% of TiO2) the anatase/rutile ratio is almost still 1:1, in the case of the 
KATI136 sample (composite with 60 wt.% of TiO2) the anatase became minor phase. 

a b 
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Fig. 4 The dependence of the calcination temperature and TiO2 content on the anatase to rutile 

transformation 

 

TG/DTA analysis revealed clearly distinguishable exothermic process characterized by the presence of 
sharp peak with maximum at 1000 °C. According to Brindley and Nakahira [10] is this peak attributed to the 
formation of highly disordered spinel with approx. formula 2Al2O3·3SiO2. The XRPD patterns registered for 
the SAK47 and KATI14 samples calcined at 900, 1000, 1100 and 1300 °C are shown in Figs. 5 a) – b). 
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Fig. 5 X-ray diffraction patterns of the samples: a) SAK47 900, SAK47 1000, SAK47 1100, SAK47 1300 and 
b) KATI94, KATI104, KATI114, KATI134. M … mica, MUL … mullite, Q … quartz, A … anatase, R … rutile, 

C … cristobalite 

 

The mentioned spinel phase cannot be identified at the XRPD pattern of the samples with respect to its 
amorphous character. The origination of the mullite is evident at the temperature of 1300 °C for both 
samples and thus it is assumed, that the presence of TiO2 probably does not any have influence on the 
mullite formation, but it may have influence on the formation of cristobalite. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Heat treatment of the KATI composites followed by the phase analysis revealed the phase transformations 
which commonly occur during heat treatment of individual components: kaolinite and TiO2. Presence of TiO2 
in the KATI composites slightly shifts the temperature of kaolinite - metakaolinite transformation as revealed 
from TG/DTA curves, this fact was also supported by the results of the XRPD analysis. Using the FTIR 

a b 
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spectroscopy the presence of interlayer was verified by water in the sample SAK47 calcined at 500 °C 
contrary to the KATI54 sample where the bands characterizing the presence of the interlayer water became 
hardly observable. It was observed that the presence of the silicate matrix has strong influence on the 
anatase – rutile transformation and also that the presence of TiO2 does not influence the mullite formation, 
but has influence on the formation of cristobalite. 
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Abstract 
Tungsten carbide base coatings deposited by High Velocity Oxy-Fuel (HVOF) technique are the most 
common materials deposited in order to protect the components surface against wear and corrosion. The 
purpose of this study is to investigate the sliding and abrasion wear and also the corrosion behaviour of 
HVOF coatings engineered from conventional WC-10Co-4Cr and conventional WC-10Co-4Cr with addition 
of WC-15Co nanostructured powders. A 5% addition of nanostructured WC-15Co powder was added to a 
conventional WC-10Co4Cr powder in order to improve the properties of the coating. The coatings have been 
characterized by SEM equipped with EDAX analyzer, XRD as well as the microhardness testing were 
performed. The wear behavior was evaluated by means of rubber wheel abrasion and ball-on-disk tests. The 
worn surfaces have been investigated by FESEM microscope and optical profilometer. The corrosion 
behavior of the coatings were tested with electrochemical open-cell potential measurements. The results 
showed that the nanostructured powder had a positive influence on sliding wear and corrosion behavior of 
the coating in comparison with the conventional coating. 

Keywords: HVOF, WC based coatings, nanostructures, wear 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Wear is the most common and unavoidable problem of mechanical parts in many industrial fields which 
reduces the lifetime and performances of components [1]. To avoid this problem, wear resistant alloys like 
WC based cermet coatings are deposited by thermal spray processes to enhance surface properties. WC-Co 
powders are widely used to by various thermal spray processes to deposit protective coatings in a large 
variety of applications where abrasion, erosion or other form of wear exist [2]. Due to the Cr content, 
agglomerated and sintered WC-CoCr powders are used to manufacture coatings which besides a good wear 
resistance are also suited for corrosive environments [3].One of the most popular spraying methods for WC 
cermet coatings is the HVOF (High Velocity Oxygen Fuel) spraying process due to high flame velocities up to 
2000 m/s [4] and lower process temperatures in comparison with plasma spraying which leads to less 
decomposition of carbide phase during spraying [5]. In the HVOF spraying, oxygen and fuel are mixed and 
burnet in a combustion chamber at flow rates and pressured in order to produce high temperatures and high 
speed gas jet [6]. The high kinetic energy ensures that the powder particles will form lamellar splats and 
allows the production of dense coatings with reduced porosity. Stewart et al., observed that the WC-Co 
cermet with reduced carbide grains in the nanometer range have an increased wear resistance. The problem 
with nanostructured coatings is the higher decomposition of carbide during spraying due to higher surface 
area to volume ratio of carbide grains in the feedstock powder [7]. The aim of this study is to investigate the 
influence of nanostructured WC-15Co powder addition to a conventional WC-10Co-4Cr coating (WC-10Co-
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4Cr+5%WC-Co) and compare the microstructure and properties of HVOF deposited coating with a 
conventional WC-10Co-4Cr coating. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

2.1. Materials 
Two types of feedstock powders were used in this study. WC-10Co-4Cr agglomerated and sintered powder 
manufactured by Sulzer Metco with grain size in the range of -30+10 µm. The second one is a powder mix 
composed of 5% WC-Co nanocomposite powder (Nanocarb, Nanodyne) with a grain size less the 15µm, 
addition to an agglomerated and sintered WC-10Co-4Cr powder (H.C. Stark) with grain size in the range of 
45+15 µm. The conventional powders had different grain sizes because the effect of particle size on the 
coating properties was also studied. The particle size distribution of powders was determined by a laser 
diffractometer (SympatecHelos) and the carbide sizes were measured on high magnification SEM/FESEM 
images.    

2.2. HVOF spraying 
The powders were deposited by HVOF process and a Diamond Jet Hybrid 2700 gun at Tampere University 
of Technology. The third generation HVOF gun is equipped with converging-diverging delaval type nozzles 
which enhance the velocity of powder particles reducing oxidation. The coatings were sprayed from a 
standoff distance of 230 mm, using as process gasses 70 l/min propane, 230 l/min oxygen and 370 l/min air. 
The traverse speed of the gun was 11 mm/s and powder feed rate 60 g/min. Nitrogen was used a carrier gas 
with a 13 l/min flow. The substrates were low carbon steel plates (50x20x4 mm) and disks with a diameter of 
65 mm. The substrates were grit blasted with Alumina grit with 36 mesh size to roughen the surface. During 
the deposition the substrates were cooled with compressed air. 

2.3. Microstructural characterization 
Philips XL-30 scanning electron microscope equipped with EDAX analyzer was used to investigate the 
morphology of powders and coatings in this study. Morphology of nanostructured powder in cross-section 
and worn tracks after ball-on-disk test were characterized using a field emission scanning electron 
microscope, FESEM, Zeiss ULTRAplus, for higher magnification. The phase composition of feedstock 
powders and coatings were investigated by a Siemens Diffract 500 diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation 
(1.5406 Å) using a 0.02° step size and 0.2 s dwell time. Image analysis technique was used to quantify the 
porosity in the coatings using Image Tool 3.00 software on 7 BSE-SEM micrographs at 1000x magnification. 
Microhardness values were measured on cross sections of the coatings. The Vickers method was used with 
300 g loads (Matsuzava MMT Vickers tester). 10 indentations were performed per sample. The roughness of 
the as-sprayed coatings was measured using a SJ-301 Mitutoyo tester.  Ten roughness measurements were 
performed per coating.  

2.4. Wear testing 
The rubber wheel abrasion wear tester was used to determine the wear resistance of coatings using dry 
quartz sand as an abrasive with grain size range of 0.1-0.6 µm. The tests were performed on ground 
samples. The diameter of the rubber wheel was 660 mm, the test load was 22 N and the total wear length 
was 5904 m. Wear losses were measured after every 12 min. Before measurements the samples were 
cleaned with compressed air to remove sand particles. The sliding wear test was performed using a CETR 
UMT tribometer using a WC-Co ball with diameter of 6.3 mm as a counterbody. The applied normal force 
was 10 N and sliding speed 120 rev/min.  The sliding distance was 3000 m at room temperature with a 22 
mm diameter track radius. Wear tests were performed there times on polished surfaces with 0.03 µm Ra 
final value.  
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2.5. Corrosion testing 
The corrosion behavior and denseness of the coatings were tested with electrochemical open cell potential 
measurements. The electrochemical cell consisted of a plastic tube of 20 mm diameter and volume 12 ml, 
glued on the surface of the coated sample. The tubes were filled with 3.5 wt.%NaCl solution for 4 weeks. 
Measurements were taken with a Fluke 79 III multimeter. A silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) was used as a 
reference electrode. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Microstructure of powders 
The conventional powders present typical agglomerated and sintered manufacturing process characteristics 
with rounded particles, some pore entrances and a certain degree of porosity. The powders have an 
improved flowability due to rounded shapes in comparison with Nanocarb powder which contains a reduced 
amount of spherical particles besides powder particles with irregular morphology with sharp facets. The 
bigger powder particles presented in Fig. 1c, are typical binder-induced agglomerates bounded during the 
aspray conversion manufacturing process. The Sulzer Metco powder had carbides in the range of 0.3-1 µm 
and grain sizes between 13.81 and 37.74 µm. The carbide sizes in the H.C. Stark powder were in the range 
of 0.25 µm and 0.93 µm with grain sizes between 16.5 and 36.7 µm. According to the manufacturer the 
Nanocarb powder had grain sizes under 15 µm which could not be measured with the laser difractometer 
due to agglomerates. The carbides are less than 300 nm, which classify the powder as near nanostructured 
due to the fact that the carbides are bigger than 100 nm. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 SEM micrographs of WC-10Co-4Cr and WC-15Co powders: a) Sulzer Metco powder, b) H.C. Stark 

powder, c) Nanocarb powder, d) cross-section of conventional powder, and e) FESEM image of cross 
section in nanostructured powder 

3.2. Microstructure of coatings 
The polished surface morphology of conventional coating and conventional with addition of 5% Nanocarb 
coating are presented in Fig. 2. It can be noticed that both coatings possess a relatively dense structure with 
small pores distributed in the coatings. The conventional coating had a thickness about 150 µm and the one 
with Nanocarb addition 300 µm. 

 

a b

d e
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Fig 2 SEM cross-sectional images showing the morphology and distribution of WC in the metallic matrix: a) 
WC-10Co-4Cr plus 5% WC-15Co nano-structured coating, and b) WC-10Co-4Cr coating 

 

The micro-hardness measurements showed that both coatings have similar hardness values but the surface 
of conventional WC-10Co-4Cr is somewhat smoother. The porosity measurements indicated that both 
coatings are quite dense with low degree of porosity.  

 
Table 1 Values of hardness, roughness and porosity measurements  

Coating material Microhardness 
(HV0.3) 

As sprayed roughness 
(Ra µm) 

Porosity % 

WC-10Co-4Cr+5% Nanocarb 1081±74.37 4.33 1.19 

WC-10Co-4Cr 1100±52.58 3.34 1.24 

 

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the powders and coatings are presented in Fig. 3. Additional crystalline 
reflections corresponding to tungsten hemicarbide (W2C) phase is present in both HVOF coatings in 
comparison with the x-ray pattern of powders. The peaks corresponding to W2C are more pronounced in the 
conventional coating with Nanocarb which might be due to an increased degree of carburization. Due to 
Nanocarb powder addition the peaks corresponding to Co3W3C and Co have an increased intensity in 
comparison with conventional powder. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 XRD patterns of: a) conventional powder and HVOF coating and b) conventional powder and coating 
with addition of 5% Nanocarb 

3.3. Wear resistance  
The influence of abrasive silica sand on the grinded samples showed that both coatings have a good 
abrasion wear resistance as it is indicated in Fig. 4. In literature, it has been reported that the abrasion wear 
resistance of thermally sprayed WC based cermet coatings decrease as the level of WC react or decompose 
during spraying increase [7]. In the present study, the coating with Nanocarb addition showed a reduced 
abrasion wear resistance in comparison with the conventional coating due to an increased decarburization. 

a b
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In both cases, the material removal was 
characterized by carbide pull outs, 
grooving and scars along the direction of 
abrasive flow. 

The wear of WC based cermet coatings is 
considered to be a function of carbide size 
and content and binding strength between 
the carbides and matrix [8]. From Fig. 5 
can be noticed that the sliding track was 
slightly narrower on the coating with 
Nanocarb addition and also the tribo-layer, 
contains free form of graphite and oxides. The tribo-layer formed during the test at elevated temperature is 
more pronounced and this increased the sliding wear resistance. The high magnification images revealed 
material removal, formation and propagation of cracks and grooves in the metallic matrix. WC pull outs can 
be noticed as well. The grooves and pits in both cases are partially covered with particle debris, which also 
acts as an abrasive between the ball and coating. The EDS spectra present similar results for both coatings 
and the presence of oxygen is confirmed in the tribo-layer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Sliding wear results: a) worn track of WC-10Co-4Cr, b) worn surface of WC-10Co-4Cr coating, c) EDS 
of WC-10Co-4Cr worn surface, d) worn track of WC-10Co-4Cr+Nanocarb, e) worn surface of WC-10Co-

4Cr+Nanocarb coating, f) EDS of WC-10Co-4Cr+Nanocarb worn surface 

3.4. Corrosion resistance 
At the beginning of open cell potential measurements the electrode started to move to a more negative 
direction after the exposure in the NaCl solution which indicated an active corrosion behavior. After 24 h 
exposure on the conventional coating small corrosion products appeared which increased by time. This 
occurred due to interconnected pores, splat boundaries and microcracks found in the coating [9]. The open 
cell potential graph and corrosion products developed on coatings are presented in Fig. 6. It can be noticed 
that the coating with Nanocarb addition exhibited better corrosion resistance after 4 weeks in comparison 
with conventional coating.  This might be due to better bounding between splats indicating a better structural 
durability.   

 

 

 

b

d f

Fig. 4 Abrasion wear graphs for the HVOF coatings 
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a)                              b) 

Fig. 6 Open cell potentials of HVOF coatings and as function of exposure time in 3.5% NaCl solution and 
coating surfaces after exposure of a) WC-10Co-4Cr coatings and b) WC-10Co-4Cr plus Nanocarb coating 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The conventional WC-10Co-4Cr and WC-10Co-4Cr with 5% WC-15Co Nanocarb addition coatings 
presented similar morphology, hardness and porosity. Due to an increased dissolution process the coating 
with Nanocarb addition exhibited lower abrasion wear resistance but somewhat better sliding wear behavior 
in comparison with the conventional coating due to the appearance of graphite and oxides during the wear 
test between the ball and coating. After 4 weeks of immersion in 3.5% NaCl solution, the coating WC-10Co-
4Cr and Nanocarb addition exhibited a better corrosion resistance indicating a better structural durability.  
The addition of Nanocarb powder to the conventional WC-10Co-4Cr powder slightly increased the sliding 
wear and corrosion resistance of HVOF deposited coating.  
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Abstract   
The results of observation of the microstructure evolution during fatigue loading of the bulk nanostructured 
quasicrystalline Al alloy are presented. Feedstock powder with nominal composition of Al93Fe3Cr2Ti1 
produced by gas atomization was hot extruded for powder compaction. The enhanced strengthening of the 
quasicrystalline nanostructured Al alloy is attributed to the microstructure refinement, formation of 
supersaturated solid solution, presence of reinforcing icosahedral quasicrystalline phase and work hardening 
caused by the deformation during extrusion. Good thermal stability is supported by presence of spherical 
quasicrystalline particles with different interior structure and sizes of up to 250 nm in the diameter. Low cycle 
fatigue stress-strain characteristics and microstructural evolution of the material were studied. For the 
microstructure observation the samples of material before and after fatigue loading the TEM and SEM 
microscopy was employed. The microstructure evolution caused by cyclic loading with positive mean stress 
was evaluated. 

Keywords: Quasicrystalline Al Alloys; Microstructure; Mechanical Properties, Fatigue, Icosahedral Phase,  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Powder metallurgy method, when melt atomization and subsequent hot extrusion (HE) of powder is applied, 
is able to prepare Al-based materials of non conventional chemical composition with high concentrations of 
transition metals much above their solubility limits in a solid Al. The investigated Al93Fe3Cr2Ti1 alloy shows 
higher strength and moreover it exhibits excellent thermal stability in comparison with commercial Al alloys 
generally applied at elevated temperatures in the transportation industry. Mechanical properties at elevated 
temperatures are improved by several aspects such as refinement of the microstructure, introduction of 
alloying elements with low diffusivity in Al, presence of fine metastable (quasi) crystalline phases and 
precipitation hardening. [1-3] 

Main mechanical properties such as hardness or basic characteristics obtained from the tensile test for this 
material were studied in [4,5]. The hardness of extruded nanostructured Al alloys are higher comparing to 
conventional Al alloy 7075-T6 [6]. For a successful industrial application in structural parts working at 
elevated temperatures, the knowledge of some complementary mechanical properties is necessary, e.g. 
creep [7] or fatigue [8, 9]. Therefore, the behaviour of such materials at cyclic loading is in the focus of this 
work. The low cycle fatigue properties in form of cyclic stress-strain characteristic together with 
microstructure evolution caused by cyclic loading of bulk samples were studied. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
Feedstock gas atomised powder of chemical composition Al93Fe3Cr2Ti1 (at. %) was hot extruded to long bars 
from which a set of cylindrical test pieces having length of about 60 mm, gauge length of 12 mm and 
diameter within the gauge length of 4mm, were machined. Bulk material used in this work was prepared from 
the powder with particle size ranking between 50-100 μm. Low cycle fatigue testing was performed at room 
temperature using a servo-hydraulic testing system under load control regime at cycling frequency 5 Hz with 
the positive mean stress (parameter of asymmetry R = 0.1). Observation of the microstructure before loading 
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and after test termination (final fracture) was performed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) electron microscopy.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  Mechanical properties  
Mechanical properties from tensile tests performed on this type of material at room and elevated 
temperatures were published elsewhere [10,11] and selected values are listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Mechanical properties  

 Proof stress 
σ0.2 [MPa] 

Fracture strength 
σfr [MPa] 

Elongation 
A [%] 

Young's modulus  
E [GPa] 

22°C 480-540 520-660 ≈ 8 90-100 

350°C 280-400 350-380 ≈ 2 * 

450°C 320 360 ≈ 14 * 

3.2  Fatigue  
Fatigue life curves were obtained from stress-strain characteristics measured at fatigue loading with positive 
mean stress. Results of comparison of S-N curves for nanostructured and coarse grained materials together 
with hardening/softening curves are presented in Fig. 1.  

  
Fig. 1) a) Comparison of SN curves for nanostructured material and conventional coarse grained Al alloys.  

b) Fatigue hardening/softening curves for nano-Al alloy tested at different levels of stress amplitude 

Results presented in Fig. 1a) indicate that for low cycle regime the fatigue properties are comparable to 
results for two commercially used Al alloys 5083 and 7075 loaded at the same conditions. The stress 
amplitude at number of cycles of 106, i.e. fatigue strength of the 7075-alloy and nano-Al alloy is about 
150 MPa at room temperature. Nevertheless, the slope of fatigue life curve is more eligible and in the high 
cycle regime the fatigue limit is higher in the nano-Al alloy. It could be concluded in agreement with work of 
Inoue [12] that alloys containing quasicrystaline phase possesses significantly improved fatigue strength. 
Fatigue behaviour in the form of deformation amplitude dependence on the number of cycles is showed in 
Fig. 1b). From the presented curves, it is evident that initial cyclic hardening is for the highest stress 
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amplitude followed by cyclic softening at the end of fatigue life for given loading conditions. At lower 
amplitudes of applied stress the initial hardening is followed by stable behaviour.  

3.3  Microstructure  
The microstructure of the material in the as received state is formed by the nanoscale Q-phase precipitates 
as a primary phase, followed by solidification of α-Al matrix from the remaining liquid. According to [12] the 
microstructure of high strength alloy at elevated temperature based on Al-Fe-Cr-Ti system is created by Al + 
Q + Al23Ti9. Maximum extrusion temperature is recommended to be on the level of 400°C, because 467°C is 
the decomposition temperature of Q-phase [13]. Accordingly to this recommendation, the HE of feedstock 
powder with PPS 50-100 μm was performed at temperature 400°C. Results of the microstructure observation 
of extruded samples before fatigue loading are shown in Fig. 2.  

   

  
Fig. 2) Comparison of SEM and TEM micrographs of microstructure with typical longitudinal texture due to 

HE a) using SEM and b) TEM, c) SEM micrograph with details of light flower like particles, d) TEM 
micrograph of dark particles of icosahedral phase which corresponds to the flower like particle in SEM 

picture 

The quality of compaction was monitored and no poorly compacted areas were observed, i.e. extrusion 
conditions were optimal to obtain fully compacted bulk material from nanostructured powder. Initially round 
powder particles were heavily deformed under extrusion conditions to solid state, nevertheless the 
quasicrystalline structure of initial powder was retained in the interior of flattened powder particles. The final 
microstructure with the typical texture in longitudinal direction caused by extrusion is clearly visible in Fig. 2a) 
and 2b) in both SEM and TEM micrographs. The maximum size of spherical particles of quasicrystalline 
phase was evaluated up to 250 nm in diameter.   
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Initial microstructural analysis of metallographic samples using SEM showed the presence of areas with two 
different appearances - finer and coarser. All observed objects/particles in the microstructure contain all four 
alloying elements, however white particles contain increased amount of Ti and Cr. These findings were 
confirmed by microstructure studies of thin foils using TEM technique. The comparison of results from TEM 
and SEM studies of microstructure at higher magnification is shown in the Fig. 2c) and 2d).  
Microstructure characterisation of the material before fatigue loading was completed by studies of the 
fracture mechanisms engaged in fatigue failure. Fracture surface of the sample loaded at maximum applied 
stress σmax = 500 MPa is shown in Fig. 3. Mechanism of fatigue failure arises from the crack initiation on the 
surface of test piece or on the subsurface inclusions and extraneous particles and follows to growth fatigue 
crack and final fracture of specimen. An example of fracture initiated on a subsurface spherical inclusion is in 
Fig. 3a). At low magnification the fracture surface is perpendicular to loading axis and looks very smooth, 
almost featureless with some vein-like patterns. The detail of the failure features in higher magnification is 
shown in Fig. 3b). In the left part of micrograph is the granular structure typical for the place near the 
initiation point. It indicates that at the beginning the crack initiate and propagates along interface between the 
particles leading to brittle inter-particle fracture. In the right part typical for areas remote from the initiation 
place the dimples typical for ductile fracture are present on the fracture surface although from the 
macroscopical point of view the material behaves rather brittle.  

    
Fig. 3) SEM micrographs of fracture surface of specimen with PPS 50-100 μm loaded cyclically at 

σmax = 500 MPa: a) initiation point at a spherical inclusion, b) detail of microstructure with mixed mode of 
fracture morphology: left - brittle, right - ductile 

Al-Fe-Cr-Ti system has possibility to form single quasicrystalline phase. The chemical composition of 
Al84.2Fe7.0Cr6.3Ti2.5 was proved in [14]. Typical appearance of quasicrystals in studied aluminium alloy is 
shown in Fig. 4a) together with diffraction pattern showing 5-fold symmetry.  

Improved strength of Al-Fe-Cr-Ti system at elevated temperature is caused by several reasons. The first is 
certainly the low atomic mobility of Fe, Cr and Ti elements in the Al matrix. Next reason is presence of hard 
quasicrystalline phase with high thermal stability (up to 467°C). Last but not least, in this type of material is 
limited dislocation movement. Studies of internal microstructure of material after exposure to the fatigue 
loading with respect to presence of dislocations were performed. An example of results is shown in Fig. 4b) 
where dislocations in aluminium matrix are shown. Dislocations which are pinned by small particles in the Al 
matrix are pointed by white arrow. 

In the ultrafinegrained materials the dislocation activity becomes difficult as the grain size of material is 
decreased to nanometer range because of high content of grain boundaries. Additionally, dislocations 
created in the aluminium matrix during fatigue loading have their movement complicated by the presence of 
small dispersed particles (quasicrystalline phase) on which the dislocations can be caught. Moreover, it is 
known that the lattice structure of icosahedral quasicrystalline phase inhibits the dislocation movement. 
Since glide of dislocations is the usual low-temperature plasticity mechanism in crystals, glide of dislocations 
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in quasicrystals is much more difficult, maybe impossible. This fact is the origin of the high brittleness of 
quasicrystals. The only efficient mode of dislocation motion is climb; nevertheless this process at low 
temperatures is too slow to accommodate plastic deformation [15]. All these factors influence the dislocation 
nucleation and motion which result in low plastic deformation. Limited ductility seems to be therefore an 
intrinsic property of studied nanostructured quasicrystalline Al based materials. 

    
Fig. 4) a) TEM picture of quasicrystalline particle and typical diffraction pattern with 5-fold symmetry, b) TEM 

micrograph of structure of material after exposure to fatigue loading with dislocations trapped on small 
particles in Al matrix (indicated by arrow) 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Microstructure before and after fatigue loading of the bulk Al based nanostructured material was described. 
The fatigue fracture mechanism was characterised. The cyclic hardening was determined in the initial part of 
the fatigue live with the softening at the end of fatigue live. Structural changes and mainly presence of 
dislocations in small grains of the Al-matrix created during fatigue loading were observed. The 
decomposition of metastable phase during the fatigue loading was not confirmed. Fatigue endurance limit of 
this type of material at room temperature was higher than for commercial Al-alloys of about 50 MPa. 
Presence of thermally stable icosahedral quasicrystalline phase makes the material resistant to grain 
coarsening at elevated temperatures. 
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Abstract  
We studied the degradation of different chlorinated ethylenes by silica coated nanoscale zerovalent iron 
particles (nZVI). The silica coated nZVI has improved stability for its subsurface migration and accelerated 
the degradation of studied contaminants. The reactivity of the studied silica coated nZVI was compared to 
the uncoated nZVI and microscale zerovalent iron particles. To form the silica coating, the uncoated 
nanoiron particles in an aqueous suspension were modified by Stöber synthesis using tetraethylorthosilicate 
(TEOS). Lab-scale degradation experiments were performed in serum bottles containing a mixture of 
chlorinated ethylenes (≈ 5 mg.L-1 each) and a certain dose (2.5 - 25 g.L-1) of silica coated nZVI, noncoated 
nZVI or microscale particles, to simulate conditions on contaminated sites. After five weeks, microscale 
particles degraded all three contaminants, but the degradation rate was up to two orders lower than both 
nanoiron materials. In the presence of silica coated nZVI, the concentration of tetrachloroethylene, 
trichloroethylene and cis-dichloroethylene (PCE, TCE, cis-DCE) dropped to 2 %, 39 % and 35 % of an initial 
concentration, respectively. The evaluated kinetic constants of pseudo-first-order kinetics confirmed an 
increase in the removal rate of PCE for silica coated nZVI. On the contrary, TCE and cis-DCE were removed 
significantly faster by nZVI. The decrease in the removal of TCE and cis-DCE suggests that the silica coating 
influenced surface properties determining the degradation processes (surface morphology, available 
surface). Our study demonstrated that the silica (TEOS) coated nanoiron particles are suitable for the 
degradation of chlorinated ethylenes. 

Keywords: chlorinated ethylenes, nanoscale zerovalent iron, , remediation, silica coating  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Chlorinated ethylenes are one of the main groups of harmful pollutants in groundwater.[1]Transformation of 
the chlorinated ethylenes to benign non-chlorinated hydrocarbons is well provided by abiotic reductive 
dehalogenation [2] using the nanoscale particles of zerovalent iron (nZVI) as a result of the low reduction 
potential of metallic iron (-0.477 V) and unique surface properties of nanoparticles. Large surface area and 
large surface free energy (large reactivity) of the nZVI particles lead to a significantly faster and much more 
effective transformation of the chlorinated ethylenes than by using microscale particles. The nZVI particles 
can be directly injected into the subsurface and transported with groundwater to contaminated plums. 
Nevertheless, the great surface free energy of the nZVI particles is spontaneously reduced by the formation 
of agglomerates and non-selective reactions with reducible abundant compounds in groundwater. The 
agglomeration causes problems with the application and subsurface migration of nZVI and reduces nZVI 
reactivity which can be 10 – 1000 times smaller in the case of microscale agglomerates.[3] 

The disintegration of agglomerates and the application of surface coatings can improve resistance against 
the re-agglomeration of individual nZVI particles, nZVI reactivity due to the reduced particle size and their 
chemical stability. The surface coating creates a barrier around a particle formed by physically or chemically 
bonded compounds on the particle surface. Depending on its structure and chemical composition, the barrier 
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can be permeable for contaminants allowing a contact with the particle surface. The affinity of the coated 
particles towards chlorinated ethylenes can be increased by using a hydrophobic coating with appropriate 
function groups. [3, 4] The contaminants can thus react more quickly with the particle surface. Polymers, 
electrolytes, emulsions and metal shells are often used to modify the surface of the nZVI particles. [5] 
Because of its special properties, silica is also often used for coating in many nanomaterial applications, 
including nZVI particles, in order to maintain the physical stability in an aqueous solution. Single molecules 
and polymerized forms of silica adsorb to the oxidized outer layer of the nZVI particle and form a structure of 
an iron core-silica shell (Si-nZVI). [6] The permeability of the silica shell depends on the density of the 
adsorbed silica on the nZVI surface and the morphology of the silica shell. In aqueous silicate solution, 
adsorbed silica on nZVI particles inhibited or supported the corrosion process of metal iron depending on the 
environmental conditions. Therefore, the silica can influence redox reactions of the particles with 
contaminants and thus slow down or accelerate their degradation rate. [7, 8] 

In this study, we focused on the effect of silica coating on reactivity of nZVI particles to remove mixture of 
selected chlorinated ethylenes from an aqueous solution. The silica coating was prepared by the hydrolysis 
and condensation of tetraethylortohosilicate (TEOS) on nZVI particles, which were temporarily stabilized by 
polyvinylpirolidone (PVP). There is only a limited number of studies focused on the effect of silicaalkoxydes 
on the nZVI reactivity. In our study, the reactivity of silica coated nanoparticles Si-nZVI was also compared to 
the reactivity of microscale nanoparticles. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

2.1. Chemicals and particles 
Cis-dichlorethylene (cis-DCE), trichloroethylene (TCE), tetrachlorethylene (PCE, 99+ %, extra pure, 
stabilized, Acros Organics), CaCl2.2H2O (p.a. Merc), MgCl2.6H2O (p.a. Merc), NaHCO3 (p.a. Merc), KHCO3 
(p.a. Merc), hydrochloric acid (32% HCl, for analysis, Merc), MiliQ Water (Milipore, Symplicity® UV System). 

The suspension of nanoscale zerovalent iron particles NANOFER 25 (nZVI) was ontained from NANOIRON 
Ltd., Czech Republic.  The powder of microscale zerovalent iron particles BASF HQ (mZVI) were obtained 
from BASF, Germany. The coating of nZVI the get the silica coated particles (Si-nZVI) was performed 
according to the Stöber synthesis [9] when tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) as a precursor of silica was 
hydrolyzed in the mixture of ethanol, hydroxide ammonium during mild heating to precipitate the silica on the 
surface of the particles. Polyvinylpirolidone (PVP) was used to maintain nZVI as individual particles before 
the coating and to anchor the silica to the particles. The Si-nZVI mixture was directly added to the 
degradation experiment. 

2.2. Particle characterization 
Specific surface area (SSA) of the particles was measured using N2-BET. Dry samples for the SSA 
measurement were obtained by the lyophilisation of the studied suspensions. The amount of Fe0 was 
determined from the volume of hydrogen after the acidific mineralization of the particles in 1M HCl. 

2.3. Degradation experiment and analysis 
The mixture of selected chlorinated ethylenes (PCE, TCE, cis-DCE) in an aqueous solution was degraded in 
160 mL serum bottles capped by Teflon lined aluminium crimp caps at anaerobic conditions. In an anaerobic 
chamber, deoxygenated MiliQWater enriched with 0.05 mM CaCl2.2H2O and MgCl2.6H2O and 0.05 mM 
NaHCO3 and KHCO3 was spiked by pure phases of PCE, TCE and cis-DCE. Before spiking, the pH of the 
anaerobic solution was modified to value 7. The serum bottles were filled by the suspension of nZVI (1.2 g) 
and Si-nZVI (2.4 g) suspension containing 0.212 g Fe0 or by dry mZVI particles (2.5 g) containing 2.2 g Fe0. 
The serum bottle was filled till 100 mL of the degradation mixture which contained the initial concentration of 
each contaminant ≈ 5 mg.L-1. The bottles were intensively shaken (110 rpm) at 12 ± 1°C in the dark. 
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Triplicate bottles were analyzed for concentrations of the chlorinated ethylenes in headspace samples 
weekly. The average of values of triplicate measurements was used to determine a concentration point. 
Control bottles without the nZVI particles demonstrated loses of the contaminants (max 12 % per 6 weeks), 
which were mainly caused by sampling.  

Chlorinated ethylenes were analysed via headspace measurements using GC-FID (Varian CP-3800 with 
CTC-autosampler) equipped with RT-U-PLOT/DB-1GC/RT-X-502.2 capillary columns. The quantification 
was performed using an external one point calibration. Hydrogen evolved from the Fe0 dissolution was 
quantified using Trace GC MPT-10286 equipped with packed columns Heyesep Q and Carbosphere and 
TCD detector. A calibration curve was made from standards ranging 3.4 - 58 % (vol/vol) hydrogen in N2-
headspace. 

Each from triplicate concentration profile was evaluated by the fitting the pseudo-order kinetics equation 
using the ERA 3.0 software (ICT Prague). An average and standard deviation of the kinetic parameters were 
determined from an average of the triplicate values. The parameters of initial concentrations C0 and 
observed kinetic constants Kobs were evaluated using last squares method. To compare the removal 
potentials of the used material, the observed kinetic constants Kobs were normalized per the mass 
concentration of Fe0 in particles to obtain mass normalized kinetic constant KmFe0. We decided to evaluate 
KmFe0 because the excess of PVP and TEOS in the Si-nZVI suspension influenced the weight of the material 
after drying. The evaluation of kinetic constants normalized per mass of the particles and specific surface 
area KSA was only evaluated for the mZVI and nZVI particles because a reaction is mediated by the iron 
particle surface and not the silica surface.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

3.1. Particle characterisation 
The specific surface area of the non-coated nZVI particles determined by BET surface analysis was 28.7 ± 
2.0  m2g-1. The specific surface area of the Si-nZVI nanoparticles was 29.9 ± 0.4 m2g-1. A small increase, not 
statistically significant, in the specific area of the Si-nZVI particles may be caused by the external 
morphology of the silica coating. The specific surface area of the mZVI particles (BASF HQ) was 0.95 m2g-1. 
The mass fraction of Fe0 for the nZVI was 72.0 ± 3.3 % and for theSi-nZVI particles was 56.6 ± 1.6 %. The 
mZVI particles had 87.7 ± 0.1 % of Fe0. Particles/solid reagent in the suspension of nZVI and Si-nZVI was 
24.3 ± 1.4 % and 11.1 ± 0.1 %, respectively. Oxidation of iron metal was not considered within drying of the 
suspensions. All values were determined as an average and standard deviation of at least duplicate 
measurement. 

3.2. Effect of the silica coating on contaminant removal 
Natural attenuation on contaminated sites causes that chlorinated ethylenes and their intermediates are 
present in contaminated groundwater in mixtures with various composition. TCE and/or cis-DCE are 
intermediates of a higher chlorinated ethylene which form by minor hydrolysis (PCE → TCE → cis-DCE) 
during the reaction with zerovalent iron.[10] After the injection of nZVI suspension, all the chlorinated 
ethylenes are then removed from an aqueous solution together at the same time. In our experiment, the 
mixture of PCE, TCE and cis-DCE (Fig. 1 A, B, C) was tested to investigate the effect of a silica coating on 
the ability of non-coated nZVI particles to remove the chlorinated ethylenes. Furthermore, the removal 
abilities of the non-coated nZVI and microscale mZVI particles were also tested and compared to the Si-nZVI 
particles. In the presence of the nZVI particles, the concentration of PCE, TCE and cis-DCE decreased to  
94 %,  78 % and  89 % of an initial concentration after 24 h. After 36 d of experiment, TCE and cis-DCE were 
not detected while 8 % of PCE left. In the case of the Si-nZVI particles, PCE concentration decreased to 83 
% of initial concentration, while TCE and cis-DCE decreased only to 96 % and 89 %, respectively. Only 2 % 
of the PCE concentration left in degradation system after 36 days experiment, while 12 % of TCE and 11 % 
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of cis-DCE concentration remained of an initial concentration. In the mZVI degradation system (22.1 g.L-1 of 
Fe0), of 4 % of PCE, 81 % of TCE and 78 % of cis-
DCE left in system after 36 days. 

According to the evaluated constants KmFe0 (table I), 
the silica coating exhibited a positive effect on the 
nZVI removal ability towards PCE. The removal rate 
of PCE was slightly (40 %) faster by the Si-nZVI 
particles than by the nZVI particles. On the contrary, 
the Si-nZVI particles reduced the removal rate of TCE 
and cis-DCE which was ≈ 4.5 times and 8.6 times 
slower in comparison with the nZVI particles. It seems 
that the concentration trend of TCE is almost linear in 
contrast with the exponential trend of PCE and cis-
DCE (figure 1B). The linearity might indicate the 
change of reaction kinetics to zero order of the 
reaction with the kinetic constant kobs = 0.707 mol.d -
1 (R2 = 0.9528). As shown in table I, the removal rate 
of all three contaminants by mZVI particles was 
significantly slower than in the Si-nZVI system; 
moreover, the removal rate of TCE and cis-DCE was 
slower up to two orders of magnitude. This effect was 
probably caused by huge difference in the specific 
area of the mZVI and Si-nZVI particles.  

Surface area - normalized rate constants KSA of the 
nZVI particles was 7.44 10-4 Lm-2d-1 for PCE, 2.59 
10-3 Lm-2d-1 for TCE and 1.56 10-3 Lm-2d-1for cis-
DCE. In the case of the mZVI particles, KSA values 
were 3.25 10-3 Lm-2d-1, 1.13 10-4 Lm-2d-1 and 2.86 
10-4 Lm-2d-1 for PCE, TCE and cis-DCE, 
respectively. The fast removal rate of PCE using the 
mZVI particles might have been caused by its 
adsorption on carbon impurities on the particle surface 
because mZVI BASF HQ is made of Fe(CO)5. 
Another explanation could be interspecies 
competition, which can be significant for the mixture of 
parent compounds and its intermediates degraded by mZVI particles. [9] Small differences between KSA for 
the nZVI and mZVI particles were caused by the fact that large surface area of the small amount of nZVI 
particles was amended by high amount of mZVI particles. Nevertheless, a higher efficiency of nZVI particles 
was observed. 

The improved effected removal of PCE in the Si-nZVI degradation system can be explained by the presence 
of PVP polymer [11] and/or ethanol. The ethanol was a precursor of the silica coating and was also formed 
by TEOS hydrolysis. Ethanol can increase solubility of chlorinated ethylenes in water. PCE is the most 
hydrophobic from chlorinated ethylenes (Kow,PCE = 2.6, log Kow,TCE = 2.29, log Kow,cisDCE = 1.59) [12], 
therefore, the fast removal rate of PCE might be well observed as its affinity to ethanol and PVP in the 
suspension. According to the study Kohn.T , Roberts A. L. [13], more than 15 % of ethanol increases the 
solubility of PCE in water. However, we found only ≈ 3 % (vol) of ethanol in the Si-nZVI degradation system 
and so the effect of the ethanol on the removal rate of PCE was negligible. Therefore, the adsorption of the 

Fig. 1: Concentration trends of PCE, TCE and cis-
DCE within removal by 2.1 g/L of Fe0 in nZVI and 

silica stabilized Si-nZVI, and 22.1 g/l of Fe0 in 
mZVI. Solid lines represent model fitting 
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chlorinated ethylenes on the PVP polymer is a more probable explanation of the increased PCE removal. As 
a secondary effect, PVP might have intensified the contact of the chlorinated ethylenes with the particle. 

Table 1: Evaluated kinetic parameters of pseudofirstorder kinetics and experimental conditions 

The silica coating in the solid-water interface could affect the interaction of all of the three chlorinated 
ethylenes with the silica coated particle surface in four ways: 1) The silica coating might have limited the 
transport of the contaminants from the bulk solution to the particle surface. [13] 2) The adsorbed components 
of the surface coating reduced available surface area and reactive sites which were convenient for direct 
reduction of the contaminants.. [14] 3) According to the study Liu Y. at al. [14], the adsorption of silica can 
change the morphology of the surface of ZVI particles. The changes of the surface properties and the 
blocking of the reactive sites could influence the distribution of products due to the reaction with other sites 
with different reactive intensity. Therefore, possible incomplete dechlorination and the accumulation of less 
chlorinated intermediates (TCE and cis-DCE in our experiments) can occur. In our case, the accumulation of 
the intermediates could change reaction kinetics from pseudofirst order to zero order [15]. 4) Using the 
assumption of the study Kohn T. and Roberts A. L, the small reactivity of Si-nZVI towards TCE and cis-DCE 
could be due to an interspecies competition at the particle surface.[14] As we reported in the recent study 
[16], the removal rate of chlorinated ethylenes by nZVI (NANOFER 25) was DCE>TCE>PCE. Therefore, we 
suppose that the removal rate of chlorinated ethylenes by non-stabilized nZVI can be only slightly inhibited 
by the reactants and intermediates. All factors together can additively cause a decrease or increase in the 
removal rate of the chlorinated ethylenes. 

3.3. Effect of the silica coating on particle storage 
Figure 2 shows only a slight decrease of Fe0 

amount in both the storage suspensions of the 
non-coated nZVI and the Si-nZVI particles during 
two months from the beginning of the experiment 
at ideal conditions (darkness, 4°C and in 
anaerobic conditions). The slightly variable values 
of Fe0 in the nZVI suspension are given by the 
heterogeneity of agglomerated nanoparticles. The 
stable values of the Si-nZVI suspension show that 
the preparation of Si-nZVI produced 
deaglomerated particles with a quite high degree 
of homogeneity. The slope of trend lines 
determined for the nZVI and Si-nZVI suspension 
was 0.018 and 0.001, respectively. According to 
the almost constant trend of % Fe0 in Si-nZVI (∆ ≈ 0.5 % Fe0), we suppose that the silica coating made nZVI 

material particles/solid Fe0 contaminant C0 Kobs KmFe0 
 reagent (g.L-1) (g.L-1)  (mg.L-1) (d-1) (L.g-1.d-1) 

nZVI/ 
NANOFER 25 

3.0 2.1 

PCE 7.85± 0.07 0.0632± 0.0025 0.0295 

TCE  4.89± 0.03 0.2198± 0.0087 0.1028 

cis-DCE 5.10± 0.01 0.1326± 0.0055 0.0620 

Si-nZVI/ 
Si NANOFER 25 

3.7 2.1 

PCE 7.02± 0.14 0.0880± 0.0039 0.0415 

TCE  5.59± 0.03 0.0253± 0.0022 0.0119 

cis-DCE 5.00± 0.45 0.0293± 0.0039 0.0138 

mZVI/ 
BASF HQ 

25.1 22.0 
PCE 6.79± 0.26 0.0898± 0.0356 0.0037 

TCE  4.29± 0.09 0.0025± 0.0009 0.0001 
cis-DCE 4.35± 0.13 0.0068± 0.0005 0.0003 

Fig. 2: Changes of Fe0 amount in the nZVI  
and Si-nZVI suspensions during storage 
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chemically resistant towards the water. Moreover, alkaline pH of the suspension (pH ≈ 11.23) helped to 
preserve Fe0 in the Si-nZVI particles. 

4. CONCLUSION 
We have demonstrated an efficient removal of a mixture of chlorinated ethylenes by a silica coated 
nanoscale zerovalent particles to improve the migration of nZVI particles in contaminated ground water. The 
PCE removal rate was improved Si-nZVI particles. On the contrary, the particles with the adsorbed layer of 
the silica on the surface showed the lack of reactivity towards TCE and cis-DCE. We observed the change 
from pseudo-first to zero order reaction for the removal of TCE. The change in kinetic parameters suggests 
that the silica coating influenced surface properties determining also degradation processes. The Si-nZVI 
particles showed higher efficiency to remove chlorinated ethylenes compare to mZVI particles. Therefore, we 
suggest that Si-nZVI is suitable for removal for chlorinated ethylenes. It seems that the silica coating 
contributed to the preservation of zerovalent iron within the storage of the suspension. Furthermore, 
polyvinylpyrolidone and ethanol from surface coating can be used as a source of carbon for microorganisms 
which can participate in the biologic cleaning of contaminated sites. 
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Abstract  
Bionics is a quite new scientific discipline connecting knowledge of biologists and technicians. It uses 
structures and principles appearing in nature. Living organisms on the Earth evolved and improved during 
nearly 3.5 billion years and achieved perfection from all points of view. In nature there is no space for any 
type of error or imperfection, everything what doesn't adapt to its living conditions, dies. This fact is a reason, 
why we are looking for natural smart solutions, studying them and trying to find a way, how to use achieved 
knowledge in ours modern technologies. Secrets of surviving and prosperity are often hidden in sub-micron 
scale that's why we have to use the most modern imaging technologies as scanning electron- or atomic force 
microscopy to be able to study fine structures having amazing functions. This article will take the reader on a 
journey to enchanting world of natural nano- and micro-sized structures and shapes and will show him their 
extraordinary functions. Everything what we now have to do is keep our eyes open and let ourselves to be 
inspired. 

Keywords: Bionics, Biomimetics, Structure, Nanomaterial, Nature 

1. INTRODUCTION  
The birth of Earth is dated to so called Hadean period (4600 - 3800 million years ago). The Earth formed by 
accretion from solar nebula. Much of the Earth was molten because of extreme volcanism and frequent 
collisions with meteorites. During this period the heavier molten iron sank to the middle of the newly forming 
Earth to become a core, the lighter material rose to the surface. Volcanic outgassing of volatile molecules 
such as water, methane, ammonia, hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide likely created the primordial 
atmosphere. It contained almost no oxygen. Over time, cosmic bombardment ceased allowing the planet to 
cool and form a solid crust.  Steam (water brought by comets and asteroids) condensed into clouds and the 
proto-ocean took shape. Earth was finally hospitable to life. 

Life arose on Earth during so called Archaean period (3800 – 2500 million years ago). In this time the only 
inhabitants of the Earth were simple microscopic organisms comparable to today’s bacteria. These early 
cells belong to the group of prokaryotes. The oldest cyanobacteria-like fossils known are nearly 3500 million 
years old. Many cyanobacteria secrete a thick cell wall. They may form large layered structures called 
stromatolites or oncolites. These structures form as a mat of cyanobacteria growths in a marine environment, 
trapping sediment and sometimes secreting calcium carbonate.  

Life on Earth remained small and microscopic for at least one billion years. The conditions under which these 
organisms lived differed greatly from those prevailing today, but the mechanisms of evolution were the same. 
In the protezoroic era (2500 – 544 m. y.) both, primitive single celled and more advanced multicellular 
organisms, begin to appear in abundance in rocks. The oldest multi-cellular algae fossil dates to 1200 million 
years. Genetic mutations made some individuals better fitted than others to survive and to reproduce in a 
given environment. The principle of natural selection exerted great changes on physiology [1-4].  

Through the mutations the evolution responds to all of life’s problems – to get nutrients, to move around or to 
survive and prosper in all extreme conditions from the highest mountain tops to the deepest ocean waters. 
Organisms continuously evolve, adapt and develop, becoming ever more sophisticated and complex, taking 
on new forms or going extinct in response to an ever-changing planet. The solutions found in the nature work 
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with smart materials which can be characterized by phenomena as self-repairing, self-cleaning, super-
hydrophobia etc. 

In the beginning, the human was just a part of breath-taking biodiversity, but his large brain helped him to 
achieve an exclusive position. He stopped to adapt to nature, contrary, he has started to adapt the nature to 
his needs. The human used technology to solve life problems. Our species become extremely successful but 
with a great cost to our planet. At the start of the third millennium we started a new revolution where the 
nature and technology stand hand in hand. There is a new science, bionics, which looks to nature to find an 
inspiration to solve our technical problems in totally unexpected ways. The word of “BIONICS” has been 
used for the first time about fifty years ago. It is composed of two parts of two words - biology and technics. 
By the use of the most modern imaging devices such as scanning electron microscopes or atomic force 
microscopes the bionics looks into the enchanting world of weird structures and shapes to see smart natural 
materials and to reveal their secrets and principles. The acquired knowledge is then used as models for 
development of synthetic systems. Of course, the purpose of bionics is not only imitation, but mainly 
utilization of the nature’s creative potential and the inspiration for constructions and technologies. 

The authors of this paper would like to give the reader a short lesson from nature. The reader will be able 
discover secrets of extraordinary natural materials such as lotus leaves or butterfly wings.  

2. LECTURE FROM NATURE 

2.1. Lotus leaf 
Self-cleaning properties of Lotus plant (Nelumbo nucifera – Fig. 1 [5]) has been known for more than 2000 
years. Dirt on the Lotus leaf can be easily picked up by running water droplets and eventually be removed 
from the leaf. This self-cleaning ability is believed to be why this plant is regarded as a symbol of purity in 
many Asian religions and has been the inspiration for many biomimetic inventions. 

  
Fig. 1: Sacred Lotus (Nelumbo Nucifera) is known due to its self-cleaning properties [5] 

In 1964 scanning electron microscope images revealed that the leaf surface is not smooth but double 
structured (Fig. 2, 3). Its epidermis shows little bumps with a distance of 10 – 30 µm. Furthermore the 
epidermis is covered by a thin layer of wax crystals, which are water-repellent and so they repel water 
droplets and help prevent wetting of the leaf surface. The combination of these micro- and nano-scale 
features greatly reduces the contact area between the surface and water droplets, which is the key to the 
cleaning process and explains how even a light rain shower is enough to wash the leaves clean (Fig. 4) 
[7-13]. 
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Fig. 2: SEM image of lotus leaf surface, top view 

 

  
Fig. 3: SEM image of lotus leaf surface, side view 

 
Fig. 4: Principle of lotus effect [8] 

2.2. Butterfly wing 
Butterflies possess some of the most striking colour displays found in nature. Butterflies actually get their 
colours from two different sources: ordinary (or pigmented) colour and structural colour. A butterfly wing is 
made of a thin membrane webbed with veins. Thousands of microscopic scales cover the membrane, 
overlapping like roof shingles (Fig. 5). Each scale is composed of multiple thick layers separated by air. The 
scales strengthen and stabilize the wings. Each scale is a flattened outgrowth of a single cell and is about 
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100 µm long and 50 µm wide. They are anchored in the double wing membrane with a short protrusion 
(Fig. 6).  

  
Fig. 5: Scales on the butterfly wing arranged as roof tiles 

  
Fig. 6: Anchoring of scales to the wing membrane with a short protrusion 

  
Fig. 7: The fine structure of the scales that causes light diffraction and refraction 

If a butterfly loses a lot of scales, the underlying membrane may become more prone to tears, and that could 
affect its ability to fly. A butterfly can’t regenerate lost scales. All colours arise in those small scales. We can 
imagine them as a flat transparent box with a plenty of small chambers that contain coloured pigment or air. 
On the outer side they are finely ribbed (Fig. 7) and this fine structure is responsible for colours. When light 
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hits the different layers of the butterfly wing, it is reflected numerous times, and the combination of all these 
reflections causes the very intense colours. Variations in the spacing of the pattern often gives rise to an 
iridescent effect, as seen in peacock feathers, soap bubbles, films of oil, and mother-of-pearl. The reflected 
colour depends upon the angle of view that’s why we see the shimmering colours. For many butterfly 
species is that opalescence intended by their own pigment. Most butterflies get their different shades of 
brown and yellow from melanin, the same pigment that makes you tan in summer and gives some people 
freckles. Other colours - silver, gold, blue, purple, green and pearl are formed by a light refraction inside the 
scales or on their surface. White can also be the result of light reflection similar to snowflakes [14-17]. 

3. CONCLUSION 
The evolution of fauna and flora on the Earth lasted an extremely long time. The origin of Earth is estimated 
to be 4.6 billion years, the origin of life 3.5 billion years. Humans stand at the end of this process and it is 
necessary to confess, that nature creates materials and constructions for a much longer time. It would be 
good to look at ordinary things that surround us with more interest. Just watch it isn’t enough, it’s necessary 
also see and understand, because what we understand, we can perhaps utilize. We have to learn from 
nature, than it will be easier to understand how do nanomaterials, nanostructures and nanotechnologies 
work.   
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Abstract  
Flower-like ZnO microparticles were prepared by microwave assisted hydrothermal synthesis. Zinc acetate 
dihydrate was used as starting material, polyethylene glycol, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide and crystal 
violet were chosen as growth modification and stabilization agents, ammonia was chosen as precipitation 
agent. Synthesis mechanism and influence of selected modificators on particle microstructure were 
investigated. ZnO microparticles were characterized by X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM). 

Keywords: Zinc oxide, flower-like, microwave, synthesis  

1. INTRODUCTION  
Zinc oxide (ZnO) is well known semiconducting material with wide direct band gap of 3.37 eV at room 
temperature and a large exciton binding energy of about 60 meV [1; 2]. Besides, ZnO posses excellent 
thermal and chemical stability, a large piezoelectric constant [3] and antibacterial properties.[4] Therefore, 
ZnO has found a lot of applications in solar cells [5; 6; 7], protection against UV radiation [8], optoelectronic 
and piezoelectric device [9; 10], UV photodiode [11] and etc. Moreover, it has been shown as promising 
material for photocatalysis and photoelectrical water splitting [12]. According to all aforementioned sources, 
the properties of ZnO material and its possible applications depend on morphology, shape and size of ZnO 
particles. Modern synthesis methods enable preparation of a large variety of ZnO morphologies [13], among 
them can be found rods, combs [14], pyramids, cabbages, flowers [15], dumbbells [16], donuts, stars and 
other types of particles [13]. In this paper we report a facile and fast route of ZnO flower-like microstructure 
preparation by microwave hydrothermal synthesis in open microwave system. Within the synthesis, zinc 
acetate was used as a precursor, aqueous NH3 as precipitation agent and polyethylene glycol, 
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide and crystal violet as growth modifying agent. Moreover, the mechanism of 
particles growth and effects of the stabilizers are discussed.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Materials 
Zinc acetate dihydrate Zn(CH3COO)2•2H2O (ZAD), crystal violet C25N3H30Cl (CV) and aqueous ammonia 
(25-29%wt; NH3 aq.) were purchased from PENTA (Czech Republic). Polyethylene glycol (PEG; Mr = 400) 
and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide C19H42BrN (CTAB) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Czech 
Republic). All chemicals were of analytical grade and used as received without further purification. 
Demineralized water was used within all of these experiments. 

2.2 Synthesis of ZnO particles 
Microwave open vessel system MWG1K-10 (Radan, Czech Republic) operating at 2.45 GHz was used for 
open vessel microwave solvothermal synthesis with an external cooler. In the typical procedure, the starting 
materials were dissolved in water as follows: the solution A was prepared by dissolution of 10.8 g ZAD in 80 
mL of water, solution B was prepared by dilution of 14,2 mL of NH3 aq. by in 40 mL of water, 0.35 g CTAB 
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(C1), 5.142g PEG (C2) and 0.039g CV (C3) were used for preparation of solution CX (X = 0, 1, 2 or 3) which 
was prepared by dissolution or mixing of the respective amount of the modifier in 20 mL of water. C0 code 
denotes 20 mL of pure water, i.e. addition of no modifier. Reaction mixture was prepared by mixing of 
solution A and C, followed by addition of solution B thus the total amount of added water was always kept 
140 mL in each synthesis. The solutions were poured in to 250 mL reaction bottle and placed into the 
microwave oven cavity immediately, connected to an external condenser and exposed to MW irradiation for 
10 minutes. Four syntheses that differ in the used solution C0, C1, C2 and C3 were performed. Each 
reaction mixture was left to cool naturally after heating. Finally, prepared particles were collected by 
microfiltration and several times washed by demineralized water. Obtained powders were dried in 
a laboratory oven overnight. Sample codes and product yields are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Samples codes and product yields 
Sample 

code Precursor Precipitation 
agent 

Modifying 
agent 

Product 
yield (g) 

S0 

ZAD NH3 

- 2.994 
S1 CTAB 3.243 
S2 PEG 2.918 
S3 CV 3.057 

2.3 Characterization  
Powder X-Ray diffraction analysis (XRD) for crystal phase identification was performed on PANalytical 
X´Pert PRO X-ray diffractometer  (PANalytical, The Netherlands) in the diffraction 2θ angle range 5-95°, 
using Cu Kα1 radiation. The morphological and structural observation was made on scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) Vega II/LMU (Tescan, Czech Republic) equipped with a SE detector.   

3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSION 
Prepared ZnO powders were 
characterized by XRD as shown in Fig. 1. 
The position and relative intensities of 
characteristic peaks for ZnO were 
observed at 2θ = 31.79°, 34.39°, 36.24°, 
47.50°, 56.55°, 62.79°, 66.32°, 67.88°, 
69.03°, 72.51°, 76.88°, 81.30° and 89.49° 
that perfectly fits to ZnO with the 
hexagonal wurtzite crystal structure 
according to JCPDS 01-079-0207 card. 
No further peaks were observed. 

Fig. 2 show SEM images of prepared ZnO 
microparticles. Sample S0 is composed of 
hexagonal ZnO rod-like particles with the 
length up to 2 μm and average diameter 
0.5 μm. Rarely, it is possible to observe 
wide rods which are composed from several laterally stacking rod-like particles of ZnO. Sample S1, is based 
on geometrically regular hexagonal ZnO rods assembled into star-like ZnO particles (right lower corner of the 
image) and flower-like particles, where the constituting rods resemble flower petals rather than hexagonal 
prisms (see the particle agglomerate in the centre of the image). The length of all observed rods or petals is 
up to 2 μm. The sample S2 is mainly composed from star-like particle aggregates of ear of corn resembling 

Fig. 1 X-Ray diffraction patterns of prepared materials 
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ZnO rods connected in the centre of the particle aggregate by their tips. The sample S3 is composed from 
star-like ZnO aggregated particles where it is possible to observe small cap buttons on the top of rods. The 
diameter of these buttons is up to 0.5 μm. To summarize, NH3 aq. causes precipitation of hexagonal rod-like 
particles which is in accordance with previous observations [17]. Following chemical reactions are generally 
accepted to be involved in the synthesis of ZnO structures with the use of ammonia as precipitation agent 
[18].    

NH3 + H2O → NH4
+ + OH-          (1) 

Zn2+ + 4OH- → [Zn(OH)4]2-          (2) 

Zn2+ + 4NH3 → [Zn(NH3)4]2+          (3) 

[Zn(OH)4]2- → ZnO + H2O + 2OH-         (4) 

[Zn(NH3)4]2+ + 2OH- → ZnO + 4NH3 + H2O        (5) 

2μm2μm

2μm 2μm

S1

S3

S0

S2

2μm2μm

2μm 2μm

S1

S3

S0

S2

 
Fig. 5 SEM image of prepared ZnO microstructures 

It is evident that used amount (concentration) of ammonia is not sufficient to induce formation of star-like 
particles, although it was reported for stronger reaction conditions [19]. Addition of modifying agents causes 
formation of star- or flower-like particles aggregated from rod-like components united at a common centre. 
Collected powders have a tendency to agglomerate due to the clustering by their wedged points. All used 
modifiers strongly influence the initial stage of ZnO nucleation and support formations of defects in the initial 
ZnO crystal undergoes non-regular fourling formation and therefore obtains many polar (0001) surfaces 
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which serve as a base for preferential growth along the [0001] direction hence the particle from star-like 
shape during the growth stage of the synthesis process. Moreover, the addition of different ionic and non-
ionic agents controls the shape development of the star spines by selective adsorption on different crystal 
surfaces. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
A simple and fast synthesis method for preparation of nanostructured ZnO microparticles was demonstrated. 
The yields were about 75 % with respect to the initial amount of raw ZnO precursor (zinc acetate dihydrate) 
which together with short reaction time testifies for the efficiency of microwave assisted hydrothermal 
synthesis. 

Common process of ZnO precipitation from concentrated solution of zinc acetate by aqueous ammonia was 
successfully adapted and modified by non-usual capping agents of both ionic and non-ionic character. The 
addition of these agents resulted in dramatic changes of products morphology from hexagonal rods to star-
like and flower-like microparticles even with the use of relatively diluted aqueous ammonia. The second and 
relatively subtle growth directing role of used agents was manifested in the shape variation of spines of 
obtained particles from regular hexagonal prisms to ear of corn and flower petal-like shapes. Moreover, no 
adverse effect of application of investigated agents on reaction yield was observed.       
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Abstract 
This paper presents a unique approach to a laser interferometry based feedback systems for accurate 
subnanometry positioning. The main advantages of the laser interferometry devices is their high dynamic 
range and Abbe error minimization due to direct measurement of an object. Linearization and error 
cancelation methods provide superior accuracy for both vacuum and non-vacuum applications. There is 
presented error budget for those two setups and accuracy is estimated. Displacement measurement is 
performed by high linearity laser interferometer with resolution of 100pm. The maximal velocity of tracked 
translation is up to 7m/s. It is possible by limiting this value to improve the resolution to 10pm. Those 
parameters are achieved in a heterodyne configuration of laser interferometer. The compensated 
nonlinearities of the heterodyne setup are in range of +/- 0.1nm. This work introduces three main groups of 
error sources which are significant contributors to overall accuracy of the system. There are discussed errors 
caused: by the frequency stability of a laser source, by an optical setup alignment and geometry and by 
environmental conditions. Every group is analyzed and most significant errors are indicated. According to 
those findings there are proposed software and hardware methods of error sources elimination. The 
feedback system generates analogue sine and cosine signals which are automatically compensated by 
digital signal processing. Achieved accuracy for stage positioning is below 1nm per 10mm for non-vacuum 
applications. 

Keywords: Interferometry; nanopositioning; subnanometry range measurements 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Applications requiring positioning in a subnanometre range are becoming more and more popular. This is 
mainly caused by fast development of semiconductor and nanotechnology industries, where accurate 
positioning is a crucial factor. Laser interferometry devices offer currently superior accuracy and very high 
dynamic range in displacement measurements. Those instruments are able to measure the displacement 
with a resolution in the range of a few picometers. There are many error sources affecting the accuracy of 
the displacement measurement. They can be divided into three groups: environmental errors, geometry 
errors and instrumental errors. The environmental errors group is the main contributor to the overall error, 
especially in a long distance and long term measurements. The geometry errors have similar properties but 
in general they are lower than environmental errors. Despite the fact that the instrumental errors group is the 
lowest contributor to overall error, in the subnanometry measurements they have to be taken into account.  

In the Fig. 1 there is presented the relation between mentioned above error groups without compensation. 
Errors were calculated for 100 mm displacement and deadpath set to zero. The environmental error was 
calculated according to Edlén’s equation [1] with an assumption that temperature, pressure and humidity 
change respectively by 1 °C, 1 hPa and 10%. For geometrical error there were taken into account cosine, 
Abbe [2] and retroreflector or mirror uniformity errors. For an estimation of the cosine error there was made 
an assumption that measurement beam changes position according to reference beam by 0,1 mm on the 
measured distance. The Abbe error was calculated with 10 μrad and 0,1 mm of Abbe angle and offset 
respectively between a target and a retroreflector. The uniformity of a target error was calculated for optics 
with λ/10 flatness.  
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The largest contributors to the instrumental error group are errors caused by laser stability, electronics errors 
and nonlinearities. In the presented work there was used a helium-neon laser with digitally controlled 
stabilization loop and a fast optical switch. The frequency stability for short and medium averaging times was 
in the range of 0.001 ppm [3]. Electronic errors are caused by noises and nonlinearities from electronics 
circuits and algorithms. In a heterodyne configuration of a laser interferometer, effects like offsets and their 
drift, 1/f noise and sensitivity to laser power variation are eliminated. The electronic error value was 
estimated to 0,2 nm. The heterodyne configuration exhibits larger nonlinearity effects that a homodyne 
configuration [4] and they are the largest contributor to the error in the instrumental error group. They were 
estimated to be in the range of 5 nm. 

0 0,05 0,1 0,15 0,2 0,25

Error [μm]

Environment Geometry Instrument

 
Fig. 1 Relation between the main error groups for 100 mm displacement 

Subnanometry measurements require accuracy better than 1 nm. It can be easier achieved in vacuum 
applications were environmental error do not apply and only geometry and instrumental errors are present. 
Presented work introduces techniques for elimination all mentioned above error sources for both vacuum 
and non-vacuum applications. There is presented heterodyne laser interferometer based feedback system 
for subnanometry positioning. It provides compensated analogue sine and cosine or digital quadrature signal 
with configurable resolution. Presented method is based on digital signal processing. Errors are 
automatically compensated in the real time using software and hardware blocks. In the Fig. 2 there is shown 
a block schematic of presented technique. 

 
Fig. 2 Block diagram of the presented feedback system 
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2. ERROR COMPENSATION TECHNIQUES 
The instrumental error is of high importance, because its compensation has to be performed internally in the 
measuring device. It is the lowest contributor to the overall error but other error sources can be eliminated by 
proper alignment of the measurement path and maintenance of stable environmental conditions. Error 
sources caused by the environment and the geometry can be also neglected in short term and short distance 
measurements. In the Fig. 3 there is presented relation between error groups for 1 mm displacement with 
assumption valid for Fig. 1 except cosine and target uniformity errors. The cosine error was calculated with 
an assumption that measurement beam changes position according to the reference beam by 0,001mm on 
the measured distance. Also target uniformity error was reduced, because the laser beam is reflected almost 
in the same point of the optical component. 

0 0,001 0,002 0,003 0,004 0,005 0,006 0,007 0,008

Error [μm]

Environment Geometry Instrument

 
Fig. 3 Relation between the main error groups for 1 mm displacement 

The instrumental error group consists of laser frequency stability error, errors caused by electronic circuits 
and algorithms, frequency and polarization mixing errors. The first error can be neglected for 0,001 ppm  
laser’s stability up to 1000 mm displacements. Second factor in the overall instrumental error is in the range 
of 0,2 nm and its value is independent on the displacement value. It is caused by nonlinearities and noise 
level of analogue and digital algorithms blocks. The noise level was in the range of 0,1 nm for the presented 
equipment. Signal processing algorithms were simulated. The simulation showed the nonlinearities in the 
range of 0,2 nm.  

The frequency and polarization mixing effects in the heterodyne configuration are the most significant factors 
that increase the instrumental error. Error caused by nonlinearities has cyclic characteristic and in general it 
is related to quality and alignment of polarizing optical components, such as polarizing beam splitters, half 
and quarter wave plates and the laser source. It can be expected that error resulting from nonlinearities 
achieve a value up to 5nm [5].  

There are two main types of methods to eliminate cyclic error in heterodyne configuration. First technique is 
based on an optical setup, which directly compensates parasite effects due to modification of the classic 
heterodyne configuration. Experimental results presented by Joo et al [6] revealed that cyclic error was 
compensated to the level of 20 pm. Presented method is very effective but it requires quite complicated 
optical setup. Those modifications can result in a lack of thermal compensations of optical components. 
More commonly used approach is based on software methods and it is feasible for both, heterodyne and 
homodyne setups [5, 7, 8]. Those methods implement circle or ellipse fitting algorithms. It is possible to use 
them for real time compensation of cyclic error in the subnanometre range without modification of the optical 
setup. 

Presented approach implements circle fitting technique introduced in the previous work [5]. According to the 
findings included there, quadrature measurement signal can be expressed by two equations: 

( ) ( ) ( )BACtfABCI DSA αβπαβ ++Δ⋅+=
2

2cos
2

,        (1) 
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( ) ( ) ( )BACtfABCI DSB αβπαβ ++Δ⋅−=
2

2sin
2

,       (2) 

where A and B are amplitudes of orthogonally and parallel polarized beams respectively and α and β are 
amplitudes of parasite orthogonally and parallel polarized beams respectively. Parasite beams results from 
frequency mixing effects in the heterodyne configuration and they have to be compensated. Their value is 
determined using circle fitting algorithm. Obtained values are used to drive cyclic error compensation unit 
implemented in hardware. This unit is presented in the Fig. 4 and is multiplied for ISA and ISB signal paths. 
Offsets are corrected using offset amplifier (OFF) through digital to analog converter (DAC) and amplitudes 
by variable gain amplifier (VGA) controlled by digital signal processor. 

 
Fig. 4 Block diagram of the hardware circuit for cyclic error compensation 

In displacements exceeding 1 mm the geometrical and the environmental errors start to dominate over the 
instrumental error in the overall accuracy budget. Elimination of those error sources in general rely on the 
knowledge and experience of the end user. The geometrical error consists of the Abbe error, which is related 
to the alignment and is constant over the entire measurement length. Due to the direct measurement of the 
object in the interferometry measurements and proper alignment of retetroreflector to the measured axis the 
Abbe error can be minimized.  

Other important contributors to the geometrical error are the cosine error and the target uniformity error. In 
an absence of air movements those errors are related to themselves. The cosine error appears when 
measurement beam changes its position according to the reference beam orthogonally to the measurement 
axis. Also the target uniformity error appears in the same condition, because of target mirror flatness 
uniformity and reflection point change. It is possible to eliminate this error using mirror’s surface mapping or 
reducing orthogonal movements of the stage to the measurement axis by proper alignment of the optical 
path. It is also possible to reduce the cosine error by using a second approach. The only problem with 
reducing those two errors is related to the alignment, because it is not possible to notice without special 
equipment that the mirror changes its position orthogonally on a short axis. The orthogonal position change 
of the target by 0,025 mm over 10 mm measurement length results in 30 nm error. In presented work there 
was used position sensitive device (PSD) and conditioning electrical circuit for orthogonally polarized 
reference and measurement beams. It was possible to detect position change with acuraccy better than 5 
μm. Alignment with achieved accuracy resulted in the reduction of the cosine error below 1 nm. In that case 
also target uniformity error was significantly reduced. The alignment can be monitored in the real time over 
USB interface. Due to that approach geometrical error can be reduced bellow 1 nm point. 

Non-vacuum applications require also environmental error reduction. This error is caused by laser’s 
wavelength dependence on the air refraction coefficient that is related to environmental conditions 
(temperature, air pressure, humidity, CO2 content) and temperature expandability of components in 
measurement path. In this work only air refraction index changes are taken into account but it is feasible to 
use additional sensors to measure temperature of the components in measurement path and compensate 
their length change in a present temperature. Wavelength of the laser source was compensated using the 
Edlén’s equation and data from temperature, pressure and humidity sensors. Temperature measurement 
were performed using 18-bit analog to digital converter, precise low drift current source for producing 
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a reference voltage over precise low ppm resistor and voltage across PT1000 sensor. Temperature 
measurements were performed by microcontroller using multiple point calibration table and averaging. 
Achieved accuracy was in the range of 0,05 °C. Expected 0,1 hPa accuracy pressure measurement was 
obtained using integrated silicon pressure sensor with temperature compensation, precise signal 
conditioning circuit and 12-bit analog to digital converter. Measurements were also obtained using 
microcontroller with stored multipoint calibration table and averaging. Humidity according to Edlén’s equation 
has the lowest impact on the wavelength change, but to decrease error bellow 1nm, it has to be measured 
with 1% accuracy. Humidity measurement was based on digital integrated sensor with applied external 
averaging. Data from external environmental sensors is collected during the measurement and the result is 
compensated in a real time. Reduced environmental error caused by air refraction index change was in the 
range of 0,08 ppm. 

3. MEASUREMENTS RESULTS 
Presented techniques were adopted to the heterodyne configuration of a laser interferometer system. The 
measurement system has 12-bit phase interpolation algorithm implemented in the digital processing unit. It 
results in 0,1 nm resolution. The sampling rate of the system is 100 kHz and it is able to track the 
displacement up to 7 m/s translation velocity. The resolution is limited by noises and can be easily extended 
to 10 pm by averaging and reducing maximal velocity of tracked signal using low pass filtering. Interpolated 
data is corrected using environmental data and feed to the motion controller unit. This unit generates various 
standards of signal for positioning applications. Measurement results were collected over USB link on the 
personal computer and also the configuration was performed in this way. 

In the figure 5 there is presented accuracy improvement by nonlinearity correction in instrumental error 
group. On a left side of the figure there is presented cyclic error with nonlinearity correction block 
deactivated. On a right side there is presented magnified view of a measurement signal with active 
nonlinearity correction block without noticeable cyclic error. According to the presented dynamic 
measurements compensated nonlinearity error is lower than 0,1 nm. 

 
Fig. 5 On a left side there is presented cyclic error of the heterodyne configuration. On a right side there is 

presented results of cyclic error compensation 
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Fig. 6 Relation between the main error groups for 10 mm displacement 

In the Fig. 6 there is presented relation between error groups for 10 mm displacement. The environmental 
error was reduced using introduced environmental block with external sensors. The geometrical error was 
reduced by proper alignment of the optical path with measurement and reference beams position monitor. 
Root square sum (RSS) of those errors sources yielded overall error below 1 nm. For vacuum applications, 
where environmental error related to air refraction index change is not applicable, calculated RSS was below 
0,5 nm. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Error caused by environmental, geometrical and instrumental error sources is significant and its elimination is 
a very important and difficult task for subnanometry applications. Effective and real time error reduction in 
the laser interferometry systems is required for accurate feedback applications. Presented research revealed 
that it is possible to reduce the overall error below 1 nm for displacements up to 10 mm in a non-vacuum 
applications. According to the presented findings errors caused by environment and geometry were the 
biggest contributors to the overall error. Further error minimization is still possible by using better 
environmental sensors and more accurate beam position detection unit.  
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Abstract  
The heat-treatable alloys Al-Zn-Mg-Cu develop their properties by solution heat treating and quenching, 
followed by either natural or artificial aging. The heat-treatable alloy may also be annealed to attain 
maximum ductility. This research was the study in post weld heat treatment (PWHT) that affected to 
mechanical properties and microstructure.  The material in testing is aluminum alloy 7075 grade. The 
23factorial design applied in to experiment. The samples will be solutionized at 200 and 250 0C in induction 
furnace and then air cooled. Post weld heat treatment temperatures were set at 110 0C and 80 0C and Post 
weld heat treatment times were controlled at 20 and 24 hours. The welded specimens were tested by tensile 
testing according to JIS Z 2241-1998 and hardness testing according to JIS Z 2245-1998 The results 
showed that the PWHT temperature and PWHT time has affected to tensile strength and hardness in weld 
metal at P-value > 0.05. The factors affecting the tensile strength and hardness are the most solution temp 
2000C, PWHT temperature 110 0C at PWHT time 24 hour is the factor that induced the tensile strength to 
143.83 N/mm² and hardness of 121.03 HV. As long PWHT time was used, the grain size also increased. 
This can result in decreased of hardness. These results can use as data information in furfure for improve 
post weld heat treatment properties.  

Keywords: Aluminum alloy 7075, Gas metal arc welding, Post weld heat treatment, 23Factorial Design 

1. INTRODUCTION  
7000 series alloys such as 7075 are often used in transport applications, including marine, automotive and 
aviation applications, due to their high strength-to-density ratio. Its strength and light weight are also 
desirable in other fields. Rock climbing equipment, bicycle components, and hang glider airframes are 
commonly made from 7075 aluminium alloy. The heat-treatable alloys develop their properties by solution 
heat treating and quenching, followed by either natural or artificial aging. The heat-treatable alloy may also 
be annealed to attain maximum ductility.[1] During fusion welding, the heat affected zone will be exposed to 
sufficiently high temperatures to overage heat-treat metal. As result, this zone will be softened to some 
extent. [2] Alloy 7075 aluminum are mainly zinc-magnesium alloy systems. They both have low copper 
content and process good weldability. These alloys are fabricated in to such product as sporting good, 
military bridge and automobile bumper. There are several alloys in the series that are product especially for 
their high toughness. [3] 

Welding parameter such current, voltage wire feed rate are the principal parameter of gas metal arc welding 
(GMAW) Voltage or the arc length determines the arc force. A short arc focuses the available force on a 
small area of the weld pool thus giving deeper penetration and narrower welds. Wire feed rate is also a 
contributing factor in determining penetration and weld shape. The electrode feed rate is adjusted to obtain 
the desired voltage for good fusion and penetration. Post-weld heat treatments (PWHT) are generally 
applied to homogenize the as-welded microstructure, to relieve the residual welding stresses, and also to re-
strengthen the welds of precipitation hardening type of alloys. Development of suitable PWHT, however, 
depends primarily upon the initial microstructure of fusion and heat affected zones, and, a proper 
understanding of them is essential[4] 
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The optimum value variables by factorial design. Many experiments involve the study of the effects of two 
factor is an interaction between the factors. The advantage of factorial design can be easily illustrated. [5] 
The factors used in the study of the solution temp, PWHT temp and PWHT time can be due to two factors 
that have an interaction on the mechanical properties. 

2. METHODOLOGY  

2.1. Materials and Methods 
The work material used as the test specimen was aluminium alloy 7075 grade. Plates of specimens 10 mm. 
thickness were used for the tests. Details of the material chemical composition are given in Table 1  

 

Table 1 Chemical Composition of aluminium alloy 7075 grade by weight (%) 

Zn Mg Cu Fe Si Mn Cr Ti 
6.21 2.83 2.01 0.54 0.37 0.38 0.28 0.22 

 

The Alloy 7075 samples were welded by using GMAW. Voltage was set 24 V and direct current electrode 
positive (DCEP). The electrode feed rate was set 200 mm/sec and welding travel speeds was at 12 mm/sec. 
Electrode (ER5356) diameter of 1.2 mm. was used in this study. Argon (99.99%) was selected as a shielding 
gas with the flow rate of 19 litters / minute. After welding, the specimens were PWHT. The samples will be 
solutionized at 200 and 250 0C in induction furnace and then air cooled. PWHT Temperatures were set at 80 
and 110 0C and PWHT times were controlled at 20 and 24 hours. Each heat treatment condition will be made 
and tested randomly. Each condition consisted of 3 replicates. Welded samples were sectioned transversely 
to the weld and micro hardness testing using JIS Z 3101: 1990 [6] standard micro hardness (HV). The 
applied load was set at 500 g. The welding sample was tensile strength by JIS Z 3121: 1993. [7]  

2.2. Experimental Design 
Experiments to study the main effects (Main effect), and influences together (Interaction) that affect the 
hardness and tensile strength. Use the experimental design is a 23 factorial design to be the main factors 
effectors affecting significantly (P-value <0.05). The study was determining the optimal conditions. The 
factors used in the study are as follows. 

Hypothesis of experimental  

H0 ;(τβ)ij =0 is Solution Temp, PWTH Temperature and PWTH Time no interaction Tensile strength  

H1; (τβ)ij ≠ 0  is Solution Temp, PWTH Temperature and PWTH Time interaction Tensile strength 

and  

H0 ;(τβ)ij =0 is Solution Temp, PWTH Temperature and PWTH Time no interaction Hardness  

H1; (τβ)ij ≠ 0  is Solution Temp, PWTH Temperature and PWTH Time interaction Hardness 

 
Table 2 Experimental factor and two levels 

Factor Symbol Level Unit 
Low(-1) High (1) 

1. Solution Temp A 200 250 Co 
2. Temperature PWTH B 80 110 Co 
3. Time PWTH C 20 24 hr. 
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Table 3 Design of experimental 
Std.Order Run Order A B C Hardness

(HV) 
Tensile Strength

(N/mm2) 
1 3 -1 -1 -1 67.5 74.2 
2 9 -1 -1 -1 64.2 75.5 
3 8 -1 -1 -1 65.3 73.8 
4 14 1 -1 -1 71.9 83.4 
5 1 1 -1 -1 69.1 85.8 
6 19 1 -1 -1 78.3 80.8 
7 21 -1 1 -1 97.4 135.9 
8 7 -1 1 -1 95.3 137.4 
9 20 -1 1 -1 99.5 133.8 

10 10 1 1 -1 80.5 94.3 
11 18 1 1 -1 84.7 97.6 
12 2 1 1 -1 86.2 98.3 
13 13 -1 -1 1 75.7 86.1 
14 6 -1 -1 1 71.3 87.9 
15 17 -1 -1 1 73.2 84.5 
16 12 1 -1 1 72.7 98.4 
17 23 1 -1 1 69.8 105.6 
18 5 1 -1 1 76.1 103.8 
19 16 -1 1 1 120.0 143.3 
20 11 -1 1 1 117.8 145.4 
21 24 -1 1 1 125.3 142.8 
22 22 1 1 1 84.5 140.3 
23 4 1 1 1 88.4 139.4 
24 15 1 1 1 86.3 138.6 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT  

3.1. Result of Hardness in Weld Metal 
Mechanical property test, hardness of penetration by micro vicker hardness at weld metal, 5 points was 
determined from the average of 24 samples 
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Fig. 1 Normal probability plot of the standardized effects for hardness 
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All this factors interaction which were represented as a square were significant at α = 0.05 show in Fig.1 
while the effect represented by a circle were not significant   
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Fig. 2 Pareto chart of the standardized effects for hardness 

 

Fig.2 showed in pareto chart of the standardized effects at α = 0.05. The value the presented an absolute 
value higher than 2.12(α = 0.05), which were located at right of the line, were significant. The absolute 
standardized value of the effect of each factor and its interaction appeared at the right of each bar. 

 

Table 4 General linear model: Hardness versus Solution, PWHT Temp and PWHT Time  
Term Effect Coef SE Coef T P 

Constant        84.208   0.6111  137.81 0.000

Solution  Temp -10.333   -5.167   0.6111   -8.46 0.000 
Temp PWHT                   25.900   12.950   0.6111   21.19 0.000 

Time PWHT                     8.433    4.217   0.6111    6.90 0.000 
Solution*Temp PWHT     -13.783   -6.892   0.6111  -11.28 0.000 

Solution*Time PWHT      -7.250   -3.625   0.6111   -5.93 0.000 

Temp PWHT*Time 
PWHT              

4.683    2.342   0.6111    3.83 0.001 

Solution*Temp 
PWHT*Time PWHT    

-3.267   -1.633   0.6111   -2.67 0.017 
 

S = 2.99353   R-Sq = 97.92%   R-Sq(adj) 97.01% 
 

As shown Table 4, General linear model of the hardness versus solution temp, PWHT temp and PWHT time. 
Found that the solution, temp PWHT and time PWHT interaction hardness at the level of confidence 95% 
(P-Value <0.05). Performance analysis of the results of the main factor is tree factors. Factors could explain 
the variability of the response hardness at 95.92% 
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Fig.3 Interaction plot for hardness 

 

As shown Fig.4, interaction plot of hardness. Found that the solution temp, PWHT temp and PWHT time 
interaction hardness. The factors result showed that hardness most solution temp 200 oC, PWHT temp 110 
oC and PWHT time 24 hr cycle at the hardness of 121.03 HV. 

 
Fig.4 Microstructure of weld metal with optical microscope for specimens  A. solution temp 200 oC, PWHT 

temp 80 oC and PWHT time 20 hr., B. solution temp 200 oC, PWHT temp 110 oC and PWHT time 24 hr. 

 

In the sample, the trend is reversed because hardness shows a lower in the solution temp 200 oC, PWHT 
temp 80 oC and PWHT time 20 hr at 121.04 HV show in Fig 4 A and maximum values in the solution temp 
200 oC, PWHT temp 110 oC  and PWHT time 24 hr at 65.66 HV show in Fig 4 B. In order to explain this 
trend we should consider precipitation and particle type and their distribution. The strong difference in grain 
shape and size of the two samples is surely important.  The Aluminum 7075 in Fig 4 A, precipitates intensity 
be Mg32 (Al,Zn)49 or Mg(Zn2,AlCu) or even MgZn2 according to [8]. As the sample result showed that in 
maximum hardness. 

  
A) B) 
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3.2. Result of Tensile Strength 
Tensile strength was the test on mechanical property of weld for measuring tensile strength which using 30 
sample for each testing according to JIS Z 3121: 1993. 
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Fig. 5 Normal probability plot of the standardized effects for tensile strength 

 

All this factors interaction which were represented as a square were significant at α = 0.05 show in Fig.5 
while the effect represented by a circle were not significant   
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Fig. 6 Pareto chart of the standardized effects for tensile strength 

 

Fig.6 showed in pareto chart of the standardized effects at α = 0.05. All the standardized effects were in 
absolute values. All the value the presented an absolute value higher than 2.12(α = 0.05), which were 
located at right of the line, were significant. The absolute standardized value of the effect of each factor and 
its interaction appeared at the right of each bar. 
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Table 5 General linear model: Tensile strength versus solution temp, PWHT temp and PWHT time 
Term Effect Coef SE Coef T P 

Constant        107.788   0.4235   254.51  0.000 
Solution   -4.525    -2.263    0.4235   -5.34  0.000 
Temp PWHT                 42.275    21.138   0.4235   49.91  0.000 
Time PWHT                 20.442    10.221   0.4235   24.13  0.000 
Solution*Temp 
PWHT             

-17.158    -8.579    0.4235   -20.26  0.000 

Solution*Time PWHT   10.542     5.271    0.4235   12.45  0.000 
Temp PWHT*Time 
PWHT              

4.975     2.488    0.4235    5.87   0.000 

Solution*Temp 
PWHT*Time PWHT    

6.742     3.371    0.4235    7.96   0.000 

S =  2.07475   R-Sq = 99.58%   R-Sq(adj) = 99.39% 
 

As shown Table 5, General linear model of the tensile strength versus solution temp, PWHT temp and 
PWHT time. Found that solution temp, PWHT temp and PWHT time interaction tensile strength at the level 
of confidence 95% (P-Value <0.05). Performance analysis of the results of the main factor is tree factors. 
Factors could explain the variability of the response tensile strength at 99.39% 
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Fig.7 Interaction plot for tensile strength 

 

As shown Fig.7, interaction plot of tensile strength. Found that the solution temp, PWHT temp and PWHT 
time interaction tensile strength. The factors result showed that hardness most solution temp 200 oC, PWHT 
temp 110 oC and PWHT time 24 hr cycle at the hardness of 143.83 N/mm2. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The effect of PWHT on mechanical properties and microstructure of aluminum alloy 7075 welds was studied. 
The samples were solutionized at 200 and 250 0C in induction furnace and then air cooled. Various PWHT 
temperatures of 80 0C and 110 0C were investigated. PWHT times were controlled at 20 and 24 hours. The 
results showed that the PWHT temperature and PWHT time has affected to tensile strength and hardness in 
weld metal at P-value > 0.05. The factors affecting the tensile strength and hardness are the most solution 
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temp 2000C, PWHT temperature 110 0C at PWHT time 24 hour is the factor that induced the tensile strength 
to 143.83 N/mm² and hardness of 121.03 HV. As long PWHT time was used, the grain size also increased. 
This can result in decreased of hardness. These results can use as data information in furfure for improve 
post weld heat treatment properties.  
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Abstract 
Nanoparticles and colloids in the ground aggregate. In case of simulation of nanoparticle and colloid 
transport and reactions, dynamics of the aggregation is necessary to be described. Most important causes of 
the nanoparticle aggregation are heat fluctuation, sedimentation, and drifting of nanoparticles in the medium. 
In the ground, particles moving in electrolyte may have a nonzero surface charge that affect the rate of 
particle aggregation. In case of magnetic nanoparticles, attractive magnetic forces have great importance in 
assessment of the particle aggregation rate. 

In the paper, it is presented how to simulate the aggregation of nanoparticles in case of magnetic 
nanoparticles with nonzero surface charge. Influence of magnetic and electrostatic forces is derived, 
dynamics is describe by the help of mass transport coefficients giving the probability of aggregation, and the 
mass transport coefficients are modified for nanoparticle size clusters. That helps to compute reactions 
among all aggregates during aggregation process. 

Keywords: magnetic nanoparticles, magnetic force, electrostatic force, mass transport coefficient, 
aggregation, clustering system 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In case of some colloids or nanoparticles, simulation of transport of the nanoparticles is needed. In 
environmental science, experiments and simulations with zero-valent iron nanoparticles (nZVI) are done. 
Iron nanoparticles are magnetic nanoparticles used for decontamination of groundwater and soils, especially 
for decontamination of organic pollutants such as halogenated hydrocarbons [1.]. During a remedial 
intervention, transport of the iron nanoparticles is slowed down due to rapid aggregation of them. Since the 
particles are made of iron, the aggregation is caused mainly by the long range attractive magnetic forces [2.-
6.]. In electrolyte, a surface charge is established on the surface. Zero-valent iron provides alkaline reaction 
in water and that induces mainly negative value of the ζ potential of nZVI [7.]. That is why the repulsive 
electrostatic forces and attractive magnetic forces had to be added into the aggregation model. In our 
previous papers, the model based on a limit distance between aggregates was presented [8.]. In the 
submitted paper [9.], mass transport coefficients giving rate of aggregation are modified with use of the limit 
distance. In this contribution, method of using of the mass transport coefficients for simulation of magnetic 
nanoparticle aggregation is presented. Aggregates (particles) are divided into groups (clusters) with similar 
size and transport properties. Mass transport coefficients are modified to describe aggregation dynamics 
between clusters. That allows us to simulate the aggregation of magnetic nanoparticles during a migration. 

2. METHODS AND MODELS 

2.1. Model of aggregation of nanoparticles 

The particles in groundwater aggregate easily. They create clumps of particles up to the size of several  
[5.] that cohere and decrease the possibility of migration of particles through pores of the ground. The 
aggregation of the particles is caused by processes that generally occur during a particle migration. The 
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decreasing of mobility can be formulated by a rate of aggregation given by mass transport coefficients  

 [10., 11.]. The coefficients give a probability  of creation of aggregate from particle  and particle  

with concentrations  of particles , respectively (1). Particle (aggregate)  means the aggregate 

created from  elementary nanoparticles. 

 (1)

 
(2)

The coefficient (2) is given by sum of mass transport coefficients of Brownian diffusion , velocity gradient 

, and sedimentation . The notation is adopted from [10.]. The mass transport coefficients are equal to: 

 
(3)

 
(4)

 
(5)

where  stands for Boltzmann constant,  denotes absolute temperature,  is viscosity of medium,  is 

diameter of particle ,  is an average velocity gradient in a pore,  is gravity acceleration,  is density of 

medium, and  is density of aggregating particles. 

Magnetic and electrostatic properties of iron nanoparticles 

Every nanoparticle has a nonzero vector of magnetization. For TODA iron nanoparticles, the saturation 

magnetization and average diameter was measured [5.]: saturation magnetization , average 

diameter . For simplicity we suppose the same magnitude of vector of polarization for all nanoparticles. 
Our model of magnetic field around the iron nanoparticle is based on the model of magnetic field around a 
magnet. [12.]  

The magnetic force between the source of the intensity of magnetic field and a permanent magnet of volume 

 with the vector of polarization  at the point  is equal to 

 

(6)

where  is the vector of magnetic polarization at the point , the vector  is the difference between the 

source of magnetic field  and the point ,  is the length of . 

Electrostatic forces among iron particles are given by the surface charge. The surface charge density of 

particle  is related to the potential  as follows [13.] 
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(7)

 is molar gas constant,  is absolute temperature,  is dielectric constant of water,  is molar concentration 

of electrolyte,  is charge number,  is Faraday's constant, and  is ionic strength. 

We calculated the limit distance for the surface charge  which corresponds to value of ζ potential 

 and for the surface charge  which corresponds to value of ζ potential . For the 

value surface charge of particles is close to the iso-electric point, electrostatic forces have small 

influence, and the particles aggregate. For the value of , surface charge causes stabilization of 
aggregating particles. 

Limit distance 

The influence of magnetic forces on the rate of aggregation was assessed by one number – the limit 

distance . This dimension expresses a range of magnetic forces between particles. The definition of this 
quantity follows: up to this distance from centre of an aggregate, attractive magnetic forces cause the 
aggregation between the aggregate and a particle placed in the range. Hence, in a range larger than the limit 
distance, other forces outweigh the magnetic forces.  

The limit distance  can be defined as the distance of the point in which gravitation  and magnetic forces 

 effecting on the aggregate are equal 

. (8)

The limit distance has the form 

 

(9)

Magnetic force between two single magnetic nanoparticles falls with the power of 4. In the case of 
aggregates, the fall depends on the structure of aggregates and the iteration of limit distance computation is 
needed [14.]. 

 

(10)

Including electrostatic forces, we define the limit distance as the distance where the repulsive magnetic 

forces is equal to the sum of attractive forces  and . 

As influence of electrostatic forces fall with power of 2, inclusion of electrostatic forces into equilibrium of 
force can be done by following way [14.] 

 

(11)
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(12)

The values of the magnetization vector and surface charge were selected the following way: ; 

. We used these selected values for all the computations of interaction energy and mass 
transport coefficients. 

Inclusion of the limit distance into mass transport coefficients  

Inclusion of the limit distance into mass transport coefficients was done in the submitted paper [9.]. The basic 
model of aggregation in the section 2.1 indicates rate of aggregation caused by collision of particles (in 
proximity, attractive forces outweigh the repulsive ones).  

Mass transport coefficients (3), (4), (5) were derived on the basis of flux of nanoparticles trough observed 
volume or circle area around a particle. The area had radius equal to sum of radii of both particles. That 
means that particles collide and aggregate.  

In the section 2.3, the limit distance in which attractive forces outweigh the repulsive ones is established. The 
magnetic forces attract particles close to each other and then they aggregate due to attractive van der Waals 
forces. According to this idea, the particles do not have to be in proximity to aggregate when attractive 
magnetic forces acting between them. Therefore, the mass transport coefficients are computed as flux 
trough sphere or circle area around a particle with diameter equal to limit distance: 

 
(13)

 

(14)

 

(15)

where , ,  stand for mass transport coefficient of Brownian motion, velocity gradient, and 

sedimentation, respectively, with inclusion of magnetic forces among particles. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, it is shown how to use derived mass transport coefficients (13), (14), (15) for simulation of 
magnetic nanoparticle transport. In the transport solvers that compute reactions between species in water, 
aggregation can be seen as reaction between aggregates, since two particles interact and one new particle 
(aggregate) arises. During the aggregation process, millions of different sizes of aggregates with different 
transport properties should be considered. Because it is not possible to compute the reactions among 
millions species, we generated a system for the clustering of particles into several sections according to their 
size. 

3.1. Clustering of nanoparticle sizes 
System of clustering of nanoparticles according to their size is based on splitting of aggregates into groups 
(clusters) containing aggregates with similar size and transport properties. Solver of transport then computes 
reaction among the clusters instead of among the aggregates. That gives the dynamics of aggregation 
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during transport processes and helps to predict worsening transport possibilities of nanoparticles in time with 
ongoing aggregation.  

The mass transport coefficients had to be reformulated so that they correspond to probabilities of particle 
aggregation between the clusters. The choice of cluster size is not arbitrary, but the rule of geometric 

limitation has to be satisfied: , where  is an amount of nanoparticles that create the largest 

aggregate in the cluster . It means that aggregate created by the collision of particles from a cluster pertains 
into the same or immediate following cluster.  

Probabilities of aggregation of particles are divided according to the final cluster of created aggregate. It 
depends on the sizes of aggregating particles, whether the created aggregate stays in the cluster of larger 
aggregating particle or pertains to the following cluster. 

Let the cluster  be the observed cluster. An aggregate created from particles  and  from clusters  and  

which are smaller than or equal to  will belong to the cluster  if the sum of particle sizes is greater than the 

lower limit  of the cluster  and lower than or equal to the upper limit  of the cluster . Total probability of 

collision of particles from clusters  and that create a particle from cluster  per one second with unit 

concentration of particles from clusters  and  is 

 

(16)

where the function  stands for a condition. If it is fulfilled, the value of the condition is 1, otherwise it is 0. 

Decrease of particles from the cluster  is given by aggregation of two particles whereof at least one particle 

is from the cluster . The average probability of collision of a particle from cluster  with a particle from cluster 

 per one second and unit concentration of particles is 

 

(17)

and consequently the decrease of particles in the cluster  due to collisions with particles from cluster is 

 
(18)

An overview of all the formulas for computation of these coefficients is presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Summary of the mass transport coefficient for clusters of aggregates in the discrete form 

 

We usually observe a change of numbers of particles in clusters. Symbols  and  in Tab.1 are useful when 
we are interested in change of the surface of particles (important for reactivity) or in change of the volume of 
particles. The change of volume of particles should be equal to zero because of mass conservation law, so it 
could be good method for verification of calculation accuracy. For computation of change of number of 

particles in the cluster : ; for change of volume:  for change of particle surface: 

. 

Let us denote  the concentration of particles from the cluster  

 

(19)

The change of  in time is equal to 

 

(20)

, where   is the number of clusters. 

In the equation (20), the first and the third term are multiplied by  because the double sums add the same 

reactions twice.  
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4. CONCLUSION 
We developed a theoretical model of aggregation of electrically charged magnetic nanoparticles during their 
transport through a porous medium. This model gives probability of aggregation between two aggregates 
(particles). For efficiency of computation of aggregation among all aggregates, simplification had to be done. 
Clustering model divided aggregates into groups and aggregation is computed between these groups. For 
this system, mass transport coefficients giving the probability of aggregation had to be modified. 

In this paper, the theoretical model of aggregation of electrically charged magnetic nanoparticles is 
presented. The system of clustering of particles into section according to their size is shown, as well as 
computation of aggregation rate with using the clustering system. 
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Abstract 
In presented study determination of various organic engineered nanoparticles ENPs, with cross-linked 
gelatine and/or polysorbate based nanoparticles in water and beverages was examined. For this purpose 
Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography (UPLC) Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) coupled with 
Evaporative Light Scattering Detector (ELSD) was used. Analytical method for characterisation and 
determination of nanoparticles in food matrices was developed; sample preparation procedure and 
parameters of determination of ENPs were optimised to achieve the best performance characteristics. For 
cross-linked gelatine various storage and hydrolysis conditions were tested to verify the stability of prepared 
cross-linked gelatine. The limit of quantification (LOQ) of organic ENPs was: (i) for cross-linked gelatine 1 
mg/mL in beverages and 0.5 mg/mL in water and (ii) for polysorbate based ENPs 0.5 mg/mL in beverages 
and 0.1 mg/mL in water.  

Keywords: organic engineered nanoparticles, cross-linked gelatine, polysorbates, UPLC-SEC-ELSD, 
beverages 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The interest in application of nanoparticles in various industry branches has increased explosively over the 
past two decades [1]. In food sector, application of nanotechnologies - derived food ingredients, additives, 
supplements, and contact materials is expected to grow continuously [2, 3, 4]. In many cases, they are built 
from safe materials such as polysaccharides or lipids which are encapsulating respective biologically active 
compound to be used as food additive. Micelles represent another common nano carrier system [5]. To date, 
little is known about the occurrence, fate and toxicity of nanoparticles. Detection and characterisation of 
nanoparticles are essential in understanding of the benefits as well as potential risks of the application of 
such materials in food. Analytical methods have been developed for inorganic nanoparticles in simple food 
matrices. However, methods for separation and detection of organic engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) in 
foodstuffs and nutraceuticals are still under development and, in general terms are lacking. There are 
published few recent reviews on the detection of organic nanoparticles in food [1, 6, 7, 8]. To get a new 
knowledge on food ENPs nanoparticle properties and strategies applicable for their control in food NanoLyse 
(www.nanolyse.eu) EU 7th FP project (Nanoparticles in Food: Analytical methods for detection and 
characterisation) was established [1]. As regards analysis, several tasks including ENPs isolation and 
discrimination from the sample matrix have to be solved. Chromatography and/or mobility analyzers may be 
used for size separation and collection of fractions for further instrumental analysis. In the next step, 
identification / detection and possibly quantification of either encapsulate material or directly active ingredient 
should be performed; typically mass spectrometry is employed for this purpose. European Commission 
(2011) [9] published its recommendation on the definition of nanomaterials. Thus, to detect the presence of 
nanomaterials in food according to this definition requires analytical methods, able to determine the number 
size distribution of particles at least in the 1-100 nm size range [8]. Recognising the developments in the field 
and the possible applications of nanotechnology to the food sector the European Food Safety Authority 
(EFSA) published in 2011 the first practical guidance for assessing nano applications in food and feed [10].   
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Tested material 
Organic ENPs based on Polysorbate 20 and Polysorbate 80 were obtained from the EC-JRC-IRMM (Geel, 
Belgium). Cross-linked gelatine nanoparticles were prepared within the EU 7th FP NanoLyse project network 
(www.nanolyse.eu). Reference biopolymers - porcine and bovine gelatine and Polysorbate 20 and 80 were 
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Germany. Apple and orange juice and Aquarius drink for model experiments 
were purchased from retail market.  

2.2. UPLC-SEC-ELSD analysis 
For detection of organic ENPs the UPLC system (Acquity Waters, USA) coupled with the Evaporative Light 
Scattering Detector (ELSD, Waters, USA) was used. The separation was carried out with the ACQUITY 
UPLC® BEH200 SEC analytical column (150 x 4.6 mm; 1.7 µm). The flow rate of mobile phase (5mM or 
50nM ammonium formate) was 0.3 mL/min, column temperature 35°C, injection volume 2 µL and injector 
temperature 23°C. The optimized ELSD conditions used for detections were as follows: temperature of drift 
tube 50⁰C, nebulizer temperature 12⁰C, gain 500, and nitrogen pressure 40 psi. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As mentioned in Introduction, analysis of organic ENP is not an easy task. Chromatographic separation from 
other sample components might be a feasible approach. In the presented study a potential of UPLC-SEC 
employing size exclusion analytical column BEH200 for separation of ENPs was demonstrated. To monitor 
elution of target compounds, Evaporative Light Scattering detector (ELS) was employed. The parameters of 
ELS detection were optimised, final set-up used for all experiments is described in Experimental part. For 
UPLC separation at SEC column, an efficiency of mobile phase containing volatile ammonium formate in 
different concentrations was tested.  The differences between 5 mM and 50 mM ammonium formate 
concentration in sample separation were not observed, therefore the lower concentration was used in all 
experiments.  

3.1. Cross-linked gelatine 
The possibility to determine both cross-linked gelatine produced within the NanoLyse project in water and 
beverages (apple and arrange juice, and Aquarius drink) and commercially purchased porcine and bovine 
gelatine was examined. The peak of cross-linked gelatine was eluted under described analytical conditions 
at retention time (RT) approx. 2.85 min (Fig. 1). The response for cross-linked gelatine in water as well as in 
tested beverages was linear in the concentration range 0.5 – 40 mg/mL. When porcine and bovine gelatines 
were analysed, unfortunately, no peaks at elution zone of high molecular compound were noticed under 
applied elution and detection conditions.  The limit of quantification (LOQ) of cross-linked gelatine in water 
was 0.5 mg/mL and in beverages 1 mg/mL.  As shown in Fig. 1, non high molecular matrix interferences 
were present in pure orange juice (only low molecular size compounds were eluted in the retention times 
range 5.5 – 7.0 min), thus cross-linked gelatine could be selectively detected (Fig. 1).  

All tested samples were filtered before UPLC-SEC analysis through 0.45 µm pores´ size membrane filters, 
only cross-linked gelatine with particle size higher than 500 nm was filtered through 5 µm pores´ size filters 
due to possible losses during filtration through 0.45 µm filters.  

The stability of cross-linked gelatine was also tested to check the influence of various conditions on its levels 
in beverages. In the first step, the influence of sonication and boiling on the stability of cross-linked gelatine 
was investigated. Only relatively small decrease of gelatine response was found after sonication and boiling; 
the stability was higher in water solution in comparison with juices. Remaining content of cross-linked 
gelatine in apple juice was 93% after sonication and 79% after boiling and in water it was 93%  for both 
tested procedures. 
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Fig. 1: UPLC–SEC-ELSD analysis of A) orange juice and B) cross-linked gelatine at level 5 mg/mL in orange 

juice 

 

The stability of cross-linked gelatine in solutions (concentrations 1, 5, 10 mg/mL) during storage was better in 
water compared to orange juice, more concentrated solutions were more stable. After 17 days of storage at 
4°C the decrease of cross-linked gelatine content for solutions at original levels 1, 5 and 10 mg/mL was 87%, 
51%, and 37% in orange juice and 38%, 34%, and 32 % in water, respectively.  

The effect of enzymatic digestion by proteolytic enzyme trypsine when employing various incubation times 
and enzyme concentration was examined to assess the stability of cross-linked gelatine. For hydrolysis 
different volume (200, 400, 600 and 1000 µl) of trypsine (1mg/mL in 0.05 M NH4HCO3, pH 8) were added, the 
incubation temperature was 37°C and the time of hydrolysis was 2, 3, 4 and 16 hours. Cross-linked gelatine 
was shown to be relatively stable against hydrolysis; the most efficient hydrolytic conditions were 600 µl of 
trypsine and 4 hours of hydrolysis.  The effect of enzymatic hydrolysis on cross-linked gelatine is 
demonstrated at Fig. 2. The influence of acidic hydrolysis (4 h, 100°C, 6 M HCl) on stability of cross-linked 
gelatine was tested too; the polymer was more stable under these conditions compared to enzymatic 
hydrolysis. 

It should be noted, that by tested analytical column was not able to separate with sufficient resolution cross-
linked gelatine produced within the NanoLyse project according to molecule size. There are only small 
differences in RT of peaks obtained for cross-linked gelatine at different size (183 nm – RT 2.888 min; 550 
nm – RT 2.818 min). The chromatogram at Fig. 3 illustrates separation of different size cross-linked gelatine 
in Aquarius drink. However, separation from food components was sufficient to determine cross-linked 
gelatine content in a range of beverages. For better separation of different size nanoparticles, SEC column 
with more appropriate column exclusion limit for the range of tested nanoparticles and its size should be 
used.  
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Fig. 2: UPLC–SEC-ELSD analysis of cross cross-linked gelatine 17 mg/mL in water A) before hydrolysis, B) 

after hydrolysis, 4 hours – 200 µl trypsine, and C) 4 hours – 600 µl trypsine 

 
Fig. 3: UPLC–SEC-ELSD analysis of cross-linked gelatine in Aquarius drink A) concentration 6 mg/mL, size 

183 nm and B) concentration 16 mg/mL, size 550 nm (green frame shows elution zone of different size 
cross-linked gelatine, a red frame shows elution of juice components) 

3.2. Polysorbate based ENPs 
UPLC-SEC-ELSD technique was also tested for determination of Polysorbate 20 and 80 and polysorbate 
based nanoparticles, creating micelles, which can be used as carrier for lipophilic or water-insoluble 
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substances. When pure polysorbates were analysed, two peaks at retention times 6.0 and 6.3 min (probably 
polysorbate dimmers and monomers, respectively) were detected.   

Polysorbate based nanoparticles in solution form micelles with size 10 – 30 nm. These micelles are eluted at 
RT 3.0 min (Fig. 4), however parts of “free polysorbates” are still eluted at RT 6.0 and 6.3 min.  

Before the analysis, an effect of filter used for sample filtration was tested; membrane filters with porosity 5 
µm, 0.45 µm a 0.22 µm were compared. Pores 5 µm are too high for UPLC analysis and do not allow 
removing of matrix particles. When filters 0.45 µm and 0.22 µm were applied, there were no differences 
found for pure polysorbates, however for polysorbate based ENPs the losses of responses for micelles were 
significant when 0.22 µm filters were used. Based on these findings, all tested samples with pure 
polysorbates and polysorbate based nanoparticle were filtered through 0.45 µm filters before UPLC analysis.  

Calibration curves for Polysorbate 20 and 80 and also polysorbate based ENPs were linear in the range 0.1 
mg/ml - 10 mg/ml of water. When orange juice with addition of polysorbate based ENPs was analysed, only 
peak of micelles can be separated from low molecular compounds originating from juice, the peaks at RT 6.0 
and 6.3 min were co-eluted with juice low molecular fraction. For more reliable measurement of added ENPs 
concentration, matrix-matched calibration is recommended; limit of quantification (LOQ) in orange juice was 
0.5 mg/mL. This method can be used for analysis of organic engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) based on 
polysorbates in beverages, by this method we cannot separate Polysorbate 20 and 80.  

 
Fig. 4: UPLC–SEC-ELSD analysis of A) Polysorbate 20 and B) organic ENPs based on Polysorbate 20; 

concentration of both 1 mg/mL in water 

4. CONCLUSION 
Application potential of UPLC–SEC-ELSD method for monitoring of ENPs in water and beverages (fruit 
juices and Aquarius drink) was tested. It is possible to distinguish nano materials from low molecular 
compounds originating from food matrices by this method. Whereas the ELSD detection is not selective, 
there was not possible to distinguish between the different “high size” molecules and identified them. This 
approach is suitable as supplementary method to any selective and sensitive analytical procedure (e.g. mass 
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spectrometric detection) and is useful for rapid identification and determination of “nano” size components of 
food matrices. For quantification matrix matched calibrations are more specific compared to aqueous 
solutions.  

The limit of quantification (LOQ) of organic ENPs is: (i) for cross-linked gelatine 1 mg/mL in beverages and 
0.5 mg/mL in water and (ii) for polysorbate based ENPs 0.5 mg/mL in beverages and 0.1 mg/mL in water.  
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Abstract  
In this paper the microwave plasma system, which is able to carry out the CNTs synthesis without hybrid 
system with a CVD furnace is presented. The microwave plasma jet generation fulfill the conditions required 
for CNTs synthesis is described. The plasma diagnostics that allow to determine the conditions for using the 
microwave plasma jet as the synthesis process activator and the heater replacing the CVD furnace is 
discussed. 

Keywords: Microwave plasma, CNT synthesis, carbon nanotubes 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Carbon-Nano-Tubes (CNTs) substrates are urgently needed for many technological applications such as 
electron emitters, supercapacitors, rechargeable batteries, photovoltaic cells, etc [1]. One of the main 
challenges to obtain the optimal product properties is to work out a process of continuous synthesis 
and uniform a dispersion of CNTs on a substrate. For this purpose a CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition) 
method is widely used. It involves the pyrolysis of substances that contain carbon. Then the catalytic 
"formation of graphenes" in the structure of  CNTs takes place. As catalysts iron, cobalt, nickel are mostly 
used. The carbon can be delivered with acetylene, benzene, ethylene, methane, propylene, CO and also 
from evaporated solid material such as ferrocene. Synthesis takes place during a flow of carrier gas such as 
Ar or N2 mixed with gases containing carbon at temperature from 800 up to 1700K. In this method there are 
some difficulties with the activation of catalyst in liquid or solid state. The use of the catalyst in form of a fluid 
injected into the furnace or in a form of a solid/liquid which evaporate from containers (boats) in most cases 
requires a horizontal furnace and do not guarantee the uniformity of the process. It was found in literature 
[2,3] that the microwave plasma can be used as a good activator in the CNTs synthesis process if it is 
generated at the entrance to the CVD furnace. The microwave plasma is able to carry out the CNTs 
synthesis and does not require a hybrid system with a CVD furnace. 

2. PLASMA GENERATION 
Microwave plasma torch on the radio waves with frequency 2.45 GHz are generated by DC magnetron and 
transmitted with a rectangular WR 284 waveguide to the space where the plasma jet is created (Fig.1). A 
sliding short reduce the waveguide on the second side. The microwave power can be adjusted from 0.3 to 3 
kW. Argon is used as the initial working gas and leads to plasma ignition. The working gas axially flows into 
the plasma head. Argon and nitrogen are also tangentially supplied to create a thin cold gas layer between 
the quartz tube wall and axis and finally these gases generate a protecting gas swirl.  
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the microwave plasma system for CNTs synthesis 

To capture the plasma jet a quartz tube of dia.30 mm and wall thickness 1.5 mm is inserted into the 
waveguide through the center of the larger.   

To minimize the power consumption and maximize the microwave efficiency the height of the shorter wall of 
the waveguide have to be reduced to 17 mm  (half of standard waveguide) at the plasma head. In this case it 
is possible to receive in the quartz tube 1.4 higher electric field than in the standard waveguide [4, 5]. In our 
case (Fig.1) for proper strength of the electric field in the plasma instead of the orifice waveguide sleeve 
placed on its upper side. 

3. MICROWAVE PLASMA TORCH 

3.1  Introduction 
In order to recognize and optimize the working parameters of this microwave plasma torch has been 
established. It is necessary to determine the map of conditions of variables which are able to be delivered by 
the control system for the formation of the CNTs. Based on the results published in the literature [2, 3] and 
on the own research [6 - 10] we have found that the CNTs synthesis may occur in the following range of 
process parameters:  

• Axial gas flows:  Ar (from 0.2 to 5l/min), C2H2 (from 25 to 200ml/min),  

• Vortex gas flow:  Ar (from 0.2 to 10l/min), N2 (from of 0.2 to 10l/min),  

• The temperature of the catalyst – Fe(CO)5 (ranging from ambient temperature to  330K), 

• The power of supplied microwave plasma (from 700W to 2.4 kW),  
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• The temperature of the three heating zones of the tube furnace (from 900 to 1500K).  

It has been found that:  

• Insufficient vortex gas flow causes irreversible overheating as well as damage of the quartz tube. Due 
to this the synthesis of CNTs can be carried out the flows of these gases at the range from 10 to 20 
l/min.  

• Too little axial gas flow causes a low CNTs synthesis efficiency, and lower flow results in insufficient 
heating of the reactants and catalyst that in turn leads to a lack of the synthesis. The axial flow of the 
gases was controlled at the range of 0.2 to 5 l/min.  

• Too low power delivered from the microwave line results in the lack of CNTs synthesis. 

• Too low temperature of the iron pentacarbonyl Fe(CO)5 results in insufficient quantity of precursor in 
the reaction, and thus in the lack of synthesis.  

• Too low temperature in particular sections of the tube furnace results in deposition of CNT in the first 
zone of the furnace. Because of this the furnace zones were warmed up in the range from 600 to 1400 
K. 

3.2  The temperature measurements 
In the most of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and plasma enhanced (PECVD) experiments the horizontal 
configuration  of furnace and  the processing line is reported [11]. However, in the latest published results 
also the vertical CVD appears [12]. In our experimental setup the vertical configuration of the discharge tube 
is applied even if it is additionally heated by the tube furnace. This geometry allows symmetrical heating and 
more effective heat transfer along the quartz reactor tube. Our goal was to check if the microwave plasma 
without  heavy and not quickly responding furnace for temperature control is able to synthesize the CNTs.  

In order to do this we have measured the heating performance of the system in the three following setups: 
a vertical quartz reactor line placed in a tube furnace working alone, a vertical microwave plasma line 
working alone and finally the superposition of the two previously mentioned sources. 

 
Fig. 2 Temperature distribution along the quartz tube axis for the tube furnace working alone and for the 

furnace with microwave plasma for the conditions as follows: the 1st furnace zone (0-300mm) and the 2nd 
one (300-600mm) were set on 1000K, the 3rd furnace zone (600-900mm) was not heated, gas flows Ar =10 

l/min, N2 =10 l/min, microwave power set on 1680W 
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The temperature distribution along the quartz tube axis for the tube furnace working alone and for the 
furnace with microwave plasma are shown in Fig.2. It should be noted that the edge of the furnace tube in 
the 1st zone was water-cooled. For this reason, the gas temperature at the beginning (0 point) of the quartz 
tube was relatively low (about 450K). We can see that the microwave plasma does not have influence on the 
gas temperature distribution along the 2nd and the 3rd tube furnace zones. It means that in such 
configuration the microwave plasma is ideal for activating chemical compounds of carbon carrying gas and 
the catalyst and the tube furnace can be used to control the synthesis process.  

For the measurements of the temperature distribution in the microwave plasma a fiber optical spectrometer 
has been used. Spectral lines along the slits in the spectral range of 500-600 nm have been recorded. In 
order to determine the lower range of plasma temperatures (around 3000K) the plasma was continuously 
admixed with a small amount (about 0.5% by weight) of copper vapor [13].  

4. CNTS SYNTHESIS 
Based on the literature [2, 3, 11, 12] and our own experimental results [6-10] it should be noted that the 
optimum temperature for the synthesis of carbon nanotubes is in the range from 700 to 1100K. This 
temperature range can be achieved during operation in the following configurations: 

a) in a reactor tube placed in a tube furnace aligned horizontally or vertically – the typical CVD system 
[11,12], 

b) in a reactor tube placed in a tube furnace aligned  horizontally or vertically but with microwave plasma 
enhancement – the PECVD system [2, 3, 6-10], 

c) in a microwave plasma reactor oriented vertically with thermally insulated pipeline. 

The option c) is of our research interest as there is no need of the furnace use. The tube furnace 
maintenance is difficult because of its high thermal constant. Moreover, the vertical configuration allows to 
apply higher microwave power as the vortex gas screening what is more effective for thermal gas diffusion 
which appears along the tube axis and prevents the quartz tube from softening and smelting. 

In Fig.3 the photographs of two systems used in our experiment are presented. In the first case there 
is a microwave plasma which was working along the tube furnace. In the second case the microwave plasma 
was working alone with a thermally insulated quartz tube. In the first option the microwave plasma was used 
for activation of the reagents: carbon carrying gas – acetylene and catalyst – iron pentacarbonyl. The CNTs 
synthesis reaction appeared there in the 1m long quartz tube heated by the tube furnace. In the second 
option the microwave plasma was responsible for activation of the reagents and for heating the inflowing 
gases sufficiently to fulfill the CNTs synthesis reaction. 

 
Fig. 3 CNTs synthesis systems used in the experiment (Left – Microwave plasma +Tube furnace, Right - 

Microwave plasma alone with thermally insulated quartz tube) 
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Fig.4 SEM images of multiwall CNTs deposits synthesized in the microwave plasma +tube furnace – left 

column and in microwave plasma alone with thermally insulated quartz tube- right column 
 

In Fig.4 a series of SEM images of CNTs deposits synthesized in the microwave plasma and tube furnace 
and in the microwave plasma alone with thermally insulated quartz tube captured on the glass paper in the 
collector (Fig. 1) are presented.  

It can be seen that in both cases the CNTs deposit quality is very similar. The withdrawal from the use of 
furnace allows simplification of the process setup and it results in much easier maintenance and faster 
operation of the system. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion we have reported a gas-phase synthesis of the CNTs by the microwave plasma torch using 
acetylene as a carbon carrying gas and iron pentacarbonyl as a catalyst. This mixture was enhanced by 
argon addition working also as a plasma creating gas. Additionally argon and nitrogen were supplied 
tangentially to create a cold gas layer screening the quartz tube and finally producing a gas swirl. In order to 
minimize the power consumption and maximize the microwave efficiency the original orifice has been made 
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using an adjustable insert able to control the electric field strength in the plasma. This enabled the plasma 
diagnostics by optical observation of the plasma region with spectroscopy and high speed photography. We 
have measured and calculated axial temperature distribution along the thermally insulated quartz tube 
supplied in vertical configuration with microwave plasma from the bottom. It has been found that temperature 
of approximately 1000K in the pipeline axis was possible to achieve if the quartz tube was thermally 
insulated. It appeared to be sufficient for CNTs synthesis without a tube furnace. It allowed to simplify the 
process setup and that resulted in a faster operation and easier maintenance of the CNTs production line.  
The characterization and functionalisation of the CNTs products will be revealed in the future work. 
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Abstract 
The effect of the presence of colloids on formation, stability and particle size of n-undecane in water 
nanoemulsions prepared by the Emulsion Inversion Point (EIP) method using nonionic surfactants (Igepals) 
was studied. The influence of oil-to-water ratio, the HLB value and concentration of the surfactant on their 
physico-chemical characteristics was also investigated. The stability of emulsions was assessed from 
changes in the particle size and the particle size distribution as well as through visual assessment of their 
appearance. The results obtained show that the anticipated positive effect of the colloids on emulsion 
stability was not confirmed. Phase separation of these systems usually occurred soon after preparation or 
during a few days of their storage. The particle size of emulsions prepared in the presence of colloids was 
mostly bigger in comparison with emulsions where colloids were absent. Nevertheless, nanoemulsions with 
the particle size smaller than 200 nm were also obtained. The best long-term stability was observed in 
emulsions prepared at the HLB value of 11.5, oil content of 20 and 30 wt. % stored at 4 °C. 

Keywords: Emulsion, Gelatin, Hydrophile-lipophile balance, Stability, Surfactant  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Many recent studies have focused on the preparation and stability of nanoemulsions [1,2,3] due to their 
outstanding properties and growing number of promising applications. As given in theory, nanoemulsions are 
transparent or translucent in appearance [4] because of their characteristic size, ranging typically from 20 to 
200 nm [5,6], or 20 to 500 nm, as given in publications [7,8,9]. This feature together with a low viscosity, high 
kinetic stability against creaming or sedimentation and large interfacial area make them attractive in variety 
of the practical fields. [5,10,11] However, emulsion utilization is limited by their non-straightforward 
preparation procedure. [11] Therefore, a good knowledge of their production processes is necessary in order 
to achieve the desired applications and obtain systems with long-time stability. [12] 
Gelatin is well-known to be an effective agent in stabilizing disperse systems; for example, emulsions. [13] 
The possibility of using gelatin as emulsion stabilizer has generated wide interest in various industrial 
applications such as food, pharmaceutical and textile industries. [14] Gelatin is a vitreous, brittle solid and is 
faintly yellow in color. It is nearly tasteless and odorless. When immersed in cold water, it hydrates into 
separate swollen particles. After heating the swollen particles pass into solution. The important properties of 
these solutions are functions of pH, method of production, thermal history and concentration. [15] 
Proteins, including gelatin, are surface active agents. They can be absorbed on O/W interfaces and 
penetrate by their hydrophobic parts into the oil phase. Besides to gelatin, surfactants play an important role 
in reducing of interfacial tension. [14] In particular, gelatin-surfactant interaction is considered an important 
parameter affecting the stability of O/W emulsions. In studies dealing with the interactions of gelatin with the 
surfactants it was found that due to this interaction, surface activity of gelatin is increased. [16,17] Other 
important gelatin characteristics are the molecular-weight and molecular-weight distribution which also affect 
its properties, such as viscosity and gel strength. [14] 

Several studies have been reported on the stabilization of O/W emulsions by gelatin and surfactants.  
[18,19,20] In literature, mainly gelatin interactions with anionic surfactants, especially sodium dodecyl 
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sulphate have been described. [20] Conversely, information about gelatin behavior in the presence of 
nonionic surfactants is very rare. [16] 

In this study the stability of n-undecane in water emulsions and analogous emulsions prepared under the 
same conditions but with the addition of different colloids, such as gelatin or collagen hydrolyzate were 
compared. For production, nonionic surfactants and Emulsion Inversion Point method were applied. 
Moreover, the influence of colloid presence, HLB value and O/W ratio on particle size, particle size 
distribution and stability of emulsions was investigated. For this purpose, photon correlation spectroscopy 
and visual assessment were performed.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Materials  
The n-undecane (Sigma Aldrich) and purified water were used as oil and water phases, respectively. Two 
grades of nonionic Igepal (polyoxyethylene nonylphenylether, NPE) supplied by Sigma Aldrich were used as 
surfactants. Specification of surfactants is following: Igepal 520 (HLB 10) and Igepal 720 (HLB 14.2) with 
nonyl phenol ethoxylate chain length of 5 (NPE5) and 12 (NPE12). Gelatin B (molecular weight 3x105 g.mol-
1) with bloom value 150 (PB Gelatins), gelatin B (molecular weight  4x105 g.mol-1) with bloom value 220 
(SKW Biosystem) and collagen hydrolyzate Hycol with molecular weight 1.8 x104 g.mol-1 (Tanex s.r.o) were 
used throughout the study. 

2.2 Preparation of nanoemulsions 
Nanoemulsions were prepared by the Emulsion Inversion Point technique (EIP). The pairs of nonionic 
surfactants were used to prepare mixtures with a required range of HLB values. Surfactants with a low-HLB 
value and a high-HLB value were pre-dissolved in the appropriate ratios in the oil and water phase, 
respectively. Water phase was in addition added respective colloid in the concentration of 1 wt % .   

Emulsifications were carried out using an RZR 2020 stirrer (Heidolph). Using a burette, water phase 
containing surfactant (Igepal 720) and colloid was added drop wise at the rate of 1ml/min to the oil phase 
containing the second surfactant (Igepal 520). Emulsifications were carried out at room temperature (25 °C) 
and the stirring rate was controlled at 1050 rpm. Oil to water (O/W) ratios of 5/95, 10/90, 20/80, 30/70 and 
overall concentration of both Igepals of 3 wt % were used. The HLB values of 10.5, 11 and 11.5 were 
applied.  

For comparison, emulsions prepared by the same method and under the same conditions but without 
addition of colloids were studied and compared with those mentioned above. 

2.3 Measurement of particle size distribution 
The particle size and particle size distribution were determined by photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS). 
Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, UK) was used for this purpose. The measurements were carried 
out at a scattering angle of 173 ° and at the constant temperature of 25 °C. 

2.4  Emulsion stability 
Emulsion stability was assessed visually as well as by measuring the particle sizes as a function of time by 
PCS. Emulsions were stored at two different temperatures (4 °C and 25 °C) and observed daily at regular 
time intervals. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  Particle size 
The effects of presence of different colloids, HLB value and O/W ratio on emulsion particle sizes are 
summarized in Fig. 1. The obtained results showed that the nature of colloid is an important parameter 
affecting the particle size of all studied systems. Fig. 1 a)  illustrates the comparison of particle size of 
emulsions with O/W ratio of 5/95, produced with and without addition of colloids, determined immediately 
after their preparation. As it can be seen, the smallest particle size (60 nm) was observed in emulsion 
prepared with O/W ratio of 5/95, the HLB value of 11 and in the presence of gelatin B220. In this case, the 
particle size was even smaller than the size of emulsions where colloids were absent. On the contrary, the 
largest particle sizes were determined in emulsions (O/W ratio 5/95) with the HLB value of 10.5 and at the 
presence of gelatin B220 or Hycol. In case of HLB value 11.5, the particle sizes of all tested systems were 
very similar, ranging from 150 to 180 nm. It is also obvious from the figure that emulsions with the particle 
size smaller than 200 nm, that implies nanoemulsions, were obtained at HLB values of 11 and 11.5, 
regardless of the type of used colloid. 

 
Fig. 1. Particle size of emulsions with a) O/W ratio of 5/95 b) O/W ratio of 20/80 determined immediately 

after the preparation 

Similar results, in terms of  the effect of colloid presence on the particle size of emulsions, were observed in 
samples with O/W ratios of 10/90 and 20/80. Both emulsion systems exhibited similar behavior after addition 
of colloids. As example, the relationship between the HLB value and the particle size of emulsions with O/W 
ratio of 20/80 is depicted in Fig. 1 b). From the figure it is clear that the addition of colloids affected particle 
sizes of emulsions prepared at HLB 11.5 only insignificantly, but caused an increase in particle sizes at the 
HLB values of 10.5 and 11 compared to systems prepared without colloids. This trend could be related to the 
influence of the colloid molecular weight. At HLB value of 11, it seems that emulsion droplets virtually 
decreased with decreasing molecular weight of colloid (gelatin B220 > gelatin B150 > Hycol). Nevertheless, 
true nanoemulsions (< 200 nm) were also found within the systems with oil to water (O/W) ratios of 10/90 
and 20/80 and the HLB value of 10.5 in the presence of Hycol and gelatin B220. Exception here were 
emulsions prepared with gelatin B150 showing particles bigger than 200 nm.  

Corresponding findings were detected in emulsions with O/W ratio of 30/70 and the HLB value of 10.5. Also 
in this case, the emulsion droplets reduced with decreasing molecular weight of colloid (data not presented). 
Moreover, droplets of emulsions with O/W 30/70 prepared with colloids were all relativelly big in size and lay 
prevailingy in the size range of 470 – 760 nm, regardless of the HLB used.       
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In addition to observed effect of HLB, the results also showed the influence of O/W ratio on particle size of 
emulsions. It was found that an increasing content of the oil phase from 5 to 30 wt. % resulted in growth of 
emulsion droplets. 

3.2  Emulsion stability  
Emulsion stability was evaluated by visual assessment as well as by measuring changes in their particle 
sizes with time of storage at the different conditions. It is obvious from the results that emulsion stability is 
affected by their composition, especially, by the presence of different types of colloids and by the storage 
temperature. Emulsions were stored at 4 °C and 25 °C which both are favorable storage temperatures. 
Visual observation of samples was performed daily and the height of separated phase in cm was observed 
and measured as a function of time. From the results it is clear, that for the preservation of stable emulsions 
the storage temperature of 25°C was evaluated as worse than the temperature of 4 °C. It follows, that the 
phase separation in emulsions stored at 25 °C occurred more often and sooner than in emulsions stored at 4 
°C, irrespective of their composition. For example, in emulsion with oil-in-water ratio 5/95, HLB value of 10.5 
prepared with absence of colloids, phase separation occurred after three days of storage at 25 °C. 
Conversely, the same emulsion stored at 4 °C was stable more than 40 days with a negligible creaming. 
Moreover, the influence of O/W ratio on emulsions stability was also significant. It was found that with an 
increasing content of oil phase, all studied emulsions (irrespective of their composition) became more stable 
over time, even though creaming was occasionally observed. Another variable notably affecting emulsion 
stability is the HLB value. The trend demonstrating improvement of stability with an increasing HLB value 
was detected at all studied systems, regardless of the composition. It follows, that the most stable emulsions 
were prepared at the HLB value of 11.5.  

According to the theoretical assumption, the gelatin-surfactant interaction may have a positive impact and 
improve stability of emulsions. [16] For example, the formation of double W/O/W emulsions with improved 
stability due to the possible formation of interfacial complex between gelatin and sorbitan monooleate 
(Tween 80) have been published in [21]. The stability was assessed microscopically and showed no 
significant changes in droplet sizes of double emulsions within 2 weeks. However, this hypothesis was not 
fully confirmed by the present data. The stability of emulsions prepared in the presence of colloids was 
worse compared with emulsions prepared only with the mixture of nonionic surfactants. In the case of 
colloids usage, phase separation has already occurred soon after the preparation or during the first days of 
storage at both temperatures (25 °C and 4 °C). This effect was especially notable in emulsions prepared at 
HLB values of 10.5 and 11 and the lower oil content (O/W 5/95 and 10/90). On the contrary, the emulsions 
produced under the same conditions but without colloids were stable for a long time, especially those stored 
at 4 °C.  

Simultaneously with the visual observation, the stability of emulsions was also evaluated from the measuring 
of changes in their particle sizes with time by PCS. Fig. 2 describes intensity based particle size distributions 
of samples containing gelatin B220, with O/W ratio 20/80, HLB value of 11.5 stored at 25 °C.  From the 
figure it is clearly visible a gradual increase in particle size as well as the shift and broadening of entire 
particle size distribution during sample storage. Solid line illustrates a monomodal particle size distribution 
with z-average diameter of 520 nm obtained immediately after the preparation. After three-days of storage at 
25 °C, the particle size rose to 900 nm (dashed line) and after fourteen-days of storage the emulsion z-
average increased to 1050 nm (dotted line). As it can be also seen, the dotted line is approaching the 
measuring limit of the PCS instrument (6 μm) which indicated the presence another population of particles 
with the size in the range of micrometers. 
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Fig. 2. Changes in particle size distributions of emulsion containing gelatin B220 with O/W ratio of 20/80, 

HLB value 11.5 and 3 % surfactant concentration stored at 25 °C. Solid line: distribution obtained 
immediately after preparation, dashed line: distribution obtained after 3 days of storage and dotted line: 

distribution obtained after 14 days of storage 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this work the Emulsions inversion point (EIP) technique was used to prepare n-
undecane/surfactants/water emulsions in the presence of colloids with different molecular weight. The 
emulsion droplet size and stability in the presence of colloids were compared with those of emulsions 
containing only nonionic surfactants. Moreover, the influence of different types of colloids, the HLB value and 
O/W ratio on the emulsion particle size and stability was also investigated. 

The overall results showed that the nature of colloid is one of the main parameters which influences the 
particle size and stability of emulsions. Generally, the systems prepared in the presence of colloids were 
bigger in their particle sizes compared to systems without colloids. However, also within these samples, the 
true nanoemulsion were found. For example, nanoemulsions with the particle size smaller than 200 nm were 
formed in the presence of all studied colloids (gelatin B220, B150, Hycol) in the case of O/W ratio of 5/95 
and the HLB values of 11, 11.5. Interestingly, in emulsions without colloids the smallest particle size was 
found at the HLB value of 10.5 in all studied O/W ratios. In this optimal HLB, the particle size of emulsions 
was in the range of 50 – 200 nm and then increased with the HLB value higher (11 and 11.5) than the 
optimal one.  

The stability of emulsions was mostly affected by the storage temperature, the presence of colloid and the 
HLB value. Anticipated positive effect of the presence of colloid on emulsion stability was not confirmed. 
Phase separation of colloid-containing emulsions  occurred soon after the preparation or during the first days 
of their storage, especially at the lower content of oil phase (O/W 5/95 and 10/90) and at the HLB values of 
10.5 and 11. On the whole, the best long-term stability was observed in emulsions produced with absence of 
colloids, at the HLB value of 11.5 and at the higher oil content (O/W 20/80 and 30/70) stored at 4 °C.  
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Abstract 
It is known, that block copolymers consisting of a polyelectrolyte block and a neutral hydrophilic block co-
assemble with oppositely charged ionic surfactants to form various nanosized structures. We report on 
studies of complex nanoaggregates of cationic perfluorinated surfactant N-(1,1,2,2-
tetrahydroperfluorodecyl)pyridinium chloride and of double hydrophilic block polyanion poly(ethylene oxide)-
b-poly((2-sulfamate-3-carboxylate)isoprene) the latter being biocompatible, with polyelectrolyte block 
containing both strong (SO3H) and weak (COOH) acidic groups. The study was aimed at the characterization 
of the association behavior of the block copolymer–fluorosurfactant systems in aqueous solutions depending 
on the amount of the added surfactant, pH of the solvent and the structure of the copolymers. 

Keywords: Polyion complex micelles, double hydrophilic block copolymers, perfluorinated surfactants, 
nuclear magnetic resonance  

1. INTRODUCTION 
This work focuses on developing and describing new self-assembled nanosized polyion complexes (PIC) 
based on double hydrophilic block copolymers and low molecular weight fluorinated surfactants in aqueous 
media. These nanoparticles could represent a new alternative to fluorinated molecules (perfluorocarbon 
nanoemulsions - PFCs and perfluorinated amphiphilic polymers)[1-5] that are already being developed 
primarily as a medical diagnostic tool, mainly for the magnetic resonance imaging and spectroscopy. The 
preparation of such self-assembled nanoparticles formed via electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions 
between block copolymers and fluorinated surfactants was followed by physicochemical characterization 
techniques such as light scattering, transmission electron spectroscopy and  cryogenic transmission electron 
microscopy.  

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Fig.1 Structural formulae of (a) anionic block of PMAA-PEO copolymer, (b) anionic block of PSCI-PEO 

copolymer and (c) hydrophilic polyethylene oxide (d) cationic perfluorinated surfactant (HFDPCl) 

 

Fig.2 reveals that the length of PEO chain is very important since, after increasing length of PEO from 
around 260 to 1300 EO units, no more wormlike particles were observed (d,e).  
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Fig.2 Cryo-TEM images of PSCI62-PEO259 (a, b and c) and of PSCI70-PEO1289 (d, e) PIC particle aggregates 

in 0.05 M sodium tetraborate buffer at the apparent degree of neutralization DN = 50 %. a) worms, b) 
associated worms, c,d) HFDPCl vesicles e) globular micelle aggregates 

Fig.3 Influence of added surfactant, expressed in DN(%), into the 1 ml of 1g/l copolymer solution on the 
hydrodynamic radius, Rh, radius of gyration, Rg, and the scattering intensity at the zero scattering  angle,  I0, 
of the aggregates of PSCI62-PEO259 with the surfactant, obtained from DLS and SLS measurements in 0.1 M 

HCl (left) and in 0.05 M sodium tetraborate buffer (right), approximately two hours after mixing 

 

On the basis of the obtained results in the Fig.3 we can conclude that PIC particle`s properties such as the 
radius of gyration or the hydrodynamic radius are really strongly dependent on the copolymer/surfactant 
concentration ratio (DN) within the studied range of pH. Questionable is to what extent the polyion chain can 
form a complex with the fluorosurfactants. Fig. 2 shows that even in the sample with the apparent degree of 
neutralization as low as 50 %, there are fluorosurfactants vesicles coexisting with the copolymer aggregates. 
This may be caused by the presence of unmodified poly(isoprene) units on the polyelectrolyte backbone that 
are strongly hydrophobic. Anyhow, we have demonstrated that the block double hydrophilic polyelectrolytes 
are able to form PIC micelles with oppositely charged fluorosurfactants in a similar way as PIC complexes 
involving hydrocarbon ionic surfactants. 
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Moreover, it is also important to point out that 
we have to think about the particle`s formation 
kinetics. Such self-assemblies may change 
their arrangement during few hours, days or 
even weeks, in order to adopt the most stable 
structure. This is evident from the Fig.4.  
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Abstract 
In our work, we present a study of the influence of dopant on optoelectrical properties of polysilane and 
especially its photoluminescence. Poly[(dimethylsilane)-(methyphenylsilane)] – P(DMSi-MPSi) was used as 
the p-type conductive  polymer and coumarin 440 as the dopant.  Thin films with thickness in hundreds 
nanometers were prepared both from neat polymer and from blend P(DMSi-MPSi)/Coumarin 440. Absorption 
characteristics of films were measured by UV/VIS spectrometry. The photoluminescence (PL) of thin films 
was investigated by fluorimetry.  

Keywords: Polysilane, dye dopant, photoluminescence, optoelectrical properties 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Linear polysilanes called polysilylenes (PSis) are a group of σ-conjugated polymers with the backbone 
consisting entirely of silicon atoms. PSis are considered as a polymer material applicable in many electrical, 
optical and optoelectrical applications because of the effect of σ-electron delocalization along the main single 
bonded chain, which is responsible for their unique electronic and photoelectrical properties [1, 2]. 

However, a single bonded linear chain is more vulnerable than double bonded one what makes the material 
susceptible to degradation by UV radiation. In the field of application of polysilanes, it is a very important 
property, e.g. it is desirable in use of polysilanes as resists in lithography or as UV sensitive macroinitiators 
of chemical reactions. On the other hand, UV degradability limits the development of devices using electronic 
properties of PSis, for instance light emitting diodes operating in UV light region, where it is important to 
prolong the durability of the active layer. Stable luminescence of PSi is one of the main challenges with 
respect to their prospective applications such as photosensing material or in electric devices [3] and 
Coumarin as an organic n-type dopant appears as a suitable agent for enhancing of the optoelectric 
properties of PSis [4] because in the host–dopant system, the probability per unit time of energy transfer 
from excited-energy donor to energy acceptor depends on the overlap of the emission spectrum of donor 
and absorption spectrum of acceptor [5].  

In presented work, coumarin 440 was used as the dopant of P(DMSi-MPSi) and the optoelectronic properties 
of thin films from doped polysilane and their UV stability were investigated and evaluated.. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
Copolymer poly[dimethylsilane-methylphenylsilane] P[DMSi-MPSi] was obtained from Flourchem Ltd., UK 
(Batch 060032-1). Coumarin was delivered by Exciton, OH, USA. Polystyrene was used as reference 
polymer matrix, virtually inactive in studied effects. Films from neat copolymer and polystyrene for PL 
measurements were prepared from solutions in toluene using spin coating method with spin rate 2500 rpm 
and drop casting as well. The thin films from blend P[DMSi-MPSi]/Coumarin were prepared from solution in 
toluen, whereas the concentrations of Coumarin in the mixture was 25 %(w/w). The achieved thickness of 
films was about one hundred nanometers in case of spin coating and 1 micrometer in case of drop casting 
respectively. Quartz glass and undoped single crystal silicon wafers were used as substrates. Absorption 
spectra of thin films were measured by UV-Visible Spectrophotometer Cary 300 Conc. Fluorimeter FSL 920 
from Edinburgh Instruments was used for the measuring of PL spectra. The thickness was measured by 
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profilometer (Talystep). PL spectra and decay curves have been taken in vacuum (pressure 1 Pa) ensured 
by cryostat Optistat DN-V (LN2), Oxford Instruments at room temperature. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Fig. 1 shows both absorption and excitation spectra of Coumarin measured in inactive polystyrene matrix 
and excitation and emission spectra of neat and doped P[DMSi-MPSi]. It indicates that emission spectra of 
neat P[DMSi-MPSi] and absorption and excitation spectra of Coumarin are overlapped. This is required 
assumption for energy transfer between energy donor and acceptor. The excitation spectra show that the 
excitation in mixture P[DMSi-MPSi]/Coumarin proceeds like in the neat polymer. P[DMSi-MPSi] emission 
peak was observed at the wavelength of 353 nm and its corresponding excitation edge was located at 340 ± 
5 nm. It means the energy band gap of P[DMSi-MPSi] is 3.5 eV. The highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) level of P[DMSi-MPSi] is 5.3 eV [6]. According to the HOMO level and excitation spectrum data, the 
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level is determined to be 1.6 eV. The energy levels of HOMO 
(5.37 eV) and LUMO (2.5 eV) of Coumarin 440 [7] are located inside the energy band of P[DMSi-MPSi]. 
Thus, excitation energy of P[DMSi-MPSi] can be efficiently transferred from P[DMSi-MPSi] to Coumarin. 
Moreover based on these facts, we suggest that the green emission (in Fig. 2, left graph, curve 1) is caused 
by energy transfer from polymer to dye dopant Coumarin. Such explanation can be supported by the fact 
that the blue emission of Coumarin is suppressed and only sharp emission of P[DMSi-MPSi] dominates in 
the region at about 350 nm 
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Fig. 1 The overlap of absorption and excitation spectra (λem=350 nm) of Coumarin and emission spectrum of 

P(DMSi-MPSi) (λex=330 nm) – left side. Excitation spectra of Coumarin, neat and doped P(DMSi-MPSi) 
(λem=350 nm) – right side 

The influence of the dopant on the stability of the copolymer was investigated in a PL decays study, which 
results are shown in Fig. 2, right graph. In case of degradation at 330 nm, observed patterns resemble more 
annealing than degradation as PL intensity is recovered to 100 % in case of neat copolymer. Development of 
better alignment of chains would lead to lower free volume in polymer phase which supports weak bond 
creation and their relaxation into regular bonds. In next, denser polymer packing reinforces the cage effect of 
surrounding chains hindering movements of chain ends with free radicals after eventual scission, thus 
inducing their recombination in oxygen free environment. These two microstructural effects could be 
considered as the underlying mechanism of PL increase back at the initial value in neat P[DMSi-MPSi] [3]. 
Film cast from toluene solution of the mixture P[DMSi-MPSi]/Coumarin undergoes slow degradation, at the 
time 140 seconds the degradation is slowed-down and small PL recovery is observed. After time 500 
seconds the degradation continues with slow PL decreasing again to the 45 % of initial PL value. These 
phenomena can be explained by fact that molecules of dopant change the degradation and relaxation 
mechanisms of the copolymer and the PL recovery cannot occur. 
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Fig. 2 Emission spectra of Coumarin in polystyrene, neat and doped P(DMSi-MPSi) (λex=330 nm) – left side. 

PL decay curves of Coumarin in polystyrene, neat and doped P(DMSi-MPSi) (λex=330 nm, λem=350 nm) – 
right side 

Such state, where the dopant hinders the polymer matrix recovery is undesired and can be correlated with 
the effect of the dopant on the photoluminescence as can be seen in Fig. 2, left graph. It is evident, that 
there is a 5 nm blue shift of the main UV polysilane luminescence peak caused by the emission from short 
delocalized segments of the PSis chain in case of P[DMSi-MPSi]/Coumarin 440 mixture, while the 
luminescence from energetically more favourable states, i.e. segments with longer conjugation length, is 
hindered, probably due to the energy transfer to the guest molecule. However according to our previous 
observations [3], the active role of long delocalized segments is a necessary condition for the polymer self-
recovery during the PL decay, as it stabilizes the weak bond creation and their subsequent relaxation while 
the degradation scission of short chain segments in lower energetically favourable conformations leads to 
the opposite effect.. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Poly[(dimethylsilane)-(methyphenylsilane)] - P(DMSi-MPSi) was used as a luminescent polymer matrix and 
Coumarin 440 as an energy acceptor in the structure of host–dopant system to investigate the intermolecular 
energy transfer between P(DMSi-MPSi) and Coumarin and to investigate the influence of the dopant on 
photoluminescence of the polymer. The addition of the dopant in the copolymer caused the blue shift of the 
emission and moreover, the green emission of the blend material was observed. It indicates the excitation 
energy transferred from P(DMSi-MPSi) to Coumarin. Next observed effect of the dopant was enhancing of 
PL intensity when polymer and dopant were mixed. The adverse influence of the dopant on the PL stability of 
P(DMSi-MPSi) was proven because the PL decay curves of neat polymer manifested self-recovering and 
metastability phenomena while P(DMSi-MPSi) with Coumarin exhibited only retardation effects but not self-
recovering, probably due to the blockation of the role of long conjugated segments in polysilane 
macromolecules. To conclude, Coumarin 440 seems to be a suitable dye dopant for controlling 
photoluminescence properties of P(DMSi-MPSi) but the further research in this field is necessary to improve 
the stability of the copolymer dye blend and thus, to improve its application potential as a material for 
luminescent devices.  
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Abstract: 
In this study are observed the changes of fibres properties by application of thin sol gel layers based on 
hybrid organic / inorganic polymer. These layers are interesting trough the high chemical and thermal 
stability. Properties of fibers structures are observed in this study as a function of the quantity of deposed 
hybrid polymer. Deposited thin layers were tested by the infrared spectroscopy and electron microscopy. 
There was also observed permeability, abrasion and chemical resistance of the treated fibres. 

Keywords: Sol gel, inorganic-organic layers, polyamide, chemical resistance, abrasion, fibres 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Textiles 
Textiles are interesting construction materials not only in production of clouts, bat in the many technical 
applications. The main characteristics of fabrics are for example: excellent flexibility, high tensile strength, 
high elasticity, excellent permeability, long lifetime, high surface area, high absorption of water. In many 
applications are textiles limited by its chemical stability based on used polymers and low stability to abrasion. 
These properties are solved by using of special fiber forming polymers and by surface treatment of fibers 
[1,2]. Thin layers on fiber surface deposed by laser treatment, plasma treatment [3,4] or by sol gel method 
[5,6]. Thin layers can be used for stabilization of active nanostructures on fiber surfaces.   

1.2 Sol-gel method 
The history of the sol-gel method dates back to 1824, when the synthesis of silicon tetrachloride was 
described and in 1845, with the synthesis of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS). The first patent for preparing oxide 
layers using this method to site an example was awarded in 1939 for the production of antiglare layers in 
photographic lenses. The sol-gel method had continuously developed and in the early fifties, preparation of 
ceramic materials had begun. Production of flat glass began in the seventies and it was several square 
metres in size with reflective, followed later by antiglare surface treatments. By the end of the seventies, this 
method became increasingly popular and breadth of research and the number of applications began to 
increase. Materials prepared using the sol-gel methods in the form of layers, fibres, monolithic materials, and 
powders began to be applied not only in the ceramic and glass-manufacturing industry, but also in optics, 
microelectronics, military warfare, and others. The sol-gel method is applied broadly in many areas of 
research and in the development of new types of materials as well as practical applications. It enables 
entirely new structures to be prepared that could not otherwise be synthesized using other methods and 
increases the application possibilities of a range of classic materials. It is often used for synthesizing 
inorganic oxide mesh and ORMOCER hybrid inorganic-organic composites, in which organic material is 
embedded in an inorganic matrix. Materials prepared using this method, among others are broadly applied 
as sorbents, catalyst supports and fillers. 
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2. EXPERIMENT 

2.1. Materials 
Experiments are realised on fabrics based on polyamide 6. Areal density of this fabric is 65 g.m-2. Thread 
count is 35 (warp) and 23 (weft) per one centimetre. Structure is plain-weave. This fabric is standard textile 
structure recommended for fastness tests by many standards.  

Organic – inorganic (hybrid) sol AS 3 (50%) was provided by the “Centrum organické chemie, s.r.o.” (Centre 
of Organic Chemistry, Czech Republic). Less concentrated sols were prepared by diluting of concentrated 
sol by ethylene glycol with butyl ether to the selected concentration (1%, 5%, 10%, 20% and 40%). 
Atmospheric humidity had to be prevented when preparing sol dilution to prevent uncontrolled hydrolysis. 

2.1. Application of sol  
Textile fabric was cleaned by nonpolar solvents. Hybrid sol was deposed in textile by dip coating. Quantity of 
absorbed sol was 0.55 g of sol per gram of fabric. The sample was left 15 minutes in a holder to enable 
evaporation of the solvent and completion of hydrolysis. The sample was subsequently fixed for 15 minutes 
at a temperature of 180°C. 

2.2. Testing methods 

2.1.1. Measuring of permeability 
Permeability is defined as the rate of airflow perpendicular to a test sample under specified conditions for the 
test area, pressure gradient, and time according to DIN EN ISO 9237. TEXTEST FX 3300 (TEXTEST AG) 
device was used to measure permeability. Its principle lies in generating a pressure gradient between both 
surfaces of the tested textile and measuring the resulting airflow. A 200 Pa negative pressure was chosen 
according to technical textile standards.  

2.1.2. Testing of abrasion 
Abrasion resistance tests are simulation tests that mimic how long a fabric withstands stress (abrasion) 
during practical use. Abrasion resistance testing was performed on a Nu-Martindale 864 (James H. Heal & 
Co. Ltd., Halifax, England) testing device to determine flat fabric abrasion and pilling resistance. Testing was 
performed according to modified standard ISO 12947, which applies for determining the weight loss of a 
sample in all kinds of fabrics including nonwoven. Pre-conditioned samples were left in the laboratory for 24 
hrs. Samples with a diameter of 38mm were then cut out and inserted face forward into the holder clamping 
rings. The investigated samples had a basis weight of less than 500 g.m-2, which is why a foam support was 
placed on the tested sample. The samples were subsequently weighed with an accuracy of 1 mg. The 
clamping ring specimen holder was placed in the clamping device on the frame and the device was put into 
operation. After a specified number of revolutions, the sample was removed and accurately weighed.  

2.1.3. Chemical resistance 
Polyamides are sensitive to strong acids – very quickly leads to their dissolution. Concentrated formic acid 
was deposited on PA fibres to test chemical resistance. Samples were cut down to a size of 5x5 cm. The 
required amount of wetting agent and distilled water were measured into a 100 ml prepared beaker. The 
sample was placed on a prepared slide and drop of concentrated formic acid was applied on it using a 10 µl 
pipette. The acid was allowed to act for 5, 10, 15 and 20 seconds and the sample was immediately 
immersed in the bath with wetting agent. The samples were placed on filtration paper and after complete 
drying, were followed by evaluation of tests using images.  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Infrared spectroscopy 
IR analysis was performed on the ATR base with a ZnSe crystal.  It is apparent from the spectra that the 
SiO2 coating on the fibres is easily detectable already at a 10% concentration. Corresponding chemical 
groups can be attributed to individual peaks. Typical polyamide groups appear in the wave number regions 
of 3300, 2932, 2858, 1638 and 1540 cm-1. Detection of Si-O valence vibrations is possible in wave number 
regions of 1095 + 1036 – the inorganic portion of the hybrid layer. 

3.2. Electron microscopy 
The following pictures show PA fibres coated with sol concentrations and PA fibres without coating for 
comparison. The pictures indicate that binding to pores increases as the sol-gel concentration increases. 
The layer coats the fibres but does not form a compact layer. The material thus still remains porous.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Untreated fabric (left) and fabric with sol gel layer (right) – 50% solution 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2:  Untreated fabric (left) and fabric with sol gel layer (right) – 50% solution 
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3.3. Permeability 
This method made it possible to determine if the applied sol-gel layer affects permeability of PA 6 fibres. 
Measurement was performed on prepared samples and for comparison on untreated samples.  

 
Fig. 3: Relationship of permeability (mm/s) on used sol concentration (%) 

 

The graph indicates that the permeability decreases as the sol-gel concentration increases. The sample 
without the hybrid layer has the highest permeability and the sample with the lowest permeability has a 50% 
sol concentration.  It can be seen from the electron microscopy images that the applied sol-gel layer coats 
the PA fabric pores. 

3.4 Abrasion 
Using this method, it was determined that the higher the sol-gel concentration, the higher the abrasion 
resistance of PA fibres. The method was performed by measuring the weight loss. Increase of abrasion 
resistance was not observed (see Fig. 4).  

Obtained results we can explain by the chase of fiction properties: deposed hybrid layer has higher fiction 
then the untreated PA, so the forces cause to the samples by abrasion test were higher and the damage of 
treated fabric is higher on comparison with untreated one. Increase of abrasion stability we can observe if we 
used more concentrated sol. High quantity of hybrid polymer in fabric connects the fibers to other fibers and 
the stability to abrasion is higher.   

 

 
Fig. 4:  Weight loss (in milligrams) of fabric after 35000 of revolutions as a function of used sol concentration 

(%) 
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Fig. 5: Fabric after 35000 revolutions in abrasion test – untreated fabric (left) and after application of 1%-

solution of sol 

 
Fig. 6: Fabric after 35000 revolutions in abrasion test – after application of 10% solution of sol (left) and after 

application of 50% solution of sol 

3.5 Chemical resistance 
During this method, formic acid was used to provide good solubility of polyamide fibres. The goal was to 
determine the degree of acid resistance of the hybrid layer. The following pictures show the effect of acid on 
various sol-gel concentrations applied to PA fibres. A sample without an applied hybrid layer is also provided 
for reference.. 

Fig. 7: Formic acid acting on untreated PA fabric – after 5 s (left), 10s, 15 and 20s (right) of reaction 
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Fig. 8: Formic acid acting on PA fabric after application of 50%solution of sol – after 5 s (left), 10s, 15 

and 20s (right) of reaction 

We can see on the following pictures that samples with a 40% and 50% sol-gel concentration had the 
greatest resistance to formic acid. Samples with 1%, 5%, 10%, and 20% concentrations elicited low acid 
resistance and the sample without the hybrid layer immediately degraded upon contact with the acid.   

4. CONCLUSION 
The work had focused on applying inorganic-organic layers using the sol-gel method to polyamide 6 fibres 
and on determining the properties of such applied layers. The concentrations of applied TEOS-based sol 
were 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 40%, and 50%. A sample without an applied hybrid layer was also tested for 
reference. Based on research and experimental results of this work, the method of creating layers using the 
sol-gel method seems to be very promising for fabric substrates. This work successfully deposited thin film 
onto fabric that minimally coat the inter-fibre spaces and enhance the mechanical properties of the fabric.   

Fibre coating is highly promising in terms of nanotechnology and practical application of fibres. These layers 
created using the sol-gel method can be used for example as nanoparticle supports or to provide their 
increased durability.  
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Abstract  
Procedures permitting to prepare homogeneous functionalized nanofibre structures based on polyurethanes 
modified by phthalocyanines (PCs) by employing a suitable combination of variables during the 
electrospinning process are presented. Compared are filtration and bacteria deactivation properties of 
nanostructures without PCs, modified in bulk and with PCs embedded into polyurethane chain by a covalent 
bond protecting the release of active organic compound during the filtration process. Finding that the 
functionalized nanofibre structures have an effect on bacterial growth was confirmed by microbiological, 
physico-chemical and molecular biological analyses, such as the inoculation in a nutrient agar culture 
medium, flow cytometry and real-time polymerase chain reaction.  

Keywords: Nanofibre, Nanostructure, Electrospinning, Filtration efficiency, Phthalocyanines, Bacteria 
deactivation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
At present, the requirements on elimination of ultrafine particles by microfiltration (i.e. removal of particles 
having a size ranging from 100 nm to 15 μm) and ultrafiltration (removal of particles ranging from 5 to 
100 nm in size) are increased by a demand for materials capable of not only capturing but also deactivating 
bacteria and viruses from air and water [1,2]. This requirement is very relevant primarily in case of air-
conditioning equipment, in which bacteria multiply when the equipment is not used for a long time and after 
the equipment is restarted and if sufficiently efficient filters are not used, the bacteria penetrate the 
environment in increased concentrations. The filtration materials capable of deactivating bacteria during 
filtration process will always offer an advantage as regards elimination of microorganisms in comparison with 
the materials permitting a barrier type of microorganism capture only. 

A correct assessment of antibacterial properties of filtration nanomaterials requires an assessment accuracy 
and comparison of the results obtained using preferably several specific analyses. We have chosen the 
microbiological one (cultivation on a selective medium), qualitative as well as quantitative molecular 
biological analysis (polymerase chain reaction technique - real-time PCR), physical-chemical (flow 
cytometry) and also fluorescent microscopy. By combining results obtained by the above methods not only 
filtration efficiency of nanostructures but also bacteria deactivation efficiency can be evaluated. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Materials 
A modified polyurethane (PU) solution in dimethyl formamide for electrostatic spinning was prepared from 
diisocyanate, polyesterdiol, 1,4 butane diol (BD) and  phthalocyanine (PC) containing amino or hydroxyl 
group in at the temperature of 90°C for a time period of 6 hours. The per partes method of synthesis was 
used. The solution prepared in this way was diluted with DMF to a viscosity of 1 - 1.5 Pa.s and its 
conductivity was increased to 50 - 150 µS/cm. 

Phthalocyanines (tetrabenzo-fused 5,10,15,20-tetraazaporphyrins) belong to the group of photosensitizers  
capable of generating singlet oxygen and other reactive oxygen species upon interaction with light of suitable 
wavelength in the presence of oxygen. Singlet oxygen and other reactive oxygen species have strong 
biocidal effect on algae, bacteria, fungi and yeasts.  

2.2 Filter Sample Preparation by Electrospinning Process  
Nanofibre layers were prepared from polymeric solutions with a commercially available NanoSpiderTM 
machine (Elmarco s.r.o. Liberec, Czech Republic, http://www.elmarco.com/) equipped with a patented 
rotating electrode with 3 cotton cords spinning elements (PCT/CZ2010/000042) and/or SpinLine 120 
equipment (SPUR a.s., Zlín, Czech republic, http://www.spur-nanotechnologies.cz) using nanofibres forming 
jets. The experimental conditions were as follows: relative humidity: 25 - 36%, temperature: 23°C, electric 
voltage applied to PU solution: 35 through to 125 kV, distance between electrodes: 170 - 210 mm, speed of 
supporting textile collecting nanofibres: 0.16 - 1.20 m.min-1. Nanofibres were collected on polypropylene 
(PP), polyester or viscose nonwoven textiles. 

2.3 Proving embedding of PC in PU chains 
Thin films were cast from samples of aqueous extracts of modified nanostructures with embedded and 
unembedded PC on a silica substrate and subsequently FTIR spectra were measured with the aid of Nicolet 
IS5 spectrometer using a wave number ranging from 800 to 4000 cm-1. 

2.4 Filter Sample Characterization  
Nanofibre-based filter prepared by the electrospinning 
process was characterized by a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM, Vega 3, Tescan, Czech Republic). In 
some cases the SEM images obtained were consequently 
used to determine fibre diameter, nanofibre layer 
thickness and fibre diameter/pore size distribution by 
using the recently proposed digital image analysis 
technique [3-7]. 

2.5 Laboratory water-filtration equipment 
For some experiments the filter was lumminated by LED 
diode (wave length 660 nm) placed in a distance of 3 cm 
from the filter. 

2.6 Laboratory air-filtration equipment 
Three bubblers for capturing bacteria (passed through the 
filter) in distilled water by sorption were placed between 
the filtering equipment and the final filter. As a light source 
providing visible light necessary for initiation of deactivation processes, a 11W Narva LD 11W/Aquarium 

Fig. 1Model waste water filtration set up 
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Colour fluorescent tube emitting light  suitable for PC initiation was used. Escherichia coli (E. coli) bacteria of 
the CCM 2024 non-pathogenic strain in model samples were detected and enumerated in a VRBL agar 
(Biokar Diagnostics, France) at 37°C for 24 hours.  

 
Fig. 2 Infected air-filtration set up 

2.7 Characterization of antibacterial properties  
Microbiological analysis - a method used to determine number of microorganisms by cultivation on 
a nutrient medium is a standard technique prescribed by standards (namely EN ISO 6222:1999 or 
EN ISO 9308-1:2000). Employing this method it is possible to cultivate the sort of microbiological organism 
(contamination) under investigation and to determine quantity of live cultivable bacteria. The cultivations 
were carried out at the temperature of 37°C in Tryptone-Soy Broth (Biokar Diagnostics, France). 

Flow cytometry (FCM) represents one of the most prospective analytical methods in aquatic microbiology, 
ecology and ecotoxicology. FCM enables not only fast and accurate counting of cells, but also 
a determination of a number of physiological, genetical and other parameters of cell populations contained in 
sample suspensions based on their optical characteristics. In our study, bacteria were enumerated using 
CyFlow ML flow cytometer (Partec, Muenster, Germany) equipped with blue excitation laser (λ = 488 nm) 
and four optical parameters (forward- and side scatters as well as two fluorescent channels). Before the 
measurement started, samples were stained with SYBR Green I fluorescent stain and incubated for 
15 minutes in the dark [9]. SYBR Green enters the cells of all bacteria regardless their physiological state 
and binds to cellular nucleic acids. After staining, green fluorescent bacteria are easily distinguishable on 
flow cytometric diagrams from the background, which enables determination of bacterial counts (or rather 
concentration) in analyzed sample. In addition to that, dual staining of samples by SYBR Green I and 
propidiumiodide (PI) (with 15 minutes of incubation in the dark) was performed to measure bacterial 
membrane integrity [10]. Unlike SYBR Green I, PI may enter the cell only in a case of cell membrane 
damage. Since PI possess red fluorescence, on flow cytometric histograms, cells with damaged cell 
membrane can be discriminated from intact cells based on their high red and low green fluorescence (on the 
contrary, intact cells have high green and negligible red fluorescence). Cells with damaged cell membrane 
can be considered as “dead”, as they are not able to reproduce or even face the adverse insults from their 
environment, which, sooner or later, leads to their lysis. 
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Real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis. At present, the real-time PCR analysis is already 
a commonly used technique and belongs to relatively reliable and accurate methods intended for detection 
of any living organism. The basic principle of the polymerase chain reaction is generating millions of copies 
of the selected DNA sequence, which permits to detect and quantify the DNA sample tested. The reaction 
proceeds in several steps and cycles in a special equipment called cycler. For the PCR analyses the cycler 
GeneAmpR PCR System 9700 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA) and  iQ5 cycler (Bio-Rad, Sergate, 
Italy) were used. 

2.8 Analysis of decomposition products of deactivating action of PC 
UV-VIS spectrophotometry was used to determine protein components and concentration of DNA, i.e. 
possible products of deactivating action of PC on bacteria (proteins, toxins) during filtration of air. The 
analyses were performed behind the filtration material (in bubblers and on final High-Efficiency Particulate 
Air /HEPA/ filters) on SmartSPec Plus Spectrofotometer (Bio-Rad, Sergate, Italy). 

At the wavelength of 280 nm no measurable values of the protein components were obtained. This means 
that the bacteria deactivation does not lead to a complete decomposition of the bacteria. Bacteria form 
a filtration cake on the surface of and inside the nanostructures. Values of DNA concentrations at 260 nm 
were comparable with the concentrations of the bacteria detected with other analytical methods. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
All currently marketed biocide-modified polymer materials are bulk or surface treated. Compatibility with the 
binder is provided mostly by Van der Wals forces only or is not provided at all. Therefore, the biocides can 
be removed from the polymers by the stream of the media filtered or by extraction into water [1,2]. 

In order to eliminate the above shortcomings a procedure can be used based on nanostructures formed by 
nanofibres having a diameter from 50 nm to 500 nm and a pore size (a diameter of inscribed spheres) 
ranging from 200 nm to 1500 nm, which are highly efficient in capturing microorganisms and bacteria, in 
filtering air as well as in capture of viruses. The biocidal substances are embedded in the polymer being 
spinned (primarily polyurethane) directly with a covalent bond so that they could not escape spontaneously 
from the filtration materials. The covalent bond between the molecule of the biocide and that of the 
polyurethane (PU) is formed during the polyadduct synthesis proper and results from reaction of the 
isocyanate group located at the end of the PU chain with acidic hydrogen of the amino group (equation 1 -
during which urea bonds are formed), from reaction of the hydroxy group (equation 2 - during which urethane 
bonds are formed), or from reaction of carboxy group (during which amides are formed - equation 3). The 
amino, hydroxy and/or carboxy groups being a part of the biocidal molecule. 

 
(1) PU ─NCO + H2N─PC PU ─NHCONH─PC 

PU ─NCO +  HO─PC PU ─NHCOO─PC 

PU ─NCO + HOOC─PC PU ─NHCOOOC─PC 

PU ─NHCO─PC + CO2 

(2) 

(3) 
 

3.1 Embedding of PC into nanostructures 
The highest efficiencies of PC embedding into PU were achieved in case of PC containing a free amino 
group. The FTIR spectra in Fig. 3 compare PU modified in bulk with un-embedded sulphonated PC and PU 
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with embedded cationic PC with substituent containing amino group. The absorption peaks at wave numbers 
of 1723 cm-1 (C=O from urethane bond) and 1589 cm-1 (N-H group originating from the urea bond) show 
formation of an embedding into the PU chain [8]. 

 
Fig. 3 FTIR spectra of PC embedded (red) and un-embedded (blue) into PU chains 

3.2 Model filtration of water 
Table 1 presents results of cultivation and flow cytometry of the most efficient PC number 5 (see Table 2 ) 
examined (1 mass percent in PU nanofibres) for filtrations of model suspensions of E. coli bacteria in water. 
The starting E.coli suspension contained 8.33E+06 of colony forming unis (CFU)/ml determined by the 
cultivation method or 6.89E+06 cell number/ml determined by flow cytometry. 

Table 1  - Filtration1) of a model sample of E. coli bacteria in water through PC-modified PU nanostructures. 

Sample 

Mass per 
square 
area/ 

filtration 
time/ 

volume 
filtered 

Filter 
efficien

-cy 2) 
for 

E. coli 
 (%) 

 

Analyzed 
place 

Cultivation Flow cytometry 

Bacteria 
content 
(CFU) 

Bacteria 
content 

(cell 
number) 

Deactivated3) 
(%) 

Substance 
balance (CFU in 
front of / CFU on 
and behind filter) 

1 
exposed to 

light- 
illuminated 

3.0 g/m2 
2 min 13 s 
1000 ml 

44.1 

filter - 
shake out 1.52E+07 9.40E+08 52.08 6.89E+09 

/ 
4.79E+09 filtrate 3.34E+07 3.85E+09 65.31 

2 
not exposed 

to light- 
un-illuminated 

3.0 g/m2 
10 min 
780 ml 

98.8 

filter - 
shake out 1.39E+09 1.39E+09 nd 5.37E+09 

/ 
1.45E+09 filtrate 2.36E+08 6.21E+07 5.98 

1) At the pressure of 1 bar 

2) Counted from the bacteria content before filtration and in the filtrate determined by FCM, the calculation from the 
shake-out could be distorted by shake-out quality (also by gluing of deactivated bacteria into the nanostructure – see the 
Fig. 6). 

3) Membrane integrity (viability) measured after 24 hours of storing the samples in dark 
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The content of live bacteria itself in both the shake-out as well as the filtrate of sample 1 determined by the 
cultivation method suggests that their deactivation in comparison with the initial quantity could occur. The 
deactivation efficiency both in the shake-out and the filtrate in case of sample 1 is relatively high, with the 
filtration of 1000 ml of suspension and hence also the illumination (exposure to light) lasting 2 min 13 s only. 
Comparison with sample 2 shows a positive effect of the exposure to light. 

  
Fig. 4 Open nanostructure of sample 1 with 
a wide distribution of nanofibre diameters, 

magnification 5000× 

Fig. 5 Planar nanostructure of sample 2 
magnification 5 000× 

  
Fig. 6 Sample 1 with captured bacteria inside 

the nanostructure, magnification 

5000× 

Fig. 7 Filtration cake from E. coli bacteria of 
sample 2, magnification 

5000× 

The samples 1 and 2 differ also by the space arrangement of the nanostructures as can be concluded from 
the filtration efficiencies achieved at identical mass per square area. Open structure (Fig. 4) in comparison 
with the planar one (Fig. 5) can assure a more perfect contact of bacteria with nanofibres and thus increase 
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also the deactivation capacities during passage of the bacteria through the nanostructure (Fig. 6). The space 
structure will be more passable and will let pass through more dead but also live bacteria. A filtration cake is 
formed quickly on a filter with a uniform distribution of nanofibres (Fig. 7). The filtration cake formed prevents 
the required contact of filtrated bacteria with the active surface of the nanostructure and hinders also its 
illumination. 

3.3 Model filtration of air 
Table 2 summarises bacteria captures and deactivation action of PC on a filter, Petri dish with agar, in 
bubblers and on final filter at a model filtration of air. PU nanostructures with PC embedded in chains 
(samples 3 to 7) as well as those modified in bulk only (samples 8 and 9) are presented. In all cases the PC 
concentration used was 1 mass percent, with the exception of sample 9 where the PC concentration in PU 
was 3 mass percent. 

Table 2 PCR analysis of PC nanostructures in a model filtration of air 

Sample 
Modifying PC 

Mass per square area 
 

Filter 
 

Cultivation 
on a Petri 
dish (CFU) 

Water 
sorption Final filter 

Substance  
balance 
(CFU in 
front of / 

CFU on and 
behind 
filter) 

Filtratio
n 

efficien
cy2) 

(%) 
Captured 

(CFU) 
Deactivation 
efficiency1) 

(%) 
Captured 

(CFU) 
Captured 

(CFU) 

3 
Zn, urea derivative 

3.2 g/m2 
3.15E+02 99.60 2 1.26E+03 3.76E+04 

7.52E+06 
/ 

3.92E+04 
99.5 

 4 
Al, urea derivative 

3.0 g/m2 
9.81E+05 99.994 nd. 3.38E+04 3.20E+02 

4.29E+06 
/ 

1.02E+06 
99.2 

5 
Al, aminopyridine derivative 

3.0 g/m2 
5.04E+06 99.998 nd. 7.40E+04 5.72E+02 

4.29E+06 
/ 

5.11E+06 
98.3 

6 
Zn, amino derivative 

2.2 g/m2 
7.83E+05 99.993 nd. 7.29E+04 4.50E+01 

4.29E+06 
/ 

8.56E+05 
98.3 

7 
Zn, sulphamidic derivative 

2.2 g/m2 
1.46E+04 99.991 1 2.94E+03 3.10E+03 

7.52E+06 
/ 

2.06E+04 
99.9 

8 
Al, pyrtidine derivative 

2.6 g/m2 
7.29E+03 99.983 5 3.53E+03 1.76E+03 

7.52E+06 
/ 

1.26E+04 
99.9 

9 
Al, sulphonated 

2.4 g/m2 
1.013E+0

7 99.999 1 3.63E+05 9.80E+03 
1.51E+07 

/ 
1.05E+07 

97.5 

No filter - - 1.01E+06 7.85E+03 1.26E+04 
1.51E+07 

/ 
1.03E+06 

 

1) Deactivation determined from the total PCR of the content analyzed and live bacteria determined by the cultivation 
method 

2) The overall filtration efficiency was determined from the content of bacteria before and after filtration, it was not 
calculated from the capture on the filter due to difficult shaking out of bacteria from morphologically voluminous 
nanostructures 

 

In the materials compared, the difference between embedded (samples 3 to 7) and un-embedded (samples 
8 and 9) PC will not show under the given experimental conditions. The reference filtration carried out 
without any filter did not prove presence of a significant quantity of damaged cells during sample injection. 

When filtering a suspension of Escherichia coli bacteria (CM2024 non-pathogenic strain) in air, the quantities 
filtered are approximately by 3 orders lower and due to a sterically unhindered contact of the bacteria with 
the nanostructure the deactivation efficiencies are markedly higher than in case of filtering water 
suspensions (compare Figs. 8 and 9 with Fig. 7). The deactivation efficiencies are high in cases of both 
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higher and lower captures of bacteria on filter. Also, duration of the light exposure (30 minutes) affects 
positively deactivation of E. coli bacteria. 

  
Fig. 8 Filtration of 7.52E+06 bacteria suspension 

in air, magnification 10 000× 
Fig. 9 Filtration of 4.29E+06 bacteria suspension 

in air, magnification 10 000× 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The work presents experimental procedures permitting preparation of biocidal nanostructures containing PC 
molecules firmly attached to PU chains by a covalent bond. A system of microbiological analyses was 
worked out allowing a demonstration of inhibition effects of PC on microorganisms. The amount of the 
bacteria filtered, exposure of the filter to visible light and morphology of biocidal nanostructures have been 
found to be able to affect favourably the deactivation action of PC. 
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Abstract  
Unique properties of electrospun nanofibrous materials could be utilized in various environmental 
technologies, e.g. bacteria removal from water. Recent studies show various removal efficiencies of bacteria 
and particulated matter by nanofibrous filters. Our article presents results from filtration tests through 
polyurethane nanofibrous material on short-term scale with artificial wastewater and also results from tests 
with real wastewater. We determined E. coli abundances in artificial and real wastewaters and the amount of 
the other hygienically important bacteria in real wastewater samples only. The results show possibility of 
long-term full-scale application of those materials; however some material modifications are needed to be 
accomplished. 

Keywords: Nanofibers, electrospinning, wastewater treatment, filtration properties, pathogen removal  

1. INTRODUCTION  
The lack of drinking water in certain geographical locations emphasizes the need for finding suitable water 
treatment and re-use technologies [1, 2]. Recently, chemical disinfectants such as chlorine, UV light and 
membrane-based water filtration systems are employed to control microbial pathogens. However, the 
reliability or cost effectiveness of these methods remains not optimal [3].  

In recent years, nanotechnology applications in water industry have been discussed [4]. Nanomaterials, e.g. 
electrospun nanofibers open up new possibilities for the achievement of more effective treatment processes 
[5]. The low basis weight of nanofibers, high permeability and small pore size make them appropriate to 
remove unwanted particles smaller than 0.3 μm [6]. Nanofibrous filtering media may differ in thickness, fiber 
diameter and distribution, representative pore size, porosity, and tortuosity factor (indicating geometry and 
interconnectivity of pores) depending on the selected polymer(s) [7]. 

Bacteria removal is focused based on the design proper material from polyurethane nanofibers for water 
treatment. We obtained good understanding of design from nanofibers (area weight, fiber diameter, 
supporting material, etc) from previous work [8, 9, 10]. Therefore we focused on filtration efficiency in large 
scale under different pressure, rate of clogging, and filter mechanical stability under real conditions. These 
parameters are default for further concept of designing nanofibrous filters for long scale experiments and real 
applications. 
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1  Material and apparatus 
Sample of electrospun polyurethane nanofibrous layer with area weight 4.18 g/m2 on matrix from one side 
calandered polypropylene were manufactured for the experiment by multi-nozzle system (Spinline 120). 
Fiber diameter varied between 80 and 250 nm, pore size distribution varied from 50 to 430 nm. Two sizes of 
filters were prepared. Circular-shaped filters with the diameter of 48 mm and with functional part of 38 mm 
were spunned for lab-scale (100 mL of sample). Samples of artificial and real wastewater from wastewater 
treatment plant outlet were filtered by developed filtration device (see Fig. 1a). Overpressure established by 
air-pressure was set up to 0.5 bar or 1 bar in the case of artificial wastewater and 1 bar in the case of real 
wastewater.  

The supporting frame with two filters of size 200×500 mm was prepared for larger volumes of artificial 
wastewater. Nanofibrous material was fixed at both sides of frame (see Fig. 1b). Main measured parameters 
were suction and flux. Water samples were collected and diluted as needed for further analyses.  

 
Fig.1 Experimental devices for small (a) and large (b) volume filtration tests with wastewater 

2.2  Artificial and real wastewater 
E.coli was used for the preparation of artificial wastewater. The sterile bouillon was inoculated with E. coli 
CCM 2024. The stock solution with a concentration of 108 or 106 CFU/mL was prepared by purification and 
re-suspending the bacterial culture into saline after 24 hours of cultivation in Tryptone-Soy Broth (Biokar 
Diagnostics, France) at 37 °C. Real wastewater was collected from outlet of municipal wastewater treatment 
plant for 500 000 PE by grabbed sample. 

2.3 Methods  
Both filtered and non-filtered medium were analyzed by inoculation in a nutrient agar culture medium. 1 mL 
of sample or its decimal dilution was inoculated into Petri dishes and sealed with an appropriate medium, 
resp. 0.1 mL was spread on the surface of the culture medium. E. coli in samples of artificial wastewater 
were detected and enumerated in a Violet Red Bile Lactose (VRBL) agar (Biokar Diagnostics, France) at 37 
°C for 24 hours. Microorganisms in real wastewater:  the culturable microorganisms were enumerated by 

a) b) 
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inoculation in a plate count agar (PCA) (Biokar Diagnostics, France) at 36 °C for 48 and 22 °C for 72 hours 
[11].  Coliform bacteria were enumerated in a VRBL agar (Biokar Diagnostics, France) at 37 °C for 24 hours. 
Thermo-tolerant coliform bacteria were detected and enumerated in a mFC agar (Merck, Germany) at 44 °C 
for 24 hours [12]. Enterococci were detected and enumerated in a Slanetz-Bartley agar (Merck, Germany) at 
36 °C for 48 hours [13]. Colonies were enumerated and showed in CFU/mL. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1. Filtration of artificial wastewater in lab-scale  
Filtration efficiency tests were designed to verify the filter parameters off produced nanofiber layers for 
bacteria removal from wastewater. Results from lab-scale filtration with 100 mL samples (four samples at 1 
bar and four samples at 0.5 bar) (see Fig. 2a,b) showed sufficient flux and good bacteria removal efficiency. 
We designed batch-scale test to compare the removal of bacteria at different pressure in order to simulate 
real filters. We expected difference in filtration efficiency at different pressure values caused by compressive 
forces on the filter layer. Optimal pressure for pilot scale will be designed according to the results close to 1 
bar. 

Results showed that the removal of E. coli from an artificial wastewater varies from 2 (0.5 bar) to 3.06 log 
CFU/mL (1 bar). Those values are higher than similar studies with non-functionalized nanofibrous filters in 
presence of supporting layer that archived value 2.11 log CFU/mL (E. coli in hospital waste water) [14].  

Filtration efficiency was better with higher pressure of 1 bar. This will be validated and specified as detailed 
in the next measurement. 

Results from these tests served for the first prediction of further pilot scale experiments with larger volumes – 
design of filtration pressure, filter surface and filter regeneration. Next parameters of filtration properties are 
going to be observed in further work at pilot-scale tests – mechanical endurance, stability of filtration 
properties, system lifetime, etc. 

    
Fig. 2a) Filtration efficiency of  E.coli at overpressure 1 and 0.5 bar and in b) volume – time relation 

 

a) b) 
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3.2. Filtration of wastewater treatment plant outlet   
Real samples of wastewater from WWTP outlet were filtered through the nanofibrous material for a 
comparison results with artificial wastewater (Table 1). Results showed low microbiological contamination of 
real wastewater compared artificial wastewater and high removal efficiency of tested filters. The removal 
efficiency of coliform bacteria (EC) were 2.61 log CFU/mL and culturable microorganisms at 36 °C (EO 
36°C) - 3.3 log CFU/mL and at 22 °C (EO 22°C) – 3.56 log CFU/mL are comparable with other studies [14] - 
hospital waste water EC - 2.11 log CFU/mL, EO 36°C – 2.27 log CFU/mL, EO 22°C – 2.09 log CFU/mL or 
collected rainwater - EC - 3.16 log CFU/mL, EO 36°C – 2.23 log CFU/mL, EO 22°C – 2.16 log CFU/mL. Our 
results with artificial water reached higher values of removal efficiency 3.06 log CFU/mL but this can be 
influenced by higher initial of E.coli in the artificial water.  

We proposed flux testing to obtain clogging rate and values for the design of regeneration cycle (Fig.3). 
Results showed that regeneration is required after 400 s. Time to membrane clogging is comparable with 
studies of membrane fouling in membrane bioreactors. Drews [15] presents rates of reversible fouling 10 min 
and filtration breaks and back flush that are commonly applied for approx. 15–60 s every 3–12 min of 
filtration. Our measured parameters will serve for design regeneration for pilot scale experiments.   

 

Table 1. Filtration efficiency of real wastewater from WWTP outlet in lab-scale 

 after filtration 
[log CFU/mL] 

before filtration 
[log CFU/mL] 

Culturable microorganisms at 36 °C 0.60 3.90 

Culturable microorganisms at 22 °C 0.78 4.34 

Enterococcus 0.00 1.96 

Thermotolerant coliforms 0.00 2.53 

Coliform bacteria 0.48 3.09 

Others Enterobacteriaceae* 0.00 3.35 
* colourless colonies on VRBL agar for the cultivation of coliform bacteria 

 
Fig. 3 Filtration efficiency of real wastewater from WWTP outlet in lab-scale (filter diameter 38 mm) 
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3.3. Filtration of artificial wastewater in semi-pilot-scale   
We designed these tests to verify the previous results from filtering smaller volumes. We observed the 
removal efficiency, flux and suction during the filtration (Fig. 4).  

  
Fig. 4: Filtration properties of two filters placed in frame sized 200x500 mm 

The Fig. 4a) describes flux decline with growing suction that determines a filtration cake is created on the 
filter. This subsequently leads to higher energy consumption and mechanical stress of filter structure but on 
the other hand membrane clogging reduces the size of pores which leads to the increase in a removal 
efficiency. The Fig. 4b) shows a decreased number of bacteria and a growth of the removal efficiency. 
Filtration efficiency from 0.7 to 2.6 log CFU/mL with larger filters is lower in comparison with results of other 
studies (2.11 and 3.16 log CFU/mL) [14]. Bjorge et al. [14] used functionalized filters by silver and reached 
values of 3.9 log CFU/mL for collected rain water and 3.9 log CFU/mL for the hospital waste water. Removal 
efficiency in semi pilot-scale was lower than lab-scale removal with artificial wastewater (3.06 log CFU/mL). 
Highest value at the semi pilot-scale - 2.6 log CFU/mL is similar to real wastewater 2.61 log CFU/mL.  

We verified good applicability of matrix of one side calandered polypropylene. We observed better 
mechanical resistance than with filter of supporting matrix from nonwoven viscose or polypropylene used in 
our previous tests [10].  

Mechanical properties of manufactured filters caused several problems during manipulation and cleaning. 
The nanofibrous layer became in some cases separated from the supporting layer and the filter loses its 
mechanical properties was damaged. Our solution is to use of protective supporting structure from the 
outside or use special connection systems for nanofiber layer fastening to the supporting media. 

4. CONCLUSION  
We tested filtration efficiency of polyurethane nanofibers layer with area weight 4.18 g/m2 on matrix from one 
side calandered polypropylene with different size and under different pressure with artificial and real 
wastewater. Results showed that filtration efficiency of this material varies from 2 log CFU/mL (0.5 bar) to 
3.06 log CFU/mL (1 bar) in case of artificial wastewater and 2-3.4 log CFU/mL in case of wastewater 
treatment plant outlet. Better mechanical properties of the used supporting matrix than in our previous 
studies were confirmed but the connection of nanofibers with matrix was not satisfactory. Materials with 
higher filtration efficiency, better mechanical properties will be designed, filter regeneration system tested 
and different antibacterial additives will be tested in our future research.        

a)
b) 
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Abstract 

New type of humidity sensor based on Carbon thin film active nano layers, modified with sodium salt of 
sulfonated Nickel phthalocyanine is presented. The sensor shows high sensitivity due to the high surface 
area of Carbon nanoparticles, good long-time stability and sensitivity in the range from 20 to 85 % relative 
humidity (RH). The response is linear in semilogarithmic plot – logarithm of impedance vs. RH and fully 
reversible. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Over many years humidity sensors have attracted considerable attention of engineers due to their useful 
applications in industry and environmental monitoring. [1, 2]. Sensors based on Al2O3 are very often used [3]. 
Cheap humidity sensors are often based on thin films of polymers consisting of saturated main chains and 
ionizable side groups [4, 5]. Sensitivity to humidity is based on the dissociation of side groups of the type 
A+B–, e.g., COO–Na+ and SO3

–Na+. The films can be prepared by cold technologies, like spin coating 
polymer solutions, casting, doctor blading, etc. Sensors based on ceramics have often an insufficient 
sensitivity over wide humidity range, bad reversibility, drifts in base resistance due to the chemisorption of 
water molecules, etc. Our interest is the developing of fast and sensitive humidity sensors based on 
derivatives of phthalocyanine. We described the humidity sensor based on TiO2 nanolayer modified with 
sulfonated hydroxyaluminium phthalocyanine [6]. We also developed a new humidity sensor sensitive over 
wide humidity range (20 – 90% RH), based on active layer of sulfonated Nickel phthalocyanine (NiPcS), 
covered with the protective layer of sulfonamidic nickel phthalocyanine [7].  Recently we have developed 
new types of double layers humidity sensors based on Carbon nanoparticles and sulfonated derivatives of 
Nickel phthalocyanine (NiPcS).The idea was based on the fabrication of sensors with nanolayers of Carbon 
nanoparticles modified with NiPcS, which is located either beneath the carbon layer or on the surface of it.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Materials 

2.1.1. Sodium salt of sulfonated Nickel phthalocyanine  
Sulfonated Nickel phthalocyanine (Ni)Pc(SO3H)x was synthesized in the way as described. Its chemical 
structure is shown in Scheme 1.  The material used in this work consisted mainly of mono- (x = 1) di- (x = 2) 
and tri- (x = 3) sulfonated molecules.  
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Scheme 1. Sulfonated Nickel phthalocyanine, NiPc(SO3H)x  x = 1 - 4 

(Ni)Pc(SO3H was synthesized from Nickel phthalocyanine (Ni)Pc. The sulfonation process was carried out in 
a four necked glass flask, which was heated in an oil bath, equipped with reflux cooler, agitator, thermometer 
and dosing funnel. 200 g of fuming sulfuric acid (5%) was charged into the flask and subsequently 20 g of 
(Ni)Pc was gradually charged through the dosing funnel into the agitated fuming sulfuric acid. The mixture 
was agitated at 30 °C until all (Ni)Pc was fully dissolved. After that the dosing funnel was removed and the 
inlet of nitrogen was installed instead of it. The process of sulfonation was then carried out under the 
nitrogen blanket. The reaction mixture was agitated and heated up to temperature 115 °C and subsequently 
kept for 30 minutes at the adjusted temperature.  

After the finishing of the sulfonation process, the reaction mixture was slowly cooled down to laboratory 
temperature and subsequently charged with a dropping funnel into the vigorously agitated mixture consisting 
of 2000 g of ice and 1000 g of water. The water suspension was then filtered with a Bũchner funnel, the filter 
cake was washed with distilled water until no sulfate anions were detectable in the filtrate. Thoroughly 
washed filter cake of sulfonated (Ni)Pc was dispersed in distilled water and pH was adjusted to pH 11  using 
10% solution of NaOH. In this way a sodium salt (NiPcS in further text) was prepared. The solution obtained 
in this way was dried in rotary laboratory vacuum evaporator. The product, NiPcS, contained 13.0 % mono, 
61.6 % di, 23.5 % tri and 1.9 % tetra sulfonated species according to HPLC analysis.  

2.1.2. Thin Carbon films preparation 
The carbon film was applied on the substrate by the method of physical vapor deposition (PVD). To ensure 
the reproducibility of mechanical and electrical parameters of the carbon layer, the following procedure was 
applied:  The basic substrate was cleaned in ultrasonic bath and dried. After that the substrate was placed 
into a vacuum chamber of Carbon sputtering machine. The chamber was then evacuated and filled by argon 
for three times. The pressure after the last cycle was around 4x10-2 mbar.  The carbon layer was deposited 
on the substrate by PVD method at 6 V. DC current flowing through the carbon rod, which was situated 
above the substrates, was 150 A. The thickness of the carbon layer was controlled by deposition time. After 
1 s deposition the layer was 6 nm thick, after 2 s deposition 11 nm thick. The substrate covered with one 
carbon layers without NiPcS was used as control unit of humidity sensitivity.  

2.1.3. Double layer NiPcS/Carbon humidity sensors 
The humidity sensor was prepared on ceramic substrate, containing 99 % of alumina, with inter digital Au 
electrodes having isolation gaps 25 µm wide.  
The electrodes were made by lift off method. This method is based on cold sputtering of metal in vacuum on 
the substrate with photoresist pattern. Electrodes were made by the sequential deposition of Au layers. The 
thickness of the electrodes was about 400 nm. 

Two methods were used for the preparation of double layer NiPcS/Carbon humidity sensors.  
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(i) Sodium salt of sulfonated Nickel phthalocyanine (NiPcS) was deposited on the substrate with inter digital 
electrodes from water solution by spin-coating. The rotation speed of spin-coater was 3000 rpm. 
Subsequently the NiPcS layer was covered by carbon nanolayer, 6 nm thick by the PVD method described 
above (sensor NP-C- 2T).  

(ii) NiPcS layer was deposited by spin-coating water solution on carbon nano layer (6 or 11 nm thick) 
covering the inter digital electrode system on the substrate (sensors C-NP-1T and C-NP-1S). 

The substrate covered with one carbon layer 6 nm without NiPcS was used as control unit of humidity 
sensitivity (sensor CT1). Table 1  illustrates prepared and measured humidity sensors.  
 

Table 1 : Humidity sensors used for testing in climatic chamber 

Sensor number Components Structure Remark 

CT1 C only C layer only C layer 6 nm thick 

C-NP-1T NiPc +C NiPc on C layer C layer 6 nm thick 

C-NP-1S NiPc +C NiPc on C layer C layer 11 nm thick 

NP-C-2T NiPc +C C layer on NiPc C layer 6 nm thick 

2.2. Measurement of sensor characteristics   
The measurements of properties of double layer 
NiPcS/C humidity sensors and reference sensor 
mentioned in Table 1  were carried out in a climatic 
chamber with controlled temperature and humidity. 
The measurements were fully automatic in 
humidity and temperature ranges from 20 to 90 % 
RH and from 20 to 50 °C, respectively. Humidity 
was increased stepwise, 0.5% RH per min. The 
measurement cycle is shown in Fig. 1. Electrical 
parameters of samples were measured by the RLC 
bridge Agilent E4980A. The results of the 
measurements are shown in Figs. 2 - 5 

 
Fig. 2. Humidity dependence of impedance of   

reference humidity sensor CT1 (nanolayer 6 nm) 
Fig. 3. Humidity dependence of impedance of  

humidity sensor C-NP-1T (C nanolayer 6 nm on 
interdigital electrodes , NiPcS fixed on C surface) 
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Fig. 1: Humidity and temperature cycles during the 
measurements 
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Fig. 4. Humidity dependence of impedance of  
humidity sensor C-NP-1S (C nano layer 11 nm 

on interdigital electrodes, NiPcS fixed on  C 
surface ) 

Fig. 5. Humidity dependence of impedance of  
humidity sensor NP-C-2T (NiPc layer on 

interdigital electrodes, C nanolayer 6 nm fixed on 
the surface of NiPcS layer) 

Stability test was performed using the cycles 30 °C / 30% RH | 85 °C / 85% RH, water resistance test by 
dipping of the sensor to water. The results of the measurements are presented in Fig. 6 and 7.  
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Fig. 6. Long time stability and reversibility tests 
of impedance of humidity sensor C-NP-1T (C 

nanolayer 6 nm on inter digital electrodes, 
NiPcS fixed on C surface) 

 

Fig. 7. Time dependence of impedance of 
humidity sensor dipped to the water. NiPc (only 
NiPcS layer without C nanolayer on the surface 
of inter digital electrodes, blue curve), CniPc (C 

nanolayer of 6 nm on surface of inter dgital 
electrodes with  NiPcS on C surface violet curve) 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

From the humidity dependence of impedance of the reference humidity sensor CT1 (see Fig. 2) is clear, that 
the carbon nanolayer  itself (without NiPcS) cannot be used as a humidity sensor because the impedance is 
not sensitive to humidity in the range from 20 to 60 % RH. When NiPcS is present the sensors are well 
sensitive to humidity, cf. Figs. 3 – 5. The response follows from the dissociation of SO3Na groups. 
A tendency to saturation at low relative humidity was also observed on sample C-NP-1S, composed of 11 
nm C nanolayer deposited on inter-digital electrodes and NiPcS layer fixed on the surface of the C nanolayer 
(see Fig. 4). The low-humidity saturation limits the use of this sensor in technical practice. The saturation is 
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very probably influenced by low conductivity of carbon nanolayer at low humidity. The saturation effect is 
limited if carbon layer is thinner, cf. Fig. 3 (humidity sensor  

C-NP-1T, composed of carbon nanolayer of 6 nm deposited directly on inter-digital electrodes with NiPcS 
fixed on its surface). Similar impedance vs. humidity dependence was observed in the case when NiPcS was 
directly deposited on the electrode system and C nanolayer 6 nm is fixed on the surface of NiPcS layer - 
sensor NP-C-2T (see Fig. 5). Thus, the sensors of the type C-NP-1T and NP-C-2T are recommended for 
further development. Besides, the humidity sensor C-NP-1T shows good long time stability (see Fig. 6) and 
stability to direct water contact (see Fig. 7). Its stability to water was three times higher than that of NiPcS 
layer directly deposited on Au inter-digital electrodes. 

4. CONCLUSION  
Hybrid double layer humidity sensors based on carbon nanolayer and the layer of sodium salt of sulfonated 
Nickel phthalocyanine (NiPcS) were studied. They show good response to humidity in the range from 20 to 
90 % RH. Humidity sensor prepared from carbon nanolayer without NiPcS was not sensitive to water in the 
range from 20 to 60 % RH. 

C-NP-1S sensor, composed of 11 nm C nanolayer deposited on inter-digital electrodes and NiPcS layer 
fixed on it, shows response saturation at low humidity which limits its use in technical practice. Sensor C-NP-
1T, composed of 6 nm carbon nanolayer deposited on inter-digital electrodes and NiPcS layer fixed on it 
shows good response to humidity and is recommended for further development. Similarly behaves sensor 
NP-C-2T of the type: inter-digital electrodes | NiPcS | carbon nanolayer. 
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Abstract 
Novel derivatives of DPPs and PCs with different side groups were synthesized to increase their solubility. 
Simultaneously, groups with various electron donating or withdrawing ability were linked to the basic 
pyrrolinone core to improve some of their optical and electrical properties such as absorption, molar 
coefficient, conductivity, photogeneration yield and others. Thermal and thermooxidative stability was studied 
by thermal gravimetry and differential scanning calorimetry in either nitrogen or air. Relationship between the 
molecular structure of DPPs and Pcs, organic thin film morphology and their optical and optoelectronic 
properties such as charge transport and photogeneration were studied. The experimental characterizations 
were accompanied with quantum chemical calculations. 

It was shown, that depending on the side groups substitution, studied materials exhibit high molar absorption 
coefficient as well as high quantum yield of fluorescence or significant quantum yield of photogeneration. 
Some derivatives exhibit gas sensing properties. In spite of the fact, that most of the derivatives exhibit hole 
conductivity, the derivatives with significant electron conductivity were prepared recently in our labs. These 
properties together with chemical, light and thermal stability and reasonable solubility predestines them as 
potential candidates for printed electronics and optical applications. 

Keywords: Organic semiconductors, Nanotechnology, Organic electronics, Photonics 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, we can see a strong effort in seeking for highly performing materials for cheap organic 
electronics. Together with high performance of the materials, the usual second requirement is their high 
photo- and thermal- stability. Among other materials, the diketo-pyrrolo-pyrroles (DPPs) are suitable 
candidates due to these requirements. DPPs were widely used in inks and paints for their great colour 
properties. In recent years interest of DPPs increases in the field of optical and electrical application for the 
great fluorescent properties and good charge carrier mobility. Therefore a several tens of soluble derivatives 
of DPPs were prepared and investigated with respect to their molecular structure. 

2. WET DEPOSITION: NEED FOR SOLUBILITY 
The DPPs are insoluble in majority of common solvents. Whilst this is favourable for many applications, the 
ability to solubilize the compounds would offer the possibility of using wet solution-based techniques (spin-
coating, drop-casting, inkjet printing, etc.) to prepare organic electronic devices from DPPs. Therefore, we 
performed study targeting to obtain solubilised DPPs [1]. One reason for their insolubility is the existence of 
H-bonds between the –NH group and oxygen (see the parent structure in Fig. 1). Since the basic DPP core 
is perfectly planar, π–π electron overlap occurs in the solid state and also contributes to their insolubility. 
These interactions can be so strong as to impart colour change between the solid and dissolve forms and 
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influence other properties, such as fluorescence and Stokes shift [2]. It is therefore clear, that modified 
solubility can be achieved either through N-substitution and/or disruption of molecular planarity [1]. 

We designed and investigated group of several DPP derivatives in order to increase the solubility for 
utilization of these materials as the active media in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) [1]. The DPP itself 
has a high quantum yield of fluorescence (ΦF) which is the key prerequisite for this application. To alter the 
solubility we used the N-substitution by different alkyls (R1 and R2 in Fig. 1). 

The quantum mechanical computations were used to obtain optimised conformations. The results shows, 
that the N-substitution influences the molecular geometry of the central DPP unit. The most important 
conformational parameters are the torsion angles α and β of the phenyls (see Fig. 1). While the 
unsubstituted DPP molecule is planar α = β = 0°, derivatives with substitution on both nitrogens possess 
significantly rotated phenyl groups. For the unsymmetrically substituted ones, only the phenyl next to the 
substituted nitrogen atom is rotated. Phenyl group rotation significantly reduces the charge transfer integral 
between phenyls and the central DPP unit. Consequently the effective extent of conjugation is decreased 
due to the reduction of charge transfer integral between phenyls and central pyrrolo-pyrrole part. Therefore, 
many electronic properties like absorption and luminescence are modified. 

3. MULTICOLOUR EMISSION BY SUBSTITUENT TUNING 
Various electronic applications require materials with different energy of electronic states and transitions. For 
example, to tune the colour of emitted light one has to utilise materials with wide band-gap (blue), small-band 
gap (red) and also in between (e.g. green). The possibility to have all of the emitters from one family (having 
not too much different structure) is particularly favourable for white light emitting diodes due to the reduction 
of possible structural defects. Another example might be the organic solar cells where the band-gap should 
be matched to the solar radiation in order to maximize the performance. And finally the charge conducting 
layers have to have matched the positions of the bands with the electrodes to allow for efficient charge 
injection. Therefore, we modified the DPP to obtain such multicolour emission by substituent tuning [3]. 

In case of organic semiconductors, the spectral engineering can be done by introduction of polar 
substituents into organic chromophores which causes a redistribution of electronic density in both the ground 
state and the excited state. This can strongly modify their absorption and fluorescence properties [4]. The 
important parameters such as positions of the electron and/or hole transport levels, the absorption 
coefficients and fluorescence quantum yields, etc. are modified. Furthermore, the push–pull substituted 
organic π conjugated compounds are at the centre of interest of physicists, because they can produce strong 
second-order nonlinear optical effects [5]. On the other hand, quadrupolar chromophores are suitable for 
producing NLO behaviour, which we also demonstrated [6]. As organic pigments generally represent 
photostable systems, their modification by introduction of polar substituents to get dipolar or quadrupolar 
molecules is very promising in this respect. 

We investigated the effect of electron-donor (piperidino) and electron-acceptor (cyano) groups attached to 
the phenyls (R3 and R4 in Fig. 1) on the electronic spectra both, experimentally and theoretically [3]. 

It was found, that in general, cyano group stabilizes both phenyl molecular orbitals, while piperidino group 
destabilizes them (and even to a greater extent). An electron-donor substituent increases the electron 
density on the phenyl group to which it is attached, and on acceptor C=O group of the second pyrrolinone 
ring in HOMO, while in LUMO further CT is observed to the opposite phenyl group. This indicates the 
electron-acceptor character of the whole central dipyrrolinone is mainly localized on keto groups. 

The absorption spectra show poor resolution of vibronic structure in the case of asymmetrically piperidino 
substituted and push-pull piperidino–cyano substituted compounds. We ascribed this to the significantly 
higher dipole moment interacting with the polar solvent by dipole–dipole interaction.  
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The fluorescence spectra of DPPs usually show small Stokes shifts, which are significantly increased by N-
substitution (e.g. alkylation) inducing higher degree of nonplanarity [1]. Thus the N-substituted derivatives 
are promising with respect to applications like OLED, laser, etc.  

 
Fig. 1. The basic structure of 3,6-diphenyl-2,5-dihydropyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4 dione, also known as DPP 

(R1=R2=R3=R4=H) and the definition of the phenyl torsion angles α and β  

4. SOLUBLE SPECTRALLY TUNED DPP DERIVATIVES 
For practical applications also other properties than the main functionality are important. Therefore, we 
combined the spectral tuning with improved solubility to obtain materials for cheap wet solution based 
production with precisely tuned energetic states [7] and [8]. 

We showed also for other electron-donating group (dimethylamin), that the molar absorption coefficient ε 
increased and was accompanied with strong bathochromic shift. This behaviour implies that charge 
separation occurs via electron delocalization leading to creation of permanent dipole moment. Blurring of 
vibration structure in absorption spectra of mono substituted derivatives imply interaction with polar 
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and shows polar character of the mono substituted DPP [7]. 

Introduction of the N-alkylation led to the decrease of the ε and hypsochromic shift. First N-alkylation causes 
only small change, whereas second alkylation lead to the value of ε almost similar to the parent, non N-
substituted, DPP. This decrease is accompanied by the hypsochromic shift and loss of vibrational structure. 
We proposed the same mechanism as for the N-alkylated only derivatives discussed above: the N-alkylation 
causes rotation of the phenyls and consequently breaks the molecule symmetry, and hence, the effective 
conjugation and increases the polarity. 

The introduction of one electron-donating group to the DPP led to a smaller fluorescence quantum yield 
(PLQY) compared to the N,N-disubstituted molecules. This is in accordance with the obtained values of the 
absorption coefficient: the polarity of the mono-substituted molecule is higher compared to the symmetric 
ones. The observed higher Stokes shifts for mono substituted than to the di-substituted DPP also confirmed 
this hypothesis. The N-alkylation of the functionalised DPPs by electron-donating or withdrawing groups 
caused further decrease of PLQY accompanied with increasing Stokes shift similarly to the N-alkylated only 
derivatives. 

The calculated molecular parameters of the studied derivatives showed that the substitution of phenyls by 
donor or acceptor groups has almost no influence on the phenyl torsion angles and the molecular 
conformation of the central DPP unit. However, it leads to the bathochromic shift of the absorption and 
luminescence peaks due to the increased effective extent of the conjugation and support the conclusions 
drawn above. 

The studied DPP derivatives with N-substitution show pronounced solid state fluorescence [8], on the 
contrary to any of their non-alkylated precursors. The fluorescence of symmetrically phenyl substituted 
derivatives is strong, easily observable by naked eye under UV irradiation. Solid-state fluorescence of push-
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pull derivative is almost not observable partly because of its significantly lower intensity and also as it falls 
almost fully into the infrared region, where the solid-state fluorescence is quite rare [9]. 

5. MODEL ELECTRONIC DEVICES MADE FROM DPPS 
Organic electronic devices based on different types of organic semiconductors (among them also based on 
the small organic molecules, e.g. DPPs) are subject of intense research activity. As already mentioned, the 
only one advantageous attribute of the material used is not enough to build an efficient device and therefore 
we introduced soluble functionalised derivatives discussed above. The performance of small molecular 
organic devices has been shown to be highly sensitive to film morphology and processing conditions. 
Therefore, we focused also on the role of different preparation techniques on the consequent thin film 
morphology and corollary the device performance [10]. 

Thin films of small molecular semiconductors can be prepared by means of a variety of complex techniques 
including physical or chemical vapour deposition, organic molecular beam epitaxy or solution-based 
deposition techniques. Often, the solution deposited active layers of devices (e.g. spin cast films) exhibit a 
high portion of microcrystallites and aggregates whereas the vapour deposition techniques provide high 
quality crystalline films, characterized by improved charge transport properties compared with those of 
solution deposited films. 

In [10] we investigated the morphology and properties of thin films made from a group of five DPP 
derivatives prepared and characterized in [1, 7]. These derivatives were modified in order to increase 
solubility required for low cost wet solution-based casting. 

We have shown that the thin layers prepared by both spin casting and vacuum depositions were 
polycrystalline but the shapes and dimensions of crystallites were found to be dependent on the structure of 
the materials and temperature of the substrate during deposition (TS). The formation of larger clusters with 
increasing TS was described as a thermally activated process where a particle impinged onto the substrate 
surface can move laterally unless it loses its kinetic energy and finds the energy potential well. 

The studies we made with different substrates show that the morphology is practically independent on the 
nature of the substrate. The key impact on the morphology of thin layers was found to be based on the N-
substitution of central DPP unit by alkyl side chains. The crucial factor is the type of substitution: the 
unsymmetrical (one substituted alkyl chain) or symmetrical (two substituted alkyl chains). The symmetrically 
substituted derivatives form planar large crystallites with sizes increasing up to 1 μm, whereas the 
asymmetrically substituted derivatives form highly rough fiber crystallites, their lengths being up to 1 μm. 

On the basis of the findings described above, the symmetrically substituted derivatives resulted as suitable 
for construction of electroluminescence devices (organic light emitting diodes – OLEDs). The prepared 
organic diode from the phenyl di-piperidino substituted N,N-alkylated DPP showed that the turn-on voltage 
for this diode is ~3V. At this voltage the previously ohmic nature of the I-V characteristics changes to the 
space-charge-limited, where the current flow is bulk-limited. The low value of the turn-on voltage implies that 
reasonable charge balancing was achieved due to the barrier reducing pre-contact layers (PEDOT:PSS and 
Alq3). This allowed us to measure also the spectrally resolved electroluminescence of several selected 
derivatives. 

The electroluminescence spectra show that the EL depends on the substitution used rather than on the 
length of the alkyl chains used, which is in accordance with the quantum chemical calculations and optical 
spectroscopy characterization [1,3]. 

We also performed comparative study of acid protonation of piridyl functionalised diketopyrrolopyrrole 
derivatives. Such derivatives (also with piperidyl or a morpholinyl ring) change their colour after protonation 
[11]. Since these materials are also semiconductive the protonation can influence their conductivity. The 
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mechanism of the material conductivity change is based on the donor function of protonated quaternary 
nitrogen in a pyridyl ring. The electron contributes to the conductivity after hydrogen capture. 

We described influence of acid vapour treatment on DPP thin films by means of changes of UV-VIS spectra, 
IR spectra and electrical conductivity. UV-VIS absorption exhibits hypsochromic shift and significant growth 
of the absorption at 580 nm and decrease at 470 nm that results in a colour shift from red to violet. The 
protonation releases conductive electrons enhancing conductivity in orders of magnitude 10–10 to 10–6 Ω–
1•cm–1. All processes described are reversible and the material can be recovered by annealing at 170 °C. 
These results were further used to construct hydrogen sensor [12]. 

6. SUMMARY 
In summary, we have shown, that depending on the side groups substitution, studied materials can be 
precisely tuned with respect to their optical, optoelectrical, electrical properties. Based on these 
optimizations, we were able to demonstrate the possibility to prepare low turn-on voltage OLED devices, gas 
sensing devices etc. These properties together with chemical, light and thermal stability and reasonable 
solubility predestine them as potential candidates for printed electronics and optical applications. 
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Abstract 
Photovoltaic electricity market has experienced a great growth in recent years, lamps fueled by solar energy 
sources are used more extensively in street lighting solutions. They work by a very simple principle: light 
during the day is converted into electricity by a solar panel, which in turn is stored in a battery. After, energy 
from the battery is converted back into an energy saving bulb light at night. Solar lamp is controlled by a 
small light sensor that automatically starts and stops the lamp. Power light is directly dependent on solar 
power panel, battery and economic bulb. Offer for sale of these public lighting is new in Romania. This paper 
presents a study realized used different types of photovoltaic cells: conventional and high-efficiency c-Si, 
single-, double-, and triple-junction thin film technologies. 

Keywords: PV cells, solar energy, solar radiation, public lighting 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Public lighting is designed to ensure orientation during the night and traffic safety for vehicles and 
pedestrians but also a satisfactory environment to daylight free hours. Public lighting must therefore 
accomplish light conditions, physiological, traffic safety, esthetic architecture and technical standards, 
according to the rational use of energy, to lower investment and annual costs of operation. Latest in lighting 
is LED bulb. The advanced technology used to operate this new step brought this product to the attention of 
consumers.[1] By grouping a number of LEDs to create a source of light, the results obtained were 
surprisingly significant as lighting and consumption expenses were reduced. Solar street light is powered by 
solar energy and wind power. The two ones work to transfer into electricity which will be stored in battery. 
The controller will turn on the switch automatically at night. The solar light will keep working till the controller 
turn off the switch. It can easily be assembled, no cables needed. The working voltage is so low that it won't 
hurt people. Silicon is most frequently used material for photovoltaic (PV) cell production at industrial level. 
Metalurgical silicon with a purity of 98% can be obtained(is obtained ) as a result of industrial processes 
Quality electronic silicone in liquid form is the result of even more chemical purification steps The last step is 
to obtain material doping P-type and N type. A PV cell must operate between 2 and 3 years to produce 
energy for its manufacturing process.[2] Most PV cells are made from purified silicon, which is doped with 
other elements to achieve the desired photoelectric properties. There are several basic kinds of cells: 
monocrystalline, polycrystalline and amorphous silicon (thin film) cells. In case of monocrystalline silicon 
cells, after its cooling, crystallized silicon is creating a single crystal. It is cut into thin strips which are then 
applied to other layers components of a PV cell. Their color (after oxidisation) is usually blue. [3] The 
disadvantages of monocrystalline cells are high cost production and low yield for a low light to produce 
energy for its manufacturing process. Polycrystalline silicon cells are formed during crystallization of more 
crystals. Cut into strips conducing to the achievement cell consisting of several crystals. They are also blue, 
but we can distinguish various reasons formed after crystallization. The advantages of this technology are: 
good efficiency cells and lower production cost. Their disadvantage is low efficiency in case of poor lighting. 
Cells are mostly used in industry for the production of PV panels with best value for money. Amorphous 
silicon cells - In this case silicon is not crystallized, but deposited on a sheet of glass. It has a grayish color. 
Benefits consist of a good performance in case of poor lighting and low production cost. The disadvantages 
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are low efficiency for high intensities of solar radiation and material degradation in a relatively short period of 
operation. Tandem cells are achieved by the combination of described above types of cells in the form of 
layers (or by combination of different energy gap A3B5 heterostructures). This combination leads to the 
absorption of a wider spectrum of electromagnetic radiation to produce electricity. In this way improves 
conversion efficiency compared to a single cell. Production cost in this case is obviously higher. Thin film 
cells - this technology involves reducing the quantity of material used in the production of PV cells, but may 
also lead a decrease in conversion efficiency. This type of cell has become frequently used in terms of 
manufacturing low cost, low weight and flexibility of their panel. In this category are cells CdTe, CIGS and 
GaAs. Polymer cells - This type of cell is made from organic polymers and is one of the newest PV 
technologies. The cells are generally made by film (10 nm) of polyphenylene-vinyl carbon fullerenes. [4]  

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE  
One of the most important aspects in installing a photovoltaic system is solar radiation. Each geographical 
position has different characteristics depending on solar irradiation and it is chosen first the power of panel 
and then angle will be installed. Given the extensive support provided by governments around the world for 
renewable energy, there are many applications that can determine the needs for panel specific geographic 
areas. EU offers through the PVGIS (Photovoltaic Geographical Information System) - Geographic 
Information System for PV systems on site (http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/) an application that can 
determine which panel we need a certain geographical area based on estimated power consumption. [5] 
Performance of photovoltaic panels is temperature-dependent. Thus the greater temperature, the lower the 
efficiency photovoltaic panels to convert sunlight energy into electricity. It can be considered as indicative, a 
reduction of 0.3% efficiency photovoltaic panels for each degree of temperature increase.[6].  

In this paper we study the situation of four LEDs, who deserved public lighting for a street in Timisoara, in 
order to choose the best choice for streets public lighting. These lamps are powered by solar cells, mounted 
with PV panels at an inclination angle of 45º, placed towards South. Each item has components: photovoltaic 
module, LED lamp, battery and regulator. We noted PV LED street lamp as PV LED Lamp 1, PV LED Lamp 
2, PV LED Lamp 3 and PV LED Lamp 4. All four lamps have the same battery capacity of 100Ah. The 
regulator for three lamps is 12A/10V and for one is 24V/10A (PV LED Lamp 2). First PV LED lamp has 
monocrystalline silicon PV module, the module power is 100W. Second LED lamp has monocrystalline 
silicon PV module, the module power is 185W. We chose PV LED Lamp 3 with polycrystalline silicon PV 
module, PV module power is 100W.  PV LED Lamp 4 polycrystalline silicon PV module, PV module power is 
65W. Power of LED Lamp 1 and LED Lamp 2 is 30W. Power of LED Lamp 3 is 8 W and for Lamp 4 is 12 W. 
We measured voltage battery during ten days in December 2011. The measurements were made from 8 
a.m. until 4 p.m., with a step of 2 hours.   In this experiment we proceed dates for 3 days: in 7th, 12th and 16th 
December 2011.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS   
We present the temperature and total solar irradiation on a surface tilted with 45 deg. face toward South [6] 
in Timisoara during these experiments. This situation is presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1 : Temperature and total solar irradiation on a surface tilted with 45 deg. face toward South in 
Timisoara during these experiments [7] 

Day Time/ Hour Air temperature [Celsius] Total solar irradiation  [W/m2] 
07.12.2011 8 12,18 89,1 
07.12.2011 10 13,25 658,5 
07.12.2011 12 13,3 657,1 
07.12.2011 14 13,28 631 
07.12.2011 16 13,12 94,8 
12.12.2011 8 12,04 25,4 
12.12.2011 10 12,58 112,7 
12.12.2011 12 12,35 189,2 
12.12.2011 14 12,24 185,4 
12.12.2011 16 12,22 14,7 
16.12.2011 8 12 25,9 
16.12.2011 10 12,19 186,5 
16.12.2011 12 12,24 134,9 
16.12.2011 14 12,36 228,1 
16.12.2011 16 12,3 30,1 

The four types of PV LED lamps are presented in picture below.  

 
Fig.2: PV LEDs Lamp measured in this study 

One of the most important characteristic of photovoltaic cell is voltage measured at battery.  We present for 
all four lamps the voltage depending by temperature and solar radiation. The measurements realised on 7th 
December 2011, 12th December 2011 and 16th December 2011 starting at 8 am and finishing at 4 pm, at 
the same temperature for these lamps is presented in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. In Fig. 3 is presented the 
measurements realised in 7th December 2011.  
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Fig.3: Measurements performed in 7th December 2011, depending by temperature 
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The measurements realised in 12th December 2011 is presented In Fig. 4 and that was made in 16th 
December 2011 is presented in Fig. 6.  
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Fig. 4: Measurements performed in 12th December 2011, depending by temperature 
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Fig. 5: Measurements performed in 16th December 2011, depending by temperature 

We mounted these PV LED Lamps with solar PV module faced toward South and with a 45 deg. angle. The 
measurements realised on 7th December 2011, 12th December 2011 and 16th December 2011 starting at 
8 am and finishing at 4 pm, at the same total solar irradiation on a surface tilted with 45 deg. face toward 
South for these lamps is presented in next three Figures.   
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Fig. 6: Measurements performed in 7th December 2011, depending by total solar irradiation on a surface 

tilted with 45 deg. faced toward South [Wh/m2] 
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Fig. 7: Measurements performed in 12th December 2011, depending by total solar irradiation on a surface 

tilted with 45 deg. faced toward South [Wh/m2] 
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Fig. 8: Measurements performed in 16th December 2011, depending by temperature 

4. CONCLUSIONS   
PV LEDs lamp with monocrystalline silicon PV module are able to convert highest amount of solar energy 
into electricity compared with modules which has the same module power, but with polycrystalline silicon PV 
module. Also, we observed the differences between lamps with the same cells but different module power 
and the differences between different consumption of LED lamp. The photovoltaic cells functions in cold 
weather and this happens because PV systems are electronic devices which generate electricity from light.  
It is better to use solar module, addition to network independence, photovoltaic power offers many other 
advantages: simplicity of operation, low maintenance costs and lower environmental impact.  
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Abstract  
Deacidification is a process used for increasing pH value of papers in archives and libraries. Acidic paper 
thanks to acid hydrolysis of cellulose macromolecule becomes brittle over time, which is a very unwished 
change. Several technologies of deacidification process have been developed usually using solutions or 
particles with several micrometers size. Utilization of nanoparticles can increase the deacidification ability 
with less color influence on deacidified paper. In this paper, the utilization of Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles for 
deacidification will be described. Different types of Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles were prepared and characterized 
by XRD, SEM and TEM. The nanoparticles were prepared by reaction of calcium chloride solution with 
sodium hydroxide solution with at room temperature, in ultrasonic bath, with addition of alcohol and at 
elevated temperature (80°C). Also one type of commercially available nanoparticles suspension was tested. 
Consequently, ethanol suspension of these particles way sprayed on paper (acid wood paper and reference 
Wattman paper). It was proven that the distribution of Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles is homogenous on the paper 
surface. The pH value of paper has increased after deacidification with all tested nanoparticles type. 
Mechanical testing has proven significant increase of mechanical properties of deacidified paper. Our results 
show that the smallest particles (with size of 50 nm) exhibit the best effectiveness of deacidification process. 

Keywords: Paper, deacidification, Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Deacidification is a process used for increasing pH value of papers in archives and libraries. Acidic paper 
thanks to acid hydrolysis of cellulose macromolecule becomes brittle over time, which is a much unwished 
change [1]. Several technologies of deacidification process have been developed [2]. One of them is 
treatment of acid paper with dispersions of Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles. These particles cover the fibers of paper 
in whole volume (due to their small size) and react with acids. The redundant Ca(OH)2 particles with carbon 
dioxide from air and function as alkaline reserve. Described deacidification technology is enroronmentaly 
friendly, cheep and can be industrially applied [3]. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles were prepared by following reaction: 

CaCl2  +  2NaOH  →  Ca(OH)2  +  2NaCl                                                 (1) 

The amount of 200 ml of 0.6 mol/l NaOH solution was added by drops into stechiometricly corresponding 
amount of CaCl2 solution with concentrations of 0.3 or 1 mol/l. The particles were prepared at laboratory 
temperature (20°C), at elevated temperature (80°C), in ultrasound bath (20°C) and with addition of 20 ml of 
ethanol (20°C). From selected nanoparticles were prepared dispersions in propan – 2 ol and were sprayed 
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on two types of paper – acid wooden one and reference Whatman paper. Comercialy available nanoparticles 
Calosil were also used. 

Phase composition of prepared nanoparticles was studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (PAN analytical X’Pert 
PRO + High Score Plus, Cu anode). The structure and morphology of prepared particles was observed by 
TEMs JEOL JEM 3010 and FEI Spirit G2 (for Calosil nanoparticles). Papers and nanoparticles were studied 
by SEM TESCAN VEGA 3 LMU. 

Mechanical properties of deacidified paper were tested. The folding (double fold test) and tearing resistances 
were measured by Alwetron TH1 tensile strength tester Schopper tester, WEB Werktoffprüfmaschinen 
Leipzig. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The size of Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles was different according to preparation conditions, as illustrated in 
Table 1. The grain size determined by image analysis differs from the one determined by Scherrer calculator 
because of massive agglomeration of the nanoparticles. Using ultrasonic bath for preparation was not 
satisfactory, because of presence of CaCO3 in two crystallographic modifications. In samples prepared at 
laboratory temperature, at elevated temperature and with addition of ethanol, only one modification of CaCO3 
was detected.  

 
Table 1 Properties of Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles: phase composition was determined by XRD, Graing size (SC) was 
determined by Scherrer calculator, Graing size (IA) was determined by image analysis, first number is CaCl2 solution 
concentration, second number is temperature 

Nanoparticles Phase composition Grain size / nm (SC) Grain size / nm (IA) 

0.3, 20 Ca(OH)2, CaCO3 (rhomb.) 142 ± 13 - 

0.3, 80 Ca(OH)2, CaCO3 (rhomb.) 124 ± 12 409 ± 71 

0.3, 20, ultras. Ca(OH)2, CaCO3 (rhomb.), CaCO3 
(orthor.) 

180 ± 21 - 

0.3, 20, EtOH Ca(OH)2, CaCO3 (rhomb.) 137 ± 19 639 ± 120 

1, 20 Ca(OH)2, CaCO3 (rhomb.) 126 ± 19 - 

1, 80 Ca(OH)2, CaCO3 (rhomb.) 103 ± 13 128 ± 20 

1, 20, ultras. Ca(OH)2, CaCO3 (rhomb.), CaCO3 
(orthor.) 

99 ±13 - 

1, 20, EtOH Ca(OH)2, CaCO3 (rhomb.) 79 ±10 - 

Calosil Ca(OH)2 85 ±10 87 ±4 

 

The structure and morphology of selected Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 1. Their main difference is 
in shape and agglomeration degree that is almost negligible for commercially available Calosil nanoparticles. 
This can be cause be the fact that prepared nanoparticles agglomerate while the solvatation environment 
changes from water to ethanol (by TEM samples preparation). 
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Fig. 1. TEM images of Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles prepared at following conditions: 1) 0,3 mol/l CaCl2 

solution, EtOH addition; 2) 0,3 mol/l CaCl2 solution, 80 ˚C; 3) 1 mol/l CaCl2 solution, 80 ˚C; 4) Calosil 

 

The technology of spraying leads to covering of paper surface with Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles with local 
inhomogeneities, as show in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles sprayed on 1) Whatman, 2) wooden papers 

Treatment with all types of Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles has increase mechanical properties of Whatman and 
wooden papers in comparison to untreated papers, as show in Table 2. The influence of nanoparticles size 
on mechanical properties improvement can be seen. The best results were obtained for the smallest (Calosil) 
nanoparticles. 

Tab.2. Mechanical properties of Whatman and wooden papers treated with Ca(OH)2 nanoparticles 
 Double-fold test Tearing resistance / kN/m 
Nanoparticles Whatman Wooden paper Whatman Wooden paper 
0.3, 20, EtOH 14.6 ± 0.8 8.1 ± 2.4 29.2 ± 0.6 26.7 ± 1.0 
0.3, 80 11.4 ± 2.4 5.9 ± 0.8 32.2 ± 0.4 23.9 ± 0.6 
1, 80 16.4 ± 1.3 8.9 ± 0.6 33.0 ± 0.5 24.3 ± 0.6 
calosil 18.6 ± 1.3 9.9 ± 1.1 38.0 ± 0.6 28.5 ± 1.0 
No (not treated) 13.1 ± 0.5 5.4 ± 0.5 31.5 ± 0.7 19.0 ± 0.5 
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CONCLUSION 
It was proven in this paper that spraying of Ca(OH) 2 nanoparticles is sufficient method for paper 
deacidification. The best results e.g. in increase of mechanical properties was observed by utilization of the 
nanoparticles with the smallest size. 
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Abstract  
Electrospinning and electrospraying are two similar technologies which differ mainly in the structure of 
produced materials. Final products of electrospinning are nanofibers, however the electrospraying results are 
spherical bodies - microparticles deposited onto support material. It is the way how to create composite 
material made of three or four different substances. The article explains production of composite nanofibers 
with incorporated spherical hydroxylated fullerene C60oxi and production of spherical bodies with C60(OH)x 
by electrospraying technology. Needle-less method is used for both described technologies that require 
focusing on the uniform distribution of nanoparticles (fullerenes) inside a polymer solution. The nanofibrous 
materials (based mainly on PVA/water solutions) structure characteristics are tested and there are also 
presented results from TGA analysis, which show that the increasing fullerene amount inside nanofiber 
increases the thermal resistivity of them. The limit amount of fullerenes inside the polymer solution, which 
allows to electrospun by needle-less electrospinning technology is presented. The ethanol solution of PVP 
was used as a shell polymer for encapsulation of fullerenes by electrospraying technology. Choice of the 
solvent plays the crucial role for creation of submicron droplets. There is almost no limitation of amount of 
encapsulated particles into the matrix. Scanning electron images of several different samples will be 
presented (including different support materials - nonwovens, nanofibrous materials etc.). 

Keywords: Fullerene C60, hydroxylated C60, electrospinning, electrospraying, nanofibers, TGA  

1. INTRODUCTION  
Electrospinning and electrospraying are "sister" technologies of polymer based nanomaterials production. 
Almost the same devices and arrangements are used for both of these technologies although final products 
are different and can be used separately or together. The main products of electrospinning are nanofibers. 
Nanofibers and nanofibrous layers are used in wide range of application [1] nowadays. Nanobeads as a 
product of electrospraying can be used mainly in medicine or special filtration. The nanofibers and 
nanobeads can be produced from pure polymer material or there can use another material as an additive. 
One of such materials can be spherical fullerenes, which bring its special properties. Such composite 
nanomaterials can finally achieve better properties with minimal weight or surface changes. 
Needle or needle-less technologies have been used for both, electrospinning and electrospraing. Presently, 
the most of electrospinning or electrospraying techniques used for production such nanomaterials is based 
on capillary electrospinning - needle electrospraying. On the other hand, especially needle-less 
electrospinning is used for mass production of these nanomaterials mainly nanofibers. The electrospinning 
from free surface (or almost free surface) of liquid was named as a needleless electrospinning by Yarin [2]. 
However before that, the needleless modification for continuous production of nanofibers was patented [3, 
4]. A polymer solution is for spinning supplied into the electric field using a surface of a rotating charged 
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cylindrical electrode. Thus no syringes, capillaries, nozzles or needles are needed. The main advantages of 
the technology are: (i) continuous mass production, (ii) high production capacity and (iii) ease of upkeep. 

The most of devices mainly constructed for nanofibers production can be also used for electrospraying and 
thus for production of nanobeads. There is also possible to employ two these devices and combine 
nanofibers and nanobeads in one material together. 

Spherical fullerenes mainly C60 as the most stable form of fullerene are very popular in many research 
fields. Nowadays only several publications about problematic dealing with production of composite 
electrospun nanofibers with integrated fullerene can be found [5, 6]. Different derivatives of C60 are used 
because of their different surface properties (energies), what corresponding with different "willingness" to be 
well dispersed in different solvents. There is generally known pure C60 is hydrophobic material. This is why 
oxiderivatives are used in water dispersion as in the study presented here. The fullerene oxiderivative allow 
creating of its better dispersion in water thanks to hydrophilic OH groups on the fullerene surface.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
The needle-less electrospinning technology was used for the production of nanomaterials here. Nanofibers 
with and without spherical fullerenes and nanobeads as a product of electrospraying with and without 
derivative fullerenes were produced. The derivative C60 was prepared using peracetic acid and subsequent 
hydrolysis (follow only “C60oxi”) according to the method that we described in [7, 8]. Scanning electrone 
microscope (Phenom, FEI and Zeiss) was used for visualization of produced nanofibers and nanobeads and 
Raman spectroscopy (Horiba JOBIN Yvon – LabRam IR with Olympus BX41 with area of measuring point 
was in 1,2 μm in diameter) for composition of nanoparticles (nanofibers and nanobeads) analysis.  

2.1  Electrospinning  
The polyvinylalcohol (PVA, Mowiol 18-88, average mol wt 130.000 from Kuraray) water solution 10 wt.% with 
crosslinking agents (4 wt.% of 40 wt.% glyoxal solution and 3 wt.% of 85 wt.% phosphoric acid solution from 
dry PVA content) were electrospun and subsequently cross linked at 135°C for 5 minutes. The material was 
used as a control sample. Then PVA nanofibers with addition of 1, 2 and 3 wt.% of C60oxi where produced. 
Used voltage for electrospinng was 20-25kV. After electrospinning the same crosslinking process as for the 
control sample was used. Couptiss Ultra Sons HS30 with power 30 W and frequency 30 kHz (Calemard, 
France) was applied for 60 seconds for dispersion of fullerenes inside the water. The final structure of 
electrospun nanofibers can be seen in Fig.1. 

Fig.1 Scanning electron images of control sample PVA (a), PVA with 2 wt.% (b) and with 3 wt.% (c) C60oxi 
(magnification of all images is 10.000x) 

a) b) c) 
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The diameters of nanofibers measured by image analysis are: control sample 210±56 nm; 1 wt.% C60oxi 
214±73 nm; 2 wt.% C60oxi 219±74 nm; 3 wt.% C60oxi 224±72 nm. 

A change of thermal stability of the produced nanofibrous materials was assessed at Fire rescue service of 
Czech Republic, by means of TGA and TG-DSC methods. Measurements of weight loss and relaxed-
consumed thermal energy depending on used temperature and time are principles of these methods. The 
tests were performed according to accredited methods, apparatus STA 1500 THASS.  The graphical results 
are presented in Fig.2. Peak area is directly proportional to the heat freed or consumed in the reaction and 
the height of the peak is directly proportional to the rate of reaction. The obtained results clearly show that 
adding fullerenes into nanofibers has led to an increase in thermal resistance. The thermal analysis showed 
that the addition of fullerene always increases the beginning thermal decomposition temperature. As it is 
visible in Fig.2, all materials exhibit significant exothermic process. This process begins at 220°C for control 
sample, at 235°C for sample PVA with 1 wt.% of C60oxi, at 450°C for PVA with 2 and 3 wt.% of C60oxi. 

                         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2 Graphs presented behaviour of nanofibrous samples with different amount of C60oxi under increasing 

temperature 

The inhibitory effect of fullerene C60oxi was clearly detected during the thermo-oxidative degradation of 
composite nanofibers based on PVA. This effect is disproportionately increased with increasing C60oxi 
concentration inside electrospun nanofibers. 

2.2  Electrospraying 
Water solutions are not very suitable for electrospraying due to the high surface tension of the solvent. 
According experience the ethanol was chosen, mainly because its health safety and relatively low cost. Thus 
the solution of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, average mol wt 40.000 from Sigma) in ethanol was electrosprayed. 

PVA PVA + 1 wt%C60oxi  

PVA + 2 wt%C60oxi PVA + 3 wt%C60oxi  
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The tested concentrations were from 1 to 10 wt.%. Finally 5 wt.% was found as optimal concentration for 
electrospraying. The product had the most uniform size of droplets - beads and no fibers were created. 
When the higher concentration was used the nanofibers with beads started to be visible on the support 
material. The concentration 10 wt% is the optimal concentration for electrospinning of solution PVP in 
ethanol. Solution of 5 wt% PVP in ethanol with addition of 1, 2 and 3 wt% of C60oxi was electrosprayed. The 
sonication was applied for better dispersion of fullerenes inside the solution. All of these samples were 
successfully electrosprayed by needle-less electrospinning method onto spun-laced nonwoven support 
material. The support material consists of viscose fibers, thus scanning electron images presenting 
nanobeads as a product of electrospraying onto viscose fibers (see Fig. 3). There is necessary to admit 
higher concentration of C60oxi, but it does not mean significant change of average beads diameter or 
standard deviation. Raman spectroscopy proofs the fullerene presence inside the produced materials.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscope images of PVP electrosprayed beads: pure PVP on the left (average 
diameter of beads - 427±190 nm), PVP with 2 wt% of C60oxi on the right (415±175 nm). The upper images 
presented electrospraying onto viscous fibres – spun laced nonwoven and the bottom electrosprayed beads 

onto a paper 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
The presented study showed that the composite polymer composite nanomaterials (electrospun nanofibers 
and nanobeads as a product of electrospraying) can be produced at the same device without any changes of 
the process conditions. There is only necessary to find optimal concentrations and set up the material 
conditions, solution properties respectively. There was also confirming that it is possible to electrospin or 
electrospray composite nanomaterials with addition of spherical fullerenes, when the solution preparation 
and fullerenes dispersion has the right conditions and procedure control. The combination of both or these 
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technologies for production materials containing nanofibers and also nanobeads was prepared and such 
materials are tested nowadays.                                 
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Abstract  
The bimetallic saw blades where the cutting crown is made of high alloyed tools steel belonging to the 
ledeburitic family and the holder from Cr-Mo-V low alloyed steel from the hypereutectoid class are joined, 
usually, by electron beam welding.  

In case of the unique and small series production and by the rewelding of broken saw blades, the MIG/MAG 
welding process of the bimetallic blades is a viable solution especially at more than 200 mm widths.  

Considering the requirements imposed by the welding process about the obtaining of a low dilution, avoiding 
of extensive warming, the danger of components perforation because of the small thickness of the blade 
(s≤1.3 mm), in the present paper have been done researches regarding the MIG / MAG welding variant with 
short or transferred arc by short circuit of the droplet. 

This welding process offers the advantage of high productivity, high degree of usage of the filler material (90-
95%), elimination of slag cleaning operation and small amount of smoke. 

The selected filler material is an austenitic stainless steel wire with 18% Cr, 8% Ni and 6% Mn, and the 
shielding gas mixture was CRONIGON 2 (97.5% Al + 2.5% CO2). 

Quality evaluation of the welded joints was made by Vickers hardness measurements and macro-and 
micrographic investigations.. 

Keywords: dissimilar joints, MIG/MAG welding, endless blades. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
By selection of an arc welding process of saw blades one considers the following aspects: 

• minimal linear energy inputted in the components; 

• low dilution by welding ; 

• high risk of the base metal embrittlement during welding because of the high hardenability of the two 
steels; 

• small stresses and strains caused by the welding process; 

• achieving of a welded seam with high plasticity by using austenitic filler materials which take up the 
internal stresses and avoid the danger of cracking of the HAZ; 

• avoiding of post-weld heat treatments; 

• possibility of mechanized welding of the saw blades because of the necessary high welding speeds in 
order to accomplish the base demands (linear energy, ie minimum dilution), and to provide 
reproducible results. 

One of the processes that provides these demands and does not require a specific investment is the welding 
with shielding gas and fusible electrode MIG / MAG with the droplet transfer by short circuit. It offers the 
advantage of high productivity because the current densities reach to values of 200-250 A/mm2 by classical 
MIG / MAG welding, respective 300-350 A/mm2 by tubular wire welding and even more in case of the high 
current values welding (TIME welding) [1]. 
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To these main advantages are added more: a high universality degree, weld possibility in any position, 
removing of the slag cleaning operation, high usage of the filler material (90 ÷ 95%), reduced amount of 
smoke, easiness in leading and supervision of the welding process (visible arc), operator factor superior to 
the manual welding (50 ÷ 65%), due to the elimination of electrode shift operation and cleaning slag from the 
welded seam, small deformations and stresses by welding (low linear energy). 

The present paper characterizes the welding process MIG / MAG with short arc or with transfer by short 
circuit, which is an alternative by the pressure resistance butt welding of the saw blades with widths greater 
than 200 mm, where there are some difficulties in achieving the welded joint. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
For experiments it has been used a mechanized welding equipment controlled by a PC, the welding source 
being provided with an inverter with transistors. Such a facility allows the synergistic control of the droplet 
transfer. 

The selected filler materials were a wire electrode, 18Cr8Ni6Mn, which provides a deposited metal with an 
austenitic microstructure + (6-11)% ferrite δ, and the shielding gas CRONIGON 2 (97.5% Ar + 2.5% CO2). 
The mechanical properties guaranteed for the deposited metal have the following values: Rm = 630 N/mm2, 
Rp0.2 = 400 N/mm2, A5 = 40%; KV = 80 J. 

Since the strength characteristics of the base metal are higher than those of the deposited metal, it has been 
chosen the solution of obtaining a welded joint of equal strength, by executing a weld with an inclined α 
angle. Applying the limit state method, the value of this angle was taken from 35 to 40 ˚. 

The experiments were conducted on butt welded joints with the opening b = 0 mm, which provides a welded 
joint with a resistance level similar to that achieved by pressure butt welding by direct melting. 

3. ESTABLISHING OF THE PROCESS PARAMETERS. EVALUATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS 

In a first step, the experimental attempts were made by the execution of depositions on plates with the 
thickness equal to of the saw blade, the next step consisting of achieving of butt welded joints from samples 
taken from the used or new saw blades. The requirements considered were the following: 

• arc voltage must have a minimum value to avoid the weld widening or teeth melting, without affecting 
the stability or even interruption of the electric arc; 

• welding current to be as small as possible because the linear energy to be limited to maximum so that 
on the one hand to avoid a breakdown of the components, on the other hand to provide sufficient and 
safe penetration in the root, preventing the appearance of defects such as lack of penetration or a 
thinning (weld root should have a slight cant, about 0.5 mm); 

• welding speed to be as large as possible because the linear energy to be low, without being affected 
the arc stability, respective to provide a proper weld geometry; 

• minimum free end length to achieve the necessary welding current to a value as low as possible of the 
electrode wire feed speed to prevent an excessive deposition of the material that would increase the 
cant of the weld and thus the machining costs by grinding; 

• usage of an electrode wire diameter as small (0.8 to 1 mm), which permits the obtaining of a maximum 
arc stability at lower values of the main process parameters (current, voltage). 

Based on the performed tests it has been established the optimal parameters of the welding process 
(Table 1). 
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Table 1  Parameters of the welding regime  
No. Wire 

diameter,  
ds (mm) 

Wire feed 
speed, vae 

(m/min) 

Welding 
curent, Is 

(A) 

Arc 
voltage,   
Ua (V) 

Voltage 
variation, 
∆Ua (V) 

Welding 
speed, vs 
(cm/min) 

Length of the 
free end, 
lt (mm) 

Gas 
flow, 

Qg(l/min) 

1. 0.8 5.8 76-80 13.8-14 -1.8 81-83. 8 13-14 

2. 1 5.1 104-108 14.3-14.5 -1.8 91-93 7 15 

 

To avoid the breakdown danger of the saw blade and for the proper formation of the weld, the welding 
operation is performed on a copper support provided with a channel width of 1.5 mm and a depth of 0.5 to 
0.8 mm. Using the copper device causes the rapid cooling of the weld joint avoiding the saw blade 
overheating and thus its burning. A great importance consists in the correct placement of the saw blades 
heads into the device, providing an intimate contact between them and the body of the device. Otherwise, 
there is a strong heating of the joint edges (device body no longer takes the extra heat) existing the danger 
of burning or breakdowning. Such a danger is very high in the beginning zone and especially at the end of 
the saw blade because of the corners formed as a result of the angled cutting head. A good contact is 
necessary also between the blade and the technological plates (without slot). In order to avoid the 
breakthrough but also for the formation of a weld with the best possible geometry one uses the welding 
direction to the left or by "pushing weld" that is well known to reduce the penetration and is recommended in 
preference to thin sheets and by short arc welding providing better stability [2-4]. 

Starting and stopping of the welding operation is realized on technological plates made on the same material 
as that of the saw blade. However, it is recommended to initiate the weld process from the the crown gear to 
avoid the overheating phenomena of the teeth. 

Assessing of the welded joints quality was made by metallographic examination and sclerometric 
investigations.  

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the Vickers hardness indentations, the results are summarized in Table 2. 

W 

HAZ 

M 

 
Fig. 1 Arrangement of the hardness indentations 

Since the weld hardness has values around or slightly higher than in the base metal, it can be concluded that 
it has been realized an appropriate mixing degree of the filler material (austenitic steel) with the base 
material (martensitic steel) [2, 4]. 

Small volume of the weld bath beside the relatively high cooling rate from the high temperature, in 
conjunction with a reduced critical quenching speed for specific the alloy of the weld metal are the elements 
that justify the obtained hardness values. 

To highlight the structure of the welded joints macroscopic, general, microscopic and detail examinations 
were performed. 
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Table 2 Vickers hardness of the welded joint areas  
No. Location of the 

measurement 
Hardness HV, 

daN/mm2 
No. Location of the 

measurement 
Hardness HV, daN/mm2 

1. Weld seam, W 766 10. H.A.Z. 713 

2. Weld seam, W 713 11. H.A.Z. 781 

3. Weld seam, W 739 12. H.A.Z. 766 

4. Weld seam, W 752 13. Base metal, M 584 

5. Weld seam, W 766 14. Base metal, M 644 

6. Weld seam, W 718 15. Base metal, M 603 

7. H.A.Z. 739 16. Base metal, M 683 

8. H.A.Z. 739 17. Base metal, M 666 

9. H.A.Z. 689 18. Base metal, M 655 

 

Macroscopic examination (Fig. 2 and 3) revealed a proper weld geometry, a relatively small expansion of 
heat affected zone (HAZ) and the lack of defects such as porosity, cracks and indentations in penetration. 

 
- a – 

 
- b – 

Fig. 2 Macroscopic image of a weld metal sample deposited with 18Cr8Ni6Mn wire, Ø 1 mm: a-weld surface, 
b-root surface 
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- a - 

 
- b - 

Fig. 3 Macroscopic image of a welded saw blade: a – new saw blade b – used saw blade 
 

        
Fig. 4 Weld microstructure                                    Fig. 5 Microstructure interface weld-HAZ 

In Fig. 4 - 7 are shown some microscopic images of the welded joint zones for optimal values of the regime 
parameters. The main observations drawn from these analyzes are: 

• formation of a martensito-austenitic microstructure in the weld because of the filler material dilution 
with the base metal (Fig. 4); 

• appearance of a typical hardening microstructure consisting of needle like martensite and residual 
austenite on the interface between the weld and HAZ (Fig. 5); 
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• a bainito-martensitic microstructure in the HAZ zone with zonal precipitations of secondary phases 
arranged intergranular (Fig. 6); 

• a tempered troostito-martensitic microstructure in base metal (MB) as a result of the applied heat 
treatment to the support band of the shear crown (Fig. 7); 

• absence of defects such as cracks or micropores in the weld. 

          
Fig. 6 HAZ microstructure                                   Fig. 7 Base metal microstructure 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Butt welding by MIG / MAG process with short arc using an austenitic steel wire 18Cr8Ni6Mn, Φ 0.8 to 1.0 
mm constitute a feasible solution for both unique and small series production and to reshuffle the saw blades 
with widths greater than 200 mm made of dissimilar materials. 

The optimal parameters of the welding process (Is = 104 to 108 A, Ua = 14.3 to 14.5 V, vs = 91 to 93 cm / 
min, Qg = 15 l / min) provides proper geometry of the joints, microstructure and favorable properties of lasting 
operation of the bimetallic blades. 
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Abstract 
Nowadays nano-technology is one of the most extensive fields of scientific activities. As far as finishing is 
concerned, the field of nanotechnology mainly focuses on the sizes of individual ingredients and reduction in 
the thickness of the applied nano-coating. In other industrial sectors, such as metallurgical production of 
materials, it has been proved that application of nano-coatings influences corrosion resistance of metal 
substrate at a lower applied thickness. Pre-finishing of the substrate surface before application of nano-
coating is also very important. Therefore, the coatings which are tolerant to the surface of the metal 
substrate are topical these days. Further development in this area will lead to a reduction in coating 
thickness, by means of which financial costs as well as environmental impact will be reduced. 

The contribution is focused on short-term anticorrosion protection of materials from metallurgical production, 
such as pipes intended for oil recovery. The finishing must meet the required lifetime of up to 6 months as for 
transportation and placement in the site, taking into account a corrosive environment with the corrosion 
category C5. Further, it is necessary to limit the pre-finishing of materials from metallurgical production to the 
lowest possible value. 

Two kinds of undercoat materials underwent experimental tests – a rolled seamless pipe and Standard sheet 
samples. The STANDARD samples had been supplied with the specified finishing and roughness, which are 
used for laboratory testing and for development of paint systems. The samples of the rolled pipe were free of 
finishing after rolling. Transparent nano-coating was applied using pneumatic spraying to these base 
materials – substrates. The transparent nano-coating had been modified in co-operation with the Russian 
Federation. The 60μm-thick nano-coating containing nano-particles on the basis of the corrosion inhibitors 
met the requirements for anticorrosion protection in the C5-environment for 3 to 6 months in these 
experimental tests. 

Keywords: Metallurgic production, paint system, corrosion resistance 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Surface pre-finishing before application of protective coatings is a more and more topical issue these days. 
In practice, various kinds and qualities of steel are used. They vary in processing technology. The final 
surface quality and its suitability for the current type of protective coating and anticorrosion protection are 
derived from this technology. As far as short-term anticorrosion protection of materials from metallurgical 
production, such as pipes intended for oil recovery, which should be protected during transportation to the 
destination by means of transparent conservation, is concerned, pre-finishing of the surface needs to be 
limited to the lowest possible value. There is an effort to modify the coating in order to meet the operating 
conditions and requirements needed by the practice.  
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2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL 

Two types of undercoat materials were used for experimental work. The first one was a steel sheet, 
STANDARD type, and the other one was hot-rolled seamless pipe. The STANDARD samples are low-carbon 
cold-rolled seamless steel sheets sized 152 × 102 × 0.8 mm, supplied cleaned and degreased. The samples 
of the steel pipes are made of low-alloy steel sized TR Ø 26.9 × 2 – 90 mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 a) Surface of the substrate material STANDARD, b) Surface of the substrate material PIPE (both 

photographed on electron microscope EDAX PHILIPS XL 30, magnification 500x) 

2.1. Nano-Coating Specifications 
The nano-coating used, which was supplied in co-operation with the Russian Federation, is intended for 
short-term protection of steel substrate. It is a water-borne system with low contents of volatile organic 
compounds. The nano-coating contains additives, volatile compounds, film-forming compounds, reducers 
and phosphate corrosion inhibitors based on sodium and drying salts with an admixture of manganese. The 
anticorrosion pigment, together with the corrosion inhibitors, forms a several-nano-meter thin protective layer 
on the metal surface of the substrate. The inhibitor is adsorbed during nano-coating application to the steel 
substrate surface and the reaction between the substrate and the nano-coating causes a formation of a 50-
nm-thick passivating layer.  

3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
Before application of the two types of water-borne transparent nano-coating, the PIPE samples were pre-
heated to 40 °C due to simulation of operating conditions. The STANDARD samples were not pre-heated. 
The nano-coating was applied to the steel substrate by means of the pneumatic spraying method in one 150 
μm-thick wet layer. For one type of the nano-coating, pipeline water was used, whereas for the other type of 
the nano-coating, distilled water was used. The thickness of the transparent nano-coating after drying ranged 
about 60 μm. 

3.1. Determination pH for Nano-Coating Solution 
Measuring was carried out using the potentiometer method. The principle consists in the measuring of the 
potential of a couple consisting of a measuring glass and a reference calomel electrode in a measured 
environment. The acidity of the measured solution is determined by the potential of the measuring glass 
electrode. The pH-value is expressed by a negative common logarithm of hydrogen-ion activity.  

Table 1  The measured pH-values of the paint system 

Kind of nano-coating PH-values measured Average ph-value 

RUS N (pipeline water) 9.44 9.43 9.45 9.44 

RUS D (distilled water) 9.41 9.4 9.4 9.40 

a) b) 
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pH-value measuring was carried out three times for each type of the nano-coating – the one thinned by 
pipeline water and the one thinned by distilled water. 

The measured ph-values show alkalinity of the nano-coating solution in both cases. The differences in the 
ph-values of the nano-coating thinned by pipeline water and the one thinned by distilled water are not 
significant. 

3.2. Determination of Volatile Organic Compounds 
In order to determine the contents of volatile 
organic compounds (VOC), the gravimetric 
method, whose measuring principle is based on 
the measuring of the nano-coating weight loss 
during hardening, was used. The weight loss is 
measured in specific time intervals. The 
measuring of the loss was carried out using the 
PIONEER PA214C analytic scales. Each 
measured value of the weight loss was included 
into a graph and separately interspaced by 
logarithmic regression curves. 

It follows from Graph 1 that the weight loss is 
similar for both the types of nano-coating. The 
position of the weight-loss curve for the RUS N 
nano-coating is caused by inaccuracy when 
including the input weights. The RUS N nano-coating weighed 8.96 g and the RUS D nano-coating weighed 
7.55 g. 

3.4. Nano-Indentation of the Nano-Coating Surface According to ČSN EN ISO 14577 
The nano-indentation test is intended for the 
determination of the properties of the nano-
coating under consideration, above all for the 
determination of the hardness. The principle 
consists in the penetration of a test body 
(indenter) into the tested substrate within the 
range of nano-meters up to micrometers. The 
nano-indentation test was carried out under 
dynamic activity of the indenter on the 
Triboindenter Ti950 apparatus. The shape of 
the used indenter was spherical. 

The test was carried out on the STANDARD 
metal testing panels with applied RUS N and 
RUS D nano-coatings. The PIPE-type sample 
did not undergo the test because of the 
roundness of the pipe surface, where the surface hardness is impossible to monitor. 

The maximum force of the indetation appartus in the Z axis (indexation axis) was 10 nM, and in the X axis 
(the scratch axis) the force was 2 mN. The maximus shift was 0.04 nm in the Z axis and 4 nm in the X axis. 

It follows from Graph 2 that the deeper the impression, the lower the hardness value. This applies to both 
monitored samples, i.e. RUS D and RUS N. Based on the depth of the impression, the surface hardness 

Graph 1 Comparison of weight-loss dependencies on 
time 

Graph 2 Upper layer hardness of the experimental 
nano-coatings 
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values are almost the same in both instances. Generally speaking, both of the nano-coatings are 
comparable as to their hardness. 

3.5. Phase Interface 
Micrographs of the substrate – nano-coating interface were taken by the EDAX electron microscope in the 
Nano-Technology Centre at VSB – TU Ostrava. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2 a) Phase interface of the STANDARD sample with the nano-coating thinned by distilled water, 

b) Phase interface of the STANDARD sample with the nano-coating thinned by pipeline water (both zoomed 
1000×) 

It is evident from the micrographs that the STANDARD samples show even phase interface. On both 
micrographs, a thin white strip over the whole phase interface on the undercoat substrate surface can be 
seen. This is the passivation layer of the corrosion phosphate inhibitors.  

Neither of the micrographs shows any defects between the undercoat substrate and nano-coating. Even and 
integral layers of nano-coatings on the substrate were formed and, as to their adhesiveness, both types of 
nano-coatings adhered to the undercoat substrate surfaces well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 a)  Phase interface of the PIPE sample with the nano-coating thinned by distilled water,  
b) Phase interface of the PIPE sample with the nano-coating thinned by pipeline water (both zoomed 1000×) 

 
The micrographs show the phase interface between the nano-coatings and undercoat substrates. The phase 
interface on the PIPE samples is more jagged compared to the STANDARD samples. This jaggedness is 
caused by uneven thickness of the nano-coatings, above all by the character of oxides occurring on the 
surface of the undercoat substrates. The micrographs also show that both nano-coatings pour into individual 
pores and profiles of the undercoat substrates, and there are no defects in the phase interface and the 
integral layer of nano-coatings formed. 

3.6. Corrosion Test in Salt Spray According to ČSN ISO 9227 
Within the experimental work, a corrosion resistance test in the LIEBISCH S400 M-TR salt corrosion 
chamber was conducted. Exposure of the samples in the salt chamber is, if converted, comparable to 

RUS D 

Undercoat substrate Undercoat substrate 

RUS N 

RUS D RUS N 

Undercoat substrate Undercoat substrate 

a) 

a) 

b) 

b) 
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exposure of the samples in the C5 corrosion environment. The exposure time of the samples in the corrosion 
chamber was 48 hours. The assessment of the samples was carried out in accordance with the ČSN EN ISO 
4628 standard.  

Table 2 The resultant classification of blistering and degradation of the STANDARD and PIPE samples 

Exposure 
time 
[hrs] 

Blistering classification Delamination/corrosion 
STANDARD PIPE STANDARD PIPE 

RUS D RUS N RUS D RUS N RUS D RUS N RUS D RUS N 
0 0 (S0) 0 (S0) 0 (S0) 0 (S0) 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 
8 3 (S2) 0 (S0) 0 (S0) 0 (S0) 1/0 0/0 1/0 0/0 
16 4 (S2) 0 (S0) 2 (S2) 0 (S0) 2/1 1/0 3/1 1/1 
24 5 (S2) 3 (S2) 4 (S2) 2 (S2) 3/2 2/1 3/1 2/1 
48 5 (S3) 5 (S2) 5 (S3) 4 (S3) 4/2 3/2 4/2 4/2 

The PIPE-type samples with applied nano-coatings show better assessment of blistering compared to the 
STANDARD-type samples, which tended to blistering more. The assessment, as far as the type of paint 
systems more resistant to blistering effects is concerned, brought the result that the RUS N paint system is 
more suitable. 

As to degradation of nano-coatings, the STANDARD-type samples showed worsened corrosion resistance 
compared to the PIPE-type samples, which was caused by the application of pre-heating, which was used 
only for the PIPE samples. Substrate pre-heating influences reduction in water content in the nano-coating 
during its application to a certain limit. Thus, it reduces the tendency of the substrate surface towards 
formation of flash corrosion.  

4. CONCLUSION 
The pH-value of both the nano-coating solutions before their actual application showed alkalinity of the 
solutions. Further, measuring of volatile organic compounds was carried out with the nano-coatings. The 
results showed that both nano-coatings contain a reduced amount of these volatile organic compounds. The 
nano-indentation test of nano-coatings showed that the hardness value decreases from the coating surface 
towards the substrate. Thus, it can be assessed that both nano-coatings are comparable as far as hardness 
is concerned. It is evident from the micrographs of the phase interface that the formed coatings are even, 
integral, free from defects for both types of nano-coatings and that the coatings adhered perfectly. The 
STANDARD-type samples showed worse corrosion properties compared to the PIPE-type samples. The 
corrosion resistance was better for the RUS N-type nano-coating compared to the RUS-D type nano-coating, 
which had been thinned by distilled water. One of the features of distilled water is that it returns to 
a balanced state. This means that it binds the substances which it misses, and it has a stronger tendency to 
corrosion attack if it is in contact with the surface material. Therefore, thinning with pipeline water is more 
suitable for nano-coating application. It can be assessed that both nano-coatings are suitable for application 
to the PIPE-type unfinished metal substrate. As to corrosion resistance, both nano-coatings are suitable for 
short-term anticorrosion protection for a period of 3 to 6 months in an environment with the C5 corrosion 
category. 
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Abstract  
This article describes a method of production optically conductive individual micro/nano fibers. These fibers 
are not produced by electrospinning but by the method of drawing. It is based on the principle of drawing the 
micro/nano fibers from polymer solution droplet without using electric field. The biggest advantage of this 
method is the possibility of exact deposit pulled micro/nano fibers. This paper describes an experiment with a 
solution of polystyrene (PS) and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). Fibers from these polymers are 
characterized by their optical conductivity. Intended use of single nanofibers is in nano-optics. 

Keywords: Optical fibers, drawing, polystyrene micro/nano fibers, PMMA micro/nano fibers 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Optical fibers are used to conduct light signals, infrared radiation, electromagnetic waves in the direction of 
its longitudinal axis. Optical fibers whose diameter is smaller than the wavelength of the light guided by them, 
known as so called MNFs (Micro/Nano Fibers), open new opportunities in countless amounts of applications. 
Compared to conventional optical fibers these fibers offer indisputable advantages like simple fabrication, 
compact dimensions, low loss and power consumption, fast response, price etc. Especially for MNF there is 
a specific fact meaning that an optical signal guided along the fiber is tightly confined inside the fiber by 
means of total internal reflection, however certain part of optical power is guided in a form of an evanescent 
field. This effect itself creates a huge space for applications. A general field of application of these wave 
guiding fibers, in which the light propagation is so unique, is particularly photonics (e.g. couplers), followed 
by sensing, detecting and probing. They are also applied in nonlinear optics. Besides this they have a 
potential usefulness for lasing and as building blocks of complex devices.  

Professor Tong and co-authors in 2003 experimentally demonstrated low loss optical waveguides using 
MNFs with an average far below the wavelength of light and kept it opened interest in research in the field of 
optical MNFs as potential building blocks for miniaturized optical components and devices. A few years later, 
it appears a large number of works concerning the production and properties of such fibers as well as on 
MNFs based resonator, interferometers, filters, lasers, sensors and more. Is introduced and designed many 
MNFs there are also applications in nonlinear optics and atomic. [1] 

In addition, there are a number of separate one-dimensional polymeric MNFs which have been researched 
extensively and show the potential of for optical guiding of light. Specifically, this physically pulled polymer 
micro/nano fibers, although it was not intended to conduct of light show similar properties as glass MNFs 
regarding extraordinary uniformity and long lengths for low-loss optical waveguides. 

2. FABRICATION OF OPTICAL MICRO/NANO FIBERS 
Usual materials used for drawing micro/nano fibers are glass fibers, bulk glasses or polymers. From glass is 
most often used quartz and phosphate glass. From polymers are used for example PMMA 
(polymethylmethacrylate) or PS (polystyrene). Below are described two ways of producing individual fibers: 
taper drawing techniques and drawing of polymer fibers from viscous solutions or melts. 
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2.1. Taper drawing techniques 
The taper drawing technique is a top-
down approach that reduces large 
volume materials to thin fibers by 
means of taper drawing, as 
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The 
technique can be applied to a variety of 
materials such as glass and plastic 
when they offer a certain viscosity 
suitable for taper drawing. It should 
also be noticed that, as a natural 
method, the taper drawing technique has been widely adopted by living things such as spiders, caterpillars 
and other creatures. [2] 

Historically, taper-drawing fabrication of thin fiber was first reported in the nineteenth century, when C.V. 
Boys, a demonstrator of physics at the Science School in South Kensington, London, investigated the 
production, properties and uses of fine threads drawn from glasses. In his pioneering work, Boys used 
a rapid drawn from melts of minerals. In order to obtain long fibers, he devised a pulling system relying on 
a bow and an arrow, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2. One end of a quartz rod (the starting material) is 
held in the fingers of the bow, and the other end of the rod is attached to a straw arrow by means of a little 
sealing wax. When the rod is heated somewhere along its length until there is a minute length that melts, the 
arrow is let fly and a thread is drawn out following the trajectory of the arrow. Because of the high pulling 
speed offered by the flying arrow, ultra long (from several to tens of meters) thin fibers were drawn 
instantaneously before the melts cooled down. Thin fibers drawn by this approach were usually micrometers 
in diameter, with the thinnest fibers as small in diameter as hundreds of nanometers. [2] 

 

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of a thin fiber drawing with a flying arrow [2] 

A typical flame-heated taper-drawing system is schematically shown in Fig. 3 in which the heating source is 
a flame-based source. Using this technique, the as-fabricated MNF is usually attached to the standard fiber 
through the tapering area at both ends, and is thus mentioned as a “biconical” fiber taper. [2] 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 Schematic diagram of taper drawing of optical fiber using a scanning flame heated technique [2] 

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of taper-drawing technique [2] 
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2.2. Drawing polymer micro/nano fibers from solutions 
Besides glass, polymer is another excellent material for photonics that can be easily molded with high 
flexibility [2]. For the production of individual fibers by this way is necessary to prepare a suitable polymer 
solution, for example from PMMA or PS at first. Then a drop of the solution is applied on the substrate 
material. Using the tip then can be pulled individual micro/nano fiber. The simplest variant of micro/nano 
fibers drawing technology is to draw nanofibers by a hand [3]. Roughly speaking, the drawing technology is 
so simple that we can prepare a single nanofiber having only a suitable drawing element, for example a thin 
needle, and an appropriate polymeric solution. At first, the thin needle is connected with the polymer solution 
drop and the next step is to move the needle from the droplet to a given point. Between the drop and the 
given point a drawn liquid column is created. At the same time, i.e., during the drawing process, a solvent 
evaporates from the polymeric solution and a solid nanofiber is made. The result of drawing depends on the 
type of a used polymeric solution, drawing velocity and speed evaporation of solvent. Obviously, hand-
operated drawing is influenced by an uncertainty of process parameters.  

3. EXPERIMENT 
In our experiment, we came out of the process described above, production of fibers from polymer solution 
droplet by drawing. At first we have prepared a series of polystyrene solutions dissolved in xylene. After 
subsequent testing of these solutions was the most suitable for the production of fibers 40% solution of 
polystyrene. With this polymer solution, we therefore continue working in experimental production optically 
conductive micro/nano fibers. We applied a drop of solution on the substrate material, such as black paper or 
background slide. Then we used a thin needle with a diameter of 1 mm for the contact with the edge of the 
polymer drop. Next step is to move the needle from the droplet to a given point. The resulting fiber was 
deposited on a pre-defined location. Speed the needle that was used in producing these polystyrene fibers 
was 0.2 m/s. Minimum length of fibers was 30 cm and the diameter of these fibers was about 3-5 microns. 
Picture of four polystyrene micro fibers from electron microscope is shown in Fig. 4.  
On Fig. 5 is a detail of the fiber surface. It is not smooth, but regularly grooved. This may be caused by rapid 
evaporation of the xylene from the polymer solution during the fiber manufacturing process. 

Fig.4 Four polystyrene micro fibers                Fig.5 Detail of the surface of polystyrene fibers 

 

Another material having optical properties is polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). It is soluble in tetrachlorethan, 
dichlormethan or other solvents. A finest PMMA nanofiber that we produced were from drop of 20% solution 
PMMA, where as a solvent was used just tetrachlorethan. The diameter of the fiber is 480 nanometers and 
an image of this fiber is shown in Fig. 6.  
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On Fig. 7 is a detail of the surface PMMA microfiber with a diameter of 25 micrometers. In this case was 
used as a solvent dichlormethan. The surface of this fiber is porous, in contrast to previous PMMA 
nanofibers. This again attribute to the influence of solvents. Production process parameters were otherwise 
the same. We used the rate as in the production of PS fibers; i.e. 0.2 m/s. 

Fig.6  PMMA nanofiber with a diameter of 480nm           Fig.7 Detail of the surface of micro fiber PMMA 

4. CONCLUSION 
The aim of the experiment was to produce single micro/nano fibers by drawing from such polymers, which 
are characterized by optical conductivity. We have chosen two polymers which have this property, namely 
polystyrene (PS) and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA).  

In the case of polystyrene, xylene was chosen as a suitable solvent for a polymer solution. Fibers pulled out 
from a 20% solution of PS have a diameter about 4 microns. In contrast, fibers pulled from a 20% solution of 
PMMA by using tetrachloethan have a diameter in the range of nanometers. Guiding the light into the fibers 
and their properties are a matter of further testing. 
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Abstract  
Development of thermoplastic materials reported a significant growth in the last few years. Currently, lots of 
semi-products and products for different applications are being elaborated. Civil engineering is considered to 
be one of the most important fields of application for thermoplastic materials. 

In this paper, the design of experiment method RSD (Response Surface Design) was applied for optimizing 
the process of heated wedge welding of thermoplastic lining membranes. The purpose was to establish the 
influence of the controllable factors on the quality characteristics of the welded joint. An experimental 
research was performed on a 2 mm thick lining membrane in order to model the welding process. The 
established optimum welding procedure was based on the obtained experimental results. 

Keywords: Modelling, optimizing, heated wedge welding, thermoplastic lining membrane, Response 
Surface Design 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Geosynthetic material products, such as geotextiles, geomembranes or geocomposites are manufactured 
from polymers and are more intensively used together with soils, rocks or other materials, for different 
specific applications, in the field of civil engineering [1]. 

The use of geosynthetic materials for constructional works is recognized as an effectiveness solution, which 
ensures one or more of the following functions: filtration, drainage, sealing, protection, separation, 
reinforcement and containment. 

Polymeric geomembranes are manufactured as flat, thin, films products, with extremely low permeability, 
used for sealing (waterproofing). 

The main thermoplastic polymers used to manufacture geomembranes are polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and 
different types of polyethylene, of which the most common is the high density polyethylene (HDPE) [2]. 

Geomembranes, being lining membranes made of thermoplastic materials, have good welding properties. 
The heated wedge welding is considered as one of the most commonly used processes used for overlap 
joining of great lengths thermoplastic lining membranes. 

The welding equipment used during the experimental tests allowed the possibility of adjusting, within certain 
limits, the values of the following welding parameters: welding speed, pressing force and heated wedge 
temperature. 

Setting appropriate welding parameters for a certain type of components is a very important factor, in order 
to obtain adequate mechanical strength characteristics for the welded joint, respectively to increase the 
lifetime of the system from which it belongs [3-7]. 
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For this purpose, the paper presents the experimental research results achieved by the method of design of 
experiments - Response Surface Design - to determine the optimum welding procedure with heated wedge 
of high density polyethylene (HDPE) lining membranes. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
The experimental research program was carried out by 
planning Response Surface Design (RSD) nonlinear 
experiments, in order to model the welding process and 
determine the optimal values of the welding parameters 
[8, 9]. 

The experimental planning was performed by means of a 
planning and statistical design software called MINITAB, 
considering a full central-composite RSD experiment, 
with three factors of influence and two objective 
functions, which can better characterize the welding 
process (Fig. 1). 

The experimental planning was designed by using the following controllable factors and objective functions: 

• controllable factors (CF1, CF2, CF3) 

• welding speed (WS) 

• pressing force (F) 

• temperature of the heated wedge (T) 

• objective functions (TF1, TF2) 

• peel resistance of the welded joint (P) 

• thickness reduction (TR)  

The variation limits of the welding parameters (controllable factors) as temperature, pressing force and 
welding speed, were chosen by following the experience of the authors in the field of welding with heated 
wedge of thermoplastic lining membranes. 

Thus, by using of MINITAB software, the experiment matrix, characterized by a random distribution of the 
controllable factors level and a random welding sequence (Table 1), was established. 

Table 1 Planning of the experiment 

No. 
Welding 
speed 

WS (m/min) 

Pressing 
Force  
F (N) 

Heated 
Wedge 

temperature
T (°C) 

No. 
Welding 
Speed 

WS (m/min) 

Pressing 
Force  
F (N) 

Heated 
Wedge 

temperature
T (°C) 

1 1 300 380 11 1.3 600 350 
2 1.6 900 320 12 1.3 600 350 
3 1.3 600 350 13 1.3 600 320 
4 1 900 380 14 1.3 600 350 
5 1.6 300 320 15 1.3 900 350 
6 1 900 320 16 1.3 600 380 
7 1.3 600 350 17 1.6 600 350 
8 1.6 300 380 18 1.3 600 350 
9 1 300 320 19 1 600 350 
10 1.6 900 380 20 1.3 300 350 

Fig. 1 Scheme of the welding process 
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Using the above mentioned welding regimes, for 2 mm thickness, high density polyethylene (HDPE) 
membranes, 20 welded joints were obtained.   

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS    
The welded samples were marked with numbers from 1 to 20, corresponding to the welding regimes used. 

Five specimens, taken from each welded sample, were subjected to peel testing according to 
the EN 12814-4 standard [10]. 

Following the performed tests, fractures were recorded both in the base material and in the welded joint for 
samples no. 3, 5 and 16. Also, mixed fractures (welded joint - base material) were registered for samples no. 
2, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13 and 15 (Fig. 2 and 3). 

      
Fig. 2 Fracture surface of the specimen no. 3.1 -  Fig. 3 Fracture surface of the specimen no. 12.1 -  

             Fracture in the welded joint   Mixed fracture in welded joint / base material 

From the fracture surfaces analysis of specimens where the fracture started in the welded joint we may 
observe that a partial interpenetration of the materials components was realized, revealing zones with lack of 
fusion type imperfections. 

This underlines that welding regimes where the temperature and / or pressing force values were too low, or 
where they weren’t correlated with the welding speed values, leaded to a peel resistance reduction of the 
welded joints. 

The values of the peel resistance were ranged between a minimum of 10.16 N/mm2 for specimen no. 16.2 
and a maximum of 26.63 
N/mm2 for specimen no. 1.1. 

Comparative analysis tech-
nique of thermographic ima-
ges was used, in order to 
analyze the mechanical be-
haviour of the welded joints 
realized with different welding 
regimes [11]. 

In this respect, the tests were 
monitored by means of an 
infrared thermographic ca-
mera (IR) FLIR System A40 
with which the degradation of 
the specimen during testing 
was studied. The thermal 
imaging software recorded 
the temperature changes of 
the specimen during testing. 

Fig. 4 Temperature variation during peel testing (fracture in welded joint) 
for specimen no. 3.1 
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For example, in Fig. 4 is presented the thermal image for specimen no. 3.1 and its temperature variation 
chart, recorded during peel testing. 

An increase of the specimen temperature occurs during testing, its variation being in close dependence with 
the welded joint resistance. The chart from figure 4 highlights two temperature peaks, which means that the 
weld presents zones with non-uniform interpenetration of the components. 

The first joining part reveals a better connection between components - according to the first significant 
temperature increase, followed by a slightly decrease and maintenance on a temperature plateau - 
corresponding to some parts with smaller resistance and lack of fusion type imperfections. 

Further testing highlighted a temperature increase up to a second peak, corresponding to the maximum 
value recorded in the fracture section which led to the final fracture of the specimen. 

A mathematical modelling of the welding process was possible by using the experimental results obtained. 
By processing this data, the software generated two nonlinear mathematical models, corresponding to each 
objective function, through which it is possible to establish the share of the controllable factors and their 
interactions. 

Relations 1 and 2 are expressions of second order mathematical models for the objective functions - peel 
resistance (P) and thickness reduction (TR). 

(1) 

(2)

In Figs. 5 and 6 are presented the influences of the controllable factors: pressing force and welding speed 
(at constant temperature T = 350 ° C) on the peel resistance, respectively temperature and pressing force (at 
constant welding speed WS = 1.3 m/min) on the thickness reduction as objective function. 

    
Fig. 5 Influence of the pressing force (F) and welding 
speed (WS) on the peel resistance (P) (T = 350 ° C) 

Fig. 6 Influence of the temperature (T) and pressing 
force (F) on the thickness reduction (TR)             

(WS = 1.3 m/min) 

The process optimization was done on the basis of the mathematical models obtained for the two objective 
functions. In order to optimize the answers, for each objective function, following requests were established: 

• Maximization for Peel resistance - minimum value of 25 N/mm2 and a target value of 27 N/mm2 

• Minimization for Thickness reduction - target value of 0.15 mm and a maximum value of 0.8 mm [12] 
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Finally, according to the requested objective functions, an optimization of the controllable factors values was 
carried out, thus achieving the optimum welding procedure (Table 2). 

Table 2 Optimum welding procedure 

Welding 
procedure 

Welding speed 
WS (m/min) 

Pressing Force  
F (N) 

Heated Wedge temperature 
T (o C) 

Optimum 1.0 900 335 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The use of thermoplastic lining membranes and welding processes optimization represent an important 
factor for the stability and integrity of systems with applications in different fields: waterproofing, tunnel 
construction, landfill, hydraulic and civil engineering. 

The design of experiments and optimization method - Response Surface Design (RSD), used in this paper, 
provides mathematical modelling of the heated wedge welding process and establishes interdependencies 
between the objective functions and controllable factors. 

By statistical analysis of the experimental results obtained, it was possible to optimize the heated wedge 
welding procedure for HDPE the membranes examined, with the following parameter values: welding speed 
WS = 1 m / min, pressing force F = 900 N and heated wedge temperature T = 335°C. 
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Abstract 
Nanofiber materials, mainly due to their characteristic properties (such as a high specific surface, surface 
morphology, small pore size, chemical and physical stability, biocompatibility) are among other notable and 
very suitable materials for applications in the biological wastewater treatment. The development of a modern 
and original technology (nano-fibrous carrier) represents a partial and parallel solution of microbiological and 
material engineering issues as well as the final bioengineering design. In this paper, the following 
characteristics of the nanofibers used as carriers of bacterial biomass were examined: the rate of 
colonization as a function of the used material, the rate of carrier ingrowths by relevant microorganisms 
(comparing short-term and long-term cultivation) and the density evaluation of the complex after an increase 
of biomass. Microbial biofilm formation can be greatly supported using nanofiber structures and then the 
whole biofilm reactor system provides stable biodegradation (faster incorporation of the biofilm, more stable 
biofilm, the adaptation ability to extreme conditions, decreasing of the impact of shock conditions). 

Keywords: Nanofiber technology, wastewater treatment, biomass carrier, immobilization of microorganisms, 
biodegradation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The biomass carrier is a crucial element for wastewater treatment technology in the biofilm reactor. The 
material of the carrier has to be biochemically inert, chemically and physically stable, and morphologically 
appropriate. The specific gravity of carriers should be comparable to the wastewater even after an increase 
of biomass or salt precipitates. The idea is to maximize the specific surface area, thus the goal was to 
develop a technologically advanced and reliable type of biomass carrier. 
Development of threads, respectively textiles containing nanolayers for use in the wastewater treatment has 
its own history. At the beginning, cotton thread was the carrying base (Fig. 1, the sample A). However, there 
was a high degree of water absorption, high specific gravity, and high sorption; also, it was very 
dimensionally non-stable. Nanofibers on this thread have been applied very disproportionately (due to low 
experience during production). Further, the polyester yarn was used as nanofibers carrier (does not absorb 
water, dimensionally stable) (Fig. 1, the sample B). The resulting thread already reached acceptable 
properties (a uniform cover of nanofibers), but the problem was during application of carriers, when 
nanofibers were releasing from the surface of carriers; therefore it was necessary to fix the nanofiber layer 
on the surface. Fig. 1, the sample C was protected by the cover thread. The underlying and cover yarn was 
polyester fibers, nanofibers were made from polyurethane. The sample was further improved and resulted in 
the sample D (Fig. 1), where the basic fiber is polypropylene, nanofibers made from polyurethane and the 
fixation is made by polyethylene fibers. Surface fixation was then much more sophisticated (more tightly 
wrapped nanolayers) and nanofibers are much more effectively stabilized. 
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Fig.1 A brief review of the development of nanofiber yarns (samples A-E) 

The development of cover thread further improved to sample E (Fig. 1). Nanofiber yarn is finally composed 
of three parts. The basic fibre is polyester (660 dtex, air shaped), the coating is composed of polyurethane 
nanofibers (50-150 dtex, electrospinning method, nanofiber diameter is approx. 260 nm), everything is 
double-wrapped by protective polyethylene fibres (167 dtex, protected against friction during processing and 
subsequently during applications against disintegration of nanofibers, see [5]). 
The specific surface of the resulting yarn formation with value of 50 dtex of polyurethane nanofibers 
determines a fixed bed structural design of more than 800 m2/m3. Thanks to a combination of several 
different polymers,  the carrier density can be adjusted (density of approx. 900 kg/m3 to 1200 kg/m3), 
practically according to requirements of the application (the wastewater). 

2. TESTS OF NANOFIBER LAYERS COLONIZATION ON DIFFERENT POLYMERS 
The main aim of these tests was to monitor the influence of the nanofibers material (type of polymer and 
material properties) on the possibility of microorganism’s colonization (adhesivity of bacteria to surface in the 
initial stages of colonization). Three types of nanofibers were made: polyether-sulfone (PES), polyurethane 
(PUR) and polyvinyl-butyral (PVB).  
Model water containing phenol as the dominant carbon source in the order of 500 mg/l was used for these 
tests. The results of experiments show that polyurethane material (as a nanofiber) is more suitable. Bacteria 
on polyurethane nanofiber networks have the fastest kinetics growth, especially in the early days of 
colonization (within the first few days). 

 
Fig.2 Time evolution of biofilm growth on different types of nanofibers (various polymers material) 
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Fig.3 View of the samples on the twentieth day of cultivation (PES, PUR, PVB) 

3. SHORT TERM CULTIVATION OF CARRIERS (COLONIZATION) 
As was published in [4], on commercial polyethylene AnoxKaldnes carriers bacterial biofilms are mounted 
significantly slower. This slow increase is due to insufficient adhesion of microorganisms to the surface of the 
carrier. Slightly better results show previously colonized carriers, where bacteria need not expend energy to 
disturb the surface structure. It can reach easier adhesion of microorganisms by the modification of its 
surface, even for the same type of carriers (by disturbances of upper layer) and thereby can obtain a faster 
colonization. Model water with aniline as the dominant carbon source in the order of about 100 mg/l was 
used for these tests. 
Microorganisms settle on the nanofiber layer, even in the first days of colonization. Fiber carriers even 
without a nanofiber layer are, during biofilm growth, up to two times better than the commercial technology 
AnoxKaldnes. Significantly higher growth of microorganisms on the carrier show samples with nanolayers, 
where the bounded biomass is created even more than four times better. After a longer time of colonization, 
the microbial biomass naturally grows to places without nanofibers. The presence of nanolayers is necessary 
for fast colonization. 

 
Fig.4 Time evolution of biofilm growth on carriers (short-term cultivation) 
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Fig.5  Pictures for the twentieth day of cultivation (AnoxKaldnes new and used, polyester nanofibers with 

and without nanolayer) 

4. LONG TERM CULTIVATION OF CARRIERS (COLONIZATION) 
A real industrial wastewater containing phenol as the dominant carbon source (hundreds of mg/l) was used 
for these tests; the accompanying contaminants were cresols (hundreds of mg/l), dimethylphenol (first 
hundred mg/l) and higher phenols (first unit mg/l); high salinity (20 g/l RAS) was also present 
The experimental results show that nanofiber technology has a significantly faster character of biofilm growth 
on the fibers surface, especially during the first days of colonization (similar characteristics show also after 
the critical state, where fast revitalization of the system is needed). Two types of nanofiber thread were 
compared for long-term cultivation; the difference was only in the extent of nanofiber coverage (50 dtex and 
100 dtex). The results show that using a higher density of nanofibers (100 dtex) does not significantly 
support microbial growth, compared with a mean level of coverage (50 dtex). 
An important advantage of the nanofiber technology is the possibility of  bacterial biofilm growth not only on 
the surface of fibers, but also closer to the center of the yarn, where the bacteria are much better protected 
against toxic effects of the environment, whilst still allowing penetration of the substrate and oxygen closer to 
the microorganisms. 

 

 
Fig.6  Time evolution of biofilm growth on carriers (long-term cultivation) 
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Fig.7  Pictures for the hundredth day of cultivation (AnoxKaldnes new and used, polyester nanofibers 50 

dtex and 100 dtex) 

5. MEASURING OF THE DENSITY OF COMPLEX AFTER BIOMASS GROWTH 
The pictures below (Fig. 8) capture the biofilms growth on the nanofiber carrier. The main idea was that the 
nanofibers form a biofilm skeleton that holds the biofilm together, but allow the penetration of nutrients and 
oxygen to the center of the biofilm. The result is a more active biofilm thickness compared to standard 
technologies; currently this biofilm maintains the high activity of the whole complex (carrier + biofilm) with the 
high efficiency of biodegradation. Laboratory experiments demonstrated the high stability of the whole 
complex, even at high concentrations of contaminants and at high flow rates. The population dispersed in 
water completely disappeared, but the biofilm on the nanofiber structures maintained their stability and high 
efficiency. 

 
Fig.8  Biofilm in laboratory experiment (nanofiber carrier on frames); detail of biofilm in the wet and dry state 

The nanofiber carrier has been tested for colonization, where the test took almost one year. Mixed medium 
(activated sludge) from wastewater treatment plant was used as bacterial populations. The nanofiber carrier 
has been tested on real industrial wastewater containing Chloramine B. 
Weight of wet sample =  1 690.124 g/m2 
Weight of dry sample =   1 212.588 g/m2   (weight of one square meter of fabric = 213.5 g) 
Carrier density =   909 kg/m3   (the whole complex, biomass + carrier) 
(Density of water ~ 1000 kg/m³, sea water ~ 1025 kg/m³) 
The following photos give details of the experiment and detail of the covered carrier (one-year ongoing 
colonization of nanofiber carrier). 
Further experiments did not show any extreme weight increase of the complex (carrier + biofilm). The 
complex still maintained a density comparable to wastewater. The complex still moved in suspension during 
the whole measurement, specifically no sedimentation on the bottom of the reactor was observed. The 
comparable density of the colonized carrier is important to minimize the slack of the carrier in the supporting 
frames. 
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Fig.9 An image of the biomass carrier in the measuring cylinder during sedimentation tests, a nearly one 

year colonized carrier 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the study using nanofiber technology for wastewater treatment are several variants of stable 
and usable biomass carriers that meet the requirements for a carrier of a bacterial biofilm. Application of 
nanotechnology in combination with biological methods brings distinct advantages. There are still several 
contentious issues, such as disintegration of nanofibers and toxicity to higher organisms, which will be 
further studied. The result shows that the polyurethane material is ideal for the colonization of bacterial 
populations. Polyurethane is a very mechanically, physically, and chemically stable polymers material. The 
character of nanofiber technology for use in wastewater treatment is beneficial for both short-term and long-
term applications. Even after more than one year of application, the whole complex kept its advantageous 
characteristics. 
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Abstract 
The air filters with high Bacterial Filtration Efficiency (BFE) should help protect people effectively against 
various air borne particles including bacteria.  In general, antibacterial properties of nanofiber membranes 
are tested by the conventional agar diffusion test where the small piece of test specimen is placed on agar 
plate and inoculated with test microorganism and incubated.  This method provides only a qualitative 
impression of how effective the antibacterial additive is against the bacteria.  From this viewpoint, agar 
diffusion test is not sufficient for characterizing filtration properties such as how much protection the filter 
would provide against the bacteria dispersed in air.  This paper describes a new laboratory technique for 
testing BFE of nanofiber membrane based filters that provides quantitative results.  Nano-fiber based 
materials were prepared by electro-spinning process and tested using this new technique.  A bacterial 
aerosol was prepared using non-pathogenic E.coli.  Both protein based nanofiber filters and commercial air 
filter were tested.  It was found out that BFE of the filter material covered by protein based nanofibers was 
100% whereas the commercial filter BFE was low at about 21%. 

Keywords: Electro-spinning, proteins, nanofibers, E.coli, air filtration 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Bacteria and viruses, also known as airborne microorganisms, present serious problems for hospitals and 
commercial buildings, if uncontrolled, as many lives may be at risk of infections. During coughing and 
sneezing, large number of water droplets (aerosol) containing bacteria or viruses are generated.  Most of 
these droplets are in the range of 1 to 4 micrometers and dry rapidly. This bacterial aerosol can remain 
suspended in the air for hours because of their small size and be carried throughout the buildings via the air 
conditioning system. The process of air filtration represents wide area which includes filtration of dust, pollen, 
mold spores, smoke particles and volatile organic compounds. The filtration of microorganism remains one of 
the least understood processes [1]. 

A laboratory test for bacterial filtration from air has been a challenge for nanofiber-based materials which 
have poor mechanical properties. In literature, there are several methods for testing antibacterial properties 
of nanofiber-based membranes [2, 3]. Most well-known is the agar diffusion test where a small piece of 
specimen is placed on an agar plate and inoculated with test microorganism and incubated. After incubation 
the agar plate is examined for bacterial growth by size of area around the specimen. Other type of test for 
antibacterial properties is based on placing a test material into the bacterial solution and keeping it at room 
condition. After a fixed time period the solution is extracted and quickly spread on an agar pate and the 
number of viable cells is determined by plating the extracted solution onto the agar plate and counting 
colonies after their incubation. Unfortunately, these methods are not appropriate for testing of the airborne 
BFE of nanofiber-based filters. The laboratory test developed in this study where the bacterial aerosol is 
directed into a chamber and drawn through nanofiber-based filter provides quantitative data for comparing 
filter performance. 
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Numerous papers discuss the production of antibacterial nanofiber-based filters.  However, in most cases 
silver, TiO2 nanoparticles or other anti-bacterial agents are incorporated into nanofibers during their 
production [4-6]. In addition, the materials used for fibers are mostly based on petroleum and are non-
degradable. At the end of their life they need to be discarded in landfills. A filter developed in this study 
consists of green and environment-friendly natural materials and brings important added value called 
biodegradability, i.e., they can be composted at the end of their life. The filter consisted of protein-based 
nanofibers produced by electro-spinning process which is a well-known and simple, low-cost method used 
for the production of fibers with diameters ranging from nanometers to a few microns and for materials with 
high specific surface area and porous structure [7, 8]. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Bacteria filtration testing apparatus 
Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of the bacterial 
testing apparatus. The bio-aerosol was generated 
by a nebulizer (model 45) obtained from DeVilbiss. 
The hand-held spray nebulizer was able to create 
aerosol of 0.3 to 5 microns particle size with 
uniformly consistent density. The bacterial filtration 
testing (BFT) apparatus could be operated under 
three draft conditions - without air flow, with air flow 
or by applying vacuum. The final version of the 
BFT apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The top and 
bottom parts of BFT apparatus were separable for 
easier manipulation with agar plates and swapping 
filters. 

 

2.2. Tested filters 
Powdered polyethylene-oxide (PEO) with molecular weight of 6 x 105 g/mol and soy protein isolate (SPI) 
were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and Archer Daniels Midland Company, respectively. SPI was dissolved 
in water with addition of NaOH solution to achieve a polymer concentration of 7 wt%. The solution was then 
heated for 1/2 hour at 60°C while continuously stirring. PEO solution was prepared separately with 
concentration of 5 wt%. Polymer blend of SPI/PEO (58/42) was stirred together for two hours without 
heating. Triton X-100, non-ionic surfactant, was added (0.5 wt%) to the solution to reduce the surface 
tension of the solution. 

First tested material - polymer solution blend SPI/PEO was electro-spun on to a grade no. 1 filter paper. 
Electro-spinning process was carried out at a voltage of 25 kV, distance of electrodes 15 cm and a flow rate 
of 0.015 ml/min. The nanofiber mass of 5 g/m2 was deposited on the filter paper. The resulted nanofiber filter 
consisted of a single nano-fiber layer grafted to the filter paper base.  

Second tested material – a commercially available filter Flanders – Energy Aire® with MERV rating of 6 
without nanofibers was used to compare the performance with nanofiber-based material. Grade 1 filter paper 
without nanofibers was also tested as control. 

2.3. Test agent 
A non-pathogenic BSL-1 laboratory strain, primarily genetic derivative of Escherichia coli K-12 (E.coli) was 
chosen as the biological test agent. Freeze-dried BSL-1 bacteriophage was suspended in LB medium to 

5

3

4

2

1

Fig.1 A schematic drawing of the bacterial filtration 
testing apparatus: 1) an agar plate, 2) testing filter, 

3) nebulizer, 4) aerosolized bacteria, 5) air flow 
direction 
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obtain the bacterial stock suspension with concentration of 4-4.8 x 108 bacterial cells per mL. The growth 
curve of a bacterial culture can be monitored photometrically by reading the optical density at 600 nm 
(OD600) [-]. Ultrospec 2100pro Spectrometer was used for measuring the OD600 in the study. OD600 of 
bacterial suspension reached 0.5-0.6 in all cases. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Nanofiber structure of SPI/PEO electro-spun on to filter 
paper is shown in Fig. 2. It was observed that electro-
spinning process of SPI/PEO led to nanofiber membrane 
with fiber structure without beads. 

BFE of filter paper covered by nanofibers in fiber mass of 
5 g/m2, filter paper without nanofibers and commercial 
filter were characterized using BFT apparatus shown in 
Fig. 1. The BFE test was performed using following steps. 
First, the aerosolized bacteria suspension was introduced 
into the top chamber of BFT apparatus after which 
vacuum was applied for 5 minutes. The bacteria that 
passed through the filter deposited on the agar plate 
during the test performed under vacuum. Time-gap of 
5 minutes was applied between every measurement to be 
sure that all bacteria were vacuumed from the chamber. 
The agar plates were then removed and placed overnight in a room, maintained at 37°C for incubation of 
E.coli. Next day, numbers of bacterial colonies present on each agar plate after the test and overnight 
incubation were counted. 

         
Fig.3 Photographs of bacterial colonies grown on the agar plates after the BFE test for: a) filter paper 

covered by nanofibers, b) bare filter paper, c) without filter 

Table 1 The number of colonies on agar plate: without filter, the filter paper covered by nanofibers, 
commercial filter 

Number of colonies on 
agar plate without filter 

Number of colonies 
on agar plate with 
filter paper 

Number of colonies on agar 
plate with filter paper covered 
by nanofibers (5g/m2) 

Commercial filter Energy 
Aire 

343 158 0 274 

351 162 0 279 

356 167 0 282 

362 176 0 286 

Fig.2 Nanofiber structure electro-spun using 
SPI/PEO polymer mixture (58/42) 
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   (1) 

Four separate BFE tests were carried out 
to ensure reproducibility. Number of 
colonies on agar plate without filter, with 
filter paper, with filter paper covered by 
nanofibers and commercial filter Energy 
Aire® for all four tests are listed in Table 
1. The BFE was established by equation 
below. BFE values of tested specimens 
are compared in Graph 1. 

It was found out that BFE values were 
100, 53 and 21% for filter paper covered 
by nanofibers, filter paper without 
nanofibers and commercial filter Energy 
Aire®, respectively.          Graph 1 Filtration efficiency of tested substrates 

 

   

 
Fig.4 SEM of bacteria after filtration on: a) commercial filter, b) filter paper covered by nanofibers, c) filter 

paper 

SEM images showing bacteria on the commercial filter, filter paper covered by nanofibers and filter paper 
without nanofibers taken directly after filtration test are presented in Fig. 4. From the SEM images it is clear 

a b

c
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to see that the protein nanofiber based filter is very effective in catching E.coli present in the air. It is 
interesting to note that most of the bacteria are attached to the fibers. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The novel laboratory technique for testing of BFE of nanofiber-based filters was designed and constructed 
in this study. The reproducibility of the method was verified by 4 repetitions for all three types of filters: 
(i) protein based nanofiber filter, (ii) filter paper and commercial filter. It was found out that BFE of filter 
material covered by protein based nanofibers was 100% whereas the BFE of commercial filter was low 
at about 21%.  

The protein based nanofiber filter developed in this study has demonstrated potential for effective removal 
and retention of bacteria during air-filtration process for the reason of its very high value of BFE. The protein 
based filter in this study contained 5 g/m2 of nanofibers. The effect of lower fiber mass of nanofibers spun 
onto filter paper will be studied during next experiments. Also, the effect of protein content can play 
a significant role in bacterial filtration efficiency. This property will also be explored in the future. 

The laboratory technique and developed protein-based filters can be a promising solution for improved air 
filtration in hospitals or other places with higher presence of bacteria.  Better filtration of bacteria can save 
many lives in hospitals where bacterial infections after surgery are common and in residential areas for 
senior citizens who tend to be more susceptible to bacterial infections. 
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Abstract: 
Effect of nonsolvent in the polymer (polyvinyl butyral) solution in ethanol on the electrospinning performance 
and nanofiber properties was investigated. Water as the nonsolvent was added in various amounts to the 
polymer solution. Addition of water did influence neither surface tension nor conductivity of polymer solution 
significantly. On the other hand, it increased its viscosity. The performance of electrospinning process 
decreased and nanofiber morphology changed markedly as an influence of the addition of nonsolvent. 

Keywords: PVB, nanofiber, roller electrospinning, nonsolvent 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Electrospinning is a significant method to produce fibers in nano diameters using electrically driven jet of 
polymer solution or polymer melts [1-6]. Nanofibers have extremely high specific surface area because of 
their small diameters, and nanofiber membranes are highly porous with excellent pore interconnectivity. 
These unique characteristics plus the functionalities from the materials themselves impart nanofibers with a 
number of novel properties for advanced applications such as medical, filtration, composite, garments, 
thermal insulation, barrier, sensors, wipes, personal care, etc. [7-11].  

A novel method for producing nanofibers was developed by Jirsak et al. [13]. This method is called roller 
electrospinning, and known under the name Nanospider (Fig. 1). Roller electrospinning is a viable route for 
the production of exceptionally continuous and uniform polymer nanofibers. The roller electrospinning device 
contains a roller spinning electrode partially immersed in the tank with the polymer solution. A grounded 
collector electrode is placed at the top of the spinner (Fig. 1). A nonwoven backing material moves along the 
collector electrode which makes the production of the nanofiber layer a continuous process. Many Taylor 
cones are simultaneously formed on the surface of the rotating spinning electrode, which makes the 
technology highly productive. 

It is well known that the electrospinning process and the resulting properties of electrospun nanofibers can 
be manipulated by a number of variables. These parameters can be classified as solution properties 
(molecular weight, concentration, surface tension, conductivity, viscosity, solvent), process conditions 
(applied voltage, distance between electrodes, feed rate, etc.) and ambient parameters (humidity, 
temperature). It was found that all parameters can affect the surface morphology of electrospun fibers [5, 14-
16]. 

In this work polyvinyl butyral (PVB) was used for spinning. Polyvinylbutyral (PVB) polymers have been 
extensively used for many applications, since PVB is a low-cost alternative that offers strong binding ability, 
flexibility, optical clarity and adhesion to many surfaces. In spite of the high popularity of PVB polymers, 
there is not enough information about PVB nanofibers. Ethanol was used as solvent and water was used as 
nonsolvent. It is expected that introducing of nonsolvent to solvent as a mix solvent should produce more 
interesting morphologies of electrospun fibers, as the varying ratio between nonsolvent and solvent. 
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2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 
Polyvinyl butyral (PVB) was purchased from Kuraray - 
the grade Mowital B 60 H (mol. weight 60.000 g/mol). 
Ethanol was used as the solvent of PVB. 8 wt % PVB60 
was determined as optimum concentration. 2, 4, 8 and 
10% wt water was mixed with 8% wt. of PVB. Ethanol 
and water were stirred gently with a magnetic bar at 
room temperature and atmospheric pressure. PVB 
polymer was added slowly to ethanol/water solution.  
Conductivity (Radelkis OK-102/1), viscosity (Haake Roto 
Visco 1 at 23 C°), surface tension (Krüss K9) tests were 
done. Polymer solution was spun by using roller 
electrospinning sytem as nominated in Fig. 1. Spinning 
conditions are shown in the Table 1. 
 

Table 1 Spinning conditions of roller electrospinning 
Applied 

Voltage (kV) 
Distance between 

Roller and Collector 
(cm) 

Relative 
Humidity (%) 

Temperature 
(C°) 

Fabric Speed 
(cm/min) 

Roller 
Speed (rpm) 

80 20 22 21.4 10 2 

The polymer throughput of the roller electrospinning process was calculated from the area weight and width 
of the nanofibre layer and from the velocity of the backing material, using Formula (1). 

P=G*W*Vfabric*    (g/min/m)                           (1) 

where 

P = Polymer throughput (g/min/m) 

G = Nanofibre layer area weight (g/m2) 

W = Width of nanofibre layer (m) 

Vfabric= Backing fabric take up speed (m/min) 

Lr = Length of roller spinning electrode (m) 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Surface Tension, Conductivity and Viscosity Results 
The basic properties of PVB such as surface tension and conductivity are tabulated in Table 2. 

Table 2 Surface tension and conductivity of PVB solutions 

Sample Surace Tension (mN/m) Conductivity (µS.cm-1) 
8% PVB 23.2 8.4 

8% PVB + 2% H2O 24.8 8.4 

8% PVB + 4% H2O 24.1 9.6 

8% PVB + 8% H2O 24.7 9.6 

8% PVB + 12% H2O 25.1 9.52 

Fig.1 Diagram of roller electrospinning set-
up 
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Fong et. al. investigated that surface tension coefficient depends on solvent and solvent mixture. They found 
that by changing the solvent from pure water to a water/ethanol mixture while holding the PEO concentration 
constant, the solution viscosity higher, and the surface tension lower [24]. On the other hand according to 
our results adding water to ethanol in a constant percentage of PVB, surface tension did not change 
significantly. Conductivity of solution increased by increased water concentration. Because polarity of 
solution increased by adding water. 

Viscosity of solution is directly related with concentration, molecular weight, and solvent/nonsolvent system. 
Result of viscosity is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig.2 Viscosity of PVB polymer solutions in various nonsolvent concentrations 

In the case of solvent/nonsolvent, viscosity increases by adding nonsolvent. Presumably, adding nonsolvent 
in a fixed PVB concentration to PVB/ethanol solution produced the shrink of polymer chain coils, and hence, 
to results in more chain entanglements. As a consequence, the viscosity values of PVB with ethanol/water 
present increase consistently with the increasing concentration of water in ethanol/water 

3.2. Spinning Performance and Morphology of Fibers 
In this work effect of nonsolvent on fabric performance was studied primarily. Fabric throughput was 
calculated according to Formula 1. The results are nominated in Fig.3 and 4. 

 
Fig.3 Spinning Performance of PVB solution in various concentration of water 

Increasing viscosity by adding nonsolvent decreased spinning performance. However, fiber diameter 
increases slightly by increasing water in ethanol/water (Fig. 4). Presumably exchange of solvent and 
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nonsolvent leads to a change of polymer solution from a thermodynamically stable state to an unstable state. 
Because of unstable state and high viscosity, fabric throughput decreased. 

 

 
Fig.4 SEM images of (a) 0%, (b) 2%, (c) 4%, (d) 8%, (e) 12% wt. concentration of water in 

ethanol/water/PVB solution 

Nonsolvent system improved fiber morphology. 8% PVB solution has a low diameter however with beads on 
the surface. Adding nonsolvent increased fiber diameter slightly without beads. Beside the negative effect on 
spinning performance, adding nonsolvent to PVB improves fiber quality of nano web. 

4. CONCLUSION 
PVB was chosen as optimum from previous works. Beside this concentration various amount of nonsolvent 
was prepared. Electrospun fibres without bead defects or very few beads were produced using solutions in 
partial solvents; whereas solvents with high solubility for PVB demonstrated electrospraying in the roller 
electrospinning system. It is suggested that lower solubility can be better suited for making good 
electrospinnable solutions than solvents of high solubility. 

Finally, polymer solutions were spun on roller electrospinning system. Results indicated even though 
nonsolvent system inclined to raise viscosity, spinning performance decreased while fiber diameter does not 
change significantly. Furthermore beads free fibers were produced. 
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Abstract   
The aim of this study was to examine the use of polyamide 6 nanofibers as a sorbent material for removal of 
dye on textile wastewater. Simulated wastewater of acid dyes (namely Colour Index Acid blue 41, Acid 
yellow 42 and C.I Acid blue 78) was used for experiment test with simulated concentration of 10 mg L-1, for 
sorption process electrospun polyamide 6 with areal weight 12 g m-2 was used as the sorbent material and 
the process was performed under vacuum pressure. The experiments were realised in temperatures 20, 30, 
40, 50 and 60°C. The experimental result showed that the presented study on polyamide 6 nanofibers has a 
great potential to be used for dye removal, since it was able to absorb dye at room temperature.  

Keywords: Sorption process; polyamide, nanofibers; wastewater; dye removal 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The extensive use of dyes in textiles, printing, dyeing, and food plants has produced a large amount of dye 
wastewater. Because some dyes and their degradation product may be carcinogen and toxic, the removal of 
dyes from wastewater becomes a vital issue in environmental protection. [1,2,3] Furthermore the presence of 
unfixed dyes in textile industry is perceived as one of the major environmental problems of textile 
wastewater, because colour is visible to the public even if the concentration is lower than other pollutants, 
which increases the need for it to be removed before it is discharged. [3] The treatment of dye effluent is 
rather not easy because of their synthetic origins and their mainly aromatic structure, which are biologically 
non degradable. This prevails on intensive search for the best available technology for the dye removal. 
Various physio-chemical methods have been put forward to satisfy the above requirement (such as 
advanced oxidation, biological process, coagulants, oxidizing agents, membrane, electrochemical, and 
sorption techniques). Amongst all these chemical and physical methods sorption process is one of the 
effective techniques that so far have been successfully employed for colour removal. [1, 3, 4] In this process 
various adsorbents (sorbents) have been examined to reduce dye concentrations from aqueous solutions. 
Activated carbon is regarded as effective however expensive adsorbent due to it high cost of manufacturing 
and generation, some others including peat, chitin, silica and some agriculture waste has also been utilized 
but sorption capacities of the above adsorbent are not very high. To improve efficiency of sorption process, it 
is necessary to develop cheap and easily available adsorbents with high sorption capacities [4]. Since 
extraction mainly relies on the holes of the surface of material and limited active groups ,this means chemical 
composition and morphology characteristic of the sorbent are the limits for the efficiency and sorption 
capacity, while available or currently used sorbents are normally micrometer-sized [5,6]. With this increasing 
demand on finding the best suitable sorbent, more attention has been paid to nanostructure materials 
represented by nanofibers. The high surface –to- volume ratio of nanostructure materials provides the 
numerous deal of active site for sorption, making a foundation for efficient separation, extraction and 
enrichment. [5] Furthermore there has been a great interest on research and development of nanofibers in 
recent years due to the heightening awareness of it potential in medical and engineering applications. [8] 
The widely accepted technique to fabricate submicron polymer fibers to engineer unique functional 
nanostructure is electrospinning. [7, 6] The electrospining process is a fiber forming process, where high 
voltage is used to create an electrically charged jet of polymer solution or melt from the needle. [7] 
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Nanofibers have a strong penetrability and interaction with other compounds, which make sorption more 
superior, and due to their high porosities and interconnected pore structure offer a high permeability to water 
filtration over conventional used materials. [8, 5, 10]. When nanofibers are compared to macro scale 
adsorbents electrospun nanofibers own a high surface-to-volume ration and length to the diameter ration that 
can provide a larger specific surface and more active sites for sorption: accordingly the attachment of the 
target molecules would facilitate and a small amount of nanofibers is adequate for the extraction, which 
greatly reduces the volume of desorption solvent. [9] In this study polyamide 6 electrospun nanofibers were 
used as the sorbent material to study the sorption-filtration process of simulated solution of dye wastewater. 
Blue acid dye was chosen as the target sorbate on the simulated wastewater for textile industry due to their 
high affinity to polyamides. Important parameters were calculated which define the capability of substrate. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The electrospun polyamide 6 nanofibre membrane that was used 
as a sorbent during sorption nanofiltration was purchased from the 
company Elmarco s.r.o (Czech Republic), with the areal density of 
12g.m-2 (Fig. 1). The pieces of 30 mm x 30 mm were used for all 
the experiment such that the whole radial surface could fit within 
the dimensions of each piece.  

The filtration unit that was used was the normal unit used for 
membrane filtration for laboratory scales. The sorption – filtration 
process (Fig. 2) was performed under vacuum pressure created by 
suction pump where the vacuum flask was used to collect the 
filtered sample and the volume used per each cycle was 10 ml, test 
tubes were used to store the filtered samples. For testing the 
sorption capacity of the electrospun polyamide 6 nanofibers the 
spectrophotometer was used to measure the initial concentration of 
unfiltered sample and also the final concentration of filtered 
sample. Acid dyes were used because of their high affinity to 
polyamide. 

 
Fig.2 Filtration unit used during nanofitration 

3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSION 
Below are the graphical presentations that show the relationship between accumulated mass of dye, change 
in mass of dye and also the concentration after filtration all against the number of runs in order to reflect the 
effect of the temperature on filtration during the investigation. The following graph gives the summary of the 
effect of increasing temperature on the amount of dye that is accumulated on the membrane, it is an 

Fig.1  Used polyamide nanofibres 
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overview of the total effect of all the temperature used, also reflects the behaviour of the accumulation of dye 
at each temperature.  

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  
In conclusion, after the analysis of results  of the determination of temperature effects on sorption using three 
dyes, it was obtained that C.I Acid Blue 41 solution had a high percentage of dye removal, or accumulated 
on the membrane, followed by C.I Acid Blue 78 and then lastly C.I Acid Yellow 42. This behaviour was 
observed in almost all temperatures during the study, from a temperature of 20 °C to 60 °C. These results 
were in good agreement with the molar masses of the dyes, C.I Acid blue 41 has the smallest molar mass, 
followed by C.I Acid blue 78 and lastly was C.I Acid Yellow 42. The molar mass values could be a good 
indication to reflect that there is an implication of the dye C.I Acid blue 41 having larger molecules or 
particles compared to the other two and also that dye C.I Acid yellow 42 had smallest particles than all other 
investigated dyes. All the figures (Fig. 3 – Fig. 6) showed that accumulated mass of the dye decreases as 
the temperature increases, till the temperature of about 40 °C such that at higher temperature there is a turn 
over point such that the accumulated mass is higher at 50 °C but below the one at 20°C. At the temperature 
of 60 °C, the accumulated mass was higher than all other temperatures. The reason for this was that above 
the glass transition temperatures of Polyamide 6 (47°C), there was swelling of the membrane making the 
pores even smaller for dyes to diffuse.  

Fig.3 Accumulated mass of dye (C.I. Acid Blue 
41) as e function of number of dyeing cycles 

Fig.4 Accumulated mass of dye (C.I. Acid Blue 
78) as e function of number of dyeing cycles 

Fig.5 Accumulated mass of dye (C.I. Acid Yellow 
42) as e function of number of dyeing cycles 

Fig.6 The total mass of sorbet dye per mass 
of fibre for all three dyes 
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Abstract 
In order to directly compete with traditional nanoparticle monophasic photocatalysts and probably substitute 
them, interactive composites photosensitive materials elaborated over macroscopic acceptor supports can 
be applied. The main requirements for these materials destined to be used in oxidation photocatalysis are 
discussed in this paper.   

Keywords: photocatalysis, nanoparticles, interactive composites, acid-base surface properties 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The photocatalytic phenomenon, firstly observed as early as 1938 [1] and later applied for the water-splitting 
procedure in 1972 [2], is generally considered an effect only in nanosized photosensitive well-crystallized 
semiconductors having optimal forbidden zones controlling the free charge carrier (FCC) recombination. It is 
namely “nanosized structure” which stays a keyword of this traditional consideration: taking into account the 
real distances covered by the FCC during their average lifetime in an individual semiconductor under 
excitation [3], it is believed that an efficient photocatalyst has to be designed preferentially in the nanoparticle 
state. 

However, some well-known application problems (significant handling difficulties, severe sanitary restrictions, 
etc.) largely restrain, more and more, the use of the free nanoparticle photocatalysts. That’s why an 
alternative concept of a nanocomposite photocatalyst manufactured using a macroscopic support playing, at 
the same time, hosting and immobilization roles for a nanostructured photosensitive active component 
(PAC), was developed during the 1990s. Nevertheless, the PAC coupling to a macroscopic matrix can’t 
automatically guarantee a good quality of a composite photocatalyst, even if the handling and the main 
sanitary problems seem to be resolved. 

Instead of traditional monophasic nanoparticle photocatalysts or their joining composite analogues where the 
PAC and the support phases are chemically independent, we propose using of interactive composite 
materials (ICM) where well-layered photosensitive active components are covalently bonded to special 
macroscopic matrix manifesting pronounced acceptor capacities and belonging thus, in their original non-
hydrated surface states, to the Lewis acids [4 – 7]. Staying in the framework of this concept allowing, besides 
other benefits, an efficient managing of the FCC surface repartition, we’ve put forward a list of major 
requirements to be respected in order the photocatalytic properties of macroscopic photosensitive 
composites could correspond to the ones of the best nanoparticle photocatalytic products (e.g., Degussa-
P25). We consider this way to be promising for partial or even whole substitution of usual free nanoparticle 
or joining composite photocatalysts by their ICM followers. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART 
The test TiO2 / SiO2 composite samples were elaborated at 175 – 350°C by means of Molecular Layering 
Method (MLM) [8] also known as Atomic Layer Deposition technique (ALD) [9] over pure silica supports 
(silica gel for column chromatography, pore size – 6 nm, grain size – 0.250–0.315 mm, specific area – 
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440 m2/g, supplier – ACROS Organics) applying titanium tetrachloride TiCl4 (supplier – ACROS Organics) as 
a volatile PAC’s precursor. The structural properties of titanium dioxide surface deposits were studied using 
XRD (X-ray diffractometer BRUKER D8 Advance) and UV-Vis DRS (UV-Vis spectrometer SPECORD M40 
Carl Zeiss Jena) techniques. All diffuse reflectance spectra have been obtained in differential recording 
mode: pure SiO2 was applied as a compensatory absorbance species in order to eliminate a vain signal 
contribution resulting from silica. The sample morphologic characteristics and their elementary compositions 
were investigated via environmental mode SEM method coupled with EDX analysis facilities (scanning 
electronic microscope Quanta 200 Feg). The acid-base properties of the sample surfaces were probed both 
by Tanabe pH-metric techniques [10] and by Hammett indicator method largely described in literature (see, 
for instance, [11]). The photocatalytic activities of all elaborated species were measured in humid air (RH25°C 
= 40%) in dynamic conditions (gas flow rate G25°C = 200 ml/min, gas sojourn time in the reaction zone = 19 s) 
using a coated wall annular reactor irradiated by a black-light UV lamp (electric power – 6W, measured 
irradiation intensity – 1500 lux, supplier – PHILIPS). Vaporized toluene C7H8 (in-let concentration C0 = 40 
mg/m3) was used as the test compound being at the same time a sacrificial agent of the whole oxidation 
photocatalytic reaction C7H8ads + 14 H2Oads + 14 h+

vb  → 7CO2gas + 36 H+
ads, where h+

vb is an electronic hole 
in the PAC’s valence band. A degree of the test compound transformation into the whole oxidation products 
was examined by GC-FID method (gas chromatograph Finnigan Trace GC Ultra). Two main parameters 
were controlled: 1 – toluene current in-let and out-let concentrations (on-line valve sampling), 2 – total VOC 
traces availability in out-let gas mixtures at the detection level of a dozen μg/m3 (solid phase micro-extraction 
sampling, SPME). A permanent follow of total VOC traces presence in out-let gases allowed concluding on 
the oxidation reaction performance: if in stationary oxidation process no derivate organic compounds did not 
exist neither over the sample surface, neither in the gas phase, the test compound transformation into the 
whole oxidation products was considered to be practically complete.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Eighteen interactive composite samples containing titanium dioxide PACs chemically deposited over 
amorphous silica considered to be a powerful acceptor agent [12] were elaborated. The SEM images of the 
most representative TiO2 / SiO2 composite species with extremely different morphologic characteristics are 
shown in Fig. 2. As to their surface morphology, all the samples may be divided in three groups: I – PAC 
dominantly deposited as big aggregates (middle diameter ≥ 1μm, samples 1 – 7, 12); II – PAC deposited as 
relatively small aggregates (middle diameter ≈ 100 – 200 nm; sample 8); III – PAC dominantly deposited as a 
layer (middle layer thickness ≈ 100 – 150 nm, SEM estimation using a cut grain; samples 9, 11, 13, 14, 18). 

 
Fig. 1. XRD patterns (a) and DRS spectra (b) of three typical composite samples representing all 

morphological groups: 1 – well-crystallized nanoparticle TiO2 photocatalyst Degussa P25 (80% mas. – 
anatase, 20% mas. – rutile; a bench-mark sample); 2 – sample 7, group I; 3 – sample 8, group II; 4 – sample 

9, group III (composite samples numbering after Fig. 2) 
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Independently of their morphological features, the PACs of all typical samples are rather few crystallized 
(Fig. 1 (a)). However, all these species contain anatase crystalline nuclei (maximum absorption at ∼ 380 nm, 
Fig. 1 (b)) having the average diameters calculated from Sherrer equation for anatase phase near to 16 nm. 

 

 

      

   

      

   

1 2 3 
4

6 7 8 
9
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Fig. 2. SEM images of the most representative elaborated samples (samples 1 – 9, 11 – 14, 18) and an EDX 

spectrum of the sample 18 

A pronounced homogeneity of the PAC crystalline properties for all morphology sample types may be 
caused by a strong ordering role of a silica support staying still reach, at moderated temperature conditions 
applied during the synthesis operations, in Brönsted acid (BA) surface sites involved in the MLM exchange 
(substitution) reactions. Being in the highest proximity over a well hydrated support surface, neighbour BA 
sites have to favour at first the anatase phase formation (unit cell “a” parameter = 3.78 Å, Fig. 3), whereas 
over a partially dehydrated surface the rutile phase has to be preferentially formed (“a” = 4.58 Å, Fig. 3). For 
example, this is the case for the sample 4 (Fig. 2) elaborated at 350°C in extremely dry nitrogen middle 
(dew-point below -50°C): in its DRS spectrum the absorption maximum is shifted to 415 nm manifesting thus 
the fact that the PAC begins to be structured just as the rutile phase. surface properties of the tested 
samples strongly depend on the morphology factor. The 
samples attributed to the first and even to the second 
morphological group show low PAC surface acidity – both for 
primary Lewis acid sites (Fig. 4 (a), (b)) and for secondary 
Brönsted ones (Fig. 5). This circumstance probably justifies 
a weak interactivity of the concerned species: the electron pump 
ability of an acceptor silica support 

Contrary to the structural features of their PASc, the acid-
base is not sufficient for any important contribution in the 
dissociation degree of the secondary surface active sites (BB ↔ 
LA + OH-, BA ↔ LB + H+). The situation begins to change only 
for the samples constituting the third morphological group (Fig. 4 
(b), (c) and Fig. 5), with an exception for the sample 12 formally attributed the first group but due to the 
particularities of its elaboration method possessing a mixed PAC morphology represented both by aggregate 
and layer forms. Tab. 1 contains the surface acidity parameters of four samples representing in pairs the Ist 
and the IIIrd groups. In this table, R is a ratio of the average surface 

12 13 14 18 

 
Fig. 3. Anatase (left) and rutile (right) 

unit cells [13] 
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a). –■– pure silica, –▲– sample 4, –x– sample 5, –♦– sample 6; 

 
b). –■– pure silica, –▲– sample 7, –x– sample 8, –♦– sample 9; 

 
c). –■– pure silica, –▲– sample 12, –x– sample 13, –♦– sample 14. 

Fig. 4. Acidity surface spectra obtained after Hammett indicator method 

 
Fig. 5. pH-metric Tanabe test results: –+– pure amorphous silica support; –●– sample 6; –▲– sample 1; 

–■– sample 9; –♦– sample 13; –■– sample 11; –♦– sample 18 
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Table 1. Surface acidity parameters of four samples representing in pairs the Ist and the IIIrd groups 
Sample and its morphology group 1 (I) 6 (I) 9 (III) 13 (III) R 
Measure
d surface 
Brönsted 
and 
Lewis 
acidities 
(BA, LA) 

BA after Tanabe  
(Fig. 5),  
g-ion H+ / L 

4.0*10-7 2.5*10-7 7.0*10-7 7.1*10-7 ≈ 2.2  
(for BA sites) Average for 1, 6: 

3.25*10-7 
Average for 9, 13: 
7.05*10-7 

LA after Hammett  
(Fig. 4), 
mmol / g at pKa = 14 

6.0*10-3 *) 6.5*10-3 15.0*10-3 18.0*10-

3 
≈ 2.6  
(for LA sites) 

Average for 1, 6: 
6.25*10-3 

Average for 9, 13: 
16.50*10-3 

*) This value is not presented in Fig. 4 

acidities between the IIIrd and the Ist sample groups. It may be seen that both Lewis and Brönsted sample 
acidities arise at the same degree when the aggregate PAC surface morphology (3D) is substituted by the 
layer one (2D). This fact signify that both Brönsted basic (BB) and Brönsted acid (BA) surface sites of the 
layer composite samples are deeply influenced by an acceptor support and their dissociation constants are 
considerably more important. The highest surface acidities are manifested by the samples 11 and 18 (group 
III; Fig. 2 and Fig. 5). For the sample 11 the RBA ratio arises already to 4.4, whereas for the sample 18 RBA 
reaches 9.8 (!), always as compared to the average BA acidity value obtained for the samples 1 and 6 
(Table 1). The surface acidity of a composite oxide material is thus an important criterion of its interactive 
ability. As to composite oxide photocatalysts, a high interactivity is absolutely required in order to free 
maximum of LB sites over the PAC surface: in standard conditions, the most of these primary sites being 
active centres of the photocatalytic oxidation process are transformed into inactive BA-centres which must 
be therefore destroyed by their forced dissociation assisted by an acceptor support.    

The data exposed in Fig. 6 confirm that the highest photocatalytic activities are manifested just by interactive 
composites samples with the most important surface acidities and the PACs well layered over their supports. 
It has to be noted that for interactive composite photocatalysts the PAC’s crystalline structure is not a major 
factor which stipulates their oxidation capacities, as in the case of monophasic nanoparticle semiconductors. 

 
Fig. 6.  Evolution in time of the out-let toluene concentrations during the photocatalytic activity tests: 

–●– sample 6; –▲– sample 1; –■– sample 9; –♦– sample 13; –■– sample 11; –♦– sample 18 

CONCLUSION 
Interactive composite materials (ICM) elaborated using acceptor supports with chemically bonded to their 
surfaces well layered photosensitive active components (PAC) can be applied in order to substitute 
traditional monophasic free nanoparticle photocatalysts considered being potentially dangerous for human 

C0 
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health. The main quality criterion for an ICM photocatalytic species is its high surface acidity. On the 
contrary, the PAC crystalline features are not determinant ones because in ICM structures the FCC 
separation efficiency is totally controlled by an acceptor support functioning as a powerful electron pump [4, 5]. 
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Abstract 
In developed and developing building energy consumption is about half the national consumption. Buildings 
constitute a significant share in energy consumption in recent years the question of energy efficiency through 
reduced consumption of energy and ensure environmental comfort conditions. Building design and operation 
influence indoor air quality and indirectly productivity and health of occupants. The objective of this paper is 
to estimate the performance of energy in a school after renovation and indoor air quality in classrooms. Also 
is study the performance of photovoltaic cells mounted on school facades.  

Keywords: building energy, BIPV facade, PV cells, ambiental comfort  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Today, our needs and strategies are to find the best possible balance between an efficient use of energy in 
buildings and a comfortable and healthy indoor environment. The term "indoor environment" means 
combination of terms: temperature-atmospheric, acoustic, lighting / radiation, mechanical, psychological and 
esthetic. Indoor environments should safeguard and enhance occupant 's health, comfort and productivity, 
as people spend around 90% of their lives indoor. [1]. Thermal environment is one of the most important 
indoor environmental factors that affect health and human performance [2] .  

The main purpose of indoor environmental control is to ensure occupants comfort in buildings. Thermal 
comfort is defined in ISO 7730 as "that condition of mind that expresses satisfaction with the thermal 
environment" [3] The buildings exist primarily to offer a comfortable environment, healthy where people can 
live and work. The indoor environment should be maintained to a comfortable temperature and healthy, have 
an adequate supply of fresh air, to be free from humid projects and pollutants and be quiet and well lit. A 
comfortable indoor environment must be based of energy use for lighting, ventilation, heating and / or 
cooling.  Most energy used in buildings is provided by fossil fuels. However, depending on climatic 
conditions, "natural" means such as daylighting, passive heating and cooling and natural ventilation may 
make important contributions. It is very important to have an energy efficient system, which provides good 
indoor conditions, without too much energy consumption. Are many solutions for increasing building’s energy 
performance. These solutions could  include energy saving appliances, lighting controls and thermostats, 
activated blinds, fans, heating and cooling systems, solar water heating systems, as well as heat recovery 
systems, wind turbines and photovoltaic cells. We develop the solution using photovoltaic cells. 

Nowadays, buildings usually register a specific annual energy consumption for heating with values between 
180 kWh/mpy and 240 kWh/mpy.  Building complexes designed between 1950-1990 have registered the 
highest energy losses through exterior walls, windows and terraces. These energy losses determine high  
heating costs during the winter season. Also, the buildings  designed between 1950-1990 often present 
elements of construction of deteriorated facades as well as components - exterior walls and windows- 
energetically inefficient. [4] 

For the buildings sector, according to the first National Action Plan regarding the Energy Efficiency 2008 – 
2012, transmitted by our country to the European Commission, according to the provisions of Directive 
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2006/32/CE, it is forecasted that by applying the measures of thermal refurbishment of buildings included in 
the Multiannual National Plan forseen by the Government Urgence Order no. 18/2009, to achieve energy 
savings of approximately 25% in regard to the existing situation, respectively the realization of energy saving 
for the period 2008 – 2010 of approximately 36.000 MWh/year. The objectives included in the Romanian 
Government Programme for 2009 – 2012 are: 

• increase of financial resources from the state budget for implementing national developing 
programmes of infrastructure for the local interest; 

• increase the energy performance of appartment buildings and public buildings; 

• Implementing new investment programmes and continuing the existent programmes in the public 
interest infrastucture in order to attain in an accelerated rhythm the housing conditions according to 
the european requirements in order to increase the life quality. [1] 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE  
This paper present a study in a school located in Timisoara, where we mounted on South facade a module 
of PV cells. We start this experimental procedure with a presentation of Timisoara climate and Timis solar 
irradiation. In second part, we describe the components of this PV system and PV cells characteristics. We 
measure in succesive winter days produced power of this system.  

2.1 Timisoara’s climate and solar irradiation 

 
Fig. 1: Global irradiation and solar electricity potential for Timis [5] 

Timisoara is located at the intersection of parallel 45 ° 47 'north latitude with the meridian of 21 ° 17' east 
longitude and belongs in moderate temperate continental climate characteristic of the southeast part of the 
Pannonian Basin, with some Mediterranean influences (version Adriatic). Atmospheric processes are varied. 
The dominant masses of air during spring and summer are tempered by oceanic origin, bringing significant 
precipitation. Frequently, even during winter, arriving from the Atlantic humid air masses, bringing rain and 
snow mean rarely cold waves.  From September to February is manifested frequent continental polar 
penetration of air masses coming from the east. At the same time is strongly felt cyclones influence and 
warm air masses from the Adriatic Sea and the Mediterranean Sea, which generates winter defrost 
completely and summer periods require heat. The average annual temperature is 10.6 º C, the warmest 
month is July (21.1 ° C), resulting in heat stroke average of 22.7 º C, which certifies beneficial influence of 
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oceanic air masses. Being under the influence predominantly maritime of air masses from the northwest, 
Timisoara receives an annual average precipitation amount of 592 mm, due to the high precipitations in May, 
June, July (34.4% of the annual total) and those in November and December, when it records the maximum 
secondary reflection of climate influences Mediterranean. Timisoara geographical position has different 
characteristics depending on the solar irradiation. Solar electricity potential and global iradiation for timis 
region is described in Fig.1.  

2.2 Case study  
The quality of the indoor environment is dependent on many factors. These factors may be subdivided into 
the following categories:  outdoor conditions, building, building services and people & their activities  

It may be seen in Fig. 2. That a good indoor environment is realized through good design of building and 
systems.[6] 

 
Fig. 2: Factors wich influence the Indoor Environmental Quality [6] 

This experiment is focused for building facade and is made using photovoltaic cells integrated in building. 
Building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) are electric power systems not only produce electricity, they are also 
part of the building. The system presents parts from the study of solar panels optimal dimensions, to adapt 
them to the facade of the building.[7]  

The BIPV system consists of nine PV glass laminates and have an output power of 37.62 W under Standard 
Test Conditions (Table 1 and Fig. 3)  

Table 1: Nominal electrical data of the PV modules used (at standard test conditions(STC)) 
Parameter Values of PV module 

Power at MPP under STC Pmpp 37.62W 
Open circuit voltage V oc 5.79V 
Short circuit current I 4.42 A sc 8.53A 
Temperature coefficient voltage (Uoc) - 0.33 %/K 
Temperature coefficient  current 0.04 %/K 
Temperature coefficient  power -0.42 %/K 
Maximum Power Point Vmpp, Impp 4.73V, 7.87A 
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Fig. 3: Current–voltage characteristics of the PV modules used during the experiments 

 

The gross area of the entire structure 
is 0.53 m2.The dimensions of this 
systems are: 1778x300x13.52 mm. 
Cells distance are 5mm width and 5 
mm length, and maximum edge 
distance is 167 mm. These cells are 
mounted serial.  

Build up details for these cells are 
detailed in Fig. 4 

Each PV glass laminate consist of: 6 mm Low-Iron,Toughened Glass edge polished 6mm glass, a Polyvinyl 
butyral Folie (PVB-Folie) , cellnet, PVB-Folie, 6 mm toughened glass, edge polished 6mm glass. PV cells are 
monocrystalline, with dimensions 156x156 mm.The thickness of this PV glass is 13,52 mm 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The integration of solar cells in the 
buildings can be profitable, besides 
presenting a modern and esthetic 
aspect. The efficiency of system is 
influenced by orientation and inclination 
of PV modules. The PV solar system is 
mounted on south facade, vertical. We 
have chosen this version, because 
south facade is appropriate for 
implementing solar cells, the others 
three facades for their low efficiency of 
solar energy. 

The measurements were made in three 
successive days in winter season.(14-
15 December 2011)  

The valid data about temperature and total solar irradiation on a vertical wall face toward South are available 
[8]. The evolution of temperature in these days is presented in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 4: Glassthickness - Build up details 

Fig. 5: Temperature in 14-16 December 2011 
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In hourly interval 8 and 16 the 
temperature variate between 6 
and 14 dgr C. In every day, in 
this interval we measure 
produced power. A variation of 
power energy, during these three 
days, depending by solar 
irradiation is presented in Fig. 6. 
The evolution of produced power 
energy is in dependence with 
solar irradiation.and temperature. 
We observed that in interval 12 -
14 this system produce the 
greatest amount of energy, at the 
highest values of temperature 
and solar irradiation 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
The content of this paper is first step to estimate the performance of energy in a school after renovation and 
indoor air quality in classrooms. We chose this variant to see the quantity of produced power on a surface of 
0.53 m2, following that to cover all South glazed with photovoltaic cells. Green buildings provide benefits 
beyond environmental advantages at a low or negative cost. These include improved worker productivity and 
work quality resulting from a more comfortable office environment as well as improved public health resulting 
from reduced indoor air pollution  
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Fig.6: Variation of produced power 
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Abstract  
Nanotechnology creates possibilities to produce new products with novel functionalities and improved 
characteristics. Therefore the incorporation of engineered nanoparticles (ENP) in commercial products is 
progressively increasing and so is the potential for release of these novel materials into the environment. In 
fact, the occurrence and release of titanium nanomaterials in a wastewater treatment plant has already been 
proven. This implies that nanomaterials will reach the aquatic environment and that they could represent a 
risk to aquatic organisms and humans. 

We have studied the discharge of nano-TiO2 (nTiO2) to water for two case studies related to photocatalytic 
nanomaterials: A- The release of nTiO2 from two photocatalytic coatings under accelerated aging under a 
water flow and B- The release of nTiO2 though a filtration pilot plant from tap water containing 2 mg/L 
nanoparticles. 

Case A. The influence of environmental parameters (water matrix, UV-light) was investigated while the 
consequences of aging were evaluated under different endpoints, among them, the release of TiO2 
nanoparticles. Despite that TiO2 emissions were observed for both coatings, only one of them presented 
mechanical damages. TiO2 concentrations up to 150.5 μg/L were detected in the aging water.  

Case B. Preliminary experiments were conducted at laboratory scale to determine optimum polymeric 
material as well as pore size. Among the common commercial materials PVDF showed the best 
performance. Two different industrial hollow fiber cartridges were tested with a pore size of 0.45 μm 
(microfiltration) and 0.03 μm (ultrafiltration). TiO2 was detected at an average concentration of 51 μg/L in the 
filtered water. 

Keywords: TiO2 water contamination, nanoparticles discharge, water, filtration, aging 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nanotechnology creates possibilities to produce new products with novel functionalities and improved 
characteristics. Therefore the incorporation of ENP in commercial products is progressively increasing. ENP 
embedded in products will inevitably enter the environment during their life cycle through e.g. product use or 
weathering and disposal [1]. This implies that nanomaterials may represent a risk to environmental 
organisms and humans. 

The risks of ENP are associated with exposure levels and toxicity of ENM [2]. Once that ENP are released to 
the environment their fate, transport, and transformation will determine their eco-/toxicity. Therefore it is vital 
to quantify ENP release, to understand the factors affecting the release of ENM from products and their fate 
when arriving to final disposal e.g. wastewater treatment plant. The knowledge in these areas will aid to 
minimize ENP exposure as a result of safer produced materials and safer treatment of the ENP waste at 
their end-of-life. 

The aim of this work is to estimate likely environmental nTiO2 concentrations in two case scenarios: A) 
Release during use of a product: nTiO2 discharge from glass coatings under weathering and water flow 
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aging, and B) Release during end-of-life: “free” nTiO2 discharge from a filtration plant under likely operation 
conditions. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1  Case A-The release of n-TiO2 from two photocatalytic coatings under accelerated aging under 
a water flow  

Two photocatalytic coatings were 
investigated. One was a commercial 
product, Pilkington ActivTM (PA), which 
had been suggested by Mills et al. [3] as 
a reference material for photocatalytic 
coatings. According to manufacturer 
data and previous reports [3-4], it 
consists in a 12–15 nm thick 
nanocrystalline film of anatase TiO2. It is 
deposited by an Atmospheric Pressure 

Chemical Vapour Deposition (APCVD) 
process on a glass substrate heated to 
615°C. The second material was an experimental coating, synthesized at low temperature and deposited by 
dip-coating. It contained in average 50 wt.% of TiO2 nanoparticles (80% anatase, 20% rutile) embedded in a 
siliceous matrix. An accelerated aging procedure was developed in which 1 L water was circulated parallel to 
the surface of the coatings at 3 L/min for a period varying from 1 to 4 weeks. As shown in Fig. 1, the samples 
were placed in a Teflon® flume designed specifically for this experiment and water was pumped on them 
from a reservoir, by a centrifugal pump. The water coming out of the flume was recollected in the reservoir 
and re-circulated in the flume in a closed loop. Four water matrixes (deionized water (DW), humic acids (HA), 
sodium chloride (NaCl) and humic acids plus sodium chloride (HA + NaCl)) were tested in order to evaluate 
the specific influence of each compound as well as their combined action. All sample type/water 
combinations were probed in parallel in the dark and under UVA at ca. 1 mW/cm2. For each experiment, the 
samples were divided into four groups depending on the time they were maintained in the flume: 1 week, 2 
weeks, 3 weeks and 4 weeks. Each group comprised four replicates. 

The TiO2 was analyzed with an axial Varian Vista-MPX CCD simultaneous ICP-OES, with SPS 5 sample 
preparation system. For each water, 2× 80 mL were digested under gentle heating with 2 mL nitric acid 65% 
and 3 mL sulphuric acid 95%. When extremely low amounts of TiO2 were expected (DW and HA runs), 320 
mL of the aging water were concentrated tenfold using a Speed-Vac Concentrator before being digested and 
analyzed. The detection and quantification limits were 0.16 μg/L and 0.52 μg/L, respectively.  

2.2  Case B-The release of n-TiO2 though a filtration pilot plant from tap water containing 2 mg/L NP 
The pilot plant was manufactured to operate in dead-end and tangential (or cross flow) modes. The pilot 
plant consisted on a 1000 L feed tank connected to tap water supply, a pump, two membrane modules that 
could be operated simultaneously or individually, a dosing pump for the nanoparticles, a chemically 
enhanced backwash (CEB) and cleaning in place (CIP) systems and a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) 
as observed in Fig. 2. The pilot plant also included a 500 μm pre-filter, a flow meter, inlet and outlet pressure 
controller, a thermometer and a manual valve to control the retentate water flow in cross flow filtration mode. 
The plant was designed to treat a maximum of 1500 L/h. 

Fig. 1. Experimental aging setup under water flow 
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Two PVDF hollow fibre membrane 
modules were tested: i) a 0.4 μm 
microfiltration module from Porous Fibers 
with a surface area of 6.6 m2 giving a 
recommended filtrate flux between 50-100 
L/m2/h and ii) a 0.03 μm ultrafiltration 
module from Dow  with a surface area of 
33 m2 giving a recommended filtrate flux 
between 40-120 L/m2/h.  

Experiments were performed in constant 
flow mode using tap water. Two different 
flows were tested in dead-end mode: 800 
L/h and 1300 L/h. In cross flow filtration 
the feed flow was set to 1300 L/h with a 
300 L/h retentate flow giving an average 
permeate flow of 1000 L/h. Twenty four 
hour filtrations were performed. nTiO2 

concentration in the inlet and outlet was evaluated by discrete and continuous sampling. 

Since high fouling was observed with the microfiltration module backwashes were set every 30 min, acidic 
cleaning with H2SO4 to combat inorganic fouling every 8 h and basic cleaning with NaOH to decrease 
organic fouling every 12 h. For the ultrafiltration hollow fibre module acidic and basic cleaning cycles were 
identical to microfiltration. However since the pressure was constant over longer periods of time with the 
ultrafiltration system backwashes cleanings were set every 45 min.  

The selected titanium dioxide nanoparticle was Aeroxide P25 from Evonik.Nanoparticle concentrations in the 
permeate water were measured using inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) 
on a Varian 710 ICP-OES with an axial torch configuration. TiO2 NP samples were acidified with 2 % HNO3. 
Samples were processed within one week. The method detection limit for nTiO2 was 1.5 μg/L.  

3.  RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

3.1  Case A-The release of n-TiO2 from two photocatalytic coatings under accelerated aging under 
a water flow  

No difference was detected in sample weight before and after aging, suggesting there was no major loss of 
material. This could moreover be confirmed by thickness measurements on the experimental coating, as no 
lower values were found for aged samples than for their respective control. Neither could any significant 
variations in the TiO2 content of the coatings be evidenced by EDX. The efforts to assess TiO2 release 
therefore focused on the elemental analysis of the water circulated in the flumes during the experiment. 
Fig. 3 shows the concentration measured for TiO2 in these waters as a function of water matrix and 
illumination.  

While the controls (not shown) exhibited concentrations below the detection limit of methodology (0.16 μg/L), 
all the waters used for aging contained titanium dioxide to a lower or higher extent. TiO2 was then undeniably 
lost from both coatings under several circumstances. Moreover the composition of the water seemed to have 
a strong influence on TiO2 emissions. Indeed, if DW and HA resulted in relatively low amounts of TiO2 
released over the 4 weeks of experiment, for both Pilkington ActivTM and experimental samples, emissions 
up to 5.9 μg/L (Pilkington ActivTM, Fig. 3b) and 104.5 μg/L (experimental coatings, Fig. 3a) were recorded in 
presence of NaCl. Besides, this effect was magnified when humic acids were added to NaCl, reaching the 
highest TiO2 levels of the whole experiment: 30.8 μg/L and 150.5 μg/L for Pilkington ActivTM and 

Fig. 2. Filtration pilot plant 
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experimental coating samples, respectively. At the other extreme, the lowest TiO2 losses were observed for 
HA runs on experimental coatings and DW runs on Pilkington ActivTM. In most cases, the samples irradiated 
with UV-light released higher amounts of TiO2 than the samples aged under the same condition in darkness. 
Although both coatings displayed similar tendencies of release, the magnitude of their emissions differed and 
the loss of TiO2 was generally higher on experimental coatings than on Pilkington ActivTM. One should 
however put this result in perspective with the much lower initial TiO2 content of Pilkington ActivTM. Taking 
into account the exposed surface (10 samples, i.e. 7.5 × 10−3m2), the cumulative release of TiO2 from the two 
coatings during the 4 weeks of experiment is given in Table 1.  

 
Fig. 3. Emissions of TiO2. Concentration of aging waters in TiO2 as measured by ICP-OES for (a) 

experimental coatings and (b) Pilkington ActivTM 

Table 1. Cumulative release of TiO2 over 4 weeks, expressed in mg/m2 

Water typology 
Experimental coating Pilkington ActivTM

Dark UVA Dark UVA 
DW 0.73 1.72 0.06 0.12 
HA 0.12 0.09 0.10 0.27 
NaCl 3.60 13.93 0.79 0.24 
HA+NaCl 10.50 20.07 2.49 4.11 

 

It is interesting to see that on average, these values lay in the same range that experimental data obtained 
by Kaegi et al. [5] from runoff water of fresh paints after rain events. Yet they generally remained lower, 
consistently with the fact that paints have a very high TiO2 content and that efforts are made in 
photocatalytic coatings to achieve a better immobilization of TiO2 nanoparticles. The ca. 10 mg/m2 of Ti 
emissions (equivalent to 16.7 mg/m2 TiO2) accumulated over one month in Kaegi’s study are only overcome 
on experimental coatings aged under the most aggressive conditions: HA + NaCl and UVA. In outdoor air 
applications (self-cleaning surfaces, air purification) the values calculated here would probably represents a 
worst case scenario, as a continuous water flow seems exaggerated with respect to occasional rain events. 
On the contrary in water treatment application, high water flows are likely, and our values may actually 
underestimate real releases. Whatever the case, they have to be put in perspective with the fact that they 
correspond to relatively fresh materials. Loosely bound particles probably account for a great part in the 
observed releases and TiO2 emissions could decrease after the first weeks of use, as reported before for 
paints [5]. Further investigations are then needed to evaluate the distribution of TiO2 emissions over time. 

3.2  Case B-The release of n-TiO2 though a filtration   
Preliminary experiments were conducted at laboratory scale to determine which material (PVDF, PTFE, 
PES, Regenerated cellulose and nylon) performed best on the retention of nTiO2. PVDF showed a good 
overall performance (good recovery, chemical stability) plus it is a commonly used material in filtration 
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industry. From laboratory studies it was observed that membrane pore (0.1-0.45 μm) was not a determinant 
factor on the ENP release while water matrix highly influenced the NP transport across the membrane 
(Figure 4). Water containing HAs and bicarbonate highly enhanced the release of nTiO2 compared to 
distillated water (> 150 fold). However filtration using environmental waters (river, WWTP effluent) did not 
provide as high nTiO2 concentration in permeate water as with synthetic water (HAs+NaHCO3).Quantified 
nTiO2 permeate concentration ranged from 3 to 18 μg/L. 
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Fig. 4. a) Laboratory scale filtration apparatus. b) Release of nTiO2. Filtration conditions: 75 mL water, nTiO2 

feed concentration: 1g/L, filtration pressure: 2 bar 

At pilot plant scale various experiments were performed as described in Section 2.2. nTiO2 concentration in 
permeate water was above the limit of detection. An average of 51 μg/L nTiO2 concentration was calculated 
from the results of all tested conditions. Filtration systems despite removing > 95% of ENP, the released 
amount per day was significant. Permeate nTiO2 concentrations up to 108 μg/L were quantified under normal 
operating conditions. This is equivalent to the release of 3.3 g nTiO2 per day from 31.2 m3 of treated water 
(Feed concentration 2.1 mg/L nTiO2). Although similar results were obtained for all tested conditions (4 fold 
difference between the maximum and minimum concentration), a slight increase in ENP release was 
observed at higher processed flow rates and with ultrafiltration hollow fibre cartridge. 

In a filtration processes, cleaning steps are necessary to avoid membrane fouling and maintain optimal 
operating conditions. In this study the release of ENPs was only accounted for the filtered water. However 
the required water for the cleaning steps becomes highly polluted with ENPs. These ENPs will enter the 
environment unless this cleaning water is thereafter correctly treated.  

One has to put these values in perspective. The only available study on the removal of TiO2 (nano and non 
nano fraction ) from a secondary WWTP indicated that the presence of TiO2 in the inlet was one fourth of the 
feed concentration we used [6]. In the same study it was observed that about 70-80% of the TiO2 was 
removed with the sludge. Since nTiO2 does not easily undergo transformation or chemical reactions, the 
release of these ENPs will be shifted to other compartments (eg. to soil if sludge is used for soil amendment, 
to air if sludge is incinerated). This suggests that it is likely that the overall nTiO2 reaching the aquatic 
compartment from a WWTP with membrane filtration as a tertiary treatment is inferior to the values 
presented in this work.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Experimental information on the release of ENM during use or disposal of products is very scarce [1]. This 
work assists at filling this gap and evidences the release of ENP in both of the case studies: through the 
phase of A) use (glass coatings with self-cleaning properties) and B) end-of-life (free ENP that would reach a 
water treatment facility with a filtration system).  
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The results obtained from these studies can aid to create more accurate exposure models that are 
necessary to predict the risks associated with ENP.  
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Abstract 
We evaluated the efficiency of Ströber synthesis for nanoscale zero valent iron (nZVI) stabilization. The 
major problem connected with nZVI applications in subsurface is its tendency to agglomeration and rapid 
sedimentation in aqueous media. We introduce a method for the synthesis of a silica shell on the surface of 
nZVI particles which protects the particles against agglomeration. The commercial suspensions NANOFER 
25 produced by the Czech company NANO IRON ltd. was first characterized using methods which gave a 
size, shape and crystalline state. These tests showed the presence of agglomerates in a suspension. The 
agglomerates were first disintegrated using ultrasound. The disintegrated particles were then covered with 
polyvinylpyrrolidone. Silica deposition onto the surfaces of the nZVI particles was the result of the hydrolysis 
and condensation of tetraethyl orthosilicate in a basic condition. We assessed the sedimentation behavior of 
stabilized particles, morphology, particles size and ζ-potential. NANOFER 25 is a three-phase material of α-
Fe0, FeO(OH) and Fe3O4 particles that form agglomerates. A median size of these agglomerates was 2.02 
µm. Electron microscopy showed that using ultrasound led to the disintegration of these agglomerates and 
that the surface coating protected the particles against re-agglomeration. We also observed an improvement 
in the particles sedimentation behavior and a decrease in particle size after the coating. 

Keywords: Nanoscale zerovalent iron, aggregation, sedimentation, silica, stabilization, in-situ remediation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Zero valent iron (ZVI) is widely used in the removing of chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons from contaminated 
groundwater. This method is based on the ability of ZVI to remove halogen atoms from contaminant 
molecules and thus transform a substance in products with low or no toxicity. Practical use of this ability then 
lies in the application of ZVI into the subsurface where ZVI comes into contact with contaminated 
groundwater. [1, 2] 

ZVI can be applied into the subsurface in two different forms. In the first case the macroscopic particles of 
ZVI are applied as a filling of permeable reactive barriers. However, the small surface area of the 
macroscopic particles often causes a lack of ZVI efficiency to remove contaminants. This deficiency led to 
the creation of nanoscale zero valent iron particles (nZVI) with a typical size ranged from 1 to 100 nm. [3]  In 
comparison with the macroscopic iron particles nano-based iron particles have higher specific surface area 
and, thus, higher surface reactivity. Moreover, because of their small size, nanoparticles can be suspended 
into a slurry and transported by groundwater flow. The water suspension of nZVI can be injected under 
pressure or by gravity directly into a contaminated plume. However, nanoparticles tend to agglomerate in 
aqueous media. The formation of agglomerates leads to decrease in nZVI reactivity and mobility in the 
subsurface. [1, 4] 

Agglomerates can be dispersed by mechanical or vibrating disintegration (e. g. ultrasound). Disintegrated 
particles tend to re-agglomeration. Therefore, the addition of a substance which is physically or chemically 
adsorbed on the particle surface, and, thus creates a barrier is needed. [5] Investigations focused on nZVI 
stabilization have been carried out using usually organic substances such as carboxymethyl cellulose [6], 
anionic hydrophilic carbon [7], polyacrylic acid [8], alone or mixed with polysodium 4-styrenesulfonate [9], 
block copolymers [10] and oil-based micro emulsion [11]. In the last decade, there has been focus on a silica 
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coating around nanoparticles. Silica coated nanostructures is increasing research interest for their special 
properties and diverse applications. Many important methods for the silica coating use Ströber process for 
growing a silica layer on a nanoparticles surface. [12] According to the study [13] silica compounds could 
provide sufficient surface stability against agglomeration for nZVI particles with iron oxide shell. 

In this study we used Ströber process based method for stabilization of NANOFER 25 particles. The particles 
were first covered with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) which served as an anchor polymer for subsequent silica 
deposition using tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS). Experiments showed that the method has a positive effect 
on NANOFER 25 stability. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

2.1. Chemicals 
All reagents were used as received, including PVP (Mr~160000, Sigma Aldrich), TEOS (Sigma Aldrich), 
Ethanol absolute (Sigma Aldrich) and NH4OH (25% p. a., Lachner ltd.). Freshly distilled water was used in all 
experiments. 

The iron suspension characterized and modified in this study was from the Czech company NANOIRON ltd. 
The material was a commercial product known as NANOFER 25 which is produced via a dry reduction of 
iron oxide or natural ferrihydrite. [14] 

2.2. NANOFER 25 characterization  
NANOFER 25 was first characterized using x-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
dynamic light scattering (DLS) and N2-BET specific surface area.  

XRD data were collected at room temperature with an X'Pert PRO θ-θ powder diffractometer with 
parafocusing Bragg-Brentano geometry using CuKα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å, U = 40 kV, I = 30 mA). 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using JSM-6510 (Joel). Samples were dropped onto a 
C tape. Measurements were performed at a voltage of 15 kV, under high vacuum and the detector of 
secondary electron was used. DLS (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, United Kingdom) 
was used to determine the particle size and their zeta potential. Laser Doppler micro-electrophoresis was 
used for the zeta potential measurement. The MPT2 titrator in combination with Zetasizer Nano ZS was used 
to investigate the dependence of the zeta potential on pH and for titration of isoelectric point. BET (Brunauer-
Emmet-Teller) surface areas were determined from nitrogen physisorption with Coulter SA 3100 analyzer, 
using BHJ (Barrett-Joyner-Haleda) and multi-point BET method. Sedimentation profiles were measured by 
monitoring the optical absorbance of the suspensions as the function of time at 508 nm by UV-VIS 
spectrophotometry (Jasco V-530) for 60 min. All measurements were made at 25 °C in duplicate. 

The non-coated particles of NANOFER 25 were then modified using method which is described below. The 
effect of silica deposition on particles stability was assessed using scanning (JSM-6510) electron 
microscopy, the measurement of sedimentation behavior (Jasco V40), ζ-Potential, isoelectric point and by 
the measurement of particle size (Zetasizer Nano ZS). Results were compared to those obtained for non-
coated particles. 

2.3. NANOFER 25 modification 
The iron particles of NANOFER 25 were disintegrated using ultrasound (Hielsher UP 200S, 18 kHz), coated 
with PVP and then with the silica using the procedure which is describe here in detail. 

NANOFER 25 (50mL) was first disintegrated using ultrasound. After 15 min of sonification the suspension 
was mixed with PVP (0.5mg). The mixture was then stirred over the period of 2 hours at the rate 4rpm. After 
2 hours of stirring the suspension (20mL) was mixed with ethanol (30mL) and TEOS (1mL). The mixture was 
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then heated up to 50°C. Then NH4OH (2mL) was added and the mixture was stirred over the period of 15 
minutes. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

3.1. NANOFER 25 characterization 
NANOFER 25 particles were first characterized using methods which gave information about crystallographic 
structure, surface area, shape, particles size, stability and sedimentation behavior. These data were 
important for further coating and also provided information if further coating is needed.  

XRD on the non-coated NANOFER 25 indicated three phases, α-Fe, FeO(OH) and Fe3O4. NANOFER 25 
used for our experiments had α-Fe content 72%, FeO(OH) content 23% and Fe3O4 content 4%. The mean 
crystalline dimension (from the Sherrer equation) for α-Fe crystallites was ~33.2 nm, for FeO(OH) was ~ 11.5 
nm. The size for Fe3O4 crystallites was not calculated. The surface area of NANOFER 25 measured by BET 
gas adsorption was 20.1 ± 2 m2.g-1. SEM images for NANOFER 25 showed that this material was composed 
of irregular particles with 20-100 nm in a diameter (Fig. 1a). These particles formed agglomerates with size 
ranging from 1 to 10 µm. The presence of the agglomerates was also confirmed by the measuring of 
particles size which showed the presence of structures with medium size of ~ 2 µm. This fact shows that 
although the suspension contained nanoscale particles, these particles formed agglomerates. The existence 
of such large agglomerates in suspension can cause technical problems during the application of nZVI. 
Agglomerates cause the plugging of pores and thus limit the transport. The special properties of 
nanoparticles; for example, high surface reactivity, are also affected by agglomeration which results in a 
decrease in the nZVI specific surface area and thus limits the reactivity. The measurement of ζ-Potential 
showed that the NANOFER 25 was stable in pH higher than 7.55 (Fig. 2). ζ-Potential is the potential 
difference between the dispersion medium and the stationary layer of fluid attached to the surface of the 
particle. Generally, ζ-Potential determines the level of electrostatic repulsion between particles. In practice, ζ-
Potential is used as an indicator of the colloidal dispersion stability. Particles and molecules with high ζ-
Potential will resist aggregation. ζ-Potential of at least ±30 mV is needed to maintain a metastable 
suspension. [15] Settling experiments also showed the low suitability of NANOFER 25 to application into the 
subsurface. The results from the settling experiment (Fig. 3) showed that almost all particles settled within 
one hour. The efficiency of an nZVI application is affected by the sedimentation behavior of the particles. It 
can be assumed that particles that do not settle are colloidal and are also suitable for a subsurface 
application. [15] The settling experiments also confirmed the low suitability of NANOFER 25 for the 
subsurface application. 

3.2. Coated NANOFER 25  
Coated particles were put to the same analyzes as the non-coated particles and their results were 
compared.  

XRD on the coated NANOFER 25 also indicated three phases, α-Fe, FeO(OH) and Fe3O4. The coated 
NANOFER 25 had α-Fe content 60%, FeO(OH) content 36% and Fe3O4 content 4%. We assume that the 
decrease in α-Fe content can be caused by several factors, for example manipulation with samples on the 
air or increase in the temperature during the coating. The mean crystalline dimension (from the Sherrer 
equation) for α-Fe crystallites was ~28.7 nm and for FeO(OH) crystallites was ~ 16.3 nm. The size for Fe3O4 
crystallites was not calculated. The specific surface area of the coated NANOFER 25 measured by BET gas 
adsorption was 28.0 ± 2 m2.g-1. It can be assumed that the increase in the specific surface area can be 
caused by the disintegration of the agglomerates, which led to access to the higher particles surface. The 
specific surface area was also affected by further coating.  
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The SEM image obtained for the coated 
NANOFER 25 (Fig. 1b) shows separate 
particles in comparison to SEM images obtained 
for the non-coated particles. It can be assumed 
that the sonification led to the breakage of the 
agglomerates and that the subsequent coating 
prevented re-agglomeration. 

To investigate the effect of disintegration on 
NANOFER 25 particle size, DLS measurements 
were carried out on suspensions treated at 
different time of the sonification. We observed 
that the increasing time of the sonification 
reduced the size of the agglomerates. Finally, 
we found that the time longer than 15 minutes 
significantly does not affect the disintegration. 
Furthermore, we tested the effect of the coating 
on the re-agglomeration of the particles. The 
size of the particles was measured directly after 
the coating and then after 24 hour period. The 
measurements did not show an important 
difference in particles size between direct 
measurement and measurement after 24 hour 
period. We assume that the coating led to an 
increase in the particles stability against re-
agglomeration. Moreover, the DLS 
measurements for the modified suspensions 
showed the decrease in the particles size which 
decreased from ~ 2µm to ~ 300nm. We suppose 
that it included not only individual particles but 
also small agglomerates. This fact refers to the 
higher suitability of coated NANOFER 25 in 
comparison to the non-coated NANOFER 25 for 
subsurface application. 

The measurement of ζ-Potential shows the enhanced stability of coated NANOFER 25 in a comparison to 
the non-coated NANOFER 25 (Fig. 2). We measured also the impact of solution pH on its ζ-Potential, which 
is typically characterized by iso-electric point (IEP). IEP is the critical value at which the net surface charge is 
zero. Fig. 2 shows the ζ-Potential of non-coated and coated NANOFER 25 as a function of solution pH. IEP 
was found to be at pH 4.69 for non-coated NANOFER 25 and at pH 4.3 for coated NANOFER 25. Coated 
NANOFER 25 exhibits ζ-Potential below -30 mV in the pH range of 6.5 to 11 which is comparable with the 
range of groundwater pH. Based on this result we assume that the application into the subsurface will not 
have an impact on the stability of coated NANOFER 25.  

Fig.1 SEM images of: (a) non-coated NANOFER 25, 

(b) coated NANOFER 25 

 

a) 

b) 
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The effect of NANOFER 25 modification was 
further investigated through settling 
experiments, specifically, by monitoring 
changes in suspension absorbance over the 
period of 60 min. Fig. 3 shows 
sedimentation curves for non-coated 
NANOFER 25 and coated NANOFER 25. 
The absorbance of the non-coated 
NANOFER 25 suspension decreased 
immediately after the placement of cuvette 
into the analyzer, while the absorbance of 
coated NANOFER 25 almost did not change 
over the scanning period. It can be assumed 
that the disintegration of the agglomerates 
followed by the particles coating led to an 
improvement in the NANOFER 25 
sedimentation behavior. Based on the 
results from the settling experiments we 
suppose that the sonification led to the 
breakage of the agglomerates to the 
particles which do not settle and thus are 
mainly colloidal. The NANOFER 25 
modification increased its suitability for 
application into the subsurface.  

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
We have developed a new method for nanoscale zero valent iron coating. This new approach introduces an 
environmentally friendly, inexpensive and commercially available substance which stabilize nZVI prior to 
agglomeration. In our experiments, the particles of the commercially available zero valent iron NANOFER 25 
were first disintegrated and then coated using TEOS. Various tests (SEM, DLS, ζ-Potential, settling 
experiments) showed that the coating improved the suitability of NANOFER 25 for subsurface application. 
The coated NANOFER 25 particles were stable and did not tend to re-agglomeration. 
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Abstract 
In presented study various approaches for determination of ENPs based on Polysorbate 20 (containing 
vitamin E or medium chain triglycerides) and Polysorbate 80 (containing glucose) in beverages (orange 
juice) and nutraceuticals (NanoCoenzyme Q10) were tested. Potential of ultra-performance liquid 
chromatography coupled with a time-of-flight mass spectrometry (UPLC-TOF MS) for determination of these 
organic ENPs in real matrix using both detection of polysorbate in-source fragment and / or active compound 
included in ENPs will be demonstrated. The limits of quantification of organic ENPs, based on polysorbate 
specific in-source fragments determination were 0.5 µg/mL, and LOQ of tocopheryl acetate (active 
compound of organic ENPs) was 0.1 µg/mL. Application of DART (Direct Analysis in Real Time) ion source 
coupled with MS detection for fingerprinting of a range of polysorbate based nanoparticles resulting in fast 
screening of these ENPs in beverages and nutraceuticals will be also discussed. The limit of detection for 
organic ENPs based on polysorbate in orange juice was 1 mg/ml.  

Keywords: organic engineered nanoparticles, polysorbate, UPLC-TOF MS, DART MS 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nanomaterials, including organic engineered nanoparticles (ENPs), are increasingly used in the food and 
beverages industries, both for production of food and food contact materials. Using of nanomaterials in food 
supplements and nutraceuticals production is also growing.[1] However, safety and exposure assessment of 
organic ENPs in food has not been fully evaluated yet. Moreover, risk assessors and managers as well as 
regulators have no tools available to determine the presence and levels of organic ENPs in food.[5] To date, 
little is known about the methodology for detection and characterisation of organic engineered nanoparticles 
in foodstuffs and nutraceuticals.[6] At the same time, very limited knowledge is available on the potential 
impact of engineered nanoparticles on consumers’ health. The European Parliament has demanded labelling 
of products which contain engineered nano ingredients and acknowledged that specific methods to test the 
safety of nanomaterials are needed. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Tested material 
Analysed organic ENPs based on Polysorbate 20 and Polysorbate 80 
contain tocopheryl acetate, medium chain triglycerides and glucose 
as the active compounds, respectively. Active agents are 
encapsulated in the micelle and their size is 10 – 30 nm. Micelles are 
soluble in water and fat, and can carry both hydrophilic and lipophilic 
agents. The solubility of ENPs based on polysorbate is thus improved 
and availability of active compound is better. Structure of organic 
ENPs based on polysorbate is shown Fig. 1. Fig. 1: Structure of organic 

engineered nanoparticle 
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3. METHODS 

3.1 UHPLC-TOF MS analysis 
For detection of organic ENPs based on Polysorbate 20 and 80 an UPLC system (Acquity Waters, USA) 
coupled with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Synapt G2 HDMS, Waters) equipped with an electrospray 
interface operating in the positive ion mode was used. Full scan spectra from 100 to 2,000 Da were 
acquired, resolution was 20,000 FWMH (full width at half maximum) at monitored m/z for Synapt G2 HDMS. 
In the case of Synapt G2 TOF MS the IonMobility function was employed to increase peak capacity and also 
to improve purity of detected spectra used for identification. Direct injection of polysorbates and ENPs based 
on polysorbates (which contain Polysorbate 20 and 80) in a TOFMS system showed that characteristic 
peaks for Polysorbate 20 and 80 could be identified. Selective in-source fragment of Polysorbate 20 -  
ethylester lauric acid (m/z 227.2006) and ethylester oleic acid (m/z 309.2788) for Polysorbate 80 could  be 
used for identification and quantification (Fig. 2). The separation was carried out on a reversed-phase 
Waters Acquity HSS T3 analytical column of 100 × 2.1 mm dimensions and 1.8 μm particle size. 

 

Fig. 2: In-source fragments of Polysorbate 20 (A) and Polysorbate 80 (B) 

3.2 DART MS analysis 
DART – MS technique provides the fast determination of organic ENPs based on Polysorbates in beverage. 
For the experiments, a DART– TOF MS system consisting of a DART ion source (IonSense, Saugus, MA, 
USA) coupled with AccuTOF LP high-resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometer [JEOL (Europe), SAS, 
Croissy sur Seine, France] and a HTC PAL autosampler AutoDART-96 (Leap Technologies, Carrboro, NC, 
USA) was used. Helium was used as an ionization gas. The operating conditions of the DART ion source 
were: both positive and negative ion mode; helium flow: 3.5 L/min, helium temperature 350 / 450°C; 
discharge needle voltage: 3.0 kV; perforated electrode potential: +150 V; and grid electrode potentials: +250 
and -350 V, for the positive and negative ion modes, respectively. Conditions of TOFMS were: cone voltage: 
+20 V; monitored mass range: m/z 50–1000; acquisition rate: 5 spectra/min; and resolving power: approx. 
6000 FWHM. Sample insertion was carried out automatically using Dip–it™ samplers (IonSense, Saugus, 
MA, USA). The sampling glass rod was immersed for 1 s into the sample hole of a deepwell micro-plate (Life 
Systems Design, Merenschwand, Switzerland) and transferred to the optimized position in front of the DART 
gun exit. The sample was then desorbed from the surface of the glass rod for 30 s by hot helium, creating 
ions outside the instrument, during which time the spectral data were recorded. To perform a mass drift 
compensation for accurate mass measurements and elemental composition calculations a polyethylene 
glycol 500 μg/mL solution in methanol was inserted manually at the end of each run.  
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Alternatively Obitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany) with resolving power 
up to 100 000 FWHM connected with DART ion source enabling high resolution and better mass accuracy 
was used for determination of organic ENPs based on Polysorbate 20 and 80.  

4. RESULTS 

 

Fig. 3: UPLC–IMS–TOF MS analysis of organic ENPs based on Polysorbate 20 and tocopheryl acetate. 
Concentration 10 µg/mL in orange juice 

A: Polyethylene glycol; B: Polyoxyethylene sorbitan; C: Polysorbate 20 or 80; D: Dehydro Polysorbate 20 or 
80; E: Di-, tri- and tetra esters of Polysorbate 20 or 80 and their dehydro forms; F: tocopheryl acetate. 

 
Fig. 4: UPLC–IMS–TOF MS analysis of organic ENPs based on Polysorbate 80 and glucose. Concentration 

10 µg/mL in orange juice 

Polysorbates are not pure compounds, but contain a number of intermediates of its synthesis, degradation 
products and also di, tri and tetra-esterified polyoxyethylene sorbitans. In combination with number of 
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different amount of ethoxylate units and different charge states (up to +3), the number of detected ions was 
very high. The IonMobility function was employed to increase peak capacity and also to improve purity of 
detected spectra used for identification. In the following figures (Fig. 3 and 4) are shown 2D chromatograms 
with mobility function and polysorbates in-source fragments.  

Thanks to the selective in-source fragment polysorbates can be identified and quantified, even if it is 
a complex mixture of different compounds. UPLC-TOF MS determination of organic engineered 
nanoparticles (ENPs) based on Polysorbate 20 and 80 is possible in the beverages (orange juice), LOQs of 
polysorbate specific in-source fragments are 0.5 µg/mL. LOQ of tocopheryl acetate is 0.1 µg/mL. For the 
active compounds (glucose or medium-chain triglycerides) the detection is not specific, since they are 
commonly present in foodstuffs. 

High resolution ambient mass spectrometry represents a challenging tool for rapid fingerprinting / profiling of 
organic ENPs based on Polysorbate 20 and Polysorbate 80. Fig. 5 and 6 show the DART-TOF MS and 
DART-Orbitrap MS spectrum of organic ENPs in orange juice, respectively. The presence of the polysorbate 
based  nanoparticles in orange juice can be detected on the basis of the characteristic fragment ions of 
ethylester lauric acid (m/z 227.2006) and/or tocopheryl acetate (m/z 473.3995), and ethylester oleic acid 
(m/z 309.2788). In addition, in spectrum A the neutral loss of m/z 44 fragments (indicating ethoxylate groups) 
is visible. The limit of detection for polysorbate based nanoparticles in water and orange juice is 0.5 mg/mL 
and 1 mg/mL, respectively. DART-TOF MS and DART-Orbitrap MS seem to provide an easy and fast 
(measurements can be carried out within one minute) method for the determination of organic ENPs based 
on Polysorbate 20 or 80. 

 
Fig. 5: DART-TOF MS spectrum of ENPs based on Polysorbate 20 with tocopheryl acetate (A) and 
Polysorbate 80 with glucose (B). Concentration 10 mg/mL in orange juice. Positive mode, Helium 

temperature: 350°C 
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Fig. 6: DART-Orbitrap MS spectrum of ENPs based on Polysorbate 20 with tocopheryl acetate (A) and 

Polysorbate 80 with glucose (B). Concentration 10 mg/mL in orange juice. Positive mode, Helium 
temperature: 450°C 

5. CONCLUSION 
At the moment, nanotechnology applications for the food sector are intensively investigated and developed. 
These include nano-sized or nanoencapsulated ingredients and additives for food, beverage, and health-
food applications as well as the use of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) for the improvement of food contact 
materials with focus to mechanical properties, gas permeability or antimicrobial activity. 

UPLC-TOF MS selective and sensitive analytical method for detection of organic engineered nanoparticles 
based on polysorbate in beverages was developed. The limits of quantification (LOQs) of organic ENPs, 
based on polysorbate specific in-source fragments determination, are 0.5 µg/mL, and LOQ of tocopheryl 
acetate (active compound of organic ENPs) is 0.1 µg/mL. For other active compounds (glucose, medium-
chain triglycerides) the detection is not specific. This method can be used also for determination of 
nutraceuticals based on polysorbates, for example NanoCoenzyme Q10. 

DART MS technique is fast and simple method for screening of organic ENPs based on polysorbates in 
foodstuffs. The limit of detection for polysorbate based organic nanoparticles in water and orange juice is 0.5 
mg/mL and 1 mg/mL, respectively. 
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Abstract 
In order to study effect of nano silver on the growth of saffron under flooding stress conditions, an 
experiment was carried out in factorial based on complete randomized design with three replications. Saffron 
plants were grown under normal watering or waterlogging conditions and spraying with one treatment of 
nano-silver (0, 50 or 100 ppm). The results showed that flooding stress significantly reduced weight and 
height of plant and the number of corm per plant, while the effect of the stress on the number and length of 
root was not significant. In the other hand, the plant weight, root length and the number and length of root 
were reduced by increasing the concentration of nano-silver. In contrast the plant height and the number of 
corm per plant were increased by increasing the concentration of nano-silver. Flooding stress and nano-
silver had a significant interaction effect on all measurement parameters. Under waterlogging conditions, 
foliar application of nano-silver (50 or 100 ppm) caused increasing in plant height and corm number. 
Therefore some effects of flooding stress on saffron growth may be modulated by nano-silver application. 

Keywords: Flooding, morphological characteristic, nanosilver, saffron  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Saffron (Crocus sativus L.) is a perennial stem less herb and commonly known as the most expensive spice 
in the world [1].  The stigma of this plant has a widespread commercial use for food, aroma, coloring, 
cosmetic and potentially therapeutic purposes [2 and 3].  Recent studies have shown that saffron is a good 
remedial and preventive agent for different cancers [4]. This plant is propagated only via the cultivation of 
corms since the flowers are sterile and unable to produce viable seeds [5]. Corms are initially planted in late 
summer or early autumn. Heavy rain at autumn can cause flooding stress on saffron at the beginning stage 
of growth of saffron. Flooding stress causes oxygen deficiency (hypoxia) and accumulation of ethylene in 
plants which can inhibit root growth, root permeability and survival of most plants except wetland species 
such as rice [6 and 7]. The effect of ethylene can be suppressed by use of some compounds such as silver 
ions [8].  For example it was reported that 0.5 mM of silver thiosulfate fully suppressed the function of 
ethylene for 10 days in Waxflower [9]. Moreover, silver eliminates unwanted micro organisms in farmer soils 
and hydroponics systems. It is being used as foliar spray to prevent fungi, rot, moulds and several other 
plant diseases [10]. Silver nanoparticles are novel silver compounds composed of clusters of silver atoms 
developed using nanotechnology. Silver nanoparticles have many different applications in electronic, optical, 
catalytic, and medicinal industries [11]. Recently, silver nanoparticles have been used in agriculture to 
extend the maintenance of asparagus leaves (from 2 to 21 days) and to increase the ascorbate, chlorophyll, 
and fiber contents of leaves [12] and decrease seed abscission in borage (Borago officinalis L.) [13]. 

There is a little investigation about the effect of flooding stress on saffron. Keyhani and et al (2004) reported 
that, depending on the developmental stage, hypoxia/anoxia was a signal for an increase in either alcohol 
dehydrogenase or NAD-dependent lactate dehydrogenase in saffron [4]. However they did not report the 
effect of flooding stress on saffron growth traits. Thus in this study, we tried to adverse the effects of flooding 
stress on growth of saffron by using foliar application of silver nanoparticles.  
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The experiment was arranged in a factorial design with 3 replicates in the Greenhouse of Faculty of 
Agriculture Tarbiat Modarres University. Treatments included two levels of stress (flooding stress and non 
flooding stress conditions.) and three levels of nanosilver (control, 50,100 ppm) and the combination of the 
treatments. Nano silver were sprayed with 0.1% Tween 20 on plant at the begging stage of growth (10 days 
after cultivation) and were repeated after 10 day. Plant morphological characteristic such as root number, 
root length, leaf bud number, leaf bud length, plant weight were measured after 30 day of growth. The data 
of this study was analyzed by SAS software and the comparison was done according to LSD test method. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results showed that the flooding stress significantly reduced weight and height of plant and the number 
of corm per plant, while the effect of the stress on the number and length of root was not significant 
(Table 1). In addition the results showed that the plant weight, root length and the number and length of root 
were reduced by increasing the concentration of nano-silver. In contrast the plant height and the number of 
corm per plant were increased by increasing the concentration of nano-silver (Table 1). Flooding stress and 
nano-silver had a significant interaction effect on all measurement parameters. Under waterlogging 
conditions, foliar application of nano-silver (50 or 100 ppm) caused increasing in plant height and corm 
number. Therefore some effects of flooding stress on saffron growth may be modulated by nano-silver 
application (Table 2). 

 

Table 1 The simple main effects of flooding stress and Nano-silver on saffron growth traits 

Treatment Levels of 
Treatment 

plant 
weight(g) 

plant 
height(cm) 

root 
length(cm) 

root 
number 

corm 
number 

Flooding 
stress 

non stress 17.64a 28.08a 7.3a 69.06a 3.9a 
flooding stress 13.9b 23.25b 9.4a 62.9a 2.6b 

Nano-silver 
0 21.8a 22.03b 10.06a 85.16a 2.0b 
50 14.8b 27.38a 8.60ab 60.58b 3.25a 
100 10.6c 27.58a 6.94b 52.25b 3.0a 

The means that have similar letter in each columns were not significant at (p<0.01) probability 

 

Table 2 The interaction effect of flooding stress and foliar application of nano-silver on saffron growth traits 

flooding stress Nano-silver Plant 
weight (g) 

plant height
(cm) 

Root length
(cm) 

Root 
number 

Corm 
number 

non stress 
0 23.53a 23.067dc 9.033abc 77.50ab 2.3bcd 
50 17.96b 29.083ab 7.083bc 62bc 3.3ab 
100 11.41c 32.083a 7.050bc 67.67ab 2.16cd 

flooding stress 
0 20.13b 20.98d 11.083a 92.83a 1.66d 
50 11.76c 25.68bc 10.10ab 59.17cd 3.16abc 
100 9.9c 23.083dc 6.83c 36.83ed 3.83a 

The means that have similar letter in each columns were not significant at (p<0.01) probability 

 

These results confirm previous report that flooding conditions decrease normal growth of saffron [14]. 
Deprivation of oxygen to the roots of plants is the main consequence of flooding which causes an increase in 
ethylene production in most plants [15]. Thus the reduction in weight and height of plant and the number of 
corm per plant probably because of ethylene accumulation in saffron under flooding stress.   
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In these experiment applications of Nano-silver 50 and 100 ppm over other treatments, were compensated 
the negative effects of flooding stress on the plant height and corm number. It is known that silver ions inhibit 
the ethylene action by preventing its connection to ethylene in plant cells [16]. Therefore some results of this 
study can be referring to the effect of nano-silver in preventing the ethylene action. Also other researchers 
reported that flooding tolerance in plants can enhanced by using an ethylene inhibitor, 1-methyl 
cyclopropene (MCP), [17].  

4. CONCLUSION 
The results of this study showed that flooding conditions decrease normal growth of saffron, while foliar 
nano-silver application is able to modulate the negative effects of flooding stress on saffron growth. 
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Abstract 
Paint systems with a thin application thickness of the dry layer have several drawbacks (reduced 
anticorrosion and technological properties etc.). However, they are sufficient solutions to short-term 
anticorrosion protection. The advantage, beyond a reasonable doubt, is reduced time needed for the drying 
and curing of a coating compound during hardening. Adding anticorrosion nano-pigments can improve 
anticorrosion properties. The market is glutted with many suitable anticorrosion pigments, including zinc 
phosphate, which is one of the most widely used non-toxic anticorrosion pigments. Using nano-sized 
pigment particles leads to a tendency towards coagulation of finely disintegrated particles into larger micron-
sized units. The industrial segment offers stabilisers and dispersing agents providing solutions to coagulation 
issues, but only to a certain extent. During disintegration, unsuitable conditions which the dispersing agents 
are not intended for occur. Modification of surface kinetic properties of individual disintegrated particles can 
prevent the coagulation process. 

In this paper the modification principle of zinc phosphate nano-particles added into a film-forming component 
of the coating compound are presented. Further, comparison laboratory anticorrosion tests of two types of 
transparent paint systems based on acryl and alkyd, to which modified anticorrosion pigment was added, are 
shown herein. The results of the anticorrosion laboratory tests show that the corrosion resistance of both 
modified paint systems containing nano-sized pigments was higher in the C5 aggressive environment, 
depending on the application technology used. 

Keywords: Disintegration, nanoparticles, pigment, paint system 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, industrial production requires a reduction in dry-layer total thickness and preservation of the 
current anticorrosion and technological properties from water-borne anticorrosion paint systems. The dry-
layer thickness of the water-borne paint systems plays a crucial role. In order to prevent degradation of thin 
paint systems in a demanding corrosive environment, suitable chemical modification is needed. The adding 
of zinc phosphate (ZP10) anticorrosion pigment particles results in improvement of anticorrosion protection. 
However, due to sedimentation and coagulation of the added particles, significant reduction in the required 
properties, for which the particles were added into the paint system, occur. Nowadays the coagulation 
process can be suitably modified, for example using industrial dispersing agents. Depending on the 
application technology and the disintegration process of pigment particles, it is necessary to post-modify the 
industrial dispersing agents in order to increase the life time of the water-borne paint systems. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS USED 
Two water-borne transparent paint systems were used for the experimental work; an alkyd-based one and 
an acryl-based one. Then pigment particles sized 50-250 nm were added into the coating compound. The 
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pigment particles were disintegrated to the required dimensions using a high-energy liquid jet (WATER JET 
MILL) built during research done by the Nano-Structure Department at the Physical Institute of the Faculty of 
Mining and Geology, VSB – TU Ostrava. Photographic documentation of the nano-particle distribution was 
taken using a Phillips XL30 Series apparatus in the Electron Microscopy Laboratory at the Nano-Technology 
Centre, VŠB – TU Ostrava. A chemical analysis of ZP10 particles (see Fig. 1) was carried out as well. The 
pigment particles in the process of disintegration was modified using an industrial dispersing agent 
(Hydropalat 3275) preventing their coagulation after disintegration. Due to the low kinetic potential of pigment 
nano-particles after disintegration determined on the basis of the electrophoresis principle, the pH of the 
pigment nano-particles was modified in order to increase the kinetic potential of the particles (see Fig. 2 
and 3).   

 

    
Fig.1 Left, nano-sized ZP10 particles zoomed 2500 x, Right, a chemical analysis of ZP 10 using the EDAX 

method (O = 33.05 %, P = 16.73 % a Zn = 5.22 %) [1] 

 

 
Fig.2 Left, zeta-potential of unmodified ZP10 particles; right, after disintegration with admixture of the 

dispersing agent 

 

The paint systems (alkyd and acryl) containing 6-9 % of pigment particles were applied to STANDARD 
undercoat material. The surface of the undercoat material was pre-finished before application by grinding 
and chemical degreasing. The undercoat material was free of stuck and loose visible impurities. The 
application of the paint system was carried out by three application methods. The resultant size of the dry 
layer ranged between 20 and 30 μm. After application, they were left in an open atmosphere for 30 minutes 
and then, a hardening process was applied in a hot-air furnace at 70 °C for 2 hours. Then, the curing 
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process followed. During this process, the hardened paint system was put into the hot-air furnace at 60 °C 
for 24 hours.     

 
Fig.3 Zeta-potential of disintegrated ZP10 pigment particles with modification of the total ph-value 

3. EXPERIMENTAL WORKS 
The paint systems applied to the undercoat material then underwent an experimental test: 

1) A corrosion test in artificial atmospheres – Salt spray test according to ČSN EN ISO 9227 

The samples with the applied paint system were put into a corrosion chamber with the maximum exposure 
time of 216 hours. The samples were exposed without disturbance and with disturbance by section. The 
assessment was carried out at intervals of 0 hr, 8 hrs, 24 hrs, 72 hrs, 168 hrs and 216 hrs. The assessment 
for each interval is mentioned in Tables 1, 2 and 3. 

 

Table 1  Degradation assessment of brush-applied paint systems 

Paint systems applied by brush 

Exposure in a 
corrosion 
chamber 

Blistering grade Rusting grade 
Delamination/

corrosion 
along the sect. 

Blistering arend 
the section 

 Alkyd Acrylic Alkyd Acrylic Alkyd Acrylic Alkyd Acrylic 

0 hr. 0(S0) 0(S0) Ri0 (S0) Ri0 (S0) 0/0 0/0 0(S0) 0(S0) 

8 hr. 0(S0) 0(S0) Ri0 (S0) Ri0 (S0) 0/1 0/1 0(S0) 0(S0) 

24 hr. 0(S0) 2(S2) Ri0 (S0) Ri1(S2) 1/1 1/2 0(S0) 2(S2) 

72 hr. 2(S2) 2(S2) Ri1 (S2) Ri3(S2) 1/1 2/3 2(S2) 4(S3) 

168 hr. 2(S2) 3(S2) Ri1 (S2) Ri3(S2) 1/2 3/4 2(S3) 5(S3) 

216 hr. 2(S2) 3(S3) Ri1 (S2) Ri3(S3) 2/2 4/4 3(S3) 5(S3) 
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Table 2  Degradation assessment of paint systems applied by pneumatic spraying 

Paint systems applied by pneumatic spraying 

Exposure in a 
corrosion 
chamber 

Blistering grade Rusting grade 
Delamination/

corrosion 
along the sect. 

Blistering arend 
the section 

 Alkyd Acrylic Alkyd Acrylic Alkyd Acrylic Alkyd Acrylic 

0 hr. 0(S0) 0(S0) Ri0 (S0) Ri0 (S0) 0/0 0/0 0(S0) 0(S0) 

8 hr. 0(S0) 0(S0) Ri0 (S0) Ri0 (S0) 0/1 0/1 0(S0) 0(S0) 

24 hr. 0(S0) 0(S0) Ri0 (S0) Ri1 (S0) 1/1 1/1 0(S0) 2(S2) 

72 hr. 0(S0) 2(S2) Ri0 (S0) Ri1 (S2) 1/1 1/3 2(S2) 3(S3) 

168 hr. 2(S2) 3(S2) Ri0 (S2) Ri1 (S2) 1/2 3/3 2(S2) 4(S3) 

216 hr. 2(S2) 3(S3) Ri0 (S2) Ri1 (S3) 2/2 3/4 3(S2) 4(S3) 

 
Table 3 Degradation assessment of paint systems applied by an applicator blade 

Paint systems applied by an applicator blade 

Exposure in a 
corrosion 
chamber 

Blistering grade Rusting grade 
Delamination/

corrosion 
along the sect. 

Blistering arend 
the section 

 Alkyd Acrylic Alkyd Acrylic Alkyd Acrylic Alkyd Acrylic 

0 hr. 0(S0) 0(S0) Ri0 (S0) Ri0 (S0) 0/0 0/0 0(S0) 0(S0) 

8 hr. 0(S0) 0(S0) Ri0 (S0) Ri0 (S0) 0/1 0/1 0(S0) 0(S0) 

24 hr. 0(S0) 4(S2) Ri0 (S0) Ri2(S2) 1/1 1/2 0(S0) 2(S2) 

72 hr. 2(S2) 4(S2) Ri1 (S0) Ri4(S2) 1/1 2/3 3(S3) 4(S2) 

168 hr. 3(S3) 5(S3) Ri2 (S3) Ri4(S3) 1/3 3/4 3(S3) 4(S3) 

216 hr. 4(S3) 5(S3) Ri2 (S3) Ri4(S3) 3/3 4/4 4(S3) 5(S3) 

 

It follows from the results recorded in Tables 1, 2 and 3 that the paint system containing zinc phosphate 
nano-particles applied by pneumatic spraying showed better anticorrosion properties for both types. Due to 
the type of coating compound, degradation of the acrylic coating occurred after 72 hours. The alkyd material 
endured much longer and after 216 hours, it still withstood corrosion attack. Delamination in the 
surroundings of the section showed similar results to the degradation assessment of the coating compound. 
The alkyd base covers the surface of steel substrate better; therefore it showed better anticorrosion 
properties of the coating compound.  
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The figures (see Fig.4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) show the photographic documentation before 216 hours and after 
216 hours of exposure to the anticorrosion test by salt spray. 

 

    
Fig.4  Acrylic paint system: applicator blade (left – exposure of 0 hr., right – after 216 hrs.) 

    
Fig.5 Acrylic paint system: pneumatic spraying (left – exposure of 0 hr., right after 216 hrs.) 

    
Fig.6 Acrylic paint system: brush (left – exposure of 0 hr., right after 216 hrs.) 
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Fig.7 Alkyd paint system: applicator blade (left – exposure of 0 hr., right – after 216 hrs.) 

    
Fig.8 Alkyd paint system: pneumatic spraying (left – exposure of 0 hr., right after 216 hrs.) 

    
Fig.9  Alkyd paint system: brush (left – exposure of 0 hr., right after 216 hrs.) 

4. CONCLUSION 
The water-borne paint systems intended for protection of industrial metallurgical products with the resultant 
dry-layer thickness not exceeding 60 μm showing improved corrosion resistance even in the most 
demanding corrosive environment are good technological solutions. The modified coating compound with the 
added anticorrosion pigment, stabilised by industrial dispersing agents, increases the potential of 
anticorrosion protection. The average anticorrosion resistance in this instance increased significantly, 
depending on the type of the applied coating compound. The alkyd coating compound with lower contents of 
admixtures (drying agents) resisted the acting C5 corrosive environment for 216 hours, when a minimum 
degree of coating compound surface degradation was recorded. The acrylic coating compound with the 
higher contents of admixtures, added in order to improve the technological properties, also showed higher 
anticorrosion properties. However, the resistant values depending on exposure times were lower. The test 
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results in salt spray generally show a positive character of kinetic property modification of the pigment nano-
particles added into coating compounds. It can be assumed that additional modification of pigment nano-
particles can improve anticorrosion and the technological properties.      
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Abstract 
High velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) is one of the most promising coatings deposition method used in many 
industrial applications as: aerospace, automation, transportation and power generation system.  

The paper presents the experimental results regarding the corrosion behavior of different sprayed cermet 
powders WC CoCr and WC CrC Ni deposited on disc-like C45 steel specimens tested in a NaCl aqueous 
solution.  

The powders and coatings morphology were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the phase’s 
identification was performed by X-Ray diffraction technique (XRD). In order to evaluate the quality of the 
HVOF obtained coatings the porosity of the specimens was determined.  

The polarization curves were obtained using the potentiodynamic polarization testing method and a three 
electrode open cell. The results showed that the both coatings had a good corrosion behavior. However, the 
overall corrosion resistance of the WC–CrC–Ni coating was inferior to that of the WC–Co–Cr coating. 

Keywords: cermet coating, HVOF spraying method, corrosion behavior 

1. INTRODUCTION  
In the process industry, hydroelectric power plants, in offshore piping the materials are very often exposed to 
environments that are corrosive which can affect the lifetime of the components and produce high 
maintenance costs [1].  

It is already known that the practice of applying thermal sprayed coatings onto the surface of components 
which operate in aggressive media can prevent their surface degradation by corrosion, erosion or combined 
erosion-corrosion. The ability of these coatings to protect the base metal against corrosion is given by their 
composition, morphology and structure. Microstructural features which enhance the corrosion resistance 
include high density, low porosity, small grain size, absence of the cracks [2].  

The high velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) spraying process is one the most promising deposition method in 
order to obtain excellent quality coatings with low porosity, good bond strength and high density.  

Generally, this technique of thermal spraying can be used as a hard-chrome alternative as well as for new 
applications where thermal spraying was not put into account due to cost and technical reasons [3].  

The present paper studies the corrosion behavior in 1M NaCl aqueous solution of thermally sprayed cermet 
powders WC CoCr and WC CrC Ni deposited on disc-like C45 steel specimens. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The materials used for investigations were two different fine sinterized powders: WC-Co-Cr with the nominal 
composition 86%WC-10%Co-4%Cr and WC-CrC-Ni having the composition 77%WC-20%CrC-7%Ni, the 
powder particle size being in range -10+2 µm.  

Both powders were HVOF sprayed, using an ID Cool Flow gun from Thermico firm, Germany, on disc-like 
C45 carbon steel substrates which were previously degreased with acetone and grit blasted with corundum 
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at 6 bars at a blasting distance of 230 mm. The spraying process was optimized to achieve a low porosity 
level of the coating and a high coating efficiency [4]. 

The morphology of the powder and the microstructure of HVOF sprayed samples have been characterized 
by scanning electron microscopy SEM (Philips XL-30 scanning electron microscope equipped with EDAX 
analyzer). The phase identification of the coatings has been performed by X-ray diffraction analysis with Cu 
Kα radiation (1.5406 Å) using a 0.020 step size and 0.2 s step time. X-ray diffraction was performed at a tube 
voltage of 40 kV and a tube current of 30 mA. The X-ray intensity was measured over a 2θ diffraction angle 
from 100 to 1000. Image analysis software (Image Tool Version 3.00) was used to quantify the coatings 
porosity. The quoted values are an average of seven areas measured at the same magnification for each 
coating.  

The corrosion behavior of the coatings was measured by cyclic voltammetry using a standard three-
electrode cell, comprising a platinum auxiliary electrode and a satured calomel reference electrode.  

Polarization curves were recorded in the positive direction starting at the free corrosion potential at room 
temperature in a 1M NaCl solution. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1  Powder and coatings characterization 

Figs. 1 and 2 presents the SEM images, at different magnitudes of the used cermets powders.  

   
Fig.1 SEM micrographs of WC CoCr powder 

   
Fig.2 SEM micrographs of WC CrC Ni powder 
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In Fig. 1 one can observe that the WC CoCr powder presents polyhedral particles that are densely bounded 
by the metallic matrix. By the WC CrC Ni powder (Fig. 2) the reinforcement particles are aggregated by an 
abundant binder. 

Figs. 3 and 4 show polished cross sections of the WC CoCr and WC CrC Ni coatings, respectively. In both 
cases the thickness of the deposited coatings seems to be around 220 µm. The SEM micrographs of the 
coatings at low magnification (the left side from Fig 3 and 4) revealed a good bonding of the coating to the 
steel substrate. At higher magnification (the right side from Fig.3 and 4) one can observe a certain degree of 
porosity respectively of internal oxidation.  

   
Fig.3 SEM micrographs of WC CoCr coating 

   
Fig.4 SEM micrographs of WC CrC Ni coating 

3.2  X-ray analysis 

Figs. 5 and 6 presents the XRD diffractograms recorded on WC CoCr and WC CrC Ni coatings. Before 
measuring, the samples were ground and polished in order to obtain a smooth surface.  

The X-Ray diffraction of the WC CoCr coating (Fig. 4) evidences the presence of WC and W2C phases. It 
can be observed that a decarburization of the WC in W2C appeared. In case of the WC CrC Ni coatings 
(Fig. 5) the identified phases were WC and (W, Cr)2C. The spraying process produced also in this case a 
decarburizing of the WC in (W, Cr)2C. 
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Fig.5 XRD pattern of the WC CoCr coating 

 

 
Fig.6 XRD pattern of the WC CrC Ni coating 

3.3  Corrosion behavior of the coated specimens 

It is well known that thermal sprayed coatings are often porous depending on the method of deposition and 
spraying parameters. Therefore, the electrochemical corrosion resistance of a metal coated by a thermal 
spraying technique is not only limited by the intrinsic corrosion resistance of the deposit, but also by the 
porosity of the coating [5]. 

In order to evaluate this characteristic and using the software Image Tool it has been quantified the porosity 
of the deposited coatings. It has been found a porosity of about 1% in both cases namely 1.05 % ± 0.15% for 
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WC CoCr coating and 0.94 % ± 0.15%. for WC CrC Ni coating. The pores have been scattered randomly 
using seven cross-sectional micrographs at 1000X magnification for each coating.  

The corrosion behavior of the coatings was measured by electrochemical method. Fig. 5 shows the 
polarization curves recorded on C45 steel samples coated by HVOF spraying method using the WC CoCr 
and WC CrC Ni cermets powders. Analyzing the curves and the corrosion parameters (Ucorr, icorr) presented 
in Tab. 1 it can be noticed a better corrosion behavior of WC CoCr coating in comparison with WC CrC Ni 
coating. As can be seen the corrosion current values were shifted to lower values from 24.78 [µA/cm2] to 
5.61 [µA/cm2]. A lower value for icorr means an improvement in the corrosion behavior. Moreover, the 
corrosion rate decreases from 289 [µm/year] to 65.53 [µm/year] in case of WC CoCr coating.  
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Fig.7 Polarization curves of the deposited WC CoCr and WC CrC Ni coatings 

 

Table 1 Parameters values of the corrosion test in 1M NaCl solution 

Coating Corrosion potential 
Ucorr [mV] 

Current density 
icorr [µA/cm2] 

Corrosion rate 
[µm/year] 

WC CoCr -682.3 5.61 65.53 

WC CrC Ni - 840.3 24.78 289.8 

 

The coatings polarization curves reflect the passive behavior of the metallic matrix. Analyzing the chemical 
compositions of the coatings it can be seen that the metallic matrix proportions are different: 10 % Co + 4 % 
Cr in case of WC CoCr coatings and 7 % Ni in case of WC CrC Ni coatings. Therefore the specimens had 
different corrosion behavior. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The HVOF spraying process was used to deposit cermet coatings WC CoCr and WC Cr Ni with good 
corrosion properties.  

Structural investigations and properties evaluation showed that both coatings are dense (porosity about 1 
%), compact and without defects as cracks.  
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The corrosion resistance of the WC CoCr coating in a 1M NaCl was higher than of the WC CrCr Ni coating.  
This better corrosion behavior can be influenced by the chemical composition differences of the metallic 
matrix.  
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Abstract 
Most Polish companies limit their expenditures on R&D activities by adapting external ideas to local needs, 
some attempt to create competitive advantage by introducing more advanced technologies. It stems from the 
fact that Polish companies do not possess sufficient funds to invest in their own R&D departments or to 
develop many products at the same time. Polish textile companies prefer to securely invest in one flagship 
product and minimize the risk of losing the position on the market. Nanotechnology is providing for solutions 
that may help businesses gain technological advantage. This article presents the financial aspects of the 
new product introduction based on nanotechnology in existing Polish company ABC. The data research was 
conducted for years 2009-2011. 

Keywords: Nanotechnology, innovation, R&D, new product 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Financing a nanotech company can be as challenging as attaining milestones in nanoscience research. 
Without a sufficient input of resources and creativity, the corresponding output will likely lead to disappointing 
results. While there is no doubt of the potential nanotechnology offers, fledgling nanotech ventures must 
overcome some severe structural and communication hurdles to convince investors to buy their shares. 

Nanotechnology R&D is expected to accelerate the succession of science and innovation breakthroughs 
toward nanosystems by design, and to lead to many additional and qualitatively new applications by 2020, 
guided by societal needs. Nanotechnology will be translated from the research labs to consumer use, 
motivated by responsiveness to societal challenges such as sustainability; energy generation, conservation, 
storage, and conversion; and improved healthcare that is lower-cost and more accessible. During the first 
decade, the main driver was scientific discovery accruing from curiosity-driven research. During the next 
decade, application-driven research will produce new scientific discoveries and economic optimization 
leading to new technologies and industries. Such translation will benefit society but will require new 
approaches in accountable, anticipatory, and participatory governance, and real-time technology 
assessment.  

Nanotechnology R&D continues to grow in priority on national science agendas in OECD countries, both in 
terms of public and private funding. The United States, Europe and Japan each spend between U.S. $500 
million and $1 billion a year on nanotechnology R&D (2010 data). 

In 2003, the United States passed the 21st Century Nanotechnology Research and Development Act, 
authorizing $3.7 billion in federal subsidies for three years beginning in 2005, for projects supported by the 
National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI), a federal R&D program established in 2001. Government funding 
for the NNI itself is projected to increase to $886 million for 2005, to constitute roughly 3% of overall U.S. 
government R&D expenditure.  

Japanese and western European programs combine government support with academic and private-sector 
R&D activities. In 2003, Japan spent about $800 million, while western European government spending (the 
European Union plus Switzerland) on nanotechnology R&D totaled about $650 million. And the European 
Commission recently launched a €24 million project called NanoCMOS to further semiconductor studies. 
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Similar advances have been made in Korea, with a $2 billion Nanotechnology Development Program 
launched in 2003, and in Canada, with the establishment of the National Institute for Nanotechnology. 
Significant nanotechnology programs also exist in Mexico, Russia, Ukraine, China, Chinese Taipei and 
Singapore. The U.S. National Science Foundation projects that worldwide annual industrial production in the 
nanotechnology sectors will reach over $1 trillion by 2015. [1] 

2. GENERAL OVERVIEW 
A global scientific and societal endeavor was set in motion by the nanotechnology vision formulated in 1999 
that inspired the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) and other national and international R&D 
programs. Establishing foundational knowledge at the nanoscale has been the main focus of the 
nanotechnology research community in the first decade. As of 2009, this new knowledge underpinned about 
a quarter of a trillion dollars worldwide market, of which about $91 billion was in U.S. products that 
incorporate nanoscale components. Nanotechnology is already evolving towards becoming a general- 
purpose technology by 2020, encompassing four generations of products with increasing structural and 
dynamic complexity: (1) passive nanostructures, (2) active nanostructures, (3) nanosystems, and (4) 
molecular nanosystems. By 2020, the increasing integration of nanoscale science and engineering 
knowledge and of nanosystems promises mass applications of nanotechnology in industry, medicine, and 
computing, and in better comprehension and conservation of nature. Nanotechnology’s rapid development 
worldwide is a testimony to the transformative power of identifying a concept or trend and laying out a vision 
at the synergistic confluence of diverse scientific research areas. [3] 

3. NANOTECHNOLOGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D) 
Indicators, described in the paper, help portray the value of investments in nanotechnology development and 
associated science breakthroughs and technological applications. These indicators show average annual 
growth rates worldwide of approximately 25% between 2000 and 2008. The average growth rates of all 
indicators fell by more than half worldwide during the financial crisis of 2009. They appear to be returning to 
higher rates in 2010 compared to 2009, but with significant differences between countries and domains of 
relevance (Table 1). 

Table 1. Indicators of nanotechnology development in the world 

 
The number of researchers and workers involved in one domain or another of nanotechnology was 
estimated at about 400,000 in 2008, of which about 150,000 were in the United States. The estimate made 
in 2000 that there would be 2 million nanotechnology workers worldwide by about 2015 (800,000 in the 
United States) would have been realized if the 25% rate growth had continued. The initial 2000 estimation for 
quasi-exponential growth in the nanotechnology workforce held up to 2008, and because of new generations 
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of nanotechnology products envisioned to enter the market within the next few years, it is expected to 
continue. [4] 

The number of Science Citation Index (SCI) papers reflecting discoveries in the area of nanotechnology 
reached about 65,000 in 2008 as compared to 18,085 in 2000, based on a title-abstract keyword search. The 
increase is rapid and uneven around the world, Fig. 1. About 4.5% of SCI papers published in 2008 in all 
areas included nanoscale science and engineering aspects. 

 
Fig. 1 Nanotechnology publications in the Science Citation Index 1990–2009 

Inventions reflected by the number of patent applications filed in the top 50 depositories was about 13,000 in 
2008 (of which 3,729 were filed at the U.S. Patent and Trade Office, USPTO), as compared to about 1,200 in 
2000 (of which 405 were filed at USPTO) [2], with an annual growth rate of about 35%, as shown Fig. 2. The 
patent applications in over fifty national or international patent depositories were searched by using the title-
abstract keyword search. About 0.9% of patent applications published worldwide, and about 1.1% at USPTO 
in 2008 in all areas, included nanoscale science and engineering aspects. [3] 

 
Fig. 2 Total number of nanotechnology patent applications in 15 leading patent depositories in the world 

from 1991–2008 

The value of products incorporating nanotechnology as the key component reached about $200 billion in 
value worldwide in 2008, of which about $80 billion was in the United States (these products relied on 
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relatively simple nanostructures). The estimation made in 2000 for a product value of $1 trillion by 2015, of 
which $800 billion would be in the United States, still appears to hold (Fig. 3). The market is doubling every 
three years as a result of successive introduction of new products. The estimate for the 2009 market 
worldwide was about $254 billion, about on the 2000 estimated curve, although the Lux estimate for the 
value of U.S. nanotechnology products in 2009 of about $91 billion was about 10% under the 2000 estimated 
growth curve. 

 
Fig. 3 Market timeline: projection for the worldwide market of finite products that incorporate nanotechnology 

Global nanotechnology R&D annual investment from private and public sources reached about $15 billion in 
2008, of which about $3.7 billion was in the United States, including the Federal Government contribution of 
about $1.55 billion. Global venture capital investment in nanotechnology reached about $1.4 billion in 2008, 
of which about $1.17 billion was in the United States. Venture capital funds decreased about 40% during the 
2009 financial crisis. [4] 

4. POLISH EXAMPLE 
Organizations from Mazowieckie Voivodhips lead in terms of number and value of contracts signed in the 
years 2007-2010 (26 and PLN 356,5 million respectively). Major beneficiaries included: the Institute of 
Electron Technology, Warsaw University of Technology, the Institute of Electronic Materials Technology, and 
the Institute of Physics of the Polish Academy of Sciences and enterprises which introducing innovative 
technologies in packaging industry.  

The next two major voivodships were: Wielkopolskie (with 12 contracts totalling PLN 81.6 million) and 
Małopolskie (with 9 contracts totalling PLN 101.1 million). In Wielkopolskie Voivodship the substantial 
funding was received by Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan, Poznan University of Technology, and the 
Institute of Molecular Physics of the Polish Academy of Sciences. The effects included implementation of 
nanotechnology to production of radiator liquids and innovations in endodontics (nanodentistry). AGH 
University of Science and Technology in Krakow, in turn, is the major beneficiary in Małopolskie Voivodship. 
The funds were spent on the production of an innovative polyurethane foam and introduction of the modern 
COLD SPRAY production technology. [6] 

ABC Company showed nano-silver for various applications, as nano-printable electronics. The company 
presented the basic properties of the conductive inks for the technology “Ink-Jet”.  This is an answer to a 
common challenge concerning the miniaturization of various devices, simultaneously keeping their properties 
or even improving them. The tendency is particularly important in electronics, where the number and size of 
elements (their packaging density) has a crucial impact on their functionality and price. The increase of the 
packaging density can be obtained by using the Ink-Jet printing technology. The technology is based on the 
dosing of drops (volume of few or few tens of picoliters) of ink by a capillary (diameter up to 10 micron) 
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system. Taking into account the capillary dimensions as well as the rate and the precision of printing, the 
inks have to contain a filler conducting electricity – silver nanopowder. ABC showed the properties of the ink 
containing silver nanoparticles of 3-8 nm. To determine the optimum ink parameters, the studies of the 
stability of the ink viscosity and sedimentation in long time have been carried out. The tests of printing have 
been shown as well. The effect of time on the resistivity of imprinted paths has been determined. The 
phenomena occurring during a heating of printings in order to reach electrical conductivity have been 
discussed. [5] 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The OECD methodology expands the concept of innovation into the area of organization and marketing and 
determines relationships with other companies in the course of the innovation process. The fundamental 
change was the inclusion of companies found in lower research-development activity areas into studies, 
which allowed the appreciation of the role of innovation in services and industry branches based on modern 
technologies. Therefore, the present edition is suited to the requirements a larger recipient group/group of 
customers. This methodology constitutes the basis for current studies on innovations, not only in the OECD 
countries or the EU. 

Nanotechnology plays an increasingly important role in the global market. One should also pay attention to 
the steadily growing progress in this area. In developed countries, growth in spending was significant during 
the last decade. EU-27 countries spend proportionately less then the USA. It should be noted, that for the 
countries of Central Europe, such as Poland, nanotechnology plays and will play an increasingly important 
role.  

Conclusions can be generalized to refer to nano sector, since the situation in terms of innovativeness is common for 
the whole sector. The presented example points out that the majority of innovations base on foreign ideas. It stems 
from the fact that Polish companies do not possess sufficient funds to invest in their own R&D departments or to 
develop many products at the same time. Polish nanotechnology companies prefer to securely invest in one flagship 
product and minimize the risk of losing the position on the market.   
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Abstract 
Activity in the nanomaterials domain involves some risks of toxicity caused by the characteristics of the 
materials. The characteristics that generate most of the risks are: particle dimensions, surface state, 
electronic, optical and magnetic proprieties, content of toxic metals. Also, the involvement in many catalytic 
and oxidative reactions could cause toxicity. Important risks could be generated by the means of the change 
in the physicochemical and structural properties during engineering nanaomaterials. Specialists are aware of 
most of these risks but not of all of them. On the other hand, current equipment does not allow the 
identification and complete evaluation of the nanomaterials toxicity. Based on these considerations this 
paper aims to assess the stress caused by applying the psychological experiment method at work in various 
fields of nanomaterials, referring to occupational exposure. For this purpose, a questionnaire for the 
assessment of stress was prepared. It was applied to three groups of specialists in different fields. The 
results were statistically processed according to the proposed methodology by using of STATEGRAPHICS 
soft applications. The conclusions drawn from the comparative analysis were recommended to health and 
safety work specialists for practical use in Romania-Serbia cross-border area. The paper presents the results 
from one project developed together with APSSM Timisoara, organization of professionals in safe and 
healthy work from Romania. 

Keywords: stress evaluation, nanomaterials, psychological experiment, questionnaire. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nanomaterials improve everyday products but their safety for human health is poorly known. Unique 
characteristics of engineered nanomaterial and nanomaterial offer various new possibilities to improve 
product durability, insulation and many other properties .[1] Therefore they are already widely used in life-
sciences, biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, textiles, paints and in electronics. The functionality 
and toxicity of nanomaterial differ from bigger forms of the same material complicating the estimation of 
risks.[2]  Every person has been exposed to nanometer-sized foreign particles  we inhale them with every 
breath, and consume them with every drink.[3] The exposure can be divided into three wide categories: 
occupational exposure, consumer exposure and environmental exposure. Exposure of nanotechnology 
workers and consumers using nanoparticle containing products are near time concern, which needs 
immediate attention.[4]  With the increasing demand of nanomaterial in the market the exposure of workers 
making these materials and using nanoparticles in the manufacturing plant is increasing occupational 
exposure is due to constant involvement of the person with nanomaterial manufacturing and research.[4] 
Nanomaterials represent new substances that require analysis health and stress evaluation, research and 
testing to determine wheter thay pose health or stress risks or other type of risk and how those risks can be 
managed. The toxicity of the nanomaterial can broadly be divided into two categories biological toxicity and 
environmental toxicity. Outburst of nanomaterial research will certainly pump a lot of NPs to the environment, 
which will ultimately lead to the so-called nanoparticle pollution, by deposition of nanoparticle in ground water 
and soil . [5] A series of scientific reports have highlighted persistent scientific uncertainties and knowledge 
gaps regarding environmental and health impacts, most notably the 2004 report on nanosciences and 
nanotechnologies by the UK’s Royal Society and Royal Academy of Engineering. [6]   
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

2.1. Psychological experiment 
Dimensional analysis method, random balance method, full factorial experiments methods, methods which 
themselves require a large amount of data processing are very often used in experimental research.  For the 
organizing and conducting the psychological experiment the coordinator investigation, based on the previous 
experiences, establish which are the parameters (independent factors- input values)and performance 
indicators (objective functions- output values) followed, compose  survey questionnaires and choose the 
specialists which will be consult. The specialists are required to rank the factors of the process taking into 
consideration the influence they exert on performance indicators, given one rank to each factor. First ranks 
will be assigned to the most important factors. It can be mentioned that in case of these factors cannot be 
ranked, much more parameters can receive the same rank. Rank can be done with a few methods, but I 
choose the psychological experimental method or rank correlation method because that method exploits 
specialist’s opinions from our area of interests. This paper aims to assess the stress caused by applying the 
psychological experiment method at work in various fields of nanomaterial, referring to occupational 
exposure. For this purpose, a questionnaire for stress caused by toxicity assessment was prepared. It was 
applied to three groups of specialists in different fields. The results were statistically processed according to 
the proposed methodology by using of STATEGRAPHICS soft application the questionnaire was completed 
by experts with answers. 

2.2 Indentifying  the influence  factors  
The first category is represented by teachers from the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, starring the 
second category is represented by the scientists and the third containing the doctoral study dealing with 
nanomaterials in the same university. 

Identify causes generating health risk and safety at work, giving a weight to grades 1 to 6. 

 

Table 1 Influence proposed for classification 

Factor Description Rank 

X1 work equipment  

X2 effective exposure  

X3 lack of lack of preventive actions   

X4 Clear misunderstanding of  nanotoxicity  

X5 lack of social support from colleagues  

X6 stress  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the second stage, many parameters have received the same degree of influence. Correction is 
considering real place in the string parameter ordering. [7]  
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Table 2 Table primary ranking factors influence 

Experts 
Influence factors 

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 

1 5 3 4 1 2 6 

2 5 3 4 1 2 6 

3 5 3 4 1 2 6 

4 5 3 4 1 2 6 

5 4 1 2 3 5 6 

6 6 2 3 1 5 4 

7 6 2 3 1 5 4 

8 3 3 1 2 3 3 

9 5 1 4 3 2 6 

10 5 3 4 2 1 6 

11 4 2 3 1 6 5 

12 3 1 2 4 5 6 

13 3 1 2 4 5 6 

14 5 3 4 1 2 6 

15 2 1 3 5 4 6 

The amount Aj 66 32 47 31 51 82 

Q(1) 5 1 3 2 4 6 

 

In Table 3 are corrected values, new scores for each parameter and the new order of influence. To show 
that the tables are equivalent is calculated a parameter “rs” between Table 2 and Table 3 and between 3 
and 4. 

Checking adequacy primary data set with data from the secondary table (corrected) is based on correlation 
coefficient Rs, which is: [7]   

The analysis results in Table 2 can be seen that the hierarchy of factors has not changed. Thus, the 
correlation coefficient between primary and secondary data table is rs = 1. 

        (1) 
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Table 3 Table correction of ranking factors influence 

Experts 
Influence factors 

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 

1 5 3 4 1 2 6 

2 5 3 4 1 2 6 

3 5 3 4 1 2 6 

4 5 3 4 1 2 6 

5 4 1 2 3 5 6 

6 6 2 3 1 5 4 

7 6 2 3 1 5 4 

8 4.5 4.5 1 2 4.5 4.5 

9 5 1 4 3 2 6 

10 5 3 4 2 1 6 

11 4 2 3 1 6 5 

12 3 1 2 4 5 6 

13 3 1 2 4 5 6 

14 5 3 4 1 2 6 

15 2 1 3 5 4 6 

Tte amount Aj 67.5 33.5 47 31 52.5 83.

Q(1) 5 1 3 2 4 6 

 

where k = number of influencing factors (x) = 6  

rs = 1 (2-3) 

rs = 0.97 (3-4) 

 

If the value of rs is close to 1, the results (ranking) side table consistent with those of the primary table. If rs = 
0, then there is concordance between the results of two tables, and if rs = -1, the results of the two tables are 
contradictory. No consistent results between continued processing will be done only with secondary table. 
The next step is weighted proportional to the opinions of specialists training, experience in the studied 
seriousness and interest in the investigation. Paying a score like that in the first stage, but this time 
specialists. 
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Table 4  Weighted experts opinions 

Experts 
Influence factors 

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 

1 7.75 4.65 6.2 1.55 3.1 9.3 

2 8.4 5.04 6.72 1.68 3.36 10.08 

3 9.8 5.88 7.84 1.96 3.92 11.76 

4 6.65 3.99 5.32 1.33 2.66 7.98 

5 6.52 1.63 3.26 4.89 8.15 9.78 

6 9.3 3.1 4.65 1.55 7.75 6.2 

7 7.89 2.66 3.99 1.33 6.65 5.32 

8 2 4 9 9 9 9 

9 7.4 1.48 5.92 4.44 2.96 8.88 

10 7.4 4.44 5.92 2.96 1.48 8.88 

11 4 2 3 1 6 5 

12 3.6 1.2 2.4 4.8 6 7.2 

13 3.27 1.09 2.18 4.36 5.45 6.54 

14 6.55 3.93 5.24 1.31 2.62 7.86 

15 2.1 1.05 3.15 5.25 4.2 6.3 

Suma Aj 95.17 46.14 74.79 47.41 73.3 120,08

Q(2) 5 1 4 2 3 6 

 

Checking the degree of concordance between the views of experts is made by calculating a consensus 
coefficient w, the formula (2): 
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M = number of specialists = 15 

tj = number of identical rank of a particular value assigned by the expert i. 
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Then it is chosen from the table the critical value 
α of F tab criterion, where α = significance level = 
0.05, ν1 = INT (k-1-2/m), ν2 = (m-1) ν1 and the two 
values are compare. [7]   

Note that the completion stage number two and 
number three is not compulsory stage, and the 
processing of data can later apply after any step.In 
the next step, check the degree of consensus of 
experts with Fisher criterion. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Hierarchy of factors influence 

Analyzing this order of influence factors can be grouped into three main categories. Usefulness of the 
proposed method is that it allows independent ranking factors, elimination of the insignificant and focusing on 
the important, positive effects on energy consumption and materials, so the costs involved by organizing an 
experiment. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this new century with increasing demand of nanotechnology apart from the potential benefits, scientist and 
engineers must also anticipate and characterize potential risk associated with new technology also for stress 
evaluation. Although there are currently no conclusive data or scenarios that indicate that these effects will 
become a major problem or that they cannot be addressed by a rational scientific approach. At the same 
time, we can no longer postpone safety evaluations of nanomaterial. Even though several factors are 
involved in the toxicity of nanomaterial, more efforts and time are needed to study nanoproducts and  their 
properties . Thus all the workers in the field should take all the necessary precautions to protect themselves 
during the production, handling, and consumption of nanomaterial. Nanomaterials are considered to be 
hazardous materials, so workers should follow all the safety rules necessary in the field and laboratory where 
it operated. 
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IMPACT OF INNOVATION TYPE IN NANOTECHNOLOGY ON STRATEGY AND VALUE 
CREATION 
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Abstract 
Nanotechnology is often heralded to provide for technological advance that will cause radical innovation 
across many industries. Initially nanotechnology was expected to provide for product innovation, yet currently 
it is clear that most revenues will be created through components and process innovation within other 
industries. This type of innovation requires different strategies from more frequently studied product-based 
innovation. The paper refers to impact of type of innovation on strategy and value creation. The problem is 
vital in periods of limited financing and increasing costs of funding. 

Keywords: nanotechnology, innovation, strategy, value creation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Following initial interest in the media and attracting investors nanotechnology research and development is 
experiencing growing barriers. Early projects and financing deals showed that ideas with potentially 
promising commercial applications would take years or even decades to research and commercialize. It 
gradually becomes clear that, at least for some time nanotechnology companies will offer components rather 
then standalone products. New components will alter processes, enabling new products or changing their 
properties and production costs. In other words nanotechnology companies commercialize their results in 
process innovation rather than product innovation. Process innovation requires a different approach to value 
creation and management, changing the perspective of both managers and investors [1, 2]. 

While commercial use of nanotechnology creates uniquely valuable solutions [3], required competencies to 
develop such solutions are often outside the scope of any single firm [4]. Nanotechnology products (outside 
life sciences) are usually improving the characteristics (e.g. lowering energy consumption, increasing surface 
area) of existing products rather than creating new ones (at least from clients point of view). As components, 
nanotechnology products require substantial quantities of the final product sold to recover high initial 
investments. This requires economies of scale, which are difficult to achieve for start-ups. Berenbruch 
suggests that nanotechnology ventures should aim at establishing links with large-scale producers instead of 
building own production facilities based on financing from venture capital funds [5].  

Cross industrial use of the technology creates the need to form networks and alliances, which are notoriously 
difficult to manage, especially in the process innovation management context.  

Many nanotechnology alliances focused on knowledge creation and were not concerned with application [6]. 
Assessment of value creation in this setting is difficult, as financial metrics are not perceived to be of primary 
importance. Furthermore as the solutions offered by nanotechnology firms are being applied to a growing 
variety of fields, investors do not perceive nanotechnology as a separate class in itself, but one of 
technologies, that affect other classes such as healthcare and life sciences, electronics or alternative power 
solutions [7]. Lack of financial data and benchmarks discourages commercial funding but also has direct 
implications to identification of best practices in management of nanotechnology ventures. 

To date, empirical studies on the emergence of the nanotechnology field have mainly focused on patents 
and scientific papers as an output measure. These studies, while identifying valuable trends and offering 
observation on firm formation and knowledge productivity strategies, do not offer guidance on 
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commercialization strategies. Many nanotechnology research initiatives attempt to commercialize their 
results under the scheme “having the cure... looking for a disease” or “iterative process for matching 
technology and market” [8]. 

Currently nanotechnology research still benefits from favorable attitude in national or regional innovation 
strategies and from government funding, yet without creating the structures that are necessary to implement 
the technologies, even government interest may gradually fade.  

There is clearly a need for theoretical model for management of nanotechnology ventures that incorporates 
formal networks (consortia, alliances), open innovation systems and commercialization. A model that focuses 
not only on knowledge creation but also leads to generating cash flow for investors. Nanotechnology 
companies need to advance and become a viable partner for commercial funding sources. 

I integrate literature on innovation types in nanotechnology, nanotechnology networks, open networks and 
innovation commercialization to develop a theoretical model for management of commercially oriented 
nanotechnology ventures. 

2. NETWORKS, CONSORTIA AND ALLIANCES 
Participants of modern technology development oriented networks (consortia, alliances) contribute tangible 
and intangible assets; manage research and commercialization initiatives in hope of sharing future rewards. 
Modern networks are not bounded by geographic distance [9]. They require advanced information and 
communication technology to communicate and store ideas and knowledge. 

 

 
Fig 1. Closed innovation systems, consortia and alliances and open innovation systems 

 

The access to networked resources (Fig. 1) usually means sharing equipment, tools and human capital. 
Sharing equipment and tools is essential, as nanotechnology requires equipment that is quickly depreciating 
(in technical terms). Creating a networked technology base enables sharing ideas that can guide to cross 
industrial applications. Nanotechnology advances require expertise of physicists, material scientists, 
chemists, biochemists, molecular biologists, toxicologists and medical scientists. They also require “T-
shaped managers” that can connect knowledge from different sources and form new combinations [10].  

Currently few nanotechnology research oriented firms have commercialization competence. Companies that 
have the commercialization capacities usually have limited nanotechnology research capacities. The match 
seems simple but nanotechnology research results can show potential in various products and processes, 
which means that value of the technology would be limited if applied only by the members of a particular 
network. Creating or joining open innovation systems may offer the solution to this problem. 

Chesbrough defines open innovation as the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to 
accelerate internal innovation and expand the markets for external use of innovation [11]. It is the antithesis 
of closed innovation, in which internal innovation activities lead to internally developed products and services 
that are then distributed by the firm [12]. Many large-scale producers (potential clients) have created 
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platforms and started to design and manage innovation communities (e,g. Procter and Gamble’s Connect + 
DevelopSM or General Electric’s Ecomagination Challenge).  

Creating or gaining access to open innovation platforms (Fig. 1) enables use of external technology, cross 
industry opportunities and resources. The biggest potential is in creating own open innovation platforms that 
are designed to meet the needs of a particular company. Chesbrough observes that even small companies 
can create open systems [12]. Unfortunately this may be difficult for young nanotechnology companies 
especially in developing countries due to specialized knowledge and the necessity to attract attention of 
geographically dispersed communities of experts.  

Participation in open innovation systems increases flexibility. Companies may adapt their technology to 
changing market conditions and obtain more value from innovation. 

3. COMMERCIALIZATION 
Participating in networks and open systems is also critical in commercialization (Fig 2). Networked 
technology and knowledge is crucial in devising revenue generating business models. The application of 
innovative technology in cross industrial settings (and process innovation) requires multidisciplinary expertise 
that can be provided by other members of the network. The participation in open innovation systems creates 
further opportunities that may increase the value of the innovation. 

The access to networked and external resources is also essential in the assessment and choice of 
commercialization path. The choice between marketing own products, licensing and sale of the business 
depends on the access to resources and financing. Commercially successful innovators (e.g. Apple Inc.) 
often seek outsourcing opportunities to use external expertise and decrease the costs, capital involvement 
and risk in manufacturing. 

 

 
Fig 2. Closed innovation systems, consortia and alliances and open innovation systems  

in nanotechnology commercialization 
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4. FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVE 
Business ventures have to remain solvent. Although some (for a limited time) can operate without generating 
profits and positive cash flow from operations, ultimately managers have to come up with viable revenue 
generating business models. The ultimate goal for a business is to create value. A business needs to 
generate cash flows that will satisfy investors. Nanotechnology ventures have to participate in networks to 
increase their innovativeness but it is also essential in devising revenue generating business models and the 
assessment of resources and financial needs that determine commercialization paths.  

Taking into consideration long research and development periods and capital requirements financing 
structures based on commercial financing are not fit for developing nanotechnology ventures. The key 
constraints to improved access to venture capital financing seem to be time (long development), capital 
expenditures related to equipment and economic scale (access to production capacities and distribution 
networks) [7]. Network participation may shorten development times and decrease capital expenditures 
through asset sharing and outsourcing. Focus on process innovation and cooperation with large-scale 
producers may further decrease the need for own resources. 

Financial aspects should include complex issues related to protection and sharing of value of innovations 
created within networks. Intellectual property rights may be difficult to defend, both within and outside the 
network, especially in the case of process innovations where the use of particular technology in 
manufacturing may be difficult to identify in the final product. Innovations enabling manufacturing cost 
reductions are particularly prone to copying. This issue requires further research and legislative actions. It is 
important to note that early planning for commercialization provides for the possibility to discuss value 
sharing with network partners. Network participation enables the creation of shared intellectual property 
defense mechanisms. 

Attracting the attention of commercial financing sources will take time even when nanotechnology companies 
apply commercial focus and resolve most legal and value sharing issues. Financial institutions need to 
develop expertise to assess the value creating potential and risk of nanotechnology ventures. Furthermore, 
unfortunately this needs to be done locally as venture capital funds are usually geographically restricted in 
their operations [13]. In perspective, focusing and generating cash flows by nanotechnology firms from a 
particular region should be seen as a step on the path to create an environment that stimulates new venture 
formation in that region. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
Emerging process technologies are critical to economic growth since these process technologies are poorly 
understood and few firms have the required sophistication to use them. Consequently, any research that 
strengthens the ability to manage emergent process technologies has a strong and direct impact on the 
economy [14]. 

Although the notion that nanotechnology companies commercialize their results in process innovation rather 
than product innovation may be helpful in search for commercialization concepts and forming networks it’s 
important to remember that, from investors’ point of view, companies are supposed to generate cash flows.  

Creating networks is essential not only to support internal technology base and develop innovations but also 
to: identify and exploit revenue generating business models, supplement own resources and identify 
financing needs for commercialization. 

The proposed model adds to literature by incorporating the stages of: devising revenue generating business 
models, assessment of resources and financing needs and commercialization to networked innovation 
models. The model targets cash flow generation instead of innovation and knowledge generation and may 
be helpful in increasing value from innovation and advancing nanotechnology companies to attract 
commercially oriented financing sources. 
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Further research is required to incorporate intellectual property issues and value sharing mechanisms within 
networks and open innovation systems. At this point however these attempts may be premature, as 
nanotechnology companies need to develop a sufficient number of cases to identify industry standards. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND IN VITRO EVALUATION OF MUCUS INERT NANOPARTICLES 
FOR MUCOSAL DISEASES 
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Abstract  
The aim of this study was to investigate the mucus-penetrating properties of neutral nanoparticles 
comprising polyacrylic acid (PAA) and polyallylamine (PAM). Three types of nanoparticles were prepared. 
PAA nanoparticles and PAM nanoparticles were obtained by ionic gelation with calcium ions and 
tripolyphosphate, respectively. Polyacrylic acid and polyallylamine nanoparticles were prepared on the basis 
of ionic interactions between the two polymers. All nanoparticles were loaded with fluorescein diacetate as a 
fluorescence marker. The PAA-PAM nanoparticles were further characterized by measuring the particle size 
via dynamic light scattering and transmission electron microscopy as well as surface charge. The cytotoxicity 
was examined via resazurin and LDH assay. A modified ussing chamber mounted with native intestinal 
porcine mucus was used to study the diffusion properties of obtained neutral nanoparticles compared to 
control particles. The obtained neutral particles displayed smooth and spherical surface with a particle size 
range of 200 nm and a zeta potential of 0.9 mV. The neutral PAA-PAM nanoparticles demonstrated no 
significant cytotoxicity on Caco-2 cell monolayers. The diffusion efficiency of neutral nanoparticles through 
native mucus was 2.5-fold and 1.8-fold higher than PAM and PAA nanoparticles, respectively. Taking 
enhanced mucus-penetrating properties into account, the neutral surface turned to be slippery. Therefore 
neutral nanoparticles were shown to be very promising in drug delivery via mucus membranes of different 
cavities. 

Keywords: Nanoparticulate drug delivery, mucus inert nanoparticle, mucosal diseases 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, nanotechnology has become the focus of extensive research aimed at developing 
nanomaterials that can be applied in drug delivery. For non-invasive drug administration nanoparticulate 
delivery systems offer the advantage of providing a prolonged residence time on mucosal membranes [1] 
and the possibility to reach greater mucosal surface areas leading to a comparatively higher drug uptake [2]. 
However, it is believed that the full potential of non-invasive delivery systems for uptake across mucosal 
barriers has by far not been reached. The development of controlled release systems for drug delivery to 
mucosal surfaces is of widespread interest. To gain mechanistic insight to penetrate through mucosa and 
rationally engineer particles to cross mucus layer, we looked to nature for guidance. Previously, it was 
reported that many viruses avoid mucoadhesion due to their essential mucus inert surfaces [3]. A faithful 
copying of virus-surfaces would involve developing synthetic particles. In order to overcome the mucus gel 
layer barrier such nanoparticulate systems have to provide similarly high density of both cationic and anionic 
surface charge groups to penetrate the mucus without adhesion to mucus fibers. 

2. METHODS 
Three types of nanoparticles were prepared. Polyacrylic acid (PAA) nanoparticles and Polyallylamine (PAM) 
nanoparticles were obtained by ionic gelation with calcium ions and tripolyphosphate, respectively. PAA and 
PAM nanoparticles were prepared on the basis of ionic interactions between the two polymers. All 
nanoparticles were loaded with fluorescein diacetate as a fluorescence marker. The PAA-PAM nanoparticles 
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were further characterized by measuring the particle size via dynamic light scattering and transmission 
electron microscopy as well as surface charge. A modified ussing chamber mounted with native intestinal 
porcine mucus was used to study the diffusion properties of obtained neutral nanoparticles compared to 
control particles. Cell viability studies were performed by working on resazurin assay. To evaluate the toxicity 
of tested polymers in Caco-2 cells, 1 x 105 Caco-2 cells were seeded per well in 24- well plates. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Limited diffusion in intestinal mucus has been found to be 
one of the main obstacles for drug delivery via the mucus 
membrane using nanocarriers like polymeric nanoparticles. 
Our results indicate that the surface charge has a great 
impact on the intestinal diffusion. Due to the surface 
modification it could be demonstrated that the neutral 
nanoparticles facilitated their diffusion through the mucus (in 
Fig 1.) 

Resazurin colorimetric assay was performed on Caco-2 cells 
to investigate cell viability (in Fig.2). With PAA-PAM, cell 
survival decreased 80.33 +– ± 0.74 %, while PAA alone 
displayed 88.62 +– 0.74 % cell viability. Positive charged 
PAM was found to be the most toxic by demonstrating cell 
viability of 48.85 +– 0.74 %.  

 
Fig. 2 Resazurin assay on Caco-2 cells. The cells were incubated with indicated test compound for 3 hours 
and the percentage of cell viability was determined after 3 (grey bars) and 24 (white bars) hours. Each bar 

represents the mean ± S.D. of five experiments 

4. CONCLUSION 
The development of mucus-penetrating particles provides a powerful strategy for overcoming the mucus 
barrier. Within this study novel mucus slippery nanoparticles were prepared. Mimicking virus surface 
properties an enhanced mucus penetrating particulate system could be generated as a valuable tool for the 
development of new nanoparticulate based delivery systems for the application on various mucosal surfaces.  

Fig.1 Transported nanoparticles 
through intestinal mucus as a function 
of time. Positively charged PAM (white 
open triangle), negatively charged PAA 
nanoparticles (white open squares) and 
neutral PAAPAM nanoparticles (black 
dots). Data were shown as the mean ± 

standard deviation, n=5 
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Abstract 
Titanium behaves inert in the terms of its interaction with living tissue. Titanium implants are not usually 
rejected by the organism, nevertheless creation of the strong implant-bone bond can be long term and 
difficult process. Research aimed at applications of metallic biomaterials should be therefore focused on 
bioactivation of the implant surface, which could lead to faster and easier acceptance of an implant. One of 
the possible ways is nanostructuring of the surface. Possible indicator of potential bioactivity is the ability of 
hydroxyapatite precipitation on the material’s surface from simulated body fluid. The aim of this work was to 
compare interaction of differently prepared and treated surfaces of titanium with simulated body fluid. 
Nanostructures were created by electrochemical treatment in the fluoride ions containing environment. 
Several types of modified surfaces and polished surface as a blank were studied. Process of the interaction 
was evaluated by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The surface state after exposure was assessed 
by scanning electron microscope and photoelectron spectroscopy. The influence of surface state on Ca-P 
compounds precipitation from simulated body fluid was confirmed. Precipitation was slowest on polished 
surface, even in a case of heat treated specimens. Process of precipitation was more pronounced on 
nanostructured surfaces and further improvement was stated after heat treatment. In this case Ca-P 
compound precipitated in the form clusters and completely covered the surface in a few days. 
Nanostructuring followed by a suitable heat treatment lead to visible improvement of hydroxyapatite 
precipitation. 

Keywords: Nanostructure, impedance, hydroxyapatite, electrochemistry 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Fast, long-term and stable connection between bone tissue and implant is one of the main requirements in 
the development of orthopaedic implants. The surface of recently the most used materials, titanium and its 
alloys, is in passive state; that means it is covered by a thin layer of titanium and alloying elements oxides. 
This layer forms spontaneously immediately after the contact of material with oxidation environment (air, 
aerated electrolyte etc.). Such surface behaves as bioinert. One of the possible ways how to bioactivate it is 
nanostructuring [1]. There are several possible ways how to prepare nanostructures on the surface one of 
them is anodic oxidation in aqueous or non-aqueous electrolytes. The growth of nanotubes is in the case of 
fluoride containing electrolytes result of two simultaneous processes. First of them is anodic oxidation of the 
surface and the second one is the local dissolution of the growing titanium dioxide by fluoride ions. 
Morphology of tubes can be influenced by appropriate electrolyte and anodic polarization parameters [2, 3]. 
Nanostructured surface stimulates the deposition of osteoblast cells, which leads to easier integration of the 
implant into the bone and allow its earlier loading [4, 5]. Due to the difficulty of in vivo tests, it is necessary to 
predict the surface bioactivity in vitro. One of the possibilities how to estimate bioactivity of the surface is 
study of hydroxyapatite precipitation from a simulated body fluid (SBF) [6, 7]. 

The aim of this study was to determine the rate of precipitation of hydroxyapatite on differently treated 
titanium surfaces. 
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2. EXPERIMENT 
Experiments were done with specimens of commercially pure titanium (titanium grade 2). Specimens of 
cylindrical shape (diameter 17 mm, height 3 mm) were wet ground (up to FEPA P2500 paper) and polished 
by diamond paste with particles diameter 0.7 μm. The samples were sonicated in deionised water, 
isopropanole and acetone, and then dried in air stream. Specimens were horizontally fastened into the 
specimens’ holder and electrochemically polished in HF, H2SO4 and HNO3 mixture. Anodic oxidation was 
realised in electrolyte containing water, glycerol and NH4F. Experiments were carried out using standard 
three electrode setup with platinum gauze as a counter electrode, sample as a working electrode and 
silver/silver chloride (3 mol/l KCl) reference electrode (SSCE). All potentials presented in this paper are 
related to this electrode. The electrochemical measurement consisted of a potential ramp from open circuit 
potential to the end potential 15 V with a 100 mV/s sweep rate and followed by potentiostatic delay at the 
end potential for 1800 s. After the electrochemical procedure, the samples were rinsed with deionised water 
and then dried in air stream. High voltage potentiostat Jaissle Potenciostat-Galvanostat IMP 88 PC-200V 
with controlling unit PGU-AUTO Extern was used in this work. Nanostructured surface post-treatment 
consists either from heat treatment at 500 ° C, or exposure to the NaOH at 60 ° C for 1 minute (the 
activation). 

For morphological characterization of samples, scanning electron microscope (SEM) TESCAN VEGA3 with 
EDS analyser was used. Processing of nanostructures images conducted using adaptive thresholding 
methods applied after image segmentation. Classification of objects involved their morphological analysis. 
Before image processing was necessary to suppress the influence of interfering components using high-
frequency filters. 

Electrochemical measurements were conducted is standard three-electrode setup with SSCE as reference 
electrode. Specimens were exposed in simulated body fluid ( 8,035 g.l-1 NaCl, 0,355 g.l-1 NaHCO3, 0,225 g.l-1 
KCl, 0,231 g.l-1 K2HPO4 .12H2O, 0,311 g.l-1 MgCl2 . 6 H2O, 0,292 g.l-1 CaCl2, 0,072 g.l-1 Na2SO4, 6,118 g.l-1 
NH2C(CH2OH)3 pH 7,4) for 14 days.   

The electrochemical impedance spectra were recorded once in 12 hours in the frequency range from 50 kHz 
to 1 mHz with 10 mV amplitude of AC signal. Impedance spectra were analysed using equivalent circuits 
presented in Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit in Fig 1-a represents a porous layer, Rel is electrolyte resistance, 
CPE3 and R3 describe phase boundary metal/electrolyte, CPE2 and R2 correspond to capacitance of 
surface and resistance of electrolyte in pores. Circuit in Fig. 1-b is based on previous with addition of CPE1 
and R1 which describe a layer precipitated from solution. Equivalent circuit in Fig. 1-c corresponds to 
layered structure of the surface, R1 and CPE1 describes layer and R2 and CPE2 represents a phase 
boundary metal/layer. 

a) 

 

b)  

 
c) 

 
Fig. 1. Equivalent circuits 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Nanostructured surface of titanium is shown in Fig. 2-a. Nanotubes uniformly covered the entire surface. 
There were no visual changes of the nanostructure after heat treatment, even after activation in NaOH. 
Example of image processing and evaluation of tubes area is presented in Fig. 2-b. Tubes diameter, 
calculated as an average of the equivalent circle inscribed in a tube, was in the range from 20 nm to 100 nm 
with the most frequent diameter on the level of approximately 56 nm. Fluorine was detected on the surface in 
the case of nanostructures and activated nanostructures. After the heat treatment no fluorine was present on 
the surface. 

 
a) 

 

b) 

Fig. 2. a) Nanostrucured surface, b) tubes diameter evaluation 

 

There were no significant changes in impedance response in the case of polished surface (Fig. 3-a). Spectra 
were fitted by function based on equivalent circuit in Fig. 1-a. Increase of the charge transfer resistance 
during exposure was caused by the growth of the oxidic passive layer. This corresponds to the course of 
phase angle which decreases in the low frequency region with increasing time of exposure (Fig. 3-a). 
Precipitation of hydroxyapatite did not occur during exposure. Neither calcium nor phosphorus was detected 
by EDS on the surface. Equivalent circuit in Fig. 1-b was used for evaluation of the impedance spectra in the 
case of nanostructured surface. There was a shift of the phase angle local maximum and the increase of the 
impedance module in the middle frequency range during exposure. Resistance R1 also increased. Other 
elements of the equivalent circuit (group 2 and 3) did not significantly change. This behavior can be 
explained by the precipitation of the layer on the sample. The surface state after exposure shows that the 
precipitation has occurred probably in tubes. Some of them were filled, however the surface was covered 
irregularly (Fig. 4-b).  
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Fig.3. Impedance spectra: a) polished specimen, b) nanostructure, c) activated nanostructure, d) heat 
treated nanostructure 

 

There was also increase of resistance R1 in the case of activated nanostructures as in the previous case. 
The most significant change was recorded at the start of exposure (Fig. 3-c). It could be caused by a 
reaction of sodium hydroxide which was incorporated into nanostructure during activation. A significant 
decrease of R2, i.e. resistance of electrolyte in tubes, occurred during measurement. After exposure, the 
surface was covered with nearly homogeneous layer composed of calcium and phosphorus (Fig. 4-c). The 
impedance spectra of heat-treated nanostructures were analyzed using the equivalent circuit in Fig. 1-c. An 
increase of resistance R1 was recorded during exposure. It indicates the increasing thickness of the 
precipitated layer. Increase was not so distinct after 168 hours. Surface was covered after exposure by a 
homogeneous pillow-like layer. Precipitated layer was the thickest in the case of heat treated nanostructure. 
Significantly different behavior of this sample was caused either by changes of the crystalline structure of 
nanotubes or by absence of fluorine in the nanostructured layer. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 
c) 

 

d) 

 
Fig 4. Surface after exposure: a) polished specimen, b) nanostructure, c) activated nanostructure, d) 

heat treated nanostructure 

4. CONCLUSION 
The surface nanostructuring led to improvement of the hydroxyapatite precipitation. Modified nanostructures 
showed very different impedance response. Untreated and activated nanostructures can be described as 
porous systems, heat-treated samples showed the behavior of a compact surface with precipitated layer. 
Heat treatment was the most appropriate post-exposure modification of the nanostructure from the 
precipitation of hydroxyapatite improvement point of view. 
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Abstract 
Besides well-known kidney stones, in the salivary ducts of buccal taxity, salivary stones (sialoliths or salivary 
gland stones) can be formed which are caused by Sialolithiasis sickness. Due to collaboration with the 
Department Otorhinolaryngology of Faculty Hospital Ostrava we received 40 samples of salivary stones 
between the years 2008 and 2011. To reach the objective we developed a method of study sialoliths 
including infrared spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, differential thermal analysis and X-ray 
powder diffraction. Obtained results of the mentioned methods showed that all of the studied salivary stones 
have a mostly smooth surface with the appearance of cracks. On the surface spherical (globous) particles of 
a micrometer and nanometer size were observed. It indicates the gradual collaring and increasing of a 
sialolith. The combination of these methods has proven that each of 40 human sialoliths has the same basic 
chemical composition (carbonate apatite), and almost 70% contains various toxic metals such as Pb, Ti and 
Zn.  

Keywords: Salivary stones, Sialolithiasis, Infrared spectroscopy, Scanning electron microscopy, X - ray 
powder diffraction, Thermal analysis 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Salivary stones are cause by the illness Sialolithiasis [1], and affect human large salivary glands. The initial 
impulse of the formation of sialoliths is unknown, and the subject of several theories (mechanical, 
inflammatory, chemical, neurogenic and presence of a foreign compound). Probably this is a combination of 
previously mentioned factors [2]. Symptoms of Sialolithiasis are typical for most patients. Accumulation of 
saliva during or just after eating may cause a feeling of pressure or pain, which is caused by formation of 
edemas (because of higher production of saliva during eating – saliva cannot drain away and glands get 
swollen) [2]. Extraction of sialolith is usually performed surgically. Commonly, sialoliths measure from 1 mm 
to less than 1 cm. Rarely they measure more than 1.5 cm. Manjunath Rai and Richi Burman dealt with a 60 
year old man’s case, who had a 7.2 cm large and 45.8 g heavy salivary stone in his left submandibular gland 
[3]. Ledesma-Montes et al. observed 16 cases of giant sialoliths whose volume exceeded 3.5 cm [4]. 
Ledesma-Montes et al. examined the external surface of a sialolith by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
According to their results the diverse microstructures encountered strongly suggest that different mechanism 
of mineralization occur during growth of sialolithes [5]. R. S. Jayasree et al. investigated a sialolith, which 
was found in the Wharton´s duct of a male patient and then was resected using a Nd:YAG laser [6]. These 
authors studied the sialolith by Raman spectroscopy, Infrared (IR) spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy, 
SEM with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDAX) and thermal analysis. They found that the major elements 
in the sample are identified as calcium and phosphorous in the ratio 7:3 [6]. In literature, the sialoliths are 
usually described  separately. An exception is a paper (Teymoortash et al. [7]), in which the authors 
presented  study results of 23 salivary stones from Wharton´s duct by X-ray powder diffraction. A different 
concentration of calcium and phosphate is due to existence of different phases. All of the sialoliths localized 
in the ducts in the submandibular gland consisted of hydroxylapatite. However, in the sialoliths in the 
Wharton´s duct, hydroxylapatite as well as whitlockite and brushite could be found in all except one case [7]. 
The aim of this paper is to characterize morphology and composition of various sized salivary stones by 
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appropriate combination of methods. Our effort is also to get a maximum amount of information from a 
samples of small size compare theirs composition. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Due to collaboration with the Department Otorhinolaryngology of Faculty Hospital Ostrava we received 40 
samples of salivary stones between the years 2008 and 2011. First of all (for obtaining a maximum amount 
of information), the samples were weighted and kept in the original state for morphology study by SEM. SEM 
was performed on the Philips XL – 30 device with EDAX. This device offers detailed a view of the sample 
surface together with point and area chemical analysis. By this procedure, especially the places with different 
appearance and thus also with different chemical composition, were analyzed. The IR spectroscopy and 
X-ray powder diffraction were used for Study of phase composition of sialoliths. For analysis by the 
mentioned methods, the samples were milled to the required grain size. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
spectrum of the samples in the 400 – 4,000 cm-1 region was recorded using a 2000 PERKIN ELMER. The 
samples were measured as KBr pellets or by Diffuse Reflectance. X-ray diffraction analysis was performed 
on the powder by an X-ray diffractometer BRUKER D8 ADVANCE. The X-ray diffraction pattern of each 
sample was compared with the standard data from crystalline minerals using program EVA. Study of 
samples behavior during a controlled heating was carried out by an additional method - differential thermal 
analysis - DTA. For this analysis the NETZSCH STA 409 EP device with 10 °C/min heating speed was used. 
The temperature interval ranged from 25 to 1000 °C in α-Al2O3 crucibles. The heating was performed in 
dynamic inert atmosphere (Ar) with 100 cm3/min flow. The weight of samples for thermal analysis was 
approximately hundreds of mg.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The basic characteristic of salivary stones is their weight. In Table 1 there is a list of samples’ weight 
together with the age and gender of patients. In the group of studied sialoliths there were stones weightings 
at intervals from 0.0015 g to 1.9 g, and their average weight was 0.2 g. The weight of sialolith is related to 
their size. In Fig. 1 there is a salivary stone number 25 weighing 1.8904 g.  

 

Table 1 List of the examined sialoliths (F = Feminine, M = Masculine) 
No. Age 

(years) 
Sex Weight 

[g] 
No. Age 

(years) 
Sex Weight 

[g] 
No. Age 

(years) 
Sex Weight 

[g] 
1 55 F  15 51 M 0.0751 28 29 M 0.0592 
2 54 M  16 51 F 0.0112 29 17 F 0.0081 

4A/B 62 F  17   0.0165 30 31 M 0.3782 
5 25 F  18   0.1378 31 52 M 0.0136 
6 68 M 0.1877 19 80 F 0.0048 32 58 F 0.0040 
7   1.8638 20   0.5488 34 87 F 0.0202 
8   0.2055 21 40 F 0.0092 35 78 M 0.0316 
9   0.0881 22 43 M 0.0682 36  F 0.0598 
10 80 M 0.0175 23 62 F 0.2380 37 16 M 0.0276 
11 26 M 0.1010 24 25 M 0.0024 38 51 M 0.0270 
12 42 F 0.0015 25 56 M 1.8904 39 45 F 0.2041 
13 46 M 0.3358 26 39 F 0.4774 40 61 M 0.0016 
14   0.0664 27 84 F 0.0074 41 20 F 0.0145 
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The surface of the majority of studied samples was formed with 
smooth facets, each separated by crack, as it is shown in photo 
of sample 22 from SEM at a magnification 25x (Fig. 2a). Fig. 2b 
shows the overall view of sample number 41, which was taken 
by SEM at magnification 35x. In many cases, the detailed 
surface view discovered spherical (globous) particles of 
a micrometer and nanometer size as shown in a photo of the 
40th samples’ surface at magnification 200x (Fig. 3a). These 
particles can be considered to have been formed gradually. 
Ledesma-Montes et al. [5] also presented that scanning 
microscopic review showed several kinds of microstructures of 
sialolith weighing 12g. The most common was a mineralized 
formation with a nodular configuration, which was observed isolated or formed into irregularly arranged 
groups of different sizes and shapes [5]. A photo of sample no. 15 at magnification 1200x is in Fig. 3b. There 
is marked a point (5b) and an area (6p) on which the analysis was performed. Final composition of these 
selection´s locations (point 5b and area 6p) is in Table 2. On the basis of elements contained in each of 
selected points and areas, it is obvious that all of the studied samples were composed of main elements 
such as C, O, Ca, P and S.  This conclusion was confirmed by C. Bahadir Giray et al. [8].  This paper 
examined a sample of a 53-year-old female using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and scanning electron 
microscopy. According the elements that contain the study samples, the sialoliths were distributed into two 
groups. The first group of studied sialoliths consists of only the elements that are connected with 
construction of the human body, such as e.g. Mg (47.5%), Na (72.5%) and K (37.5%).  The second group 
(65% of study samples) contains not only basic elements of body constitution, but additionally contains the 
human body’s heterogeneous elements such as Al, Ni, Pb, Ti and Zn. For example pure particles of metals 
were found in some samples, such as Pb in sample number 4A (Fig. 4, marked point 1). The analysis record 
of mentioned particle in sample 4A is presented in Fig.5. The frequency of metals’ occurrence in the studied 
samples is shown in Fig. 6. It is evident that the most commonly occurring metals in the group of studied 
samples are Al, Fe and Cu.   

     
Fig. 2  a) Overall views on the sample 22, magnification 25 x. 

b) Overall views on the sample 41, magnification 35 x. 

Fig. 1 Photo of sample 25 
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Fig. 3  a) Surface of sample 40 from SEM, magnification 200x 

b) Surface of sample 15 from SEM, magnification 1200x 

     
Fig. 4 Surface of sample 4A from SEM, 

magnification 500x, x1b marked the 
nanoparticle of pure Pb 

Fig. 5 Record of EDAX analysis of sample 4A 
 

 
Table 2 Elements contain of point 5b and area 6p marked in Fig. 3b. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
                                                          Fig. 6 The frequency of occurrence of metals in studied siaolithes 

 

Using IR spectroscopy analysis spectres were obtained, from which the base phase composition of samples 
was identified. The method could be applied to samples with higher weight, i.e. to 31 samples. For 
illustration, there are spectra of samples no. 36, 37 and 38 in Fig. 7. It is obvious that the IR spectra are 
identical and they were similarly evaluated for every observed sample. It proved that all samples consist of 
the carbonate apatite - Ca10(PO4)(CO3OH)6(OH)2 - and protein.  That result is in good agreement with 
literature. 

Element 
[Wt. %] 

5b 6p 
C 72.2 62.7 
O 19.4 21.5 
Na 1.46 1.12 
Mg 0.38 - 
Al 0.17 - 
Si 0.20 - 
S 5.35 4.21 

Ca 0.85 6.85 
P - 3.42 
K - 0.26 
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Only the samples free from the content of human´s heterogeneous elements were studied by differential 
thermal analysis. It was found that sialoliths contain comparable moisture content. The difference was in the 
carbonate content. Part of the samples contain calcium carbonate, another part contain magnesium 
carbonate. This method confirmed the presence of carbonate, which has also been identified by IR 
spectroscopy. For further identification of the phases it was necessary to take into account the chemical 
composition, which was obtained from representative sample, a whole salivary stone. The X-ray diffraction 
pattern of the sample no. 4, 6, 7 and 13 is shown in Fig. 8. It is evident that diffraction patterns have the 
same progress, which implies the same composition of analyzed samples. The most important phases 
determined by X-ray diffraction were: Calcium Sodium Magnesium Phosphate - 
(Ca3.892Na0.087Mg0.021)(Ca5.49Na0.123Mg0.028)(PO4)5.1, Hydroxylapatite - Ca9.74(PO4)6(OH)2.08 and Calcium 
Hydrogen Phosphate Hydroxide - Ca9HPO4(PO4)5OH. X-ray diffraction analysis completed the results 
of electron microscopy and DTA, because from the ratio of Ca, C and O content it is evident that carbonate 
is present. These results correspond with a paper that was published by A. Teymoorstash et al. They 
investigated 23 sialoliths by X-ray diffraction analysis and found the presence of hydroxylapatite [7]. 
C. Bahadir Giray at al., whose used SEM and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy, also found the presence 
of crystalline hydroxylapatite. The composition of all the listed compounds is near the composition 
of carbonate apatite [8]. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Obtained results of the mentioned methods showed that all of the studied salivary stones have a mostly 
smooth surface with the appearance of cracks. On the surface spherical (globous) particles of a micrometer 
and nanometer size were observed. It indicates the gradual collaring and increasing of a sialolith. Sialoliths 
consist of main elements C, O, Ca, P, and S. Nearly 70% of them contain substances harmful to the human 
body such as Al, Fe, Cu, Ni, Pb, Ti and Zn. Some metals were found as nanoparticles of pure metal, which 
suggest a negative impact of human activity on the environment and human life.  

      
Fig. 7 Infrared spectra of samples 36, 37 and 38   Fig. 8 X-ray diffraction pattern of samples 4, 6, 7 and 

13 [9] 
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Abstract 
Cell imaging and in vivo monitoring of stem cell therapy are nowadays progressive medical areas in which 
SPION (Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide Nanoparticles) have found an irreplaceable role as magnetic 
markers of cells in MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging). Thus, magnetically labeled stem cells can be 
monitored noninvasively and help in treatment after transplantation. But, in vitro interactions between 
nanomaterials and stem cells and stem cells behavior after SPIO labeling has not been clarified yet. 
Therefore, scientists are looking for the appropriate type of SPIO nanoparticles, ideal labeling procedure and 
suitable methods for characterization and observation of the cells behavior after labeling by SPIO 
nanoparticles. In this study, we introduce not only a process of cell membrane uptake of SPIO, cell viability, 
proliferation and morphology after SPIO labeling but also unique properties such as live visualization of cells 
division and redistribution of SPIO nanoparticles during the process of cell mitosis. In addition, we are able to 
establish frequency of mitosis and specific cell growth rate by using time-lapse scale microscopy. Moreover, 
initial endosome formation and a fate of nanoparticles entrapped in endosomes we observed newly by field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Understanding of nanoparticles behaviour in biological systems opens up new directions not only for novel 
medical treatments but at the same time it is essential for the development of safe nanotechnology 
applications [1]. Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION) are very important in the emerging 
fields of nanomedicine and nanoscience. They are utilized in cell labelling and tracking, cell sorting and 
mainly as magnetic resonance contrast agents. Cellular imaging is another growing field of interest for 
medical research and clinical applications which uses SPION to image cell migration (stem cells) and 
trafficking after transplantation [2] [3] . 

The mechanism of interaction between nanomaterials and stem cells is still not clarified well [4]. In general, 
nanomaterials and nanostructures can affect various functions of stem cells (viability, proliferation, 
differentiation, CD markers etc.). In fact, nanoparticles inside stem cells undergo metabolic pathway which 
may induce unusual cell behaviour leading up to the cell death. It was observed that SPIO nanoparticles 
entrance into the stem cells through the membrane by various endocytic pathways (clathrin dependent 
endocytosis, caveolae dependent endocytosis, pinocytosis, phagocytosis) or probably also through the cell 
membrane channels or pore. The type of membrane transport is determined by physico-chemical properties 
of SPIO nanoparticles mainly by character of the surface shell (e.g. hydrophilic versus hydrophobic, charge, 
type of polymer etc.), together with hydrodynamic size and shape of the whole SPIO system. Cellular viability 
and efficiency of labelling depends also on labelling approach (including simple incubation with nanoparticles 
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or labelling using of transfection agents, magnetoelectroporation, magnetosonoporation [1]), dose of 
nanoparticles and time of incubation as well [5] [6]. 

Commonly used chemical cell viability assays for establishment of toxicity (MTT assay, Trypan blue assay) 
do not indicate details about the transport and localization of nanoparticles within the cells. Therefore, the 
knowledge about mechanism of SPIO pathway could be very helpful as a complementary study to standard 
MTT tests to reveal the essence of cytotoxicity of nanomaterials.  

Our study was focused on live and long term monitoring of labelling process where the various SPIO 
nanoparticles were incubated with adherent mesenchymal stem cells in cell medium. We used advanced 
microscopy techniques such as fluorescence optical microscopy, transmission and scanning electron 
microscopy and time – lapse cinemicrographe. Thus, we directly observed during 96 hours of microscopic 
monitoring not only the process of cell membrane uptake of SPIO, cell viability and morphology but also 
unique properties such as live visualization of cells division and redistribution of SPIO nanoparticles during 
the process of cell mitosis.  

The fate of nanoparticles entrapped in the intracellular vesicles (endosomes) and their later fusion with acidic 
lysosomes was observed by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). The operation and 
abilities of the FESEM at low acceleration voltages opens new avenues for visualizing cell surface 
topography, but also nanoparticles inside the endo/lysosomes. Electron – specimen interaction is gentle and 
in combination with high resolution and brilliant depth of focus of this microscope is possible to get success 
images. The results obtained from FESEM are comparable to TEM images within a half time spending by 
preparation of samples. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1. Characterization of maghemite nanoparticles  
In this study we have used the superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (called FeNV) prepared easily by 
wet chemical method following the thermal treatment of the solid powder (see Magro (2012) [7]). These 
maghemite nanoparticles have a globular shape with the size distribution about 20 – 40 nm (see TEM 
Fig. 1). On their surface occur OH- groups which create the charge barrier keeping the nanoparticles as 
colloidal solution for long time (several months). Marked magnetic behaviour of FeNV nanoparticles is 
depicted on the hysteresis loop at 300 K (Fig. 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Size distribution of the SPIO nanoparticles  Fig. 2 The hysteresis loop of FeNV  
        nanoparticles  measured at 300 K  
        demonstrating the very high value of  
        magnetization (nearly 71 Am2 / kg at 7 T) 
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2.2. Cell culture 
Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) were isolated from adipose tissue and seeded to 24 well plates. 
Cells were grown in Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's Medium (IMDM) supplemented with 10% FBS and 2% 
penicilin/streptomycin at 37°C using a humidified 5% CO2 incubator. Rat mesenchymal stem cells (rMSCs) 
were isolated from the bone marrow of femurs and cultured according Gallo 2007 [8]. All animal experiments 
were performed in accordance with the Czech Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and were 
approved by the Committee for the Use of Experimental animal at Masaryk University. 

2.2.1. Proliferation of rat mesenchymal stem cells  

We have used FeNV SPIO nanoparticles at the concentration of 50 μg Fe ⋅ ml-1 for labelling of rat 
mesenchymal stem cells (rMSCs). Proliferation profile of labelled stem cells was studied during four days. 
Five independent tests of FeNV labeled rMSCs together with control non-labelled cells were performed 
parallel. At the beginning of experiment 5 ⋅103 of cells (obtained by using Bürker chamber) were seeded into 
each hole of 24 well plate. After adherence of cells on the surface of plastic holes (few hours), nanoparticles 
were added into the cells in medium. After 48 hours of incubation the medium with unlabelled nanoparticles 
was washed out, the cells were washed with 0.2 M phosphate buffer (pH 7,2) and counted in a fresh medium 
using phase contrast optical microscope every 24 hours (from 20 visual fields per each well).  

2.3. Studies of cellular uptake 

2.3.1. Time – lapse microscopy 
The hMSCs were detached with 0.05 % Trypsin-EDTA (Gibco) and seeded into a Nunc® petri dish (250 000 
cells per 8.8 cm2). SPIO nanoparticles were added into the suspension of cells with medium in a 
concentration of 50 μg Fe ⋅ ml-1. This sample was monitored by time – lapse microscope BioStation (Nikon), 
which is equipped with a cell incubator. Photos were taken each 1 minute during 48 hours from 4 visual 
fields (at the same time intervals) and subsequently from the detected images a movie was generated. 

2.3.2. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) 

The hMSCs were incubated two days with FeNV nanoparticles (50 μg Fe ⋅ ml-1) in 24 well plates, where a 
special matrix – „FTO“ glasses were inserted. FTO is a sodalime glass coated with a fluorine doped tin oxide 
(SnO2 : F) layer on its one side. Adherent SPIO labelled cells were fixed on this surface in 3% glutaraldehyde 
(in phosphate buffer) and two times washed with 0,2M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2). Then the cells were 
dehydrated using ethanol series and dried overnight in room temperature (RT). Samples were scanned 
under FESEM JEOL 7401F.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

3.1. Viability and proliferation 
In most of scientific studies dealing with cell labelling processes by SPIO nanoparticles authors automatically 
work with surface functionalized magnetic nanoparticles, where the surface shell should enhance the 
biocompatibility and colloidal character of SPIO suspension. But, a surface derivatisation usually needs other 
chemical steps, which are time and cost demanding and from our experiences not always these surface 
chemical modifications (polymers) are appropriate for efficient and non-invasive stem cell labelling process. 
In our case we worked with uncoated maghemite nanoparticles which are colloidaly stable due to a negative 
surface charge and as it is known from literature charged SPIO are generally faster and more efficiently 
adsorbed on cell surface membrane (electrostatic interaction) [9]. We compared the viability of the FeNV 
labelled rMSCs with the cells labelled by Resovist (clinically approved superparamagnetic iron oxide 
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nanoparticles developed for contrast-enhanced MRI). From the results is obvious, that percentage values of 
both samples are comparable with control cells (values are within the scope of the deviations), see Fig.3a. 
The changes in proliferation of FeNV labelled cells were investigated by phase contrast microscope during 
four days. We performed four times repeated tests every day and assessed (evaluated) average values (see 
Fig. 3b). The proliferation trend has linearly increasing character similar to control cells. 

 
Fig. 3: (a) Cell viability of FeNV (50 μg Fe ⋅ ml-1) and Resovist (50 μg Fe ⋅ ml-1) labelled rat mesenchmal 

stem cells obtained by flow cytometry; (b) Proliferation of FeNV (50 μg Fe ⋅ ml-1) labelled rMSCs compared 
with control cells 

3.2. Interaction of nanoparticles with cellular membrane and cell division 

 
Fig. 4: Images (a-c) show the fate of small cluster of nanoparticles (in the red rings) during the process of 

incorporation into cytosol; arrows depict a nucleus area. Images (e-g) demonstrate the same human 
mesenchymal stem cell during its division, which begins 83 minutes after uptake; arrow in the picture (f) 

depicts an equatorial plane containing chromosomes (metaphase of mitosis); Bio Station (Nikon), 
magnification 200 

For live monitoring of motion and stem cell behavior after incubation with FeNV (negatively charged bare 
maghemite) nanoparticles we used a unique time-lapse microscope. From commonly used light microscopy 
it seems, that the defined cluster of SPIO nanoparticles are adsorbed on cellular membrane without 
changing the size of clusters and we could not see the movement of cells during the time. In reality, the 
SPIO aggregates are dynamically displaced and reordered among cells during the time. 
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The movie generated from photos (collected each 
1 minute during four days) show, that the the 
studied cells are taking up SPIO nanoparticles by 
creating smaller clusters from those initial, 
probably more appropriate for fast endocytosis. 
During this process the membrane of the cell is 
undulating which provides a motion of the whole 
cell and SPIO nanoparticles are continuously 
incorporated into the inner cell cytosol. It seems 
that the stem cells can affect the attractive 
(magnetic) forces acting among individual 
nanoparticles occurred in clusters. But which 
chemical or mechanical pathways the stem cells 
use for disruption of clusters and movement of 
SPIO along the membrane is for the time being 
unknown. We noticed further that the fastest 
uptake of nanoparticles is occurred during the first 
24 hours, in this time cells are also more in 
motion. After 48 hours the displacement of the 
cells is slower, uptake is not so often and the cells 
gradually changed their shape (from the thin 
spindle-shape to wider and flatter shape). We can 
also establish from these results the time of 
incubation which is necessary for efficient cell 
labeling. In addition, magnetically labelled cells 
were able to divide (mitosis) without any limits. 
We managed to follow an asymmetric 
redistribution of nanoparticles into daughter cells 
during mitosis (Fig. 5 a-c) and also establish a frequency of mitoses in 96 hours time-scale (see Fig. 5 c).  

3.3. Intracellular translocation of nanoparticles  

 
Fig.6: Intracellular uptake and retention of FeNV nanoparticles; (a) Beginning formation of early endosome, 
magnification 5500; (b) Different sizes of early endosomes full of nanoparticles (white arrows), black arrows 
depict the rough surface of the matrix (FTO glass), magnification 12000; FESEM JEOL 7401F; bar is 1 μm 

Nanoparticles interact generally with receptors on the surfaces of cells and are internalized into endosomes 
by endocytosis. The dose of nanoparticles incorporated into endosomes is random, because amount of 
nanoparticles interacting with the cellular membrane is various [10]. For study of initial steps of endocytosis 

Fig. 5: Images (a,b) demonstrate an asymmetric 
redistribution of nanoparticles during mitosis; arrows 
depict the occurrence of larger space full of FeNV 

nanoparticles (25 μg Fe ⋅ ml-1) inside future daughter 
cells; (c) Two daughter cells with asymmetric 

partitioned dose of nanoparticles; (d) Mitoses of 
hMSC labelled FeNV nanoparticles (25 μg Fe ⋅ ml-1) 

during 96 hours – highest frequency is every 48 
hours, notice: end of staining means removing 

medium containing nanoparticles; Bio Station (Nicon), 
magntification 200 
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field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) have been used, enabling to follow an invagination of 
nanoparticles into early endosomes (Fig. 6). 

Nanoparticles interact generally with receptors on the surfaces of cells and are internalized into endosomes 
by endocytosis. The dose of nanoparticles incorporated into endosomes is random, because amount of 
nanoparticles interacting with the cellular membrane is various [10]. For study of initial steps of endocytosis 
field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) have been used, enabling to follow an invagination of 
nanoparticles into early endosomes (Fig. 6). 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this study, we observed that viability of rat and human mesenchymal stem cells is not affected after 
labelling with uncoated negatively charged SPIO nanoparticles. From time-lapse microscopy the unique 
phenomenon such as changing a size of SPIO clusters and their motion along the stem cells accompanied 
with undulation and movement of stem cells was detected. Moreover, it was confirmed that redistribution of 
SPIO in endosomes during stem cell mitosis is asymmetric and frequency of mitoses together with uptake of 
SPIO is the most efficient in first 24 hours of incubation. We managed to depicted early endosome formation 
and further endosome pathway in stem cell cytosol by a new technology using a combination of cell sample 
preparation (FTO substrate) and FESEM microscopy. 
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Abstract 
Molecular modeling is nowadays routinely employed in many branches of science and pharmaceutical 
chemistry is not an exception. This modeling study was focused on behavior of amphiphilic gels mixture 
serving as a carriers of drug cyclosporine A (CsA) and the main aim was to find whether the contact with 
small amount of paraffin oil during the production can affect this behavior. Two systems were studied in 
Accelrys Materials Studio modeling environment: (1) pure gel-based CsA carrier and (2) gel-based drug 
carrier with small amount of paraffin oil added (~ 4 wt.%). The attention has been paid mainly to the 
homogeneity of CsA/gel clusters, pervasion of water into clusters and energy characteristics of clusters. It 
was found that the presence of small amount of paraffin oil does not affect the behavior of carrier. 

Keywords: Cyclosporine A, gel-based emulsion, drug carrier, molecular modeling 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Equoral®, a medicament used in post-transplant rejection treatment, contains powerful immunosuppressive 
agent cyclosporine A (CsA). Due to the low aqueous solubility of CsA the mixture of polyglycerol esters and 
surfactants having hydrophilic–lipophilic balance higher then 10 is used as a drug carrier. Because this type 
of drug delivery system (DDS) in contact with water creates a lyotropic liquid crystalline phase which is very 
similar to gel structure, it is called gel-based emulsion (GEM) [1]. Nowadays, GEMs are succesfully used 
alongside other DDSs, like self-microemulsifying or self-nanoemulsifying DDSs [2,3]. To understand 
similarities and differences between these DDSs several studies were initiated among which molecular 
simulations using Accelrys Materials Studio modeling environment was involved. The results of our previous 
work dealing with this problem can be found in [4] and present study is directly connected with it. For oral 
delivery, capsules containing CsA and gel carriers are made from soft gelatin. Aqueous solution of gelling 
agents poured into a rotating drum covered with thin film of paraffin oil forms a continuous layer of soft gel 
from which the capsules are made. For more informations about the preparation process the reader is 
referred to [5,6]. This modeling study was focused on whether the small amount of paraffin oil in contact with 
drug carrier during the production can affect the behavior of this drug carrier. Two systems were studied by 
in Accelrys Materials Studio modeling environment: (1) pure gel-based CsA carrier (i.e. mixture of surfactants 
and polyglycerol esters with CsA) and (2) gel-based drug carrier with small amount of paraffin oil added (~ 4 
wt.%). In this study attention has been focused mainly on the homogeneity of CsA/gel carriers cluster, 
pervasion of water into the cluster and energy characteristics of cluster.  

2. STRATEGY OF MOLECULAR MODELING 

2.1  Compositions of the real samples 
Pure Equoral®: CsA: 10 wt.%, cremophor RH 40 (Cr): 30 wt.%, decaglycerol monooleate (DGM): 20 wt.%, 
triglycerol monooleate (TGM): 30 wt.%, ethanol (Et): 10 wt.%.  

Equoral® with an admixture of paraffin oil: CsA: 12 wt.%, Cr: 28 wt.%, DGM: 21 wt.%, TGM: 26 wt.%, Et: 9 
wt.%, paraffin oil: 4 wt.%. 
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2.2  Preparation of initial models 
Three sample models, one of pure Equoral® and two remaining of Equoral® with admixture of paraffin oil, 
denoted as EQ, EQ-C16 and EQ-C20, respectively, have been prepared for molecular mechanics and 
molecular dynamics simulations. Initial models have been built according to the compositions of real samples 
mentioned above. Taking into account that paraffin oil is a mixture of higher alkanes, two models, each with 
another alkane, were prepared. Therefore, model EQ-C16 contains hexadecane (C16H34) and model EQ-C20 
contains icosane (C20H42). Number of molecules corresponds to the weight proportions of components in real 
sample. All three models have been investigated in the water containing form with 60 wt.% of water. Number 
of molecules in the models follows. EQ: 1 CsA, 1 Cr, 2 DGM, 5 TGM, 19 Et and 764 water molecules; EQ-
C16: 1 CsA, 1 Cr, 2 DGM, 5 TGM, 19 Et, 2 hexadecanes and 816 water molecules; EQ-C20: 1 CsA, 1 Cr, 2 
DGM, 5 TGM, 19 Et, 1 icosane and 802 water molecules. Initial models have been prepared in the unit cells 
under the periodic boundary conditions. 

2.3  Modeling conditions 
Modeling condition were the same as reported in [4] and here the brief description follows. Models have 
been treated using a procedure including three steps: initial geometry optimization, molecular dynamics run 
and final geometry optimization. Initial geometry optimization is always a preliminary treatment of the models 
before the dynamics, so it was only of medium quality. Therefore, the convergence tresholds were 
8.374×10−3 kJ/mol and 20.935×10−1 kJ/mol/nm for the maximum energy and maximum force changes, 
respectively. Smart algorithm with 50,000 cycles was used for this geometry optimization procedure and 
polymer consistent force field (PCFF) [7] was used to parametrize atoms in the models. Atomic charges have 
been assigned by the PCFF. The molecular dynamics of the pre-optimized models has been carried out, with 
pressure p = 101 325 Pa (Berendsen barostat was used [8]) and temperature T = 298.15K (Nosé thermostat 
was used [9]). Length of the dynamics trajectory was 250 ps. This time was found to be long enough to bring 
the molecular system into an equilibrium state. Final geometry optimization after the dynamics run was 
realized under the same conditions as the initial geometry optimization but it was of fine quality. Therefore, 
the convergence tresholds for the maximum energy and maximum force changes were 4.187×10−4 kJ/mol 
and 20.935×10−2 kJ/mol/nm, respectively.  

2.4  Energy and structure characterizations 
In order to draw conclusions about behavior of simulated CsA/gel clusters resulting from the presence of 
paraffin oil, parameters monitored in this work are consistent with parameters used for the description of pure 
Equoral® in [4]. The attractive force between CsA and whole remaining components of a gel cluster is 
described by the interaction energy Eint(CsA-gel) and computed using following equation:  

)()()/()(int gelECsAEgelCsAEgelCsAE tottottot −−=−                                                                                          (1) 

where Etot(CsA/gel) is the total potential energy of whole CsA/gel cluster, Etot(CsA) is the total potential energy of 
CsA molecule and Etot(gel) is the total potential energy of all gel components. 

The coherence of whole CsA/gel cluster, i.e. the interaction between all molecules present with the exception 
of Et and water molecules, is described by the intermolecular non-bond interaction energy Enb. The 
intramolecular contribution of non-bond interactions are excluded and as a result the Enb holding all 
molecules present in gel nanoparticle together is obtained: 
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Here Enb(CsA/gel) is the total non-bond energy of CsA/gel cluster, Enb(CsA) is the intramolecular non-bond energy 
of CsA molecule and Enb(ith component) is the intramolecular energy of an ith component of the gel cluster 
containing n components. 
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Both Eint(CsA-gel) and Enb have been computed using the PCFF in the Accelrys Materials Studio – Forcite 
module.  

For the quantitative characterization of CsA/gel clusters texture we introduced the parameter φ (in principle 
the volume fraction of CsA/gel cluster in the unit cell) which is based on radius of gyration Rg.  

100
3/4 3

×=
cell

g

V
Rπ

ϕ                                                                                                                                           (3) 

The numerator is an approximate volume of the CsA/gel nanoparticle (represented by the volume of sphere 
with radius equal to Rg of the CsA/gel nanoparticle). Rg is defined as a square root of the divison of moment 
of inertia of whole CsA/gel cluster and sum of mass of all atoms included in the CsA/gel cluster. Vcell is a 
volume of the unit cell. It is evident that the more is the CsA/gel cluster agglomerated (i.e. the less of volume 
occupies) the lower is φ. Although the shape of clusters is not really spherical this parameter φ describes 
very well the structural changes which can be seen in Fig. 1.  

Number of water molecules pervaded into CsA/gel cluster was also calculated using Rg. Water molecule can 
be considered as pervaded only if the distance of this molecule from the geometrical mid-point of the 
CsA/gel cluster is shorter than Rg of this cluster.  

More detailed information about the individual parameters can be found in [4]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
All energetic and structural characteristics of optimized models are summarized in Table 1. Since Enb is 
affected by the number of atoms in the cluster, the values of Enb per one atom (Enb/N) are presented 
because of the possibility to make a comparison between models. Taking into account that EQ-C16 a EQ-
C20 models represent two variants of one real sample, the values of given characteristics should be 
averaged, but for higher accuracy the characteristics of both models are presented.  

 

Table 1. Structural and energy characteristics of optimized models.  

models number of 
atoms (N) 

Eint(CsA-gel) 
[kJ/mol] 

Enb/N 
[kJ] 

density 
[g/cm3] 

volume fraction 
φ [%] 

pervaded water [%] 

EQ 1415 -569 -0.30 1.120 23 12 
EQ-C16 1686 -567 -0.23 1.113 31 37 
EQ-C20 1648 -573 -0.26 1.114 31 32 
As one can see in Fig. 1a clusters of EQ are strongly agglomerated while admixture of paraffin oil causes 
disordering of molecules at the surface of cluster. Especially long DGM molecules leave their positions 
creating “bridges” between clusters (see Figs. 1b,c). This visual observation is confirmed by results listed in 
Table 1. where φ parameter for EQ model is lower than for EQ-C16 and EQ-C20 models suggesting 
stronger agglomeration. Also the Enb/N is slightly stronger for EQ model which means higher coherence of 
the molecules in cluster. Nevertheless, density is not affected by these small changes of structure and 
remains the same even after the addition of paraffin oil (see Table 1.)  
As expected, hexadecane and isocane molecules can be found in areas with higher concentration of 
hydrofobic parts of molecules (see Fig. 2), especially near DGM and TGM molecules. This is due to the fact 
that, comparing with other molecules in the cluster, DGM and TGM molecules contain the largest hydrofobic 
part (long oleic chain). It is these hydrophobic parts that create the “bridges” between clusters, as mentioned 
before. The important fact is that hexadecane and isocane molecules do not penetrate inside the CsA/gel 
cluster and remain on the surface (see Figs. 1b,c). Therefore, CsA and Cr molecules are not affected by 
their presence. Since the mutual interaction between CsA and Cr creates the largest contribution to the 
Eint(CsA-gel) value, it remains practically the same for all EQ, EQ-C16 and EQ-C20 models (see Table 1). 
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This is the most important finding because Eint(CsA-gel) is strongly connected wih bioavailability of CsA in 
real samples and if this value remains nearly unchanged the negligible effect of paraffin oil on the 
medicament can be assumed. 

 
Fig. 1. Structures of (a) EQ, (b) EQ-C16 and (c) EQ-C20 optimized models. Et molecules are displayed in 
the sticks mode. Colors: CsA-blue, Cr-red, DGM-dark green, TGM-light green, Et-pink, hexadecane in (b) 

and icosane in (c)-gray. Water molecules are not displayed because of clarity 

Amount of water pervaded into cluster is associated with φ parameter and Rg of cluster. Disordering of 
molecules at the surface of EQ-C16 and EQ-C20 clusters (as mentioned before) allow pervasion of higher 
amount of water molecules than in case of EQ, but only into the outer marginal part of the cluster. The very 
“core” of the cluster containing CsA and Cr molecules remains intact with this higher amount of water. This 
can be demonstrated by the following comparison of Rg values of these “cores”. From all three EQ, EQ-C16 
and EQ-C20 optimized models the CsA-Cr molecular pairs have been taken (i.e. all other molecules were 
deleted) and Rg values of these pairs were calculated. The comparison of such obtained Rg values show the 
same size of CsA-Cr “cores”:  10.51 nm for EQ model, 10.47 nm for EQ-C16 model and 10.51 nm for EQ-
C20 model. 

 
Fig. 2. Two hexadecane molecules (gray) in optimized EQ-C16 model. Hydrophilic parts of surrounding gel 
molecules are blue, hydrophobic parts are red. Atoms in CsA molecule have formal colors. Water molecules 

are not displayed because of clarity 

When analyzing the results it should be borne in mind that although some differences can be found between 
EQ model without paraffin oil and EQ-C16 or EQ-C20 models containg paraffin oil these molecular 
simulations show only the situation in very small fraction of the entire volume in the capsule (i.e. near the 
inner surface of the capsule). The vast majority of the volume of capsule is unaffected by the paraffin oil. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Molecular modeling using empirical force field was used to study the gel-based DDS for active substance 
CsA. Behaviour of the pure CsA/gel based system in water environment (model EQ) and CsA/gel based 
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system with admixture of paraffin oil in water environment (models EQ-C16 and EQ-C20 containing 
hexadecane and isocane, respectively) was described using six following energy and structure parameters: 
the interaction energy between CsA molecule and whole remaining components of a gel cluster, the non-
bond intermolecular interaction energy in CsA/gel cluster, volume fraction of the CsA/gel cluster in the unit 
cell, radius of gyration of CsA-Cr molecular pair, density of CsA/gel/water system, and percentage of 
pervaded water molecules. Results obtained from the comparison of these parameters can be summarized 
as follows. 

(a)  CsA/gel cluster in EQ model is more agglomerated than CsA/gel clusters in EQ-C16 and EQ-C20 
models, where hydrophobic parts of DGM and TGM molecules leave their positions in the surface of 
the clusters and get closer to completely hydrophobic hexadecane and isocane molecules that 
remain outside the cluster. 

(b)  Molecules of paraffin oil do not enter into the CsA/gel clusters.  

(c)  The disordering of DGM and TGM molecules in case of EQ-C16 and EQ-C20 models allows water to 
pervade deeply into the cluster but not so deep to affect the very “cores” of the clusters containing 
CsA and Cr molecules.  

(d)  The interaction energy between CsA molecule and whole remaining components of a gel cluster 
remains the same even after addition of small amount of paraffion oil and, therefore, bioavailability of 
CsA can be assumed unchanged. 

(e)  Density of all models remain the same. 

(f)  Results are consistent with each other. 

Based on the results obtained by molecular modeling it can be concluded that the small amount of paraffin 
oil (~ 4 wt.%) does not affect the behavior and relevant properties of gel-based drug carriers present in the 
Equoral® medicament. 
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Abstract 
The aim of this work is to give closer information about structure of Na-vermiculite/chlorhexidine diacetate 
antibacterial nanocomposite. Special attention has been paid to the orientation of the molecules of 
chlorhexidine in the vermiculite interlayer space. Molecular modeling using empirical force field in Accelrys 
Materials Studio modeling environment was performed in this study and obtained results were confronted 
with available experimental data of real samples. Molecular modeling revealed that increasing interlayer 
distance of vermiculite in dependence on increasing number of chlorhexidine cations in the vermiculite 
interlayer space is not caused by simply higher amount of chlorhexidine cations but by the different space 
arrangement. Molecular modeling results also led to the conclusion that it is the vermiculite surface which is 
primarily responsible for the modulation of antibacterial properties of vermiculite/chlorhexidine diacetate 
nanocomposite. 

Keywords: Molecular modeling, structure, chlorhexidine, vermiculite 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Chlorhexidine (CH) is an organic compound belonging to the bis(biguanide) family. Due to the basic 
character it forms stable salts with several acids, i.e. in presence of acetic acid it forms a chlorhexidine 
diacetate (CA) [1,2]. The CH is nowadays one of the most widely used biocides in dental and hand washing 
antiseptic products [3]. The mechanism of CH action involves destabilization of the outer bacterial membrane 
which is penetrated by two chlorophenyl guanide groups [4]. Because the question of CH toxicity in higher 
concentrations remains open [5], the possible risks must be restrained. A simple method how to minimize 
these risks is a stabilization of CH with appropriate matrix. Montmorillonite [6] or silica [7] was used in some 
previous works. Holešová and her co-workers [8] decided to use vermiculite (VMT) matrix because the VMT 
is layered phyllosilicate with large specific surface area and high negative layer charge which causes the 
presence of greater amount of interlayer cations than in other clay minerals [9]. This novel synthesized 
vermiculite/chlorhexidine (VMT/CH) nanocomposite has a significant antibacterial activity at low 
concentrations against Gram-negative Escherichia coli and Gram-positive Enterococcus faecalis. In addition, 
the VMT/CH nanocomposite with higher CH concentrations succesfully inhibited the growth of a very 
resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Although the work of Holešová et al. [8] confirmed the antibacterial 
activity of VMT/CH nanocomposite, the question of structural arrangement of chlorhexidine on VMT matrix 
remained unanswered. Because only the combination of instrumental analytical methods and computer 
molecular modeling can provide the clear answer, the molecular modeling study based on the experimental 
data (elementary analysis, X-ray powder diffraction, thermogravimetry and IR spectroscopy) published in [8] 
was carried out. The main goal of present work was to describe the interlayer structure of VMT/CA 
nanocomposite, especially the space arrangement of the CH molecules in dependence on their number. 
Attention has also been paid to the influence of substitutions in the VMT structure on this arrangement. 
Materials Studio (MS) modeling environment was used for the preparation and geometry optimization of the 
models. 
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2. STRATEGY OF MOLECULAR MODELING 

2.1  Preparation of initial models 
Structural data and unit cell parameters published by Shirozu and Bailey [10] were used to prepare the initial 
model of VMT under the periodic boundary conditions. According to the crystalochemical formula of the real 
VMT sample used by Holešová et al. [8] (i.e. (Si3.13 Al0.86 Ti0.02) (Mg2.53 Fe2+

0.45 Al0.02) O10 (OH)2 (Na0.8)) the 
supercell (a = 3.744 nm, b = 2.776 nm, c = 4.5 nm) with the composition (Si131 Al36 Ti1) (Mg106 Fe19 Al1) O420 

(OH)84 (Na)35 and layer charge x = - 35 el. was built. The layer charge was compensated by CH in the form of 
divalent (CH2+) and monovalent (CH+) cations, but because of steric hindrance the maximum number of 
cations (17 CH2++1 CH+) cannot be reached in the interlayer space of VMT. In fact, 13 CH2+ and 1 CH+ 

represent the maximum amount of CH cations in the VMT interlayer space. These CH cations together with 
Na+ cations compensated the layer charge of our model. Set of initial models with various content of CH and 
Na+ cations and water molecules in the VMT interlayer space was prepared. The assumption of the rigid 
VMT layer requires the fixed cell parameters a, b, γ and variable parameters c, α, β [11]. 

2.2  Modeling conditions 
The molecular modeling procedure consisted of three following steps: (1) preliminary geometry optimization, 
(2) molecular dynamics run and (3) final geometry optimization. Geometry optimization of all prepared 
models was carried out in MS Forcite module using Universal force field [12]. This force field has previously 
been succesfully used for the models containing organic compounds in the interlayer space of phyllosilicates 
[13,14,15]. Smart algorithm (cascade of steepest descent, conjugate gradient and quasi-Newton method) 
with 100 000 steps has been used for geometry optimization. Charges of atoms in CH molecules and VMT 
substrate have been assigned by Gasteiger method [16] and charge equilibration method (QEq) [17], 
respectively. During the geometry optimization of the initial models, positions of all atoms in the VMT layers 
and all the atomic coordinates of cations (CH2+, CH+, Na+) and water molecules were optimized without any 
constraints. Molecular dynamics with NPT ensemble (i.e. constant number of atoms, constant pressure and 
constant temperature) was used with Berendsen barostat [18] and Nosé thermostat [19] (T = 298 K, p = 
101.325 kPa). The sufficient length of dynamic trajectory which brought the system into the equilibrium state 
was found to be 500 ps. For each VMT/CH model, the last frame of the dynamics trajectory was optimized 
after the dynamics run. This final geometry optimization was realized under the same conditions as the 
preliminary geometry optimization. After this final step, the X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) simulation was 
performed in MS Reflex module with parameters matching the experimental conditions: Bragg-Brentano 
geometry, X-ray lamp CuKα1 (λ = 0.154108 nm) and 2θ range = 5 – 40º. The experimental and calculated 
values of basal spacing (d001) were compared in order to find the model most similar to real sample. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table 1. The dependence of calculated d001 values for all models on number of CH2+/CH+ cations in the VMT 
interlayer space and calculated water content (wt.%) in the VMT interlayer space.  
water 
content 
[wt.%] 

calculated basal spacing  
values d001 [nm] 

0.0 - 1.8194 2.0304 2.2073 
1.5 - - - 2.3161 
3.0 1.9710 - 2.0894 - 
4.5 - 1.9632 - - 

 
7/1 8/1 10/1 13/1 
number of CH2+/CH+ cations in the 
VMT interlayer space 
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Taking into account the number of exchanged Na+ interlayer cations, results of molecular modeling indicate 
that the Na+ cations remain in the interlayer space even after the VMT treatment with CH. This conclusion 
results from the comparison of calculated and experimental d001 values (2.006 - 2.146 nm, see [8]) and from 
the comparison of water content in models with thermogravimetric data (1 - 2 wt.% of water in real samples, 
see [8]). Calculated values are summarized in Table 1. The optimized model containing 10 CH2+ and 1 CH+ 
cations in the VMT interlayer space (i.e. model denoted as 10/1 and containing 0.0 wt.% of water; see 
Table 1 and Fig. 1) exhibits the best agreement with experimental values. 

The calculated basal space value of optimized 
model 10/1 with 0.0 wt.% of water (2.0304 nm, 
see Table 1 and Fig. 1) is near to the basal 
space value of real sample that was prepared 
with solution of 0.2 x CEC (cation exchange 
capacity) CH cations concentration (2.006 nm, 
see [8]). Calculated basal spacing values of 
other optimized models (models with other 
number of CH cations in the VMT interlayer 
space) mismatch d001 of real samples (2.006 - 
2.146 nm, see [8]). The comparison of d001 
values, calculated from optimized models, with 
the experimental XRPD data suggests that the 
higher amount of CH cations in the solution will 
not cause the significant increase of these 
cations in the interlayer space of VMT. Visual 
analysis of the optimized 10/1 model can be 

seen in Fig. 1. There are two groups of 
CH cations marked in different colors 
according to their assembly in the VMT 
interlayer space after final geometry 
optimization. CH cations in the first group 
(denoted as CH 1, see Fig. 1) are situated 
along only single VMT layer. The second 
group (denoted as CH 2, see Fig. 1) 
contains CH cations oriented across the 
interlayer space so that each NH2

+ 
function group is adjacent to another VMT 
layer. The ratio of CH 1 and CH 2 cations 
is 5:6. 

The less CH cations in the VMT interlayer 
space, the more CH cations situated 
along only single VMT layer and, 

consequently, the lower d001 values. On the other hand, the number of CH cations oriented perpendicular to 
the VMT sheet increases with increasing total amount of CH cations in the VMT interlayer space and this is 
accompanied with an increase of d001 values. It is evident that positively charged NH2

+ groups determines the 
assembly of CH cations because of their interaction with negatively charged OH groups located in the 
ditrigonal cavities in VMT tetrahedral sheet. This is very similar to the behaviour of Na+ interlayer cations 
which also exhibit the tendency to settle into ditrigonal cavities (see Fig. 2) [20].  

Fig. 1. The model of VMT interlayer space after 
geometry optimization process. CH 1 cations (green) 

are situated along only one VMT layer while CH 2 
cations (red) are adjacent to both VMT layers 

Fig. 2. Tendency of NH2
+ functional groups to get close to 

the ditrigonal cavities of VMT tetrahedral sheet (similarly as 
Na+ interlayer cations) can be seen in this detailed view on 

optimized model 
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The more CH cations, the worse the 
access to these ditrigonal cavities 
because of steric hindrance. Therefore, 
CH cations have to take a different 
space arrangement in the VMT 
interlayer space. Instead of lying along 
only single VMT layer the CH cations 
begin to be oriented perpendicular to 
the VMT layer in order to reach the 
cavities in other VMT sheet. This 
change of arrangement leads to the 
increase of d001 value (Table 1). 
Molecular modeling also revealed an 
important role of Al3+ substitutions in 
VMT tetrahedral sheet in CH cations 
assembly. Fig. 3 shows the 
accumulation of CH cations at the Al-
substituted sites of VMT tetrahedral sheet while unsubstituted sites are not occupied. This behaviour of CH 
cations (i.e. “looking for” Al-substitued sites) has been observed in all VMT/CH models. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Molecular modeling of VMT interlayer space in the VMT/CH nanocomposite suggests that the initial solution 
used in laboratory preparation of composite contains sufficient amount of CH cations, even though it is low 
concentrated (see [8]). Higher concentration of initial solution does not lead to further intercalation of CH 
cations into the VMT interlayer space. Therefore, additional CH cations (i.e. when concentration higher than 
0.2 x CEC is used, see [8]) have to be anchored on the VMT surface and, probably, it is the assembly on 
VMT surface which is primary responsible for the antibacterial behavior of the VMT/CH nanocomposite. The 
most important finding is that the increase of VMT interlayer distance in dependence on increasing number 
of CH cations is not the result of simply higher number of CH cations in the interlayer space. The molecular 
modeling revealed the effect of different space arrangement. Visual observation of optimized models showed 
that NH2

+ functional groups of CH cations exhibit a tendency to take a position very close to ditrigonal 
cavities in the tetrahedral sheet of VMT. The more CH cations in the VMT interlayer space, the more difficult 
access to these cavities. Therefore, CH cations have to be arranged perpendicular to both VMT sheets in 
order to reach the cavities in both of them and this is the reason for the increasing of d001 value. From the 
molecular modeling results it can be also concluded that CH cations prefer to stay near the Al-substituted 
sites of VMT tetrahedral sheets. 
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Abstract 
Structure - electrical conductivity relationship was investigated for the polyaniline (PANI) pressed pellets. 
PANI powder was prepared from aniline sulfate (precursor) and ammonium peroxodisulfate (oxidizing agent). 
Pressed pellets were prepared from this powder form of PANI using LECO handpress (applied pressure 28 
MPa) at room temperature. Structure and selected properties of pressed pellets have been investigated 
using combination of X-ray diffraction, molecular modeling and conductivity measurements in order to find 
the structure - electrical conductivity relationship. X-ray diffraction revealed strong preferred directional 
ordering of the PANI chains in pelets and conductivity measurements confirmed the anisotropy of pellets. 
Simulated diffractograms based on atomistic models of pure PANI are in good agreement with 
experimentally obtained data. 

Keywords: Polyaniline, pellets, X-ray diffraction, molecular modeling,anisotropy 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Polyaniline (PANI), conducting polymer exhibiting high conductivity, unique optical properties and 
environmental stability [1-3], attracted much scientific and technological interest because of many possible 
practical applications, such as corrosion inhibitors, microelectronical devices, antistatic coatings, pH or gas 
sensors [4-6]. With the exception of thin films deposited on various substrates [7] PANI is very often 
prepared in the powder form. But due to the difficult manipulation with powders and especially because of 
problems with conductivity measurements of powder samples it is better to compress the powder in pellets. 
This work was focused on study of PANI pellets structure using combination of X-ray diffraction, conductivity 
measurement and molecular simulations in Materials Studio modeling environment in order to find the 
structure - electrical conductivity relationship. Both structure and electrical conductivity were studied in 
dependence on the direction of structural orientation. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

2.1  Preparation of the samples 
Aniline, sulfuric acid and ammonium peroxydisulfate were purchased from Lach-Ner, Czech Republic, and 
used as received. PANI powder was prepared from aniline sulfate (precursor) and ammonium 
peroxodisulfate (oxidizing agent). Polymerization was performed in aqueous suspension at room 
temperature under the constant stirring. Then the green solid sample from the aqueous suspension was 
collected on a filter by rinsing with distilled water and dried in a kiln. Pressed pellets were prepared from 3 g 
of PANI powder using LECO handpress (applied pressure 28 MPa) at room temperature. No lubricant and 
no binder were used. Dimension of pellets are displayed in Fig. 1a. The density of pellets was measured 
using He-pycnometer Pycnomatic ATC (Thermo Scientific).  
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2.2  X-ray diffraction analysis 
The X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded using Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker AXS, 
Germany) equipped with fast position sensitive detector VÅNTEC 1, with CoKα irradiation (λ = 1.7889 Å). All 
measurements were carried out in reflection mode in symmetrical Bragg-Brentano arrangement. Diffraction 
patterns have been recorded for three various surfaces (see Figs.1a,b,c). 

 
Fig. 1. (a) flat surface; (b) outer curved surface; (c) inner cutting surface; schematic illustration of conductivity 

measurement in direction (d) perpendicular to pellet plane using flat electrodes and (e) in the pellet plane 
using curved electrodes 

2.3  Conductivity measurement 

DC conductivity of pellets was measured in two directions: perpendicular to the pellet plane (denoted as σ⊥) 
and in the pellet plane (denoted as σ||). Flat round and curved (quarter rounded) contact Cu electrodes have 
been designed for measurements in the direction perpendicular to the pellet plane and in the pellet plane, 
respectively (see Figs. 1d,e). Measuring instruments: DC POWER SUPPLY HY 3003 D-2, Programmable 
DC POWER SUPPLY BK PRECISION 9120, multimeter AGILENT 34401A, V-meter UNI-T UT802, pA-meter 
KEITHLEY 6487.  

2.4  Strategy of molecular modeling 
Molecular modeling study has been carried out in Accelrys Materials Studio modeling environment (MS). 
Three sets of models, denoted as D, T and O (see Table 1), were prepared. Each set contained models with 
different length of PANI chains (conductive emeraldine form; see structure in Fig. 2) and appropriate number 
of SO4

2- cations compensating the charge of PANI chains.  

Table 1. Main characteristics of PANI models. Value N means number. 

set set 
contains 

chem. form. 
of chain 

charge 
of chain 

N of chains length of 
chain [nm] 

N of 
SO4

2- 
N of 
H2O 

wt. % 
of H2O 

D dimers C48H42N8 +2 4 0.45 8 0-32 0-13.5 
T tetramers C96H82N16 +4 4 0.9 16 0-64 0-13.5 
O octamers C192H162N32 +6 4 1.8 32 0-128 0-13.5 

 

 
Fig. 2. Atomistic model of PANI chain structure. Functional groups NH+ bearing a charge are marked with 

red cross. Plane of aromatic rings lies in the plane of paper 

 

Each set contained five models with various amounts of water (0 - 13.5 wt.%, see Table 1). Models were 
built under the periodic boundary conditions. Initial models were optimized without any constraints in 
MS/Forcite module using polymer consistent force field (PCFF) [8]. Smart algorithm with 500 000 iteration 
steps was used. Atomic charges were assigned by PCFF. In order to achieve the similarity of experiment, 
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entered external pressure was 28 MPa. After the geometry optimization process, simulated diffractograms 
were calculated for all models in MS/Reflex module under the same conditions (i.e. wavelength, 
arrangement, 2θ range) as in the experiment.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The DC conductivity measurement surprisingly revealed the anisotropy of pellets pressed from pure PANI 
powder. Although the anisotropy is not as strong as observed in works dealing with pellets pressed from the 
PANI/clay composites where clay matrix contributes to the arrangement of PANI chains [9], it is nevertheless 
significant: σ⊥ = 1.037·10-3 S·cm-1, σ|| = 6.936·10-3 S·cm-1. Anisotropic factor (i.e. σ⊥/σ||) is 6.7, suggesting 
non random orientation of PANI chains in pressed pellet. Therefore, X-ray diffraction analysis of three 
various surfaces (see Figs. 1a,b,c) was used and the diffraction patterns can be seen in Figs. 3a,b,c. One 
can see that PANI is not very crystalline, peaks are quite broad and whole diffraction pattern is very noisy. It 
should be noted that values of interplanar spacings d [Å] are only approximate (i.e. represent only the mean 
value).  

 
Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction patterns for (a) flat surface, (b) outer curved surface and (c) inner cutting surface of 

real PANI pellet 

X-ray diffraction proved that space arrangement of PANI chains is different in different directions and on 
different surfaces of pressed pellet. In order to find and describe this arrangement, molecular modeling using 
empirical force field was involved and three sets of initial models of PANI (see Table 1) were optimized, 
Density of real pressed pellets was 1.468 g/cm3. Densities calculated from final optimized PANI models were 
in the range 1.4 - 1.5 g/cm3, suggesting the agreement of models with real sample. Simulated diffraction 
patterns of all optimized models have been compared with diffraction patterns obtained experimentally. 
Models whose simulated diffraction patterns exhibit very good agreement with experimental diffraction 
patterns were further analyzed in order to assign individual reflections to the correct structural arrangement 
of PANI chains. Simulated diffraction pattern of optimized model from set D containing 4 PANI dimers, 8 
SO4

2- cations and 0 wt.% of H2O is the most similar to the diffraction pattern of inner cuting surface of PANI 
pellet and the comparison can be seen in Fig. 4. Unit cell parameters of this model are as follows: a = 1.389 
nm, b = 4.944 nm, c = 0.708 nm, α = 88.13°, β = 103.60°, γ = 93.08°. Simulated diffraction pattern of 
optimized model from set T containing 4 PANI tetramers, 16 SO4

2- cations and 0 wt.% of H2O is the most 
similar to the diffraction pattern of outer curved surface of PANI pellet and the comparison can be seen in 
Fig. 5. Unit cell parameters of this model are as follows: a = 8.351 nm, b = 1.354 nm, c = 0.765 nm, α = 
83.27°, β = 93.25°, γ = 89.60°. 
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Fig. 4. Diffraction pattern of the inner cutting surface of PANI pellet (red) and simulated pattern (black) with  
interplanar spacings d, Miller indices (hkl) and images showing side views on the corresponding planes for 

the most intesive peaks. Red line on the top of each image represents a plane perpendicular to the 
diffraction plane. SO4

2- cations are not displayed because of clarity 

 

Fig. 4 show that in the internal volume of PANI pellet the most frequent space arrangement of PANI chains 
(i.e. the arrangement corresponding to the most intensive peak) is one in which the plane of aromatic rings 
(see Fig. 2) is perpendicular to the direction of pressing or, in other words, lies parallelly to the flat round 
surface of the pellet. There are much less PANI chains oriented perpendicularly to it (i.e. whose plane of 
aromatic rings is parallel to the direction of pressing).  

Fig. 5. reveals that close to the outer curved surface of PANI pellet the ratio of PANI chains with the plane of 
aromatic rings oriented perpendicularly to the direction of pressing to PANI chains with the plane of aromatic 
rings oriented parallelly to the direction of pressing is 1:1. This is caused by the fact that the pressure applied 
to the pellet from the top spreads through the powder down and to the sides. And just on the sides it hits the 
wall of press chamber forcing the large part of PANI chains to take another orientation than in the internal 
volume of pellet.  

As one can see, two peaks in diffraction patterns of outer curved surface and inner cutting surface of real 
PANI pellet correspond basically to the two main orientations of aromatic rings in PANI chains. The first peak 
(2θ ~ 15°, d ~ 6.6 Å) corresponds to the arrangement when plane of aromatic rings is perpendicular to the 
direction of pressing (diameter of aromatic ring is about 6 Å). The second peak (2θ ~ 30°, d ~ 3.5 Å) 
corresponds to the arrangement when plane of aromatic rings is parallel to the direction of pressing 
(“thickness” of aromatic ring is equal to the diameter of carbon atom, i.e. ~ 2 Å).  
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Fig. 5. Diffraction pattern of the outer curved surface of PANI pellet (red) and simulated pattern (black) with  
interplanar spacings d, Miller indices (hkl) and images showing side views on the corresponding planes for 

the most intesive peaks. Red line on the top of each image represents a plane perpendicular to the 
diffraction plane. SO4

2- cations are not displayed because of clarity 

 

Simulated diffraction pattern corresponding to the diffraction pattern of flat round surface of the PANI pellet 
(Fig. 3a) was not found. Nevertheless, based on the results mentioned above, the arrangement of PANI 
chains in this surface can be estimated. The position of highest peak in this diffraction pattern (2θ ~ 30°, d ~ 
3.5 Å) is similar with the position of the second peak in diffraction patterns of outer curved surface and inner 
cutting surface (compare Fig. 3a with Figs. 3b, 3c, 4 and 5). Therefore, the most frequent space 
arrangement of PANI chains is one in which the plane of aromatic rings lies parallel to the flat round surface 
of the pellet. This preferred orientation is a consequence of applied pressure. Then, there is only negligible 
part of PANI chains oriented perpendicularly; see very low intensity of the first peak (2θ ~ 17°, d ~ 6 Å) in 
Fig. 3a. Peak in the middle of this diffraction pattern (2θ ~ 23.5°, d ~ 4.4 Å) probably corresponds to the 
orientation in which the plane of aromatic rings holds an angle with the direction of pressing (i.e. the 
orientation is neither strictly perpendicular nor parallel).  

Finally, it can be concluded that, regardless of how the aromatic rings are oriented, the whole PANI chains 
are oriented parallelly to the flat round surface of PANI pellet. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Internal structure of pellets pressed from pure PANI powder has been studied. Differences between 
diffraction patterns together with different conductivities obtained in mutually perpendicular directions 
revealed the anisotropy of PANI pellets. In order to describe this anisotropy the molecular modeling was 
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used. Simulated diffraction patterns calculated from optimized models containing PANI chains with various 
lengths, various numbers of SO4

2- cations (compensating the charge of PANI chains) and various amount of 
water molecules were compared with those obtained experimentally and the orientation of PANI chains in 
pressed pellet was described. It was found that applied pressure forces PANI chains to take the position in 
which the plane of aromatic rings lies perpendicularly to the direction of pressing. Only in the vicinity of the 
outer curved surface of pellet the plane of aromatic rings exhibit the tendency to be oriented parallelly to the 
direction of pressing. This is caused by the back pressure of the side walls of press chamber.  

Molecular modeling also showed that, regardless of how the aromatic rings are oriented, the whole PANI 
chains are oriented parallelly to the flat round surface of PANI pellet. This is in a good agreement with the 
experimental finding that the DC conductivity in the direction perpendicular to the direction of pressing is 
almost seven times higher than conductivity measured in the direction of pressing.  
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Abstract  
Photocatalysis is currently being considered for many environmental applications such as water 
decontamination. This is due to its ability to degrade organic pollutants to CO2, water and mineral acids. In 
TiO2 photocatalysis, UV radiation is needed to create hole-electron pairs which can be transferred to water to 
form oxidizing species. However this process generally suffers low apparent quantum yield, mainly due to 
the rapid recombination of the photogenerated electron-holes. In order to improve quantum yields, the 
addition of activated carbon (AC) has been suggested. As adsorption is a key point in photocatalysis, the 
addition of AC can aid to increase pollutant’s degradation kinetics by augmenting their adsorption onto the 
TiO2-AC interphase. Carbon has also been suggested to act as an electron sink which may retard the 
recombination of electron-hole pairs. 

The aim of our work is to study the synergistic effect of TiO2-AC on the removal of five different 
pharmaceuticals from water. Two different ACs were tested to identify the best working conditions. Different 
routes to combine TiO2-AC were as well studied. Experiments under the following conditions: UV+TiO2, 
UV+AC and UV+TiO2+AC were performed in order to determine % of removal by photocatalysis, adsorption 
and by the synergistic effect of TiO2-AC. Drugs degradation in a real matrix such as river water, and not only 
in ultrapure water, was also investigated. 

Keywords: TiO2 water contamination, activated carbon, adsorption, photocatalysis 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, the presence of pharmaceuticals in aquatic environment is becoming widespread [1] and this 
may involves many environmental impact [2]. This is a consequence of the incomplete removal of many 
emerging contaminants by traditional wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) [3]. Therefore alternative 
wastewater treatment processes are needed. Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOPs) rely on the formation 
of highly reactive chemical species, specially •OH, which degrade even the most recalcitrant molecules into 
biodegradable compounds and eventually mineralize them to carbon dioxide and innocuous inorganic ions 
[4]. Among these AOPs, heterogeneous photocatalysis employing TiO2 as a catalyst has attracted extensive 
attention. When UV radiation provides energy greater than or equal to TiO2 bandgap energy [4], valence 
band electrons on the conduction band are excited and thereby create hole-electron pairs which can be 
transferred to water to form oxidising species [5]. But at present, the use of TiO2 nanoparticles in water 
treatment is limited because of several reasons such as: a) TiO2 surface reactions are hampered by mass 
transfer limitations involving organic contaminants in water [6] and b) the photogenerated electrons and 
holes recombine very fast [5]. 

One possible solution to overcome these limitations consists in concentrating the target pollutants around the 
TiO2 particles to improve the adsorption mechanism. The combination of TiO2 with an adsorbent such as 
activated carbon (AC) could have several benefits: because AC is able to adsorb a wide range of synthetic 
organic compounds and transfer them progressively to the TiO2 [7]. Moreover some studies indicate that AC 
in contact with TiO2 also modifies the catalytic behavior prolonging the separation lifetime of e-/h+ [7]. 
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Therefore, the aim of this work was to investigate the validity of AC usage on photocatalysis for the 
degradation of the five pharmaceuticals with different physico-chemical properties. In particular 
sulfamethoxazole (SMX), carbamazepine (CBZ) and clofibric acid (CA) are pseudo-persistent in aquatic 
media (t1/2> 100 days with continuous release to water bodies) [8], and are frequently detected in water 
streams [4]. On the other hand diclofenac (DCF) and ibuprofen (IBU) are two of the most frequently 
consumed drugs nowadays [9] and relatively often detected in surface waters. Two kind of AC were 
compared as well as the two AC-TiO2 mixing routes: i) directly mixed in slurry and ii) combined as a 
composite powder. Finally, drug degradation in ultrapure water was compared with that obtained in a real 
matrix such as river water so that the effect of the AC in the different matrices could be assessed. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1  Selection of the activated carbon 
Two commercial AC powders (Darco G-60 and Norit A Supra) were tested in order to assess their adsorption 
capabilities in order to determine the most suitable one to perform the adsorption-photocatalytic process. 
Darco G-60 and Norit A Supra commercial features are given in Table 1. Several adsorption tests under 
darkness conditions were performed for both ACs at 0.5, 1, 3, 5 and 7% AC/TiO2 (w/w). No TiO2 was added 
in these adsorption experiments.  

Table 1. Physical properties of the activated carbons Darco G-60 and Norit A SUPRA (given by the supplier) 

 AC Darco G-60 AC Norit A SUPRA

Description Dried powder Dried powder 

Way of activation Steam activation Steam activation 

Particle size (µm) <125 150 

BET specific surface area (m2/g) 845* 2000 

* Information obtained from reference [10] 

2.2  Synthesis of TiO2/AC catalysts 
Two TiO2/AC preparations approaches were studied and compared: a) a simple mixture of TiO2 Degussa 
P25 and 2% AC (w/w) in which both components were simply suspended in the solution, and b) several 
composites in which AC was fixed on the surface of TiO2 in order to create stronger bonds between the 
catalyst and the adsorbent. Those TiO2/AC composites were synthesized by two different methods. In the 
first one (Batch 1 composite), 1 g TiO2 and 20 mg AC (equivalent to 2%) were magnetically stirred in 300 mL 
ultrapure water during 1 h. Then, it was filtered and dried at 100ºC. A second batch of composites (Batch 2 
composite) was produced by mixing the same concentrations of TiO2 and AC with 250 mL of deionised 
water, 50 mL ethanol and 1 mL HCl (37%). After magnetic stirring for 30 min, the mixture was heated at 80ºC 
for 2h, then cooled to room temperature, filtered and dried at 100ºC. Batch 1 and 2 composites were 
subsequently calcined at 400 or 500ºC followed by a manually ground into powder for 1 min. Both, 
composites and the TiO2-AC mixture, were characterized by Scanning Electronic Microscopy (SEM). 

2.3  Photocatalytic experiments 
Photocatalytic experiments were carried out in a batch 0.15 L reaction cell under under a 18 W UVA light 
irradiation of 0.89 mW/cm2 which was measured with a UVA-365 light meter (see Fig. 1). A 25 mg TiO2 
nanomaterial and 2% of AC (unless otherwise stated) was added to 100 mL reagent water (to give a 0.5 g/L 
TiO2 concentration).This water was spiked at 0.5 μg/mL with each pharmaceutical: SMX, CBZ, CA; DCF and 
IBU. After 1 h adsorption time in the dark, solutions were illuminated with the UVA lamp during 30 min with 
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continuous stirring. Aliquots of 0.6 mL were sampled at 
different times and then centrifuged at 12000 rpm for 
15 min in order to settle nanoparticles and separate 
them from the solution. Finally, supernatant was 
analyzed by HPLC in order to determine removal 
kinetics. All experiments were performed in ultrapure 
water unless otherwise stated. River water sample (pH: 
8.31, conductivity: 453 μS/cm, TOC: 2.7 mg C /L) was 
collected from Asua river (near Zamudio, north Spain).  

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

3.1 Selection of the activated carbon 
All pharmaceuticals were greatly adsorbed (≥70%) to both AC samples. However, Norit A Supra, due to its 
larger BET surface area, removed the pharmaceuticals from water in a larger extent. As the aim of this study 
was to investigate the synergy between adsorption to AC and TiO2 photocatalysis, quantitative adsorption 
removals of pharmaceuticals from water was not desirable. Therefore it was decided to work with Darco AC 
at 2% AC/TiO2 (w/w) ratio. At this concentration adsorption of drugs to AC ranged between 23 and 64%. 

3.2 Photocatalytic performance of the TiO2-AC suspension and the composites in ultrapure water 
With the selected AC, Darco G-60, several TiO2/AC composites were synthesized as described in section 
2.1. Four types of composites were obtained following the two methods of synthesis: 

• TiO2 + 2% AC mixed in MQ water and calcined at 400ºC 

• TiO2 + 2% AC mixed in MQ water/ EtOH/ HCl at 80ºC and calcined at 400ºC 

• TiO2 + 2% AC mixed in MQ water and calcined at 500ºC 

• TiO2 + 2% AC mixed in MQ water/ EtOH/ HCl at 80ºC and calcined at 500ºC 

Photocatalytic experiments were performance to assess the removal efficiency of the composite powders 
(see section 2.2). Two complementary photocatalytic experiments were also carried out: i) by mixing directly 
TiO2 and AC (2%) powders in the spiked water and ii) without any AC, i.e. a pure photocatalytic experiment. 
Since the removal of the pharmaceuticals followed the same trend for the tested experiments only SMX 
example is presented in Fig. 2. During the first hour (time from -60 to 0 min) drugs adsorption with bare TiO2 
and composites calcined at 500ºC was almost negligible. On the other hand, composites calcined at 400ºC 
and the suspension of TiO2 and 2%AC, adsorbed almost 40% of the pharmaceuticals. The negligible 
observed adsorption of SMX to TiO2-AC composites calcined at 500ºC is due to the loss of the AC during 
calcinations leaving holes as it is observed in the SEM images in Fig. 3. EDAX measurements (not shown) 
confirmed this observation. This is also the reason for the similar adsorption during the darkness hour for 
bare TiO2 and composites calcined at 500ºC.  

The overall SMX removal and photocatalytic degradation was about the same for the bare TiO2 and 
composites calcined at 500ºC. This is sound since no adsorption removal was expected due to the absence 
of AC. SMX photocatalytic degradation (61%) was best for bare TiO2. This may be due to the larger particle 
size of the grounded composites. Conversely, the other three cases (MQ water 400ºC, MQ+EtOH+HCl 
400ºC, TiO2+ 2%AC mixture) presented a SMX overall removal between 56-80%, but a photocatalytic 
degradation of just 17-40%. Despite that the overall removal was superior in these last three experiments the 
photocatalytic process was not enhanced by the presence of activated carbon. Desorption studies showed 
the same amount of SMX was adsorbed onto AC before and after the photocatalytic treatment. This confirms 
that for the experiments conducted with AC the overall removal is due to: photocatalytic degradation + 
adsorption onto AC (40% for SMX).  

UV Lamp
Lamp support 

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up of the suspended 
TiO2-AC 
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Fig. 2. C/C0 of SMX during dark adsorption (from -60 to 0 min) and illumination period photocatalysis (from 0 

to 30 min) for all the prepared catalysts 

 

  

Fig. 3. SEM images of a) simple mixture of TiO2 and 2%AC, b) TiO2/AC composite prepared with water as 
solvent and calcined at 400ºC, c) TiO2/AC composite prepared with water/ EtOH/ HCl and calcined at 400ºC, 

d) TiO2/AC composite prepared with water as solvent and calcined at 500ºC 

It can be stated that both adsorption and photocatalytic degradation are higher when employing TiO2 and 2% 
AC mixed in a suspension rather than any of the composites. There are several reasons for this behavior: i) 

a b

c d
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thermal treatment of composites causes annealing and thus their structure changes becoming more compact 
(see Fig. 3). Moreover, composites are somewhat heterogeneous (due to the manual grinding) with most 
particle sizes above (≤100 nm). This means that pharmaceuticals have less available specific surface sites 
which hinders adsorption as well as the photocatalytic process. Furthermore in composites, titania may be 
contaminated by foreign ions penetrating the lattice during the final thermal treatment which is necessary to 
the stabilization of the material and the application of high temperatures may cause phase transitions of 
anatase to rutile TiO2. Anatase is chemically and optically active, suitable for catalyst support and 
photoelectrochemical material, while rutile is the only stable phase [11]. 

In conclusion, these results show that no enhancement on the photocatalytic process was achieved by the 
addition of AC. This suggests that carbon does not act as an electron sink retarding the recombination of 
electron-hole pairs and that there is not mass transfer improvement either. The highest photocatalytic 
degradation was achieved using bare TiO2 and the best overall removal was obtained by means of the direct 
mix of TiO2 and AC. 

3.3 Photocatalytic performance of the TiO2+1%AC suspension in river water 
The matrix of the real water frequently 
contains inorganic salts, metal ions and 
organic matter that can significantly affect 
the performance of the catalyst. Generally, 
these chemicals will deactivate the catalyst 
by: (i) adsorbing at the surface of the 
catalyst and blocking its reactive sites, (ii) 
attenuating the UV radiation that reaches the 
catalyst surface and/or (iii) capturing reactive 
•OH, O2

-• or h+ [9]. The aim of the essay was 
to asses whether AC helps to minimize TiO2 
deactivation or not (Fig. 4). From Fig. 4 it 
can be stated that AC does not affect TiO2 
deactivation. This confirms the results 
obtained in Section 3.2. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Activated carbon could be a good way to overcome TiO2 challenges in photocatalytic processes, such as e-

/h+ pairs rapid recombination or mass transfer limitations. Here, we have compared: bare TiO2 photocatalytic 
performance with a direct mixture of TiO2 and AC in water and several composites synthesized in two 
different solvent and then calcined at 400 or 500ºC. Results showed that no enhancement on the 
photocatalytic process was achieved by the addition of AC. This suggests that carbon does not act as an 
electron sink retarding the recombination of electron-hole pairs and that there is not mass transfer 
improvement either. The highest photocatalytic degradation was achieved using bare TiO2 and the best 
overall removal was obtained by means of the direct mix of TiO2 and AC. 
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Abstract 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) occurs in three basic modifications anatase, rutile and brookite. Anatase is widely 
studied due to its very good photocatalytic properties, which may be used in additives to paints and 
construction materials, for degradation of organic pollutants in air and water, etc. Nanoparticles of TiO2 show 
good photocatalytic activity, but may also pose some environmental risks, due to their higher biological 
activity including potential penetration into cells. When TiO2 nanoparticles are tightly anchored to a suitable 
type of matrix (e.g. – kaolinite), they demonstrate photodegradable properties together with lowered 
environmental risk due to decreased mobility in environmental media. Biological activity of titanium dioxide 
nanoparticles is known and therefore testing of antibacterial activity of kaolinite/TiO2 composite was 
performed. Kaolinite/TiO2 composites with 20 and 40 wt% of TiO2 were prepared, dried at 105°C and 
calcined at 600°C. The calcination caused transformation of kaolinite to metakaolinite and origination of the 
metakaolinite/TiO2 composite. Spectroscopic methods revealed titanium dioxide to be present only in form of 
anatase in all the samples evaluated (non-calcined and calcined) and also transformation of kaolinite to 
metakaolinite after the calcination treatment. Standard microdilution test was used to determine the 
antibacterial activity using four human pathogenic bacterial strains (Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, 
Enterococcus faecalis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa). Antibacterial assays found all the KATI samples to have 
antibacterial potency. The non-calcined composite with 40 wt% of TiO2 was found to have highest 
antibacterial activity to all the strains used.   

Keywords: Kaolinite/TiO2 composite, antibacterial activity, Raman spectroscopy, FTIR, Staphylococcus 
aureus, Escherichia coli, Enterococcus faecalis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Titanium dioxide is known for its chemical stability, photocatalytic characteristics, durability and antimicrobial 
activity, which could be attributed to its crystal structure [1]. Anatase has stronger antimicrobial and 
photocatalytic activity than rutile [2, 3, 4]. Titanium dioxide is known for reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
generation via photoactivation due to UV-light. Titanium dioxide absorbs photons in the UV range with 
wavelengths less than 388nm and evolves ROS by reacting with water and oxygen adsorbed in the surface 
of TiO2 nanoparticles. However, the promising application has some limitations, due to the fact that the UV 
region occupies only approximately 4% of the full solar spectrum, because 45% of the energy belongs to the 
visible light [5]. 

There are also several studies available which observed the ROS production in the absence of 
photoactivation [6]. Titanium dioxide can promote the decomposition of inorganic and organic compounds 
which could be used in potential applications in sanitation and sterilization. Materials coated with TiO2 are 
already using because of their effective antibacterial properties [7]. 

Enhancement in material research significantly supports application of titanium dioxide in the field of 
photocatalytic materials for potential applications in civil engineering. Titanium dioxide is widely used to 
modification building materials because it has been used as a white pigment for many years. The prime 
applications of titanium dioxide based on photocatalysis in the field of building materials are self-cleaning 
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and self-disinfecting. The advantage of using solar light and rainwater as driving force has opened a new 
domain for environmentally friendly building materials [8].  

The aim of the study was to evaluate antibacterial activity of the prepared kaolinite/TiO2 composite 
depending on selected laboratory conditions inducing photocatalysis. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

2.1. Studied kaolinite/TiO2 nanocomposites  
Titanyl sulphate TiOSO4 (Precheza a.s., Czech Republic) in form of colloid suspension containing 102 g of 
TiO2 per 1 dm3 of TiOSO4 served as TiO2 precursor for the preparation of the composites. Nanoparticles of 
TiO2 were anchored to kaolin matrix (SAK47 - LB Minerals s.r.o.). 

The obtained composites were denoted as KATI12, KATI14, KATI62 and KATI64 respectively, where the 
first number means that the composite was dried at 105°C or calcined at 600°C and the second number 
denotes the amount of TiO2 in the final composite (20 or 40wt%).  

The initial kaolinite was mixed with titanyl sulphate water solution and stirred for 30 minutes. Distilled water 
was then added to the mixture in 1:1 volume ratio to titanyl sulphate solution. Afterwards, the temperature of 
the dispersion was raised to 100°C and kept for 60 minutes. The dispersion was left to cool down to the 
laboratory temperature and filtrated using the Büchner funnel. The solid content separated from the 
dispersion was rinsed with distilled water and filtrated until the conductivity of the filtrate was below 3 μS. The 
solid content was dried at 105°C and calcined at 600°C. Thus prepared samples were used for further 
characterization and assessment. 

2.2. Microscopic and Phase Analysis 
Scanning electron microscope Quanta FEG 450 (FEI) with EDS analysis APOLLO X (EDAX) was used as a 
microscopic method for characterization of morphology and elemental composition of the studied samples. 
Raman and FTIR spectroscopic techniques were used for qualitative characterization and phase analysis of 
all samples. Raman spectra were recorded on Smart Raman Microscopy System XploRATM (Horiba Jobin 
Yvon, France). Laser 532 nm and grating 1200 gr/mm were used. ATR technique with diamond crystal on 
Spectrometer Nicolet 6700 FT-IR (Thermo Nicolet, USA) was used for obtaining the mid-FTIR spectra.  

2.3. Antibacterial Assessment 
Four different bacterial strains were used for the testing of antibacterial activity. Glucose broth (HiMedia) was 
used as a growth media for the purpose of antibacterial assay of the KATI composites. Turbidity of the 
inoculums was measured using Densi-La-Meter (LACHEMA). Incubation of bacteria was conducted in 
Biological thermostat BT 120M at 37°C. The lamp (Hagen) with wide spectral bulb which simulates daylight 
(Hagen) was used to induce photoactivation of the sample. 

The antibacterial activity of the nanocomposite KATI was tested using standard micro dilution method which 
enables to determine the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of tested substances. Disposable micro 
titration plates were used for the testing. Commercial solid blood agar plates for cultivation bacteria without 
any additional modifications were used. Liquid growth media were prepared by instruction of producer and 
after this sterilized in an autoclave. Suspension of KATI in growth media was diluted to achieve 
concentrations 10, 3.3, 1.1., 0.37, 0.12, 0.041, 0.014 mg/L of KATI in growth media. Staphylococcus aureus 
3953, Escherichia coli 3954, Enterococcus faecalis 4224 and Pseudomonas aerigonosa 1960 were achieved 
from the Czech Collection of Microorganisms (Czech Republic). Bacterial inoculums used had a cell 
concentration of 1.9x109 (S.aureus), 1.3x109 (E.faecalis, E.coli) and 9.3x108 (P.aeruginosa). Each cell at the 
micro titration plate was inoculated. This plate is called the reaction plate. The lamp with wide spectral bulb 
was placed 10 cm above the reaction plate to induce a photoactivation and 12 hours irradiation of the plate 
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was applied. After the exposure only living bacterial cells were transferred from the reaction plate to pure 
growth media using the inoculation hedgehog. These re-inoculated plates were incubated at 37°C for 24h 
and then the MIC values were determined according to visible growth inhibition [9]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
Scanning electron microscopy confirmed supposed structure of the KATI nanocomposite and also content of 
TiO2 in the prepared composites. The SEM images of the studied samples (Fig. 1 and 2) proved matrix 
consisting of micro-sized kaolinite particles having layered structure with sub-micron particles of TiO2 
attached onto the surface of the clay matrix. 

 
Fig.1 SEM images of KATI12 (A) and KATI62 (B) 

 
Fig.2 SEM images of KATI14 (A) and KATI64 (B) samples 

Raman spectra of the non-calcined KATI 12 and KATI 14 samples (Fig. 3A) clearly show one main band of 
anatase at positions 153 and 157 cm-1 respectively [10]. Other three characteristic bands had very low 
intensities barely visible due to noise of fluorescence background of clay matrix [11]. All characteristic bands 
for anatase are clearly visible in the spectra of the calcined KATI 62 and KATI 64 samples at positions 147, 
398, 520, and 641 cm-1 [10]. Thus, we can assume that calcination at temperature 600°C did not cause 
transformation of anatase to rutile. 

Contrary to the Raman spectra the FTIR spectra provided qualitative information about the kaolinite 
structure, but less significant information about TiO2 due to its very broad and weak bands [12]. The 
characteristic bands for kaolinite are detectable in the spectra of KATI 12 and KATI 14 samples (Fig. 3B). 
The bands with maxima at 3691, 3651, 3619, and 910 cm-1 correspond to the vibration of inner and outer 
structural hydroxyl groups in Al-OH, bands at 1113, 1029, 1006, 787, and 460 cm-1 belong to Si-O vibrations, 
and bands at 749, 688, and 526 cm-1 correspond Si-O-Al vibrations. The broad bands at higher 
wavenumbers (~3000 cm-1) and at 1635 cm-1 belong to vibrations of O-H bond in adsorbed water [12]. The 
disappearance of the bands in the region between 3700-3500 cm-1 is clearly evident and this is the evidence 
of the transformation of kaolinite to metakaolinite [13]. The broad band at 1050 cm-1 corresponds to the 
amorphous SiO2 [12]. 

A B 

A B 
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Fig.3 Raman (A) and mid-FTIR (B) spectra of the KATI sample 

 
Fig.4 Minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) for the KATI samples and four bacterial strains used 

Antibacterial activity expressed as the MIC values of the KATI samples was evaluated using four bacterial 
strains and the experimental results achieved are presented in Fig. 4. The highest antibacterial activity was 
obtained for the KATI14 sample. The determined MIC values of 3.3 mg/L for S.aureus and E.coli, and 10 
mg/L for E.faecalis and P.aeruginosa confirmed best potential of the KATI14 in term of growth inhibition of all 
bacterial strains used. The other KATI samples caused growth inhibition (10 mg/L) of S.aureus and E.coli 
only. The MIC values for E.faecalis and P.aeruginosa was not determined, which can be caused by the MIC 
value being higher than 10 mg/L, and thus above our highest concentration of the composite applied in the 
growth media. Thus it can be stated that calcination of the samples does not lead to increased antibacterial 
activity as was observed for photodegradation properties of the same materials by Mamulová-Kutláková K. 
et al. [14]. 

B A 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
Composite kaolinite/TiO2 (KATI) was prepared using titanyl sulphate as a precursor of TiO2. Scanning 
electron microscopy proved the presence of TiO2 particles and confirmed that nanoparticles of TiO2 are 
bound onto the kaolinite surface. Spectroscopic methods revealed titanium dioxide to be present only in form 
of anatase in all the samples evaluated (non-calcined and calcined) and also transformation of kaolinite to 
metakaolinite after the calcination treatment. Antibacterial assays using four bacterial strains found the KATI 
samples to have antibacterial potency. The non-calcined composite with 40 wt% of TiO2 was found to have 
higher antibacterial activity to all strains used. Due to the previously confirmed photocatalytic activity of the 
KATI samples we can assume that the biological effect of the studied samples is also based on 
photocatalysis and interaction its products with bacterial cells. Our experimental data are in accordance with 
Gurr et al. [6] who observed that daylight can induce photocatalysis and usage of UV light is not necessary. 
This finding is important in term of potential applications of these nanocomposites for antibacterial 
modification of various surfaces. 
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Abstract  
Montmorillonite belongs to the group of smectites. The layered structure is formed by 2:1 layers consisting of 
one octahedral and two tetrahedral sheets. The exchangeable cations Ca2+, Na+ and K+ between the layers 
compensate the negative charge on their surface. In this study, original montmorillonite (M) and NaM 
prepared by ion exchange reaction with NaCl solution were used as the matrix for growth of silver 
nanoparticles. Prepared samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction analysis and infrared spectroscopy. 
Morphology of particles and elemental maps of silver were studied using scanning electron microscopy with 
energy dispersive spectrometer. Elemental analysis showed higher amount of silver at NaM in comparison 
with original M. Stability of silver on M matrix was studied in water environment. The elements released into 
the water were quantitatively determined using atomic emission spectroscopy with inductively coupled 
plasma. Antibacterial activity of prepared samples were compared on the effect against Gram-positive 
(Pseudomonas aeruginosa) and Gram-negative (Enterococcus faecalis) bacterial strains.  

Keywords: Montmorillonite, silver, stability in water, antibacterial activity 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Clay minerals can be used as matrix for metal nanoparticles preparation. The most widely use is 
montmorillonite (MT), less frequently kaolinite, vermiculite (VT), hectorite etc. The preparation of silver 
nanoparticles on the clay minerals using AgNO3 solution as source of silver and testing their antibacterial 
activity published several authors. Ayyppan et al. [1] prepared nanoparticles of silver on Na-montmorillonite 
(Na-MT) with the average size < 35 nm using ethylenglykol as reduction agent. Praus et al. [2,3] prepared 
silver nanoparticles on Na-MT by borohydride reduction method. The averaged size of silver nanoparticles 
was < 10 nm. Valášková et al. [4,5] studied MT and VT as matrix for silver nanoparticles preparation and 
concluded that content of silver on VT was higher than on MT and the average size of silver nanocrystallites 
was smaller and homogenously dispersed on MT. The both Ag-MT and Ag-VT showed good inhibitory effect 
against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria tested. Magaña et al. [6] described antibacterial activity of 
Ag-MT against Escherichia coli. Malachová et al. [7] studied antibacterial activity of Ag-, Cu- and Zn-
montmorillonites on Escherichia coli, together with an antifungal activity on P. cinnabarinus and P. ostreatus. 
Authors concluded that intercalated montmorillonites inhibited fungal growth in order Zn-MT > Cu-MT > Ag-
MT for P. cinnabarinus and in order Cu-MT > Zn-MT > Ag-MT for P. ostreatus. This action order on fungal 
was opposite to action order on bacteria.  

At this study, original montmorillonite and Na-montmorillonite were used as matrixes for silver-
montmorillonite preparation. The prepared materials characterization, silver stability on montmorillonite and 
antibacterial activity against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria are present. 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Materials 
The montmorillonite from Ivančice (Czech Republic) was milled in planetary mill and the fraction sieved < 40 
µm (named M) was used. The structural formula of the half unit cell composition, calculated from the 

elemental analysis was: (Si4)(Al1,27 Fe +3
0,25 Mg0,48 ϒ 1,00) O10 (OH)2 Ca0,11 Na 0,10 K 0,1. Sodium chloride, NaCl (fy 

Vitrum, CZ) was used for cation exchange reaction. Silver nitrate, AgNO3 (fy Mach chem., CZ) with the purity 
of 99.99 % was used as a source of silver.  

2.2 Methods 
The elemental composition of M and silver quantity was determined by the X-ray fluorescence elemental 
analysis (XRF) on energy dispersive spectrometer SPECTRO X LAB. The X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) 
patterns were measured on the X-ray diffractometer from INEL equipped with a curved position-sensitive 
detector CPSD 120 (reflection mode, Ge-monochromator, CuKα1 radiation) in ambient atmosphere under 
constant conditions (2000 s, 35 kV, 20 mA). The images of the powder samples were performed by 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on PHILIPS XL-30 equipped with energy dispersive spectrometer EDS. 
The Jobin-Yvon JY-24 ICP atomic emission spectrometer (ICP-AES) was used to quantify amount of Ag+ 
cations which are released from samples to the water.  

2.3 Antibacterial test 
Antibacterial action of prepared samples was tested against two different experimental bacterial strains. The 
Gram-negative (G-) represented the bacteria Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa, CCM 1960) and the 
Gram-positive (G+) represented the bacteria Enterococcus faecalis (E. faecalis, CCM 4224). The broth 
dilution method [8] was used to determine minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC), as the lowest 
concentration of sample that completely inhibits bacterial growth. The bacterial suspension was prepared by 
twenty hour cultivation at glucose broth. The density of glucose suspension used was for E. faecalis (1.1 × 
109 cfu ml-1) and P. aeruginosa (1.1 × 109 cfu ml-1). The detailed procedure of antibacterial test was 
published by Valášková et al. [5].  

2.4 Samples preparation 
Preparation of monoionic Na-form  

The monoinic Na-form was prepared from original M by cation exchange procedure using aqueous solutions 
of NaCl with concentration 1.0 mol. dm-3. The suspension was stirred for 2 h at 70 °C. Then the suspension 
was centrifuged and washed with distilled water until free of chloride ions. This procedure was repeated by 
three times and resultant Na-form of M was dried at 70°C for 24 h. Prepared sample was named NaM 
(Table 1). 

Preparation of samples loaded by Ag 

The samples M and NaM were mixed with AgNO3 aqueous solution (0.1 mol. dm-3 and 0.01 mol. dm-3) in 
ratio: 1 g of clay and 10 ml of solution. These suspensions were shaked for 24 hours at room temperature 
and were protected by aluminium foil against the light. Then the suspensions were centrifuged (20 min, 3000 
rpm) and washed with distilled water until free of NO3- ions. Resultant samples named M/Ag, NaM/Ag and 
M/Ag0, NaM/Ag0 (Table 1) were dried at 70°C for 24 hours.  

2.5 Stability of silver on montmorillonite in water 
Stability of prepared Ag-samples was tested in water medium. The samples M/Ag, M/Ag0, NaM/Ag and 
NaM/Ag0 were dispersed in distilled water in ratio 1 g of sample and 10 ml of water. The suspensions were 
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shaked for 24 h and after that centrifuged. Liquid parts were saved for assessment of silver quantity. The 
labelling of leaches is described in Tab 1. 
 

Table 1 List of prepared samples  

Samples Characterization samples preparation Leaches in water  
M Montmorillonite, <40µm  -  

M/Ag M after treatment with 0,1 mol. dm-3 AgNO3 M/Ag/w 

M/Ag0 M  after modification 0,01 mol. dm-3 AgNO3 M/Ag0/w 

NaM Na-form of montmorillonite  -  

NaM/Ag NaM  after modification 0,1 mol. dm-3 AgNO3 NaM/Ag/w 

NaM/Ag0 NaM after modification 0,01 mol. dm-3 AgNO3 NaM/Ag0/w 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.6 Silver content 
Quantity of silver in the sample M/Ag was 2.49 wt.%, NaM/Ag 4.47 wt.%, M/Ag0 0.64 wt.% and NaM/Ag0 
0.97 wt.%. Comparison of original M and NaM showed that content was higher in the sample NaM/Ag about 
44 % and about 34 % in NaM/Ag0 opposite M/Ag and M/Ag0, respectively These results confirmed that Ag is 
better exchanges for Na+ in the interlayer as described also some authors [9,10].  

3.7 Structure characteristics 
The XRD pattern of original M (Fig. 1 a) shows the basal 
(001) reflection value d (001) = 1.56 nm. The sample M/Ag 
showed in the pattern change of the peak profile and 
intensity of this reflection (Fig. 1c). If consider intensity of 
basal (001) reflection with d(001) = 1.56 nm for M as 100% 
(relative intensity), we can express for M/Ag the relative 
intensity of (001) reflection only 22 %. As well as an 
interlayer value slightly decreased to the d(001) = 1.42 nm 
(Fig. 1c). These changes proved disturbation of 
montmorillonite structure after silver nitrate solution 
treatment and change in the interlayer. The XRD pattern of 
NaM (Fig. 1 d) shows characteristic reflection with d(001) = 
1.25 nm confirmed interlayer cation exchange for Na+. The 
change of the 001 reflection profiles at NaM/Ag0 (Fig. 1e), 
and NaM/Ag (Fig. 1f) not show much significant changes in 
comparison with NaM.  

The SEM images of two samples in Fig. 2 showed particle 
morphology of montmorillonite. Silver nanoparticles growth 
on the montmorillonite surface (Fig. 2b) was observed as 
white dots at this magnification.  

Fig 1. The XRD patterns of basal 001 
reflection (from 2° to 10° 2Θ) of M (a), 

M/Ag0 (b), M/Ag (c), NaM (d), NaM/Ag0 (e) 
and NaM/Ag (f) 
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Fig. 2 The SEM images of samples M (a) and NaM/Ag (b). 

3.8 Stability of Ag on montmorillonite in water 
Content of silver determined by AES-ICP in leaches (Table 2) showed higher quantity of silver released from 
samples M/Ag and M/Ag0 prepared from original montmorillonite. This release is about 26 % higher from 
M/Ag in comparison with NaM/Ag and about 90 % higher from M/Ag0 in comparison to NaM/Ag0. The 
release of Ag increased with the increasing content of Ag in sample. It can be concluded that silver is better 
anchored on the Na-montmorillonite matrix. 

 

Table 2 Content of Ag in leaches (in mg. l-1) and calculated % released from the samples. 

Ag M/Ag/w NaM/Ag/w M/Ag0/w NaM/Ag0/w 
mg. l-1 54 40 6.96 0.69 

% 2.17 0.59 1.08 0.71 

3.9 Antibacterial activity 
The results of antibacterial testing of samples on G+ and G- bacterial strain after 24 hours contact with 
samples in Table 3 showed good antibacterial effect. The differences among G+ and G- bacteria resistance 
are caused by their different composition of bacterial cell. The Na-form sample NaM/Ag showed more 
effective action against P. aeruginosa than M/Ag prepared from original M. The minimum inhibitory 
concentration (MIC) of silver against P. aeruginosa was about 55% higher than against E. faecalis.  

 

Table 3 The results of antibacterial test as minimum inhibitory concentration (MICAg) after 24 hours.  

Bacteria  M M/Ag NaM/Ag M/Ag0 NaM/Ag0 

E. faecalis (G+) MICAg 
(mg. l-1) 

- - 1.49 0.64 0.97 

P. aeruginosa (G-) - 0.28 0.17 0.64 0.32 

4 CONCLUSION 

The fraction < 40 µm of sample M and his monoionic form NaM were used in this study and 
Ag/montmorillonite nanocomposites were prepared. The NaM form bounded higher quantity of silver than 
original M.  The layered ordering of montmorillonite structure after treatment with 0.1 mol.dm-3 AgNO3 
showed exfoliation of layers. The stability studied confirmed that silver is good anchored on the 
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montmorillonite matrix. Antibacterial test on two different bacterial strains E. faecalis and P. aeruginosa 
showed that samples prepared from NaM have higher inhibited effect on bacterial growth. Therefore we can 
consider the Na-form of M very suitable for preparation of antibacterial Ag/montmorillonite. 
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Abstract  
The nanofiber is prepared by using electrospinning on Nanospider LB 500 (Elmarco, Czech Republic). We 
used rotating cylindrical electrode, width 50 cm. The nanofiber is based on polyvinyl alcohol and it has been 
doped with antibacterial solution e.g. metal stock (AgNO3, CuSO4•5H2O). The final concentration of 
supplement solution is 1%, 0.5 % and 0%. The samples have rectangle shape, with size approximately 15 × 
20 cm or cycle shape with 10 cm in diameter and weight per unit area between 5 - 15 g/m2 and it stabilized 
10 minute at 140 °C. The antibacterial activity of nanofibers doped by antibacterial supplement we evaluated 
by specialized method of direct contact of nanofibers and bacteria as a growth curve in a liquid medium. The 
experiment is prepared at constant temperature 25 °C. We used Escherichia Coli (member of Gram negative 
bacteria) as model organisms. The nanofiber textile based on PVA is decreased the bacterial growth in the 
first stage. The nanofiber textile based on PVA with addition of silver to final concentration 0.5 or 1 wt% 
decrease bacterial growth during first 180 minute or more. The nanofiber textile based on PVA with addition 
of copper to final concentration 0.5 or 1 wt% has not antibacterial activity. The results showed that the 
antibacterial properties are dependent on concentration and type of the antibacterial supplement, but it is 
probably independent of the bacteria type nanofiber  

Keywords: Antibacterial properties, metal, Polyvinyl alcohol, nanofibre membrane 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is colorless, water-soluble synthetic substance and non-toxic, it can dissolve in 
another solvent too. It has been used in practical application for excellent chemical resistance, physical 
properties and good fibre forming, e.g. medicine, cosmetic, food, pharmaceutical and packing industry [1]. 
The recent time it is tested as a engineering scaffold and drug delivery system [2-6]. Ultrafine PVA fibres, 
which may have different potential applications, cannot be produced by conventional spinning techniques [1]. 
The electrospinning process has gain much attention due to its effectiveness in producing ultrafine fibres or 
fibrous structure from many polymers which a diameter in the range from several micrometers down to a few 
nanometers. The great nanofibre membrane can be produced by electrospinning on machine Nanospider 
(Elmarco, Czech Republic). The initial characterization of fabricated nanofiber membrane based on polyvinyl 
alcohol (PVA) showed high water dissolving, that the crosslinking and stabilization is necessary for next 
testing. There are two methods in used, the first is chemical crosslinking by immersion in methanol or in 
combination of methanol and glutaraldehyde. [7] The second one is physical stabilization by heat treatment 
at 140-150 °C.  

Electrospun webs from ultrafine polymer fibers are attracting great attention because of their unique 
properties such as high surface-to volume ration, high porosity and diameters in nano-scale. In recent time, it 
has also increased interest in the incorporation of functional nanoparticles or substances in the polymer 
nanofiber due to their uniquely promising properties and applications. The metals are one of the functional 
substances which is incorporated into nanofiber membrane for addition of antibacterial properties. Metallic 
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ions, such as a copper or silver, can be used as a sanitizing agent, ensuring hygiene, due its antimicrobial 
properties [8]. The antimicrobial study in literature showed that his metal, as a silver and copper, has 
antibacterial effect for many bacteria. [8].  

2. MATERIALS AND TESTED SAMPLES 

2.1. Preparation of nanofiber memBrane 
The standard solution stock of PVA is used from 375 g 16% PVA (Sloviol R 16%, Eurošarm, Slovack Republic), 
4.4 g Glyoxal (Sigma Aldrich, USA), 3 g H3PO4 (Sigma Aldrich, USA) and distillate water up to 0,5 L. The 
nanofiber membrane based on PVA is prepared by electrospinning at lab machine Nanospider (Elrmarco, 
Czech Republic). The spund bond for electropinning is made from polypropylene with weigh per units area 
around 23 g/m2 and it is antistatic adjusted. The standard set up is distance from 120 to 140 mm, high 
voltage is from 76 to 80 kV. We used cylindrical tube electrode with width 600 mm. The produced membrane 
has rectangular shape, width is 600 mm and length is more than 500 mm.  

The antibacterial membrane is prepared by addition of metal ion to standard solution with final concentration 
0.5 or 1 % (wt/V). The addition of silver is by aqueous solution of AgNO3 and copper is by CuSO4•2 H2O. The 
samples is named according supplement, for silver is A, for copper is C, and according set up method 
working. The sample I and IV is single-layer membrane and the set up is in Table 1. The other samples are 
double-layer and the set up is in Table 1. The distance of electrode was around 120 mm in first layer; the 
second layer is prepared with distance 130 mm. The sample PVA is prepared as a double-layer membrane; 
the distance of electrode was 140 mm during the whole of electrospinning process, the voltage was 76 kV 
during preparing the first layer, the second layer was making at 80 kV, rotation of electrode was 5 Hz and 10 
Hz. Whole PVA is used as a comparative sample for next studies.  

 

Table 1 The samples name and set up preparation 

Name of 
the sample 

Rotation of 
electrode [Hz] 

Movement of spund 
bond [Hz] High voltage [kV] 

Final 
concentration of 
supplement [wt 

%] 
Number of 

layer 
I II I II I II  

A I 5 none 10.87 none 76 none 20.8 

A II 5 10 10.87 10.87 76 76 20.8 

A III 5 5 10.87 10.87 76 76 20.8 

A IV 5 none 10.87 none 80 none 41.7 

A V 5 10 10.87 10.87 80 80 41.7 

A VI 5 5 10.87 10.87 80 80 41.7 

C I 5 none 10.87 none 76 none 20.8 

C II 5 10 10.87 10.87 76 76 20.8 

C III 5 5 10.87 10.87 76 76 20.8 

C IV 5 none 10.87 none 76 none 41.7 

C V 5 10 10.87 10.87 76 76 41.7 

C VI 5 5 10.87 10.87 76 76 41.7 
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2.2. Antibacterial assay 
The antibacterial assay is used with Eschelichia Coli as modelling gram negative bacteria. The storage 
culture is prepared by over nigh cultivation in 50 ml liquid glucose – yeast medium (Bi media 001A, SY-LAB 
VGMPH, Austria) at 37°C with horizontal shaking 300 round per minute. The testing culture is prepared from 
standard O/N culture dissolving in ratio 1 : 500 into 20 ml fresh glucose – yeast medium. The bacterial 
concentration is measured by optical density at 640 nm (OD640). When the OD640 was around 0.1, the 
nanofiber membrane is put in. The growth of concentration of bacteria (bacterial masses) is measured as a 
changing of OD640 during time. The period of measuring was around 30 minutes. 

The samples is prepared from central part of membrane with cycle shape, diameter was 100 mm. The study 
sample is used as a membrane together with spund bond.  

3. RESULTS 
We prepare nanofiber membrane based on PVA, PVA/Ag and PVA/Cu. The samples for antibacterial assay 
are prepared with circle shape with 10 cm in diameter. The weights per unit area for alone PVA sample is 
9.11 g/m2, the sample designated PVA. It is prepared as a double layer membrane with set up as a sample 
A III. The nanofiber membrane based on PVA/Ag has weights per unit area from 5.89 to 10.78 g/m2. The 
sample based on PVA/Cu had weights per unit area from 6.21 to 14.65 g/m2. This value was calculated from 
sample with rectangle shape, the size is 130 x 25 mm. The weight is measured to accuracy 10-4.  

The storage over night bacterial culture had OD640 1.986. The bacterial assay started when the OD640 of 
refresh culture is from 0.077 to 0.099. The value of OD640 is measured by the time with period around 30 
minutes.  

The Fig. 1 is showed growth curve with membrane based on PVA/Ag. The alone PVA membrane reduces 
bacteria reproduction at the first stage. The bacteria growth was in normal progress after 40 minutes. The 
antibacterial membrane based on PVA/Ag showed stopping of reproduction during 180 minutes. The sample 
A VI showed the highest antibacterial activity, the reduction of reproduction was during whole experiment.  

The Fig. 2 is showed growth curve with membrane based on PVA/Cu. This type membrane is showed any 
reduction of bacteria reproduction. The whole curve have same progress as the alone bacteria. The first 
stage stresses is visible in all experimental set up. 

 
Fig 1 Bacterial growth during time with supplement of antibacterial membrane doped by silver 
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Fig 2 Bacterial growth during time with supplement of antibacterial membrane doped by copper 

4. DISCUSSION 
The nanofiber membrane based on PVA was prepared with two potential antibacterial supplement, silver as 
a AgNO3 and copper as a CuSO4 • 5H2O. The weight per unit area is from 5.89 to 10.78 g/m2 for sample A I – 
A VI and 6.21 to 14.65 g/m2 for sample C I- C VI. The alone PVA membrane has 9.11 g/m2.  

The results confirmed antibacterial effect of silver according [8 -10]. The antimicrobial effect of silver is 
increasing when the silver is as nanoparticles or dispersed in volume. In the case, when the nanofiber of 
PVA is used as a scaffold for silver agent, the materials have increased specific area and porosity and the 
silver is accessible for more number of bacteria. [11-13]. The effectiveness and persistence of antimicrobial 
effect of PVA/Ag is dependence on concentration of the supplement. The sample A I - A V is effective during 
first 180 minute, after that the bacteria is adhered on the surface. The surface of nanofiber is covered by 
layer of bacteria and next one has not direct contact to membrane. In this time, the antibacterial activities are 
happened by diffusion of ion of silver. The effective diffusion distance for silver is dependence of 
concentration. The sample A VI is double – layer membrane with the highest concentration of silver. The 
approximate weigh of silver by sample is 0.029 g by sample.  

The result of membrane based on PVA/Cu showed interesting conclusion. The copper and their complexes 
is used as an antibacterial agents, it is caused to destroyed bacterial membrane [8, 14, 15]. In the case of 
the copper and their substance is into polymer scaffold, the antibacterial activity is not. The nanofiber 
membrane based prepared on supplement CuSO4 • 5H2O has not accessible Cu for bacteria. The metal ion 
is probably inside of fiber and it can release, there is not free diffusion.  

5. CONCLUSION 
We prepared two potential antibacterial nanofiber membrane based on PVA and doped by metal ions. The 
membrane is prepared as a single and double layer with weight per unit area is from 5.89 to 10.78 g/m2. The 
metal ion is added to electrospinning solution to final concentration 0.5 and 1 wt%. The concentration of 
supplement in the alone membrane is 20.8 and 41.7 wt% in the PVA. The real concentration is unknown for 
small weight per unit area and for not exist method for nanoscale. 
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PVA/Ag membrane showed antibacterial activities during 180 minutes, but only the highest concentration 
showed longer antibacterial activities. PVA/Cu membrane didn’t show antibacterial activities. The alone PVA 
membrane only cased stress during first stage of experiment. 
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Abstract 
Grinding and acid treatment of clays modifies their surface and can significantly affect their resulting 
behaviour. The Mg-vermiculite was milled for 20 min using planetary ball mill Retsch. After sieving, fraction 
 < 40 µm was obtained (sample V). Half of this fraction was milled again in vertical jet mill Sturtevant (sample 
Vj). Parts of these milled samples were treated with HCl for 5 hours at 80°C (samples VA, VjA). Vermiculite 
samples with variously modified surface area were intercalated with chlorhexidine diacetate (CA) accordant 
with the cation exchange capacity of vermiculite.  

Chlorhexidine diacetate (substituted biguanidine) is used as antiseptic and/or disinfectant, and has very wide 
range of antibacterial activity being bactericidal or bacteriostatic against Gram-positive and Gram-negative 
bacteria. The antibacterial activity of prepared organoclays against Entrerococcus faecalis, Escherichia coli 
and Pseudomonas aeruginosa was evaluated by finding minimum inhibitory concentration that completely 
inhibits bacterial growth. Antibacterial tests showed that the best antibacterial activity against all mentioned 
bacterial strains except Pseudomonas aeruginosa had jet milled vermiculite. The best antibacterial activity 
against Pseudomonas aeruginosa which is very resistant bacteria, had jet milled and acid treated 
vermiculite. 

The structures of prepared samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction and infrared spectroscopy.  

Keywords: organovermiculite, ball and jet milling, acid treatment, chlorhexidine diacetate, antibacterial 
activity 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Development of new antibacterial materials is still of great interest [1-3]. Clay minerals can be used to 
prepare antimicrobial materials by loading them with organic compounds which are carrier of antibacterial 
effect. The most common and effective process for producing organically modified vermiculite consists of 
treating vermiculite by ion exchange with organic cations to form intercalated structures [4, 5].   

Many applications of clay minerals depend on their particle size and surface properties. Small-sized particles 
are suitable for many catalytic, ceramic and engineering applications [6]. Grinding of clay minerals is used to 
obtain homogeneous material with reduced particle size. Short grinding times considerably reduce the 
particle size of vermiculite, while increasing the grinding time leads to degradation of the layered structure 
and a progressive amorphization with the formation of hard agglomerates [7]. The jet milling is the most 
suitable technique for obtaining ultrafine products with the narrow size distribution and particle size between 
1µm - 10µm. The disadvantage of jet mills is its high-energy consumption where only 2% of the energy is 
used for particle breakage [8-10]. One of the most common chemical modifications of clays is their acid 
activation [11-13]. It consists of the treatment of clay with inorganic acid solution. During this activation the 
edges of the crystal are opened, and the Al3+ and Mg2+ cations in octahedra are exposed to the acid and 
become soluble. The surface pore diameters of the clay mineral are expanded [14]. In this work, we were 
studied influence of chemical and mechanical treatment of vermiculite on the antibacterial activity of 
prepared organovermiculites. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Materials 
As a starting material was used natural Mg-vermiculite from Brazil. The crystallochemical formula of 
vermiculite sample (Si6.16Al1.84)(Al0.08Fe3+

0.72 Fe2+
0.04Mg4.88Ti0.12)O20(OH)4(Ca0.30K0.36Na0.16) was calculated 

from the results of elemental chemical analysis. The cation exchange capacity (CEC) was 106 meq/100g.  
Vermiculite was grounded using planetary ball mill Retsch under constant speed 300 rpm for 20 min. After 
sieving, fraction < 40 μm was obtained and named as V. Half amount of sample V was jet milled using jet mill 
Sturtevant (feed/grinding pressure ration was 70/50 PSI) and sample was named Vj. Chlorhexidine diacetate 
(C22H30N10Cl2.2C2H4O2) from Sigma Aldrich and ethanol as a solvent were used for preparation of 
organovermiculites. 

2.2. Activation by selective leaching and modification by CA 
A part of vermiculite samples V and Vj were treated with 1 M hydrochloric acid solution. The suspensions 
were maintained at 80°C with stirring for 5 h. After cooling, the suspensions were washed with demineralized 
water until free of chloride ions. The samples were dried at 80°C overnight and named as VA and VjA. The 
concentration of CA for vermiculite modification was calculated according to the cation exchange capacity of 
vermiculite (2 x CEC). Vermiculite samples with variously modified surface area were intercalated by 
chlorhexidine diacetate for 6 h at 75 °C. After centrifugation and dried-up at 80°C overnight, 
organovermiculites signed V_CA, Vj_CA, VA_CA and VjA_CA were prepared. 

2.3. Methods 
The infrared spectra were obtained by Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) technique with diamond crystal 
on Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer Nicolet 6700 (Thermo Nicolet, USA). Range of 
measurements was 400 – 4000 cm-1. 

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were measured on diffractometer INEL equipped with a curved position-
sensitive detector CPSD 120 (reflection mode, Ge-monochromatized, CuKα1 radiation). The measurements 
were taken in ambient atmosphere (25°C, 43% of humidity) under constant conditions  
(2000 s, 35 kV, 20 mA). The samples were fixed in a flat rotation holder and measurement has proceeded 
for 1500 s. 

2.4. Antibacterial test 
The antibacterial activity of prepared organovermiculites was determined by minimum inhibitory 
concentration (MIC) which is their lowest concentration that completely inhibits bacterial growth. The dilution 
and cultivation were preceded on the microtitration plate with 96 hollows. The first set of hollows on plate 
contained 10% (w/v) organovermiculites water dispersion. These dispersions were further diluted by a 
threefold diluting method in glucose stock in such manner, that second to seventh set of hollows contained 
samples dispersed in concentration of 3.33%, 1.11%, 0.37%, 0.12%, 0.041% and 0.014%. The eighth set of 
hollows contained pure glucose stock as check test. Volume of 1µl glucose suspensions of Enterococcus 
faecalis CCM 4224 (1.2x109 cfu ml-1), Escherichia coli CCM 3954 (1.3x109 cfu ml-1) and Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa CCM 1960 (1.2x109 cfu ml-1), provided by Czech collection of microorganisms (CCM), was put 
into hollows. Bacterial suspensions were after the elapse of 30, 60, 90, 120, 180, 240 and 300 min and then 
during 5 days always in 24 h interval transferred from each hollow to 100 µl of the fresh glucose stock and 
bacteria were incubated in thermostat at 37 °C for 24 and 48 h. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. X-ray powder diffraction 
Structural changes in the interlayer space of layered structure according to the position of basal reflection 
were studied by X-ray diffraction method.  

Fig. 1 shows the first basal reflection of the studied samples in their XRD patterns. A change of the position 
of basal reflection corresponds to the change of the interlayer space. The interlayer space values d(001) = 
1.45 nm of original V and d(001) = 1.43 nm of Vj are very similar. After acid activation both samples VA and 
VjA showed the 001 reflection low intensive and with smaller interlayer values d(001) = 1.38 nm and 1.39 
nm, respectively. Treatment with acid caused leaching of cations from the interlayer space which became 
smaller. The new reflections with d value 2.19 nm, 2.20 nm and 2.95 nm were appeared in V_CA and Vj_CA 
samples after intercalation CA. The basal reflections of VjA_CA in comparison with VjA did not contain d = 
1.20 nm and reflection with d = 1.42 is more intensive which can be due to the loss of water molecules from 
interlayer. Modulation of smoothed peaks between 2 and 5 °2Θ suggest about changes in the interlayer and 
incomplete intercalation can be assumed. The process of intercalation was affected by acid treatment which 
caused displacement cations from interlayer space and reduction of layer charge.  

a)                                                                                      b) 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 
Fig. 1 XRD powder patterns of ground and acid activated vermiculite (a) and prepared organovermiculites 

(b) 

3.2. Fourier - transform infrared spectroscopy 
The IR spectra of prepared organovermiculites and starting ball milled vermiculite are shown in Fig. 2 from 
4000 to 2600 cm-1 and from 1700 to 500 cm-1. The main absorption band at 3387 cm-1 has been assigned to 
the stretching vibrations of the surface structural hydroxyl groups. Presence of interlayer water is indicated 
by H-O-H bending mode at 1636 cm-1. The IR absorption bands in second part of spectra are relatively more 
informative about the structural characteristics of organoclays. The bands around 996 – 957 cm-1 are 
attributed to Si-O-Si stretching vibrations. New absorption band occurred in organovermiculites spectra at 
3340 cm-1 was attributed to the N-H stretching vibration of CA. The absorption bands at 2936 cm-1 and 2863 
cm-1 corresponded to asymmetric and symmetric C-H stretching vibrations of CA. These bands are important 
for confirmation of present of free chlorhexidine in prepared sample. The increasing values of vibration from 
813 to 824 cm-1 signify interaction of NH centres in CA with the octahedral Al-O-H of vermiculite [5,15].  
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Fig. 2 FTIR spectra of natural vermiculite and prepared organovermiculites 

3.3. Antibacterial assay 
Antibacterial tests were performed on three different bacterial strains. Activity of prepared organoclays was 
observed at various time periods (30 min, 240 min, 24 h and 5 days). Table 1 presents results that confirmed 
antibacterial effect using the minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) of prepared organoclays against 
Gram-positive Enterococus faecalis bacteria and Gram-negative Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa bacteria.  

We can see that all samples showed persistent antibacterial activity against Gram-positive Enterococus 
faecalis bacteria and Gram-negative Escherichia coli after 24 h at very low MIC value 0.014 (% w/v). The 
sample Vj_CA began to be active in just 240 min. The result indicates the prepared organovermiculites as 
long-running antibacterial materials. Very good results against more resistant bacteria Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa were also observed after 24 h but at the higher MIC value 1.11 (% w/v).  

Table 1 MICs (% w/v) of prepared organovermiculites. 

Sample 

Enterococus faecalis 
MIC 

Escherichia coli 
MIC 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

MIC 

30 
min 

240 
min 24 h 5 d 30 

min 
240 
min 24 h 5 d 30 

min 
240 
min 24 h 5 d 

V_CA 3.33 3.33 0.014 0.014 3.33 3.33 0.014 0.014 > 10 3.33 0.37 0.37 

Vj_CA 3.33 1.11 0.014 0.014 1.11 0.37 0.014 0.014 10 3.33 1.11 1.11 

VA_CA 10 3.33 0.014 0.014 3.33 1.11 0.014 0.014 3.33 3.33 1.11 1.11 

VjA_CA 10 3.33 0.014 0.014 1.11 1.11 0.014 0.014 1.11 0.37 0.12 0.12 

CONCLUSION 
The study of chemical and mechanical treatment of vermiculite on antibacterial activity of organovermiculites 
came to the following new findings. The values of minimum inhibition concentration showed that the jet 
milled vermiculite with CA had better antibacterial activity than other samples. Acid activated vermiculite_CA 
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in comparison with the vermiculite_CA showed comparable antibacterial results. However acid activated jet 
milled vermiculite_CA proved itself to be a good antibacterial material against very resistant bacteria 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Changes of particle size and morphology during mechanical modification of 
vermiculite significantly affected antibacterial activity of organovermiculite samples. 
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Abstract 
Carboxymethyl celulose (CMC) is an interesting polymer produced by an easy reaction with chloracetic acid 
with cellulose. CMC is a hydrophylic polymer soluble in water with huge potential in medical aplications in 
which we can use an extreme high sorption of water, swelling or senzitivity to pH and temperature – for 
example as a protection of damaged skin. In this study is presented a method of preparation of porouse 
nanostructured material based on CMC. This special structure is prepared by following production steps: 
preparation of film of CMC - basic stabilization of CMC film – formation of gel by sorption of water – frees 
dryeing of stucture – final stabilization. The stabilization of film is based on changes in CMC based on 
thermal treatment. The prepared material was evaluated by scanning electron microscopy and infrared 
spectroscopy. The bahavior in water was tested as well. By the setting of parametres of stabilization of CMC 
we can obtain structures with different water solubility or different swelling in water. Prepared microporous 
structures are interesting with large intetnal surface, high wettability and biodegradability. The product of 
presented technology is nontoxic with high potential in biological aplications. 

Keywords: Carboxymethyl celulose, nanostructure, swelling, thermal treatment 

1. INTRODUCTION 
CMC is prepared by activation of cellulose with an aqueous NaOH in the slurry of an organic solvent which 
reacts with the cellulose and monochloroacetic acid as an etherifying agent. The first step in the 
carboxymethylation process is an alkalization where the hydroxyl groups of the cellulose chains are 
stimulated and altered into more reactive alkaline form. This is followed by an etherification to obtain CMC 
and a side reaction, which results in sodium glycolate.[1] 

Carboxymethyl cellulose has many desirable applications such as coating, formation of emulsions and 
suspensions, water retention. Therefore it is used in many applications such as medicine, food, paper 
making, printing and dyeing. [2] 

Carboxymethyl cellulose is a biocompatible macromolecule that has been used for drug delivery systems in 
many investigations with the aim of controlled drug release with various ways: it has been used for a 
microgel matrix for a new type of sticking plaster; due to its adhesive characteristic it has been used as 
bioadhesive material, especially as mucoadhesive polymer for nasal and buccal drug delivery systems. [3] 

CMC is also used in oil drilling fluids as a component, which adjusts the viscosity and retains water. Insoluble 
microgranuled carboxymethylcellulose is used as a cation exchange resin in the ion-exchange 
chromatography for purification of proteins. CMC can also be used in cooling inserts which allows a eutectic 
mixture and to reduce the melting temperature and thus better cooling in comparison with ordinary ice. 
Aqueous solutions of CMC can be used to disperse carbon nanotubes. The molecular structure of 
carboxymethyl cellulose is shown in Fig. 1. [4] [5] 

Na-CMC as an amylose with many hydroxy and carboxylic groups can absorb water and moisture, so the 
hydrogel made of it has many excellent properties, such as high water content, good biodegradation and 
wide source for its low cost. Therefore, it can be widely applied in agriculture and forestry with a good 
foreground. [6] 
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Crosslinking of macromolecular substances leads 
to deterioration of solubility and fusibility, increased 
dimensional stability under heat and chemical 
resistance and reduce permeability. It also leads to 
decrease of swelling, moisture absorption and 
extractable share. There are more ways of 
crosslinking of CMC, such as thermal (thermal 
crosslinking has a effect on solubility and 
absorption properties of CMC), chemical, 
radiological (interaction between polymer with eneretical rich radiation and radicals are created, they react 
with each other, thus creating cross links between chains), etc. [7] [8] [9] [10] 

Polyester fibre has a highly compact and crystalline structure, and is markedly hydrophobic. CMC absorbs 
moisture from the atmosphere. The amount of absorbed moisture depends on the initial moisture content 
and on the relative humidity and temperature of the surrounding air. [11] 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Materials 
• Description of used CMC  

Sodium salt of Carboxymethyl cellulose was used in the powder form (CMC-Na+). The salt was dissolved in 
water to achieve the concentration of 30 g.L-1. The solution was stirred by the eletronic overhead stirrer RZR 
2051 control 1 gear stage stirrer for about 15 minutes and left for a day so that the solution gets 
homogenised and CMC was completely dissolved.  

• Description of polyester fabrics 

o PES non-vowen thin fabric (area density 32 g.m-2 ) 

o PES non-vowen thick fabric (area density 94 g.m-2) 

2.2. Procedure of preparation  
CMC solution was applied by on textile materials. It was also made a thin film from the same solution by 
pouring the solution into the petri dish. All samples were placed into the heated box where they were dried at 
105 ° C and then fixed at 180 ° C for 5-30 minutes. After this prefixation samples were immersed in distilled 
water for 3 minutes. In this study was not used a vacuum freeze drying, which is described in many studies. 
It was used a drying of wet CMC gel in dry air at the standard preasure and low temperature (-20°C).  

After swelling samples were placed in sealable containers containinc 25 g of dried silica gel. All containers 
with samples were freeze-dryed until samples were dry. After that all samples were post-fixed at 200°C for 
10 minutes to stabilize the structure. Throughout the preparation of samples were weighed by using an 
analytical balance. 

• Preparation of thin CMC film 

The thin films were prepared with area density 88,5 g.m-2. The CMC solution was put in patty dishes by 
calculating the required volume. The dishes were kept in open air on a levelled surface so that thickness of 
the produced film is uniform. Then the patty dishes are transferred into the heaters at 105°C and left for 
about 50 minutes so that the solution gets converted into thin dried film. 

• Preparation of CMC coated polyester non-vowen fabrics 

The polyester fabrics were coated with the 30 g.L-1 CMC solution by padding technique.  After this samples 
were dried at 105°C for 15-40 minutes until it has completely dried.   

Fig. 1: The molecular structure of carboxymethyl 
cellulose 
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• Description of the cross linking process 

The CMC film and the CMC coated Polyester fabrics were heated at two different temperatures and variable 
time durations. Heating the samples leads to polymerisation and cross linking in CMC. The temperatures 
xemployed were 180°C for pre-fixation and 200°C for post-fixation. The time duration of polymerisation  at 
180°C was 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 minutes for all samples and 10 minutes for 200°C. 

 
Fig. 2: The scheme of procedure of preparation of CMC on PES fibros using freezer (dry air) 

2.3. Methods of testing 
• Water absorption testing  

• Scanning electron microscopy 

Used formula:    

        (1) 

m2 – wet mass after insertion in water and folowing short remove of surface water by filter paper 

m1 – weight after drying  

2.4. Procedure of preparation of samples 
The whole process of preparation is shown in Fig. 3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Illustration of preparation of CMC on polyester thick nonwoven fabric (a) using freezer (b) using 
vacuum freeze-dryer  
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For comparison was realized one experiment in vacuum freeze dryer. The process of drying is visualized in 
Fig. 3. We can see that the process in laboratory vacuum freeze dryer is quicker (48 hours) in comparison 
with dry air drying (360 hours), which is used in this study. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Scanning electron microscopy 
Images from electron microscopy shows that the CMC during freeze drying produces a highly porous 
structures as a  form of a homogeneous film as in the case of composite structures PES fiber / CMC. In the 
case of fibrous substrates is CMC deployed in the form of small compact film between fibers and on fibers in 
the fabric structure. This arrangement leads to a reduction in permeability, but not to zero value and also the 
stiffness of the structure increases within acceptable limits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Sample of CMC film (a) after prefixation (180°C 15 min.), (b) after freeze drying and post-fixation 
(200°C 15 min.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Sample of CMC on PES thin fabric (a) after prefixation (180°C 15 min.), (b) after freeze drying and 
post-fixation (200°C 15 min.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: Sample of CMC on PES thick fabric (a) after prefixation (180°C 15 min.), (b) after freeze drying and 
post-fixation (200°C 15 min.) 
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3.2. Absorption of water 
Absorption of water in all forms of CMC is high. Pure CMC film can absorb up to 6000% of water from the 
original mass of CMC. This value was obtained at conditions of prefixation – 180°C and 15 minutes. After 
post fixation, which stabilized the structure against the liquid water is the absortion reduced. If the CMC is 
placed in fibre structure than the water absorption is not so high – the maximum values of absorption are 
around 2000%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7: Sample of CMC film (a) after prefixation (180°C 15 min.), (b) after freeze drying and post-fixation 

(200°C 15 min.) 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8: Sample of CMC on PES thin fabric (a) after prefixation (180°C 15 min.), (b) after freeze drying and 
post-fixation (200°C 15 min.) 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9: Sample of CMC on PES thick fabric (a) after prefixation (180°C 15 min.), (b) after freeze drying and 
post-fixation (200°C 15 min.) 
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4. CONCLUSION 
In this study was prepared composite structures based on polyester fibers and CMC. In a standard fiber 
structure was placed a solution of CMC, which was thermally fixed in two steps before and after freeze 
drying. By distributing temperatures of stabilization in two steps was achieve a high variability of possible 
products.  

For example: if sample was little fixed before freeze drying it would absorb large amounts of water and 
during freeze drying more open structure will be ceated. If sample is applied an intense postfixation, open 
structure will be stabilized and becomes almost non-swellable. 

By selecting appropriate conditions it can be conroled porosity and absorption properties of final products. 
Prepared materials can be used as an absorber of water, catalyst carrier, materials for cell growth and so on. 
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Abstract  
Spanish moss (Tillandsia usneoides) is an epiphyte which absorbs nutrients and water from  air and rainfall. 
Spanish moss has threadlike leaves with a length of 2.5-7.5 cm and a rough surface which makes it suitable 
for atmospheric monitoring. 

T. usneoides, after pre-treatment with distilled water, was exposed to Ag-NPs through two spraying cycles 
(Ag-T1, Ag-T2) of a suspension at 1000 mg L-1 in a special greenhouse. 

Five replicates of treated and untreated plants were harvested, air dried and finely milled. 250 mg were 
weighted in PTFE vessels and mineralized in microwave oven (Start D 1200, Milestone) with HNO3 
Suprapure (Merck, Germany) and H2O2. The mineralized solution was brought to 20 mL with Milli-Q water. 
The major and trace elements were determined by ICP-OES (Arcos, Ametek). Some samples of leaves were 
placed in formalin 10% for analysis with ESEM-EDS. 

Concentration of Ag in plant tissues depended from the time of exposure. In particular 0.1 mg Ag kg-1 was 
the background level of untreated Tillandsia, while Ag-T1 was 2.7 mg kg-1 and Ag-T2 was 3.2 mg kg-1. The 
Ag accumulation in Tillandsia tissues were statistically significant with respect to background level (p<0.05). 

The leaves of Tillandsia treated with Ag-NP had higher amounts of Ca, Na, P and S than the control; at the 
same time, Al and Fe concentrations were lower. 

Electron microscopy investigations on the fate of Ag-NPs in T. usneoides leaves revealed the presence of 
Ag-NP on the leaves tissue. 

Keywords: Nanoparticles, nanosilver, Tillandsia usneoides, biomonitor, SEM 

1. INTRODUCTION  
The development of nanoscience and nanotechnology is an opportunity to produce superior materials for 
industrial and health applications [1]. The worldwide expansions of nanomaterials led to a huge impact on 
environment and human health; however the effects of large emissions of manufactured nanomaterials have 
not been fully explored yet. 

Nanoparticles (NPs) represent the first block for nanomaterials building; particularly ultrafine particles (<100 
nm) are well known to have a greater adverse impact on health than larger particles [2]. In addition, due to 
their antimicrobial potential [3] silver nanoparticles (Ag-NPs) are among the most common NPs in consumer 
goods: cosmetics, therapeutic agents, textile, household products and in agronomics pesticides (e.g. “Nano-
argentum 10”, Fa Nanosys, Switzerland). Hence products containing engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) are 
already on the market and can be released into the environment during all their life cycle, from the 
production to the waste disposal (landfills and incinerator plants). 

However, safety regulations for NPs use and disposal at the end of the life cycle have not been delivered yet 
by organizations for standards (ISO, OECD, etc.). Moreover, there is a lack of knowledge on the real release 
of engineered nanoparticles in the environment; this is a key problem because the risk of a molecule is 
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determined by the effect as well as by the exposure. Currently, techniques to quantitatively monitor ENM 
emissions are lacking [4]. Therefore, the development of methods to measure and characterize ENMs in 
atmospheric, aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems is an important research priority. 

Particularly, air pollution (presence of inorganic and organic toxic products) is now placed in relation to the 
risk for human health and environment. Air quality assessment by environmental bio monitoring, the study of 
atmospheric deposition on plants (higher plants, mosses and lichens), is well documented [5]. The use of 
biological materials for monitoring heavy metal air pollution was introduced 30 years ago. Since then, a 
variety of organisms and materials have been proposed for bio monitoring purposes. These include mosses, 
lichens, tree barks, tree rings, pine needles, grass, leaves and ferns [6]. 

However the use of mosses for the monitoring of NPs deposition has two main drawbacks: the interference 
of natural NPs makes difficult to determine the trace levels against a higher background of natural colloids; 
moreover mosses can’t live in dry weather conditions. Tillandsia usneoides (Spanish moss), an epiphytic 
bromeliad plant which takes out nutrients and water from air and rainfall, seems to be a suitable bio monitor 
for atmospheric aerosol study. Indeed, it has no contact with soil thus it can take out contaminants from the 
atmosphere [7]. Spanish moss has threadlike leaves that are about 2.5 to 7.5 centimetres long and with a 
rough surface which makes it suitable for atmospheric monitoring. Scanning electron microscope 
observation analysis [8] suggested that pollutants associated with particulate matter are adsorbed by leaves 
surface, scales and stem.  

Therefore this research aimed at evaluating the potentiality of Tillandsia as bio monitor for nanoparticles in 
the atmosphere. For this purpose Tillandsia usneoides samples were sprayed and exposed at Ag 
nanoparticles in a special greenhouse built for toxicological investigations of NPs  and incubated for 2 
months, then the Ag accumulation in Tillandsia was investigated both by mineralization in microwave oven 
and by ESEM-EDS analysis. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1  Exposure of NPs in greenhouse. 
Tillandsia plants were washed for one 
week in the greenhouse of the 
Agricultural Science of the University of 
Bologna in order to eliminate the 
particulate stored on stem and leaves, 
and then they were brought into a 
special greenhouse in Modena (Italy). 
The toxicological investigations of NPs 
on Tillandsia were performed in this 
greenhouse (10x4 m2) in which two 
cubicles were set up dividing the space 
for nanoparticles fumigation from a 
clean control area. The cubicle polluted 
with NPs was equipped with two 
certified NPs filtering devices in order 
to protect the external environment. 
The operators were protected with a 
mask connected through a tube to an 
external air generator (Draeger, 
Germany) and an electro filter to bring down the nanopollution [9]. For the evaluation of the acute effects of 

Fig. 1 Aerosol generator used to spray the Tillandsia in 
greenhouse 
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100*/)( CEcCEcCEaEF −=NPs, an aerosol system was designed to expose plants to airborne 
NPs. Aerosol generator emitted an aqueous suspension of NPs (1000 mg/L) at a rate of 0.3 g/min with a 
mean droplet diameter of 0.35 μm. 

Tillandsia was exposed to Ag-NPs through two spraying cycles (Ag-T1, Ag-T2) of the suspension, while the 
control plants were sprayed with distilled water. The cycles were composed by 5 and 10 spraying operations, 
for Ag-T1 and Ag-T2 respectively, of 10 minutes every day, for one and two week respectively. The 
apparatus used to spray the Tillandsia is showed in Fig.1. 

2.2  Tillandsia usneoides analysis. 
Five replicates of treated and untreated Tillandsia were harvested; air dried and finely milled using an agate 
mill in order to obtain a fine and homogeneous powder. 250 mg were weighted in PTFE vessels and 
mineralized in a microwave oven (Start D 1200, Milestone) with HNO3 Suprapure (Merck, Germany) and 
H2O2 (ratio 4:1 v/v). The mineralized solution was brought to 20 mL with Milli-Q water. Ag as well as the 
major and trace elements concentrations were determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma with optical 
spectrometry (ICP-OES Arcos, Ametek, Germany). 

In addition some Tillandsia plants were sampled and placed in formalin 10% for analysis with scansion 
electron microscopy coupled to X-ray probe (ESEM-EDS). Plants without any chemical fixation were directly 
mounted on stubs for chemical analysis 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  Concentration of Ag and macro elements in Tillandsia usneoides tissues. 

The concentration values for Ag in T. usneoides tissues are shown in Table1. 

 
Table 1 Concentration of Ag in Tillandsia usneoides tissues. The standard deviation (SD) of three replicates 
is also reported. 

Control Ag-T1 Ag-T2 
µg kg-1                                                             

SD SD SD 

Ag  107.8 12.2 2668.2 22.1 3239.6 123.4 

The T. usneoides stem and leaves were completely covered by scales, being responsible for the majority 
aerosol adsorption [10]. The concentrations of Ag in tissues of sprayed plants were higher than the control. 
The enrichment of Ag in T. usneoides treated in greenhouse with respect to the control was calculated by the 
following equation: 

 

Where: EF is the enrichment (%) of the concentration of the element E; CEa is concentration of the element 
E in the sample; CEc is concentration of the element E in the control sample. The values of enrichment were 
were 200 times higher for both treatments, highlighting the efficacy of Ag-NPs treatments in greenhouse and 
the Tillandisia capability to collect the Ag-NPs on its leaves. 

3.2  Concentration of major elements in T. usneoides tissues. 
The concentration values for the analysed major elements are presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Results obtained in Tillandsia usneoides in greenhouse treatment with Ag-NPs spraying. The 
standard deviation (SD) of three replicates is also reported. 
 
 

Control  Ag-T1  Ag-T2  
µg kg-1 

SD SD SD 
Ca  5404.8 1037.3 10538.2 521.4 9546.4 1489.4 
Fe  43.7 8.4 52.7 7.8 55.8 13.6 
K 694.9 83.5 120.0 69.1 0.6 0.0 
Mg 1543.7 227.5 3068.6 188.9 2910.4 720.4 
Na 1707.6 249.8 1607.9 13.8 2035.9 89.0 
P 460.3 64.1 526.6 44.6 673.1 39.5 
S 1078.0 180.9 1520.0 120.8 1394.8 193.9 

 

The values of major elements concentration were lower than those found in T. usneoides exposed at 
atmospheric pollution in an urban environment [11]. The plants sprayed with Ag-NPs showed concentration 
of Ca, Mg, Na, P and S higher, while those of Al, Fe and K were lower than the control. The variation of 
major elements concentrations can be due to metabolic stress of T. usneoides after treatment with Ag-NPs. 

3.3  Electron microscopy investigation 
Analytical techniques associated with electron microscopy, like energy-dispersive X-ray analysis have been 
used to detect contaminant elements, helping the understanding of the process involved in nanoparticles 
accumulation by organisms. 

The morphological analysis showed that the surfaces of all shoots and leaves were completely covered by 
particles (Fig. 2a). The detail of leaves (Fig. 2b) showed the particles collected by scales. 

The particles were present on the leaves and their sizes were about 3-4 micrometres (Fig. 3a and 3b). 
These particles were probably aggregates of Ag nanoparticles sprayed, or nanoparticles collected from the 
atmosphere before the treatment. 

Nanoparticles of Ag were found on leaves (Fig. 4a and 4b). 

 

Fig. 2a View of shoot of T. usneoides covered by 
particle 

Fig. 2b Detail of leaves of T. usneoides in which 
particles are collected by scales. 
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Fig. 3a Enlargement of leaves Fig. 3b Enlargement of stoma 

 

 
 

Fig. 4a Ag nanoparticles found on Tillandsia leaves Fig. 4b X-ray spectra of Ag-NPs 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Tillandsia usneoides proved to be an excellent bio indicator for nanoparticles. In particular the simulation of 
NPs emission in greenhouse and SEM investigations could allow the determination of the potential 
incorporation of engineered nanoparticles in the tissues. Our research is in progress to determine the 
introduction processes of nanoparticle into tissues of plants and understand their potential risk. 
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Abstract 
One-pot microwave assisted modification of a bio-carrier wood dust with Ag-ZnO sub-microparticles is 
presented. Prepared materials were synthesized by hydrothermal route in an open vessel system in 
microwave oven with an external reflux cooling system. Zinc acetate dihydrate and silver nitrate were used 
as sources of zinc and silver ions, HMTA and aqueous ammonia were chosen as reduction and precipitation 
agents. X-ray diffraction (XRD), Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) and scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) were used for structure and morphology characterization. 

Keywords: wood dust, zinc oxide, silver, hydrothermal route, microwave, sub-microparticles 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, development of new polymers does not grow as fast as development of new additives and fillers, 
especially in nano and micro scale, which enhance specific properties of already known and economically 
feasible plastics. Modification of properties with filler imparts potential application of polymer in praxis, 
usually it is health safety, ability to improve mechanical and thermal properties or certain level of 
biodegradability of final material. Recently, plastics used in medical sector and hygiene in every day usage 
should possess antibacterial properties. Positive influence of wood based filler on mechanical, thermal 
properties and biodegradability of plastics has been reported in [1], hence if the surface of this kind of filler is 
treated with other species, i.e. zinc oxide and silver (Ag-ZnO) sub-microparticles, it could lead to fabrication 
of multifunctional system with other specific properties.  Zinc oxide is a wide band gap semiconductor (3.37 
eV) with a large exciton binding energy (60 meV) [2], depending on its size and shape. It can be utilized in 
pigment applications due to its high refractive index (1.95-2.10), in opto-electronics, used as electrical 
conductor when suitably doped [3] and as photocatalytic oxidant [4]. It is categorized as non-toxic and has 
no evidence of carcinogenicity, genotoxicity or reproduction toxicity [5-7] and is a bactericide inhibiting both 
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria [8; 9]. In addition, metallic silver possess many similar properties, 
i.e. antibacterial effects [10], electrical conductivity [11] and oxidative catalysis [12]. Combination of these 
two compounds in Ag-ZnO nanocomposite material results in synergic effect of above mentioned 
properties [13]. 

Hence, we present a simple method of wood dust modification by Ag-ZnO sub-microparticles. Microwave 
(MW) assisted solvothermal modification in open vessel system using modified domestic microwave oven 
and external reflux cooler was adopted towards this purpose.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
Wood dust with size of the particles in range 300-500 µm, bulk density 170-230 g/l (BK 40 – 90, J. 
RETTENMAIER & SÖHNE, Austria) was used as a bio-template for microwave assisted solvothermal 
modification. Zinc acetate dihydrate Zn(CH3COO)2·2H2O (PENTA, Czech Republic) and silver nitrate AgNO3 
(PENTA, Czech Republic) were used as precursors, hexamethylentetramine (HMTA), (CH2)6N4, (LACH-
NER, Czech Republic) and aqueous ammonia 25-29 wt%. (PENTA, Czech Republic) were used as 
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Fig. 1 Powder XRD patterns of synthesized materials 

precipitation agents. All chemicals were of analytical grade and used without further purification. 
Demineralised water was used throughout the experiment.  

Microwave assisted solvothermal synthesis were carried out (see Table 1) in an open vessel system using 
modified domestic microwave oven laboratory system MWG1K-10 operated at 800 W and 2.45 GHz (Radan, 
Czech Republic) with an external reflux cooler. At first, 1 g of wood dust was soaked and stirred vigorously in 
30 mL of water for 30 minutes at laboratory temperature, followed by addition of zinc acetate dihydrate 
(10.800 g dissolved in 60 mL of water) and silver nitrate (0.699 g dissolved in 10 mL of water) mixture. After 
another 30 minutes of stirring in dark, prepared reaction dispersion was preheated in microwave oven for 10 
minutes. In next, HMTA (6.928 g in 50 mL of water) was added via dropping funnel and the mixture heating 
continued for 10 minutes. The second material was prepared in the same way but with addition of aqueous 
ammonia (14.2 mL via dropping funnel) after 20 minutes of MW exposure and prolongation of heating for 
another 10 minutes. Hence, the total time of microwave synthesis differ with the type of sample, 30 minutes 
for the material precipitated with aqueous ammonia (DM_A) and 20 minutes for the sample without the 
second precipitation agent (DM_B). The reaction mixture was always left to cool to approximately 50 °C and 
then the material was collected and washed by microfiltration. Samples were dried at 40 °C in laboratory 
oven until constant weight. Table 1 summarizes sample codes, reaction conditions and yields of products.  

 

Table 1 List of used precursors and reduction/precipitation agents along with MW exposure time and yield of 
each sample 
Sample 

code 
Precursors Reduction/precipitati

on agents 
MW exposure time 

 
Yield 

DM_A Zn(Ac)2·2H2O, AgNO3 HMTA, NH3 30 4.564 

DM_B Zn(Ac)2·2H2O, AgNO3 HMTA 20 1.928 

 

Synthesized materials were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction analysis using PANalytical X’Pert PRO 
X-ray diffractometer (PANalytical, Netherlands) in diffraction range 25 – 85 2θ angle utilizing Cu Kα1 
radiation, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) carried on Vega II/LMU device (Tescan, Czech Republic) 
equipped with a backscattered electron detector (BSE) and energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Wood dust with Ag-ZnO sub-
microparticles was examined by powder 
X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) (see 
Fig. 1). Diffraction lines observed at 2θ 
= 31.7°, 34.4°, 36.2°, 47.5°, 56.5°, 62.8°, 
66.3°, 67.9°, 69.0° and 72.5° can be 
unambiguously assigned to ZnO 
wurtzite hexagonal crystal structure 
according to the JCPDS 01-079-0207 
card. Other observed diffraction peaks 
at 2θ = 38.1°, 44.3°, 64.5°, 76.9° and 
81.3° in the diffractogram were assigned 
to metallic silver crystal structures 
according to JCPDS 01-087-0720 card. 
Also, pure wood dust (DM) was 
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Fig. 2 SEM micrographs of wood dust modified by Ag-
ZnO sub-microparticles 

examined in search for powder XRD patterns, although no significant peaks were found in the diffractogram. 
As it can be seen in Fig. 1, peaks for ZnO in the diffractogram for DM_A material are bigger when compared 
to DM_B material. This was caused by precipitation of residual ZnII cations by aqueous ammonium in the 
second step of the synthesis. This signalizes higher content of crystalline ZnO phase in prepared powder as 
well. DM_A composition was 93 wt% of ZnO and 7 wt% of Ag, whereas DM_B 93 showed 74 wt% of ZnO 
and 26 wt% of Ag. Results are listed in Table 2 along with results from EDX analysis. 

Table 2 Composition of synthesized materials by XRD and EDX analysis 

Sample 
code 

XRD analysis 
 

[wt%] 

EDX analysis 

[at%] 
Ag ZnO Ag Zn 

DM_A 7 93 5.32 5.36 

DM_B 26 74 4.52 3.37 

 

The morphology of wood dust decorated with 
Ag-ZnO sub-microparticles was examined 
under scanning electron microscope using 
BSE detector. Fig. 2 shows synthesized 
materials at three different magnifications and 
allows comparison between products of 
different routes of microwave assisted 
solvothermal synthesis. As it can be seen on 
Fig. 2a, modified bio-template material DM_A 
prepared by utilizing HMTA and aqueous 
ammonia as reduction/precipitation agents of 
zinc acetate dihydrate and silver nitrate was 
entirely cloaked with zinc oxide and silver sub-
microparticles, whereas Fig. 2b shows DM_B 
sample treated just with HMTA agent where 
vacant spots and uncovered substrate surface 
area can be seen. 

Concerning the sub-microstructures, observed 
zinc oxide formed on surface of wood dust 
hexagonal prisms joined by their bases in both 
cases of preparation routes A and B. 
Difference between two synthesized materials 
can be seen in size of evolved hexagonal 
prisms. Material DM_A contains particles with 
diameter up to 2 µm while the size of 
hexagonal prisms in material DM_B was up to 
1.5 µm. Furthermore, the DM_A material 
featured secondary epitaxial growth of 
hexagonal rod shaped particles (Fig. 2c, 2e) 
as a result of precipitation induced by aqueous 
ammonia addition in the second reaction step. 
Formation of both hexagonal prisms and rod 
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Fig. 3 EDX spectrum of synthsized materials 

shaped ZnO sub-microparticles were reported for single generation systems in previous literature, e.g. in [14; 
15]. Two generations system is used for ZnO yield increase originally in this case (see Table 1). Silver 
globular shaped sub-microparticles can be seen on Fig. 2 as light dots with diameter up to 100 nm. Growth 
or change of these particles showed no association with additional increase of reaction mixture basicity due 
to secondary addition of aqueous ammonia. 

In Fig. 3, energy dispersive X-ray analysis EDX typical spectrum was recorded on 200 µm x 200 µm surface 
area of the examined material. Presence of elemental zinc and silver was confirmed. Peak at 0.5 keV was 
assigned to elemental oxygen from ZnO sub-microparticles, wood dust or residual water or other impurities 
on template surface.  Elemental carbon manifested by a peak at 0.3 keV can be assigned to wooden dust or 

organic impurities. Semi-quantitative analysis 
of DM_A material showed zinc content 5.36 
at% and silver content 5.32 at%, whereas 
DM_B material exhibited zinc content 3.37 at% 
and silver content 4.52 at%. These results 
(Table 2) confirmed higher content of zinc in 
DM_A material compared to DM_B material, 
although EDX results showed higher content 
of silver than zinc which is virtually in 
contradiction to the results of powder XRD 
crystalline phase quantification (see Table 2). 
This may be caused by possible adsorption of 
silver cations all over the surface of wood dust, 
whereas zinc oxide formed distinguishable 
clusters of sub-microstructures. It means, that 
silver is present not only in form of metallic 
silver sub-microparticles but also in form of 
Ag-+ bonded on template surface in 

reasonable amounts. Visual observation of color change of the wood dust turning from yellowish white to 
dark grey during the 30 minutes of stirring in dark prior MW exposure supports this explanation. 

4. CONCLUSION 
A simple one-pot microwave assisted solvothermal synthesis of Ag-ZnO modified bio-template in open 
vessel system was introduced. Zinc oxide sub-microparticles and silver globular sub-microparticles were 
synthesized successfully on the template surface. Powder XRD analysis showed crystalline phases of zinc 
oxide and silver in both prepared material. The yield of zinc oxide surface decorations can be increased by 
addition of aqueous ammonia in the second reaction step. The secondary ammonia addition has two effects: 
(i) increase of size of primary twinned ZnO prisms and (ii) growth of secondary generation of significantly 
smaller ZnO hexagonal rods which increases the degree of template surface coverage. Silver spherical sub-
microparticles growth was unaffected by addition of aqueous ammonia and prolongation of heating period. 
Reasonable amount of silver was observed to be present in form of Ag+ adsorbates on the template surface 
for both synthesis routes. 
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Abstract 
Lead is a heavy metal, dangerous for the environment that occurs in soil and also in water and with the 
effects of raining and precipitation can be passed into wastewaters. Therefore, the content of Pb needs to be 
substantially reduced in wastewater. There are several methods to remove lead from wastewater using ion 
exchange resins, chemical precipitation, electroflotation and reverse osmosis. All these methods are 
generally expensive. Another method how to eliminate lead from in wastewater is sorption. 

Magnetically modified biological material – waste from preparation of peanut husks was developed. 
Prepared material was characterized by using scanning electron microscopy. The content of iron, particle 
size and specific surface area were determined. Studies were focused to the sorption properties of newly 
prepared materials. The efficiency in Pb sorption from water solution was investigated under defined 
dynamic conditions. The Pb concentration in solution after its interaction with tested material was determined 
by atomic absorption spectroscopy with flame atomization. The changes of Fe content in magnetically 
modified material were observed. Scanning electron microscopy was used to study surface of material after 
sorption. The experimental data are tested by several types of isotherm models. 

Keywords: lead sorption, magnetically modified biological materials 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Environmental pollution by heavy metals has become an ecotoxicological hazard of prime interest and 
increasing significance. Heavy metal ions are released into the environment in a number of different ways 
[1].  

Lead, one of the high priority toxic pollutants, can reach the environment from various anthropogenic sources 
as well as from natural geochemical processes. It can accumulate in the environment and it is not amenable 
to biological degradation [2, 3].  

A number of technologies has been developed over the years to remove heavy metals from industrial 
wastewaters. The most important technology includes coagulation/flocculation [4]. Other conventional 
chemical methods include precipitation, ion-exchange, electrochemical processes, solvent extraction, and 
membrane technology. All the chemical methods have proved to be much more expensive and less efficient 
[5]. Adsorption is one of the most interesting methods for the removal of heavy metals from various effluents. 
The main properties of adsorbents for heavy metal removal are strong affinity and high loading capacity [6]. 
Sorbents can be divided into organic and inorganic. Natural organic or inorganic sorbents, which are 
particularly abundant and inexpensive, have generally these properties [6, 7, 8]. Therefore, the study of the 
adsorption process is of utmost importance for the understanding of how heavy metals are transferred from a 
liquid mobile phase to the surface of a solid phase [9]. Finally, researchers strive-themselves to find low cost 
and easily available adsorbents [10]. 

In recent years the new sorbents for removing pollutant from water solution have appeared. Materials whose 
physical properties can be varied by application of external magnetic fields belong to a specific class of 
smart materials. In many cases magnetically responsive composite materials can be formed by modification 
of originally diamagnetic materials by magnetic nanoparticles (most often formed by magnetite, maghemite 
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or various ferrites), present in different types of magnetic fluids (ferrofluids) [11]. Adsorbents can be modified 
by magnetic particles to simplify their separation and sometimes to enhance their sorption properties. 
Mockovciakova et al. [12] modified the almost monomineral fraction of bentonite rock (montmorillonite) by 
ferrofluids. Sorption experiments conducted in low concentration ranges 1-10 mg.l-1 of cadmium and 1-15 
mg.l-1 of nickel ions showed that the composite materials possess the potential to be an effective sorbent for 
the removal of heavy metals from waters with low metal concentrations. The others authors described 
sorption on magnetically modified zeolites [13, 14], bentonite [15, 16] and montmorillonite [17]. Some 
composite and magnetic sorbents content inorganic or organic substances. Example of effective removal of 
heavy metal ions Cd2+, Zn2+, Pb2+ and Cu2+ from aqueous solution by polymer-modified magnetic 
nanoparticles were described by Ge at. al. [18]. Brewer's yeast (bottom yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
subsp. uvarum) cells were magnetically modified using water-based magnetic fluid stabilized by perchloric 
acid [19].  Cu2+ biosorption properties of magnetically modified yeast cells were utilized in a continuous 
magnetic system. It can be concluded that the magnetic yeast cells may be used effectively for the specific 
removal of Cu ions from aqueous solutions including wastewater. The magnetically modified yeast cells were 
also used for biosorption of mercury [20]. Results showed that the biosorption capacity was 114.6 mg.g-1 at 
35 ºC and very well fitted to the Langmuir isotherm. Chemisorption processes are probably the rate-limiting 
step of kinetic. Selected magnetically modified composites are used in analytical chemistry for 
preconcentration of inorganic/organic ions/substances before their determination by AAS, AES-ICP and 
chromatography respectively [21, 22].  It means that similar materials may be useful for removing of heavy 
metal ions from water solutions.   

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Materials 
Peanut husks were collected from locally available roasted peanuts; peanut husks were milled in a coffee 
mill and fraction smaller than ca 0.5 mm was collected and used for magnetic modification. Water-based 
ionic magnetic fluid stabilized with perchloric acid was prepared using a standard procedure [23]. The 
ferrofluid was composed of magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles with diameters ranging between 10 and 20 nm 
(electron microscopy measurements). The relative magnetic fluid concentration (25.2 mg.ml-1) is given as the 
iron (II, III) oxide content determined by a colorimetric method [24].  

2.2. Preparation of magnetic adsorbent 
Magnetically responsive peanut husks were prepared in a similar way as magnetic sawdust [8]. Three grams 
of powdered peanut husk in a 50 ml polypropylene centrifuge tube were suspended in 40 ml of methanol and 
then 6 ml of ferrofluid was added. The suspension was mixed on a rotary mixer (Dynal, Norway) for 1 h. The 
magnetically modified peanut husks particles were then twice washed with methanol and air dried [11]. 

2.3. Methods using to characterization of magnetically modified peanuts 
Magnetically modified peanut husks were characterized by using scanning electron microscopy SEM 
combined with energy dispersive X-ray (QUANTA 450 FEG). Specific surface area was measured with the 
Sorptomatic 1990 using nitrogen and calculated by the Advance Data Processing software according to the 
BET isotherm. Chemical compositions of peanut husks were performed using X – RAY diffraction 
(BRUCKER D8 ADVANCE). The Pb and Fe concentration in solution after its interaction with tested material 
was determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy with flame atomization AAS – FA (UNICAM 969). 

2.4. Adsorption of Pb on magnetically modified peanuts 
0.2 g of magnetically modified peanut husks were suspended in 50 ml of storage solution. Concentration of 
storage solution was 1, 10, 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 700 mg.l-1. The suspension was mixed for 1 hour at the 
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laboratory temperature. Then the magnetically modified peanut husks were separated by filtration. The 
concentration of Pb in filtrate was determined after stabilization of solution by HNO3.  

2.5. Adsorption isotherm 
Adsorption isotherms are important to describe how solutes interact with adsorbent and so are critical in 
optimizing the use of adsorbent. Correlation of isotherm data by empirical or theoretical equations is thus 
essential to practical operation. Equilibrium adsorption data were processed to Langmuir and Freundlich 
adsorption isotherms. 

2.5.1. Langmuir isotherm model 
The Langmuir model is valid for monolayer adsorption onto a surface with a finite number of identical sites. 
The well known expression for the Langmuir model is given by: 

b.c1
b.caa m +

=
                 (1) 

where a (expressed in mg.g-1 or mg.ml-1) is the amount of the adsorbed lead per unit mass or sedimented 
volume of magnetically modified biomass and c (expressed in mg.l-1) is the unadsorbed lead concentration in 
solution at equilibrium. am is the maximum amount of the lead per unit mass or sedimented volume of 
biomass to form a complete monolayer on the surface bound at lead concentration and b is a constant 
related to the affinity of the binding sites (expressed in l.mg-1). 

The Langmuir parameters b and am can be graphically obtained by the following linearized form:  

mm a
c

b.a
1

a
c

+=
           (2) 

2.5.2. Freundlich isotherm model 
The Freundlich model is often used to describe the adsorption of gas molecules onto metal surfaces. The 
Freundlich isotherm robustly fits most experimental adsorption–desorption isotherm curves, and is especially 
good for fitting data from highly heterogeneous sorbent systems, including liquid-solid phase. In “batch” 
aqueous adsorption experiments, the data may be fitted to the Freundlich adsorption isotherm. The 
Freundlich isotherm model is usually described is in a form:  

1/nk.ca =                  (3) 

where a is the amount of metal ion adsorbed per unit weight of adsorbent, k and n are the Freundlich 
constants and c is the equilibrium concentration of metal ion. Linearized form can be used for the calculation 
of the constants: 

clog
n
1klogalog +=

                                                                                  (4)  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Material characterizations   
Chemical analysis of composition of magnetically modified peanut husks is presented in Table 1. As can be 
seen from the table, high concentration of Fe2O3 is present, which was added to the peanut husks during the 
magnetization procedure. Loss of ignition was 92.3%. Surface area was determined at 9.4 m2.g-1. Leaching 
of iron from the magnetic material after the adsorption process was insignificant.  
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Table 1 Chemical composition of magnetically modified peanut husks 
Elements Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 P2O5 SO3 K2O CaO TiO2 MnO Fe2O3 
% 0.67 0.17 0.08 0.07 0.10 0.23 0.44 0.28 0.01 0.004 6.22 

 

In order to characterize the surface structure of magnetically modified peanut husks, an analysis was 
performed using scanning electron microscopy. Morphological appearance is shown in Fig. 1, where 1 a is 
the view of the original sample before Pb adsorption. In comparison with the image on Fig. 1c after the 
adsorption process, a larger area of clusters can be seen than on the original sample. In Fig. 1b, d, maps of 
selected elements are shown. As can be seen in Fig.1, iron is adsorbed on the surface of peanut husks. 

      

      
Fig. 1 SEM images of magnetically modified peanut husks before adsorption of Pb (a – original, b - mapping 

content of C, O, Fe) and after adsorption of Pb (c – original, d - mapping content of C, Fe, Pb) 

 

The diffraction powder analysed of the magnetically modified peanut husks proved the content cellulose, 
carbon small proportion of sodium aluminum silicate.   

3.2. Adsorption isotherms 
Since adsorption isotherms can be generated based on numerous theoretical models and to determine the 
capacity of peanuts as sorbent for Pb2+ ions, Langmuir and Freundlich models are the most commonly used. 
The Langmuir model assumes that uptake of metal ions occurs on a homogenous surface by monolayer 
adsorption without any interaction between adsorbed ions. 

In order to study the adsorption of Pb on magnetically modified peanut husks, Langmuir isotherm in the 
linearized form was used for experimental data analysis (see Fig. 3). Correlation coefficient of dependence 
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is 0.9984, suggesting the applicability of Langmuir model. The maximal sorption capability of Pb adsorption 
on the adsorbent is 34.3 mg.g-1.   

In Fig. 3b, a model of Freundlich isotherm is shown in linearized form. The correlation coefficient is in 
comparison with previous dependence lower (0.9116), suggesting that this model to describe the sorption of 
Pb on magnetically modified peanut husks is less suitable. 

   
b) 

Fig. 3 Langmuir isotherm (a) and Freundlich isotherm (b) of Pb adsorption by magnetically modified peanut 
husks 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this work, the study was carried out on the sorption of lead ions on magnetically modified peanut husks. 
The study was carried out dynamically for 1 hour. The results obtained were processed by Langmuir and 
Freudlich isotherm. Results show that the maximal sorption capacity of Pb2+ on the material is 34.3 mg.g-1. 
According to the results of mapping carried out by electron microscopy lead ions are likely to be sorbet on 
the surface of the material.   
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Abstract 
Natural materials on Earth have been evolving for more than billion years. The nature has reached perfect 
solutions. In the nature has every solution some very specific meaning. Animals and plants, thanks to such 
developments, have been perfectly adapted to inhospitable conditions which are prevailing in different places 
on Earth. Structures, developed like this, have very specific properties, such as self-cleaning and super-
hydrophobicity on lotus leaves or as water condensation on the elytra of fog basking beetle (onymacris 
unguicularis). This paper deals with the structural adaptation of limbs of housefly (musca domestica), spitting 
spider (scytodes thoracica), silverfish (lepisma saccharina) and seven-spot ladybird (coccinella 
septempunctata). 

Keywords: Silverfish, Seven-spot ladybird, Spitting spider, Housefly  

1. INTRODUCTION   
The Bionics is relatively new scientific discipline, founded at the turn of 50 and 60 years of the 20th century. 
This discipline breaks down the boundaries between biology and technology. That´s why it is called as 
Bionics. 

In the next few chapters there´s look into the fascinating world of diverse structures. This is allowed by use of 
modern imaging techniques, in this case the scanning electron microscope Zeiss Ultra Plus. We´ll look at the 
various adaptation of limbs of creatures which we call „primitive“, such as silverfish (lepisma saccharina), 
housefly (musca domestica), seven-spot ladybird (coccinella septempunctata) and the spitting spider 
(scytodes thoracica). 

2. THE SILVERFISH 
The silverfish, also called as fismoth (lepisma saccharina) is a 
small, wingless insect. It belongs to the order of Thysanura. Its 
common name derives from the animal's silvery light grey and 
blue colour, combined with the fish-like appearance of its 
movements. Its food is based on primary organic substance 
originating from plants and contains carbohydrates and proteins. 
In household consumes the newspapers, books, glue, wallpapers, 
photographs, clothes and wool. What is so interesting for us? It is 
its ability to overcome vertical walls.  

 

Fish moth foot are ended by a small hook. These hooks are able 
to catch even small roughness and prevent slipping. This simple 
principle enables the silverfish to playfully move on vertical walls. 

  

Fig.1 The Silverfish [1] 
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Fig. 2 A small hook on the foot of silverfish 

3. THE HOUSEFLY 
The housefly (Musca domestica) is a small and very intrusive insect (Fig. 3), 
living in the vicinity of humans. The housefly belongs to the order of Diptera. 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Fig. 4 Small hooks on housefly feet Fig. 5 Miniature hair on housefly feet 

 
Fig. 3 The housefly. [2] 
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The object of our interest is the feet again. As with the silverfish, are the feet of housefly ended by small 
hooks which enable to the housefly overcome a vertical wall (Fig.4). In the detail view we can observe a 
miniature fine hair (Fig. 5). These fine hairs are broadened at the end. The housefly excretes a viscous 
liquid, which adheres to the pad and also to the fine hair. This enables the house fly to stay and move on the 
smooth vertical glass wall. 

4. THE SEVEN-SPOT LADYBIRD 
The seven-spot ladybird (also called ladybug, coccinella 
septempunctata) is the most common ladybird in Europe. Its 
elytra are of a red colour, but punctuated with three black spots 
each, with one further spot being spread over the junction of 
the two, making a total of seven spots. Seven-spot ladybird 
belongs to the family of Coccinellidae. This family is spread 
worldwide. There are many species of ladybirds, different in 
colour from yellow to red or brown. Coccinellidae are 
considered to be very beneficial insects because they feed on 
aphids and other insects which are prejudicial to fields, gardens 
and similar places. What could be inspiring on this beetle? 
Perhaps it  its adaptive feet. 

 

Ladybird crawls on vertical surfaces such as 
walls. For this type of movement has 
specially adapting legs (Fig. 7). If we´re 
looking on the feet of ladybird, we can 
observe the ending with tiny hooks, which 
can catch a minimal inequality of the 
surface. These hooks are sufficient to 
maintain on the walls, but not sufficient for 
climbing on smooth surfaces such as glass. 

 

The style of ladybird´s walking is called 
tripedal. This movement allows fast transfer 
while maintaining maximum stability. During 
this movement legs alternately form 
triangles. During the first step the front and 
back legs on the right side and the middle 
leg on the left side are on the ground, while 
the other legs move forward. The second 
step is exactly the opposite, on the ground are middle right leg and left front and left back leg. 

However, ladybird doesn't keep this type of gait all the time. It is able to adapt to circumstances (for example 
when it´s turning or avoiding an obstacle, four or more legs can touch the ground). Even more, the ladybird is 
able to adapt the style of walking in case of lost of limbs. 

 
Fig. 6 The seven-spot ladybird [3] 

 
Fig. 7 The ending of ladybird´s foot 
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5. THE SPITTING SPIDER 
The spitting spider (scytodes thoracica) has its name because 
it spits a poisonous sticky silken substance over its prey. In 
our region we can meet the spitting spider rarely and only in 
heated buildings such as greenhouses, bakeries, warehouses 
or older homes. The spitting spider is common in the 
Mediterranean; it can be founded especially in the wild 
nature, eg. the steppe localities, under stones. [4] 

 

Feet of the spitting spider are adapted for overcoming of 
smooth vertical surfaces. At the end of the foot, between 
claws (Fig. 9) is the scupula (Fig. 10), which is the densely 
hairy pad, terminating the leg. 

 

 

Fig. 9 The ending of the leg of spitting spider Fig. 10 A hair growing from the last part of leg 

  

 

Individual hairs of scupula further branch into thousands of tiny hairs. These hairs have the dimension 
(transverse) about 220 nm (Fig. 11). Hairs are interacting with the surface by Van der Waals (electrostatic) 
forces. This enables the spider to maintain on smooth glass surfaces. 

Fig. 8 The spitting spider [5] 
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Fig. 11 Detailed hair on spider´s leg 

6. CONCLUSION 
The Homo Sapiens has been evolving for about 2,5 mil. years. In comparison with the nature, which had for 
the development and improvement of structures and materials about 7000 times longer period, it´s 
insignificant. So why should we laboriously invent new solutions when the solution of all possible situations 
lies in front of us incorporated in natural materials and structures. As shown in this article, we only have to do 
very little - observe the structures and materials occurring in the nature, to understand their importance and 
especially their function. Nature has these structures and materials tested and tuned to perfection and more 
importantly, are consistent with the protection of the environment, so why not take advantage in our favour 
and overcome so for us right now unsolvable technical problems and shortcomings. By the way, nature has 
no patents on its solutions, so we don´t need to deal with copyright… 
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Abstract  
Polymer materials and their composites belong among progressive research branches, are part of all 
progressive technologies are in many of them are unsubstitutable. Totally whole new trend represents is 
substitution of glass fibres by natural ones which are from the environmental point of view subject of interest 
of polymers processors. Natural fibres application is important material substitution which traditionally takes 
place also in automotive industry. This paper from the application point of view deals with the friction 
properties analysis of polypropylene and polyactide filled by selected natural fibres of vegetable and animal 
origin (mainly coconut, fleece, flax and cellulose fibres).  PLA is a biodegradable thermoplastic derived from 
lactic acid. 

Keywords: Friction properties, polypropylene, polylactic acid, natural fibres, polymer composites 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Natural fibres application is important material alternation that is traditionally focused also on automotive 
industry which continuously represents a pressure about improving utility properties of plastics and 
composites with polymeric matrixes. Compared to other fibres materials there are many advantages of 
natural fibres used at composites production as e.g. low weight, low wear, flammability, biodegradability and 
mainly low price which is independent on the rock-oil price. Due to relative movement of plastics mechanical 
parts there is friction all the time and wear which strongly influence their service life. Friction properties of 
polymers and their wear is influenced by quite a number of factors: choice of material couple (polymer-on-
polymer contacts or non-polymer-on-polymer contacts) [1], crystallinity [2], surface treatment of part, surface 
roughness [3], sliding speed, service temperature [3], specific pressure [4,5], additives (in dependence on 
their types and amount) [5,6,7], utilization of regrinds [8,9] and so on. Tribological and also physical 
properties of plastics are in many cases improved just by additives – mainly by mineral particles (e.g. talc), 
graphite, metal powders and fibres, solid-state lubricants and so on. Natural fibres (both vegetable and 
animal origin) influence on polymers tribological properties has not been published markedly up to this time 
because natural fibres are in the automotive industry nowadays used as reinforcement of large-area shaped 
parts in the car interior. However it is necessary to stress that such parts are practically produced just by 
moulding of biocomposites not by their injection. Natural composites injection has not been up to these days 
quite largely investigated area which has huge possibilities, potential and presumptions of their rapid 
increase, including applications.   

2. FRICTION PROPERTIES OF POLYMER COMPOSITES WITH NATURAL FIBRES 

2.1  Preparation and injection moulding of composite samples  
At choice of polymer was necessary to take into account that maximal temperature (under which is possible 
to process natural fibres) is 210°C [10]. Composite material was prepared with PP (Thermofil E020M) and 
PLA (Ingeo 3052D) matrixes (PP is the most common polymer used for production composites used in cars 
and PLA is a biodegradable thermoplastics derived from lactic acid) added by natural fibres of coconut, flax, 
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cellulose and fleece fibres (Fig. 1) within ratio 10 up to 30 wt. % on extrusion line of cold granulation under 
temperature 180 up to 200 °C (thereinafter only as NF composite). From such prepared granulates were at 
the injection moulding machine prepared testing samples for subsequent evaluation for tribological and 
physical composites properties. Polylactic acid or polylactide (PLA) is a thermoplastic aliphatic polyester 
derived from renewable resources, such as corn starch (in the United States), tapioca products (roots, chips 
or starch mostly in Asia) or sugarcanes (in the rest of world). It can biodegrade under certain conditions, 
such as the presence of oxygen, and is difficult to recycle [11]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscope images showing a coconut fibre (a, b - cross section), adhesion 
coconut fibre with the PLA matrix (c), flax (d), cellulose (e) and a fleece fibre (f) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Technological process for the preparation of NF composites 
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For composites material preparation (Fig. 2) was necessary to remove from fibers fine organic impurities and 
greases, to modify their length by milling at the shear mill (n = 3000 min-1) with trapezoidal holes of 0,75mm 
(as a optimal length of milled fibres is recommended length within 0,5 up to 2 mm) and dry up them enough. 
For polypropylene composite production was firstly necessary to provide sufficient adhesion between 
hydrophilous fibres and hydrophobic polypropylene matrixes. Because of this purpose was used, in 
cooperation with company DOW Corning, newly developed and patented additive Smart (1,5 % on the basis 
of silicon + 0,2 % on the basis of dialkyl peroxides) – see [12] whose components were added in the liquid 
form directly into double-screw extruder together with natural fibres and PP matrixes.     

2.1  Friction coefficient of natural fibre composites  
With regard to reality that there is not any valid international standard how to determine plastic parts friction 
coefficient or more precisely plates with thickness over 1 mm, measurement was carried out with deviations 
in parts dimensions and value of contact area normal force according to ISO 8295 i.e. standard which 
specifies methodology of determination friction coefficient between folio and thin plate (with thickness c. up 
to 0,5 mm). For experimental measurement was used device with fixed horizontal test desk from anodized 
aluminium (Ra = 0,8 μm) and the moveable jig for placing testing samples (with dimensions 50 x 50 x 4 mm) 
and weight so that loading force gravity centre (FN = 106,6 N) was always in the testing sample centre and 
thus ensuring uniform pressure between planes (Fig. 2).    

Fig. 2 Friction testing equipment concept (left) and testing sample (right) 

Table 1  NF composites and static friction coefficient 
Material Static friction coefficient "μs" 

PP (no fibre) 0,20 ± 0,01 
PP + additive Smart (no fibre) 0,11 ± 0,01 
PLA (no fibre) 0,16 ± 0,02 

Natural fibre 
composite 

Quantity 
wt. % 

Natural fibres 
coconut flax cellulose fleece 

 
PP matrix 

10 0,10 ± 0,01 0,06 ± 0,01 0,09 ± 0,01 0,11 ± 0,01 
20 0,06 ± 0,01 0,05 ± 0,01 0,05 ± 0,01 0,08 ± 0,01 
30 0,06 ± 0,01 0,06 ± 0,01 0,05 ± 0,01 0,08 ± 0,01 

 
PLA matrix 

10 0,12 ± 0,02 0,14 ± 0,02 0,13 ± 0,01 0,13 ± 0,02 
20 0,12 ± 0,01 0,12 ± 0,01 0,12 ± 0,01 0,12 ± 0,02 
30 0,11 ± 0,01 0,12 ± 0,01 0,12 ± 0,01 0,12 ± 0,01 

  

During sliding movement of solid at constant velocity (v = 100 mm/min, [3]) was recorded friction force in the 
dependence on displacement (Fig. 3). From measured values was determinate static friction coefficient 
(from the maximal friction force value after start of displacement) and dynamic friction coefficient 
(determinate from average friction force after passing static friction at displacement 60 mm then between 

injection part 
(testing sample) 

   gating 
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displacements 10 up to 70 mm after start of measurement). As an example of the static friction at polymers 
injection moulding can be taken moment of part ejection from mould. High eject forces can result in 
deformation of injection part, high residual stresses in injection part and so on. Static and dynamic friction 
coefficient values are written in Table 1 and Table 2. 

 

Table 2  NF composites and dynamic friction coefficient 
Material Dynamic friction coefficient "μD" 

PP (no fibre) 0,17 ± 0,01 
PP + additive Smart (no fibre) 0,06 ± 0,01 
PLA (no fibre) 0,10 ± 0,01 

Natural fibre 
composite 

Quantity 
wt. % 

Natural fibres 
coconut flax cellulose fleece 

 
PP matrix 

10 0,05 ± 0,01 0,04 ± 0,01 0,04 ± 0,01 0,08 ± 0,01 
20 0,05 ± 0,00 0,04 ± 0,00 0,04 ± 0,00 0,04 ± 0,01 
30 0,04 ± 0,01 0,04 ± 0,00 0,04 ± 0,00 0,06 ± 0,01 

 
PLA matrix 

10 0,07 ± 0,02 0,06 ± 0,01 0,06 ± 0,01 0,07 ± 0,02 
20 0,06 ± 0,02 0,05 ± 0,02 0,05 ± 0,02 0,06 ± 0,01 
30 0,05 ± 0,01 0,05 ± 0,02 0,05 ± 0,02 0,05 ± 0,02 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Friction force of NF composite with coconut fibres 

3. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NF COMPOSITES 
Physical (or more precisely physical-mechanical) properties of NF composites were evaluated on parts 
produced by the injection moulding according to ISO 294-1 and dimensionally corresponded to relevant 
international standards. With regard to supposed utilization of NF composites as a parts in automotive 
industry were beside sliding properties (Table 1 and Table 2) also evaluated strength characteristics 
according to ISO 527, ISO 178 and ISO 179-1 in the standard environment 23/50 according to ISO 291 
(Table 3). There was also evaluated melt flow in dependence on the fibre type and amount in the PP, 
respectively PLA matrix according to ISO 1133 under conditions 180 °C/10 kg (for PP matrix) or 180 °C/2,16 
kg (for PLA matrix). It is sufficient method for evaluation melt flow material properties of the same matrix [13].  

Strength characteristics of NF composites are summarized in Table 3, i.e. yield tensile stress (σy), tensile 
elongation at break (εB), were with regard to polypropylene matrix determined according to ISO 1873-2 at the 
loading rate 50 mm/min, secant tensile modulus (E) was then determined at the loading rate 2 mm/min and 
Charpy notched impact strength (aCA) under impact pendulum velocity 2,9 m/s.  

Polypropylene  (no fibres) 

                 NF composite with PP matrix and natural fibres 
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Table 3  Physical properties of NF composites 
Material σy 

[MPa] 
εB 

[%] 
E   

 [MPa] 
σfM 

[MPa] 
EfM

[MPa] 
aCA 

[kJ/m2] 
MVR 

[cm3/10min]
PP (no fibre) 27 ± 0,1 39 ± 6,6 1603 ± 33 35 ± 0,2 1287 ± 49   8,8 ± 0,6 254,2 ± 7,6 
PP + Smart (no fibre) 30 ± 0,4 38 ± 2,9 1419 ± 89 39 ± 0,3 1427 ± 38 10,1 ± 0,6   21,0 ± 2,2 
PLA (no fibre) 66 ± 2,1   4 ± 0,8 3394 ± 94 92 ± 3,0 3168 ± 90 18,8 ± 2,3   32,2 ± 0,3 

Natural fibre 
composite 

wt. 
% 

σy 
[MPa] 

εB 
[%] 

E    
[MPa] 

σfM 
[MPa] 

EfM
[MPa] 

aCA 
[kJ/m2] 

MVR 
[cm3/10min] 

P
P

 m
at

rix
 

 
coconut 

10 31 ± 0,2 10 ± 0,6 1763 ± 29 44 ± 0,2 1513 ± 152 5,6 ± 0,6 16,7 ± 2,0 
20 31 ± 0,4 10 ± 1,2 1731 ± 36 45 ± 0,1 1630 ± 26 6,4 ± 0,2 13,2 ± 1,2 
30 32 ± 0,5   7 ± 0,7 1985 ± 17 49 ± 0,2 1884 ± 33 5,4 ± 0,5   9,4 ± 0,8 

 
flax 

10 35 ± 0,5 11 ± 1,2 2304 ± 33 48 ± 0,1 1955 ± 71 5,7 ± 0,2   7,6 ± 0,6 
20 36 ± 0,3   9 ± 0,5 2405 ± 32 50 ± 0,3 2219 ± 46 5,5 ± 0,2   4,3 ± 0,6 
30 44 ± 0,3   7 ± 0,2 2944 ± 38 60 ± 0,3 2868 ± 81 6,2 ± 0,2   3,2 ± 0,3 

 
cellulose 

10 33 ± 0,2 11 ± 1,6 2073 ± 29 47 ± 0,3 1939 ± 58 4,9 ± 0,3   5,3 ± 0,3 
20 34 ± 0,3 11 ± 0,9 2216 ± 28 50 ± 0,1 2184 ± 40 5,1 ± 0,3   3,8 ± 0,4 
30 73 ± 0,3   7 ± 1,1 2863 ± 32 58 ± 0,3 2676 ± 45 5,1 ± 0,3   1,6 ± 0,2 

 
fleece 

10 33 ± 0,3 12 ± 0,7 1815 ± 32 48 ± 0,4 1704 ± 73 5,6 ± 0,2   8,5 ± 0,5 
20 32 ± 0,3 12 ± 1,2 1596 ± 69 48 ± 0,2 1665 ± 50 5,5 ± 0,2   7,5 ± 0,4 
30 37 ± 0,3   8 ± 0,2 1928 ± 24 51 ± 0,2 1710 ± 42 5,6 ± 0,3   3,6 ± 0,4 

P
LA

 m
at

rix
 (b

io
de

gr
ad

ab
le

 p
ol

ym
er

) 
(b

io
de

gr
ad

ab
le

th
er

m
op

la
st

ic
) 

 
coconut 

10 62 ± 1,7   2 ± 0,1 3614 ± 65 88 ± 1,9 3366 ± 20 10,6 ± 1,7 44,5 ± 1,4 
20 58 ± 0,5   2 ± 0,1 3852 ± 99 87 ± 1,0 3474 ± 49 9,0 ± 0,8 21,6 ± 0,3 
30 56 ± 2,6   2 ± 0,1 3975 ± 67 91 ± 1,1 3618 ± 40 8,6 ± 0,9 19,3 ± 0,4 

 
flax 

10 58 ± 0,6   2 ± 0,6 3662 ± 90 91 ± 1,8 3504 ± 91 16,8 ± 0,8  28,9 ± 0,4 
20 56 ± 0,4   2 ± 0,4 3740 ± 97 88 ± 0,9 3674 ± 98  17,2 ± 1,4  20,7 ± 0,7 
30 56 ± 0,3   3 ± 0,6 4181 ± 91 86 ± 1,0 3825 ± 64 16,4 ± 2,2  20,1 ± 1,1 

 
cellulose 

10 62 ± 1,5   2 ± 0,2 3555 ± 98 93 ± 1,8 3375 ± 50 12,9 ± 2,8 18,9 ± 0,3 
20 62 ± 1,0   2 ± 0,2 3844 ± 79 91 ± 2,0 3489 ± 29 13,7 ± 2,5  16,9 ± 0,7 
30 58 ± 1,5   2 ± 0,4 3811 ± 99 87 ± 1,9 3618 ± 25 10,7 ± 0,9  16,9 ± 0,8 

 
fleece 

10 55 ± 0,3   6 ± 0,5 3565 ± 97 79 ± 0,9 3294 ± 59 17,7 ± 1,9   21,7 ± 0,4 
20 51 ± 0,4   6 ± 0,5 3460 ± 81 71 ± 1,0 3436 ± 20 18,7 ± 2,5   36,6 ± 1,3 
30 46 ± 2,0   3 ± 1,2 3571 ± 98 60 ± 1,1 3464 ± 41 19,7 ± 1,6   23,6 ± 1,4 

4. CONCLUSION 
From the results about experimentally determination of NF composites with polypropylene (PP) and 
polylactic acid (PLA) matrix friction properties it is possible to state that natural fibres of vegetable and animal 
origin have a positive influence on final value of coefficient both for static and dynamic friction (Table 1 and 
Table 2). The strong decrease of friction coefficient was already measured by adding adhesive agent whose 
individual components were added into polypropylene in the liquid form at granulates production. Another 
lowering of friction coefficient was achieved by adding the natural fibres – mainly flax fibres in NF composites 
with PP matrix (that means similar as in the case of mineral additives – e.g. talc). With increasing portion of 
natural fibres there was decreasing of friction coefficient - mainly in NF composites with PP matrix. Static 
friction coefficient final decrease has a positive influence on the phase of injection part removal from mould 
cavity during injection moulding and thus also on parts shape accuracy and the residual stress value in the 
injection part.  

From the point of physical or more precisely physical-mechanical properties of NF composites it is possible 
to state that natural fibres increase strength and stiffness of injection parts and decrease their ductility and 
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melt flow rate on the contrary (Table 3). The highest change of strength properties was achieved for 
composite with cellulose fibres and flex fibres, whereas with increasing fibres portion (30 wt.%) are these 
changes for every evaluated fibres markedly. 
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Abstract 
The presented paper focuses on measurements of the distribution of aerosol nano-particles arising from 
selected technological operations in wood processing and/or in a steel plant.  

In wood processing nano-particles produced during operations with exotic woods imported into the Czech 
Republic were studied, as well as their distribution, shape and toxicity in connection with chemical 
composition of the processed wood. The protection factor of the used respirator was determined 
simultaneously. 

Capture of aerosol particles was carried out inside the converter hall of a steel plant; physical and chemical 
analyses of the particles were performed. We discuss potential toxicity of iron nano- and micro- particles and 
also toxicity of other aerosol particles coming from the steel production. 

Keywords: Aerosol nanoparticles, exotic woods, respirator, oxygen steelmaking process, iron, scoria 

1. INTRODUCTION  
The main sources of dust, micro- and nano- particles that exceed the natural background levels are 
anthropogenic activities, e.g. heavy industry, operation of cars, operations that involve metalworking and 
woodworking, milling, grinding, general dust-generating operations etc.  

This has also been one of the main reasons for our measurements in a joinery hall during processing 
(grinding) of certain exotic woods that have found their place on the Czech market and at oxygen convertors 
used in steel works. 

The hall of the selected joinery (Mirror Holubice), where we performed measurements of nanoparticles 
during processing of exotic woods, had the area of 700 m2 and the volume of 3500 m3. The hall and the 
individual technology elements were connected to a filtering extraction system made by Cipres Filtr with the 
power output 37 kW, equipped with a box filter Carm situated outside the hall. The measurement of 
nanoparticles in the steel works EVRAZ Vítkovice Steel, a.s., was performed under regular operating 
conditions in the plant next to continual casting, scarfing machine and in the convertor hall of the steel works. 

2. MEASURING DEVICES  
Measurement of aerosol particles was performed with SMPS (Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer) 3934 which 
consisted of CPC (Condensation Particle Counter) 3022 (working in the low mode) and EC (Electrostatic 
Classifier) 3071 equipped with DMA (Differential Mobility Analyzer) probe 3081 and impactor 0.0457 cm. The 
measurement was conducted in the range from 14 nm to 740 nm.  

Measurement of FIT factors of the protective respirators used PortaCount Pro+ 8038 TSI, methodology 
MAZL – 40/11 (SÚJCHBO), OSHA 29CFR1910.134. 

Weight capture of aerosol particles used Sioutas 225-370 cascade impactors. 
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3. JOINERY  
Initially, we measured the quantity of nanoparticles released by technological operations, such as drilling, 
cutting, milling and grinding on a grinding machine with an abrasive-band. The concentration of 
nanoparticles measured at the latter operation was by two orders of magnitude higher than at the other 
operations. For this reason we focused on that most risky technological operation. The presented experiment 
was conducted at night, only on the grinding machine with an abrasive band used for grinding of surfaces of 
exotic woods (Massaranduba, Ipé, Garapa, Teak, Bilinga, Jatoba, Bangkirai, Merbau, Faveira) with abrasive 
paper, using the speed 17 m/s and abrasive grain AA 100. 

Locations of the measuring instruments in respect to the abrasive-band grinding machine are shown in 
Fig 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Locations of the measuring instruments in respect to the abrasive-band grinding machine 

a) measurement of FIT factors, b) measurement of distribution of aerosol particles (micro), 
c) measurement of distribution of aerosol particles (nano), d) cascade impactor 

During wood processing on the grinder we determined the level of wood reduction by grinding (the biggest 
reduction was found for Garapa, for Merbau it was 3 times lower), we measured distribution of nano- and 
micro- particles, we took samples of sedimented dust for IR analysis, microscopic analysis of shape of the 
particles and we also used TGA and DSC analyses to determine thermal stability of the dust as a risk factor 
affecting potential fire risk [1]. We also investigated optically stimulated luminescence and biological activity 
to Esco etc. The experiment included an efficiency test of a respirator – the protective equipment for operator 
of the grinding machine with an abrasive band. One of the reported indicators of efficient protection of the 
respiratory tract is the FIT factor. It is generally defined as a ratio of the concentration of particles in the 
surroundings and the number of particles behind the protective barrier. Although the FIT factor expresses the 
reduction of particles concentration as a result of the respiratory tract protector, a more practical expression 
is the so-called efficiency of the protective equipment S, indicated in %. 

The results of measurements of distribution of the nanoparticles collected in the measuring point c) shown in 
Fig 1 for certain ground woods are provided in Fig 2. Next to them there are diagrams for the same woods 
with results of measurement of numbers of particles outside and inside the respirator in the location b) in 
Fig. 1, as determined during specified activities performed by the tested person. The activities were 
performed for 1 minute each and they included normal breathing, deep breathing, head moving from side to 
side, head moving up and down, talking, bending down and in the end again normal breathing. 
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Fig. 2: Distribution of wood nanoparticles and numbers of particles outside and inside the respirator 

 

(dřevina = wood; částice v okolí = particles outside the respirator, částice pod respirátorem = particles inside 
the respirator 

Počet částic = Number of particles 

Provedené úkony v časovém interval na úkon = performed activities lasting 1 minute each 

Normální dýchání = normal breathing 

Hluboké dýchání = deep breathing 

Hlava ze strany na stranu = Head moving from side to side 

Hlava nahoru dolů = Head moving up and down 

Mluvení = Talking 

Ohýbání v pase = Bending down 

Normální dýchání = normal breathing) 

The measured values were used to calculate the FIT factors and efficiency of the protective equipment – S 
(see Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Individual FIT factors and overall effectiveness of the protective respirator  

Defined activity 
FIT factor 

Massaranduba Ipé Garapa Teak Bilinga 

Normal breathing 19 21 30 18 39 

Deep breathing 21 17 25 23 37 

Head moving from side to side 18 23 32 13 38 

Head moving up and down 11 14 15 16 27 

Talking 18 16 18 30 26 

Bending down 46 16 36 10 31 

Normal breathing 16 22 134 25 113 

Overall FIT factor 18 17 26 16 35 

Respirator efficiency S 94.4 % 94.1 % 96.2 % 93.8 % 97.1 % 
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The diagrams and values in the table No. 1 indicate a certain correlation between values of the FIT factor 
and the activity performed by the tested person. The lowest factor, i.e. the lowest efficiency, has been found 
for the movement of the head up and down and for talking. The explanation may be the untight edge of the 
respirator on the face (e.g. caused by grimaces when the person is talking). On the contrary, the highest 
factor was found for normal breathing without other movements. 

It is also interesting to mention how the concentrations of particles of individual woods change in time in the 
course of grinding. For Garapa and Teak woods there was no pulsating character of concentrations as it was 
the case with the other woods (e.g. Massaranduba woods has a kind of a regular pulsating concentration). 

4. STEELWORKS  
The basic objective of steelmaking in the oxygen convertor used in EVRAZ Vítkovice Steel, a.s., is to remove 
undesired contamination from the raw iron melt by oxidization. The oxidization process is discontinuous and 
it may be divided into the following steps: a) preparation and storage of the metal melt, b) pre-treatment of 
the metal melt, c) oxidization in the oxygen convertor, d) secondary metallurgy, e) casting. Before 
experimental measurements we tried to identify locations with potentially increased levels of emissions but 
we also had to consider safety of the measuring workers and sensitivity of the employed instrumentation to 
the environment in some measuring points, e.g. high temperature, explosive environment etc. 

The compromise locations selected as measuring points for the distribution of nanoparticles the slab casting 
and the scarfing machine. The measurement of weight capture of aerosol particles with personal cascade 
impactors was performed in the convertor hall of the steelworks at various distances from the convertor door 
and on a platform above recasting of liquid iron. 

4.1. Distribution of nanoparticles in locations of slab continual casting and at the scarfing machine  
6 spectrums were measured in the range from 14 to 736 nm and the average values are shown in Fig. 3 and 
Fig. 4. 

  
Fig. 3: Distribution of aerosol particles in the     Fig 4: Distribution of aerosol particles at the location      

slab continual casting                                     of scarfing machine 

The main peaks around 20 nm are mutually corresponding but higher concentrations of nanoparticles are 
found in the proximity of the scarfing machine, while there are also particles with the diameter around 120 
nm. Also the overall concentration of particles in the nano area is higher by one order and their weight is 5x 
higher (166 µg/m3 compared to 28 µg/m3). 

4.2. Weight capture of aerosol particles in the convertor hall  
The impactor was used for weight capture of aerosol particles during the performed technological operations 
in the convertor part of the steelworks. The weight values of the particles, both summarized 
and differentiated, were recalculated to volume concentrations in the proximity of the given technological 
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operation. The biggest volume concentration of aerosol particles - 61 mg/m3 - was captured by the impactor 
at the recasting of liquid raw iron from the blast furnace transport into the filling ladle. For this point we have 
also investigated the shape of the particles, as shown in pictures from the electron microscope below. 

  
                              Sorting limit (2.5 µm)                                        Sorting limit (1 µm) 

  
           Sorting limit (0.5 µm)                   Sorting limit (0.25 µm) 

Fig. 5: Electron microscope images of nano- and micro-particles in the environment of raw iron casting 

5. CONCLUSIONS  
Inhaling of aerosol micro- and nano- particles leads to their deposition in the human respiratory tract and in 
many cases it is assumed that they are transported into other terminal organs.  Numerous  epidemiological 
studies have determined their negative effect on respiratory and cardiovascular systems in sensitive 
members of the population [2].  

In respect to toxicity, in many cases we face a question of the roles of concentration, chemical composition 
and shape of the particles. Chemical composition of wood is extremely varied and unstable [3]. Apart from 
dominant components, such as cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, it contains many substances from the 
categories of terpenoids, phenols, tannins, quinones, stilbenes, proteins, alkaloids etc., which may feature 
biological activity, both favorable and unfavorable. In respect to the shape of the particles, sharp particles 
that we identified during grinding of some exotic woods (e.g. Massaranduba, Jatoba) seem to be the most 
risky. They may have a similar effect on the organism as asbestos. 

Round shapes of nanoparticles of partly oxidized iron that we identified at the recasting of raw iron probably 
reduce toxicity, simplify transport from alveoli by breathing out ( if we disregard the role of specific weight). 

The appropriate concentration of iron, as an essential element, is important for human health: it is involved in 
transport of oxygen (hemoglobin, myoglobin) in cellular breathing. If the concentration of iron in the organism 
exceeds the capacity of transport and spare proteins for iron then it starts depositing in tissue. Increased 
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deposition of iron in tissue causes fibrotization and reduction of functional tissue. The main symptoms are 
development of liver hemosiderosis and later cirrhosis, diabetes type II, cardiomyopathy, arthritis etc.  

Our measurements have shown that the effectiveness of a regular respirator was sufficient in a short-term 
application, however, a question remains about the quantity of nanoparticles inhaled by the worker during 
the whole shift. Despite a modern extraction system installed in the joinery, the content of aerosol particles 
was two times higher during the operation in comparison with the standstill conditions. 
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Abstract 
We have revealed the radiation damage for the cys/Au NPs/Ni sample by the X-ray irradiation at the energy 
regions of N and O K-edges NEXAFS. The Au NPs colloidal solution is fabricated by the solution plasma 
method, and the adsorption reaction between the Au NPs and L-cysteine is promoted under water 
environment. About the cys/Au NPs/Ni sample after the X-ray irradiation, the radiation damages appear at N 
and O K-edges NEXAFS, S2p XPS and N1s XPS spectra. It is found that the L-cysteine adsorbates desorb 
from the Au NPs surface. This desorption occurs by means of the electron bombardment of secondary 
electrons excited from the Au NPs surface.  

Keywords: L-cysteine, gold nanoparticle, radiation damage, NEXAFS, XPS 

1. INTRODUCTION  
The noble metal nanoparticles(NPs) are utilized in cosmetics, pharmaceutical products, sensor[1] and 
catalyst because those NPs show the optical and chemical properties which depend on both size and 
structure. Especially, numerous investigations for the gold(Au) NPs modified by biomolecules are carried out 
to apply to biosensor and drug delivery system [2] in medical field.  

In the previous studies, the Au NPs are fabricated mainly by the chemical reduction method using 
surfactant[3]. H. Niwa et al. have reported that there are possibility for the poisoning of the rhodium NPs 
surface with the surfactant when those NPs have been fabricated by the above method[4]. While, since the 
solution plasma method is not necessary to add the surfactant[5,6] and it is thought that the surface of the 
fabricated Au NPs is clean, we pay attention to use the solution plasma method in this study. Generally, it is 
known that a functional group with sulfur(S) atom forming a biomolecule indicates high reactivity with the Au 
surface compared to other functional groups. L-cysteine(HSCH2CH(NH2)COOH) possesses a thiol group(-
SH) and exists plentifully in our body. Therefore, the molecular adsorption reaction of the L-cysteine on the 
Au NPs injected into our body might occur. In our previous study, we have decided that the adsorption 
reaction with the L-cysteine is carried out under water environment because approximately 70 % of our body 
consists of water. In addition, we have revealed the molecular adsorption reaction between the L-cysteine 
and the Au NPs fabricated by the solution plasma method under water environment by means of S K-edge 
Near-edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure(NEXAFS) [7]. However, the changes of the chemical states for 
other functional groups forming the L-cysteine, which are amino and carboxyl groups, have not been cleared. 
Thus, it is important to investigate about the above chemical states by Nitrogen(N) and Oxygen(O) K-edges 
NEXAFS measurements.  

Y. Zubavichus et al. have reported that when the L-cysteine is irradiated with the soft X-ray photons at 
energy regions of N and O K-edges NEXAFS for approximately 20 minutes during NEXAFS measurements, 
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the radiation damages of the L-cysteine occur in both amino and carboxyl groups which are including the 
excited elements at each photoabsorption regions[8]. Therefore, we set the purpose of this study as follow. 
Before the investigations for the chemical state changes of both amino and carboxyl groups forming the L-
cysteine on the Au NPs, we must reveal the radiation damages about each functional groups of the L-
cysteine adsorbed on the Au NPs before/after carrying out N and O K-edges NEXAFS by means of both 
NEXAFS and XPS measurements.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The Au NPs with clean surface in aqueous solution were fabricated by the solution plasma method[5-7]. The 
Au rods (99.95 %, 1 mmφ) and KCl (≥99.95 %) were purchased from Nilaco Co. and Wako Pure Chemical 
Industries Ltd., respectively. The Milli-Q water (≥18 MΩcm) was provided. The pulse power source of AC-
high voltage with both the frequency of 20 kHz and the voltage region of 100-150 V was produced by 
KURITA Seisakusho Co. Ltd. Two Au rods faced each other and the distance between rods was about 0.1-
0.2 mm. The Au rods were used as both an electrode and a source of Au NPs. To control the electrical 
resistance of the water, we added the KCl in small quantity of 5 mmol to the water of 200 ml as an 
electrolyte. The Au NPs colloidal solution was fabricated by means of both applying AC-high pulsed voltage 
and agitating by the magnetic stirrer. The color of the fabricated Au NPs colloidal solution was red. The 
average diameter of the fabricated Au NPs was estimated to be 2.9±1.0 nm.  

The L-cysteine powder was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (≥98 %). When the L-cysteine powder of 0.035 
mmol was added to the Au NPs colloidal solution of 5 ml at room temperature, the color of the solution 
changed from red to dark blue rapidly. After 24 hours, the Au NPs aggregated each other and deposited on 
the bottom of the vial as the black colored precipitate, and the colorless supernatant solution occurred on the 
precipitate. To rinse the L-cysteine without adsorption on the Au NPs surface, we extracted the colorless 
supernatant solution and added the distilled water to the vial. Although the all precipitate diffused into the 
distilled water, the black colored precipitate was occurred again after several days. The rinsed precipitate 
was dried in air on the Ni substrate. We call this sample as cys/Au NPs/Ni.  

To investigate the radiation damages of the L-cysteine adsorbates on the Au NPs by irradiation of the 
photons at soft X-ray energy regions of N, O and S K-edges NEXAFS measurements, the N, O and S K-
edges NEXAFS measurements were carried out for the cys/Au NPs/Ni sample. The energy regions of N, O 
and S K-edges NEXAFS measurements were 397-412 eV, 520-550 eV and 2465-2490 eV, respectively. The 
measurement times for each spectrum of N, O and S K-edges NEXAFS were taken to be for 7, 10 and 13 
minutes. Those times also mean the irradiation times per each K-edge measurement. The NEXAFS 
measurement sequences and the irradiation times for the N and O K-edges of two cys/Au NPs/Ni samples 
were changed as follows. For sample (i), the NEXAFS measurements and the irradiation times were carried 
out at N K-edge for 40 minutes (4 times and alignment for 12 minutes) and subsequently at O K-edge for 20 
minutes (1 time and alignment for 10 minutes). In the same manner for sample (ii), the NEXAFS 
measurements and the irradiation times were carried out at O K-edge for 50 minutes (4 times and alignment 
for 10 minutes) and subsequently at N K-edge for 10 minutes (1 time and alignment for 3 minutes). 
Moreover, the S K-edge NEXAFS measurements were performed subsequently for the same irradiated 
positions of those samples (i) and (ii). Another cys/Au NPs/Ni sample, which was not irradiated by N and O 
K-edges NEXAFS and was defined as sample (iii), also was measured by S K-edge NEXAFS as reference 
spectrum.  

The N and O K-edges NEXAFS measurements were carried out by total electron yield method with sample 
drain current under high vacuum condition at BL-14 on Hiroshima Synchrotron Radiation Center (HiSOR) [9]. 
The beamline has been designed to provide monochromatic polarized light. The photon fluxes at N and O K-
edges NEXAFS were estimated to be 2.7×1010 and 5.1×1010 photon/sec/100 mA/mm2, respectively. The S K-
edge NEXAFS measurements were carried out by fluorescence X-ray yield method using the atmospheric 
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XAFS measurement system with He-path at the BL-3 on HiSOR [10,11]. The photon flux at S K-edge 
NEXAFS was estimated to be 1.1×109 photon/sec/100 mA/mm2. The fluorescence yield detection was 
employed using a gas-flow type proportional counter with P-10 gas (10 % CH4 in Ar). Judging from the X-ray 
data booklet section 1.5 by I. Lindau[12] and the manuscript by J.-J. Yeh et al.[13] , the photoemission cross 
sections of among N, O, S and Au at 400 eV(N K-edge) were estimated to be 0.70, 0.065, 0.123 and 0.50, 
and those at 530 eV(O K-edge) were estimated to be 0.34, 0.48, 0.056 and 0.40, respectively. To reveal the 
chemical states of the adsorbates after NEXAFS measurements, the XPS spectra for each same irradiated 
positions of samples (i) and (ii) were recorded by use of both Al Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV) operated at 
200 W(10 kV×20 mA) and a concentric hemispherical electron energy analyzer (PHOIBOS 150-CCD, 
SPECS).   

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  NEXAFS measurements  

3.1.1  N and O K-edges NEXAFS measurements  
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show N K- and O K-edges NEXAFS spectra of the measurements for first and fourth 
times about samples (i) and (ii), respectively. The reference spectrum for N K-edge or O K-edge NEXAFS of 
the powder L-cysteine is also displayed in Fig. 1. To evaluate the amount of radiation damage, we display 
the NEXAFS spectra aligned with the absorption value at pre-edge (397 eV or 520 eV). Y. Zubavichus et al. 
have reported that the each functional groups of L-cysteine powder dissociate by irradiation of soft X-ray at 
energy regions of N and O K-edges[8]. Thus, if the amount of X-ray irradiation increases and the absorption 
value of the NEXAFS spectrum at post-edge decreases, it means that functional groups of cysteine 
adsorbates have dissociated. In addition, we think also that the adsorbates might have desorbed from the Au 
NP surface. Regarding spectrum (a), the absorption intensities at post-edge (412 eV) for first and fourth 
times measurements indicate very slight difference. Therefore, this result means that very slight dissociation 
or desorption of the adsorbates occurs. For spectrum (b), the absorption intensity of fourth times 
measurement slightly decreases at post-edge (530 eV) compared with that of first time. Thus, this result also 
indicates that very slight dissociation or desorption occurs same as the N K-edge NEXAFS. Judging from the 
above results, when we irradiate samples with soft X-rays, although there are differences in photoemission 
cross section at N K-edge or O K-edge, it is found that the dissociation or desorption of the adsorbates on 
the Au NP surface arises. However, since the Signal/Background values for both the N K- and O K-edges 
NEXAFS spectra obtained by means of the total electron yield mode are not good quality and the amount of 
the adsorbates is small quantity, we can not define the assignations of peaks and structures.  
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Fig. 1 (a)N K-edge and (b)O K-edge NEXAFS spectra changes for cys/Au NPs/Ni with X-ray irradiation 
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3.1.2  S K-edge NEXAFS measurements  
Fig. 2 shows the S K-edge NEXAFS spectra for samples (i), (ii) and (iii). All spectra are normalized by edge-
jump. Since the S K-edge NEXAFS spectra for samples (i), (ii) and (iii) are not changed by the repeated 
measurements, we think that the radiation damage about S K-edge NEXAFS measurement does not occur. 
This reason is thought that the photon flux for S K-edge NEXAFS measurement of 1.1×109 photon/sec/100 
mA/mm2 is significantly smaller than those for N and O K-edges. The spectrum for L-cysteine powder 
possesses the peak assigned to σ*(S-C) of L-cysteine at 2473.0 eV, which is not shown in Fig. 2. In addition, 
the full width at half maximum(FWHM) values of the first peaks at 2473.0 eV are broad in comparison with 
that for the L-cysteine powder. In our previous study, we have revealed that the peak assigned to the L-
cysteine thiolate on the Pd NPs is located at 2471.2 eV[14]. We speculate that both the peaks at 2473.0 eV 
for sample (i), (ii) and (iii) and the broadenings of the FWHM values occur by the superposition of the peaks 
of both the L-cysteine and the L-cysteine thiolate on the Au NPs. In our previous studies, we have reported 
the NEXAFS peak position around 2470 eV for the S atom adsorption on the metal surface[14, 15]. Thus, the 
shoulder structure around 2470 eV indicates the existence of atomic S on the Au NPs. The shapes of all 
spectra shown in Fig. 2 are almost the same. Therefore, we think that the changes of chemical states for S 
element do not arise by soft X-ray radiations at energy regions of N, O and S K-edges.  
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3.2  XPS measurements  

3.2.1  S2p  
Fig. 3 shows the S2p XPS spectra for the samples (i), (ii) and (iii). To investigate the radiation damages 
occurred by the X-ray irradiation at the energy regions of N and O K-edges, we subtract the spectrum for 
sample (iii) from the spectra for samples (i) and (ii), respectively. Those subtracted spectra are also shown in 
Fig. 3 and possess the negative values. This means some S including adsorbates desorb from the Au NP 
surface. The shapes for those subtracted spectra are almost equivalent and the main peaks are observed 
around 162 eV. The peak around 162 eV indicates the existence for thiolate-Au bonding[16,17]. Moreover, in 
the previous studies, the peaks around 161 eV and 164 eV have been originated from the atomic S[17] and 
the L-cysteine[16,17] on the Au NPs, respectively. Since the peaks assigned to those adsorbates locate in 
the binding energy region of those subtracted spectra, it is thought that L-cysteine, L-cysteine thiolate and 
atomic S desorb from the Au NPs. The species of these L-cysteine adsorbates correspond to those about S 

Fig. 3 S2p XPS spectra for cys/Au 
NPs/Ni with X-ray irradiaiton 

Fig. 2 S K-edge NEXAFS spectra for 
cys/Au NPs/Ni with X-ray irradiaiton 
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K-edge NEXAFS in section 3.1.2. The amount of all absorption of photon flux for each sample are important 
for the estimation of the radiation damage[8], and the L-cysteine adsorbates adsorb on Au NPs at the thiol 
group. Therefore, to reveal the cause for desorptions of the L-cysteine adsorbates, we have estimated the 
amount of all absorption of photon flux about both S and Au elements for samples (i) and (ii) by means of the 
considerations of both the amount of photon flux[12] and the X-ray irradiation times at N and O K-edges, 
which are described in experimental section. Since the amount of all absorption about Au for the samples (i) 
and (ii) are approximately 5-7 times in comparison with those about S, we think that both the dissociation of 
Au-S bonding and desorptions of L-cysteine adsorbates are promoted by the electron bombardment of 
secondary electrons excited from the Au NPs surface. The ratios of the amount of all absorption about Au for 
the samples (i) and (ii) are estimated to be 1 and 1.1. Since the shapes for those subtracted spectra shown 
in Fig. 3 are almost the same, it is thought that this ratio difference is not enough to discuss the difference 
about the radiation damages. In addition, we can not evaluate the effect about the radiation damages, 
because the qualities of the Signal/Noise for those subtracted spectra are very poor.  

3.2.2  N1s  
Fig. 4 shows the N1s XPS spectra for the samples (i), (ii) and 
(iii). When we subtract the spectrum for sample (iii) from the 
spectra for samples (i) and (ii), the subtracted spectra, which are 
defined as (i)-(iii) and (ii)-(iii), are observed obvious two peaks. 
Those spectra are also shown in Fig. 4. Since the subtracted 
spectra are observed as the negative value peaks, this means 
the desorption of amino group by X-ray irradiation. To clear the 
desorbed components, we carry out the deconvolutions about 
those subtracted spectra. We can deconvolute those spectra by 
two components of C-NH2(399.8 eV)[16] and C-NH3

+(401.9 
eV)[16]. Therefore, it is thought that the N-C bondings for both 
C-NH2 and C-NH3

+ of L-cysteine adsorbates dissociate by the 
resonant Auger process[18] and those NH2 and NH3

+ 
components desorb. The peak intensities of NH3

+ component for 
the spectra (i)-(iii) and (ii)-(iii) are almost the same, while the 
peak intensity of the NH2 component for spectrum (i)-(iii) is high 
in comparison with that for spectrum (ii)-(iii). When we note the 
ratios of the amount of all absorption of photon flux about N for 
the samples (i) and (ii), those ratios for the samples (i) and (ii) 
are estimated to be 1.2 and 1, respectively. In addition, the 
binding energy of NH2 component is low compared to that of 
NH3

+. Thus, it is speculated that NH2 for the sample (i) is easy to dissociate and desorb from L-cysteine.  

4 CONCLUSION 
The Au NPs colloidal solution is fabricated by the solution plasma method. The adsorption reaction between 
Au NPs and L-cysteine is promoted under water environment. When the X-rays at the energy regions of N 
and O K-edges NEXAFS are irradiated to the cys/Au NPs/Ni sample, the changes of the spectra for N and O 
K-edges NEXAFS, S2p XPS and N1s XPS are observed. The L-cysteine, L-cysteine thiolate and atomic S 
adsorbates desorb from the Au NPs surface by means of the electron bombardment of secondary electrons 
excited from the Au NPs surface. In addition, the amino group dissociates and desorbs by the resonant 
Auger process related to the molecular dissociation.  

Fig. 4 N1s XPS spectra for cys/Au 
NPs/Ni with X-ray irradiaiton 
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Abstract 
Health-effects of nanoparticles in humans are little understood. Pre-shift and post-shift spirometry, markers in 
exhaled breath condensate (EBC), and fractional exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) were measured both in 20 
workers exposed to TiO2 aerosol and 19 controls. Particle number size distributions were monitored by 
aerosol spectrometers SMPS and APS, covering the overall size range 15 nm-10 μm. Simultaneously, the 
spatial distributions of total particle number and mass concentrations were determined using a particle 
number concentration monitor (P-TRAK) and a monitor of particle mass concentrations (DustTRAK DRX). 

Malondialdehyde (MDA), 4-hydroxy-trans-nonenale (HNE), 4-hydroxy-trans-hexenale (HHE), 
8-isoProstaglandin F2α (8-isoprostane), 8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG), 8-hydroxyguanosine 
(8-OHG), 5-hydroxymethyl uracil (5-OHMeU), o-tyrosine (o-Tyr), 3-chloro-tyrosine (3-Cl-Tyr), nitrotyrosine 
(NO-Tyr), and leukotrienes (LTs) were analyzed after solid-phase extraction by LC-ESI-MS/MS.  

Total aerosol concentrations in the production plant varied greatly in both space and time; number 
concentrations 1x104-2x105 particles/cm3 and mass concentrations 0.1-30 mg/m3. In the workshops, 90% of 
the particles were smaller than 100 nm in diameter and particle concentrations were 10x higher than in the 
control room.  

All pre-shift and post-shift EBC markers were higher in the workers, excepting pre-shift LT D4. Markers of 
lipid oxidation were elevated (p<0.001): MDA, HNE, HHE, and 8-isoprostane. Markers of oxidation of nucleic 
acids and proteins: 8-OHdG, 8-OHG, 5-OHMeU, 3-Cl-Tyr, NO-Tyr, o-Tyr; and LT B4, C4 and E4 were 
increased (p<0.001). In the workers, EBC pH was lower and FeNO elevated in both samples. This first in-
vivo study in workers suggests adverse effects of chronic exposure to TiO2 aerosol including nano-sized 
fractions.  

Keywords: Nanoparticles, exhaled breath condensate, exhaled nitric oxide, oxidative stress, occupational 
exposure  

1. INTRODUCTION             
The possible adverse health-effects of nanoparticles are as yet little understood [1]. Therefore, this pilot 
study was performed in workers exposed to TiO2 aerosol. Experimental studies currently available highlight 
the proof of biological effects of nanoparticles on the respiratory system with the generation of oxidative 
stress, pro-inflammatory effects and a possible development of fibrosis, pulmonary emphysema and/or 
cancer. There is extensive experimental evidence that oxidative damage permanently occurs to lipids of 
cellular membranes, proteins, and nucleic acids [2]. In nuclear DNA, 8-hydroxy-2'-deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) 
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or 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2'-deoxyguanosine (8-oxodG) are the predominant forms of free radical-induced 
oxidative lesions, and has therefore been widely used as a biomarker for oxidative stress and 
carcinogenesis. Experts´ forecast of the European Risk Observatory of the European Agency for Safety and 
Health at Work (EU-OSHA) puts nanoparticles at the top of the list of emerging risks. No human studies are 
available so far; therefore, no recommendations are available concerning specific examinations of the 
workers exposed to dust containing nanoparticles [3]. Non-invasive methods would be the methods of 
choice. Therefore, the analysis of markers of oxidative stress and inflammation in the exhaled breath 
condensate (EBC) [4] and the measurement of fractional exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) [5] as well-tolerated 
and repeatedly performed methods have been chosen in this study. 

2. METHODS 
The dynamics of aerosol particle number size distributions (PSD) at the workplace was monitored by SMPS 
and APS aerosol spectrometers sampling synchronously with 5 min time resolution and covering the overall 
size range from 15 nm to 10 μm in particle diameter with size resolution of 32 channels/decade. 
Simultaneously, the spatial distributions of total particle number and mass concentrations, respectively, had 
been determined using a portable particle number concentration monitor (P-TRAK) and a portable monitor of 
particle mass concentrations (DustTRAK DRX), respectively. During the shifts, measurements of highly time- 
and size-resolved aerosol concentrations were carried out. 

Pre-shift and post-shift spirometry, markers in exhaled breath condensate (EBC) [4], and fractional exhaled 
nitric oxide (FeNO) [5] were examined in 20 workers (males, mean age 33.7±5.2 years, 11 smokers, 
9 nonsmokers) and 19 controls (males, mean age 34.8±5.0 years, 11 smokers, 8 nonsmokers).  

Malondialdehyde (MDA), 4-hydroxy-trans-nonenale (HNE), 4-hydroxy-trans-hexenale (HHE), 
8-isoProstaglandin F2α (8-isoprostane), 8-OHdG, 8-OHG, 5-hydroxymethyl uracil (5-OHMeU), o-tyrosine 
(o-Tyr), 3-chloro-tyrosine (3-Cl-Tyr), that serves as specific molecular marker for production of chlorinating 
oxidants by the eosinophil peroxidase and myeloperoxidase systems of leukocytes; nitrotyrosine (NO-Tyr), 
and leukotriene (LT) B4, C4, D4 and E4 were analyzed after solid-phase extraction (SPE) by liquid 
chromatography - electrospray ionization - mass spectrometry/mass spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS/MS) [6, 7], in 
pre-shift and post-shift EBC samples collected using Ecoscreen, Jaeger. FeNO was measured by Hypair 
FeNO Medisoft. In the workers the measurements were performed both before and after 8h shifts. The study 
was approved by the Ethical Committee of the 1st Medical Faculty, Charles University. Statistical evaluation 
using following basic statistical tests was performed: test of normality of distribution, arithmetic mean, 
standard deviation, skew, median, modus, Student's t-test for equal variances and for equal means, F-test, 
confidence intervals. Statistical significance was set at p≤ 0.05. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Measurements in the production plant showed that total aerosol concentrations varied greatly in both space 
and time; number concentrations were found in the interval from 1x104 to 2x105 particles/cm3, mass 
concentrations varied between 0.1 to 30 mg/m3. According to their time-sheets, the workers under the study 
spent about 1/3 of their shifts in the vicinity of particle emitting production units, while they were sitting in the 
control room and checking the production lines remotely in the remaining time. Concerning the control room, 
most of aerosol particles were transported indoors from the ambient air, with number concentrations 
between 3x103 and 1x104 particles/cm3; most of these particles being found in the accumulation mode 
centered around 100 nm in particle diameter. At the other three monitoring positions located close to 
production units, total particle concentrations were found to be one order of magnitude higher than in the 
control room. Furthermore, over 90% of those particles were smaller than 100 nm in diameter having the 
ability to penetrate deeply into the alveolar region of the respiratory tract. 
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Markers of oxidative stress of lipids and nucleic acids are shown in Fig. 1; markers of oxidative/nitrosative 
stress of proteins, LTs in the EBC and FeNO are presented in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 1: Malondialdehyde (MDA), 4-hydroxy-trans-nonenale (HNE), 4-hydroxy-trans-hexenale (HHE), 8-
isoProstaglandin F2α (8-isoprostane, 8-ISO), 8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG), 8-hydroxyguanosine 
(8-OHG), hydroxymethyl uracil (5-OHMeU) in the exhaled breath condensate in 20 workers (pre-shift and 
post-shift) and 19 controls. The symbols ** denote the significance levels of data equivalency gained from 

Pre-shift and Controls and Post-shift and Controls. The bars denote the significance levels α=0.05 

Fig 2: 3-chloro-tyrosine (3-Cl-Tyr), nitrotyrosine (NO-Tyr), o-tyrosine (o-Tyr), leukotrienes (LTB4, C4, D4 and 
E4) in the exhaled breath condensate and fractional exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) in 20 workers (pre-shift and 

post-shift) and 19 controls. The symbols **, *, +, and – denote the significance levels of data equivalency 
gained from Pre-shift and Controls and Post-shift and Controls. The bars denote the significance levels 

α=0.05 

 

As can be seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the level of all pre-shift markers studied in the EBC, except pre-shift LT 
D4, were significantly increased in the workers than controls. Post-shift EBC markers in the workers were 
usually slightly higher, comparing to the pre-shift markers, however no statistical difference was noted, 
excepting for HNE (p<0.05). 

Although the breathing volume and EBC volume did not differ significantly between the groups of subjects, 
EBC pH in the workers was significantly lower (p<0.05) both pre-shift (4.83) and post-shift (4.96) than in the 
controls, where 5.74 was found. Also pre-shift (p<0.003) and post-shift (p<0.023) FeNO was higher in the 
workers than in controls. 

When the group of workers and controls were divided into the subgroups of smokers and non-smokers, 
FeNO in both workers and controls was lower; however, the difference was significant only in the controls, as 
shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Fractional exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO, ppb) in the subgroups of non-smokers and smokers in the 
workers (pre-shift and post-shift) and controls. (N.S. not significant, p≥0.05) 

 Controls Workers Pre-shift Workers Post-shift 
Non-Smokers 29±12 49±17 42±16 

Smokers 13.8±4.2 32.0±6.7 29.6±8.4 

p 0.025 N.S. (0.063) N.S. (0.13) 

 

LT B4 was the only marker increased in smoking workers vs. non-smoking workers in both pre-shift 
(44.2±7.7 vs. 34.1±6.2 pg/ml, p<0.05) and post-shift samples (55.0±10.0 vs. 39.7±9.0 pg/ml, p<0.05). LT C4 
was elevated in smokers vs. non-smokers in post-shift samples only (54.0±5.7 vs. 46.0±5.2 pg/ml, p<0.05). 

In vitro studies show that nanoparticles generate reactive oxygen species, deplete endogenous antioxidants 
and produce oxidative damage to lipids, proteins and nucleic acids. Surface area, reactivity and chemical 
composition play important roles in the oxidative potential of particulates [8, 9]. Due to its apparent simplicity 
and non-invasiveness [10], the EBC analysis is a promising technique, that brought positive results in 
subjects exposed to carcinogenic dusts in the past [11]. However, being not yet standardized [12], it is 
considered only a research method.  Potential confounders were eliminated in our study as much as 
possible by the selection of the control subjects matched by sex, age and smoking status, and pre-shift and 
post-shift EBC collection. According to the methodological recommendations [10], identical breathing volume 
(120 liters) was maintained in all subjects; nose breathing was eliminated by nose clips and salivary 
contamination by amylase analysis. Additionally, the collection of EBC was performed in a clean part of the 
TiO2 producing plant, therefore TiO2 contamination from the working environment had been eliminated in all 
pre-shift samples. However, the impact of chronic contamination of the airways and lungs of the workers 
cannot be fully excluded and will be further studied by TiO2 analysis in the EBC samples. Obviously, the 
smoking status did not play any important role. The effect of smoking in the workers was seen solely as the 
LT B4 elevation. It is in agreement with other studies [13]. FeNO, on the other hand, is a standardized 
method for clinical use [14], measuring NO as a biological mediator implicated in the pathophysiology of lung 
diseases. The cut point of 25 ppb enables us to diagnose subjects with asthmatic airways inflammation. 
Recently, inflammation in the lung parenchyma has been associated with increase of FeNO levels [5]. 
Therefore, both the airways and lungs could have been affected by TiO2 aerosol. Smoking as a factor, well 
known to depress FeNO, reduced it in the smokers, both workers and controls; nevertheless this biological 
marker of inflammation was significantly higher in both pre-shift and post-shift samples of workers, exposed 
to TiO2 aerosol.  

To our knowledge, this is the first study performed in vivo in workers exposed to aerosol containing nano-
sized particles showing a positivity of markers of inflammation and of oxidative/nitrosative stress in the lipids, 
proteins, and nucleic acids. Almost all parameters were elevated in the workers already before the shift and 
no further increase due to 8h working shift in the working environment was seen. This fact may point to 
subacute or chronic influence, rather than acute changes.   

4. CONCLUSIONS 
This pilot study suggests the possibility of biological effects of chronic TiO2 exposure to aerosol particles 
containing coarse, fine and nano-sized fractions. The results indicate that oxidative stress and elevated 
levels of oxidatively altered biomolecules are important intermediate endpoints that may be useful markers in 
hazard characterization of particulates. We used non-invasive methods, potentially applicable in the industry. 
In order to evaluate the effects in similar environments, a broader scale study would be needed. 
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Abstract 
The railway traffic is an important source of nanoparticles emissions. Railway transport presents real 
challenges as society tries to ensure a more environmentally sustainable future.  

Transport of goods and people with railways is generally considered as the most environmentally friendly 
means of transportation. Therefore, the high mass concentration of these particles has raised interest among 
researchers concerning environment quality.  

Paper presents a summary of field test results and the comprehensive results from laboratory studies on the 
concentration and size distribution of nanoparticles generated by the railway rolling stock respectively their 
influence on the environment in Banat region. 

Keywords: Nanoparticles, railway, emissions, influence, environment 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Transport presents real challenges as society tries to 
ensure a more environmentally sustainable future. 
Environment is derived from the French word 
“Environner”, which means to encircle or surround. All the 
biological and non-biological entities surrounding us are 
included in environment. As per Environment (Protection) 
Act, 1986, environment includes all the physical and 
biological surroundings of an organism along with their 
interactions. According [2], environment is thus defined as 
“the sum total of water, air and land and the inter-
relationships that exist among them and with the human 
beings, other living organisms and materials”. This is 
schematically presented in Fig. 1[2]. 

Reference [3] was the first article where substances 
released by railways to the environment were investigated 
for the first time. 

Protection of soil, surface water and groundwater requires 
knowledge on the impact of pollutants and nanoparticles 
emitted. In fact, transport sector can be considered as an 
important source of nanoparticles emissions to the 
environment. Until now, numerous studies focus on road traffic pollution, but just a little is known about 
railway traffic. However, regular railway operation is also associated with the diffuse release of inorganic and 
organic substances in the environment (Fig. 2 [3]). 

Fig. 1 [2].Concept of Environment: air, water, 
land, living organisms and materials 

surrounding us and their interactions together 
constitute environment 
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From our knowledge, it was the first assessment in 
which all substances emitted by railways were 
qualified. Moreover, railway companies have 
problems to evaluate the efficiency of common 
drainage systems for substances mobilized from track 
profiles.  

“Transport of goods and people with railways is 
generally considered as the most environmentally 
friendly means of transportation. The remaining 
environmental concerns usually focus on the emission 
of air pollutants and noise. The main emission source 
is considered to be exhaust emissions from diesel 
engines, mainly of NOX, particulate matter and green-
house gases. However, the emission performance for 
diesel locomotives is similar as for non-road 
machinery and usually better than for ship engines. 
With the use of electrically powered engines, these 
emissions are not present and the concern is transferred to wear particles and emissions during electricity 
production. The rate of emission from vehicles of particles stemming from wear of brakes and other 
materials, as well as from re-suspension from the ground, can be expected to depend on train properties 
such as weight and on driving parameters such as speed and acceleration. Wear of various track 
components, catenaries, engines, and wagons generally represent a large cost for train operators and 
railway authorities. Further, wear causes diffusion of valuable material in nature, in the form of polluted water 
or airborne particles, which may affect ecosystems and human health” [4]. 

Also, according [5], “there are comparatively few studies that address the emission of particles from railways, 
probably because the impact on air quality is expected to be small. Those that have been completed 
normally deal with emissions from diesel engines or the air quality in coaches, but with electrical trains, the 
particles mainly originate from wear of rails, brakes, wheels, and carbon contact strips. The friction between 
wheels and rail causes metal losses from the surfaces but it is an open question what fraction of these 
losses results in airborne particles. It is in this context of interest to study particle emissions from railways. 
A number of studies have reported high concentrations of particles in underground stations and subways. 
There are few studies reporting levels of particles in railway environments above ground and no studies 
reporting emission factors or the variability in emissions with driving pattern”. 

PM (particulate matter) is a mass-based criterion, and many different sub-classifications have been 
defined for PM based on the so-called aerodynamic diameter (AD).  

AD expresses the same gravitational settling velocity for a particle in standard air as if it were perfectly 
sphere with the unit density.  

Some examples of PM subcategories are: 

• PM2.5 refers to particles with an AD up to 2.5 µm. 

• PM10 refers to particles with an AD up to 10 µm. 

• Ultra fine fraction PM0.1 refers to particles with an AD up to 0.1µm. 

• Fine fraction PM(2.5-0.1) refers to particles with an AD between 0.1-2.5 µm. 

• Coarse fraction PM(10-2.5) refers to particles with an AD between 2.5-10 µm. 

• These PM can be assimilated in nanoparticles category. 

Fig. 2 [3]. Spatial distribution of substances 
emitted by regular railway operation and their 

influence to environment 
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Fig. 3  [6]  shows a rough comparison of the size of PM2.5, PM10 particles, fine beach sand and a human 
hair. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3[6]. A comparison between the size of fine sand beach diameter, human hair diameter and PM10, 
PM2.5 

In both the US and EU, legislation has determined limitations for the amount of PM10, PM2.5 and certain 
metal compounds for outdoor air quality. These criteria are considered alongside the amount of nitrogen 
dioxide, sulphur dioxide, ozone, and carbon monoxide. Table 1 [6] shows a comparison between some of 
the selected criteria from EU legislation and the US standard. (EPA NAAQS, 2011; EU Directive 
2008/50/EC, 2008) 

Table 1 [6]. A comparison between US and EU legislation for outdoor air quality in some of parameters 

  
(µg/ m³) 

 
(µg/ m³) 

Lead 
(µg/ m³) 

Nickel 
(ng/ m³) 

Arsenic 
(ng/ m³) 

Cadmium 
(ng/ m³) 

PAHs 
(ng/ m³)

US EPA 
NAAQS 

Daily (24 h) 35 150 ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ 

Annual 15  0.15 ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ 

EU directive 
2008/50/EC 

Daily (24 h) ⎯ 50 ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ ⎯ 

Annual 25 40 0.5     

   a)  The rolling three-month average. 

   b)  The limit 50 µg/ m³ must not be exceeded 35 times in a calendar year.  

   c)  Target value enters into force 31.12.2012. 

In our country have not done research in this direction and therefore we proposed a detailed study, both 
theoretically and experimentally, regarding nanoparticles emissions generated by railway transport.  

Fig. 4 [7]. Maps of romanian railway traffic and of the main routes 
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This paper presents a summary of field test results and the comprehensive results from laboratory studies on 
the concentration and size distribution of nanoparticles generated by the railway rolling stock respectively 
their influence on the environment in Banat region, crossed by main route no. 900 and the adjacent. 

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Like research method, we proposed a black-box model as presented in Fig. 5 [8]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5[8]. Black-box model for the emission of particulate matter 

 

The present paper investigates the number and size distribution of airborne wear particles from a 
running InterRegio train. The train was instrumented by a set of two different particle measurement devices 
which collected particles from a sampling point located 145 mm away from the main brake pad. During 
braking, it was highly exposed to the particles generated by the main brake pad. The effect of particles from 
wheel and rail was also traceable in this sampling point when the train was in braking condition on curve 
negotiating.  

The elemental compositions of the collected particles were also studied. Various real operational conditions, 
such as train braking on curve negotiating, were taken into account. 

The main instrument was a GRIMM 1.109 aerosol spectrometer. This instrument measured airborne 
particles 0.25–32 µm in diameter in 31 size intervals and at concentrations from 1 to 2x106 particles. The 
instrument registered number concentrations with a time resolution of 6 seconds.  

The  second  instrument  was a DustTrak 8520, photometer  that  reported  the  mass  concentration  as  mg 
m ֿ◌³.  This is a laser photometer and measures particle concentration roughly corresponding to respirable 
size fractions (AD=4 µm). Thus, it registered mainly particles in the 0.1–10 µm diameter range.  

For the lab analysis, were selected samples of standing water, soil and plants from one railway station, 
Remetea Mare, and four railway sectors with different curvature radius located along the main route 900, as 
presented in the following table. 

 

Influence factors 
Objective functions

1. Establishing the correlation 
between increased concentration of 
suspended harmful particles and 
track curvature 

2. Reducing the concentration of 
harmful particles in suspension 
issued in the environment 

1. Train properties 
(tonnage, mode of travel, 
brake etc.) 

2. Infrastructure and rail 
track embankment (track 
curvature, slope, beam) 
material etc.) 

3. Traction type (diesel, 
electrical) 

4. Weather conditions 
(temperature, pressure, 
humidity) 

Re-suspension in the atmosphere of 
particles deposited on the ground due to 
air currents

Disturbance 

 

 

The PM emissions 
in the environment 
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Table 2. Collected samples on different railway sectors 

Selected sectors from main route 
 900 Timisoara Nord-Lugoj 

Selected samples 

Water Soil Plants

Station Remetea Mare X X X 

Km 540+345-540+715 

R=950 m; H=80 m 
 X X 

Km 550+136-550+512 

R=870 m; H=115 m 
X X X 

Km 554+690-555+130 

R=1850 m; H=60 m 
X X X 

Km 562+627-562+839 

R=1500 m; H=60 m 
 X X 

These samples were collected between 01 June 2012 and 01 July 2012 at a regular interval by 1 (one) 
week. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The GRIMM device was also used to collect particles on filters. 

The comparative percentile weight of each element represents the weight ratio of that element to the 
summation weight of all of detected elements in both filters. The elemental compositions of these particles 
are presented in Table 3.  

Table 3. The comparative percentile weights of  elements detected in the filters; all values are in percent 
      Run Fe Cu Zn Ca Mg Al Sb Na Ni Mn Ba Cr 

Sampling point 1 62.8 10 4.2 2.8 2 1.5 1.2 0.3 7 0.5 2.4 0.6 

Sampling point 2 63.2 10.1 4.3 3.2 3.5 1.3 2.4 0.2 3.3 0.4 0.7 0.5 

Sampling point 3 64 9.3 3.6 4 3.2 3.5 2.1 1 1 0.7 0.6 0.4 

Sampling point 4 63.1 9.6 3.7 4.7 
387682
13111

2.3 2.6 1.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Table 4 [6]. The comparative percentile weights of elements detected in the filters determined using the ICP-
MS method; all values in percent 

 Run Fe Cu Zn Ca Mg Al Sb Na Ni Mn Ba Cr 

Brake Pad 1 65 10.1 4.4 2.9 2.2 1.8 1.4 0.5 7.1 0.6 2.6 0.8 

Global 1 60.2 9.7 3.9 5 4 5.7 1.8 3.2 1.1 0.6 0.2 1.2 

Brake Pad 2 66.2 10.7 4.5 3.5 3.7 1.6 2.8 0.5 3.6 0.7 0.8 0.6 

Global 2 63.9 7.4 3.1 5.3 4.8 5.3 2.3 3.4 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.6 

Brake Pad 3 65.8 9.5 3.8 4.2 3.4 3.7 2.4 1.2 1.3 0.7 0.8 0.5 

Global 3 62.8 8.5 3.3 5.4 4.1 6 2.6 2.2 1 0.7 0.3 0.7 

Brake Pad 4 64.7 9.9 3.9 4.9 4 2.6 2.9 1.6 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.7 

Global 4 59 8.1 3 6 4.9 6 2.6 3.7 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.5 

ICP-MS – inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry – are powerful techniques for trace analysis of elements. 
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According with S. Abassi, the elemental compositions of these particles are presented in Table 4 [6]. 

These differences between results can be explained by the following assumptions:   

• different material composition of: wheels, rails, brake pads and brake discs; 

• operational conditions: low railway traffic, lower speed(max.80 km/h), train unit weighted and braking 
ratio(ratio of brake force to vehicle mass); 

• climatic conditions. 

For those who want to make a prediction regarding level of environmental pollution, especially National 
Agency for Environmental Protection, these values must be taken in consideration. 

“The presence of heavy metals in soil can affect the quality of food, groundwater, micro-organisms activity 
and plant growth. Heavy metals and some trace elements are biologically toxic and can affect and threaten 
the health of human being owing to their accumulation and persistence in the compartments of the food 
chain”[9]. 

Therefore, for a comprehensive study on environmental pollution, the next step will be to analyze these 
nanoparticles uptake by plants, soil and groundwater. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Due to the lack of essential data on emissions of harmful nanoparticles in the atmosphere, it becomes clear 
that an environmental impact assessment cannot currently be fully established.  

Answering the question raised by the proposed research (“Which is the relationship between the 
concentration of nanoparticles, atmospheric factors and characteristics of the railway line?”) requires to 
establish the possible correlation existing between railway’s track curvature on the PM concentration. 

Taking into account the above we consider that the current research is bringing an added value by further 
scientific research on the influence of transport on the railway with all its implications on environmental 
pollution. 
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Abstract 
The up to date increasing number of nanotechnology applications is linked with a serious danger of 
environmental pollution by nanomaterials. Consequently, the ecotoxicity testing of nanomaterials becomes 
an essential part of nanotechnology development. Classical ecotoxicity tests suffer with a number of 
complications when used for nanomaterials. In the case of aquatic toxicity tests, the nanoparticle 
agglomeration in the liquid media is a fundamental problem. The aim of this work is to evaluate the influence 
of important physico-chemical parameters (nanoparticle concentration and illumination conditions) on an 
agglomeration of 40 nm silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) in a liquid media prescribed for fish eco-toxicity test by 
the OECD 203 guideline (Medium 203). 

Keywords: Silver, nanoparticles, aggregation, liquid media, UV-Vis spectroscopy 

1. INTRODUCTION 
An increasing amount of artificial products containing silver nanoparticles (drugs, antimicrobial agents, 
material coating, catalysts,…) results in its inevitable discharge into the environment. The toxicity of silver 
nanoparticles (AgNPs) is affected by intrinsic nanoparticle features such as particle size, surface chemistry, 
capping agents, but also by environmental factors such as pH, redox state, the presence of ligands, ionic 
strength and the ionic composition of the liquid medium [1]. 

Toxic effects of AgNPs have been studied under laboratory conditions on aquatic organisms. There have 
been documented effects such as developmental deformities, altered stress-related gene expression, 
respiratory stress, and nonspecific for many manufactured nanomaterials [2]. 

The fish acute toxicity test performed according to OECD guideline 203 suggests the application of good 
quality natural water or preferably reconstituted water (Medium 203) [3]. This cultivation medium is 
characterized by relatively high ionic strength, which is another important parameter influencing NPs 
aggregation and subsequently results of eco-toxicity tests. 

The aim of this work is to evaluate the influence of nanoparticle concentration and light exposition on the 
agglomeration of AgNPs in a common liquid medium for an aquatic toxicity test (Medium 203). 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Primary AgNPs colloid was prepared from 10 mL of redistilled water, 10 ml of 5 mM silver nitrate, 10 mL of 
0.025 M ammonia, 10 mL of 0.05 M sodium hydroxide and 10 mL of 0.05 M glucose. The reaction mixture 
was stirred at a room temperature for 15 min. The characterization of the particles was performed by 
dynamic light scattering (DLS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The hydrodynamic diameter of the 
spherical AgNPs (DH) was 40 nm.  

Medium 203 was prepared according to the OECD 203 guideline [3]. The resulting concentrations of salts 
were 2 mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM MgSO4, 0.77 mM NaHCO3 and 0.075 mM KCl with the final ionic strength of 680 
µS.cm-1.  
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The agglomeration of AgNPs was studied with the use of an UV-Vis spectroscopy in experimental colloids 
prepared by mixing of primary AgNPs colloid (cAg = 1 mM) with demineralized water or Medium 203 
immediately prior to measurement. The final concentration of Ag in these colloids was verified by ICP-OES. 
A Perkin Elmer Lambda 12 employing a 3.5 ml cuvette with an optical path of 1 cm at laboratory temperature 
was employed in order to measure the UV-Vis spectra.  

The illumination tests were carried out employing LED sources (417 and 740 nm, the light intensity 35 W/m2 
both) and a polychromatic light source (Hund FLQ 150 M, max. intensity 1600 W/m2).    

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

3.1. UV-Vis spectra of AgNPs single particles and agglomerates in experimental colloids 
Agglomeration of AgNPs in experimental colloids prepared by dilution of primary colloid with demineralized 
water or Medium 203 was studied with the use of UV-Vis. The spectra of AgNPs colloid diluted with 
demineralized water exhibit a single band with a maximum at 404 nm (Fig. 1a). This band corresponds to the 
surface plasmon resonance of the spherical single particles with a diameter of 40 nm [4]. The intensity of the 
band is correlated to the concentration of single AgNPs (Fig. 1a). The experimental colloids diluted with 
demineralized water revealed a high stability over a time scale of 80 min for the Ag concentration range 10 – 
250 µM (Fig. 1a). 

The time-resolved UV-Vis spectra of AgNPs in Medium 203 exhibit a new band with maxima 620 – 760 nm 
associated with the growth of the agglomerates. The band maxima are shifted to higher values of 
wavelengths in correspondence with the increase in the agglomerate diameter [4]. The agglomeration 
process is exhibited on UV-Vis spectra by decreasing the intensity of the single AgNPs band and an 
increase in the intensity as well as the wavelength maxima of the agglomerate band for the AgNPs colloids 
based on Medium 203 (Fig. 1b). The concentration of single AgNPs in the experimental colloid was 
determined by deconvolution of the enveloping curve (Fig. 1c). 
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Fig. 1 a. UV-Vis spectra of AgNPs in demineralized water, b. UV-Vis spectra of AgNPs in Medium 203 (cAg 

50µM), c. illustration of deconvolution of envelope curve 

3.2. The influence of AgNPs concentration in Medium 203 on particle agglomeration  
The agglomeration process was described by a relative concentration of single particles related to the total 
AgNPs concentration (c/c0). 
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The actual concentrations of single 
AgNPs (c) were determined by 
employing the above-mentioned 
procedure of UV-Vis spectra 
deconvolution. The c/c0 values are 
decreasing for all of the studied Ag 
concentration (Fig. 2) during the 
experimental period. The increased 
concentration of AgNPs in Medium 
203 led to the acceleration of the 
agglomeration process and an 
increase in the agglomeration extent. 
The agglomeration process was not 
detected in the demineralized water 
(Fig. 1a).  

 

3.3. The influence of illumination of experimental colloids on particle agglomeration 
The effect of light exposition on the agglomeration process was studied employing the following light 
sources: 

• 417 nm – close to the maximum absorption of single particles (light intensity 35 W/m2); 

• 740 nm - close to the maximum absorption of agglomerates (light intensity 35 W/m2); 

• polychromatic light – model of natural light condition (maximum light intensity 1600 W/m2).  

Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of 
different light conditions on 
AgNPs agglomeration in colloid 
with an initial concentration of 
single AgNPs c0=50 µM. The 
rate of actual and initial 
concentrations of single AgNPs 
(c/c0) was used for 
a description of the 
agglomeration process. The 
time-dependences of the 
relative single particle 
concentration clearly indicates 
the acceleration of 
agglomeration rates and the 
extent in order dark<740 
nm<417 nm < polychromatic 
light illumination. 

 

 

The value of time when relative values c/c0 reach 0.5 (τ1/2) and value c/c0 in 80 min (c80min/c0) were used for 
quantification of the rate and the extent of the agglomeration process under different conditions (Table 1). 
The above-mentioned order (dark<740 nm<417 nm < polychromatic light illumination) of the agglomeration 

Fig. 2. The time dependence of c/c0 of single AgNPs in the 
Medium 203 for c0 = 10-250 µM 

Fig. 3. The effect of illumination on time dependences of relative 
single particle concentration for c0 = 50 µM in the Medium 203 
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rate and extent is a general trend independent from the concentration in a range of 50 – 250 µM (Table 1). It 
could be tentatively assigned to the efficiency of the energy addition of to the AgNPs. The added energy 
induces the erosion of the AgNPs sheltering the double layer and accelerates the agglomeration. 

This hypothesis is in sound correlation with the result of the experiment with polychromatic light intensity 
(400 – 1600 W/m2. The higher intensity induced a higher agglomeration rate and extent (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. The influence of illumination on nanoparticles agglomeration 
c  (µM) 50 100 250 

 τ1/2 c80min/c0 τ1/2 c80min/c0 τ1/2 c80min/c0 I τ1/2 c80min/c0 

 min  min  min  W/m2 min  

Dark n.d. 0.60 26.5 0.42 3.9 0.38 Dark 3.9 0.38 

740 nm n.d. 0.52 12.33 0.37 3.77 0.28 400 3.85 0.29 

417 nm 25.45 0.44 6.43 0.31 3.59 0.20 800 3.83 0.23 

Polychromatic 8.38 0.37 6.04 0.25 3.36 0.19 1600 3.36 0.19 

4. CONCLUSION  
UV-Vis spectroscopy was used for a description of time dependent behavior of AgNPs colloids in 
demineralized water and Media 203. The system based on demineralized water exhibits a high time stability 
with the, rate of AgNPs agglomeration in Medium 203 being strongly dependent on the colloid concentration.  

The agglomeration rates and extents were tested with respect to the colloid illumination condition with blue 
light (417 nm - single particles absorption), red light (740 nm – agglomerates absorption) and with 
polychromatic light. The illumination effected the agglomeration rate and extent in the trend of polychromatic 
light > blue light > red light > dark reference.  

Obtained results indicate the potentially high influence of tested parameters (AgNPs concentration and light 
irradiation) on results of aquatic toxicity tests. Consequently, the test design of classical aquatic toxicity test 
should be modified to respect the importance of these parameters.      
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Abstract  
Bast fiber reinforced biocomposites are used increasingly more often in various fields of applications, 
replacing composites reinforced with synthetic fibers. This paper focuses on biocomposites reinforced with 
hemp shives in form of dust with melamino-formaldehyde matrix and aims to make a comparative analysis of 
the bending properties of these biocomposites determined both experimentally and theoretically. 

Keywords: Biocomposites, bending properties, hemp shives 

1. INTRODUCTION  
In recent years researchers have focused their studies on designing composite materials compatible with 
the environment having as reinforcing elements natural fibers [2]. 

Humanity is faced in recent years with major environmental problems caused by pollution. Therefore the 
development of human society at all its levels is required to take into consideration new methods of reducing 
and / or eliminate the harmful effects of pollution on the environment. 

Therefore from the engineering sciences point of view, especially materials science, researchers show an 
increasing interest in the production and use of green and echological composite materials which could be 
able to supplement or even replace conventional composite materials in various fields of use [4]. 

Composite materials which contain increasingly more recyclable, renewable elements such as vegetal fibers 
as reinforcing materials, are used more often in various fields of applications instead of composite materials 
which contain synthetic fibers like glass fibers or carbon fibers (petrochemicals). 

The most common vegetal fibers used as reinforcing elements in composite materials are bast fibers [3] 
because of their benefits like low density, good mechanical properties, they are natural products, they need 
low energy requirements during production [5]. 

During the processing of bast fibers, wastes in form of shives are resulting, which like the fibers, can be used 
as reinforcing elements in biocomposite materials. In this way a better recovery of these fibers can be 
obtained. 

Matrices used in producing fiber reinforced composite materials are synthetic or organic polymeric resins. 
Due to the high cost of manufacturing technologies of organic polymers, synthetic polymers are used more 
often. 

Matrices based on synthetic polymer resins may be thermoplastic resins or thermosetting resins . Melamine 
resins are thermosetting resins.Thermoset polymers are typically in liquid form at room temperature. They 
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are used for biocomposites because their mechanical properties do not degrade at high temperatures. They 
are applied to the fibers in liquid form and the fiber-matrix combination is then formed into its final shape [1].  

This paper analyzes the flexural properties of composite materials with melamino-formaldehyde resins 
reinforced with hemp shives in form of fine or coarse dust. 

The mechanical flexural properties were determined both experimentally by bending tests and theoretically. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1  Materials and methods  

2.1.1  Materials   
The reinforcing elements used in producing the composite material are shives which resulted through 
grinding during the process of obtaining the hemp tow.The dimensions are: length 0.1-0.2mm , width 0.05-
0.2mm for the fine dust and 0.5- 1mm length and 0.3-0.5mm width for the coarse dust. 

The melamino-formaldehyde resin used was of type KRONOCOL SM 10 and the compatibility agent 
KRONOCOL CH1. The compatibility agent has the role to initiate the process of polymerisation of the resin 
during the process of thermopressing of the composite. The testing specimens  are shown in Fig. 1a and b. 
The dimensions of the testing specimens are presented in Table 1 for Sample A and Table 2 for Sample B. 

The testing method used was the 3 point bending method. 

Sample A- Vf=83%, Vm=17%. 

• matrix:  melamino-formaldehyde resin -10%  
• reinforcing element: hemp shives in form of fine dust - 83% 

• water: 7%  

• distance between the supports (span length): L =36 mm 

 

Sample B- Vf=83%, Vm=17%. 

• matrix: melamino-formaldehyde resin -10%  

• reinforcing element: hemp shives in form of coarse dust - 83% 

• water: 7% 

• distance between the supports(span length): L =36 mm 

 

           
a) Sample A (fine dust)                     b) Sample A (coarse dust) 

Fig.1 Testing specimens 
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Table 1 Dimensions of the testing specimens for Sample A 

Testing Specimen 
Sample A (Fine dust) 

Length 
[mm] 

Width 
[mm] 

1 2.28 7.8 

2 2.24 7.5 

3 2.3 7.4 

4 2.3 7.82 

5 2.5 7.83 

Table 2 Dimensions of the testing specimens for Sample B 

Testing Specimen 
Sample B (Coarse dust) 

Length 
[mm] d 

Width 
[mm] b

1 2.45 7.85 

2 2.45 7.6 

3 2.46 7.75 

4 2.45 7.45 

5 2.43 7.7 

2.1.2  Methods   
The bending tests were conducted  
according to ASTM D790/2002, using a 
Zwick/Roell Z005 testing device (Fig.2). The 
testing speed was 2mm/min. The samples 
were tested in 3-pt bending with a span 
length of 36 mm. At least 5 specimens for 
each type of material were tested. During 
the experimental tests the testing force and 
midspan deflection (standard trave ) were 
determined. 

 

            Fig.2 Device Zwick/Roell Z005 used for the bending test  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The mechanical bending properties expressed by flexural stress σf, flexural strain εf and the chord modulus 
were estimated theoretically using the experimental results.  

The flexural stress was calculated for any point on the load-deflection curve by means of the following 
equation:  

22
3

db
LP

f ××
××

=σ                                                                                                                          (1) 

Where: 

σf = stress in the outer fibers at midpoint, [MPa] 
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P = load at a given point on the load-deflection curve, [N] 

L = support span, [mm] 

b = width of the  testing specimen, [mm] 

d = depth of the testing specimen, [mm] 

The flexural strain was calculated according to with the following equation : 

 

2

6
L

dD
f

××
=ε                                                                                                                         (2)  

Where: 

εf  is the strain in the outer surface, mm/mm 

D = maximum deflection of the center of the beam, (midspan deflexion, standard trave) [mm] 

L = support span, mm 

The chord modulus  was calculated according to ASTM D790 with the following equation : 

12

12

ff

ff
fE

εε
σσ

−

−
=                                                                                                                                      (3) 

Where: 

σf2  and σf1  are the flexural stresses, calculated from equation (1) and measured at the predefined points on 
the load deflection curve, and εf2  and εf1  are the flexural strain values, calculated from equation (2) and 
measured at the predetermined points on the load deflection curve. 

The mechanical flexural properties of the biocomposite material resulted from the bending test are presented 
in Table 3 and Table 4.  

Table 3. Mechanical flexural properties of the biocomposite with hemp shives in form of fine dust (Sample A) 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 4. Mechanical flexural properties of the biocomposite with hemp shives in form of coarse dust (Sample 
B) 

Testing specimens 
Sample B 

Standard trave 
D [mm] 

Force
Max. 
P [N] 

Stress Max
σf [MPa] 

Modulus of elasticity 
(Chord Modulus) 

E [MPa]] 
1 1.06 19.67 22.42 2141 

2 0.88 21.72 25.63 2796 

3 0.76 18.52 21.3 2635 

4 0.88 19.42 23.31 2661 

5 1.15 15.47 18.26 1583 

Testing specimens 
Sample A 

Standard trave 
D [mm] 

Force 
Max. 
P [N] 

Stress Max
σf  [MPa] 

Modulus of elasticity 
(Chord Modulus) 

E [MPa] 
1 1,05 18,33 24.38 2402 
2 1.13 21.44 30,66 2435 
3 1.15 21.25 29.11 2616 
4 1.17 21.85 28.4 2574 
5 1.12 15.41 16.95 1573 
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The variations of flexural stress / flexural strain for each type of biocomposite sample are represented in 
Figs 3a-e. 

       

 

 
Figs. 3.a-e. Variations of flexural stress σf vs flexural strain εf for each type of biocomposite 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The biocomposite material reinforced with hemp shives in form of fine dust has better flexural properties than 
the biocomposite material reinforced with hemp shives in form of coarse dust. This can be explained by the 
fact that in case of the biocomposite material reinforced with hemp shives in form of fine dust, the reinforcing 
element has a better homogenization in the matrix. This causes a better adhesion of the matrix to the 
reinforcing element. These biocomposites are not harmful to the environment due to the fact that at the end 
of their time of use, the reinforcing elements in form of shives decompose under the action of the soil 
bacteria.These composite materials can be used in various fields of applications such as furniture industry.  
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Abstract  
The incorporation of engineered nanoparticles in commercial products is progressively increasing and so is 
the potential for release of these novel materials into the environment. In fact, some recent studies 
demonstrate the release of nanomaterials, in particular nano-TiO2, from different ENP containing products 
such as sun-screens, paints, coatings etc. This implies that nanomaterials will reach the aquatic environment 
and that they could constitute a risk to aquatic organisms and humans. 

Common knowledge concerning photoactive nano-TiO2 effects on freshwater organisms is largely limited to 
acute toxicity tests without taking into consideration the solar UVA irradiation. Our approach based on the 
combination of a standardized ecotoxicology method (OECD test 202) with expected solar UVA contribution 
will allow more realistic understanding of the toxicity of nTiO2 to Daphnia magna. To reproduce the natural 
conditions of solar radiation, UVA-365 was monitored for 20 days during summer. The mean UVA intensity 
(0.56 mW/cm2) was chosen to reproduce the approximate radiation that the daphnids would be exposed to in 
a summer day. 

The results clearly demonstrate the higher toxicity of TiO2 nanoparticles to Daphnia magna when they are 
exposed to UV-light, therefore this factor should not be neglected when studying the ecotoxicity of 
photocatalytic nanomaterials. While TiO2 NPs can be classified as “harmful” to daphnids under darkness 
conditions (EC50 in the range 10-100 mg/L), when exposed to UVA they can be classified as “toxic” (EC50 in 
the range 1-10 mg/L). Water matrix was also taken into account, and thus, ecotoxicology tests were carried 
out in two different water matrices: river natural water and ISO test water.  

Keywords: Titanium dioxide nanoparticles, Daphnia magna, acute toxicity, UV radiation, ROS 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The incorporation of engineered nanoparticles (ENP) in commercial products is progressively increasing and 
so the potential for release of these novel materials into the environment. Once that nanomaterials reach the 
aquatic environment they could constitute a risk to aquatic organisms and humans. 

Most of the attention has been given to standardized ecotoxicology tests to evaluate the environmental 
effects of nanoparticles (NPs). In addition, although some studies have been performed on the acute 
standard ecotoxicology of nTiO2 to daphnids, they were usually done under dark conditions or with intervals 
under visible light [1,2]. Consequently, these studies do not take into account the photocatalytic reactions 
that take place at the TiO2 surface after exposure to solar ultraviolet-A (UVA) radiation. Formation of reactive 
oxygen species during the photocatalytic process, governed by the crystalline form of the photocatalyst, has 
been shown to have a negative effect on bacteria, for example [3].  

Therefore, the aim of the present study was to explore the influence of UVA light on the toxicity of TiO2 
toward Daphnia magna to simulate a more realistic environmental scenario and to compare these results 
with those of common tests under dark conditions. The influence of the water matrix was also evaluated by 
using the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) test water and river water.  
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Ecotoxicity test &Organism 
The Daphnia magna acute immobilization test (OECD test No. 202) [4] was used to give an estimate of the 
toxic effects of the TiO2 (Degussa P25 from Evonik) on freshwater invertebrates [5]. D. magna was selected 
to study the effects of nTiO2 in water as they are filtering aquatic organisms, and sensitive to the composition 
of the water media in which they live.   

2.2. Contaminant dose 
The contaminant concentration was adapted so as to have data to calculate EC50. The specimens were 
tested for a period of 48 hours in 72 mL test tubes. Each tube contained 70 mL of a range of six TiO2 
concentrations ; under darkness 0, 10, 18, 32, 58 and 105 mg/L TiO2 and 0, 1, 1.8, 3.24, 5.83 and 10.5 when 
exposed to UVA light, dispersions were sonicated for 30 min in a water bath and nTiO2 concentrations were 
verified by ICP-OES.  

2.3. Water matrix 
The tests were executed in: i) ISO test water as indicated in the OECD test (water quality parameters: pH: 
7.54; conductivity: 0.58 mS/cm; dissolved oxygen: 6.78 mg/L) and ii) a real river water (Water quality 
parameters: pH: 8.15; conductivity: 0.23 mS/cm; TOC: 1.5 mg/L; dissolved oxygen:7.52 mg/L; heavy metals 
concentration such as Zn2+, Pb2+, Ni2+, Hg2+, Cu2+, Cr3+ and Cd2+ were below instrumental LOD: 5 μg/L).  
Since D. magna naturally lives in clean rivers, it was considered relevant to carry out the ecotoxicity test in 
this media as well. No immobilization of the organisms was seen in any of the water matrices under darkness 
conditions. 

2.4. Light conditions 
OECD test No 202 was carried out from an innovative 
approach (by exposing the TiO2 to UVA light) to 
assess the ecotoxicity of the TiO2 towards D. magna. 
With the intention to simulate natural conditions in the 
current test, summer solar UVA-365 nm radiation was 
measured in Derio (GPS coordinates: Lat = 
43.295935, Lon = -2.871209). The maximum 
measured radiation density was 0.26 mW/cm2 in the 
shade and 1.8 mW/cm2 in an area directly exposed to 
sunlight (Fig. 1). During the 48-h test, two cycles of 16 
h UVA and 8 h darkness were employed with no 
media renewal. Solutions were illuminated with a 
F20T12 Hg UVA 20-W lamp from GE Lighting. 
Ultraviolet-A 365-n mirradiance density was 0.56 
mW/cm2 on the surface of the water samples and 0.29 
mW/cm2 at the bottom of the 72-mL sample test tube 
(height, 20 cm; diameter, 2 cm). Two cycles of 16-h 
UVA illumination at 0.56 mW/cm2 + 8 h of darkness did 
not cause an immobilization of the daphnids in any of 
the water matrices tested without TiO2 . 

 

 

Fig. 1. Solar UVA-365 nm (mW/cm2) intensity 
over 20 days in summer at 9:00, 12:00 and 15:00 
measured in the shade (a) and exposed directly 
to the sunlight (b). Projected System Reference 

UTM ED50 30T 510488m E/4793777m N 
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3. RESULTS & DISCUSION 

3.1. EC50 
The results clearly demonstrate the higher toxicity of TiO2 nanoparticles to D. magna when they are exposed 
to UV-light. The lethal TiO2 NP concentration differed depending on the light and water matrix conditions. 
EC50 under darkness conditions was 10 and 25 times higher for river and ISO test water respectively (Table. 
1). In river water, the results do not differ much from those obtained ISO test water. The EC50 are slightly 
higher for the real matrix. This small difference in the toxicity may be because river water contained a small 
amount of organic matter (TOC:1.5 mg/L). The organic matter may decrease the concentration of 
bioavailable NPs to the organisms by adsorption or interaction mechanisms. This may help reduce the 
ecotoxicity.  

 

Table 1: EC50 obtained for the two water types 

 

3.2. Ecotoxicity mechanism when exposed to UVA light  
Bioaccumulation of NPs in 
the gut tract was observed 
in all tested concentration 
(Fig 2). This was expected 
as D. magna is a filtering 
organism which means 
that they can ingest 
particles up to few µm. 
However if they cannot 
excrete them 
bioaccumulation will occur. 
This was the case for the 
small size of TiO2 NPs or 
aggregates (Fig. 2). 

TiO2 activated by UV 
radiation generates 
reactive oxidation species (ROS) which may be responsible for physiological damage in the digestive tract. 
TiO2 could cause blockage of cell membranes, as well as affect the metabolic processes. For example, 
Previous works have pointed out that one pathway for the disruption of biological systems is the membrane 
lipids attack by ROS [6,7]. Therefore it is likely that the observed toxicity of TiO2 in this study is due to ROS 
interaction with biological systems. 

 

 

Fig. 2 . Microscopic image of a D. magna after 48 hour exposure to 3,24 
mg/L of TiO2 NPs under UVA light 
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3.3. Ecotoxicity mechanism in darkness conditions  
When TiO2 NPs were not illuminated, the toxicity of NPs decreased. TiO2 in the range 1-10 mg/L in darkness 
did not immobilize any of the daphnids. A higher range (10-100 mg/L) of NPs was needed in order to 
observe any toxicity to the microorganisms. At this high NP concentration, it was observed that the TiO2 was 
highly attached to the daphnids’ appendages, limiting their mobility. Therefore, in this case, a physical 
impediment to swimming may be the toxicity mechanism. Breathing disruption by blockage of gills could also 
be relevant [8]. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The results clearly demonstrate the higher toxicity of TiO2 nanoparticles to D. magna when they are exposed 
to UV-light. While TiO2 NPs can be classified as “harmful” to aquatic microorganisms under darkness 
conditions (EC50 in the range 10-100 mg/L), when exposed to a maximum of 0.56 mW/cm2 UVA they can be 
classified as “toxic” (EC50 in the range 1-10 mg/L).  
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Abstract: 
Increasing number of automobiles on roads is related to growing emissions from road traffic. Every use of 
brake is connected to release of wear particles into the environment, which may contribute to air, soil, and 
water pollution. Settled micro- and nano-sized particles derived from both, combustion and non-combustion 
processes, therefore settled fraction of dust near a busy road was analyzed. Samples for the study were 
obtained from real conditions: 1) dust sample near a crosswalk of a busy road, and 2) dust sample from a 
road near a parking place. These samples were characterized by a combination of analytical and 
microscopic techniques. Elemental composition was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy with energy 
dispersive spectroscopy. Amount of total organic carbon was analyzed using total carbon analyzer. Phase 
composition of the dust samples was determined by using Raman microspectroscopy and Fourier transform 
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Organic compounds detected by FTIR were compared with experimental data 
of organic compounds analysis in organic extract performed by gas chromatography with mass spectrometry 
results. Raman microspectroscopy detected various metallic compounds and also elemental carbon. Organic 
and inorganic compounds from road dust were detected by these methods; some of them may be assigned 
to traffic pollution. 

Keywords: chemical and phase composition, Raman microspectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, gas 
chromatography with mass spectrometry 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Road dust consists of soil minerals, organic matter (derivable from plant matter) and potentially toxic 
pollutants [1]. These pollutants come from anthropogenic sources such as petrol and oil products, brake 
wear debris, tire debris and metals from exhaust [2]. The automotive brake wear debris contains particles 
with sizes between 10 nm and 20 µm [3]. Emissions from combustion processes, especially from diesel 
engines, contain high number concentration of nano-sized particles based mainly on elemental amorphous 
carbon [4]. These particles may settle on road surface and become a part of the road dust where they are 
mixed together from particles released from all the sources and thus a multicomponent mixture originates. 
[1,2]. There is an increasing concern about these nano- and micro-sized particles because of their possible 
adverse effects on the environment and human health [4]. The aim of the study was to evaluate differences 
in chemical and phase composition between two samples collected from a busy road and a parking place 
using a combination of several analytical and microscopic techniques. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Road dust samples  
Samples of the settled particle fraction of road dust were collected in Ostrava City which represents an 
industrial area of the Czech Republic. Samples A was obtained from a border of a busy road near a 
crosswalk. The second sample B was collected from a parking place. Both samples were obtained by 
sweeping the surface of the selected area. The samples were milled using a ball-mill to achieve size fraction 
below 60 µm. These samples were used for further evaluation using a combination of selected techniques. 
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2.2. Characterization of road dust samples 
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) data of the road dust particles samples were recorded under CoKα irradiation 
(λ= 1.789 nm) using the Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer equipped with the fast position sensitive detector 
VÅNTEC 1. The measurements were carried out in the reflection mode. Phase composition was evaluated 
using the PDF-2 Release of the 2004 database (International Centre for Diffraction Data). 

Raman spectra of the road dust samples were measured using a Smart Raman Microscopy System XploRA 
TM (HORIBA Jobin Yvon, France). Raman spectra were acquired with 532 nm excitation laser source, 100x 
objective and using 1200 gr./mm grating in the range from 80 to 2000 cm-1. Experimental data were 
processed with LabSpec software. Mid-infrared spectra were obtained using an ATR technique with diamond 
crystal on Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) Nicolet 6700 FT-IR (Thermo Nicolet, USA) in 
spectral range between 400-4000 cm-1 with resolution of 4 cm-1 and 32 scans. The experimental data were 
processed by using Omnic software. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used for characterization of morphology and size of the road dust 
particles. Quanta FEG 450 (FEI) with EDS analysis APOLLO X (EDX) was utilized to obtain images of the 
sample structure and information on elemental composition achieved by point analysis. 
Phase composition of road dust particles was determined using X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy SPECTRO 
XEPOS (SPECTRO Analytical Instruments, Germany) equipped with 50 W Pd X-ray tube. Total organic 
carbon analysis was carried out using Multi N/C 3100 TOC analyzer with HT 1300 Solids module (Analytik 
Jena). 

Screening and identification of organic compounds was performed by gas chromatography with mass 
spectrometry detection (GC/MS) Agilent Technologies 7890/5975C. Before GC/MS analysis, both samples 
were extracted with acetone: hexane (1:1) in Speed Extractor Büchi E-916. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

  
  Fig. 1: Example of the XRD pattern of the sample A   Fig. 2: Mid-FTIR spectra of both samples 

The experimental techniques utilized for the characterization of the studied samples revealed the following 
differences. Phase composition of crystalline compounds is according to the XRD patterns of both samples. 
Fig. 1 shows an example of the XRD pattern achieved. Major compounds in both samples were quartz (SiO2 
- Q) and calcium (sodium) aluminium silicate (AlSi), titanium dioxide (rutile - R) and crystalline carbon. The 
only difference was in the presence of corundum (Al2O3 - Cor) in the sample A (see the Fig.1). This finding 
was confirmed by XRFS which detected the following components: quartz, calcium aluminium silicate and 
titanium dioxide (Tab.1). Furthermore, it showed presence of the following elements: Fe, Mg, S, and Ca 
(Tab.1). The difference in elemental composition of the samples A and B was not significant. Presence of 
silicates and quartz in both samples was confirmed also by FTIR (Fig. 2) according to the presence of the 
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bands about 1000 cm-1 and doublet below 800 cm-1, respectively. The bands about 3400 cm-1 characteristic 
for O-H bonds, the bands between 2900 -2800 cm-1 and 1450-1475 cm-1 proved the presence of CH2 and 
CH3 groups in the sample A (busy road) [5] (Fig.2).  

SEM-EDX revealed particles of various morphology, size and elemental composition in both samples. 
Particles with sharp edges as well as round particles were found. Examples of elemental composition of 
elements detected see in Figures 3b and 4b. These results are in accordance with XRD and XRFS results. 

       
Fig. 3: Example of SEM image (a) of the sample A with corresponding EDX pattern (b) of the point marked 

with arrow 

  
Fig. 4: Example of SEM image (a) of the sample B with corresponding EDX pattern (b) of the point marked 

with arrow 

 

Table 1: XRFS experimental results        

Analyte 
Content in solid sample (wt.%) 

Sample A Sample B 
Fe2O3 5.180 3.501 
CaO 6.053 7.734 
Al2O3 9.589 9.406 
SiO2 68.240 69.850 
TiO2 0.514 0.392 
K2O 1.751 1.644 
SO3 1.442 0.754 
MgO 1.977 2.256 
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Table 2: Total carbon content (TOC)

Parameter 
Sample A 

(parking place) 
Sample B 

(road dust) 
TOC (g/kg) 38.24 9.40 

Raman spectra in the Fig. 5a display characteristic bands of quartz [6], on the Fig. 5b shows band of 
calcium carbonate [7], on the Fig. 5c representative band of titanium dioxide (anatas) [8] and spectra of the 
Fig. 5d are typical for graphite [9]. These Figs. (5a – 5d) were identified in sample A. Only representative 
spectrum for amorphous carbon [10], was in sample B see in Fig. 5e.   

      

  
Fig. 5: Raman microspectroscopy of the sample A and B 

In sample A (busy road) was found quartz, these finding was confirms the XRD data (Fig.1), FTIR data 
(Fig.2) and also Raman spectra (Fig.5a). Present calcium carbonate in the sample A (busy road) was 
documentary into the SEM (Fig.3) and in Raman spectra (Fig.5b). Iron was detected in both samples 
(Tab.1), but particles having high content of Fe were found much more often in the sample A, i.e. from area 
near the busy road (Fig.3). The difference between iron content may be given be wear of brakes and cast 
iron discs due to braking of automobiles near a crosswalk [3]. Quartz and calcium aluminium silicates come 
from soils around the road [11]. Titanium dioxide and calcium carbonate detected can be released from road 
surface marking [12]. Amorphous carbon may arise from degradation of resin as a major component of 
brake lining and from particulate emissions from diesel engines. Further synthetic graphite is component 
which also added to friction composites [13] together with calcium carbonate, which is added to friction 
composites as a filler [14].  
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Analysis of organic carbon (TOC) confirmed higher content of organic and elemental carbon in the sample A. 
Screening analysis of both extracts by GC/MS confirmed presence of benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, 
xylene, alkylated benzenes, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and their methylated derivatives, 
benzothiophenes and their derivatives. Aliphatic hydrocarbons including those with branched chains were 
also identified. Occurrence of those compounds in road dust samples is connected especially with traffic. 
Hydrocarbons from natural sources such as squalene, Z-14-Nonacosane and triterpenes were also detected. 
There were some differences between both samples, sample A was characterized with higher presence of 
aliphatic hydrocarbons, while aromatic and polyaromatic compounds together with hydrocarbons from plant 
material were prevailing in the sample B. These compounds in the sample B may be connected with 
presence of shrubs and trees around the parking place. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Differences in chemical and phase composition between studied samples from various sites were not 
considerable. The experimental techniques utilized revealed the following differences. Major compounds in 
both samples were quartz and calcium (sodium) aluminium silicate, titanium dioxide (rutile) and crystalline 
carbon. The only difference was in the presence of corundum in the sample A. Furthermore, it showed 
presence of the following elements: Fe, Mg, S, and Ca. The difference in elemental composition of the 
samples A and B was not significant. Presence of silicates, quartz and organic compounds in both samples 
were confirmed by FTIR. Screening analysis of both organic extracts by GC/MS confirmed presence of 
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene, alkylated benzenes, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and their 
methylated derivatives, benzothiophenes and their derivatives. Aliphatic hydrocarbons including those with 
branched chains were also identified. 

This study represents a pilot study of chemical and phase composition of road dust and further evaluation is 
needed for more comprehensive characterization of this material. 
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Abstract  
The paper focuses on the possibility of utilization of membranes with nano-pores for decontamination of 
radon-polluted groundwater. The idea of using nano-pores for the separation of radon resulted from the 
hypothesis based on the assumption that the existence of nano-pores would support the rate and efficiency 
of radon removal by increasing the phase interface area where the pollutant removal occurs and by 
shortening or eliminating diffusion paths in the solid phase. The paper also presents the results of a pilot 
experimental study on a basis of which a device was designed that has been patented. The device is 
capable of removing radon from water in small water sources and uses hydrophobic membranes with nano-
pores that allow transition of radon atoms to the gaseous phase whereas the water surface in pores forms a 
phase interface at which the separation occurs. 

Keywords: nano-pores membrane, radon, water decontamination  

1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Radon as a health problem and its relation to nanotechnologies 
In nature, radon (Rn-222) is continuously produced by the decay of radium, which is found virtually in all 
rocks as a trace element. Acidic igneous rocks (such as granites, syenites or pegmatites) exhibit highest 
concentrations of radium. Radon enters the groundwater by diffusion from the parent rock and by radioactive 
decay of dissolved radium. Radon in water can migrate over long distances. Radon itself is not very 
dangerous for human body [1] as after being inhaled it is in large part exhaled back. 

The health risk is associated with the occurrence of short-period radon decay products (progeny), which are, 
unlike gaseous radon, metallic in nature. In the air, the radon progeny attach to small dust particles and thus 
create radioactive aerosols. After inhalation they settle in the bronchial tubes or lungs and continue to decay 
irradiating the cells of the lower respiratory tract for a long time. Therefore, radon is a risk factor for lung 
cancer. [2]. From the perspective of nano-science, it is also interesting that a large portion of solid decay 
products of radon gas occur naturally in the form of nano-scale particles. 

The estimation of the increment of airborne Rn-222 in a dwelling that arises from the use of water that 
contains dissolved radon is a complex problem. It involves the solubility of radon in water, the amount of 
water used in the dwelling, the volume of the dwelling, and the ventilation rate. The amount of waterborne 
radon escaping into the air is different throughout a dwelling but is higher in areas of active water use such 
as bathrooms and kitchens. It also depends on the radon concentration in the water and the activities that 
are taking place. [3] 

More than two-thirds of the bedrock of the Czech Republic consists of metamorphic or igneous rocks. 
Therefore, increased attention should be paid to radon derived from bedrock and thence penetrating into 
buildings [4]. The issue of removing radon from water is part of the radiation protection of the public in the 
Czech Republic, but the issue of radon occurrence in individual water supply sources is not addressed 
sufficiently. 
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1.2. The principle of utilization of nanotechnology for removing radon from water 
One of the options of radon removal from water is its adsorption by activated carbon. It is a process that can 
be considered as nanotechnology as interactions occur at the molecular level. According to the European 
Commission Recommendation of 18 October 2011, also material with the specific surface area by volume 
greater than 60 m2 / cm3 is considered a nanomaterial. The principle of the method is therefore taking 
advantage of the activated carbon enormous surface. The efficiency reaches up to 95% and it is the second 
most frequent method of radon removal from water used in practice, aeration being the most frequent one. It 
was originally assumed that adsorption on activated carbon could be an alternative to aeration, especially for 
small water systems. However, it does not meet the requirements of Best Available Technology (BAT) and, 
as a result, U.S. EPA did not find it suitable. It shifts the issue of polluted water to the issue of solid 
radioactive waste that is newly formed when radon is captured and its solid decay products are subsequently 
fixated on activated carbon. This relates to the requirements to place the activated carbon cartridges in an 
isolated place in a building, as fully saturated carbon may be a source of ionizing radiation. Another negative 
aspect is the fact that over time (in days or months), the efficiency of the method is reduced as the active 
surface of pores clog not only with trapped dissolved gases, but also with sludge matters or with iron and 
manganese precipitates. Activated carbon bed must then be replaced. [3]  

Aeration techniques are also used for radon removal. They take advantage of the maximization of the gas-
liquid phase interface area in which the transition of radon from the water surface to the gaseous phase 
occurs resulting in its removal. The direct contact of the two phases is realized in two ways. Either air is 
bubbled through water, or water is sprayed in small droplets. Aeration is an effective and highly efficient 
radon removal technique (efficiency up to 99%). However, it is not quite suitable for small water sources 
where purchase, space or operating costs are not favorable for the user. The disadvantages of aeration may 
include corrosion of technological parts or formation of mineral deposits. Another disadvantage that aeration 
entails is the risk of microbial contamination of the water which can occur when the liquid and gaseous 
phases are in direct contact. 

Due to the fact that both of these technologies have limitations for use in small water sources, other 
possibilities of nanotechnology were searched for. Based on the hypothesis that we can significantly 
increase the active surface and, to a certain extent, we are able to work with pressure systems when we 
apply to the surface of contaminated water a hydrophobic membrane with holes of such dimensions that the 
water surface tension does not allow, even if it is slightly over-pressured (0.1 – 0.2 MPa), to penetrate the 
liquid phase through the membrane, while enough area of the water surface is kept in direct contact with the 
gas on the other side of the membrane to allow radon diffuse rapidly to the gaseous phase. It turned out that 
membranes in the shape of fibers (large active surface) with a pore size of tens to hundreds of nanometers 
are suitable for such purposes. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART 

2.1. Preparation of experiment 
To verify the described hypothesis, a field experiment was prepared preceded by several considerations and 
preliminary experiments whose results are briefly described in the following text. 

A membrane can be defined as a selective barrier between two environments that allows transport of 
selected particles. If a membrane is inserted between the liquid phase and the gaseous phase, a mechanical 
separation of the two phases occurs. Places inside the membrane wall - transverse pores - are the only 
points of direct contact of the two phases. Depending on the pressure on one or the other side of the 
membrane and depending on the surface tension of water on the surface of the membrane material, the 
pores contain either liquid or gaseous phase. 
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A dynamic equilibrium establishes at the liquid-
gas phase interface due to diffusion. The 
decontamination to be successful, there must be 
a one-way flow of the material to be separated, 
in this case from the liquid to the gas phase. 
Concentration gradient prevents equilibration. 
Therefore, the concentration of the separated 
substance (radon) at the input of the gaseous 
phase to the system must be zero or significantly 
lower compared to the concentration of that 
substance in the liquid. If this condition is met 
and if the flow of the gaseous phase occurs, then 
there will be no gradual equalization of the 
concentrations and equilibration at the phase 
interface. The decontamination process will run efficiently and continuously. 

As the efficiency of the static process of contaminant removal controlled by diffusion itself is not sufficient for 
real use in practice, several steps to promote the process based on previous experiments were 
recommended. They include the introduction of dynamic conditions in both phases, ie., the implementation of 
a forced flow of the gas and liquid phases through the system, and the flow of the two phases in opposite 
directions to each other. To maximize the active surface, a membrane in the form of hollow fibers with its 
walls containing the nano-pores was chosen (Fig. 1). 

Due to the fact that the diffusion rate of radon in water is several orders of magnitude lower than in the air 
(diffusion coefficient of radon is 1.15.10-9  m2s-1 in water and 1.02.10-5 m2s-1 in the air, at 18 °C [5]), and 
to prevent the penetration of water into hollow fibers, a hydrophobic membrane material was given 
preference. The hydrophobic material supports that the gas phase be contained in the pores. This is 
advantageous to support the process of radon removal as radon does not have to diffuse through the liquid 
phase in the membrane wall. 

2.2. Description of experiments 
The experiments were conducted using a special module with a membrane. The module consisted of a 
cylindrical tube, a membrane and of components that allow supply and discharge of the liquid and the 
gaseous phase. The functional module element consisted of a hydrophobic membrane – a bundle of 
polyethylene hollow fibers. The bundle with approximately 1 500 fibers was inserted in the module 
longitudinal axis and crossed the center of the module along its whole length. The module of 75 cm had a 
total of four holes. Two holes were in the longitudinal axis of the module allowing access to the fibers. Two 
holes were in the module housing, each at a distance of 3.5 cm from the tube edges. Holes in the housing 
module were located on a the same line parallel to the longitudinal axis of the module and allowed the flow of 
media between fibers. All openings together served for the input and output of the media, in this case, water 
and air. All inlets and outlets were equipped with regulatory elements. The module housing with the outer 
diameter of 6 cm served also as a membrane protection. 

The aim of the experiment was to verify the possibility of utilizing membrane with nano-pores for radon 
separation from water. The effectiveness of the membrane was tested in such a way that the activity 
concentration of radon was measured in the water at the inlet and outlet to / from the module at specific 
water flow rates. To verify the effect of water flow rate on the efficiency of the separation process, the 
experiments were performed at different flow rates.  

The arrangement of experimental apparatus 

Fig. 1: Electrone microscope image of a membrane 
with nano-pores 
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The module was installed in an upright position with the counter-current flow of the liquid and gaseous 
phases. Water pumped from the well passed through the module and then was discharged into the drainage 
system outside the workplace. The radon activity concentration measurement was analyzed according to the 
methodology for Radim 3W radon monitor. 

Due to the fact that there are two ways of how to arrange the module (according to whether one of the media 
flows either outside or inside the fiber), it was necessary to compare the effectiveness of both arrangements. 
In the first arrangement, the water entered the inside of the fibers and the air flowed at the outside of the 
fibers. In the second arrangement, the air entered into the fibers and the water flowed between the fibers in 
the space between the bundle and the module housing. The flow rates are shown in the next chapter. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The first part of the experiment was performed in the arrangement with water flowing inside the fibers and 
the air flowing outside of them. Measurement was carried out at flow rates in the range of 0.002 to 0.1 l/s.  
The measurement results are shown in Fig. 2 below. 

 
Fig. 2: Separation efficiency at configuration with water flowing inside the fibers 

The results of the second part of the measurement when the water flowed outside the fibers and the air 
flowed inside of them are shown in Fig. 3. The experiment was performed at flow rates of 0.05 to 0.2 l/s. 

 
Fig. 3: Separation efficiency at configuration with water flowing outside the fibers 
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The presented results are of a pilot nature and 
demonstrate the difference between the two 
configurations of the systems. As the data show, a 
higher water flow rate through the module and a 
higher efficiency were achieved with the second 
arrangement. In the first case, high pressure losses 
seem to have occurred when the fluid flowed through 
the fibers that can be represented by very narrow 
capillaries with high hydraulic resistance. The radon 
separation process was hindered and a higher 
efficiency was achieved only at very low flow rates. 
Low efficiency could also be caused the condensation 
of water vapor from the air at the outer wall of the 
membrane as a result of the temperature gradient 
between the temperature of the well water inside the 
fibers and the ambient temperature. The resulting 
droplets may have significantly slow down the 
diffusion from the membrane to the ambient space. The process could not be considered as promising for 
practical use. In the second case, twice as high efficiency was achieved at a flow rate that was two times as 
high than the maximum flow rate in the first variant. At lower flow rates, the efficiency of up to 65% was 
achieved. Based on these pilot results, it was decided that the follow-up experiments would be carried out in 
the arrangement where the water would flow outside the fibers and the air inside of them.  

The use of membranes with nano-pores in the form of fibers proved promising for the radon removal from 
water by the transition of radon into the gaseous phase. In follow-up research a number of other modules 
were created that were gradually technically adapted to the point where the efficiency of the final module 
(Figure 4) was high enough to reduce the contamination of real pollution below the limits required applicable 
legislature. The limits are set out in the Decree No. 307/2002 Coll. [6] and are based on values required for 
drinking water. The limit in question is the radon activity concentration, which is 300, or 50 Bq/l, respectively. 
If the activity concentration is higher than 300 Bq/l, the water must not be distributed. If the radon content is 
higher than 50 Bq/l, it is required to assess whether it would be appropriate to remove radon from the water, 
i.e., costs and benefits of such measures are compared.  

4. CONCLUSION 
Out of the two arrangements of the system tested, the arrangement with the flow of the gaseous phase 
inside the fibers and the liquid phase outside the fibers proved better for decontamination. Based on the 
results of the experiments, a number of other separation modules were prepared. Subsequent testing and 
technical improvements of the gradually developed modules resulted in the construction of the final device 
that has been successfully patented. It is a device designed for the decontamination of small water sources 
from radon, particularly suitable for installation in areas with granitic bedrock where groundwater is used in 
households, and thus it can help reduce risks to human health. 

The results of the experiment confirmed the hypothesis formulated by the authors. It was experimentally 
confirmed that the use of nano-pores in the membrane helps to maximize the active surface and, together 
with a particular arrangement of the resultant device, it supports radon removal from water. The applied 
membrane with nano-pores therefore allows a relatively rapid and effective transfer of the contaminant in a 
compact device. 

Fig. 4: Patented radon removal device 
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Abstract  
The aim of this study is to demonstrate antimicrobial activity of selected positively charged water-soluble 
phthalocyanines. 12 phthalocyanine derivatives were used for this study. All the tested compounds were 
synthesized in Centre of Organic Chemistry (COC, Rybitví, Czech republic). Water soluble phthalocyanine 
derivatives were prepared by peripherally substitution of the phthalocyanine skeleton with the aim to prepare 
cationic phthalocyanines with an ability to have a wide-spectrum antimicrobial effect. To determine the 
antimicrobial effects of phthalocyanines, bacterial strains Escherichia coli CCM 3988, Enterococcus faecalis 
CCM 4224, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa CCM 1960 were used. Phthalocyanine samples were tested in 
two concentrations - 0.1 and 0.5 g/l. In a sterile vial, phthalocyanine solution with the bacteria was shaken 
under artificial light at room temperature. The suspension was sampled at 1st, 2nd and 3rd hour. Samples 
were subsequently inoculated on Petri dishes with nutrient medium. The control sample was prepared by the 
same procedure. After the cultivation of Petri dishes, accrued colonies were counted and the results were 
expressed in CFU/ml. Antimicrobial action of phthalocyanines has been demonstrated. 

Keywords: Phtalocyanines, microorganisms, antimicrobial activity  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Phthalocyanines (Pc) are tetrabenzo-fused 5,10,15,20-tetraazaporphyrins. Phthalocyanines are particularly 
attractive molecular building blocks for their incorporation into molecular materials.[1] Phthalocyanines 
belong to the group of photosensitizers together with porphyrins or methylene blue.[2] These biodegradable 
compounds are capable of generating singlet oxygen and other reactive oxygen species upon interaction 
with light of suitable wavelength in the presence of dioxygen. Singlet oxygen and other reactive oxygen 
species have strong biocidal effect on algae, bacteria, fungi and yeasts.[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] The chemical 
structure of phthalocyanines can be modified. These changes can strongly modulate the photophysical 
properties of phthalocyanines  and affect their interaction with cells and tissues, thereby leading to different 
photobiological effects.[9] 

Applications in industry, medicine, and biology have shown the great importance of phthalocyanine 
molecules. A newly discovered area of application has been recently published suggesting possible usage of 
Pc against green algae and cyanobacteria development in the aquatic environment. 8]  

The aim of this study is to demonstrate antimicrobial activity of selected positively charged water-soluble 
phthalocyanines. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Phthalocyanines (Pc) 
Twelve phthalocyanine derivatives were synthesized in Centre of Organic Chemistry (COC, Rybitví, Czech 
Republic). Water soluble phthalocyanine derivatives were prepared by peripherally substitution of the 
phthalocyanine skeleton with the aim to prepare cationic Pc with an ability to have a wide-spectrum 
antimicrobial effect. 

Table 1: Description of phthalocyanine samples (Pc – phthalocyanine) 

Sample number Sample description (central metal and substituent) 
1040/167 Zn with quaternary amine 

1040/193 Zn with quaternary amine 

1131/6 Al sulpho groups 

1131/53 Al with quaternary heterocycle 

1131/98 Zn suplhamidic 

1131/116 Zn suplhamidic 

1131/188 Zn suplhamidic 

1131/189 Al with urea derivative 

1131/191 Zn suplhamidic 

1131/217 Al with quaternary amine 

1132/118 Zn hydroxyl 

1132/131 Zn suplhamidic 

2.2. Microbiological analysis 
Phthalocyanine samples were mixed with the solution of chosen microorganisms (Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
CCM 1960, Escherichia coli CCM 3988 and Enterococcus faecalis CCM 4224). 10 mg or 50 mg of 
phthalocyanine samples was mixed with 100 ml of solution containing microorganisms. Samples were 
vigorously shaked for 3 hours under room temperature and artificial light source (Aquarium colour 11 W, 
G23, 211 mm, NBB Bohemia, Czech Republic)  

Bacterial culture for sample inoculation was cultivated on the solid culture medium (PCA, Biokar Diagnostics, 
France) and re-suspended in the sterile distilled water. 0.5 ml of sample was taken every 60 minutes for 
decimal dilutions. 1 mL of diluted sample was transferred on sterile Petri dishes and overlapped by relevant 
culture medium. Pseudomonas aeruginosa was detected and enumerated on PCA (Biokar Diagnostics, 
France) at 30 °C for 72 hours. Escherichia coli was detected and enumerated on VRBL agar (Biokar 
Diagnostics, France) at 37 °C for 24 hours. Enterococcus faecalis was detected and enumerated on 
COMPASS Enterococcus agar (Biokar Diagnostics, France) at 45 °C for 24 hours. Control blank sample was 
processed in the same way, but bacterial suspension was free of Pc. After the cultivation of particular Petri 
dishes accrued colonies were counted and the results were expressed in CFU/ml.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 
Bacteria are ranked into two main classes depending upon their response to the Gram stain which reflects 
differences in their morphology. Gram-negative and positive bacteria differ in the composition of their outer 
surface, and respond differently to antimicrobial agents. Gram-positive bacteria can easily take up molecules 
such as photosensitisers and can therefore be readily photoinactivated by most photosensitisers used for 
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conventional PDT. This is not the case for Gram negative bacteria which are however relatively impermeable 
to neutral or anionic drugs due to their highly negatively charged surface.[6] We carefully chose 
microorganisms that will represent different bacterial groups with specific properties for antimicrobial effect of 
phthalocyanines (Pc) testing. P. aeruginosa CCM 1960 and E. coli CCM 3988 are Gram-negative bacteria 
and E. faecalis CCM4 224 is Gram-positive.  Reducion of counts of P. aeruginosa by 2 - 8 log (Tab. 2), E. 
coli by 2 - 7 log (Tab. 3) and E. faecalis by 1 - 6 log (Tab. 4) was seen during three hours of the test. 

Table 2: Antimicrobial effect to Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

    0h 1h 2h 3h 

Pc mg/100ml CFU/ml 
log 

CFU/ml CFU/ml 
log 

CFU/ml CFU/ml 
log 

CFU/ml CFU/ml 
log 

CFU/ml 

blanck no Pc 496363636 8,70 79090909 7,90 63181818 7,80 263636364 8,42 

1131/191 10   4963864 6,70 3634750 6,56 2919250 6,47 

1131/191 50   11734500 7,07 3888400 6,59 6000000 6,78 

1131/53 10   58227 4,77 32109 4,51 20720 4,32 

1131/53 50   26455 4,42 51068 4,71 15091 4,18 

1040/167 10   1136 3,06 86 1,93 35 1,54 

1040/167 50   0 0,00 0 0,00 1 0,00 

1132/118 10   13782500 7,14 6000000 6,78 6000000 6,78 

1132/118 50   15455000 7,19 4000000 6,60 1230150 6,09 

1040/193 10   0 0,00 32 1,51 1 0,00 

1040/193 50   0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1132/131 10   2091 3,32 0 0,00 14 1,15 

1132/131 50     0 0,00 9 0,95 1 0,00 

blanck no Pc 41590909 
           

7,62     11765000000 10,07 7315000000 9,86 27272727 7,44 

1131/98 10   2862000 6,46 2919200 6,47 3149250 6,50 

1131/98 50   2575500 6,41 1545500 6,19 1087550 6,04 

1131/6 10   1952500 6,29 2247500 6,35 2346850 6,37 

1131/6 50   6582500 6,82 1803050 6,26 1917550 6,28 

1131/188 10   4006500 6,60 2175150 6,34 2738050 6,44 

1131/188 50   6010000 6,78 4264400 6,63 3978250 6,60 

1131/189 10   0 0,00 15 1,18 23 1,36 

1131/189 50   0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1131/116 10   2162500 6,33 1373750 6,14 1745850 6,24 

1131/116 50   5724000 6,76 2919250 6,47 3119550 6,49 

1131/217 10   86727 4,94 95109 4,98 73718 4,87 

1131/217 50     78091 4,89 43650 4,64 31800 4,50 

 

We observed difference in antimicrobial activity on Gram-negative bacteria (Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 
Escherichia coli) and Gram-positive (Enterococcus faecalis). According to the allocation of Pc by charge, 
negatively charged and neutral Pc are effective against Gram-positive bacteria, but only cationic Pc can 
inactivate both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. Strong antimicrobial activity was observed in the 
Gram positive bacteria for the most Pc. Gram positive bacteria showed small antimicrobial activity for 
1131/116 (10 mg/l), 1131/6 (10 mg/l) and 1131/98. Lower antimicrobial activity of higher amount of Pc 
1132/118, compared with lower amount of this Pc, was probably caused by lower  
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permeability of light through the solution. Gram-negative bacteria showed a higher resistance to Pc. Strong 
antimicrobial activity was observed at 1040/167, 1040/193, 1132/131 and 1131/189 for Gram-negative and 
Gram-positive bacteria compared to weak effect of 1137/7. Inactivation of E. coli and P. aeruginosa by 
selected Pc was also demonstrated by Minnock et al. [5]  

Table 3: Antimicrobial effect to E. coli 
  0h 1h 2h 3h 

Pc mg/100ml CFU/ml log CFU/ml CFU/ml log CFU/ml CFU/ml log CFU/ml CFU/ml log CFU/ml

blanck no Pc 4518182 6,65 21318182 7,33 5727272 6,76 20000000 7,30 

1131/98 10   889098 5,95 629640 5,80 446475 5,65 

1131/98 50   686880 5,84 246790 5,39 446475 5,65 

1131/6 10   572400 5,76 400680 5,60 366285 5,56 

1131/6 50   400680 5,60 263305 5,42 246135 5,39 

1131/188 10   263305 5,42 134815 5,13 88725 4,95 

1131/188 50   260440 5,42 258430 5,41 266165 5,43 

1131/189 10   4 0,60 2 0,30 3 0,48 

1131/189 50   0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1131/116 10   215390 5,33 472230 5,67 406400 5,61 

1131/116 50   177445 5,25 384265 5,58 309130 5,49 

1131/217 10   2486 3,40 8875 3,95 12026 4,08 

1131/217 50   4692 3,67 9652 3,98 9222 3,96 

blanck no Pc 550000 5,74 414091 5,62 108636 5,04 276364 5,44 

1131/191 10   63636 4,80 51000 4,71 12727 4,10 

1131/191 50   823182 5,92 60454 4,78 26500 4,42 

1131/53 10   591 2,77 45 1,65 0 0,00 

1131/53 50   136 2,13 150 2,18 50 1,70 

1040/167 10   0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1040/167 50   0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1132/118 10   271818 5,43 380000 5,58 336818 5,53 

1132/118 50   223182 5,35 186818 5,27 215909 5,33 

1040/193 10   0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1040/193 50   0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1132/131 10   0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1132/131 50   0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 
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Table 4: Antimicrobial effect to Enterococcus faecalis 
    0h 1h 2h 3h 

Pc mg/100ml CFU/ml log CFU/ml CFU/ml log CFU/ml CFU/ml log CFU/ml CFU/ml log CFU/ml 

blanck no Pc 850000 5,93 1118000 6,05 1004545 6,00 400000 5,60 

1131/191 10 0 0,00 10 1,00 0 0,00 

1131/191 50 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1131/53 10 4 0,60 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1131/53 50 477 2,68 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1040/167 10 1 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1040/167 50 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1132/118 10 57268 4,76 672 2,83 215 2,33 

1132/118 50 242786 5,39 197736 5,30 41336 4,62 

1132/131 10 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1132/131 50 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

blanck no Pc 305455 5,48 250000 5,40 196364 5,29 212000 5,33 

1132/118 10 235000 5,37 137000 5,14 0 0,00 

1132/118 50 165000 5,22 66500 4,82 55 1,74 

1040/193 10 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1040/193 50 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1131/98 10 53415 4,73 79600 4,90 61773 4,79 

1131/98 50 45105 4,65 3748 3,57 184 2,26 

1131/217 10 213 2,33 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1131/217 50 4866 3,69 1252 3,10 3 0,48 

blanck no Pc 2409091 6,38 2845455 6,45 3018182 6,48 2363636 6,37 

1131/116 10 915850 5,96 925400 5,97 213600 5,33 

1131/116 50 725000 5,86 35759 4,55 3 0,48 

1131/6 10 820400 5,91 785450 5,90 672273 5,83 

1131/6 50 35014 4,54 32 1,51 0 0,00 

1131/189 10 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1131/189 50 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1131/188 10 28 1,45 0 0,00 0 0,00 

1131/188 50 310 2,49 0 0,00 0 0,00 

4. CONCLUSION 

Applications of Pc showed significant effect for Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria. Strong 
antimicrobial activity was observed at Pc 1040/167, 1040/193, 1132/131 and 1131/189. 
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Abstract 
The first experiences with an inhalation chamber constructed for long-term exposure studies of small animals 
to nanoparticles under strictly controlled experimental conditions. The inhalation chamber was build from a 
glass and stainless steel and allows possible long-term inhalation procedures with up to four discrete groups 
of mice or of rats population under controlled illumination, temperature, relative humidity and pressure. 
Doses up to 1 x 106 particles/cm3 and size (10-60 nm) of nano-sized particles were synthesized via aerosol 
route in a hot wall tube flow reactor using thermal decomposition of metal organic precursors. The function of 
exposure system for whole body inhalation experiments was studied under real conditions in period from 
May to September 2012. No animals were used within this trial experiment.   

Keywords: First experiences, inhalation chamber, long-term exposure studies, small animals 

1. THE FRAME OF THE EXPERIMENT 
The inhalation chamber (Fig.1) constructed for long-term exposure studies of small animals to nanoparticles 
under strictly controlled experimental conditions was tested in frames of the projects „Study of transport of 
inhalated nano-sized particles (Pb, Cd) and their allocation in organs“ and  “Centre for studies on toxicity of 
nanoparticles“.  

The conditions of the experiment fit up to four discrete groups of mice with 40 individuals in each group. 
Within the experiment basic conditions such as temperature and relative humidity were recorded for four 
months (Fig. 2). Doses 1 × 105 particles/cm3 (Fig. 3) and particle size (10-60 nm) (Fig. 3) used within the 
test were synthesized via aerosol route in a hot wall tube flow reactor using thermal decomposition of metal 
organic precursor Manganese(II)acetylacetonate in the reactor at temperature 750 °C in the presence of 30 
vol.%. of oxygen. The vapors of Manganese(II)acetylacetonate were generated from solid form of 
acetylacetonate in front of the reactor in saturator at temperature 160 °C under presence of nitrogen (purity 
5.0, flow rate 0.5 l/min). Total flow rate thought the flow tube reactor was 2 l/min. Behind the reactor air (1 
l/min) is additionally added. Produced nanoparticles (ca 2 × 106 particles/cm3) are diluted to concentration 1 
× 105 particles/cm3 using filtrated, humidiated air (60 l/min) at temperature 21 °C.     

Concentration of particles and particle size distribution were measured by SMPS (model 3936L72, TSI). 
Particle characterization (morphology, crystallinity and spatial distribution of composition) is performed with 
HRTEM-JEOL 3010, XRD Philips JXA 50A at present. 

No animals were used within this trial experiment. The function of exposure system for whole body inhalation 
experiments was studied under real condition in period May - September 2012.  
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Fig1.a-b   Inhalation chamber 
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Fig. 2    Patern of temperature and relative humidity recorded during four months 

 
Fig.3   Size distribution of prepared particles 

2. CONCLUSION 

It has been proved that this exposure system is prepared for whole body long lasting inhalation experiments 
with small animals.  
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Abstract 
On the basic of the creep experimental results the paper reports comparison creep behaviour of 
electrodeposited ultrafine-grained nickel and its particle-reinforced nanocomposite. The objective of this 
research was to further improve the knowledge of the creep behaviour of monolithic nickel and to explore the 
role of nano-sized SiO2 particles in the potential creep strengthening of electrodeposited Ni nanocomposite. 
The creep behaviour and microstructure of the pure ultrafine-grained nickel and its nanocomposite reinforced 
by 2 vol.% nano-sized SiO2 particles were studied at temperatures in the range from 293 to 573 K and at the 
tensile stresses between 100 to 800 MPa. It was found that the creep resistance of the nanocomposite might 
be noticeably improved compared to the monolithic nickel. Possible creep mechanisms controlling the creep 
rate during the creep loading were discussed. The Coble creep as creep rate controlling mechanism was 
founded improbable.  

Keywords: Creep, ultrafine-grained Ni, nanocomposite, electrodeposition 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The success of nanostructured metal electrodeposits in the area of nanostructured materials accelerated 
research efforts and the development of applications in various industrial sectors. Several review articles on 
the electrodeposition methods have been published over past decade [1-3]. Furthermore, there are 
numerous reports in the literature that dealt with electrodeposits with very small crystal size and the 
mechanical property enhancements that can be achieved in such materials by grain size reduction. 
However, the experimental results of different investigators are not consistent with each other [4]. The 
extrinsic effect of the complications is related to defects introduced in the processing of material, including 
high porosity level, large distribution of grain size and different impurity level. The intrinsic high activity due to 
large volume of intergranular components leads to unique deformation behaviour that may involve multiple 
mechanisms, and a single model may not be sufficient to interpret the deformation process. These effects 
render it difficult to identify the mechanisms responsible for differences in mechanical and/or creep 
properties.  

Reduction of the grain size of a polycrystalline material can be successfully produced through advanced 
synthesis processes such as the electrodeposition (ED) technique and severe plastic deformation (SD) [5,6]. 
Although creep is an exceptionally old area of research, above-mentioned processing techniques have 
become available over the last two decades which provide an opportunity to expand the creep behaviour into 
new areas that were not feasible in earlier experiments. Creep testing of nanocrystalline (grain size d < 100 
nm) and ultrafine-grained (d < 1 μm) materials is characterized by features that may be different from those 
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documented for coarse-grained materials and thus cannot easily be compared. In fact, the creep behaviour 
of ED nanostructured nickel has been investigated and the experimental results showed that the 
nanostructured nickel exhibited deformation behaviour, different from the counterpart coarse-grained nickel 
[4,7,8]. Nevertheless, data on the creep behaviour of nanocrystalline nickel not only are limited in scope but 
also are obtained under questionable experimental conditions [4]. However, very scarce creep experiments 
have been performed on ultrafine-grained nickel and its composite till now [9,10]. Due to the limited 
information, this study investigates the creep behaviour of ultrafine-grained ED nickel and its nanocomposite 
reinforced by SiO2 particles. The aim is to gain further insight into which process(es) is (are) responsible for 
creep deformation. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES 
The galvanostatic deposition of monolithic Ni with a purity of 99.95% and co-deposition of nano-sized SiO2 
particles under direct current on copper foil were carried out by a recently developed technique [11-13]. The 
SiO2 nanopowder (Aerosil 300, Degussa AG, Germany) with a median particle size of about 21 nm, a 
geometric standard deviation of 1.1 and specific Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface of 300 m2/g was 
used for the production of a particle-reinforced nickel nanocomposite. The electrolyte used in this study was 
composed of 500 g/L (2 mol) nickel sulfamate Ni(SO3NH2)2, 26 g/L boric acid H3BO3, and 8.5 g/L nickel 
chloride NiCl2. The pH of the electrolyte was kept at 3.1. All chemicals are commercially available at Alfa 
Aesar. The co-deposition was carried out from this electrolyte containing 15 g of nanopowder per litre. The 
electrodeposition was conducted at a bath temperature of 298 K and the current density of 25 mA/cm2. The 
deposition time varied among the deposits and resulted in the deposit thickness of 300-800 μm. According to 
the chemical analysis, both deposits exhibited less then 0.001 wt.% of S. The chemical composition of the 
nanocomposite was investigated using a Sollaar M6 atomic absorption spectrometer (AAS). The specimens 
were microwave-dissolved in a Multiwave 3000. The copper substrate was metallographic ground out after 
deposition to obtain the freestanding strips of the deposits. Dog-bone shaped creep specimens with a gauge 
length of 25 mm and a width of 3.5 mm were machined from these freestanding strips. The final thickness of 
the specimens was about 400 μm. 

Constant stress uniaxial tensile creep tests were carried out at temperatures from 293 to 573 K and the 
applied stress ranged from 100 to 800 MPa. The creep tests were performed in purified argon using tensile 
creep testing machines, making it possible to keep the nominal stress constant to within 0.1% up to a true 
strain of about 0.35. The creep elongations were measured using a linear variable differential transducer, 
continuously recorded digitally and computer processed. The change in the actual gauge length of the 
specimen was measured with a sensitivity of 5 x 10-6. Almost all the creep tests were run to the final fracture. 
Following electrodeposition and creep testing, samples were prepared for examination by transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) in a Philips CM 12 TEM/STEM microscope. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1. Microstructural characterization 
Fig.1 shows TEM bright-field images taken from the as-deposited pure nickel and its composite. The grain 
size distribution of pure nickel was very inhomogeneous and a number of grains were significantly larger 
than the average ultrafine grain size of ~200 nm. It should be stressed that the plating bath did not contain 
saccharin as a grain refiner. This is probably the cause of the relative coarse grain sizes obtained. Growth 
twins were found to be prevalent in the microstructure (Fig. 1a). By contrast, relatively homogeneous and 
fine microstructure compared with pure Ni was found for the particle-reinforced Ni-SiO2 composite (Fig. 1b). 
The size of matrix grains ranges from ~ 40 nm to ~ 100 nm and an average grain size of 60 nm was 
estimated by quantitative image analysis. The nano-sized SiO2 particles with an average size of 21 nm were 
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homogeneously distributed in the nickel matrix. The amount of particles in the matrix and the particle 
distribution were analysed using the AAS methods. The composite specimens (10x10 mm) were cut into four 
experimental specimens (of 0.1g) and transformed into solutions, using microwave decomposition. The 
solutions were used to establish the wt.% of Si, which on the basis of stoichiometry was recalculated to wt.% 
of SiO2. The average amount of SiO2 particles in the composite was established as 1.31 wt.% with a 
standard deviation of 0.25 [14]. 

Fig. 1. TEM bright field micrographs and corresponding SAD patterns for the as-received states of 
(a) electrodeposited pure monolithic nickel and (b) the particle – reinforced nickel nanocomposite 

The microstructure of both pure nickel and composite specimens after creep testing at room temperature 
and 373 K did not show any noticeable grain growth. On the other hand, the post-creep specimens of pure 
nickel that had been tested at temperature of 473 K exhibited a substantial increase in grain size observed 
by TEM in both the grip and the gauge sections as shown in Fig. 2a. Thus, the microstructural changes were 
caused by thermal exposure rather than by creep loading. At the same temperature the nanocomposite 
appeared to be more stable in its grain size, however, in Fig. 2b it is clearly seen that grain growth of 
individual grains had taken place in the nanocomposite matrix, too. Thus, the addition of SiO2 particles 
mostly situated at the grain interiors cannot fully inhibit grain growth by the pinning the boundaries of the 
matrix nickel grains. In both electrodeposits the microstructure after creep exposure at 473 K consists of a 
duplex structure of very small and large grains (Fig. 2). The pronounced thermal instability of the 
microstructure of the unreinforced nickel was the reason for leaving out its creep testing at 573 K. 

Fig. 2. TEM images of (a) the electrodeposited unreinforced Ni crept at 473 K, 400 MPa for 84.5 h, and 
(b) the nickel nanocomposite crept at 473 K, 400 MPa for 1211 h 
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3.2. Creep behaviour in the as-deposited ultrafine-grained pure nickel and its nanocomposite 
A summary of creep data is shown in Figs. 3a and b: all of these double logarithmic plots were obtained at 
temperatures 293 – 573 K over a broad range of applied stress, and they show the stress dependences of 
(a) the minimum creep rate, minε& , and (b) the time to fracture, tf. Several conclusions may be reached from 
inspection of these data. In general, the composite exhibits a better creep resistance than the unreinforced 
nickel especially at low testing temperatures. As can be seen from Fig. 3a at 373 K there is an order of  

 

(a)                                            (b) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Stress dependence of (a) the experimental minimum creep rates and their comparison with 
theoretical model for Coble creep, and (b) the times to fracture for both electrodeposits 

 

magnitude difference in the minimum creep rate and the time to fracture between both the two 
electrodeposits. Nevertheless, the data for the composite at room temperature in Fig. 3 are insufficient to 
make a general conclusion. They are limited to an extremely narrow stress interval of the testing conditions 
as a result of very high stress sensitivity of the minimum creep rate and the creep lifetime of the composite. It 
should be mentioned that pronounced thermal instability manifested by grain growth and/or by dynamic 
recrystallization, which results in local structure coarsening leading to bimodal grain structures at higher 
temperatures limit the tested temperature range. Further, as depicted from a comparison of Figs. 3a and b, 

the slopes and therefore the apparent stress exponents of the minimum creep rate n = T)ln/ln( σ∂ε∂ &  and 

the time to fracture m = ( ln / ln )f Tt σ− ∂ ∂  for the unreinforced nickel are similar and the values of those 

exponents consistently decrease while increasing the testing temperature. Considering the testing limitation 
and based on the creep tests carried out for different values of the applied stress and testing temperatures 
the values of stress exponents n of the minimum creep rate were evaluated. For pure nickel they were found 
to be in the range from n ∼ 46 for 293 K to n ∼ 6 for 473 K. The Ni-SiO2 nanocomposite exhibited values of 
stress exponent n ∼ 47 for 293 K, and n ∼ 5 for 573 K. 

4. DISCUSION 
There is now a good understanding of the creep behaviour in coarse-grained metals and alloys. Under 

steady-state conditions, the creep rate, ε& , varies with the applied stress, σ, the absolute temperature, T, and 
the grain size, d, through a relationship of the form  
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where D is the appropriate diffusion coefficient [Do exp (-Q/RT) where Do is a frequency factor, Q is the 
activation energy and R is the gas constant], G is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector, k is 
Boltzmann´s constant, p and n are the exponents of the inverse grain size and the applied stress, 
respectively, and A is a dimensionless constant. Over a wide range of intermediate stresses the creep rate is 
controlled by intragranular processes so that p = 0 and there is no dependence on grain size, but at low 
stresses intergranular creep processes may become important, such as Nabarro-Herring [15,16] and Coble 
[17] diffusion creep and/or grain boundary sliding [18], and this introduces a dependence on grain size with 
p ≥ 1. 

Only limited reports are available describing the creep behaviour of ultrafine-grained materials mostly 
processed by severe plastic deformation [19,20]. Thus, neither the phenomenological nor the microscopic 
aspects of creep deformation and damage of ultrafine-grained materials have been understood sufficiently 
as yet. By contrast, there has been much research activity related to creep in nanostructured materials 
processed by electrodeposition. Yin [4] has recently reviewed the available data on creep in such materials. 
Regardless of an extensive research effort on electrodeposited nickel some contradicting results among 
different investigators or between experimental results have been published [4,8,21]. 

It should be emphasized that the limited amount of available present creep data, the scatter in data and the 
problems of thermal instability make an attempt to determine the creep rate controlling mechanism(s) of 
materials under investigation unfeasible. The minimum creep rate of both deposits is related to the applied 
stress through a power-law but the values of the stress exponent n are extremely high for temperature 293 
and 373 K, respectively (Fig. 3a). At present there is no detailed explanation for such extremely high values 
of n at lower temperatures and high applied stresses. However, it cannot be excluded that under such creep 
loading conditions the creep rate varies exponentially with the applied stress. The point of transition from 
power-law creep to an exponential form of creep at high stresses is generally termed power-law breakdown. 
Further, such high stress exponents are typical of almost athermal plastic deformation, below what is usually 
regarded as a typical creep temperature. It is therefore appropriate to perform the prediction of creep 
mechanism at 573 K where a number of the experimental points for composite are sufficient to make use of 
such analysis. Since Coble diffusion creep has been reported frequently in earlier studies, the present 
experimental data were compared with the calculated Coble creep rate [17] where n = 1 and p = 3 in Eq. (1). 
Fig. 3a shows the behaviour predicted for Coble diffusion creep rates for different temperatures. The line for 
Coble creep at 573 K demonstrates that this process is too fast by comparison with experiment. Part of the 
discrepancy between experiment and theory may be ascribed to the lack of appropriate diffusion data. 
Furthermore, the experimental data at 573 K do not follow the prediction of Coble creep, since the 
experimentally determined stress exponent n is substantially greater than 1. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Creep and microstructure investigations of electrodeposited ultrafine-grained nickel and its particle-
reinforced nanocomposite were undertaken to examine creep behaviour and deformation mechanism 
controlling the creep rate. It was found that the creep resistance of the nanocomposite might be noticeably 
improved compared to the monolithic nickel. The Coble creep as creep rate controlling mechanism was 
founded improbable. Power-law breakdown as an explanation of high value of stress exponent n at lower 
temperatures and high applied stresses was suggested. 
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Abstract  
Technical standardization of nanotechnology is a great challenge because of specific almost unknown 
properties of nano-sized materials and still developing methods and instruments for nanomaterial production 
and testing. The necessity of preparing nanotechnology standards is evident and numbers of international 
standards were issued during last few years. This paper presents a current status of standardization of 
nanotechnology at international and national level and gives a review of actual standardization topics to be 
solved.  

Keywords: Technical standardization, nano objects, ISO, CEN 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nanotechnology is a relatively new term [1] used for wide field of interdisciplinary science. Term 
nanotechnology is used not only at scientific level, but it is still more often used for commercial purposes to 
promote still expanding number of products. Today’s market offers few thousands of commercial available 
nanotech based products, which improves product properties compared to products using standard 
technology. Some nano-products don´t emphasize it´s nano-based primer, because majority of customers 
and users don´t have right idea what nanotechnology really means and what advantages and risks can 
cause.  

Universally accepted definition says that nanotechnology can be described as all such materials, systems, 
applications or forms of structures and materials that meet the following conditions:  

• They have at least one dimension or their internal structure within the size range 1 to 100 nm (0.001 to 
0.1 μm) 

• They use physical or chemical properties at the level of atoms and molecules, so they have unusual 
characteristics compared with the same material or system that has not components within nanosize 
range 

• They must be prepared artificially, and can be combined to form larger structures with usable effects in 
macrocosm 

Such general definition of nanotechnology includes a huge variety of materials, structures, processes, and 
their use in many different fields of human activity that are not only used in the last 20 years, when talking 
about nanotechnology. The people either consciously or unconsciously uses nanotechnology since the 
beginning AD. In addition, many natural nanomaterials arises entirely natural processes and ultimately living 
organisms themselves make use of nanotechnology-based processes for their own living. 

The mentioned issue of nanotechnology is very broad and transcending existing boundaries of science and 
technology and is therefore of interest to many groups of society from scientists and engineers, through the 
soldiers, businessmen, economists, policy to customers and other groups. The first commercial products 
used nanotechnology based principle became available since 1997 (GMR Read Head of hard drives). Since 
that steadily growing market of nano-based products is still expanding, and became so interesting in 
economic and political fields.  
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2. NANOTECHNOLOGY STANDARDIZATION 

2.1. Beginning of nanotechnology standardization 
A growing economic and know-how related nanotechnology market growth of job opportunities, but arises 
also issues of safety, health risks and other aspects. Risk of safety and health aspects are usually reduced 
by application of standardization process in all fields of human activity, and therefore all areas related to the 
field of nanotechnology has become the subject of standardization. This process is enforced by effort to 
ensure smooth and responsible development of the nanotechnology market and in particular to ensure 
opportunities for safe risk management of these new technologies and to minimize negative viewing of 
nanotechnology known as in the case of GMO. 

On this bases arise around the world at the instigation of government and other organizations 
standardization committees dealing with nanotechnology in the mid-tenth of the 21st century. The ANSI-
Nanotechnology Standards Panel NSP arises in August 2004 and it finally formed the separate ISO technical 
committee ISO / TC 229 – Nanotechnologies in June 2005. Similarly, the European Commission initiated the 
establishment of working group WG166 within CEN (Comité Européen de Normalisation) in 2004, whose 
task was to standardize pan-European survey of needs in the field of nanotechnology. A new Technical 
Committee CEN/TC 352 - Nanotechnologies was established on the basis of this survey in 2006. The ISO 
called the other member states to establish its mirror national standardization committees of ISO / TC 229 – 
Nanotechnologies for the preparation and adoption of standards issued or adopted by individual Member 
States. The Czech Republic followed this call and established the mirror committee TNK CNI 144 - 
Nanotechnology and in 2007. 

2.2. International standardization of nanotechnology 
Working program of mentioned national and international standardization committees is broadly similar. 
Since nanotechnology is a completely new science and technology, it is necessary to build a complete 
standardization system from the ground, namely, to standardize terminology and nomenclature to describe 
and specify all things, then describe instrumentation and methods of testing and measurement of individual 
nanomaterials, including the definition of reference materials. Then main attention will be focused on the 
problems of modeling of nanomaterials, including safety issues of these materials and their potential impact 
on human health and the environment in general. 

The greatest difficulty for nanotechnology standardization process is that the nanotechnology scope extends 
to many areas already covered by standardization.  But for characterization the properties and in particular 
the impact of potential risks of nanomaterials is not possible use already established standardized 
procedures in general. Thus standardization documents preparation process is leaded by experts in working 
groups with close contacts to other technical committees, its working groups and other organizations through 
liaisons. An example of relevant and potential liaisons for ISO/TC 229 is shown in the Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 Review of current and potential liaisons for ISO/TC 229 [2] 

The relevant international source of standardization documents for The Czech Republic is the ISO / TC 229 - 
Nanotechnologies, which during its existence until today issued a total of 25 standards documents [2]: 

ISO/TS27687:2008 Nanotechnologies -- Terminology and definitions for nano-objects -- Nanoparticle, 
nanofibre and nanoplate 

ISO/TR 12885:2008 Nanotechnologies -- Health and safety practices in occupational settings relevant to 
nanotechnologies 

ISO 10801:2010 Nanotechnologies -- Generation of metal nanoparticles for inhalation toxicity testing using 
the evaporation/condensation method 

ISO 10808:2010 Nanotechnologies -- Characterization of nanoparticles in inhalation exposure chambers for 
inhalation toxicity testing 

ISO/TS 10867:2010 Nanotechnologies -- Characterization of single-wall carbon nanotubes using near 
infrared photoluminescence spectroscopy 

ISO/TS 11251:2010 Nanotechnologies -- Characterization of volatile components in single-wall carbon 
nanotube samples using evolved gas analysis/gas chromatograph-mass spectrometry 

ISO/TR 11360:2010 Nanotechnologies -- Methodology for the classification and categorization of 
nanomaterials 

ISO/TR 12802:2010 Nanotechnologies -- Model taxonomic framework for use in developing vocabularies -- 
Core concepts 
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ISO 29701:2010 Nanotechnologies -- Endotoxin test on nanomaterial samples for in vitro systems -- Limulus 
amebocyte lysate (LAL) test 

ISO/TS 80004-1:2010 Nanotechnologies -- Vocabulary -- Part 1: Core terms 

ISO/TS 80004-3:2010 Nanotechnologies -- Vocabulary -- Part 3: Carbon nano-objects 

ISO/TS 80004-4:2011 Nanotechnologies -- Vocabulary -- Part 4: Nanostructured materials 

ISO/TS 80004-5:2011 Nanotechnologies -- Vocabulary -- Part 5: Nano/bio interface 

ISO/TS 80004-7:2011 Nanotechnologies -- Vocabulary -- Part 7: Diagnostics and therapeutics for healthcare 

ISO/TS 10798:2011 Nanotechnologies -- Characterization of single-wall carbon nanotubes using scanning 
electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry analysis 

ISO/TS 10868:2011 Nanotechnologies -- Characterization of single-wall carbon nanotubes using ultraviolet-
visible-near infrared (UV-Vis-NIR) absorption spectroscopy 

ISO/TS 11308:2011 Nanotechnologies -- Characterization of single-wall carbon nanotubes using 
thermogravimetric analysis 

ISO/TS 11888:2011 Nanotechnologies -- Characterization of multiwall carbon nanotubes -- Mesoscopic 
shape factors 

ISO/TS 12805:2011 Nanotechnologies -- Materials specifications -- Guidance on specifying nano-objects 

ISO/TR 13121:2011 Nanotechnologies -- Nanomaterial risk evaluation 

ISO/TS 13278:2011 Nanotechnologies -- Determination of elemental impurities in samples of carbon 
nanotubes using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 

ISO/TS10797:2012 Nanotechnologies -- Characterization of single-wall carbon nanotubes using 
transmission electron microscopy 

ISO/TR 10929:2012 Nanotechnologies -- Characterization of multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) samples 

ISO/TR 13014:2012 Nanotechnologies -- Guidance on physico-chemical characterization of engineered 
nanoscale materials for toxicologic assessment 

ISO/TR 13014:2012/Cor 1:2012  

Next 20 standardization documents are under development under ISO/TC 229 lead. These are not only ones 
standardization documents related to nanotechnology at international level. Standardization of electrical, 
electronic and related technologies is covered by International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). Topics of 
nanotechnology are in scope of technical committee IEC-TC 113 Nanotechnology standardization for 
electrical and electronic products and systems. This committee issued 3 standards documents and next 15 
are under development [4]: 
IEC/PAS 62565-2-1 Nanomanufacturing - Material specifications - Part 2-1: Single-wall carbon nanotubes - 
Blank detail specification  

IEC/TS 62607-2-1 Nanomanufacturing - Key control characteristics - Part 2-1: Carbon nanotube materials - 
Film resistance  

IEC 62624 Test methods for measurement of electrical properties of carbon nanotubes  

2.3. Nanotechnology standardization at European level  
At European level the most important institution for standardization is CEN - Comité Européen de 
Normalisation where the process of nanotechnology standardization is provided by the Technical Committee 
CEN / TC 352 Nanotechnologies. This committee has been since its inception in 2006, as well as ISO / TC 
229 headed by secretariat BSI - British Standards Institution and the chairman of both committees was dr. 
Peter Hatto. For the harmonization of international and European standards and to avoid duplications in 
standards preparation a close technical cooperation between ISO and CEN was enshrined in the Vienna 
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Agreement in 1990. CEN and ISO may previously agree which standardization project will be addressed 
under ISO or CEN leadership and after the development of standardization document it will be approved in 
both of these partner organizations. Until now member states of CEN / TC 352 Nanotechnologies have been 
approved and published four normative documents, namely [5]: 

CEN ISO/TS 27687:2009  Nanotechnologies - Terminology and definitions for nano-objects - Nanoparticle, 
nanofibre and nanoplate (ISO/TS 27687:2008) 

EN ISO 29701:2010  Nanotechnologies - Endotoxin test on nanomaterial samples for in vitro systems - 
Limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) test (ISO 29701:2010) 

EN ISO 10801:2010  Nanotechnologies - Generation of metal nanoparticles for inhalation toxicity testing 
using the evaporation/condensation method (ISO 10801:2010) 

EN ISO 10808:2010  Nanotechnologies - Characterization of nanoparticles in inhalation exposure chambers 
for inhalation toxicity testing (ISO 10808:2010) 

The main working program of CEN/TC 352 is focused on European Commission M/461 Standardization 
Mandate to CEN, CENELEC and ETSI for standardization activities regarding nanotechnologies and 
nanomaterials with close cooperation with ISO and OECD. This mandate concerns to development of 
standardization documents especially in areas: 

• Methodologies for nanomaterial characterization in the manufactured form and before toxicity and eco-
toxicity testing; 

• Sampling and measurement of workplace, consumer and environment exposure 

• Methods to simulate exposures to nanomaterials 

• H, S & E (health, safety and the environment) 

CEN/TC 352 have prepared nine standardization projects and called tenders for project leaders of five 
projects: 

1) CEN Technical Specification (TS) “Guide to the identification and definition of measurands required for 
characterizing, evaluating functional properties and performance of materials at the nanoscale” 

2) CEN Technical Report (TR) "Protocols for whole life cycle assessment of nanoscale materials, devices 
and products" 

3) CEN Technical Specification (TS) "Guidance on detection and identification of nanoparticles and other 
nanoscale entities (in all media types, including waste streams from manufacturing and manufacturing 
discharges)" 

4) CEN Technical Specification (TS) "Protocols for determining the explosivity and flammability of nano-
powders (for transport, handling and storage)" 

5) CEN Technical Specification (TS) "Guide to the management of waste and the disposal of 
nanomaterials" 

The next projects tenders will be called as soon as at least three member countries will be interested in it. 

2.4. The Czech national standardization body  
The Czech National technical committee TNK 144 – Nanotechnologie was established as mirror committee 
of ISO 229 – Nanotechnology under Czech Metrology Institute (CMI) in 2007. The successor organization of 
CMI the Czech Office for Standards, Metrology and Testing (UNMZ) succeeded in tender for CEN/TC 352 - 
Nanotechnology secretary abandoned by BSI and become the first CEN twinning secretariat with AFNOR 
(France) since February 24 2011. Till today TNK 144 – Nanotechnologie issued 7 standard documents and 
other are under development: 

ČSN P CEN ISO/TS 27687 Nanotechnologie - Termíny a definice nanoobjektů - Nanočástice, nanovlákno a 
nanodeska; 
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ČSN EN ISO 29701 Nanotechnologie - Endotoxinová zkouška vzorků nanomateriálu systémy in vitro - 
Zkouška Limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) 

ČSN EN ISO 10808 Nanotechnologie - Charakteristika nanočástic v inhalačních komorách na zkoušku 
toxicity po inhalaci 

ČSN EN ISO 10801 Nanotechnologie - Generování nanočástic kovů pro zkoušení inhalační toxicity pomocí 
odpařovací/kondenzační metody 

ČSN P ISO/TS 80004-3 Nanotechnologie - Slovník - Část 3: Uhlíkové nanoobjekty 

TNI ISO/TR 12885 Nanotechnologie - Zdravotní a bezpečnostní směrnice relevantní pro pracovní prostředí 
nanotechnologií 

TNI ISO/TR 11360 Nanotechnologie - Metodologie pro klasifikaci a kategorizaci nanomateriálů 

3. CONCLUSION 
This article aimed to provide an overview of the current state of technical standardization, newly established, 
very broad technical field such as nanotechnology. Thanks to intensive development and its widespread 
impacts in all fields of human activity is the standardization in this field one of the priorities of many 
governments around the world. Despite all the so far unknown factors associated with nanotechnologies are 
appropriate normative documents intensively and systematically prepared by experts from around the world. 
Czech Republic is actively engaged in nanotechnology standardization process at all standardization bodies 
ISO, CEN and IEC through UNMZ.                    
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Abstract 
Recent developments in nanotechnologies raised new issues in microscopy with nanometer and sub 
nanometer resolution. Together with the imaging techniques, new approaches in the metrology field are 
required both in the direct metrology issues and in the area of calibration of the imaging tools (microscopes). 
Scanning electron microscopy needs the calibration specimens for adjusting the size of the view field 
(correct magnification) and the shape of that field (correction of deflection field distortions). Calibration 
specimens have been prepared using different technologies; among them the e–beam patterning and the e–
beam lithography have been proved to be appropriate and flexible tool for that task. In the past, we have 
reported several times our achievements in this field (e.g. [1]). Nevertheless, recent advances of the 
patterning tool (BS600), mainly the development of the technology zoomed exposure mode [2] and the 
installation of the magnetic field active cancellation system [3], pushed remarkably the technology necessary 
for further advances in this area. Within this contribution some theoretical, technology and practical aspects 
are discussed; achieved results are presented. 

Keywords: E–beam technology; calibration specimen; scanning electron microscopy 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The combination of e-beam direct write origination with the anisotropic Si etching techniques presents 
several potential advantages when preparing the calibration specimen for scanning e-beam microscopy 
(SEM). E-beam patterning enables a good level of flexibility for the design of various testing patterns. The 
precision of positioning is calibrated and it is deduced from the laser interferometers resulting in a high 
precision of artifacts nominal positioning. The facets etched in Silicon have good contrast when imaged by 
the SEM and the artifact edges are very sharp. 

2. DIMENSION CALIBRATION SPECIMEN 
We prepared several calibration specimens using the BS600 shaped beam pattern generator working with 
fixed energy of 15 keV. The high resolution exposure mode TZ-0 [2] (the basic stamp size step reduced from 
50 nm to 16 nm) was very useful as it allows better stamp size control and faster patterning process. 
Standard technology with 100 nm PMMA resist layer, exposure dose of 30 µC/cm2 and n-AAC developer 
was used for resist mask preparation. Anisotropic etching of the Silicon substrate was processed through the 
resist mask. 

The basic addressing step of the BS600 (LSB of the main beam deflection D/A converters) is 50 nm. 
However, fine D/A converters connected in parallel with the main D/A converters have the main step 20 
times lower (2.5 nm).  This step may be employed when the required notch spacing should be finer than the 
standard 50 nm spacing makes possible. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Cross grating 4 600 nm 
The first example concerns the cross grating with the period of 4 600 nm, its design is depicted in Fig. 1. 
One calibration sample consists of 11 × 10 vertical notches and 10 × 11 horizontal notches placed in the 
square matrix. The sample is prepared by the procedure described in the previous section. The given set of 
notch spacing was evaluated by the Czech Metrological Institute that issued the certificate of calibration [4] 
with the following results: 

"Period of the grating in the x axis: dx = (4606 ± 13) nm. 

Period of the grating in the y axis: dy = (4602 ± 14) nm. 

Orthogonality of the grating: φ = 89° ± 1°. 

Sample standard deviation in the x axis: sx = 13 nm. 

Sample standard deviation in the y axis: sy = 16 nm. 

The standard uncertainty of measurement has been 
determined in accordance with EA-4/02 document. 
The reported expanded uncertainty of measurement is 
stated as the standard uncertainty of measurement 
multiplied by the coverage factor k corresponding to a 
coverage probability of approximately 95 %, which for 
normal distribution corresponds to a coverage factor 
k = 2." 

 
Fig. 1 Cross grating with a period of 4600 nm 

(design) 

3.2. Cross grating 463 nm 
Fig. 2 shows a detail of a calibration specimen for SEM adjustment consisting of a cross grating with 
a period of 463 nm: the data were prepared using the proximity effect correction method for shaped electron 
beam. The pattern was exposed in the TZ exposure mode using standard technology resist development, 
anisotropic Silicon etching process and thin film Platinum sputtering. It might be noticed that even the shape 
of exposure stamps was rotated with respect to the deflection coordinates (-45°); the anisotropic etched 
artifacts reflect the crystallography of the Silicon substrate with 〈100〉 orientation. 

 
Fig. 2 Detail of a calibration specimen: cross grating with a period of 463 nm 
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We performed the analysis of individual notch positions based on the SEM image of the specimen (Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4). In this analysis the spread of position values rather than the exact spacing is analyzed. 

. 
Fig. 3 Part of a cross grating with a period of 463 nm (in resist) 

A dedicated software was prepared for this analysis. First, the shape of the individual notches (see Fig. 5) is 
extracted from the original image. Next, the nominal coordinates of the notches are prepared by fitting a 
regular matrix on the original image. The next step consists of searching the real notch positions. Finally, a 
histogram plot of both individual notch positions (Fig. 6) and the 10-pitch spacing (Fig. 7) is evaluated. 

  
Fig. 4 A part of the analyzed region: 12 by 12 

notches area (left up corner of the Fig. 3) 
Fig. 5 The shape of the element which 

position is analyzed 

When comparing these results with the results of the first sample, we conclude that the achieved variance is 
significantly worse. This is due to the insufficient power-line 50 Hz frequency magnetic field cancellation 
during the e-beam writing process. 
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Fig. 6 Histogram of notch position deviation 

(x axis in nm). 
Fig. 7 Histogram: deviation from the 10 pitch 

spacing  4630 nm nominal value (x axis in nm). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Future work will be related to multi material samples that might be useful for material contrast microscopy 
techniques and other analysis. Eventual further improvement of standard uncertainty will be possible using 
the new e-beam patterning tool (Vistec EBPG 5000 ES) that is being installed in our facilities. 
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SHAPED E-BEAM NANOPATTERNING WITH PROXIMITY EFFECT CORRECTION 

Michal URBANEKa, Vladimir KOLARIKa, Milan MATEJKAa, Frantisek MATEJKAa, Jan BOKa, 
Petr MIKSIKb, Jan VASINAb 

a ISI AS CR,v.v.i., Brno, Czech Republic, EU, urbanek@isibrno.cz 
b ELTEK spol. s.r.o., Kromeriz, Czech Republic, EU 

Abstract:  
Electron beam writer is a tool for writing patterns into a sensitive material (resist) in a high resolution. During 
the patterning, areas adjacent to the beam incidence point are exposed due to electron scattering effects in 
solid state (resist and the substrate). Consequently, this phenomenon, also called proximity effect, causes 
that the exposed pattern can be broader in comparison to the designed. In this contribution we present a 
software for proximity effect simulation and a software for proximity effect correction (PEC). The software is 
based on the model using the density of absorbed energy in resist layer and the model of resist development 
process. A simulation of proximity effect was carried out on binary lithography patterns, and consequently 
testing patterns were exposed with a corrected dose. As pattern generation, we used the e-beam writer 
TESLA BS 600 working with fixed energy 15keV and variable size rectangular shaped beam. The 
simulations of binary testing patterns and exposed patterns without PEC were compared. Finally, we 
compared the testing structures with PEC and without PEC, and we showed that the PEC tool works reliably 
for the e-beam writer BS 600.   

Keywords: e-beam writer, shaped beam, proximity effect correction 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Electron beam lithography is a technique for creating extremely fine patterns in resolution below 10 nm 
nowadays. This technique derived from scanning electron microscopy is required by the modern electronics 
industry for integrated circuit preparation [1]. The pattern writing in a high resolution is carried out into layer 
of sensitive material called electron resist (almost polymer), which is deposited on substrate surface. During 
the writing, several effects occur, which can significantly change the desired resolution of designed patterns 
[2]. The final pattern is most affected by two scattering effects in resist layer and substrate: forward scattering 
and backscattering. Due to this electron scattering effects, the exposed patterns can be significantly broader 
than the designed. This phenomenon, called proximity effect, causes that areas adjacent to the exposed 
receive nonzero electron dose and thus pattern can vary from the intended size.  

1.1  Model of the absorbed energy  
Proximity effect correction requires knowledge of the energy density absorbed in electron resist layer during 
the exposure by electron beam. The proximity effect can be described by the two Gaussian functions model 
see (1) [3]. This model represents the distribution of energy absorbed in the material in distance r from the 
incidence point of primary electrons, where α is the forward scattering range, β is the backscattering 
parameter and η label the ratio between the energy absorbed from the backscattered electrons and primary 
electrons. 

 

                                                         (1) 
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We use for pattern generation a rectangular shaped beam, then we can calculate distribution function as 
numeric integration of individual pixels in stamp. It means that stamp consists of number a*b beams with 
cross section of one pixel and the distribution function can be generated for individual stamps of different 
sizes as following. We calculate the distribution function as sum or difference of pre-calculated stamps saved 
in library and it prevents from calculating a big number of Gaussian function, this leads to a higher speed of 
calculation.     

1.2  Sensitivity curve  
Electron beam resist as transfer and recording medium is characterized by its sensitivity curve. It means if 
we expose resist to a range of doses and then develop pattern, plotting the relative thickness of resist versus 
dose we obtain the sensitivity curve of resist. The sensitivity of resist is defined as the value of dose, when 
all resist is removed (see Fig 1). 

 
Fig.1: Sensitivity curve of PMMA 950k resist, thickness of 200 nm. 

2.  SIMULATION AND CORRECTION ALGORITHMS 

2.1  Proximity Effect Simulator (PES)  
The previous words obviously show that the proximity effect correction is for creating patterns in high 
resolution at the most desired. The first step for its correction is to understand its influence on the designed 
patterns and visualize the latent pattern in electron resist layer, it means visualization the density of 
absorbed energy. Consequently, the PES for dose distribution was created. Input parameters for PES are 
variables α, β, η from equation (1). Values of those parameters are known from the previous papers [3,4] and 
follows: α = 0.20, β = 1.20 and η = 0.74. The PES allows simulation of dose distribution of designed pattern 
(Fig. 2 right)  
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Fig.2: Test pattern layout with designed widths of central lines and exposure of adjacent areas (left), 
proximity effect influence on absorbed dose (nonzero dose surrounding the testing pattern – right) 

2.2  Development simulator (DeS)  
If we know the resist sensitivity curve (Fig.1) we can simulate the resist development process as well (Fig.3). 
E-beam patterning almost works in binary regime of lithography during the production of electronic devices. It 
means that the exposed areas after development process are exposed to the substrate and unexposed 
areas are fully covered by original resist layer, and therefore we realized simulation and test patterning for 
binary mode.  

 
Fig. 3: Development simulation in binary mode (detail of pattern with nominal linewidth 200 nm): left- without 

PEC correction, right – with PEC correction (dose correction) 

2.3  Proximity Effect Corrector (PEC) algorithms 
After the simulation of dose distribution and development process, the second step leading to proximity 
effect correction. Our correction method is primarily based on implementation following algorithms (Fig. 4): 

1) Dose Correction – exposure time is converted to designed pattern is generated over whole resist 
thickness, adjacent areas receive minimized dose  
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2) Edge - additional stamps are exposed along the pattern edges, adjacent areas receive minimized 
dose. 

3) Corner - additional stamps are exposed in pattern corners, adjacent areas receive minimized dose. 

 
Fig.4: Detail of testing pattern with nominal width of central line 200 nm after PEC – a) dose correction, 

b) edge correction, c) corner correction. 

2.4  PEC execute 

After PEC application on designed testing pattern and simulation of development process (DeS) we can 
compare supposed result of the testing pattern without and with PEC. The linewidths of nominal width 
200 nm after development process simulation before and after PEC (for surrounding exposure 0%) are 
compared. As we expected, linewidth without PEC with growing surrounding exposure expands, whereas the 
linewidth with PEC is constant (Fig. 5). Differences between simulated and nominal value of linewidths 
versus nominal linewidth without and with PEC is shown in Fig. 6 and it is apparent that the widths of lines 
for nominal linewidth below 400 nm are lower and above 500 nm are broader than designed. The linewidths 
with PEC correspond with designed for nominal linewidth from 200 nm.  

 
 

             Fig. 5: Simulated linewidth of 200 nm line              Fig 6: Differences between simulated and nominal 

value of linewidths versus nominal linewidth 
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3. TESTING PATTERN EXPOSURE 
We used e-beam writer BS600 with a rectangular shaped beam and fixed accelerating voltage of 15 kV [5] 
for testing pattern exposure (Fig. 2 - left). The exposure dose of 100% was 30μC/cm2. Testing pattern was 
exposed into PMMA 950k resist, thickness of 200 nm, used developer n-AAC, development time 180 s and 
temperature 25 °C, contrast of resist γ = 2,1.  After the development, we measured the width of central lines 
for all values of exposed adjacent to the lines (0, 25, 50, 75, 100 %) by AFM (Fig.7). The measured with 
of 200 nm line without PEC for varying surrounding values is lower than value from the simulation, because 
the pattern is not fully developed, but in agreement with simulated estimation. The width of corrected line 
fully corresponds with designed pattern. 

 

 
 
Fig. 7: AFM image of testing pattern nominalwidth of central line 200 nm, left - without PEC correction,  

right - with PEC correction 

 

Fig. 8: AFM measurement - linewidth of 200nm line 
     

Fig. 9: Differences between simulated 
and nominal value of linewidths 

versus nominal linewidth 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
The exposure correction of central line becomes significant, where noticeable difference is between 
corrected and uncorrected line width. Line widths without correction are very noisy, but widths of lines with 
correction correspond with designed width for lines from 200 nm very well. As it is evident from the AFM 
measurements, we managed to create a tool for simulation and offline compensation of electron scattering 
phenomena for binary patterns generation using e-beam writer with a shaped beam.  
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NANO MODIFICATION OF THE W(100)/ZrO ELECTRON EMITTER TIP USING REACTIVE 
ION ETCHING 
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Abstract 
The W(100)/ZrO electron emitter tip is typically prepared from a tungsten single-crystal shaft of a diameter of 
125 µm using electrochemical anodic etching. In order to prepare an emitter for e-beam writer with a shaped 
beam it is desirable to etch the tip with a radius around 100 nm. Despite the anodic etching is precisely 
controlled using dedicated software, the desired final form shape of the emitter tip is not achieved in every 
case. The correcting anodic etching is not possible due to the technology principle of the etching itself. We 
present in this contribution the procedure that modifies/repairs the tungsten tip shape in a nanoscale region 
using a reactive ion etching (RIE) in CF4 + O2 gaseous mix in a barrel type reactor at the radio frequency of 
13,56 MHz and the working pressure of 1000 Pa. The change of the geometry after the RIE process is 
checked using a high resolution scanning electron microscope. The influence of the tip modification of the 
activated thermal-field W(100)/ZrO electron emitter on its emission characteristics is also presented. 

Keywords: Electron emitter, reactive ion etching, electron emission, thermal field, W(100)/ZrO 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The ZrO/W electron emitter, a <100>-surface tungsten covered with ZrOX, has become increasingly popular 
as a source of electrons for high-performance electron-beam instruments. Today, the high-temperature field 
emission source is the most commonly used electron source for a variety of electron beam instruments 
requiring a high-brightness cathode like scanning and transmission electron microscopes and electron beam 
lithography (pattern generators). The emitter is often referred to as a Schottky emitter, due to its use of the 
Schottky effect for electron emission (alternatively this type of electron sources is also referred to as a field 
emission cathode) [1]. 

Schottky emission regime is located between the thermal emission regime and the cold field emission 
regime. The thermal emission is increased in Schottky regime due to decreasing of potential barrier under 
the influence of a high electric field. The typical operation conditions are the tip temperature 1800 K, electric 
field 0.1 - 1 V/nm and vacuum < 10-6 Pa. The activated tungsten single-crystal etched tip is typically used for 
Schottky electron emitter. The top of the tip is made of one of the chemically active facets, nowadays 
commonly (100). The aim of the activation is to increase the total emission current in comparison with the 
low temperature field emitter. The activation means to cover the cathode tip with atoms of a suitable element 
to reduce the work function. A typical activation process uses Zr and O influence under high temperature 
(1750 - 1800 K). Such a tip is referred to as W(100) ZrO or ZrO/W emitter. The activated cathode have to be 
operated under increased temperature to prevent unwanted adsorption of other elements or molecules which 
in reverse can increase the work function. The tip radius is purposely increased after the activation up to 1 
µm. Hence, the common Schottky cathode has tip radius from 0.3 to 1.0 µm. As a consequence, the electric 
field intensity on the tip is lower, the potential barrier is wider thus the electron tunnelling is lower. Ergo, the 
electron energy spread is nearly as low as for the field emission regime. Next, the higher radius results in the  
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Fig. 1. SEM pictures of the emitter tip of new cathode: before (left) and after (right) the RIE process 

 

larger emission surface; more atoms of the surface emit the electrons so the noise is lower in comparison 
with the field emission regime. The spherical surface of the tip made after the etching is changing during 
activation process and next during the stabilization of the cathode emission. The low-index facets are made 
on the tip with (100) facets on the top. The angular current density of the Schottky emitter mounted in the 
typical electron gun is approximately 0.1 - 1 mA/sr. 

2. MODIFICATION OF THE ELECTRON EMITTER 

2.1  E-beam writing system 
A Schottky electron emitter with a layer of ZrOx is used in our e-beam writing system working with 
a rectangular-shaped electron beam of variable dimension [2] [3]. The size of the shaped beam can be from 
33 to 6300 nm independently in both directions [4]. The variable shaped beam brings the high exposure 
throughput that allows the production of large area structures (e.g. optical diffractive elements) [5]. The 
higher exposure throughput is the main advantage over the Gaussian electron beam writer systems. The 
electron-optical column of the system is based on the point projection of a spot electron source. The low 
radius of the tip less than 300 nm after cathode activation is necessary for the proper function of the 
electron-optical system based on the principle of point projection. 

2.2  RIE modification of the electron emitter 
The W(100)/ZrO electron emitter tip is typically prepared from a tungsten single-crystal shaft of a diameter of 
125 µm using electrochemical anodic etching. In order to prepare an emitter for e-beam writer with a shaped 
beam it is desirable to etch the tip with a radius around 100 nm. Despite the anodic etching is precisely 
controlled using dedicated software, the desired final form shape of the emitter tip is not achieved in every 
case. The correcting anodic etching is not possible due to the technology principle of the etching itself. At the 
same time it is evident the surface treatment and the shape of the tip determine the emission characteristics 
significantly [6] [7] [8]. 
We used the RIE (reactive ion etching) process for the tip radius modification, for regeneration of the active 
surface of the tip and repair of the incorrectly made tips. Next, we studied the influence of both the surface 
treatment and the change of the shape of the tip on the emission characteristics. A radio frequency 
(13,56 MHz) RIE in barrel type reactor at 1000-2000 Pa and 200W with gaseous mix of CF4 and 16vol% O2 
were applied. The rate of the etching was only a few nm/minute at the starting room temperature. The SEM 
images of the new cathode just after anodic etching before and after RIE taken in JEOL JSM 6700F and 
demonstrating the radius repairing are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. SEM pictures of the emitter tip of aged cathode: before (top left) and after (top right) the RIE process 
and overlapped image of both 

The SEM images of the aged cathode after long-term period of operation before and after RIE are shown in 
Fig. 2. The Zr reservoir was deposited on the emitter shaft before RIE. 

2.3  Modification of the electron emitter during oxygen processing 
Further, we studied the behaviour of the emitter tip during a next technological step, the oxygen processing. 
First, the emitter temperature was elevated from 300 K to ~1730 K. Next the emitter was exposed to oxygen 
at a partial pressure of 7×10-4 Pa for a 210 minutes. The SEM images of the cathode before and after 
oxygen processing taken in JEOL JSM 6700F are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. By comparison of detailed 
SEM images we can see the significant shortening of the tip of ~ 7 µm. We suppose the mechanism of 
shortening is the production of the WO2 and WO3 and subsequent physical procedures. WO2 sublimates 
already at 1073 K (at pressure 100 kPa), WO3 has melting point 1746 K and boiling point 1973 K. 

2.4  Evaluation of the RIE process in the experimental apparatus 
The influence of the RIE process on the emission characteristic was studied in an apparatus which allows 
cathode activation, debugging, testing and observation (Fig. 5). The original electron gun of our e-beam 
writing system with emitter was attached in the apparatus. 
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Fig. 3. SEM pictures of the emitter tip: before (top left), after (top right) the oxygen 
processing and overlapped image of both 

 

  

 

Fig. 4. Detailed SEM pictures of the emitter tip: before (top left) and after (top right) the oxygen 
processing and overlapped image of both 
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The standard cathode-extractor distance is 3 mm and the 
extractor voltage is also the working voltage of the e-beam 
writing system column. The apparatus consists of emitter 
(cathode), suppressor, extractor (anode), anode aperture and 
metalized scintillator. The measurement of a beam current 
from electrons bombarding scintillator is possible using 
external picoammeter. The apparatus is equipped with two 
inspection glasses for visual process monitoring. The first one 
is positioned on the optical axis of the apparatus behind the 
scintillator and it allows the observation of the cathode 
emission pattern. The second one is positioned radially and it 
allows the observation of the space between the suppressor 
and the anode. A camera can be attached to both glass 
windows.  

Fig. 5. Apparatus for cathode debugging and 
testing. C-cathode, W-suppressor, 
A-extractor (anode), AP-aperture, 

S-scintillator, HV-high voltage power supply, 
P-picoammeter, SG-inspection glass, 

F-flange, V-gas dosing valve, CM-camera, 
O-ocular 

3. RESULTS 
In order to evaluate the influence of the RIE 
treatment on the emitter tip, the voltage/current 
characteristics were measured and 
simultaneously the emission pattern images 
projected on the screen were recorded by a 
camera. The following conditions were kept for 
all measurements: cathode operating 
temperature ~ 1650 K, vacuum 5×10-7 Pa, the 
cathode-extractor distance 3 mm, and 
suppressor bias 100 V. The comparison of the 
voltage/current characteristics of the tip is in 
Fig. 6. The comparison of the emission pattern 
images gives Fig. 7. We can see low 
brightness electron emission of the original 
cathode even after new oxygen processing 
(Fig. 7 left). After RIE the emission increased 
significantly, but not in the central part of the emission pattern where it is the most important for shaped 
e-beam writing system (Fig. 7 center). Only after RIE followed by oxygen processing the high brightness 
electron emission from the top of the tip started (Fig. 7 right).  
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Fig. 7. The scintillator images of the emission pattern from the emitter: before RIE (left), after RIE (center) 

and after RIE and oxygen activation (right). Cathode-extractor voltage 8 kV, angular current density 4,5 :A/sr 
(left) and 51 :A/sr (right) 
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Abstract 
A proximity effect simulation technique and developed resist profile simulation for variable-shaped e-beam 
lithography of three dimensional structures are presented. The e-beam lithography is a technology process 
which allows high resolution patterning. Most frequently it is used for microfabrication or nanofabrication of 
two dimensional relief structures such as resist photo masks, etching masks, diffraction gratings, micro and 
nano optics, photonics and more. However, in the case of the 3D structures patterning the precise thickness 
control of developed resist is required. With regard to subsequent proximity effect correction, the proximity 
effect simulation and developed resist profile simulation models are in the case of 3D structures fabrication 
critically important. We show the results from simulation of exposure and resist development process for the 
chosen polymer resist (PMMA), using the patterning and simulation e-beam lithography software.  

Keywords: 3D resist structures, variable shape electron beam lithography, proximity effect simulation and 
correction, polymer resist, development process simulation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The Electron beam lithography (EBL) process uses electron beam writer (EBW) as pattern generator 
allowing high resolution writing. The writing is carried out in a layer of sensitive material deposited on the 
substrate surface. From the point of view of resolution the EBW system has the limitation given by the beam 
spot size but also by the electron scattering effects (forward scattering and backscattering). Therefore, even 
when the beam spot size is small, due to electron scattering phenomenon, the size of the area that is 
exposed by the electrons is considerably larger than the original beam spot size [1-2]. From a technological 
perspective, the scattering phenomenon causes non-ideal dose distribution to the resist layer. In other words 
the dose transferred in the outer regions of writing area is nonzero. As a consequence, in case of binary 
structures the created structure is broader than intended or in case of 3D structures the created structure 
profile is not ideal (bad shape, collapsed ect.). We dealt with the problem of proximity phenomena (electron 
scattering influence on exposition in EBL) in preceding works [3-4]. Mainly from the perspective of simulation 
of dose distribution, dose correction also developed resist profile simulation for binary structures. This work 
follows prior works in order to apply acquired knowledge for case of three-dimensional structure patterning. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
The influence of electron scattering can be approximated by the sum of two Gaussian functions [3-8]. It 
represents absorbed energy distribution in chosen material in distance r from the incidence point of primary 
electrons (PE), where α is the forward scattering range, β is the backscattering range and η is the ratio 
between the absorbed energy from back scattered electrons (BSE) and the PE according to the following 
equation: 
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          (1) 

Based on this mathematical model the simulation software has been made. The input parameters (α, β, η) 
for Proximity Effect Simulator (PES) in case of our EBW device were experimentally determined prior works. 
The PES allows simulation of the dose distribution of the exposition pattern. When the sensitivity curve for 
chosen system of resist – developer is known, the PES is capable of developed resist profile simulation. To 
verify the functionality of the simulation software for 3D structure modeling we prepared a simple pattern in 
the layout program. This pattern consists of several related lines exposed gradually with linearly increasing 
dose (see Fig .1). Each line consisted of a square shape exposition (a = 1,0μm). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Our main objective was to compare the developed resist simulation of chosen 3D structure with the real 
structure created in the resist by the EBL. The real structure was prepared on the TESLA BS600 EBW 
device [9-10]. It is the system which works with fixed energy 15keV. This system uses variable-size beam 
spot of rectangular shape for patterning. The exposition was performed in the layer of PMMA resist (Mw = 
350k, thickness = 600 nm) on a silicon substrate. Development of exposed resist was carried out with a 
strong developer (based on Acetone). Using this developer low resist contrast can be archived (γ = 1 – 2). 
The reason for using this developer is that the low resist contrast can be benefiting in case of the 3D 
structures preparation. 

In order to simulate the exposed structure profile, in the resist after its development, it is necessary to obtain 
the resist sensitivity curve. The sensitivity curve we used was taken from measurement of resist sensitivity 
testing pattern on the Alfastep120 profilometer. Acquired sensitivity curve can be seen in the Fig. 2. It shows 
that the clearing dose is relatively low (D0 = 20 μC/cm2). The resist contrast definition is as follows: γ = │log10 

(DL10/DL1)│-1, where DL10 and DL1 represents exposure doses in lines L10 and L1 respectively [1,2,10],. The 
value of contrast in the part of resist sensitivity curve which is used has value of about γ = 1,0. As input for 
simulation software we have used whole resist sensitivity curve model. 

Simulating testing pattern in PES we acquired model of dose distribution in the resist. It shows connection 
between dose acquired from primary exposition and doses from secondary exposition from close 
neighborhood. In term of the dose distribution there is a problematic area around the 10th level of our testing 
pattern. The graphic dependence in Fig. 3 shows that transferred dose in the area with the highest dose is 
insufficient. This is due to the fact that the 10th step of structure is affected by proximity effect exposure with 
adjacent exposure only from one side. From another aspect, due to relatively high dose applied on the 10th 
step of the structure, the proximity effect also causes that the neighboring area which is supposed to receive 

Fig.1: Idealized model of exposition pattern for simulation in the PES software, created from ten lines 
 (a = 1,0μm) exposed with linearly increasing dose

 L0    L1    L2    L3   L4    L5   L6    L7   L8    L9   L10   L0 
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zero dose is nonzero. As a result this will cause drop of this part of the relief during resist developing 
process.  

 
Fig. 2: Sensitivity curve for positive resist PMMA (Mw = 350k) and V11 developer. Developing parameters: t 

= 30s, T= 24°C 

    
 

 

 

 

      
 

Fig. 5: AFM images of testing pattern created in PMMA a) 3D image; b) cross-section 

Fig. 3: Simulation of real doses transferred in 
each step of multilevel structure in 

comparison with input doses 

X [μm]

Z [nm]

Fig. 4: Profile simulation of multilevel structure 
in the developed resist in comparison with the 

profile of real structure created in the resist 
measured by Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) 

a) b) 
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By combination models of dose distribution simulation and resist sensitivity curve we can acquire developed  
resist profile simulation (see Fig. 4). We can see the comparison of the real structure profile and the modeled 
one. A relation between the dose simulation (Fig. 3) and the profile simulation (Fig. 4) are evident. 
Nonlinearity of the real structure profile (Fig. 5) from the first to the tenth step is determined by several 
factors. The first of these is related to the noise of electron source used for patterning, which can vary up to 
15%. The second factor is a precision of the beam spot size adjustment. The third one relates to the electron 
scattering phenomenon, when the energy absorbed in the resist is dependent on the depth of the electron 
penetration. 

3. CONCLUSION 
In the current work the proximity effect simulation (PES) has been applied for simulation of multilevel 
microstructures using the positive-resist PMMA. The dose distribution simulation and the developed resist 
profile simulation for the pattern of 3D type has been studied using the PES tool. In order to validate 
simulation with the actual behavior, several exposures with testing patterns were prepared. We were able to 
verify the functionality of the simulator for developed resist profile simulation.  
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Abstract  
Ultrasonic welding is a solid-state welding process in which similar or dissimilar work pieces are jointed by 
the application of high frequency vibratory energy, where the work pieces are held together under pressure 
without melting. The problem faced by researchers and industry which have deals with ultrasonic welding 
process is poor strength of the weld, due to improper selection of welding parameters. Therefore, we are 
usually interested to determine which variables process affects the response. A stage is to optimize, this 
means that we can determine the region in the important factors that lead to the best possible response. In 
this paper, welding parameters, like welding time, welding pressure and amplitude of the vibration are taken 
into account during the realization of ultrasonic welded joints of Al/20%SiC composite material under disks 
form, whose thickness are 1 mm.  This work focuses on the development of an effective methodology to 
determine the optimum conditions for welding, that maximize the strength of joints produced by ultrasonic 
welding.  Here we have investigated the effect of process variables and energy input on joints formation 
between Al/20%SiC composite material disks, and a report on the optimum welding conditions. A suitable 
experimental design, based on 2k  factorial design was designed and executed for conducting trials. These 
designs have a greatly simplified analysis. 

Keywords: composite material, ultrasonic welding, design of experiments, welding strength 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Metal matrix composite MMC’s are extremely versatile materials which allow the designer to put together 
various properties of metals and non-metals in one piece.[1] Because these types of new materials start to 
be exploited more and more in automotive industry, in aeronautics industry etc., due to its advantages such 
as: high corrosion resistance, good stiffness, low density, improving of properties at high temperatures etc. 
[2]. Generally, these composite materials are difficult to weld compared with conventional materials, due to 
large differences between melting temperature of reinforcing elements and matrix, as well as thermal 
conductivity and different specific heat of the components, which lead to differences between thermal fields 
and crystallization conditions [3]. Ultrasonic welding of metals is an industrial technique, where similar or 
non-similar materials are joining together by applying 
a high frequency ultrasonic vibration, parallel on the 
surface which follows to be jointed, under the 
pressure of forces to create a solid state welding. 
Therefore, the temperature developed between parts 
that must be joined, are under the melting 
temperature of the respective material [4]. Ultrasonic 
welding can be done in few seconds without being 
modified the properties of material Fig.1.  Because 
this process has been used successfully in the joining 
of the conventional materials, we don’t see any 
impediment to use it, in the joining of metal matrix Fig.1 Basic principle of ultrasonic metal welding 
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composites. In this process of welding there are many variables and also exist a large enough domain for 
study the ultrasonic welding of Al/20%SiC metal matrix composite. In the ultrasonic welding process, 
industries obtain a poor quality of the welds [5]. The selection of parameters which have a significant 
influence in the weld strength is very important. From the literature review, it was clearly observed that 
welding pressure, welding time and amplitude are critical parameters in deciding the weld strength and 
quality of the welds [6]. It seems that the optimization method used, and certain the full factorial experiment 
method in ultrasonic welding of the Al/20%SiC metal matrix composite, has not been reported. 

Therefore, in this paper is achieved a systematic study regarding the ultrasonic welding of Al/20%SiC 
composite material and an optimization of process parameters, using the full factorial experiment method.  
Also, the objective of this study is to conduct the experiments using the full factorial experiments method, to 
find out the optimum levels of the parameters and their interactions, which will produce a high strength of the 
joint in case of the ultrasonic welding of Al/20%SiC composite material. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

2.1 Full factorial experiments method 
Although the full factorial experiments method 
is known very well, we present some important 
steps. For this category of programs we will 
use influence factors, with two levels of 
variation high level (+1) and low level (-1). 
Having three influence factors, with two levels 
of variation, we will have to do eight runs. 
From the geometric point of view, the design is 
a cube as shown in Fig. 2a, with eight runs 
which are forming the corners of the cube. In 
Fig. 2b it is the matrix program. This type of 
design allows the estimation of three main 
effects (A, B and C), the estimation of the 
effects of three interactions having two 
influence factors (AB, AC, and BC) and the estimation of the effect of one interaction having three influence 
factors (ABC) [7].  

2.2 Experimental setup 
The jointing was performed using a conventional 
ultrasonic metal welding machine (2000 W, 20 kHz), for 
different ranges of the joint parameters which is shown 
in Fig. 3. The sonotrode used for this experiment is 
made of steel. The anvil is also made of steel provided 
with serrations at the top surface. The area of sonotrode 
which come into contact with the work piece is also 
provided with serrations, similar to the top surface of the 
anvil, for preventing the sliding of the work pieces which 
follow to be jointed. The samples used in the 
experiment, are formed from Al/20%SiC composite 
material, under disks form with size ∅ 15x1 mm , this 
means that we have 20% silicon carbide in the form of 
very fine particles. 

Fig. 2 The 23 factorial design 

Fig. 3 Ultrasonic welding equipment 
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Table 1 Mechanical and thermal properties of Al/20%SiC [8] 
Material Properties Value 
Young’s Modulus of Elastic[GPa] 170 
Poisson’s Ratio 0.29 
Initial Yield Stress [MPa] 125 
Ultimate Tensile Strength [MPa] 370 
Thermal Conductivity [W/mK] 160 

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion ]C[ 1−°  61014 −×  

Density ]m/kg[ 3  2800 

Mechanical and thermal properties of this material (Al/20%SiC) are shown in Table 1. Before joining 
process, the samples were cleaned mechanically and chemically to remove the oxide layer from the surface 
because we don’t want to affect the weld strength.  

2.3  Indentifying the influence factors  
In the full factorial experiments method, there are two types of influence factors for indentify the settings 
of the optimal process and this are controllable and uncontrollable influence factors. The controllable 
influence factors are those factors which can be controlled during the technological process (time, power, 
pressure, etc.), and, uncontrollable influence factors are those factors which can’t be controlled during the 
technological process (noise factors).  

In this paper, the noise factors are neglected, and the chosen controllable factors are the welding time, 
welding pressure and amplitude of sonotrode, each of the factors with two levels of variation, as shown in 
Table 2. Because the pieces which need to be jointed are very small, and we cannot  clamp in the pull test 
machine  to determine the strength of the joint, so  the pursued objective functions is net area of the joint and 
the energy input on joints formation of this kind of material. The obtained results were done with specialized 
software for statistical designing and analysis – MINITAB [9]. 

 

Table 2 The settings of factors and levels 
No. Factor Description Level 1 Level 2 

1 Weld pressure(bar) A 1.4 1.7 
2 Weld time (sec) B 1.2 2 
3 Amplitude (%) C 70 85 

 

Are taken into account the interactions between those three controllable factors,  which is the interaction 
between welding pressure and welding time, the interaction between welding time and the amplitude of 
sonotrode and the interaction between welding pressure and the amplitude of the sonotrode. In this work 
welding time is expressed in seconds, welding pressure which in its turn determine the welding force 
expressed in bar, and the amplitude expressed in percentage from the maximum value, Amax= 100µm.  For 
measuring surface of the joint, we have used a caliper with a precision of 0.1 mm, and the energy input on 
the joints formation was read from the ultrasonic generator interface. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The design of experiments by using the full factorial experiments method was adopted systematically to 
optimize the jointing process parameters of Al/20%SiC composite material samples with thickness of 1 mm. 
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The obtained results for evaluate the objective function 
(net area of the joint “S” and the energy input on joint 
formation) are presented in Table 3 and Fig. 4. In the 
Pareto charts, influence factors are note: A – welding 
pressure, B – welding time and C – amplitude of the 
sonotrode. From Pareto chart for net area of the joint 
“S”, Fig. 5a, can be observed that interaction between 
welding time and amplitude of the sonotrode (BC), 
welding pressure and welding time (AB), welding 
pressure and amplitude of the sonotrode (AC), prove to 
have the most significant effect on response (weld 
strength), but neither the influence of welding time 
factor (B) and the interaction between welding 
pressure, welding time and amplitude of the sonotrode 
not be neglected.  

 

Table 3 Experimental results 
No. Pressure 

[bar] 
Time 
[sec] 

Amplitude 
[%] 

Net  area of joint „S“ 
[mm2] 

Energy 
[J] 

1 1.4 1.2 70 32.68 539 
2 1.7 1.2 70 23.69 363 
3 1.4 2 70 32.9 658 
4 1.7 2 70 33.63 480 
5 1.4 1.2 85 37.31 697 
6 1.7 1.2 85 33.85 413 
7 1.4 2 85 19.3 543 
8 1.7 2 85 31.92 635 

a)       b) 

 
Fig. 5 Pareto chart for: a) net area of joint „S“energy input  on the joint formation 

The fact that the influence of welding time factor is the most significant in relation with welding pressure  and 
amplitude of the sonotrode factors, can be seen also in the graphic representation of main effects Fig. 6a. 
From Pareto chart of energy input on joint formation, Fig. 5b, we can see that welding pressure factor has 
the greatest effect on response which is also confirmed in the Fig. 6b, but in this case, the other factors and 
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their interactions have a quite significant effect on the response. From Table 3 is concluded that welding 
pressure at level 1 (1.4 bar) and welding time at level 1 (1.2 sec), the measured  values of net area of joint 
and energy input on the joint formation are greater than the welding pressure from level 2 (1.7 bar) and 
welding time from level 2 (2 sec). It is someway normal, because increasing the welding pressure and 
welding time the sonotrode automatically maintains more the work pieces, without significant friction, but 
exist also the possibility that the material in question is a heterogeneous material, thing which make difficult 
the achievement a high that the material in question is a heterogeneous material, strength of joint. So 
between of these two levels of variation, level 1 is the best. In the Fig. 6ab the main effects are plotted for 
net area of the joint and for energy input on the joints formation, obtained using a special statistical analysis 
software, representations that are based on the conclusions from table 3. So in this paper combination of 
factors that maximizes the joint strength of Al/20%SiC composite material is welding pressure (A) – 1.4 bar 
welding time (B) -1.2 sec and amplitude of the sonotrode (C) -85% and the combination of factors that 
minimizes the joint strength is  welding pressure (A) – 1.4 bar, welding time (B) – 2 sec and amplitude of the 
sonotrode (C) – 85% (Tab. 3).  

a)       b) 
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Fig.6 Plot of main effects at various levels of factors for: a) - net area of joint “S“; b) - energy input on the 

joint formation 
Graphical representation of interactions of welding parameters for net area of the joint and for energy input 
on the joint formation it is shown in Fig. 7ab. It can be seen that significant interactions of factors are only in 
the first chart, Fig. 7a, between B and C factors, between A and B factors and between A and C factors, this 
can be seen by crossing the levels of variation, and in the second chart, Fig. 7b, levels of variation are 
almost parallel to each other, this means that there are not interactions between influence factors. 
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Fig. 7 Graphical representation of  interactions of influence factor for net area of joint and energy input on 

the joint formation at different levels of factor 
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4. CONCLUSION 
Have been studied those variables which affect the Al/20%SiC composite material by ultrasonic welding 
process. 

Have been identified the optimal parameters for maximize and minimize the strength of joint. 

The optimal parameters settings to achieve the maximum strength of the joint is:  

• welding pressure of 1.4 bar; 

• welding time of 1.2 sec.; 

• and, amplitude of the sonotrode of 85%. 

The optimal parameters settings for  minimize the strength of the joint is: 

• welding pressure of 1.4 bar; 

• welding time of 2 sec; 

• and, amplitude of the sonotrode of 85%. 

It was observed that welding pressure and welding time has a significant effect on the response (joint 
strength).  

It was observed that the interactions of influence factors are more significant on the net area of the joint, than 
on the energy input on joint formation. 
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Abstract  
Clay minerals in the form of nanofillers in polymer matrices are usually studied with the aim to improve 
mechanical properties, thermal and chemical stability and flame retardancy of nanocomposites. Clay mineral 
vermiculite was treated mechanically and chemically as a nanofiller and its exfoliation in polyolefins was 
studied. Effects of jet and ball milling and of chemical modification of vermiculite by means of intercalation 
with hexadecyl trimethyl ammonium bromide, modification with HCl and different homogenisation procedures 
including electrospinning of solution dispersions on exfoliation of vermiculite in a polymer matrix were studied 
in composites. 

Dispersion and content of nanoparticle in the matrix were characterized by X-ray diffraction analysis, 
scanning electron microscopy, light optical microscopy and thermogravimetric analysis. Effect of dispersion 
of vermiculite nanofiller particles in polyethylene on processing, mechanical and service properties of the 
composite was demonstrated by determining melt strength, by tensile and creep. 

Keywords: Nanoclay, PE composites, vermiculite, melt strength, exfoliation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
• Treatment of the filler - intercalation in a polymer solution where silicate was dispersed and swelled in 

the solution of the polymer, which was gradually absorbed on thin layers of clay. By evaporating the 
solvent (in some samples by electrospinning) a sandwich structure with polymer chains closed 
between the clay layers was formed. As starting material Brazilian vermiculite was used. The 
vermiculite was ground in a ball mill and subsequently sieved to a fraction below 40 µm or the initial 
material treated in this way was ground in a jet mill to a fraction of approximately 5 µm. The above 
mentioned vermiculites were modified with hexadecyl trimethyl amonium bromide (HDTMAB) or HCl. 
In order to achieve the maximum exfoliation and subsequent uniform distribution of the filler in the 
polymer matrix also processing of the clay dispersion in a solution of ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) 
copolymer in an electrostatic field was tested when treating the filler. 

• Preparation of the composite - intercalation in melt with the treated clay being mixed into polymer melt 
aiming at preparing nanocomposites containing clay filler exfoliated (delaminated) to maximum. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Raw materials used 
Polymers 
EVATANE 2825 - EVA copolymer from Arkema Company, USA 
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Bralen VA 20-60 – LD-PE both in granular and ground forms, manufactured by Istrochem Bratislava, 
Slovakia 

Bralen FB 2-17 – LD-PE, ground. Manufactured by Istrochem Bratislava, Slovakia 

Intercalation additives 
HDTMAB - hexadecyl trimethyl amonium bromide supplied by Sigma-Aldrich 

HCl - hydrochloric acid manufactured by Vitrum, Czech Republic 

Vermiculites, treatment of vermiculites 
The starting material for preparation of the fillers was Superfind Brasilian vermiculite having an undersize of 
40 µm manufactured by Grena a.s., Czech Republic. 

 
Table 1  A list of the filler samples prepared 

Sample No. Designation Characteristic 

1 VER 40 Untreated VER (having an undersize of 40 μm) 

2 VER J5 Untreated VER ground in a jet mill to approximately 5 μm 

3 VER HDTMA 40 
VER having an undersize of 40 μm treated with hexadecyl 
trimethyl amonium bromide 

4 VER HDTMA J5 
VER ground in a jet mill treated with hexadecyl trimethyl 
amonium bromide (HDTMAB) 

5 VER HCl 40 VER having an undersize of 40 μm treated with HCl 

6 VER HCl J5 
VER ground in a jet mill (particle size approximately 5 μm) 
treated with HCl 

 
Preparation of PE/vermiculites composites in melt 
Composites containing clay particles, EVA copolymer and a PE blend in a mass ratio of 3:9:88 and materials 
containing no EVA copolymer in a mass ratio of PE:clay = 97:3 were prepared. In order to determine precise 
proportions of separate components in the composite, presence of further substances (humidity, intercalation 
additives and, possibly, electrospinning additives) was checked, always gravimetrically, using 
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). 

The PE matrix comprised a blend of three BRALEN LD-PE grades having a composition as follows: V20-60 
(granulate), V20-60 (powder) and FB2-17 (powder) in a mass ratio of 4:5:3. The composites were mixed in 
a BRABENDER internal mixer at the temperature of 150 °C and moulded in mechanical presses at the 
temperature of 160 °C. 

2.2 Physical methods used to characterize the materials 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA analysis) was carried out to determine content of the clay filler in the 
samples prepared by electrospinning. Since some modified samples of the vermiculites contained additives, 
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to determine the clay content in each sample in order to be able 
to prepare composites containing a constant amount of the vermiculate. The analysis was done on 
a TA INSTRUMENTS TG Q500 analyser. 

Measuring conditions used to measure all samples were as follows: carrier gas - nitrogen (60 ml/min); mass 
of the samples: 0.02 ± 0.006 g; the samples were heated from 25°C to the final temperature of 600°C, the 
heating rate being 20°C per minute. 
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were made on a Vega 3 microscope supplied by the Tescan 
Company (Brno, Czech Republic). 

Melt strength and generally tensile characteristics of polymer melts were determined employing ARES 
2000 rotational rheometers and a SER-HV-A01 Sentmanat elongational rheometer. The properties 
measured were extentional stress as a function of extentional strain and tensile viscosity as a function of 
time at two rates of elongational extentional strain (0.1 s-1, 1 s-1) and a temperature of 150°C. 

Analysis of nanocomposite plates by optical microscopy was used in order to assess the level of mixing 
(exfoliation) of nanoclay fillers samples (as listed in Table 1) in PE/EVA polymer matrices. Samples of the 
composite plates were studied with the aid of Olympus BX51 optical microscope equipped with Olympus 
UC30 camera in a light field of a polarized light using the passing-light mode.  

X-ray diffraction analyses of nanocomposites were conducted on an INEL X-ray powder diffractometer 
incorporating a position-sensitive CPS120 curved detector. A radiation source was a copper anticathode and 
the X-ray radiation was monochromatized by a germanium monochromator. The diffraction on the 
nanocomposite plates proceeded for a period of 30 minutes at a working voltage of 35 kV and a current of 
15 mA. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Mechanical treatments of fillers 
The fillers used in the polymer composites were treated by methods of both chemical modification 
(intercalation with HDTMAB, HCl leaching) and mechanical destruction (grinding in a jet mill - Figs. 1 and 2). 

Fig. 1 SEM image of untreated vermiculite, 
undersizes 40 µm 

Fig. 2 SEM image of jet ground untreated 
vermiculite from Fig. 1 

3.2 Dispersion of filler in polymer matrix 

Nanostructures containing modified vermiculites dispersed by electrospinning process 
Contents of clays in nanostructures comprising nanofibres from EVA copolymer and clay particles were 
determined by TGA, and are summarized in Table 2. Efficiency of transition of the clay particles from the 
polymer solution to nanostructures was very good. Smaller particles and particles intercalated with the aid of 
HDTMAB are incorporated into the nanostructures with a higher efficiency. 
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magnified 150× magnified 500× magnified 1500× 

Fig. 3 Nanostructure prepared from EVA copolymer and HDTMAB-intercalated VER 40 by 
electrospinning (filler 3 from Table 1 was used) 

 
magnified 150× magnified 500× magnified 1500× 

Fig. 4 Nanostructure prepared from EVA copolymer and VER HDTMA J5 by electrospinning (filler 4 
from Table 1 was used) 

 
Fig. 5 TGA analysis of nanostructure comprising EVA and VER HDTMA J5 
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Table 2 Clay content in polymer solution prior to electrospinning and in nanostructure after the 
electrospinning process 

Vermiculite used 
Theoretical content of 

clay prior to 
electrospinning (%) 

Content of clay in 
samples after 

electrospinning (%) 

Efficiency of transition of clay 
from solution to 

nanostructure (%) 

VER 40  23.46  19.80  84.40 

VER J5  23.41  21.33  91.11 

VER 40 HDTMA  21.49  19.08  88.79 

VER HDTMA J5  21.11  19.81  93.84 

Determination of filler dispersion level by optical microscopy 
The photographs in Figs. 4 to 11 show the surface area of the composite plate 1.8×1.3 mm in size, which is 
representative for the given sample. Particle edges, well visible at this magnification, were made clearer by 
framing thus making the distribution in the polymer matrix more pronounced. Based on measuring the 
particles size the particles can be counted and included into separate categories according to their size. 
Though the ascertained numbers and size of the particles are approximate only they do make possible to 
assess intensity of mixing (exfoliation) of the nanoclay in the polymer. 

 

  

Fig. 6 PE/EVA and VER 40 composite Fig. 7 PE/EVA and VER 40 composite - 
processing of the filler by electrospinning 

 

Untreated samples of VER 40 and VER J5 homogenized poorly with the polymer matrix when common 
plastics processing methods were used. 

A decrease in the number of larger agglomerates and hence an improvement in exfoliation of the filler in the 
polymer can be achieved by using the HDTMAB intercalation additive (Figs. 10 to 13) and by jet grinding of 
the clay (Figs. 12 and 13). 

An enhancement of the filler dispersion in the matrix can always be observed when the filler has been 
treated by electrospinning (Figs.7, 9, 11 and 13). 
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Fig. 8 PE/EVA and VER J5 composite Fig. 9 PE/EVA and VER J5 composite - 
processing of the filler by electrospinning 

  

Fig. 10 Composite comprising PE/EVA and VER 
HDTMA 40 

Fig. 11 Composite comprising PE/EVA and VER 
HDTMA 40 - processing of the filler by 

electrospinning 

  

Fig. 12 Composite comprising PE/EVA and VER 
HDTMA J5 

Fig. 13 Composite comprising PE/EVA and VER 
HDTMA J5 - processing of the filler by 

electrospinning 

X-ray diffraction analysis 
Diffraction analysis is one of the common methods carried out to monitor structure changes of the materials 
studied. A change in diffraction positions and diffraction intensities of vermiculite clay nanofiller was studied 
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at diffraction angles of 2θ in the range from 1 to 10 degrees. Diffractions of PE and PE/EVA polymers occur 
at the diffraction angles of 2θ in the area ranging from 15 to 25 degrees. 

The diffraction records of each clay nanofiller were compared with those of nanocomposites containing these 
nanofiller. Interesting results were provided by X-ray diffraction records of the HDTMAB intercalated 
composites (Figs. 14 and 15). Here, interactions of VER HDTMA 40 and also of VER HDTMA J5 nanoclays 
with polymer matrices are evident. Changes in diffraction positions and formation of new diffractions, 
particularly in the area of smaller angles 2θ, took place. Therefore, an intercalation of HDTMA into the 
interlayer (space between the layers) and exfoliation of the layered (stratified) structure of the vermiculite are 
assumed here. 

PE-EVA+VER HDTMA 40 el. 

PE-EVA+VER HDTMA 40

 

 

Fig. 14 Comparison of X-ray 
diffractions of HDTMA 

intercalated VER 40 filler, of a 
composite comprising PE/EVA 
and VER 40 HDTMA and of a 
composite comprising PE/EVA 
and VER HDTMA 40 el. treated 

by electrospinning process 

PE-EVA+VER HDTMA J5 el. 
PE-EVA+VER HDTMA J5 

 

Fig. 15 X-ray diffraction records 
of intercalated and jet ground 

VER HDTMA J5 nanofiller and of 
plates of nanocomposite 

comprising PE/EVA and HDTMA 
J5 and of a composite comprising 
PE/EVA and HDTMA J5 el. where 

the filler was dispersed by 
electrospinning 

3.3 Preparation of composites by mixing in melt 
Selected properties of the composites comprising PE/EVA polymer matrix are presented in Table 3. 

The fillers were treated by jet grinding, modified with intercalation additives or hydrochloric acid and possibly 
also pre-treated by electrospinning. All the fillers were then mixed with PE or also with EVA copolymer in 
a Brabender plasticorder using classical plastics processing procedures and the composites thus prepared 
were moulded to form plates for tests aimed at determining their properties 
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Table 3 Mechanical properties of composites comprising PE/EVA and VER 

Filler 
incorporation 

method 
Vermiculite used 

Composite composition Initial creep 
modulus 

(MPa) 

Elasticity 
modulus from 

tensile test 

(MPa) 
PE 

(%) 

EVA 

(%) 

VER 

(%) 
Humidity and 
additives (%) 

- - 91.0 9.0 - - 160 69 

Electro-spinning 
and mixing in 
melt 

VER 40 86.5 8.8 2.9 1.8 222 77 

VER J5 86.5 8.8 2.9 1.8 179 87 

VER HDTMA 40 85.5 8.7 2.9 2.9 153 71 

VER HDTMA J5 85.4 8.7 2.9 3.0 203 78 

Mixing in melt 

VER 40 87.7 9.0 3.0 0.3 172 72 

VER J5 87.7 8.9 3.0 0.3 153 70 

VER HDTMA 40 86.6 8.9 3.0 1.5 259 87 

VER HDTMA J5 86.5 8.9 2.9 1.7 174 83 

VER HCl 40 87.7 9.0 3.0 0.3 146 70 

VER HCl J5 87.7 9.0 3.0 0.3 133 200 

 

3.4 Creep compliance tests 
A very important processing property in extrusion of plastics 
is strength of the melt. The composites comprising PE 
matrix and nanoclays discussed in this paper are superior in 
strength to usually much more expensive highly branched 
LD-PE grades having melt of great strength. Dependences 
of extensional  viscosity as a function of time are shown in 
Fig. 16 for PE Bralen FB 2-17 - a composite matrix, a 
reference highly branched PE (much more expensive than 
Bralen FB 2-17 under the investigation) and the composite 
based on Bralen PE containing 6 mass percent of 
HCl-modified vermiculite (VER HCl 40). Behaviour of the 
composite in regions of low strains or shorter times is rather 
similar to that of PE matrix alone but in regions of higher 
strains or longer time periods the properties of the composite 
are similar to those of highly branched PE.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 
A fibre-forming process in electrostatic field including a highly efficient incorporation of filler into 
nanostructures of EVA copolymer was developed. Though a favourable effect of electrospinning on 
dispersion of filler in composite compounds was demonstrated, in the case of exfoliation of the filler in 
a polymer matrix usual plastics mixing procedures are adequate to achieve the required properties of the 
composites.  

Treatments of the filler do not result in a marked improvement of mechanical properties of PE/nanoclay 
composites. 

The most interesting behaviour was exhibited by PE/VER composites in processing properties where 
a marked increase in strength of melt was achieved in composites containing HDTMAB additive or those 
modified with HCl. From the processing point of view, of a great interest is also the course of dependences 
of tensile strength on strain, or tensile viscosities on time. 

Fig. 16 A comparison of dependences 
of tensile viscosities for 

─ PE Bralen FB 2-17 
─ highly branched PE 
─ composite of Bralen PE and 6   
             mass % of VER HCl 40 filler 
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Abstract  
Rapidly solidified aluminium alloys are every promising material because of their low specific weight and 
good thermal stability. Utilization of rapid solidification processing enables to turn waste aluminium material 
with high iron content into valuable material. The aluminium-iron rapidly solidified alloys are well known. They 
exhibit good mechanical properties but their thermal stability is very limited. It is possible increase the 
thermal stability by alloying with third element for example chromium. In this work, the influence of Cr to Fe 
ration on properties of rapidly solidified alloys was studied. The ribbons of rapidly solidified alloys were 
prepared by melt spinning method. The structure was also studied in transmission electron microscope. The 
phase composition was studied by X-ray diffraction and the microhardness of rapidly solidified materials was 
measured. The formation of quasicrystalline phase Al80(Cr,Fe)20 was observed. 

Keywords: Rapid solidification, Aluminium Alloys, Quasicrystals 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Nanostructured rapidly solidified (RS) aluminum alloys are very promising materials for applications in 
automotive and aerospace industry. Their main advantage is their superior strain-to-weight ratio. Some of 
the effects of rapid solidification are an increase of the solubility of alloying elements, a refinement of the 
microstructure, and improvement material homogeneity .It was shown that the ability of TMs to thermally 
stabilize the alloys depends on their solid solubilities in Al matrix [1]. Maximum solubility of Fe is very low 
(0.06 wt.% [2]), but solubilities of Cr and Ti are significantly higher (0.67 wt.% and 1.24 wt.% [2], 
respectively).  

The tendecy of Al-Fe system to form quasicrystalline phases is well known [3,4]. It was proved in our 
previous work [5, 6], that the decagonal quasicrystalline Al80(Cr,Fe)20 phase is formed in Al-Fe-(Cr-Ti-Ce) 
systems. The change of cooling rate influenced the amount of quasicrystalline phase, while the addition of 
cerium let to increase of thermal stability of the quasicrystalline phase.  

In this paper, the influence of increased amount of iron on structure of rapidly solidified alloy (and 
quasicrystalline phase) is described.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The alloys with a composition of Al-7%Fe-4%Cr (concentrations are in wt.%, unless otherwise stated) 
,denoted as AlCr4Fe7, was studied. Ingot of the alloy was prepared by melting of the appropriate amounts of 
master alloys and pure metals (Al, Al-11Cr and Fe) in a vacuum induction furnace. Consequently, rapidly 
solidified ribbons were prepared by melt spinning. Circumferential speed of cooling wheel was 38 m/s. The 
microstructure of prepared ribbons was examined using a transmission electron microscope (TEM) Jeol JEM 
3010. Vickers hardness HV 0.005 was measured on the cross sectioned ribbons using Neophot 2 light 
microscope equipped by Hannemann microhardness tester. Phase composition of rapidly solidified alloys 
and extracted phases was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (PAN analytical X’Pert PRO + High Score 
Plus, Cu anode). 
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Properties of AlCr4Fe7 alloy were compared to properties of previously studied AlCr4Fe3Ti1 rapidly solidified 
alloy prepared at circumferential speed of cooling wheel of 40 m/s in Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für 
Materialien und Energie GmbH  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The AlCr4Fe3Ti1 and AlCr4Fe7 alloys were prepared under almost similar conditions. It was proven in our 
previous research, that Ti is present in small amount in all phases. It does not influence phase composition 
of rapidly solidified alloys, so the structure and properties of AlCr4Fe3Ti1 and AlCr4Fe7 alloys are able to be 
compared.  

Fig. 1. Phase composition of rapidly solidified AlCr4Fe3Ti1 and AlCr4Fe7 alloys: 1 – fcc Al, 2 – Al13Fe4, Q – 
quasicrystalline phase Al80(Cr,Fe)20 

 

 
Fig. 2. Structure of AlCr4Fe3Ti1 alloy (TEM) Fig. 3. Structure of AlCr4Fe7 alloy (TEM) 
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The rapidly solidified 
ribbons are formed by fcc-
Al matrix and Al80(Cr,Fe)20 
quasicrystalline phase, as 
documented in diffraction 
patterns in Fig. 1. In Fig. 
2 and 3, the ball articles 
are quasicrystalline pha-
ses and the light grey 
matrix belongs to fcc-Al. 
The AlCr4Fe7 alloy 
contains also small 
amount of Al13Fe4 phase. 
This phase is place 
preferentially along grains 
boundaries, as can be 
seen in Fig. 3. 

The fcc-Al matrix grain 
size of AlCr4Fe7 alloy 
determined by image 
analysis is shown in 
Fig. 4. The significant 
majority of matrix grains 
have size less than 70 nm. 

 

The grain size determined by Scherrer calculator from XRD diffraction patterns is given in Table 1. The 
results o grain size by image analysis and by Scherrer calculator are in very good agreement. The fcc-Al 
matrix grain size of AlCr4Fe3Ti1 alloy cannot be determined by image analyses because of massive 
quasicrystalline phases particles overlay. The grain size of AlCr4Fe3Ti1 alloy is almost two times smaller 
than for AlCr4Fe7 alloy. This can be caused by slightly higher cooling rate of this alloy. Surprisingly, the 
hardness of AlCr4Fe7 alloy is higher, as illustrated in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Properties of AlCr4Fe3Ti1 and AlCr4Fe7 alloys: average grain size determined by Scherrer 
calculator, microhardness HV 0.005 

Alloy Average grain size / nm Hardness HV 0.005 

AlCr4Fe3Ti1 37 ± 6 167 ± 6 

AlCr4Fe7 61 ± 11 201 ± 4 

 

The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of quasicrystalline phases from both alloys are given 
in Fig. 5 and 6. The patters are similar (the only difference is rotational). This means that the structure of 
quasicrystalline phase is similar. 
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Fig. 5. SAED pattern of quasicrystalline phase 

Al80(Cr,Fe)20 from AlCr4Fe3Ti1 alloy 
Fig. 5. SAED pattern of quasicrystalline 
phase Al80(Cr,Fe)20 from AlCr4Fe7 alloy 

 

As shown in Table 2, also the chemical composition of quasicrystalline phases is comparable. The 
quasicrystals from AlCr4Fe7 alloy contains higher amount of Fe, which is understandable due to higher Fe 
amount in the alloy. 

 

Table 2. Chemical composition of quasicrystalline phase determined by EDS in TEM, given in wt.% 

 Al Cr Fe Ti 

AlCr4Fe3Ti1 78.6 ± 0.2 12.2 ± 0.1 7.6 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 

AlCr4Fe7 77.1 ± 0.3 12.2 ± 0.1 13.1 ± 0.3 _ 

CONCLUSION 
The rapidly solidified AlCr4Fe7 alloys is formed by fcc-Al, Al80(Cr,Fe)20 quasicrystalline phase and small 
amount of Al13Fe4 phase localized on grain boundaries. The average fcc-Al matrix grain size is 61 ± 11 nm. It 
was proven that promising nanostructured material can be prepared from waste aluminium alloys with high 
Fe content by rapid solidification. 
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Abstract 
Zinc oxide is one of the most studied materials with very good photocatalytic properties which are used in the 
photodegradation of pollutants occurring in environment. Natural clay minerals (such as kaolinite, 
montmorillonite, vermiculite etc.) as carrier and e.g. ZnCl2 as the source of zinc are suitable for the 
preparation of clay/ZnO composites, whereas their ratio gives the final ZnO content in final composites. 
XRFS represents suitable technique for the analysis of these composites. The main problem connected to 
the XRFS analysis is verifying of the ZnO content because of the unavailability of the reference materials 
with high content of ZnO (in the order of tenth wt.%). To avoid this limitation we prepared our own set of 
standards, which consists of selected clay minerals and given amount of pure ZnO to obtain the samples 
with required content of ZnO and to utilize them for calibration of X-ray fluorescence spectrometer. This work 
deals with the preparation of various reference materials, evaluation of homogeneity, creation of calibration 
curves and especially the development of the method for precise determination of ZnO content in 
composites using commercial software.  

Keywords: zinc oxide, kaolinite, montmorillonite, vermiculite, x-ray fluorescence spectrometry  

1. INTRODUCTION 
ZnO has been widely used as a photocatalyst showing high photoactivity, low cost and environmentally 
friendly feature [1]. Capturing of the ZnO nanoparticles on the surface of suitable substrate leads to 
formation of composite materials which brings new benefits in comparison to bare ZnO nanoparticles. Clay 
minerals are natural materials with a wide range of applications, e.g. sorbents for heavy metals cations as 
Cd, Zn, and Pb etc. [2,3]. Different precursors of ZnO have been already tested in combination with clay 
minerals for preparation of clay/ZnO composites (e.g. ZnCl2 · 2H2O [4], ZnSO4 · 7H2O [5], Zn(CH3COO)2 · 
2H2O [6]) and as well as different carriers based on clay minerals (kaolinite [6], montmorillonite [7]).  

After the composites are prepared several characterization techniques are often utilized for their 
characterization. X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRFS) is a suitable method for chemical analysis of these 
materials, using x-ray diffraction analysis (XRPD) the phase composition can be analyzed and using 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) the morphology of the prepared composites can be observed.  

One of the significant tasks after the composite materials synthesis is related to the determination of their 
chemical composition. In the case of clay/ZnO composites it is mainly determination of ZnO content also with 
the aim to determine the yield of the synthesis procedure. XRFS is an analytical method often used for 
determination of the chemical composition of numerous kind of materials (solid, liquid, powder, filtered and 
other forms). XRFS method is fast, accurate and in some cases also non-destructive. Range of XRFS 
analysis application is very broad including metal, cement, oil, polymer, plastic and food industries, as well 
as mining, mineralogy, geology and environmental analysis of water and waste materials. XRFS is also  very 
useful technique for pharmacy research [8]. 

Although the XRFS technique is common instrumental analytical method and numerous standard 
procedures have been established for the purpose of analysis of different materials, the main problem 
connected to its direct utilization  for characterization of newly developed materials is unavailability of 
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reference materials with certificated content of given elements. The same problem is related to the clay/ZnO 
composites with the ZnO content in the order of tens of wt.%. This limitation can be overcame by preparing 
of the standards based on the mechanical mixtures of given clay mineral with known amount of pure ZnO. 
The prepared samples can be used for calibration of X-ray fluorescence spectrometer. 

Present work deals with the development of new accurate method for determination of real content of ZnO in 
clay/ZnO composites using XRFS method. Preparation of our own reference materials, assessment of the 
homogeneity of these reference materials as well as verification of the reproducibility of their preparation is 
also described and discussed in present paper.  

2. EXPERIMENTALS 

2.1. Materials and methods 

2.1.1. Materials 
Kaolinite (KKAF), montmorillonite Ivančice (MMT), vermiculite Brazil (VMT) and talc (M) were used for 
preparation of reference samples. Pure zinc oxide (ZnO p.a.) purchased from Lach-Ner, Czech Republic was 
used as a source of Zn. FLUX-lite tetraborate – dilithiumtetraborate (Li2B4O7) (FLUXANA, GmbH&Co. KG, 
Kleve, Germany) was used as a flux for preparation of pearls. Hoechs wax C micropowder (Merck KGaA, 
Darmstadt, Germany) was used as a binder for preparation of pellets. 

2.1.2 X-ray fluorescence spectrometry analysis 
Energy dispersive fluorescence spectrometer (XRFS) SPECTRO XEPOS equipped with 50 Watt Pd X-ray 
tube was used to excite the samples. The target changer, with up to 8 polarization and secondary targets, 
offers many different excitation conditions ensuring optimum determination of all elements from sodium to 
uranium. Measurements are performed in helium atmosphere. The detector is a state-of-art silicon drift 
detector (SDD). A spectral resolution of less than 160 eV for Mn K-alpha is achieved. The maximum count 
rate is 120,000 cps. The analyzer can handle samples with diameters up to 32 mm, 40 mm. We used X-LAB 
Pro software to control spectrometer functions and to evaluate data. Nominal input voltage is 120V/230V 
AC+ 10%, 50/60Hz. Liquid or solid samples could be measured. 

2.2 Preparation of pellets 
Pellets were pressed from the mechanical mixture of powder samples (4 g) and wax (0.9 g) using manual 
hydraulic press with applied load 10 tons. Prepared pellets had diameter 32 mm. 

2.3 Preparation of fusions 
The advantage of fusions is the high reliability of results, removing of the heterogeneity, substantial decrease 
of interelement influence, next benefit is lower consumption of sample in comparison to pellet technique. 
Typically 1g of sample and 8g of flux (Li2B4O7) are weighted with accuracy 0,0001g into previously cleaned 
crucible (cleaning was performed in 15% aq. solution of citric acid at of 60-80°C in ultrasonic bath). Fusions 
were prepared in gas melting furnace “VULCAN 5 mA” from company HD Electronic. The device includes 
one burner for samples decomposition by melting and two positions for preparing fusions at main burners. 
Fusion is automatically flipped into Pt – Au casting plate with diameter of 40mm and gradually cooled.  

2.4 Preparation of reference materials 
Mixtures of selected clays with successively increasing content of ZnO (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 
90 wt.%) were prepared. The exact concentration of individual elements in used clay minerals 
(montmorillonite, vermiculite, kaolinite or talc) was determined by XRFS, whereas the results were traced on 
available certified reference materials (CRM) of clay minerals. The measured intensity of individual spectral 
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lines obtained for prepared samples (fusions and pellets) was latterly used for creation of new calibration 
model. 

2.5 Assessment of homogeneity of reference materials and reproducibility of sample preparation 
Test of the homogeneity in the context of the prepared reference samples is verification of regular 
distribution of individual elements on a fusion´s or pressed pellet´s surface and is very important in the 
assessment of our reference samples (materials) and this test was performed using universal Turbo Quant 
method. Test of the homogeneity of the fusions and pressed pellets was performed using the mechanical 
mixture of 20% of zinc oxide with different clays (20%ZnO_MMT, 20%ZnO_VMT, 20%ZnO_KKAF and 
20%ZnO_M). These samples were analyzed and evaluated using universal Turbo Quant method, whereas 
the measurement proceeded in nine different positions and also nine times in one position. Standard 
deviation of the results was calculated and compared for both measurements. To assess the reproducibility 
of the procedure of reference samples preparation five fusions and five pressed pellets with 20% of ZnO 
were prepared by the same method and subjected to analysis with newly developed XRFS method. As a 
measure of reproducibility the standard deviation was used. 

2.6 The development of the method for the XRFS analysis of clay/ZnO composites 
New method for analysis of fusions and pressed pellets based on the modification of the original method 
Turbo Quant was created. Three targets were used for the modification of the primary radiation from the Pd 
X-ray tube in fusions method: 

• Compton/secondary target – molybdenum, energy of 25keV 

• Secondary target – cobalt, energy 12,5 keV 
• Bragg crystal material slot HOPG (highly oriented pyrolitic Graphite), energy 12.5keV 
Moreover for the method pellets corundum Barkla Scatter target was used.  
Measured intensities of individual spectral lines were used to create a new calibration model. A calibration 
model was based on a combination of methods of fundamental parameters and empirical model. Calculated 
values of concentration of elements were loaded to a new calibration model, whereas calibration curves for 
all monitored elements were calculated using the company software. After the new method was proposed, 
our prepared reference samples were again analyzed and evaluated using newly developed method for the 
verification of trueness of the new calibration model. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The relative standard deviation values calculated from the results of the XRFS analyses of the fusions with 
20 wt. % of ZnO performed in nine different positions (RSD9) and nine times in one position (RSD1) are 
given in Table 1. The values of RSD9 and RSD1 obtained for fusions are comparable and confirm very good 
homogeneity of the prepared RM standards. RSD values are low for most of the elements and fall into the 
interval 0 - 4 %. Contrary to the fusions the homogeneity for the pressed pellets is rather worse as revealed 
by comparison of the RSD1 and RSD9 values.  It can be concluded that the homogeneity and reproducibility 
of the analysis using the samples in the form of fusions is better in comparison with pressed pellets.  

The reproducibility of the sample preparation for fusions as well as pressed pellets method is demonstrated 
by the values of RSD which are pictured in Fig. 1. The RSD values were calculated from the values of given 
oxide content measured for five independently prepared samples supposing to have the same composition. 
Comparing the values of RSD in Fig 1 we can conclude that the reproducibility of sample preparation in a 
form of fusions is very good. RSD values for pressed pellets, which are shown also in Fig.1, are higher than 
those values obtained for fusions. Although it means that the reproducibility of sample preparation in a form 
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of pressed pellets is worse in comparison to sample preparation in a form of fusions the results are still 
acceptable. 

Table 1 Values of RSD of given analytes for the pressed pellets and for the fusions of the content 20% of 
ZnO, measured nine times in one position (RSD1) and in nine different positions (RSD9).  

Fusions 

 20%ZnO_MMT 20%ZnO_VMT 20%ZnO_KKAF 20%ZnO_M 

Oxide RSD9 
(%)  

RSD1 
(%) 

RSD9 
(%)  

RSD1 
(%) 

RSD9 
(%)  

RSD1 
(%) 

RSD9 
(%)  

RSD1 
(%) 

Al2O3 1.96 1.92 1.86 1.75 2.23 1.81 2.81 2.62 

SiO2 1.96 1.94 1.88 1.77 2.17 1.94 2.03 2.05 

K2O 0.65 1.13 0.83 0.85 1.17 0.59   

CaO 0.54 0.73 0.66 0.67   0.80 0.82 

TiO2 0.55 0.76 1.62 2.44 1.17 0.88   

MnO 0.52 0.62 1.14 0.71 3.64 3.44 0.89 1.16 

Fe2O3 0.47 0.75 1.08 0.66 1.21 1.47 0.39 1.15 

ZnO 0.47 0.91 1.22 0.66 1.15 1.13 0.80 0.72 

 20%ZnO_MMT 20%ZnO_VMT 20%ZnO_KKAF 20%ZnO_M 

Pressed 
pellets 

Oxide RSD9 
(%) 

RSD1 
(%) 

RSD9 
(%) 

RSD1 
(%) 

RSD9 
(%) 

RSD1 
(%) 

RSD9 
(%) 

RSD1 
(%) 

Al2O3 14.90 0.85 17.02 2.10 10.18 8.69 1.43 1.67 

SiO2 12.22 0.95 15.99 1.91 7.54 4.06 0.92 1.16 

K2O 4.09 1.24 13.71 1.01 4.26 1.63   

CaO 2.71 1.09 12.18 1.07   2.41 1.46 

TiO2 1.95 0.66 11.84 1.27 3.99 2.02   

MnO 1.62 0.80 5.76 0.59 5.09 4.18 3.20 0.61 

Fe2O3 2.39 0.48 6.39 2.27 4.48 1.37 1.53 0.57 

ZnO 4.24 0.41 5.78 0.43 4.48 3.77 3.20 0.61 

 
 

 
Fig.1 Relative standard deviations values of results of 

determination of chosen elements in fusions and pressed pellets 
(with 20 wt. % of ZnO) prepared repeatedly five times by the same 

method 
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Finally, new methods for fusions 
and for pressed pellets based on 
the modification of the calbration 
model included in the original 
Turbo Quant method were 
developed. Prepared reference 
samples with 20 wt. % of ZnO 
were analyzed using new 
calibration models to verify their 
trueness. Our known (calculated) 
concentrations of ZnO (assigned 
as KM) compared with 
concentrations measured by the 
new methods (assigned as RM), 
are shown in Fig. 2. From this 
figure it is evident that the results 
are better for the fusions than for 
pressed pellets. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Clay/ZnO composites as a set of suitable reference materials for analysis were prepared from selected clay 
minerals and pure ZnO. The reference materials were prepared in the form of fusions and pressed pellets 
and used for the calibration of X-ray fluorescence spectrometer. Homogeneity of prepared reference 
materials and reproducibility of sample preparation were assesed. The results showed that the preparation of 
the samples of the clay/ZnO composites in a form of fusions is better way for accurate receiving of the 
accurate results obtained using XRFS analysis.  
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Abstract 
Beside the natural allotropic modification some new forms of carbon have been prepared synthetic forms 
of carbon those are commonly used in research. There are several known possibilities of preparations 
synthetic carbon. The most important processing of preparation are pyrolysis and hydrothermal 
carbonization. Very interesting possibility of production synthetic carbon is using biological materials that 
contain carbon in different organic compounds. Methods of treatment must be able to break chemical bonds 
of organic compounds.  

This paper described the basic characteristic of material obtained from crop-plant by pyrolysis. Chemical 
composition, size of particle and X-ray diffraction of prepared material were determined and crystallinity was 
calculated. Surface was studied by electron scanning microscopy. Pyrolysis product was treated 
by deionised water, aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid 1:10 and 2M nitric acid, respectively to remove 
impurities such as compounds of P, Ca, Fe etc. Results shown that prepared carbonaceous material 
represents 2 types of crystallinity, amorphous and crystalline carbon with carbon content 94.7 wt. %. 

Keywords: Carbon preparation, pyrolysis, hydrothermal carbonization 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Carbon is basis element of organic compounds and thus of all living organisms. There are three known 
allotropes of carbon: amorphous carbon, graphite and diamond. Beside the natural allotropic modification 
some new forms of carbon have been prepared, for example fulleren and graphene. Due to the limited raw 
material is important to look for alternative sources of carbon. There are several known possibilities 
of preparations synthetic carbon. The most important processing of preparation are pyrolysis and 
hydrothermal carbonization. This synthetic carbon is produced in different categories according to absorption 
capacity, surface area and micro-porosity. The synthetic carbon can also be differentiated as per 
the production process and their applications. In practice, coal and agriculture products are main sources 
for the production of commercial activated carbons. Although coal is the most commonly used precursor 
some agricultural products and wastes are new sources of carbon. Agricultural waste is the most used 
for preparation of activated carbon and molecular carbon sieves. There are many studies in the literature 
relating to the preparation of these materials for example from pistachio-nut shell [1-3], almond shells [4], 
cherry stones [4], grape seeds [4], walnut shells [5], eucalyptus Kraft lignin [6], macadamia nut shells [7, 8] 
and palm shell [9, 10]. Agricultural waste is used for preparation hollow carbon microsphere [11] or carbon 
black [12], too.  

However, there is only limited information on the preparation of carbonaceous materials using wheat. 
To further explore the viability of using wheat for productions of carbon materials, it was selected as 
the starting material in this study. Wheat is grown in the Czech Republic from the Neolithic Age 5000 b. c. 
and today is the most used crop-plant in our country. The wheat is sown twice a year, in spring and winter 
in an area of 863 132 ha. In 2011 harvest of wheat was 4 913 048 t (winter wheat: 4 660 196 t, spring wheat: 
252 851 t) [13].  
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The most important processing of preparation of synthetic carbon are pyrolysis, carbonization and 
hydrolysis. Pyrolysis is a thermochemical process used to convert biomass into energy-dense bio-fuels 
namely bio-char, bio-oil and non-condensable gases. Different types of thermochemical decomposition such 
as gasification, pyrolysis, torrefaction and combustion produce different product qualities and ratios 
by controlling the process conditions. There are a several types of pyrolysis of condition to obtain different 
products. Fast pyrolysis is optimized for high liquid yields; gasification maximizes gas production; vacuum 
pyrolysis gives a more even spread of products; slow pyrolysis and torrefaction give char as main product; 
and finally combustion produces heat [14]. Other possible preparation carbonaceous materials can be 
combined of several methods [12, 14]. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Materials and methods 
For the purpose of this study was selected crop-plant (wheat) from Czech Republic. Raw organic material 
was pyrolysed at temperature 600-640 ⁰C using the pyrolysis unit PYROMATIC that was built by Arrow Line 
in Ostrava Vitkovice. The products were milled using the planetary micro mill Pulverisette 7 FRITSCH 
for 10 minutes. The samples were treated in three liquid medias: deionized water, aqueous solution 
of hydrochloric acid 1:10 (p.a) and 2M nitric acid (p.a). Chemical composition of samples using energy 
dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (EDXRF) SPECTRO XEPOS was determined. To determine 
the phases and structure of prepared samples X-ray powder diffraction analysis (XRD) BRUKER AXS was 
used. The surface morphology of the sample using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) XL-30 PHILIPS 
was studied. Particle size of samples was determined using Laser Scattering Particle Size Distribution 
Analyzer LA-950 HORIBA. 

2.2. Treatment of samples 
For the reason of elimination of unwanted impurities and the aim to obtain a sample with the highest possible 
of carbon content, the samples were treated in deionized water, and solutions of hydrochloric and nitric acid. 
The suspension of samples with deionized water or acids solution (s:l = 1:10) were prepared and mixed 
for 24 hours at laboratory temperature. The suspension of nitric acid was heated at 80 ⁰C, then 10 ml 
hydrogen peroxide (30%) was added and subsequently the solution was heated for 10 minutes. Then 
the solid phase was separated by filtration. The solid products after treatment with acid solutions were 
washed with deionised water until the desired conductivity, 210 µS.cm-1 or less. The solids products were 
dried at laboratory conditions. 

List of samples: 

• Sample 1 - raw material. 

• Sample 1a - after treatment with deionised water. 

• Sample 1b - after treatment with aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid.   

• Sample 1c - after treatment with 2M nitric acid. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The raw material was analysed in its original state, impurities were not removed (shown in Table 1), 
therefore analysed carbon content is only 73.64 wt.%. Other minor elements are in amount of units in 
composition, only higher value belongs to iron element, which corresponds with approx. 10 wt.% in raw 
sample. The mean particle size was determined to 20.82 μm and distribution of particle size is between 
10.10 - 17.38 μm. 
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Table 1: Composition of minor elements in original studied carbonaceous material 

 
 

The SEM images of prepared carbonaceous material by pyrolysis of crop-plant shown Fig. 1. The sample 
represents material with mainly sharp-edged particles (Fig. 1a), however, some particles are built-up of small 
less than 1 μm granules agglomerated into one soft-edged particle (Fig. 1b). The impurities can be seen as 
small white spot through the image.  

 

   
a)       b) 

Fig. 1 SEM images of carbonaceous material particles of sample 1, (a) magnification 1000 x, (b) 
magnification 2500 x 

 

The sample 1a after treating with deionized water contains smaller amount of impurities then raw material 
(see Table 2). The carbon content of this sample increased to 75.35 wt.%. Sample treated with deionized 
water reports a reduced particle size compare to original material. The mean particle size is 14.00 μm and 
distribution of particle size is in range 11.57 - 19.09 μm. The effectiveness of treatment with acids is shown in 
table 2. The carbon content in sample 1b after interaction with solution of hydrochloric acid was increasing 
from 73.64 wt.% to 93.70 w.%. Decreasing of impurities content was significant in sample 1c that was 
leached with nitric acid solution. Discussing higher amount of iron in sample 1 is reduced 20 times 
in sample 1c. The carbon content is increased to 94.68 wt.% in sample. 
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Table 2 Composition of minor elements in treated carbonaceous material 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2 XRD powder diffraction patterns of two prepared samples 

Changes in material structure after treatment with nitric acid solution confirms its diffraction pattern in Fig. 2. 
Approximate crystallinity of the sample 1c was calculated from the measured diffraction pattern. Studied 
carbonaceous material represents 2 types of crystallinity, as can be seen on Fig. 3. Broad peak belongs 
to low-crystalline material, and sharp peak is spotting a higher crystalline material.  

 
Fig. 3 Part of diffraction pattern detecting carbonaceous phase 

For both peaks crystallite size distribution and average value of crystallite size were estimated. For that 
purpose calculation in software MudMaster was employed [15]. The crystallite size Lc was calculated using 
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(002) basal diffraction peak (Fig.3). The mean crystallite size <Lc> was calculated according to the theory 
of Warren and Averbach [16] from distribution. 

The peak describing ‘amorphous phase’ was analyzed in 2theta range from 24° to 34°. Maximum of the peak 
was found at 33.9° 2theta (for Co radiation), that is d = 0.31 nm. Distribution of crystallite size of the broad 
peak is presented on Fig. 4. Mean crystallite size from the distribution of crystallites was estimated 
as <Lc> = 2.4 nm, which represents very small crystallites in sample. This fact classifies material as nearly 
amorphous.  

Other phase was analyzed in range from 30.5° to 31.4° 2theta CoK. Maximum of the peak is at d= 0.334 nm, 
this interlayer space is very close to the one of graphitic material. The phase, which appears to be more 
crystalline, has distribution curve with two visible and rather wide maximum (Fig. 4). Mean crystallite size 
was calculated <Lc> = 19.5 nm, which can be consider as semi-crystalline materials value. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4 Crystallite size distribution (a) of low crystalline (b) higher crystalline phase of carbonaceous material, 
(the solid curve given in the distribution is for a theoretical lognormal curve that has been calculated 

from the measured distribution) 

 

As additional information to crystallite size estimation, a specific surface area for a-b direction was 
calculated. The values of both phases are remarkably different, for semi-crystalline phase SSA = 39 m2/g 
while nearly amorphous phase SSA=309 m2/g.  

4. CONCLUSION 
The aim of this paper was assess if crop-plant after treatments of pyrolysis is a suitable for the production 
of synthetic carbon. The product of pyrolysis was milled and then treated by deionised water or acids 
solution to remove impurities. The content of impurities was determined by X-ray fluorescence spectrometer 
and the content of carbon was calculated. The material with carbon content 94.68 wt.% was prepared 
by treating pyrolysis product with 2M nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide. Approximate crystallinity of that 
sample was calculated from the measured diffraction pattern. Results show that prepared carbonaceous 
material represents 2 types of crystallinity, amorphous and semi-crystalline carbon. This prepared 
carbonaceous material can be further used for example for preparation of nanostructures carbon materials.  
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Abstract 
Cobalt ferrite nanoparticles were successfully prepared by microwave-assisted solvothermal method utilizing 
microwave pressurized reactor. Final product was obtained in 30 minutes in a high yield and at relatively low 
temperature. As-prepared ferrite is consisted of polyhedral particles with an average particle size of 10 nm, 
exhibit high purity and can be classified as soft ferromagnetic material which magnetic properties are 
sufficient in comparison with similar materials in application.    

Keywords: solvothermal, synthesis, microwave, nanoparticles, magnetic 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Rising interest in preparation of magnetic materials in nanoscale is evident due to the numerous 
technological applications and utilization in bioscience [1]. Especially, spinel ferrites MxFe3-xO4 get great 
attention because of the interesting character of these materials. Spinel ferrites belong to the iron oxides and 
are derived from the inverse spinel structure of magnetite Fe2+Fe3+

2O4. In the structure of ferrites, Fe2+ 
cations are substituted by other metal cations such as Mn2+, Zn2+, Co2+ and resulting properties are 
depended on the present substituent [2]. In this diverse group, Co-ferrite is an attractive material due to the 
large anisotropy, moderate magnetization, chemical stability and high Currie temperature [3-5]. However, not 
only chemical composition is determinative for the properties of final material. It is well known that magnetic 
properties are depended also on the size, morphology and purity of ferrite particles [2, 6]. Therefore, the 
choice of preparation method plays key role in the observation of fine product with excellent properties [2]. 
Various syntheses have been developed in recent years. Among them, sol-gel method [7], chemical 
coprecipitation [8], mechanochemical processing [9] and microemulsion method [10] have been successfully 
used for preparation of cobal ferrite particles. In the past decade, microwave heating instead of the common 
one have became popular for the synthesis of nanoparticles due to the uniform heating of absorbing 
reactants as well as significantly faster reaction rates leading to the fast product formation and high yields 
[11, 12]. Possibility to prepare nanocrystalline cobalt ferrite was also investigated by several groups, 
commonly with the use of reflux systems [13, 14]. Pressurized microwave systems has also been used for 
preparation of cobalt ferrite [15], however, this publication do not provides information on the magnetic 
properties of prepared material. The aim of this work was to design simple and effective method providing 
product based on the cobalt ferrite in high yields and with high purity and moreover with the magnetic 
properties sufficient for common technological applications.  

2. EXPERIMETAL PART 

2.1 Materials and Methods  
Cobalt ferrite nanoparticles were prepared by a simple solvothermal method employing the microwave 
heating instead of the common one. All the analytical-grade chemicals were purchased from Penta Ltd. 
(Czech Republic) and used as-received without further purification. Cobalt chloride and ferric chloride were 
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separately dissolved in 30 mL of ethylene glycol (EG) and after the complete dissolution, these solutions 
were mixed together. Afterwards, 50 mmol of ammonia was added in the form of 25% aqueous solution (3.8 
mL) which serves as precipitation and nucleation agent. Resulting mixture was poured into the Teflon 
reaction vessel of 100 mL capacity, sealed and placed into the CEM Mars 5 microwave pressurized reactor 
and heated at 220°C for 30 minutes. Pressure in the reaction vessel during the synthesis was about 900 
kPa. After the cooling to the room temperature, obtained black product was separated from the resting 
solution with the help of permanent magnet and rinsed with demineralized water and ethanol several times. 
Finally, resulting product was dried at 60°C for 6 hours.   

2.2  Characterization  
Crystalline composition of prepared material was determined by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) with Cu Kα1 
radiation (λ = 1.540598 Å) by PANalytical X´Pert PRO diffractometer. Energy Dispersive X-Ray Diffraction 
Spectroscopic (EDS) analysis was performed by scanning electron microscope VEGA\\LMU, Tescan in order 
to determine the molar ratio of present elements and thus to confirm the type of obtained ferrite. Particle size 
and morphology was investigated by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Magnetostatic properties 
were measured with the help of Vibrating Sample Magnetometry (VSM) at laboratory temperature and air 
atmosphere on VSM 7400 Lake Shore magnetometer.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Crystalline composition of prepared material is represented by the XRD pattern shown in Fig. 1 (left). 
Distinctive diffraction peaks occurring in positions 18.3, 30.0, 35.4, 37.1, 43.1, 53.4, 56.9, 62.5 2θ are all 
attributed to the cubic crystalline structure of cobalt ferrite (CoxFe3-xO4, cobalt iron oxide) without other 
crystalline impurity peaks. Moreover, peaks broadening points to the very small crystallite size and predicts 
nano-structured character of prepared material. Information on the elemental composition is represented by 
EDS spectrum shown in Fig. 1 (right). As can be seen, sample contains cobalt, iron and oxygen, carbon is 
present in the sample as common organic pollution. According to the proportional representation of present 
elements (Co to Fe ratio is 1:2) and obtained XRD pattern, prepared product is composed entirely on 
CoFe2O4 ferrite crystalline phase. Moreover, lack of chlorine or its amount under the detection limit of the 
method indicates high efficiency of conversion of the raw material into the final product.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Morphology and particle size was investigated with the help of TEM and resulting image is shown in Fig. 2 
(left). Observation of the polyhedral shaped particle, moreover, shape homogeneity of the sample confirms 
lack of crystalline impurities present in the sample. An average particle size is measured to be 10 nm, 
however, TEM image shows evidence of small particles with the minimal value of 4 nm and, on the other 
hand, particles with upper size limit of 25 nm. Complete information on the particle size distribution can be 
seen in histogram in Fig. 2 (right) which was obtained by TEM image analysis. 

Fig. 1. XRD pattern (left) and EDX spectrum (right) of prepared material 
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Fig. 2. TEM image of prepared material (left) and particle size distribution (right) 

 

Magnetostatic properties were measured by VSM at laboratory 
temperature. Observed hysteresis loop is shown in Fig. 3. As can be 
seen, saturation magnetization (Ms) of prepared sample reaches 
55.7 emu.g-1. Lower value of Ms of prepared product than that of the 
bulk material (71.2 emu.g) is common if the particle size decreases 
to the nanoscale due to the disorder canting spins on the surfaces 
[16, 17]. Furthermore, it is well known that coercivity (Hc) of 
magnetic nanoparticles is maximal if the crystallite size is near the 
size of the single domain [8, 18]. Typical value of the critical size (D) 
for single-domain character of particles is considered to be 20 
nm<D<100 nm [19]. Particles prepared by presented method have 
an average size of 10 nm what results in relatively low value of Hc 
(55.472 Oe). Therefore described product can be classified as a 
single-domain soft magnetic material with very small remanent 
magnetization (Mr, about 4 emu.g-1).  

4. CONCLUSION 
Cobalt ferrite nanoparticles were prepared by a simple microwave-assisted solvothermal method. Presented 
method is considerably simple and the required material is prepared in a one step and 30 minutes. Obtained 
product is based on the polyhedral particles with an average particle size of 10 nm. In advance, prepared 
ferrite has soft-magnetic character with moderate values of saturation magnetization and coercivity that are 
applicable in many technological and biochemical fields. In contrast to the syntheses that use conventional 
heating, the duration of the synthesis was significantly enhanced by introduction of microwaves into the 
synthetic procedure. Moreover, thanks to the high yields and usage of common low-cost and low-toxic 
chemicals, this method can be considered as efficient, economic and environmental friendly.  
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Abstract 
Particles of Nano-scale zero-valent iron (NZVI) are increasly used to treat groundwater contaminated with 
different polutants, especially with chlorinated ethene. This study investigated the effect of biodegradable 
sufactant, which can stabilized NZVI particles. We have chosen the three types of surfactants to laboratory 
tests and one of them was combinated with rapeseed oil (emulsified eZVI). These additives defend  to 
nanoiron particles to aggregate and also these surfactants could support the natural microbial population. 
Every suspension was freshly prepared and before use were measured the content of zero valent iron and 
total content of iron . The tests were performed in batch arrangement, degradation of TCE was measured 
using gas chromatography with MS detector. All results will be presented in a poster. The other part of our 
work, the influence of biodegradable sufractants on colony forming units were determined.  

Keywords: Nanoiron particles, aditives, TCE degradation, surfactant, aggregation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Treatment of polluted water with zero-valent Fe (NZVI) has been proven to be a feasible option of 
halogenated organic compounds. Chlorinated hydrocarbons are categorized as dense non-aqueous phase 
liquid (DNAPL) for their low aqueous solubility and greater density than water.[1] In the subsurface this 
pollutant is distributed between soil and water. Because of its low solubility and hight adsorbability to soil 
organic matter, part of chlorinated ethylenes remains in  the solid phase. But it can be slowly released back 
into the groundwater. This soil sorption can inhibit or limit natural attenuation or bioavailability of TCE. [1] 

The reductive dechlorination reaction with NZVI is generally a surface mediated reaction, which request 
direct contact between the pollutant and Fe particles. [2] In the absence of dispersants, NZVI tends to 
aggregate, which poses a problem to deliver Fe particles into the subsurface for the remediation of 
groundwater, and also it reduce the reactivity. [3] 

The main effect of surfactants on the dechlorination reaction include solubilization and sorption 
enhancement, competitive sorption and mediation of electron transfer. [2] The stabilization effect is attributed 
to their surface-active properties, which can alter the electrostatic charges to the repulsion between particles. 
In addition the biodegradable surfactant also would provide sufficient carbon source to sustain bacteria 
growth. Several types of surfacnants  have been found to have those properties such as suphated anionic 
surfactants, alcohol ethoxylates, alkylethanolamides and amphoteric surfactants. [3] For this study we have 
chosen three surfactants: Sodium Dodecyl Sulphonate (anionic surfactant), Cocamidopropyl Betaine 
(amphoteric) and Cocamide DEA (nonionic surfactant). 

We also used emulsified zero-valent iron (EZVI). It is a surfactant-stabilized emulsion that forms droplets with 
liquide-oil membrane surrounding iron particles in water. Therefore PCE diffuse into the aqueous droplet 
containing ZVI that resides within the oil emulsion droplet. (4) 

In this study, the effect of various surfactants on the reduction of chlorinated ethylens (mainly 
tetrachlorethylene – PCE and cis-dichlorethylene - DCE) with the zero-valent nano Fe particles were 
investigated. The pH and Redox values development was observed. The aim is to compare three types of 
surfactant and emulsified NZVI. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Chemicals 
The following chemicals were used: potassium bissulphate (for determination of zero-valent Fe content), 
zero-valent nano-scale iron Nanofer 25P(Nanoiron s.r.o, Czech republic), rapeseed oil. As nanoiron aditives 
were used three commercially available surfactants: sodium dodecyl suphate (35% aqueous solution), 
cocamidopropyl betaine (40% aqueous solution) and cocamide DEA (92% aqueous solution) (Enaspol a.s., 
Czech republic). For spiking the water were used standarts from Sigma-Aldriche: tetrachlorethylene (PCE), 
trichloroethylene (TCE), trans-dichlorethylene (trans-DCE), cis-dichlorethylene (cis-DCE) and 1,1-
dichlorethylene (1,1-DCE) all analytical purity.  

2.2. Nano Fe particles preparation 
The emulsion of nanoiron  particles was prepared by laboratory dispersant LD 05. NZVI was first dispersed 
into the water, than the surfactant or oil were added. The ratio NZVI : water was 1:4. First, the zero-valent 
iron content is determined (iron is dissolved in concentrated acid and volume of evaluated hydrogen is 
measured). Concentrations of surfactants are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Concentration of surfactants in suspensions 

SDS 2 SDS 5 SDS 10 SDS C DEA Betaine 

Conc. (g/l) 0,7 1,7 3,5 3,5 3,5 3,5 

2.3. Batch experiments 
Batch experiments are performed in glass Fisher flask (250 ml) with Teflon cap. The flask was  filled with 
distilled water with salt (2,5 %). The water is artificially contaminated with the mixture of PCE, TCE, trans-
DCE, cis-DCE and 1,1-DCE. The concentrations are shown in Table 2.  

Than the nanoiron emulsion was added into to contaminated water and the flasks were put on rotatory 
shaker. This experiment ran under laboratory conditions.  For each sampling were three blanks; one only 
with water, one with NZVI and one with oil. Then there were samples with three different surfactants (SDS, 
cocamide DEA and Betaine) and SDS was in two different concentrations. And one sample was with EZVI. 
Samples were taken at 1st, 3rd, 7th, 14th, 21st and 28th day. The chlorinated ethenes loss was measured by 
using gas chromatography GS/MS. The samples for gas chromatography were taken first, than the pH and 
Redox were measured, using WTW electrode. 

Table 2. Concentrations of polutants in spiked water 

1.1-DCE trans-DCE cis-DCE TCE PCE 

c (ug/L) 9704 5040 2560 11680 12976 

3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSIONS 

3.1. Physico-chemical parameters 
During the experiment there were no significant changes in pH. Except the NZVI emulsion, where the pH 
rapidly raised at the beginning, but after 2 weeks it decreased again. For surfactants there weren´t any 
noticeable differences between suspensions. Most of them the pH was between 7 and 8. Only for emulsified 
ZVI it was about 9. 
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Fig. 1, 2, 3 Effect of NZVI additives on pH during the experiment 

On Fig. 4, 5 and 6 are shown changes in redox potential. When added only NZVI the potential decrease to 
the anoxic area, that is better conditions for dehalogenation. Surfactants maintained redox potential in 
positive values. After two weeks of experiment only SDS in lower concentration and emulsified ZVI 
decreased under the zero. 

Fig. 4, 5, 6 Effect of NZVI additives on pH during the experiment 

3.2. Concentration of NZVI and oxidized form of iron in suspensions 
When the suspension is prepared, some of NZVI oxidized by the influence of changed conditions. Surfactant 
in higher concentrations had a negative influence on this phenomenon. Even the lower concentrations and 
EZVI had negative influence, but not so significant.  

 

Fig. 7, 8, 9 Effect of NZVI additives on oxidation of NZVI 

3.3. Comparison of three different surfactants 
Fig. 10. show the influence of different surfactant on the sum of chlorinated ethenes (CLE). There were no 
significant differences, only SDS values were little bit lower. SDS seemed to be the better additive to 
decrease PCE and cis-DCE than the other surfactants. On the Fig. 12. is clearly shown that there were no 
cis-dichlorethene accumulation.  
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Fig. 10, 11, 12 Effect of different surfactants on dehalogenation process 

3.4. Effect of different concentration of SDS 
From those figures is clearly evident the dehalogention effect is rising with the decreasing concentration of 
SDS. The PCE concentration was approaching the zero after one week. Again there were no cis-DCE 
accumulation, it was decreasing during the entire experiment. 

Fig. 13, 14, 15 Effect of different concentration of SDS on dehalogenation process 

3.5. Suitability of using EZVI 
During this experiment, only the water phase was analyzed. So, there is problem with interpretation of 
results. Probably the chlorinated ethenes stripped to the oil phase (it is obvious, when you compare with the 
contents when used only oil), which wasn’t analyzed because of small volumes. From figures 16, 17 and 18 
it seems that the sum of CLE is decreasing well. For EZVI and nanoiron with oil the PCE content rapidly fell 
down immediately during the first day.  Again there is probably no cis-DCE accumulation. 

Fig. 16, 17, 18 Effect of EZVI on dehalogenation process 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work the the different nanoiron additives were compared. To prepare NZVI suspensions three different 
surfactants were used: sodium dodecyl sulphonate, cocamidopropyl betaine and cocamide DEA. To make 
emulsified ZVI the rapeseed oil and SDS were used. The influence on pH, redox, NZVI oxidation and 
dehalogenation process were tested for a period of 28 days. The mayor findings are given as follows: 

• The additives do not significantly changed the pH. The higher concentrations of surfactants negatively 
affect the redox and the oxidation of nanoiron. 

• The anionic surfactant (SDS) seems to be better to use than the nonionic or amphoteric. 
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• The addition of surfactant helped to dehalogenation process. For the SDS 2 the CLE content was 
nearly the zero after one week. It is better to use lower concentraions of surfactants. 

• It is difficult to interpret the results with EZVI, because of the stripping of CLE to the oil phase. It is 
necessary to change the method and to analyze the oil phase. 
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Abstract 
The methods of severe plastic deformation enable a production of bulk metals with the submicrometer or 
even nanometer grain size. Experiments were conducted to determine an effect of equal-channel angular 
pressing (ECAP) on the creep behavior of pure metal. The ECAP deformation was performed at room 
temperature by route Bc. Constant load creep tests in tension were conducted at 373 K under different 
stresses. The values of the stress exponent n of the minimum creep rate for ultrafine-grained material were 
determined. Microstructure of samples was characterized by scanning electron microscope equipped with 
the electron backscatter diffraction unit. Heterogeneity of microstructure was evaluated by coefficient of 
variation CVa. It was found that the fracture behavior in UFG materials is influenced by GBS, formation of 
mesoscopic shear bands and cavitation.  

Keywords: ECAP, electron back scatter diffraction, creep behavior   

1. INTRODUCTION 
At the present time it is generally accepted that the equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) may be used for 
production of bulk materials. This method reduces the grain size to the submicrometer level (0.1-1µm) and 
ECAPed materials exhibit different mechanical properties in comparison with their coarse-grained 
counterparts [1,2]. Many experiments have described the microstructure and/or mechanical properties of 
pure Al and various Al-based alloy [3-6], Cu [7,8], Ni [1], steels [2], etc. It was found that ECAP leads to 
significant strengthening of the material at ambient temperatures even after one ECAP pass [9] and to 
extremely high tensile ductilities with elongations up to > 1000% at elevated temperatures. 

Despite of a considerable interest in ECAP, there are not many works documenting the creep properties and 
creep mechanisms of ultrafine-grained materials processed by ECAP. The creep behaviour was particularly 
studied in pure Al and its alloy. In our previous papers [10,11] pure Al processed by ECAP was studied in 
order to investigate the effect of ECAP passes on creep behaviour. It was found that creep resistance of 
pure Al is considerably improved after one ECAP pass in comparison with coarse grained material, however, 
further repetitive pressing leads to a noticeable decrease in creep properties of ECAP material. In the works 
[11,14] the creep behaviour of Al after 8 ECAP passes at 473 K under a broad applied stress range was 
studied. In these works the stress exponent n of the minimum creep rate was determined as n~5 which 
suggests the rate controlling process to be an intragranular deformation mechanism.  

The most reports describe creep behaviour of materials subjected only certain number of ECAP passes. 
There are only a few reports [10,12,13,14] documenting the creep properties and creep mechanisms of the 
UFG materials processed by different number of ECAP passes. In our earlier experiments conducted on 
pure Al it was found that its creep resistance at 473 K is considerably improved after the first ECAP pass in 
comparison with coarse grained material, however, repetitive pressing leads to a noticeable decrease in the 
creep properties of the processed material. Nevertheless, the creep resistances of the processed pure Al 
was higher even after 12 ECAP passes [15]. On the basis of measuring of the values of the stress exponent 
of the creep rate it was suggested the same operating creep mechanism for the unpressed and ECAP 
aluminium based on generation and movement of dislocation and by grain boundary sliding [10,11,15]. 
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Kawasaki et al. [16] examined pure Al after 4 ECAP passes. They demonstrated, on the based of the texture 
measurements, that creep occurs through an intragranular dislocation process with no significant 
contribution of diffusion creep.  

It was found that some alloys [10,13] showed the detrimental effect of ECAP on the creep resistance. The 
investigation of the creep behaviour in precipitate strengthened aluminium alloys (Al-0.2%Sc, Al-3%Mg-
0.2%Sc) showed the deterioration of the creep properties at 473 K even after one ECAP pass. These alloys 
after ECAP exhibited faster minimum creep rates by two or three orders of magnitude than unpressed ones 
[10,13,17]. The very recent investigation of creep in Cu-0.2wt.%Zr alloy showed that creep resistance at 
673 K is considerably improved after 1 ECAP pass in comparison with unpressed state [18,19]. However, 
second ECAP pass resulted in an unexpectedly further significant increase in creep resistance of this alloy 
but after 8 ECAP passes were creep properties deteriorated in comparison with the coarse-grained state. 
Such creep behaviour is not consistent with none of previous results of creep behaviour of materials after 
ECAP and thus the creep strengthening mechanism in Cu-0.2wt.%Zr alloy is unclear. The aim of this work is 
to investigate creep behaviour of copper under the creep conditions when the microstructure formed by 
ECAP is more or less stabile. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND PROCEDURES 
The experiments were conducted on pure copper 99.99% with mean grain size ~ 1.2 mm. The ingots were 
cut into billets having a length of ~ 60 mm and cross section 10 x 10 mm2. The ECAP was conducted at 
room temperature using a die containing the channels which formed the angle of 90°. This angle led to the 
equivalent true plastic strain ~ 1 after each ECAP pass without change of the billet cross-section. The billets 
were subsequently pressed by route Bc up to 12 ECAP passes. 

The microstructure of specimens after ECAP was examined by scanning electron microscope Tescan Lyra 3 
equipped with an electron back scattering diffraction (EBSD) unit and using transmission electron 
microscope Philips CM12. Tensile creep tests were performed at 373 K and under different constant applied 
loads in the argon atmosphere. The creep tests were running up to final fracture of creep specimens. Creep 
behaviour of UFG copper processed by 12 ECAP passes was investigated using SEM Picoindenter 
HYSITRON. Conventional constant load creep tests can take very large duration (months, years). 
Nanoindentation creep tests take very short time (seconds, minutes). The stress under the indenter is 
relatively localized and much more complicated. The loading rate is 2-3 magnitudes faster in comparison 
with conventional creep tests. Nanoindentation creep tests were performed by Berkovich probe with half 
angle of 65.35°. Hardness was calculated by following equation:  

 

             (1) 

 

where P is applied force and A is projected contact area. The contact area depends on contact depth which 
is calculated with: 

 

             (2) 

 

where hc is given as contact depth, hmax is given as maximum depth, Pmax is given as maximum force and S is 
given as stiffness. The deflection of the surface at contact perimeter is estimated by geometric constant 
ε taking as 0.75.  

Nanoindentation creep tests were performed at room temperature. The surface of sample was uploaded to 
the load of 5 mN with loading time of 5 s. The constant load was held for 100 s. After holding, the constant 

A
PH max=

S
Pmax

max ε−= hhc
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load was reduced to zero. The strain rate was determined from time and displacement data which where 
measured during nanoindentation creep tests through the following equation: 

             (3) 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Microstructure investigations 
Microstructure processed by 8 ECAP passes contained grains with mean size ~ 420 nm and coefficient of 
profile area variation CVa was about 2.3. Microstructure has bimodal character with fine equiaxed and larger 
elongated grains. Subsequent annealing at 373 and 573 K for 10 h caused the growth of grain size. The 
UFG microstructure annealed at 373 K for 10 h contained mean grain size ~ 2.6 μm and approximately 
95.7 % of HAGB`s.  

   
Fig. 1. Microstructure of pure copper processed by a) 8 ECAP passes, b) subsequent annealing at 373 K 

for 10 h and c) subsequent annealing at 573 K for 10 h. 

3.2. Creep behaviour 
The stress dependences of the minimum creep rate measured at 373 K for UFG and CG copper are also 
illustrated in Fig. 1. The results demonstrate that creep resistances of CG and UFG copper are too different 
to perform the creep tests at the same stress interval. Nevertheless, the stress exponents determined at the 
similar creep rate interval decrease from the value of n~14 for CG material to the value of n~5 for UFG 
copper. The transition from power law creep to the power law breakdown (PLB) is shifted to the higher 
applied stresses and higher minimum creep rate in the samples of UFG copper. The UFG material is more 
resistant against the transition from power law creep to the PLB. The higher resistance of UFG copper is 
influenced by grain size and its thermal stability at higher temperatures. 

In the Fig. 3 are strain-hold time dependences for UFG copper. On the basis of numerous indentation creep 
tests two basis variant of strain behaviour were found. It was observed that all creep tests exhibited relatively 
low ductility of UFG copper at room temperature. Nevertheless in the microstructure were found places 
which creep strain was approximately two times higher than creep strain measured in other places (Fig. 3).    

dt
dh

h
1

=ε&
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Fig. 2.  Stress dependences of creep rate measured 
at 373 K for CG and UFG copper. 

Fig. 3. Creep strain during hold time 
measured for UFG copper at room 

temperature. 

The differences were also found in the values of the stress exponent n. The most of places exhibited the 
values of the stress exponent n about 12.5 but in the microstructure can be found places with stress 
exponent n about 23-24. In addition the stress dependences of the places with stress exponent ~ 23-24 were 
shifted to the higher stresses and slower strain rates. 

The different strain behavior and values of the stress exponent n measured at different places of the UFG 
specimen can be explained by inhomogeneity of microstructure formed by ECAP. The lower values of stress 
exponent n and higher ductility can be influenced by higher number of HAGB`s under the indenter. The high 
values of stress exponent n show that creep behaviour is influenced by intergranular dislocation process 
involving the glide and climb of dislocation. At high stresses the transition from climb and glide to glide alone 
can be observed.   
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Fig. 4. Stress dependence of creep rate for UFG copper measured at room temperature a) variation I, 
b) variation II. 

3.3. Fracture behaviour 
The examination of surface of UFG specimens tested at 373 K and higher stress (260 MPa) revealed the 
formation of mesoscopic shear bands (Fig. 5). The shear bands were formed along shear plane of the last 
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ECAP pass. Such type of strain contribution during the creep of UFG copper is probably influenced by sliding 
of groups of grains along shear bands. Along shear bands no cavitation was observed. However 
considerable cavitation was observed in creep at 373 K at lower stresses in samples of UFG copper (Fig. 6). 
Inspection of the Fig. 6 showed that in the surface smaller spherical and larger cavities aligned nearly 
parallel to the tensile axis can be found. At the surface can be also observed sliding of grains which can be 
documented by displacement of marker lines transversal to the stress axis. I was found that ECAP can 
introduce additional free volume in UFG material in the form of non-equilibrium interfaces, vacancy clusters, 
nanovoids and micropores. These defects can probably provide pathways for ultra-fast atomic transport. It 
can be suggested that the nucleation and the growth of small spherical cavities can be influenced by 
diffusion mechanism. However the larger elongated cavities are influenced by plasticity controlled growth.  

 
Fig. 5. Appearance of shear bands at the surface of 

UFG copper tested at 373 K and 260 MPa 
Fig. 6. Grain boundary sliding and cavitation at 

the surface UFG copper tested at 373 K and 
130 MPa 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The reduction of the grain size near to UFG level causes the shift of the transition of power law creep region 
to the power law breakdown. Nanoindentation creep tests revealed that the inhomogeneous microstructure 
formed by ECAP can exhibit different creep behaviour.  
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Abstract  
In the present work plasma oxidation of crystalline silicon (c-Si) surface in diffuse coplanar surface barrier 
discharge (DCSBD) generated at atmospheric pressure has been studied. Silicon surface has been oxidized 
in oxygen and argon plasma. The surface properties have been studied by means scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyses. It was found that thin layer of amorphous 
silicon dioxide during the short treatment time was formed. Oxidation by DCSBD could represent new 
alternative of a low cost and fast oxidation process. 

Keywords: Coplanar DBD, silicon dioxide, oxidation, atmospheric pressure plasma 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Silicon and silicon dioxide represent fundamental elements in the semiconductor industry [1]. At the present 
time, several methods for formation SiO2 layer have been developed. In order to decrease the manufacturing 
costs and improve the production efficiency, low pressure plasma processes tend to be replaced by 
atmospheric pressure one. Nowadays, various plasma sources using to formation of silicon oxide films have 
been developed [2-5]. Disadvantage of many of these methods is necessity of precursors which are almost 
toxic of volatile [5-7].      

In this contribution we investigated oxidation of crystalline silicon (c-Si) surface by means of low temperature 
atmospheric pressure plasma in pure oxygen and argon atmosphere.  As a plasma source diffuse coplanar 
surface barrier discharge (DCSBD) has been used. In comparison with other atmospheric pressure plasma 
sources, DSCBD generate large area of diffuse highly non-isothermal cold plasma in ambient air [8,9]. 
Surface morphology of such oxidized c-Si surface has been studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
chemical composition of oxidized layers has been investigated by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX). It was 
found that after relatively short treatment time in the scale of minutes, DCSBD operated in oxygen or argon 
created thin amorphous oxidized layer on the c-Si surface. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL  

2.1. Plasma source 

Diffuse Coplanar Surface Barrier Discharge (DCSBD) operating in oxygen and argon at atmospheric 
pressure near room temperature has been used to oxidation of Si surface [9-11]. This type of discharge 
provides the large area of thin layer of atmospheric non - isothermal low temperature plasma on the surface 
of dielectric barrier. The dielectric barrier is made of Al2O3 ceramics with embedded metallic electrodes 
(Fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1 a) Chamber with DCSBD electrode and sample holder, DCSBD cross-section, b) photography of the 
sample holder and DCSBD 

2.2. Samples and pretreatment 
The silicon wafers used in this study were one-side polished p- type, doped with boron, crystallographic 
orientation (100) having resistivity (6-12) Ωcm-1 purchased by ON Semiconductor, Czech Republic,s.r.o. 
Before plasma treatment samples were cleaned by isopropyl alcohol and then immersed in 1% HF solution 
at room temperature for 45s to remove native oxide layer [12]. 

2.3. Surface characterization 

Surface morphology of the oxidized Si surface was observed by high resolution scanning electron 
microscope (MIRA3 FEG SEM, TESCAN) with embedded Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyser. The 
resolution of microscope is 1,2 nm for accelerate voltage of 30 kV and 2,5 nm  for accelerate voltage of 3 kV.  

3. RESULTS 
The structure of layers oxidized in oxygen plasma was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
Electron channelling patterns (ECP) for clean and oxidized surface at accelerated voltage 30 kV, 10 kV, 5 kV 
and 3 kV are illustrated from Fig.2 to Fig. 6. Apparently, clean Si surface before plasma treatment is 
characterized by strong ECP, while ECP of plasma treated surface is attenuated  depending on the 
accelerated voltage. In case of accelerating voltage 3 kV ECP of plasma treated surface is almost invisible, 
which confirms the presence of thin amorphous oxidized layer on the surface.   
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Fig. 2 Electron channelling pattern at accelerating voltage 30 kV for a) untreated sample Si(100) and b) 

30min plasma treated sample Si(100) 

 
Fig. 3 Electron channelling pattern at accelerating voltage 10 kV for a) untreated sample Si(100) and b) 

30min plasma treated sample Si(100) 

 
Fig. 4 Electron channelling pattern at accelerating voltage 5 kV for a) untreated sample Si(100) and  

b) 30min plasma treated sample Si(100) 

 
Fig. 5 Electron channelling pattern at accelerating voltage 3 kV for a) untreated sample Si(100) and  

b) 30min plasma treated sample Si(100) 

The effect of oxidation has been observed also in argon plasma.  After  HF cleaning  the Si (100) surface 
was partially masked and this masked part of the surface was not in contact with plasma. Consequently, 
surface was treated for 30 minutes in argon plasma.  Chemical composition obtained by EDX and inserted 
SEM image is shown in Fig. 6. Evidently, visible borderline of treated and untreated surface was observed. 
In case of oxidized surface, increased O peak demonstrated the increase of oxygen on the treated surface.  
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Fig. 6 EDX spectrum of untreated and plasma treated sample Si(100) and 30min plasma treated sample 

Si(100) and inserted SEM image with visible borderline of oxidized and untreated surface 

4. CONCLUSION 
DCSBD operating in oxygen or argon at atmospheric pressure plasma can be successfully used to create 
thin layer of amorphous oxide layer on the Si(100) surface. By means of electron channelling patterns the 
presence of thin amorphous oxidized layer after exposure time of 30 minutes has been proven. Also the 
increased amount of oxygen on the plasma treated surface by EDX spectrum has been confirmed. In the 
future, DCSBD could be a cheap and easy solution of fast and low cost plasma oxidation technology of Si 
surfaces.  
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Abstract  
The purpose of this work is to characterize the nanostructured electrochemical sensors composed of ordered 
gold nanowires array. Noble metals, especially, gold, are very suitable for biological applications in the field 
of fragment DNA detection. In this case, the EIS (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy) is usually used 
for surface characterization and following DNA detection. Moreover, the EIS has showed the high 
dependence between the rate of nanomachining and active electrochemical surface area, which is directly 
related to the level of sensitivity. The present paper also deals with the fabrication of nanoporous anodic 
aluminium oxide (AAO) for thin film applications. Namely, AAO has been used as a template for the growth 
of various functional nanomaterials and as a scaffold for nanodevices and systems. A new electrochemical 
approach of pore opening from AAO bottom, i. e. selective perforation of oxide barrier on AAO bottom using 
re-anodization technique was developed. The skip phasing of oxide barriers wet etching is the significant 
advantage of re-anodization compared to other techniques for AAO, since it does not cause the widening of 
the naturally grown pore size. The dissolution of oxide barrier is carried out in the same acid as the 
anodization process and the perforation is controlled only by current density and applied voltage. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, porous AAO membranes have attracted significant interest due to the simple synthesis and broad 
exploitation in nanoscience studies. Namely, the nanoporous AAO has been the most often used template 
for electrodeposition of metallic conductive or semiconductive nanowires and nanotubes or as scaffold for 
nanoelectronical applications such as electrochemical or gas sensors [1, 2]. AAO thin films on metal 
substrates (see Fig.1 a-d) have monodisperse pores with diameters of a few tens of nanometers and with 
lengths of micrometers. The pores are formed at specific anodization conditions in hexagonal close-packed 
arrays with interpore spacing from 10 nm to 400 nm [3]. The pores in AAO bottom are isolated by oxide 
barrier (Fig. 1.c). In order to incorporate nanoparticles into the pores of AAO template, this oxide barrier 
must be removed to reach the electrical conductive layer (metallic or polymer), which is deposited below the 
template [4, 5].  

The recent works reported on several methods for oxide barrier removal, but many of them were based on 
wet etching, which causes enlargement of nanopores or collapse of template structures [6]. In some cases, 
the intermetallic layer, such as a thin film of Ti, Ta, W and Nb, between electric metal contact (metallic 
underlayer) and aluminium layer have been deposited. These metals have higher ionic conductivity than 
aluminum and therefore, they are able to perforate the barrier during the anodization process [7-9]. When all 
aluminum is consumed, the intermetallic layer starts to oxidize. In consequence, small nanodots of TiO2, 
Ta2O5, WO3 or Nb2O5 can penetrate oxide barrier and grow through the pores (Fig 1.e, f). These nanodots 
can be eventually used further as base for various nanowires growth.  
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of porous alumina growth. The porous alumina starts to grow on thin electrode 

and the pores are spontaneously formed to a hexagonal structure (a). The aluminum layer is gradually 
consumed and the pores grow (b) to the point, where the oxide barrier on aluminum/aluminum oxide 

interface on bottom of alumina template touch based metal electrodes (c). At this moment, the down step 
voltage is applied; the barrier is thinned and subsequently dissolved after the complete aluminum 

consumption (d). The next steps are following: electrodeposition of metal through the pores (e), aluminum 
template dissolution and exposure of nanowires (nanocolumns) (f) 

 

If the creation of nanostructures directly on metallic underlayer is required (i. e. the direct ohmic contact 
between metal underlayer and final nanowires), these nanodots have to be selectively removed by chemical 
etching in order to open the nanopores without etching of porous AAO. However, this process of penetrating 
oxides removal (e.g., TiO2, Ta2O3, WO3 and Nb2O5) has not been reported in earlier studies, because the 
mentioned oxide nanoparticles are very stable in aqueous solutions. Another frequent difficulty during 
penetrating oxides removal is the delaminating of porous AAO on etched metal/metal oxide interface due to 
the decrease of physical contact. 

Electrochemical high resolutions detection of heavy metals ions or DNA fragments can be improved by 
nanomechanized surface of electrochemical sensors [10]. The main idea of using nanoparticles is enlarging 
the active surface of working electrodes and gaining some special new abilities such as higher selectivity 
and signal stability. However, the simply growing metal nanowires on electrodes are not always the right way 
to obtain the improved system. According to previous papers, it is known the long nanowires covered surface 
has not as improved parameter of detection as flat electrodes without nanoparticles. The responses of 
nanomachined sensors to analyst are usually worse which is caused by the interactions with ions only with 
the top part of nanowires. One of the solutions is the change of nanowires geometry and concurrently the 
parameters and form of diffusion layer.  

This work describes the simple use of technique for preparation of straight through thin film template with 
strong adhesion on electrodes. In particular, improvement of in situ electrochemical method of AAO barrier 
dissolution is discussed. Subsequently, AAO template was used for gold nanowires fabrication in order to 
increase the active surface of thin film electrochemical microsensors on silicon wafer.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1  Materials 
Titanium (purity 99.99%), aluminium (purity 99.999%, Goodfellow, GB), oxalic acid (C2H2O4.2H2O, 99.5%, p. 
Penta, Czech Republic), potassium sulphate (K2SO4, p. Lachema, Neratovice, Czech Republic), potassium 
dicyanoaurate (K[Au(CN)2], 68%, Safina, Czech Republic), boric acid (H3BO3, p, Penta, Czech Republic),  
phosphoric acid (H3PO4, 98%, p.a., Penta, Czech Republic), potassium ferricyanide (K3Fe(CN)6, 99%, asc, 
Sigma Aldrich, USA), potassium chloride (KCl, 99.95%, p.a., Penta, Czech Republic), were used as 
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purchased without any purification. Deionised water was obtained from Millipore RG system MiliQ (Millipore 
Corp., USA, 18.2 MΏ). 

2.2  Fabrication of Nanostructures 
The micro system, which represents a 
small comb-like electrochemical sensor 
was prepared by the deposition of gold 
microstructures on n-type silicon wafer 
coated with silicon oxide and finally with 
titanium buffer layer. Subsequently, a 
thin aluminium film (1 µm) was 
deposited on electrode surface using 
thermal evaporation. The thin porous 
AAO template was obtained by one-step 
anodization process under constant 
voltage of 40 V in 0.3 M oxalic acid at 
17 °C [11]. For successful management 
of the process, an asymmetrical 
anodization current signal with 

amplitudes of Imin = 2 mA.cm-2 was 
applied with the counter electrode gold 
electrode (see Fig. 2) [12]. The 
electrolyte was intensively stirred in a 
pumping system (80 mL.min-1). 

 

The anodization process ran to the point, where the current density started to decrease. At this moment, the 
equilibrium process of aluminum ions exchange through the barrier, was slow down, which indicated that the 
oxide barrier touched the underlaying electrode. Consequently, a down step voltage (0.5 V.s-1) was applied 
and the oxide barrier was thinned. At this time, a major part of remaining aluminium between barriers was 
consumed and the oxide barrier started to dissolve. The continuous application of voltage caused the 
complete dissolution of the oxide barrier, which lasted approx.15 sec.  

Concerning the next application of the open AAO, the template was used for the electrodeposition of 
nanowires. The electrolyte used for gold nanostructure growth was composed of 6 g.L-1 of K[Au(CN)2] and 
2.32 g.L-1 of H3BO3. The current density for Au nanostructures deposition related to the total area of 
nanopores was usually 0.25 mA.cm-2. The optimal deposition time was 10 seconds. The temperature of 
plating bath was approx. 50 °C. In the next phase, the filled AAO template was dissolved in 5% H3PO4. The 
surface morphology and homogeneity of the fabricated samples were investigated with MIRA II Tescan field 
scanning electronic microscope operated at 1–30 keV in high vacuum mode.  

2.3  Sensors measurement 
Measuring system Metrohm µAutolab III with FRA2 module was used for the EIS characterizations of 
sensors. Samples were measured in 10 ml of potassic sulfate of various concentrations (0.1 µM – 10 mM). 
The frequency range was set on 1 Hz – 1 MHz and the amplitude was 60 mV. A three electrodes cell with Pt 
auxiliary electrode and Ag/AgCl/3M KCl the reference electrode were used for the measurements.  

Fig. 2  Typical current versus time course during templates 
formation. The detail shows the down step phase of bottom 

oxide barrier thinning 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The method of AAO thinning was firstly reported by Santos et al. [13] in the form of thick alumina foil, 
nevertheless, no papers on alumina thinning in the form of thin films have been presented yet. Therefore we 
developed a new simple method for thinning of AAO directly on silicon wafers, based on voltage control 
repulsive dissolution of oxide barrier. The following method combines the aforesaid procedure and the fact 
that the bubbles of gaseous oxygen are evolved during anodization at the point when the underlaying metal 
electrode is reached. Usually, the nanoporous AAO is delaminated from the electrode when the cracks 
appear on its surface which results in the electrode exposure to the electrolyte. Hence, the formed bubbles 
can violate the adhesion on metal/oxide interface due to strong electrolysis. Therefore, the process must be 
controlled in order to avoid complete dissolution of alumina template on metal/oxide interface and its 
delamination from underlaying electrode. 

In our case, the oxide barrier was thinned to the point where it touched the electrode and the thickness of 
oxide was so small that electrolysis of water was unavoidable. The gaseous oxygen catalyzed the dissolution 
of alumina on the interface and consequently caused the pores opening. The template was prepared without 
delaminating effect and widening of pore diameters. The gold nanowires array deposited through this 
alumina template on an electro-conducting metal layer had the same geometrical parameters as its pores. 
Fig. 3.a, b show a typical example of fabricated porous structure. The final diameter of pores was in the 
range of 30–80 nm with an interpore distance of 40–80 nm. As can be seen at the Fig. 3. b, the top part of 
nanoporous structure is not homogenous, especially in the right top side. This inhomogenity generally 
appears when one step anodization process is used. Since the homogeneity ratio grows towards the bottom 
side of template, this upper inhomogeneity has no effect on final of nanowires, because their deposition start 
at the bottom side of template, where the homogeneity is nearly perfect (close to hexagonal ordering). The 
obtained nanowires have usually, shorter length than that of nanopores. The original porous structure can be 
seen in Fig. 3. a, b. and gold nanowires in Fig 3. c, d with high resolution detail of base of nanowires, as 
well. These cross sections show the gold nanowires after nanoporous template dissolution, especially the  
Fig. 3.c., where connections between metal base and nanowires are more evident. The array of nanowires 
is integrated on gold electrode surface and can be used for further modification or application in 
microsystems.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Nanoporous structures (top view) (a), cross section of nanoporous templates with dissolved oxide 

barrier (b), cross section of template with deposited Au nanowires (c) and detail of deposited structures (d) 
 

Three types of electrodes have been prepared and two of them with different length of gold nanowires, one 
with long deposition with fully filled nanoporous template. The second one was deposited in lower current 
density and shorter time creating the very short nanopillars, where the ratio of diameter to length has an 
importance. Both of nanomachined samples have a similar diffusion part, which means the same angle in 
comparison with surface without nanoparticles. The angle close to 90° indicates the added capacitance of a 
nanolayer. However, the remaining part of the long deposited nanowires surface is very similar as the flat 
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surface. The value of double layer capacity and charge transfer resistance are equal. On the other hand, the 
short nanorods have ten times less impedance than the rest of them that has shown the fact that the real 
electrochemical surface area has increased.  

4. CONCLUSION 
We believe that the reported method of thin nanoporous alumina template synthesis brings several benefits. 
The first one is a very simple preparation of nanowire-based vertically aligned structures directly on 
conductive electrode. The second is the elimination of intermetallic layers deposition for oxide barrier 
perforation or additional wet etching with ineligible template geometrical changes. And the last one is the 
suitable usage of the method for thin film applications such as sensors and microchips for subsequent 
development of lab on chip equipment. The important fact of the sensors area increasing has been shown. 
The direct proportion of nanowire length and area enlarging has limits. The simple deposition of nanowires 
on electrodes does not cause increasing the active electrochemical area. 
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Abstract  
The fabrication of nanoparticles by glow discharge during the solution plasma has been paid attention as a 
new fabrication method. However the fabrication mechanism of the nanoparticles by the solution plasma is 
still unknown. We fabricate gold nanoparticles under aqueous solution with various concentration of NaCl as 
an electrolyte. The diameters of the gold nanoparticles are estimated by AFM observation, and the 
dispersibility of the nanoparticles is analyzed by UV-Vis measurement. The NaCl concentration range from 
0.1 to 10 mM is suitable for the fabrication of the gold nanoparticles with well dispersibility. The surface 
chemical state of the gold nanoparticle is revealed by the XPS and NEXAFS measurements. The surface of 
gold nanoparticles fabricated under NaCl aqueous solution possesses larger amount of Au3+ state and 
smaller of Au+ than that of the gold nanoparticles fabricated under deionized water. The Cl K-edge NEXAFS 
measurement suggests that there are no ligand ions in the gold nanoparticle colloidal solution. 

Keywords: Gold nanoparticles, solution plasma, XAFS, XPS, UV-Vis 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The gold nanoparticles have been widely studied for various applications such as catalysis, biotechnology 
and optical devices [1]. A lot of approaches used to fabricate the gold nanoparticles are usually divided into 
chemical and physical methods [2]. In the chemical fabrication methods, a metal salt is reduced in an 
aqueous solution with a reducing reagent. These methods often lead a surface contamination, mainly by the 
residual anions and reducing agent. To inhibit this surface contamination, using the radical excited by the 
discharge as a substitute for the reducing agent has been proposed [3]. On the other hand, the nanoparticles 
with bare surface are achieved by the physical methods, for example gas evaporation method [4]. Because 
most of these methods are operated under vacuum condition, dispersing of the fabricated nanoparticles for 
practical application is difficult. The laser ablation and the arc discharge methods are proposed to produce 
the metal nanoparticles with the bare surface under liquids environment [5,6]. 

Recently, it is reported that the gold nanoparticles are fabricated by glow discharge during the solution 
plasma [7]. Using this method, the gold nanoparticles of diameter less than 2.0 nm are fabricated in liquid 
nitrogen [8]. The surface chemical state of the gold nanoparticles fabricated by the glow discharge has not 
been thoroughly investigated. An understanding of the surface chemical state of the gold nanoparticles is of 
importance, since most of their practical applications require further functionalization of their surfaces. When 
we generate the stably-maintained solution plasma by the glow discharge, the addition of salt as an 
electrolyte to control electrical conductivity is needed. However the effect of the electrolyte on the fabrication 
of the gold nanoparticles is still unknown. In this paper, we fabricate the gold nanoparticles by the glow 
discharge under aqueous solution with salt of various concentrations, and we reveal and discuss the 
diameter, dispersibility and surface chemical state. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 
Gold wire which had the diameter of 1.0 mm (NILACO CO., 99.9%) was used as an electrode, and the 
deionized water was used as solvent. A pulsed high voltage was supplied between two electrodes to 
generate the solution plasma by the glow discharge using an AC power supply (voltage, 3.2 kV; repetition 
frequency, 20 kHz; pulse width, 2 µs; discharge time, 5 min; Kurita Co. Ltd., Japan). The gap of 0.1 nm 
between the electrodes was broadened during the discharge. Sodium chloride (NaCl; ≥99%, Wako Pure 
Chemical Industries Ltd., Japan) was used as the electrolyte to control the electrical conductivity.  

We fabricated the gold nanoparticles by the solution plasma in NaCl aqueous solution. The concentration of 
solutions were set 100 mM 10 mM, 1 mM, 0.1 mM 0.01 mM and 0 mM, respectively, and we described these 
samples as AuNPs(100), AuNPs(10), AuNPs(1), AuNPs(0.1), AuNPs(0.01) and AuNPs(0), respectively.  

The optical properties of the colloidal gold nanoparticles were measured by an ultraviolet spectrophotometer 
in the range of 350 - 800 nm. As-prepared samples were measured by UV-2450 (UV-vis, Shimadzu, Japan) 
with disposable cells, and the measurements of time-dependent change were performed by V-670 (UV-vis, 
Shimadzu, Japan) with quartz cells.  

The particle diameters were evaluated by the height value of the nanoparticles of atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) obsebation. The nanoparticles were deposited on the Si (100) single crystal substrate by spin-coating. 
The AFM observations were carried out by XE-100-ASN (Park Systems) with noncontact mode under 
atmospheric condition. 

The surface chemical states of the gold nanoparticles were analysed by the X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS). After pretreatment of five cycles of centrifugation (15,000 rpm for 30 min.) and wash 
with deionized water, the gold nanoparticles were deposited and dried in air at room temperature on Ni 
polycrystalline substrate. The XPS measurements were carried out with the MgKα X-ray (1253.6 eV) and the 
hemispherical electron analyzer (PHOIBOS100, SPECS) under ultra-high vacuum condition (~ 1 x 10-7 Pa).  

Near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) measurements were carried out at soft X-ray beam line 
of BL-3 with He-pass system on Hiroshima Synchrotron Radiation Center (HiSOR: 700 MeV) [9]. All 
NEXAFS spectra were obtained by yielding the fluorescent X-rays with an UHV-compatible gas-flow type 
proportional counter (FPC) with P-10 gas (10% CH4 in Ar). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  AFM observation 
The typical AFM images of the fabricated nanoparticles are shown in Figs. 1 (a), (b) and (c). The AFM 
observation for AuNPs(100), AuNPs(0.01) and AuNPs(0) were not carried out because these samples 
included too large particles. The bright points in the images show the nanoparticles. We have estimated the 
diameter of the nanoparticles by the value of the vertical direction, and the histograms of the particle height 
are also shown in Fig. 1. The average diameter of AuNPs(10) is 5.5 nm and the standard deviation is 2.9 
nm. The mode diameters of histograms of AuNPs(1) and AuNPs(0.1) are same as approximately 0.8 – 1.2 
nm. We did not count the point less than 0.8 nm as the gold nanoparticles because of the substrate 
roughness originating from the natural convex point.  
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Fig. 1 The AFM images and histograms for (a) AuNPs(100), (b) AuNPs(1) and (c) AuNPs(0.1) 

3.2  UV-Vis measurement 
In general, the gold nanoparticles of 3 - 30 nm are known to show the maximum absorbance around 520 nm 
by surface plasmon resonance, and the absorbance intensity indicates the concentration of the gold 
nanoparticles. Moreover the aggregation of particles leads a red-shift and broadening of the plasmon band 
absorption [10].  

Fig. 2a shows the UV-Vis absorption spectra for all as-prepared samples. Fig. 2a indicates that the suitable 
concentration of NaCl (0.1 – 10 mM) leads to fabricate the gold nanoparticles with the diameter of 3 - 30 nm. 
The concentration of the gold nanoparticles increases with decreasing the NaCl concentration at the range 
from 0.1 to 100 mM. Especially, we can obtain very small amount of gold nanoparticles under the NaCl 
aqueous solution with 100 mM. The gold nanoparticles fabricated with low NaCl concentration (≤ 0.01 mM) 
show similar spectral structures, which possess broad absorption structure in longer wavelength than 520 
nm such as AuNPs(0.01) and AuNPs(0). We conclude that both AuNPs(0.01) and AuNPs(0) are including 
particles with various diameters, and these particles cause the broad absorption structure.  

Fig. 2b shows the time-dependent change of UV-Vis spectra. The spectra of AuNPs(10), AuNPs(1) and 
AuNPs(0.1) are not shown in Fig. 2b because they show very little change of time-dependence. The time-
dependent change of UV-Vis spectra for AuNPs(100) which are shown in Fig. 2b(i) indicates that the gold 
nanoparticles fabricated under the solution with high NaCl concentration (≥ 100 mM) are immediately 
aggregated and arisen the precipitation. This may be explained in terms of salting-out effect [5]. The time-
dependent change of spectra for AuNPs(0.01) and AuNPs(0) are shown in Fig. 2b(ii) and 2b(iii), 
respectively. Although the spectra for as-prepared AuNPs(0.01) and AuNPs(0) shown in Fig. 2a possess 
similar structure, there are difference in the behaviors of the time-dependent change which is described in 
Figs. 2b(ii) and 2b(iii). Regarding AuNPs(0), there is only slight absorption after 24 hours. This result 
indicates that the almost particles precipitate. On the other hand, regarding AuNPs(0.01), the absorption 
intensity at the rage from 500 nm to 600 nm remains after over 48 hours. Moreover the absorption intensity, 
which caused by large particles, in longer wavelength than 600 nm decreases. The remained peak of 
AuNPs(0.01) after 48 hours consists of two peaks around 520 nm and 560 nm. The peak intensity at 560 nm 
is increasing during UV-Vis measurement for up to 24 hours. Therefore we assign the absorption at 560 nm 
is come from secondary particle formed by aggregation of primary particles. The particles of AuNPs(0.01) 
are stable over several months. The results of time-dependent change for AuNPs(0.01) and AuNPs(0) 
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indicate that the stability of the gold nanoparticles is improved by the presence of NaCl. J.P. Sylvestre et al. 
reported that the  
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Fig. 2 The UV-Vis spectra for for all as-prepared samples (a) and the time-dependent change of spectra (b) 

for AuNPs(100) (i), AuNPs(0.01) (ii) and AuNPs(0) (iii) 

The bare surface of the gold nanoparticle is adsorbed by chloride ions under NaCl aqueous solution [5], and 
the chloride ions on the surface lead the dispersion of particles by coulomb repulsion. Therefore the 
improving of stability of the gold nanoparticles is explained by the adsorbed chloride ions.  

The formation of particles with various diameters is particular for the fabrication by glow discharge [5,6]. It is 
impossible to clarify the reason for the formation of these particles in the solution with low NaCl 
concentration by the result of only this study. However, we have a plan to solve this problem by applying in-
situ XAFS measurement to the solution plasma.  

3.3  XPS measurement 
Fig. 3a shows the Cl 2p XPS spectrum for AuNPs(0.1). Nevertheless we have tried to remove the chloride 
ion by the cycles of centrifugation and wash with deionized water, the spectrum shows the peak around 
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199 eV. This spectrum can be characterized by two peaks due to Cl 2p3/2 and 2p1/2. The positions of the 
peaks (198.8 eV and 200.3 eV) are related to the chemical state of the chloride ion (Cl-) [11]. This result 
suggests that the chloride ion in the solution is adsorbs on the gold nanoparticle surface.  

(b): Au 4f
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Fig. 3 The Cl 2p XPS spectra for AuNPs(0.1) and the Au 4f XPS spectra for AuNPs(0.1), AuNPs(0) and the 

subtracted spectrum for AuNPs(0) from AuNPs(0.1) 

 

We compare AuNPs(0.1) and AuNPs(0) to reveal the effect of chloride ion on the gold nanoparticles. Figs. 
3b show the Au 4f spectrum for the above samples. The shape of the Au 4f spectrum for AuNPs(0.1) 
resembles in that of AuNPs(0). To emphasize the difference, we subtract the spectrum for AuNPs(0) from 
AuNPs(0.1) and the subtracted spectrum is also shown in fig. 3b. The subtracted spectrum shows the 
structures of an enhancement at 87.7 eV and a depression at 84.9 eV. These structures have been reported 
that the former is corresponded approximately to Au3+ and the 
latter is corresponded approximately to the state of Au+ [12,13]. 
This result indicates that the surface of AuNPs(0.1) possesses 
larger amount of Au3+ state and smaller of Au+ than that of 
AuNPs(0). This more oxidized state of the AuNPs(0.1) surface 
than AuNPs(0) may attracts more numerous negative ions, and 
these negative ions may lead well dispersibility based on the 
coulomb repulsion.  

3.4  Cl K-edge NEXAFS measurement 
To reveal the chemical state of chloride in the colloidal gold 
nanoparticle solution, we have performed the Cl K-edge 
NEXAFS measurement. Fig. 4 shows the Cl K-edge NEXAFS 
spectra for the gold nanoparticles fabricated by solution plasma 
in KCl aqueous solution and standard samples, which are KCl 
aqueous solution (KCl aq.) and H[AuCl4]. These spectra are 
normalized by edge jump. We define an edge-point at the 
intersection of the baseline at pre-edge region with tangent of 
the first absorption peak as an absorption edge, as shown in 
Fig.4. The spectra for both KCl aq. and H[AuCl4] exhibit the 
absorption edge at approximately 2823.6 eV. Additionally, the 
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spectrum for H[AuCl4] shows a peak at 2822.6 eV. The spectrum for the gold nanoparticles does not show 
this peak, and the absorption edge is starting at lower energy (2822.9 eV) than that of KCl aq.. We conclude 
that there are no ligand ions in the gold nanoparticle colloidal solution. The shift of absorption edge may 
indicate the presence of the chloride ion on the gold nanoparticles. However we cannot determine the state 
of chloride owing to the low S/N ratio.  

4. CONCLUSION  
We have fabricated the gold nanoparticles by glow discharge for solution plasma under NaCl aqueous 
solution with various concentrations. The NaCl concentration range from 0.1 to 10 mM is suitable to the 
fabrication of the gold nanoparticles with well dispersibility. The gold nanoparticles with the average diameter 
of 5.5 ± 2.9 nm are obtained at the NaCl concentration of 10 mM, and the diameter of 0.8 - 5 nm are 
obtained at the concentration range of 1 and 0.1 mM. The gold nanoparticles fabricated under the solution 
with high NaCl concentration (≥ 100 mM) are immediately aggregated and arisen the precipitation. When we 
use the NaCl aqueous solution at low concentration (≤ 0.01 mM), we obtain the particles with the diameter of 
nm - μm order. The surface of gold nanoparticles fabricated under NaCl aqueous solution possesses larger 
amount of Au3+ state and smaller of Au+ than that of the gold nanoparticles fabricated under deionized water. 
The Cl K-edge NEXAFS measurement suggests that there are no ligand ions in the gold nanoparticle 
colloidal solution. 
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Abstract 
For monitoring the changes of ammonia and selected greenhouse gases concentrations in the indoor 
environment (e.g. stable environment) caused by TiO2 photocatalysis was made the measurement 
equipment. The equipment consists of two identical parts, an area with photocatalytic TiO2 and sources  
of radiation. Variable connection of these parts can be created a closed or an open path for air flow through 
the measurement equipment part. These two basic modes of measurement equipment allow measuring 
continuously the ammonia concentration by gas analyzer. The change of the air velocity passing through  
the measurement equipment allows managing contact time of air with photocatalytic TiO2. The removable 
surface with photocatalytic TiO2 is placed inside the equipment. The source of radiation is also removable - 
this allows changing the intensity of the radiation. The experiments with this measurement equipment were 
performed in a laboratory.  

Keywords: Photocatalytic TiO2, methane, air velocity, stable environment 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The report deals with the use of simple measurement equipment predominantly for laboratory experiments 
with testing of the influence of various kinds of affordable photocatalytic-active materials on harmful 
substances contained in the stables. These are in particular gaseous substances characterizing the state 
of stables and odour substances related to it up to a point. The following paragraphs present the results 
of measuring of the changes in concentration of selected gases in stables (NH3, CH4, N2O) while using 
photoactive surfaces created from two kinds of affordable photocatalytic-active coats on the basis of TiO2. 

For the most photoactive substances, the positive influence of their application on the removal of organic 
and inorganic pollutants from the air is often stated. [1], [2]  The air in stables is a result of a complex mixture 
of gases, including alcohols, aldehydes, amines, carboxylic acids, esters, ketones, organic sulfides, 
terpenes, aromatic compounds, hydrogen sulfide, amonnia, etc. [3] Its actual composition quite changes 
over the course of time, depending not only on the outside conditions (in particular atmospheric conditions 
and related regime of stable ventilation), but also on the inside conditions such as construction solution 
of the stable, used technical and technological systems and also the kind and category of the bred animals 
and their regime during 24 hours.  

Therefore, we can assume that various kinds of photoactive coats will have different influence on the stable 
environment quality for various kinds and categories of animals and the way of their stabling in the complex. 
The selection of a suitable kind of photoactive surface from the available selection directly for the given 
conditions based on progressive operational verification of photoactive coats would be demanding both 
concerning funding and time. Measurement equipment offers relatively quick and easy basic testing of the 
interaction of the air taken from the relevant stables with the given type of photoactive surface. This can be 
executed in lab conditions with air taken from the stables. Also, with regard to its dimensions, weight and 
undemanding operation (only source of electricity is necessary), the preparation can be transported to 
operational conditions. Concentrations of the monitored gases were secured by the air that was taken in the 
pig house. This environment for air samples in the first experiment was chosen due to the fact that pig 
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houses show the highest potential for the use of photoactive coats due to its construction and the regime of 
forced ventilation. Halls for chicken meat breeding are usually large scale so application of photoactive 
surface in the form of coat would be costly and it could be considered in smaller complexes only. Stables for 
cattle are ventilated naturally, so any application of technology improving the stable environment quality 
achieving greater effect would be complicated as well as objective measuring, and thus proving of those 
effects. 

Measurement equipment should make the selection of the kind of photoactive surface that can be used for 
the improvement of stables much easier and help to decrease the negative influence of farming on the 
environment. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
All measurements were taken under laboratory conditions. For the purpose of monitoring the changes in the 
ammonia and selected greenhouse gases concentration in relation to the presence  
of photocatalytically active surface, measuring equipment has been constructed. It consists of two identical, 
physically separate and enclosed parts (experimental and referential), in which the air mass circulates (air 
with monitored gasses). Inside of both, the experimental and the referential part of the measuring equipment, 
a axial fan providing the air mass circulation, and a linear fluorescent lamp were placed.  There is a carrier 
with the active surface positioned in the experimental part of the measuring equipment, and an identical 
carrier without this surface is positioned in the referential part. 

Measuring equipment is assembled from the standard fittings of circular cross-section; the material is 
polypropylene with a smooth surface. The total weight of the device is 21 kg and each part has a volume of 
0.04 m3. In the active zone of the experimental and the referential part of the equipment, a lamp and a carrier 
in the shape of a cylinder were always placed. The length of the active zone is 1.4 m, and the diameter of the 
fittings is 0.15 m. Gas analyzer probes were placed behind this active zone of the equipment, in the 
experimental and the referential part, always at the same place. By connecting of both parts of the 
equipment the original air flow trajectory around the surface can be doubled. 

In the laboratory experiment, we tested two affordable photocatalytic-active surfaces. The first photocatalytic-
active surface with working designation 1A was created by an aqueous suspension of photocatalytically 
active TiO2 and inorganic binders from a Czech manufacturer. According to the manufacturer, this surface 
reduces the contents of organic and inorganic pollutants, bacteria, viruses, and other microorganisms in the 
air. The photoactive surface is activated by soft ultraviolet (UV-A) radiation which is part of sun radiation. The 
effectiveness of this surface in the pollutants reduction in the atmosphere is affected, inter alia, by the 
intensity of the UV radiation impact on the surface and by the airflow.  

The photoactive surface was applied to the carrier in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 
Dispersion was first applied on one side of the carrier, then the interior paint, and then an aqueous 
suspension of TiO2. The carrier for the referential part of the measurement device was treated only with 
dispersive interior paint. Second photocatalytic-active surface with working designation 1B was created using 
silicate coating composition with active photocatalytic on the basis of titanium dioxide. According to the 
information of the producer, the coating composition decomposes gaseous pollutant substances in the air 
and has a long-term antimicrobial and fungicide effect. Photocatalytic properties are activated by sunlight, 
i.e. UV radiation included in sunlight. To one side of the carrier, penetration was applied at first and then on 
the photoactive coat was applied. The carrier for the referential part of the preparation remained without 
photoactive surface. 

 In total, 8 carriers were created: Two carriers with photoactive surface 1A, two with photoactive surface 1B 
and four without the photoactive surface. Carriers with the photoactive surfaces were prepared according to 
the producers instructions for application. Carriers with photoactive surface 1A-1 and 1B-1 were permanently 
exposed in a pig house for six months prior to the experiment. The other two carriers with photoactive 
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surface designated as 1A-2 and 1B-2 and referential carriers were prepared prior to the respective phase of 
the lab experiment. 

As the source of radiation, a commercially available linear fluorescent lamp with an electronic ballast with 
30% UV-A and 5% UV-B, power of 8 W, length of 0.288 m, and the diameter of 0.016 m in diameter was 
used. The fluorescent lamp was attached using two simple hinges in the longitudinal axis of each part; in the 
middle of the active zone; the carrier was surrounding the lamp completely; the outer side of the carrier (not 
painted) followed the inner surface of the fitting. The circulation of air in experimental and referential part of 
the measuring equipment was ensured by axial fans of the same type, and velocity circulation was controlled 
by lockable slide valve located on the air intake to the fan. 

As the source of NH3, CH4 and N2O the air was taken from stables in a sample container of the volume 0.01 
m3 with the sampling device. The air samples (including the monitored gases) were dosed at the same time 
to the experimental and referential part of the measuring equipment with vacuum pump. To each part of the 
measuring equipment, the air amounting to 0.001 m3 was dosed. 

Continuous measurement of gas concentrations was carried out using the analyzer 1412 Photoacoustic Multi 
Gas Monitor with 1309 The Multipoint Sampler The velocities of the air flow through the experimental and 
referential parts of the equipment  were measured in accordance with CSN 12 4070 with an anemometer for 
low flow velocity measurements. In the experimental and the referential part of the equipment, the air 
temperature, relative humidity, pressure, and also the radiation intensity were monitored. All the measured 
data were analyzed using the Statistica 7.0. software. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
All values measured in the laboratory experiments were statistically processed. NH3, N2O and CH4 

concentrations of both parts of the measurement equipment were the main laboratory measurement outputs 
observed.  

Photoactive surfaces 1A and 1B permanently exposed in stables for 6 months and photoactive surfaces 
prepared prior to the experiment (with the necessary advance for ripening) were tested. Testing of the impact 
of the selected surface on the NH3 and also on CH4 and N2O concentration took place for 3 velocities (up to 
0.5 m.s-1, 1 m.s-1, 2 m.s-1) of air circulation around the surface. For each combination of surface and air 
circulation velocity up to 0.5 m.s-1 (0,20 ± 0,04 m.s-1, 0,32 ± 0,06 m.s-1, 0,44 ± 0,06 m.s-1), at least five 
repetitions were conducted (for 1 m.s-1 and 2 m.s-1 three repetitions). Experiments were focused on the 
monitoring of the influence of smaller velocities of ventilation up to 0.5 m.s-1 in particular on the NH3 and also 
on CH4 a N2O. Other monitored parameters (air temperature and radiation intensity) were constant during 
individual series of the tests. Individual measurements were performed using the same methods. The linear 
fluorescent tube with UV-A 30% and UV-B 5% was used as the source of light. Used fluorescent lamps and 
their setting in the measuring equipment were constant during the experiments, and therefore, it can 
influence the overall result only minimally except for the basic settings and their parameters. 

The results of lab testing of the influence of two photoactive surfaces with working designations 1A and 1B 
on the concentration of NH3, CH4 and N2O included in the air that was taken in the pig house (over the main 
source of these gases, i.e. feces)  are stated in the following table (for velocities of ventilation up to  
0.5 m.s-1).  
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Table 1 Average concentrations of NH3, CH4 and N2O for 10, 20 and 60 minutes  

Photocatalytic-
active surface 

Time 
(min) 

NH3 CH4 N2O 

Ref.* 
(mg.m-3) 

Exper.* 
(mg.m-3) 

∆       
(%) 

Ref.* 
(mg.m-3) 

Exper.* 
(mg.m-3) 

∆       
(%) 

Ref.* 
(mg.m-3) 

Exper.* 
(mg.m-3) 

∆       
(%) 

1A 

10 6,16 4,95 -19,64 13,75 11,51 -16,29 0,52 0,53 1,92 

20 5,53 4,55 -17,72 12,49 10,15 -18,73 0,50 0,49 -2,00 

60 4,46 3,66 -17,94 7,30 5,77 -20,96 0,47 0,49 4,26 

1B 

10 6,69 6,01 -10,16 12,08 10,97 -9,19 0,58 0,57 -1,72 

20 5,98 5,33 -10,87 10,71 9,84 -8,12 0,57 0,57 0 

60 4,87 4,38 -10,06 8,23 7,52 -8,63 0,53 0,52 -1,89 

* Ref., Exper. – the referential  and the experimental part of the measurement equipment  

The results show decrease in the concentration of NH3 and CH4. Similar results were achieved during 
operational verification of effects of photoactive surfaces on the concentration of selected stable gases. [4], 
[5], [6], [7]. Concerning CH4 at 1A, slightly quicker decrease was ascertained only in long-term period, on the 
other hand, concerning NH3, the decrease is rather constant in the same period. The difference is very small. 
The achieved results show that at the circulation velocity of  1 m.s-1 and 2 m.s-1,  as compared to the velocity 
up to  0.5 m.s-1,  the decrease of NH3  and CH4 concentration is only between 40 and 50% (and in long-term 
period – up to 1 hour) for photoactive surface 1A. 1B statistically showed insignificant differences (P ≤ 0.05) 
at higher circulation velocities (over 0,5 m.s-1). Despite that, between the circulation velocities of 0,20 m.s-1, 
0,32  m.s-1, 0,44 m.s-1 statistically significant difference (P ≤ 0.05) in gas concentration between the test and 
reference part of the preparation was neither ascertained for 1A nor for 1B. The period of one passage of air 
through the whole preparation is, at the circulation velocity between 0.2 and 2 m.s-1, from 117 to 11,7 s, and 
at lower velocities, the decrease of concentration for individual passages can be seen. In particular for 1A, it 
was obvious in the very first minutes of the measuring.  

It is possible to observe, that the most decrease of NH3 and in particular CH4 concentrations was achieved at 
the circulation velocities of up to 0,5 m.s-1 and for photoactive surface 1A. These circulation velocities often 
occur in stables, in the animals living zones (in the living zone, usually circulation velocities of up to 0,2 m.s-

1). In next zones (closer i.e. around the suction flaps), they can be higher. On the other hand, the corners of 
the complex may suffer from insufficient air circulation. The circulation velocities depend in particular on the 
ventilation regime in the complex and can thus change over the course of time. Lower ventilation velocities 
are achieved in particular during winter, during warmer periods, they can be a level higher, and particularly 
close to suction flaps they can reach values around 5 m.s-1 in gusts; with the increasing distance from the 
flaps, they decrease.  

The situation is somewhat different in the case of N2O. The concentration of N2O changes very little during 
the monitoring and it cannot be ascertained for sure that its concentration always decreases. In some cases, 
in particular in the case of 1A, a subtle increase of N2O concentration was ascertained in the test part of the 
preparation as compared to the referential part. This can be, among other things, caused by partial 
decomposition of NH3 at the presence of TiO2 to N2, N2O or NO and H2O. [8] 

The conducted experiments also show that the content of water vapours in the air, in particular while its 
amount is unstable, was the cause of smaller efficiency of photacatalytic process, in particular at higher 
relative humidity for 1A. It was ascertained that air with relative humidity 40 – 50% shows more significant 
decrease of NH3 and CH4 compared to relative humidity 80 % and more. With 1B, this influence was not 
statistically significant (P ≤ 0.05). 

During all executed partial experiments, no statistically significant (P ≤ 0.01) influence of the age of the 
photoactive surface on the achieved results, for 1A or 1B was ascertained.  
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During all experiments with 1A, subjectively, a significantly smaller intensity of odour in the test part 
compared to the reference part of it was ascertained. With 1B, this effect was not so unequivocal. Therefore, 
we plan to conduct objective monitoring of the odour substances using dynamic olfactometry in the future 
experiments.  

The achieved results are not contradictory to the results of previous lab experiments [7], [9], where different 
setting of laboratory preparation was chosen. This preparation much better simulated the conditions in stable 
complexes. Its potential use in operational conditions in order to achieve a quick basic  idea about the 
influence of the chosen photoactive surface on the monitored concentration of gases included in the 
environment of stables, i.e. stable microclimate, is limited by its construction solution and to achieve more  
precise results also by the necessity of long-term measuring (24 hours and more). . 

4. CONCLUSION 
The objective of the work was to create and verify a simple measurement equipment for the execution  
of preliminary testing of photocatalytic-active surface (created by photocatalytic TiO2 coatings) in order  
to decrease the concentration of selected gases and other pollutants in the environment of stables.  
The decrease of NH3 has a provable positive effect on the yield of the cattle and also on the increase of the 
relation of the livestock production towards the environment by decreasing the emission of NH3. With regard 
to the fact that the application of the stated photocatalytic coatings in stables requires investments (at least 
into adjustment – coating of the walls, and in case of insufficient sunshine also into illumination) it is vital  
to acquire at least basic information and knowledge concerning efficiency of this way of limiting the gas 
concentration prior to application. The selected setting of the measurement equipment allows quantifying, 
under laboratory conditions, the following:  

• The influence of the photocatalytic-active surface on concentration of NH3 and selected greenhouse 
gases. 

• The influence of the kind of illumination necessary for the correct functioning of the photocatalytic-
active surface. 

• The influence of the velocity of ventilation on the changes of NH3 and selected greenhouse gases 
concentration in time. 

A certain level of error of the achieved results is caused, apart from other things, by the device itself, since  
it cannot imitate the actual conditions in the stable. These conditions vary in time and depend on many 
factors (from the setting of the stable with regard to cardinal points, through the kind and category of the 
cattle to atmospheric conditions). Therefore, it is possible that the selected photocatalytic-active surface 
generally showing positive effects during removal of pollutant substances from the air and decreasing  
its microbial contamination and odour can, even when all instructions of the producer for its maximum 
efficiency are maintained, show different results in various stable complexes than expected, i.e. achieved  
in lab and operational experiments. The described measuring equipment should provide basic information  
on the influence of the chosen photoactive surface. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of the present study was modification of surface and structural properties of natural talc for its 
further use into nanocomposites. Therefore the combination of different mechanical and chemical treatments 
was utilized. Talc powder was dry milled by vibration and planetary ball mill. Then the samples were acidified 
or alkalized with hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide. The specific surface area (SSA) and cumulative pore 
volume (Vcp) values of the starting material were 10.1 m2/g and 0.09 cm3/g. It was found that the acid 
treatments caused an increase of the specific surface area, while the alkali actions caused a decrease in the 
SSA. The highest SSA (24.1 m2/g) was measured for sample Tv6H after vibration milling and subsequently 
treatment with 6 M HCl. A slightly increase in the Vcp was observed for all prepared samples. The untreated 
and treated samples were examined in terms of their X-ray diffraction, specific surface area and particles 
size distribution.     

Keywords: talc, grinding, chemical action  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Clay minerals are strong candidates as adsorbents due to their low cost, abundance in most continents of 
the world, high sorption properties and potential for ion exchange. They are considered as host materials 
and their sorption properties come from their high surface area and high porosity [1]. Most of them are 
studied and used in many disciplines for fundamental and applied research [2]. Clay minerals are composed 
of octahedral and tetrahedral sheets forming the 2:1 or 1:1 layer silicate structures of phyllosilicates [3].   

Talc is a 2:1 clay mineral belonging to the phyllosilicate group with a tri-octahedral layered structure [3]. The 
idealized crystal structure, with simplified theoretical molecular formula Mg3(OH)2(Si4O10), is composed of the 
magnesium oxide octahedral sheet between two opposing Si-tetrahedral sheets. This arrangement leads to 
a neutrally charged system where no charge-balancing cations are present in the interlayer space. The 
contiguous layers are bonded together by the van der Waals forces. The easy displacement of 2:1 layers is 
the cause of great softness of natural talc [3, 4].   

Talc surface is comprised of two parts of surface area, the basal cleavage faces and the edges. The faces 
surface consists of a tetrahedral siloxane surface with –Si-O-Si- links and has no charge. For that reason, it 
is believed that the talc faces are non-polar and hydrophobic, while the edges are hydrophilic due to 
presence of charged ions (Mg2+ and OH-) [5]. The surface of the talc layers contains atoms of oxygen, which 
give rise to hydrophobic characteristic causing slow leaching behavior [6].  

For many applications, it is important to reduce the particle size of natural materials and milling represents 
one of the most common technique. Generally, grinding processes produce in addition to particle size 
reduction also changes in the particle morphology, size of the surface area and organization of the layers in 
the layered structure. The high-energy milling or increasing grinding time can induce other effects such as 
amorphization, aggregation of the particles and modification of the surface properties. Small clay mineral 
particles in nanocomposites must maintain properties of the layered silicate structure [7, 8]. Many authors 
studied the effect of grinding and came to the conclusions that the mechanical grinding of talc is suitable 
procedure for preparation of the reduced particle size and increased specific surface area while extended 
period of grinding results in amorphization of material and clustering of particles [9, 10, 11].    
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Acid activation of clay minerals with inorganic acid solution is the traditional method used for the structure 
modification [12]. Acid treatments improve their specific surface area by disaggregation of particles, eliminate 
mineral impurities and dissolve external layers. Influence of the acid action can destroy the clay minerals 
structure, increase the specific surface area and pores volume content. The octahedral cations are dissolved 
and the tetrahedral sheet forms amorphous silicate gel, when the treatment is too aggressive [13, 14]. The 
tetrahedral cations, in the 2:1 clay minerals, are generally more resistant to acid attacks than octahedral 
ones. In the case of talc, Mg2+ ions from octahedra can be removed at an early stage of leaching [15]. 

Talc is very resistant to acid attack, possibly due to its unstrained structures and the presence of oxygen 
atoms only between the layer surfaces. Disruption of layered structure by mechanochemical activation 
promotes leaching behavior of talc [8, 16]. The leaching of talc with HCl can be written as equation (1) [15]  

Mg3[Si4O10](OH)2 + 6HCl → 3MgCl2 + 4SiO2nH2O + (4 – 2n)H2O             (1) 

In addition to acid exposure, the alkaline activation of the clay minerals layered structures was studied.  
Jozefaciuk and Bowanko [17] investigated the effect of acid and alkali treatments on the surface area of 
bentonite, biotite, illite, kaolinite, vermiculite and zeolite. The authors found that dissolution of Al prevailed 
over dissolution of Si upon acid treatments, but the opposite was observed in alkali treatments. Illite and 
kaolinite were most resistant to acid attack. Apart from a few exceptions, the surface area of studied minerals 
increased with both types of chemical treatments. 

The present study aimed at the surface and structural properties changes of natural talc after different 
mechanical procedures and chemical acid and alkali treatments. For this purpose we chose the means of 
grinding in planetary ball and vibration mills and chemical treatments with 6 M HCl and with 4 M NaOH. The 
prepared samples of talc were characterized by X-ray diffraction and measurement of the specific surface 
area and particle size distribution. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Starting materials 
Natural clay mineral talc from Egypt was selected as the raw material for the samples preparation. Its 
chemical composition in wt.% was determined from X-ray fluorescence spectrometer: 57.5 SiO2, 28.7 MgO, 
2.9 CaO, 0.6 Al2O3, 0.3 Fe2O3 and the loss on ignition was 9.3 %. The main constituents of talc are SiO2 and 
MgO. The higher presence of CaO was detected by X-ray fluorescence analysis.  

The used chemicals were the aqueous solutions of 37 % hydrochloric acid (HCl), from Sigma Aldrich, and 
sodium hydroxide (NaOH), micropearls, from Lach-Ner, Czech Republic. 

2.2. Methods 
The chemical elemental composition of origin talc was determined by the energy dispersive X-ray 
fluorescence spectrometer (XRF) SPECTRO X-LAB. The sample was mixed with wax and pressed into the 
form of the pellets with a diameter 32 mm. 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained using a diffractometer INEL CPS 120 (INEL, France) 
equipped with a 120° curved position-sensitive detector and Ge-monochromatized CuKα radiation. 
Diffraction patterns were acquired in ambient atmosphere under constant conditions (2000 s, 35 kV, 20 mA). 

X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded using a Rigaku Ultima IV diffractometer with CuKα radiation and 
scintillation counter. X-ray diffractograms were obtained using samples in 0.1 mm diameter glass capillary. 
Diffraction patterns were measured under constant conditions (3600 s, 40 kV, 40 mA).  

The specific surface area (SSA) of powder samples was measured with a Sorptomatic 1990 (Thermo 
Electron Corporation, USA) at liquid nitrogen temperature. Nitrogen gas was used as adsorbate. The SSA 
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was calculated by the software according to the Brunauer, Emmet and Teller (abbreviated BET) isotherm. 
The Barret-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method was used for calculation of the pore size distribution.  
The particle size (PS) was determined by using laser diffraction particle size analyzer (HORIBA LA-950 
instrument) with a two short-wavelength blue and red light source in conjunction with forward and 
backscatter detection to enhance sizing performance in the range 0.01 - 3000 µm. The measurement was 
performed in water suspension under normal laboratory conditions. 

2.3. Sample preparation 
Mechanical treatments 
The sample of raw talc (T), which was only sieved to obtained size fraction below 40 μm, was labeled as 
T40. The sample of T was ground for 20 min using planetary ball mill (FRITSCH, pulverisette 7) in the agate 
mill chamber with the rotation speed 350 rpm. The sample was sieved below 40 μm and the fraction was 
designed as Tb. Sample T was milled in a laboratory vibrating mill (VM 4) for 3 min., sieved and named Tv.  

 

Chemical treatments 
Acid treatment of talc was carried out with 6 M hydrochloric acid. Differently milled samples Tv and Tb (an 
amount 10 g) were placed in the reagent flasks and mixed with 200 ml of acid solution. The flasks were 
closed, heated and stirred at 80°C for 2 h. The obtained suspensions were washed several times with 
demineralized water until the absence chloride ions, centrifuged (3800 min-1, 5 min) and dried at 80°C 
overnight. The resulting samples were marked Tv6H and Tb6H, respectively. 

Amounts of 3 g Tv and Tb samples were stirred with 250 ml of sodium hydroxide aqueous solution (4 M) at 
90°C for 2 h. Then, the liquid portions were separated using centrifugation (3800 min-1, 4 min). The solid 
precipitates were washed three times with demineralized water and dried at 80°C overnight. After this 
procedure, the specimens were labeled as Tv4OH and Tb4OH, respectively. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

3.1. X-ray diffraction analysis 
a)                                                                                         b) 

        
Fig. 1 The XRD reflection (a) and transmission (b) patterns of raw talc (T40) vibrationally milled and 

chemically treated talc samples (K = kaolinite, D = dolomite) 
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The XRD reflection patterns (Fig. 1a) of raw talc (T40) revealed other crystalline minerals kaolinite (K) and 
dolomite (D). Reflection of dolomite expired after acid activation. The XRD transmission patterns obtained 
from glass capillary in Fig. 1b show non-basal reflection. The comparison of diffraction patterns from Fig. 1a 
and Fig. 1b allow us to assume that vibration milling and chemical treatment did not cause structural 
changes which can be observed on the X-ray diffraction patterns. 

3.2. Specific surface area and particle size distribution  

3.2.1. Specific surface area 
The values of the specific surface area 
(SSA) and the cumulative pore volume 
(Vcp) of the mechanically and chemically 
treated samples are listed in Table 1. It 
was determined by BET method that the 
SSA of origin talc (T40) before mechanical 
and chemical treatments was 10.1 m2/g. 
The value of cumulative pore volume (0.09 
cm3/g) for T40 was determined by BJH 
method. The relations between the SSA 
and Vcp in Fig. 2 present their change in 
the samples of talc after mechanical and 
chemical action. The grinding caused a 
slightly increase of the surface area to 12.5 
m2/g after ball milling but higher increase 
to the 17.1 m2/g after vibration milling. 
Enlargement of both the SSA is linked to 
an increase in the content of Vcp. A slightly 
increase in the Vcp was observed for all prepared samples treated under both acid and alkali actions. The 
maximum value of SSA (24.1 m2/g) was achieved for Tv6H sample. The specimen after ball milling and 
following acid activation (Tb6H) had the increased to the SSA 22.8 m2/g. The acid treatments increased the 
specific surface area, while the alkali treatments caused a decrease in the SSA. After ball and vibration 
millings the SSA of talc increased in comparison with T40 about 2.4 and 7.0 m2/g, respectively, but after the 
following action of hydroxide decreased to the original value before grinding.   

3.3. Particle size distribution 
The parameters used from the particle size distribution data were: the median diameter (D50), mean diameter 
(D4,3), mode diameter (Dm) and span value (S). The mean diameter (D4,3) is calculated value similar to the 
average. The D50 is diameter which divides the distribution into two equal parts. Mode diameter (Dm) 
corresponding to the maximum in the frequency curve. Span value [(D90 - D10)/D50] shows the spread of the 
particle size distribution of the samples [18]. 

The particle size distribution (PSD) of the talc samples mechanically and chemically treated is compared in 
Fig. 3. The particles size diameters are summarized in Tab. 1. The untreated (T40) and vibration milled (Tv) 
samples provide approximately the same bimodal PSD with two maximum size (around Dm = 12 μm and Dm 
= 1.00 μm). The PSD of ball milled (Tb) talc is monomodal with mode diameter Dm = 12.76 µm. The vibration 
milling in comparison with the ball milling more intense reduced D50 and Span value. The samples Tb6H, 
Tv6H chemically treated in hydrochloric acid had slightly increased the mode diameter Dm = 13.52 μm and 
Dm = 14.43 μm in comparison to untreated talc (Dm = 12.86 µm). The wide Span values after hydroxide 
treatment differ the samples Tb4OH and Tv4OH from the other.   
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a)                  b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Particle size distributions (lognormal distribution) of talc samples: mechanically (a) and chemically 
treated (b) samples 

 

Table 1 Specific surface area (SSA), cumulative pore volumes (Vcp) and particle diameters of talc samples. 

   Particle parameters 

Samples        SSA        Vcp                       D50        D4,3       Dm       Span              

         (m2/g)    (cm3/g)                 (μm)       (μm)     (μm)   (-)     

T40                10.1       0.09               13.18    30.11    12.86    2.30   

      1.20             

Tb                  12.5       0.16                   13.06    16.90   12.76    1.58              

Tv          17.1       0.14                  11.92    22.24    12.85    1.74   

        0.91             

Tb6H            22.8    0.17                   12.10    17.42    13.52 1.51            

Tv6H            24.1    0.16                  11.02    27.82    14.43    1.47 

        1.61            

Tb4OH  10.0    0.11                  12.88     23.13    12.88     2.65           

Tv4OH              8.9    0.13                  11.94     24.70   12.31     2.70         

 
4. CONLUSIONS 
The study of the surface change and the structural properties of natural talc after mechanical ball and 
vibration millings and chemical acid and alkali treatments bring the following results:  

• The grinding procedures in the ball and vibration mills significantly affect different values SSA and 
PSD.  

• Treatment of mechanically milled talc with 6M hydrochloric acid helps to further increase the SSA and 
narrow PSD. 

• The effect of 4 M hydroxide on talc not yielded improved values of the SSA and PSD.  
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• The most effective way for preparing of talc samples with the increased the specific surface area and 
smaller size particles was the mechanical activation in vibration mill for 3 minutes and following acid 
treatment in 6M hydrochloric acid.  
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Abstract 
We present an interferometric technique based on differential interferometry setup for measurement in the 
subnanometer scale in atmospheric conditions. The motivation for development of this ultraprecise technique 
is coming from the field of nanometrology. The key limiting factor in any optical measurement are fluctuations 
of the refractive index of air representing a source of uncertainty on the 10-6 level when evaluated indirectly 
from the physical parameters of the atmosphere. Our proposal is based on the concept of overdetermined 
interferometric setup where a reference length is derived from a mechanical frame made from a material with 
very low thermal coefficient on the 10-8 level. The technique allows to track the variations of the refractive 
index of air on-line directly in the line of the measuring beam and to compensate for the fluctuations. The 
optical setup consists of three interferometers sharing the same beam path where two measure differentially 
the displacement while the third evaluates the changes in the measuring range acting as a tracking 
refractometer. The principle is demonstrated on an experimental setup and a set of measurements 
describing the performance is presented. 

Keywords: Refraktometry, nanopositioning, nterferometry, nanometrology 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Dimensional metrology on the level of fundamental metrology is a domain of various interferometric 
techniques. It means counting (and interpolation) of single wavelengths of a coherent light source 
representing elementary quanta of length. This principle is consistent with the definition of length where the 
physical constant – speed of light – can be seen as a conversion from optical frequency into wavelength. 
Realization of the length standard is thus a highly stable laser source, stable in optical frequency. Under 
vacuum conditions the conversion to stable wavelength does not mean any loss in uncertainty.  

Stability of the optical frequency of laser sources which has been achieved recently is very high. Stability of 
the optical frequency of laser sources is on the level 10-8 - 10-14, it depends on the type laser sources [1]. The 
reproducibility of their absolute frequencies is another goal in metrology and is limited to 2.1 x 10-11, resp. 9 x 
10-12 [2] and the absolute frequency value is limited primarily by the absorbing medium [3]. In the laboratory 
environment the value of the refractive index of air has to be considered. The search and effort for a more 
precise interferometric measuring tool includes highly stable laser sources, reduction of noise, better optics, 
higher resolution through optical and electronic techniques, linearization, etc. [4-6]. 

In case of all commercial interferometric systems the compensation of index of refraction of air is done by 
measuring of the fundamental atmospheric parameters – temperature, pressure and humidity of air, 
accompanied in some cases by the measurements of concentration of carbon dioxide. The value of 
refractive index is extracted by evaluation of the empirical Edlen formula [7]. All measurements of the 
refractive index of air performed by refractometers or by evaluation of the Edlen formula suffer from one 
principal limitation namely the fluctuations of air along and around the laser beam axis. 

Evaluation through direct refractometery under laboratory conditions can be done with an uncertainty close 
to the 10-9 [8, 9]. The most precise laboratory techniques seem to be those exploiting optical frequency comb 
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synthesis [10-13]. The limiting factor seems to be the stability of the atmosphere around the beam path. The 
practical limit in evaluation of the refractive index of air is determined by effects such as thermal gradients 
and air fluctuations. They cannot be completely avoided; they depend on particular application and 
measurement configuration. 

There has been an effort to combine the distance measuring interferometer and the refractometer into one 
instrument which could evaluate the influence of the refractive index of air during the measurement or 
directly compensate for it. A method linking the wavelength of the laser source to the mechanical length of 
some frame or board was proposed by [14]. In this case the concept relies on coherent and broadly tunable 
laser sources [15, 16]. Authors suggest using a set of two identical interferometers where one is fixed in the 
length and serves as a reference for the laser wavelength. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURACION  
We proposed a concept with an over-determined 
counter-measuring interferometric displacement 
measuring setup [17-19] where the length in one 
axis was measured by two interferometers with 
their position fixed to a highly stable mechanical 
reference. In this case the reference relied on a 
material with thermal stability low enough to 
overcome the uncertainty caused by fluctuations 
of the refractive index of air. We used “0”–grade 
Zerodur ceramics from Schott, with stability at 10-

8/K level for a wide range of temperatures from 
0°C to 50°C. In a smaller range the coefficient of 
thermal expansion should have a plateau with 
even smaller thermal expansion. 

In this contribution we present a new version of 
this concept focused on a design applicable in 
real displacement measurements. The setup 
consists of three interferometers where the overall length is not a sum value of two but an independently 
measured value (Fig. 1). 

The system consists of three independent interferometers where each measures the specified part of the 
overall length (A, B, C, see Fig. 1). The left polarizing beamsplitter with a corner-cube reflector serves as a 
reference arm for the interferometer measuring the distance between the left reference point and the moving 
carriage (A) as well as for the interferometer measuring the overall length (C). The moving carriage carries 
another beamsplitter with corner-cube reflector generating a reference arm for the interferometer measuring 
the distance between the moving carriage (B) and the right reference point. The beam of the interferometer 
C only passes through the beamsplitter on the moving carriage. Beam paths on air of the interferometers A 
and B are identical with proportional parts of the beam path of the interferometer C. 

The principle combines one-axis interferometric measurement with Michelson type interferometer and 
tracking refractometer that is able to follow the variations of the refractive index just in the beam path of the 
measuring interferometer. Our arrangement includes two interferometers measuring the displacement in a 
counter-measuring setup and a third one that gives the information of the overall optical length changes. 
Considering the physical length of the interferometer C constant, or constant with precision overwhelming 
the precision of the refractive index evaluation the output of the interferometer C serves a reference for the 
atmospheric wavelength stabilization. Average value of wavelength in the range given by interferometer C is 
kept constant and the carriage moves within. 
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Fig. 1. Configuration with corner-cube reflectors 
measuring directly the overall length and two 
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The carriage position can be seen in our arrangement as overdetermined, it is measured from both sides, 
referred here as A and B. The carriage displacement may be referenced either to the left or right end of the 
measuring range. Still the identity of the displacement measuring beam path (on air) and the beam path of 
the tracking refractometer is limited by the ratio given by the carriage position. The value of the refractive 
index may differ in the left and right part (A, resp. B) of the setup. The best approximation of the resulting 
carriage position should be thus a value calculated from both A and B positions. 

3.  SYSTEM PERFORMACE 
The interferometric system was placed into a double-wall glass box with the walls filled with water. 
Circulation of the water with a pump ensured an even distribution of temperature on the walls and reduction 
of thermal gradients in air inside. The circulating water went through a power Peltier heater/cooler. This 
allows us to control the temperature inside and let the air be heated or cooled gradually so the refractive 
index of air would vary within some range. To monitor the atmosphere inside, we added temperature, 
pressure, humidity sensors together with a sensor monitoring the content of CO2. Refractive index of air was 
instantly calculated and recorded from these measurements to be compared with the interferometer values. 

The recording in Fig. 2 shows outputs from the three interferometers (A, B, and C) when the temperature 
controlling box was closed and the air flow reduced to minimum (convection air currents inside). Outputs 
from the interferometers were recorded with their counters reset at the start of the measurement. The 
carriage was approximately in the middle of the measuring range. The air path of the whole measuring range 
(monitored by the interferometer C) was 195 mm. The recording shows absolute changes of the measured 
optical lengths over the time interval 10 min. There is also a small and slow mechanical drift of the carriage 
position in one direction superimposed on the outputs of the interferometers A and B resulting in increasing 
of the output of one and decreasing of the output of the other. We added also the sum of A and B. This value 
shows a good agreement with the result of the interferometer C showing that the output C can monitor the 
varying refractive index in both A and B very well.  
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Fig. 2. Recording of the variations of the interferometers A (red line), B (yellow line), and overall length 

measuring C (blue line) together with the sum of A and B (green line) over time in a closed thermal box (left) 
and under laboratory environment (right) 

 

To demonstrate the influence of air flow we recorded the fluctuations of the interferometers output following 
the variations of the refractive index of air with the temperature controlling box opened. The recording of the 
three interferometers output is in Fig. 2 together with a sum value of A and B to be compared with the overall 
optical length C. 

To test the ability of the system to follow the drift of the refractive index of air we recorded the interferometers 
value during heating of the air inside of the thermal box. Recording of the refractive index drift evaluated 
indirectly from the physical parameters of atmosphere are in Fig. 3a. There are steps visible caused by a 
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limited resolution of the CO2 content sensor. To get a diagram representing the drift we applied a polynomial 
approximation of the recorded data smoothing the refractive index variations. The recording can be 
interpreted as a slow drift from one steady state to another. 
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   (a)          (b) 

Fig. 3. (a) Recording of a slow refractive index drift evaluated from measurement of air temperature, 
pressure, humidity and CO2 content (blue line) and polynomial approximation (red line), (b) recording of the 

drift of the optical length of the interferometer “C”. 

 

Simultaneous recording to be compared is an output from the interferometer C, measuring variations of the 
absolute optical length in nm. Fast small-scale variations of the interferometer C output (Fig. 3b) compared 
to the whole recorded drift show how interferometric measurement is influenced by atmosphere even under 
a closed environment. Indirect evaluation of the refractive index as shown in Fig. 3a (not mentioning the CO2 
content steps) is unable to follow these fluctuations due to slow response of the sensors. 

The recordings in Figs. 3a and 3b were recorded during heating show a “phase shift” caused by a slow 
response of the sensors for measuring of the parameters of the atmosphere. Then there is a gradual change 
of the course of the optical frequency drift while the refractive index still rises. To follow the principle of 
referencing to high-stability mechanical frame, it should include the central beamsplitter on the moving 
carriage to be made out such material as well, at least quartz glass. In our case we used SF-14 glass for 
technology reasons and its slow gradual heating together with high thermal expansion coefficient and high 
refractive index consequently acted against the course of the drift. A good agreement can be found only in 
the beginning of the temperature (refractive index) rise within a period of approx. 30 min before the 
expansion of the glass showed up. This agreement is on the 4 x 10-8 level of the refractive index change and 
related relative optical length change. 

4.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
With the arrangement presented here we tested the ability of the interferometric system to follow the 
fluctuations of the refractive index within a measuring range given by the interferometer measuring the 
overall length, here labeled as “C”. Recordings made under steady conditions with non-varying temperature 
within a closed box and under conditions of a laboratory environment show the level and character of 
fluctuations of the refractive index of air as well as the level of agreement between the particular paths, here 
referred as “A” and “B” representing the displacement of the carriage. This may be seen as a limiting factor 
of resolution and of the possibilities of the method to compensate for the drift. Fluctuations of A, B, and C are 
in Figs. 2 and 3 expressed in absolute changes of the optical lengths. The level of agreement between them 
shows that the best approximation of the measured carriage displacement should be derived from both A 
and B values, most likely an average from both. 
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To compensate for the fluctuations of the refractive index of air the output of the interferometer C should be 
considered as a tracking refractometer with the key advantage of measuring these variations in the beam 
path of both displacement measuring interferometers. This advantage can be expressed as the level of 
agreement mentioned above. Under closed box conditions in our experiment it was below 5 nm for an overall 
air path 195 mm. This expressed in relative values equals to 2.5 x 10-8. To calculate compensated values of 
the A, resp. B position, the relative variations of C can be used with the proportion to the absolute length of 
A, resp. B: 

C
CAAAcomp

Δ
−=.                                                                                                                                    (1) 

C
CBBBcomp

Δ
−=.                                                                                                                                    (2) 

Where ∆C represents actual absolute variation of the optical length measured by the interferometer C and 
Acomp., resp. Bcomp. represent compensated values of A and B. Incremental interferometry, a technique applied 
here, is able to measure precisely only displacement, a change of absolute length when interference fringes 
are continuously counted. The absolute lengths A and B as well as the overall length C used to calculate the 
compensation do not have to be known with the precision down to nm level. Relative uncertainty of the A, B 
and C values used for this calculation project themselves into the uncertainty of the corrective increment for 
A, resp. B. For example if A = 100 mm, the fluctuation of C due to the varying refractive index is 10 nm, the 
uncertainty of the absolute length of A at 1 mm level results in an error of the increment used to compensate 
for this fluctuation in the order of 10-9.  
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Abstract 
One of considerable sources of displacement measurement uncertainty in nanometrology systems such as 
multidimensional interferometric positioning for local probe microscopy is the influence of amplitude and 
especially frequency noise of a laser source which powers the interferometers. We investigated the noise 
properties of several laser sources suitable for interferometry for micro- and nano-CMMs (coordinate 
measurement machines) and compared the results with the aim to find the best option. The influences of 
amplitude and frequency fluctuations were compared together with the noise and uncertainty contributions of 
other components of the whole measuring system. Frequency noise of investigated laser sources was 
measured by two approaches – at first with the help of frequency discriminator (Fabry-Perot resonator) 
converting the frequency (phase) noise into amplitude one and then directly through the measurement of 
displacement noise at the output of the interferometer fringe detection and position evaluation. Both 
frequency noise measurements and amplitude noise measurements were done simultaneously through fast 
and high dynamic range synchronous sampling to have the possibility to separate the frequency noise and to 
compare the recorded results.  

Keywords: Interferometry, Nanometrology, Laser noise, Frequency discriminator, Atomic Force Microscopy 

1. INTRODUCTION  
The main goal of this work is to measure and compare the short-term noise properties of different laser 
sources used for powering nanometrology interferometric measurement tools like metrological AFM (atomic 
force microscope). Metrological AFM tool consists of the AFM microscope itself and a sample holder (table) 
and also a system for precise measurement of coordinates and dimensions of the sample in all six axes of 
freedom [1-7]. In case of a design of a nanometrology tool combining local probe (or other high-resolution) 
microscope and positioning with position monitoring the problem of traceability is quite important one. 
System designed to operate in a laboratory of fundamental metrology should fulfill the demand for 
traceability even if it does not represent a significant improvement in resolution of position measurement. 
The only answer here is (multiaxis) interferometric system being the technique based on light and thus 
reflecting the present definition of the SI-unit metre for measuring the coordinates of the table [8]. Suitable 
laser source for interferometric system should have minimal amplitude and also frequency noise which can 
influence accuracy, resolution and finally the uncertainty of the whole measurement and also should be able 
to supply sufficient power level for powering all interferometers contained in the system.  

2. FREQUENCY STABILITY 
One of the most crucial conditions for correct operation of nanometrology CMM machines is to have 
sufficient frequency stability of the laser source which powers the interferometers. Traditional interferometry 
usually uses He-Ne laser which offers visible laser light, low price and relative good long term frequency 
stability [9,10,21]. Main advantages of frequency doubled Nd:YAG lasers in comparison to He-Ne are: more 
laser power needed for powering all interferometers, shorter wavelength which means better resolution of 
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the measured distances and also coincidence with stronger and narrower iodine absorption lines in the 532 
nm region of spectra which allow using of linear absorption spectroscopy technique to stabilize the frequency 
of the laser [11,12]. The relative frequency stability of DPSSL (diode pumped solid state laser) monolithic 
Nd:YAG lasers stabilized by this technique was measured in range of  4x10-7 for an integration time of 100 s 
and measurements performed on air conditions (frequency modulation of the laser was done through slow 
thermal tuning only) [13-16]. This frequency stability is fully sufficient for measurements which are done on 
air conditions – the influnce of the refractive index of air fluctuations is in order of 10-6. Next, the relative 
frequency stability of frequency doubled Nd:YAGs stabilized by some more powerful technique like saturated 
subdoppler spectroscopy in iodine vapor can be in range of 10-14 for 100 s integration times [17-25]. 

We set up an experimental arrangement for simultaneous measuring both amplitude and short-term 
frequency noise of several He-Ne and also frequency doubled Nd:YAG lasers. The optical power amplitude 
fluctuations were measured directly by a photodetector, frequency noise of laser light was measured with the 
help of a passive Fabry-Perot cavity used as an optical frequency discriminator. This cavity contained a 
mirror holder equipped with piezoelectric element which allowed tuning of the cavity length. The length of 
tuneable Fabry-Perot cavity was in the next step stabilized by slow servo-loop (τ ~ 3 s) to the investigated 
laser optical frequency so the frequency of the laser matched the middle point of the slope of the resonant 
transmission curve of the cavity. In this regime the cavity operated as a frequency discriminator suitable for 
fast laser noise fluctuations measurement. The free spectral range of the cavity was 2 GHz and measured 
linewidth of the cavity was 25 MHz. Because the output signal of this frequency discriminator contained both 
amplitude and frequency noises, the amplitude noise was measured directly by photodetector and frequency 
fluctuations investigated through the cavity were recorded simultaneously. This gave us an opportunity to 
subtract the influence of amplitude noise from the frequency discriminator output. The cavity was inserted 
into an evacuated and thermal-shielded chamber to suppress the influences of refractive index of air 
fluctuations.  

The opportunity to compare the results of 
these noise measurements through the 
Fabry-Perot cavity was established by 
extension of the measurement setup with a 
next part - measurement of the performance 
of a length measuring interferometer under 
the presence of laser noise by investigation of 
the output signal of an interferometric unit 
with homodyne quadrature detection. The 
interferometer reacts to variations of the input 
laser frequency by variations of the phase of 
the signal on quadrature unit so it can be 
seen as another kind of a frequency 
discriminator. The key advantage of this 
approach is only negligible influence of amplitude fluctuations of the laser power to the output signal because 
the detection system response to these fluctuations is a few times smaller in comparison to frequency noise. 
We used Michelson interferometer in four-pass configuration. The length difference between reference and 
measurement arm of the interferometer was 2 meters.  

Both measurements (with the help of the Fabry-Perot cavity and also with the help of interferometer) were 
done in the same time to have possibility to compare the results. Measured signals were simultaneously 
recorded with the digital acquisition card with the 16 bit resolution and 600 kSa/s per channel sampling. 
Whole experimental setup schematic is in Fig. 1. 
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M
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Interferometer
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Det.3

Det.2

Det.1

F.-P.
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(Fig. 1) The schematic of experimental setup. PBS-
polarizing beam splitter, M-mirrors, Det-photodetectors 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The amplitude and frequency noise was measured for different laser sources (Table 1). The amplitude noise 
recordings are referenced to optical power of 1mW (0 dB = 1mW), the frequency noise recordings are 
referenced to 1 MHz frequency drift (0 dB = 1 MHz). The Innolight Prometheus laser is ultra-stable ring 
Nd:YAG intended for metrology applications. It offers “noise-eater” option which means switchable internal 
filter of amplitude noise. Measurement with activated and also deactivated filter was done (measurement 1 
and 2). ILP/TimeBase laser is ultra-stable diode-pumped ring laser with an intracavity frequency doubling. 
Both Innolight and ILP laser are primarily intended for saturated subdoppler spectroscopy in iodine vapor at 
532 nm wavelength and are normally used as laser standards [17,22,23]. The Oxxius laser is simple DPSSL 
laser with alignment-free monolithic resonator equipped with slow thermal frequency tuning option which 
allows linear absorption spectroscopy frequency stabilization technique. Some results of the long-term 
frequency stability of this laser stabilized by linear absorption technique are in [13,14,16]. SIOS and Thorlabs 
lasers are commonly used single-mode He-Ne lasers. Metra is approximately 25 years old laser, where 
worse properties due to degradation of laser tube during long time period can be expected. ISI He-Ne-I2 
laser is iodine stabilized standard for 633 nm wavelength. The interferometric measurement of the frequency 
noise was not done for laser no. 7 and 8 due to insufficient optical power needed for powering the 
interferometer. Correct operation of both frequency discriminators was evaluated by measurement of 
frequency modulated laser. The Innolight laser includes tuning option through the mirror holder equipped 
with piezoceramic element (PZT). This PZT was modulated by sinusoidal signals of different frequencies (1 – 
30 kHz) and amplitudes and results from cavity and also interferometer measurements were compared. The 
results for 1st harmonics of modulation show very good correlation (differencies on level of 2 dB (/1MHz)). 

 
Table 1 List of tested laser sources 

Meas. no. Description Wavelength [nm] Optical power [mW] 
1 Innolight Prometheus 20 532, Nd:YAG with “noiseeater” 20 

2 Innolight Prometheus 20 532, Nd:YAG without “noiseeater” 20 

3 ILP 1064/532-30/80-3S 532, Nd:YAG 30 

4 Oxxius 532S-50-COL-PP 532, Nd:YAG 50 

5 Sios SL series He-Ne 633, He-Ne 5 

6 Thorlabs HRP008-1 633, He-Ne 0.8 

7 Metra TK6 633, He-Ne 0.2 

8 He-Ne-I2 ISI 633, He-Ne 0.2 

 

Amplitude noise measurements (range 0-100 kHz) were done for free-running lasers directly by 
measurement of optical power with the help of low noise photodetector after few hours of stable operation of 
all of the laser heads. The best results were obtained with Innolight and also ILP lasers with noise floor level 
below -70 dBm, respectively -62 dBm. Oxxius laser show LF fluctuations in region of 0-10 kHz, caused 
probably by acoustic noise due to mechanical vibrations of fan-cooled laser head. In case of He-Ne lasers 
the best result was obtained with He-Ne-I2 laser head from ISI, with noise floor at -65 dBm and few 
harmonics (about -55 dBm) especially in region of 35 kHz. The rest of He-Ne lasers show amplitude 
fluctuations in range of -45 to -50 dBm. We suggest that these fluctuations were mainly caused by using of 
switched power-supplies and in case of Metra’s laser also by ageing of old laser tube. 

The frequency noise measurements (Fig. 2-15) were done through the Fabry-Perot cavity and interferometer 
simultaneously to have the possibility of comparison of the results.  
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Fig. 2-15 Measured frequency noise of investigated laser sources 

4. CONCLUSION 
The amplitude and frequency noise of different laser sources intended for interferometry were measured. 
The experimental setup with two frequency discriminators was assembled. First discriminator was 
represented by Fabry-Perot cavity with length stabilized through the slow servo-loop to the frequency of the 
investigated laser’s optical frequency, the second frequency discriminator was the Michelson interferometer. 
Measurements of amplitude and frequency noises were done simultaneously with the help of high-speed 
digitalization card. The detection chain contained interfering unwanted signal with 20 kHz frequency which 
was not possible to suppress completely, so the frequency components of this outside signal are present in 
measurement spectrums. The best results of the amplitude noise performs the Innolight laser Prometheus 
and ILP 532 nm standard, in case of He-Ne and 633 nm wavelength the best laser is ISI He-Ne-I2 standard. 
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All of these lasers are intended to work as laser standards for realization of fundamental etalons of length at 
532 and 633 nm respectively in laboratory environment. Their design is more complicated, these lasers are 
more expensive in comparison to other tested laser sources. The correct operation of frequency 
discriminators was tested with the help of additional modulation of the laser frequency. The results of 
frequency measurements show very good correlation between Fabry-Perot measurements and 
interferometer measurements. However it can be seen that there are differences especially at low 
frequencies of spectrum recordings which are caused by insufficient vibration isolation and acoustic shielding 
of the interferometer. The Oxxius laser contains internal servo loops for driving the laser and also a fan for 
cooling the laser which caused huge frequency variations in the low frequency range. The worst results of 
frequency stability show the laser Metra, mainly due to degradation due to the long history of this laser, old 
construction of the laser itself and its power supply too. Next aspect is the resolution limit of the 
interferometer and its detection chain, which is higher than the noise of the investigated lasers (especially 
less noisy Nd:YAGs). We expect that most of the maximums in the recordings of frequency noise are caused 
by switching power supplies of the laser heads. The results show improved performance in frequency 
stability for measuring systems with Nd:YAG lasers in comparison to traditionally used He-Ne. This 
corresponds to measurements of long-term frequency stabilities which were done before [13,14,16]. Higher 
power available with Nd:YAG is not only high enough for feeding all of the interferometers but high power 
level incident on the photodetectors improves the noise performance of the detection chain which can be 
designed with low gain. Two of the last lasers (Metra and ISI) have insufficient power for powering the 
interferometer. The best choice of laser source for multiaxis interferometric laser systems are DPSSL lasers 
which are good compromise between frequency stability, purchase cost, and simple construction.  
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Abstract 
When the traceable measurement of dimensions of samples in scanning probe microscopy is needed the 
position of the probe tip has to be monitored by a set of laser interferometers. The measurement is done 
very often during standard atmospheric conditions so the changes of the refractive index of air have an 
influence to measured values of the length with 1.0exp(-4) relatively. Thus the measurement of the refractive 
index of air and application of the instantaneous value of the index to all of measurement interferometric 
axes is necessary. In the work we developed new concept of electronic unit which is able to monitor the 
refractive index of air on basis of measurement of weather conditions: temperature, humidity and pressure of 
the air. The unit uses modified Edlen formula for calculation of the refractive index. The next step of the work 
is verification of accuracy of the measuring capability of the unit. We tested the accuracy with reference unit 
which measure the refractive index of air by a set of etalon sensors. The expected accuracy of the smart 
electronic unit falls to the 4.1exp(-7) relatively. The important advantage of the unit is very low power 
consumption of electronics so the unit causes very small temperature effects to the measuring process. 

Keywords: refractive index of air, precise measurement, laser interferometer 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The refractive index of air is very important value which makes an influence to precise laser measurement of 
lengths in the field of nanometrology. When a position of the scanning probe in the atomic force microscope 
is required a laser interferometry system is used. The precision of the position of the movable stage is then 
calculated on values from several interferometers at the same time. In this case each interferometer 
measures one axis of freedom. Usually the scanning of the sample is provided in the air and in this case 
measured values from interferometers have to be compensated by the value of refractive index of air. The 
main problem during the measurement of the refractive index is in homogeneity of the air close each 
interferometric axis. For this purposes there is necessary to have the measuring probes of refractive index of 
air unit at the same level to of height to preventing possible different gradients in this area. 

2. METHODOLOGY 
For simple and relatively precise measurement of the refractive index of air the non-direct measurement is 
possible. It leads to measurement of different quantities of the ambient air which bound the measuring area: 
temperature, relative humidity and air pressure. From known values of these quantities we are able to 
calculate this index on basis of several empiric formulas as Edlen [1], Bonsch and Potulski [2], Ciddor [3], or 
Fira [4]. In several cases also an additional measurement of concentration of few gasses is necessary to 
improve the precision of measurement.  

In general all of above mentioned formulas came from fundamental equation founded by Edlen [1] by 
empirical measurement and comparison of calculated values with direct measurement of the index by 
interferometric way, i.e. laser refractometers [5,6]. Thanks to many years of verification and testing of the 
Edlen formula some modification were done. The modified Edlen formula was calculated with the 
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concentrations of the N2 (78.09%), O2 (20.95%), Ar (0.93%) and CO2 (0.044%). The relative accuracy of 
this formula is 1.0exp(-7): 
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where T is the temperature of air [ºC],  P is the pressure [Pa]  and H is the relative humidity [%]. 

On basis of the modified Edlen formula is possible to put together the measuring unit which has implemented 
a set of precise sensors, signal processing and final calculation of the refractive index of air in real-time.  

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The subject of the work is a smart electronic unit which is able to measure the refractive index of air with high 
accuracy and in real-time. The necessary task of the unit is also in fast transfer the measured values into the 
central electronics where data from the multi-axes interferometer system is captured. The schematic diagram 
of the unit for precise measurement of the refractive index of air is presented in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig 1. Schematic diagram of the smart electronic unit for precise measurement of the refractive index of air 

 

The main core of the electronic unit is the single-chip microcontroller Freescale 68HC08 [7], which is used to 
collecting data from sensors, calculation of the refractive index of air and transmitting measured and 
calculated data to PC. All of sensors are connected to the unit by a set of separated 16-bit Sigma/Delta 
Analog/Digital converters Analog Devices AD7715 [8]. This set of converters is chosen due to the 
requirement of very high resolution of each quantity and to prevent a possible noise coming from sensors 
and random electromagnetic spikes. The single-chip microcontroller does also a communication with PC 
through a serial communication bus. In that case we use Controller Area Network bus (CAN) [9] with 
CANopen communication protocol [10]. 

To temperature and humidity measuring is used sensor Humirel HTM2500 [11], which have integrated in one 
package both sensors. The temperature sensor is NTC thermistor type and measured temperature is 
evaluated from resistivity change on basis of calibration curve. The humidity sensor is capacitive one with 
special solid polymer structure, which has a high protection to chemicals and has the fast response time. 
The humidity value corresponds to the value of voltage at the output of the sensor. The pressure is 
measured by Motorola MPXH6101A [12] piezoresistive transducer, which is based on silicon pressure probe. 
The air pressure corresponds with the value of voltage at the output as well as at the humidity sensor.  
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Fig 2. Final realization of unit for precise measurement of refractive index of air 

 

We designed the unit for connecting of three additional temperature sensors which can be used to 
monitoring of the temperature in crucial part of the experimental setup with the scanning probe microscope. 
They are situated for temperature measurement of: the frame, the translation stage and the probe holder. 
Input circuits for additional sensors are designed for connecting Analog Devices AD22100 sensors [13], 
those are ratiometric temperature integrated circuits whose output voltages are proportional to the 
temperature in linear dependence. 

 
Fig 3. User interface to display measured and calculated values 

 

The unit is designed with the stress to minimizing of the power losses in the measuring area. All of circuits 
are chosen as a low-power. The view of the completed electronics is in Fig. 2. There are no voltage 
stabilization circuits or other heat producing devices. All of these parts are separated to the supplying card 
inserted into the main electronic rack where detection of interferometric values is also provided. The print-
screen of the graphic user interface is in Fig. 3, where instantaneous value of the refractive index is visible. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Before the installation of the smart unit we provided calibration of all measuring sensors. We used etalon 
sensors from Vaisala company [14]. Then we put together experimental testing frame where Vaisala 
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measuring unit for humidity, pressure and ambient temperature is used. We also installed the smart unit. 
Then we provided long-time measurement of the refractive index of air. The resulted values of all quantities 
are shown in Fig. 4.  

 
Fig 4. The record of values measured by the smart unit (red) and by Vaisala system (blue) 

 

At the bottom record we have difference between measured refractive index of air values between Vaisala 
system and our smart electronic unit. As is visible the average difference for 80 ours of measurement is in 
4.1exp(-7) level. This possible deviation can cause 0.4 nm errors for 1 mm range of scanning in the 
microscope.  
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5. CONCLUSION 
The presented work showed the principle of measurement of the refractive index of air by non-direct Metod. 
We described technological scheme of the smart electronic unit which is very useful for measurement of the 
index in scanning probe microscopes. We presented comparison our unit with the Vasala etalon unit. We 
observed deviation of the refractive index measurement in 4.1exp(-7) level what is very low value. The unit is 
eligible to use with precise scanning probe microscopes equipped with multiaxes interferometric 
measurement system. 
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Abstrakt  
This contribution deals with an electron beam pattern generator (ELG) working with a rectangular shape 
variable size electron beam originally developed at Institute of Scientific Instruments (ISI), later on 
commercialized as a BS600 series by former company Tesla, and recently upgraded by ISI cooperating with 
several partners. The key issue of this paper is a recently developed exposure mode which is called 
Technology Zoom (TZ mode) since its original concept until the recent progress. This ELG operating in the 
TZ mode provides three main advantages when compared to the standard exposure mode: higher exposure 
speed due to increased beam current density; finer stamp size adjustment and sharper stamp shape due to 
the stronger size reduction of the shaping aperture. Further, we discussed also some drawbacks and 
practical issues of the TZ mode. And finally, we summarize some results on real exposure examples. The 
new exposure mode (together with other recent upgrades) makes the BS600 pattern generator very useful 
for the nanotechnology patterning tasks and challenges. 

Keywords: E-beam pattern generator; e-beam lithography; reduced size shaped beam 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The electron beam pattern generator BS600 (Fig. 1) 
works with a fixed energy of 15 keV and a 
rectangular shaped beam of electrons (the stamp). 
The stamp size can be adjusted in the standard 
exposure mode independently in both axis in the 
range (50; 6300) nm. The addressing of stamp 
position is in the range ± 1.5 mm in x and y axis. The 
BS600 was originally developed at the Institute of 
Scientific Instruments [1] some 30 years ago and its 
performance has been successively improved since 
then. Recently, a high resolution exposure mode 
denominated TZ (technology zoom) was developed 
[2, 3, 4]. The application area of the BS600 cover the 
photolithographic masks, direct write structures and diffractive optical elements (e.g. [5]) 

2. TECHNOLOGY ZOOM EXPOSURE MODES 
The main principle of the technology zoom mode is a reduction of the stamp size using higher excitation of 
demagnifying lens [2]. The selected reduction ratio 3× results in the stamp size range of (16; 2100) nm. 
Simultaneously, the stamp shape is rotated by 45° clockwise (Fig. 2). As we decided to keep the new 
exposure compatible with the standard one (ST), the physical rotation of the shaping system was not 
adopted. Furthermore, two variants of the TZ mode will be discussed. 

Fig. 1 E-Beam Pattern Generator BS600 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the stamp size and rotation: 

left: standard mode, right: TZ mode 
Fig. 3 Comparison of the graphical pattern 

orientation on the substrate 
The first one (TZ-0) retains the deflection system and uses the reduced rotated stamp. The second one 
(TZ-P) numerically transforms the deflection coordinates such that the orientation of deflection system and 
the shaping system continues to be retained, axis of both system being rotated with respect to the standard 
exposure mode (Fig. 3). The main advantage of the TZ mode is that by reducing the stamp size, the current 
density in the stamp is increased : the reduction factor of 3 means the increasing current density 9× that 
allows higher writing speed. On the other hand, the TZ mode implementation brings some practical 
drawbacks. Concerning the TZ-0 mode the pattern data preparation is not compatible with the ST mode and 
special approaches are to be adopted. Turning to the TZ-P mode we can remark that the limitation of the 
deflection field range occurs (the range is reduced by the factor of √2 to just ± 1.05 mm) and large stamps 
(> 2100 nm) must be replaced by a set of available reduced-size stamps. 

 
Fig. 4 Micro lettering (standard mode), 

stamp size 100 nm × 100 nm 
Fig. 5 Micro lettering (TZ-0 mode), 

stamp size 66 nm × 66 nm 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. TZ-0 writing mode 
Data preparation for the BS600 can be either based on the native Asbest language or it can be bitmap 
oriented. The bitmap transformation is needed when using standard data in the TZ-0 exposure mode 
otherwise the chessboard like patterning occurs. We developed a simple algorithm working in two steps. 
First, the input bitmap is resampled to the double resolution. Then the interleaved pixels are set under the 
condition that they posses all four diagonal neighbors and stamp size is properly adjusted. This 
transformation is exemplified in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 where a logo of ISI is shown entire and with a magnification 
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of the upper part of letter S. This procedure increases the number of stamps : in this example it is from the 
original 2524 to 4166. Taking into account the higher writing speed of the TZ-0 exposure mode, such an 
overhead is still acceptable. 
The result of a real exposure is depicted in Fig. 6. The 
200 nm PMMA resist layer and 7 µC/cm2 resist-developer 
technology was used. We can conclude that the above 
described algorithm is applicable for a basic bitmap 
transform when switching from the standard mode to the 
TZ-0 one. One the other hand, a further development can be 
anticipated, namely the proximity effect correction is to be 
implemented (e.g. lettering "ASCR" suffers from the electron 
scattering effects) and an optimization algorithm that would 
decrease the stamp count by using the large ones might 
further increase the processing speed.  

3.2. TZ-P writing mode 

 
Fig. 6 Optical micrograph ("ISI" height is 

3 µm). 

This example concerns a diffractive optical variable image device (DOVID). The size of the sample is 
33.5 mm x 33.5 mm, the data complexity is 880 M stamps. The total exposure time was 5 hours in the TZ-P 
exposure mode. The estimated time (with the equivalent patterning conditions) in the standard mode would 
have been over 10 hours. It might be noticed (see Fig. 7 showing the sample prepared in the PMMA layer on 
the 3-inch Silicon substrate) that the Si substrate facet (normally on the right hand side in the standard 
mode) is located in the upper right corner of the image. Indeed, the exposure is 45 degree clockwise rotated 
as the substrate is placed in its holder in the same way (the facet on the right, compare Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 7 DOVID prepared in TZ-P exposure mode (courtesy Optaglio s. r. o.). 

The next example shows the preparation of a computer generated hologram (CGH) structure. The exposure 
was accomplished twice: in the standard exposure mode and in the TZ-P exposure mode. The structure was 
relatively simple (76 M stamps), the current density during both exposures was equal (0.065 A/cm2). Using 
the same exposure dose (7 µC/cm2), the total exposure time (including duty times and testing marks 
exposure) was 155 minutes in the standard mode and only 52 minutes in the TZ-P exposure mode. The 
projection of the CHG is shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8 Animated CGH projection during the International Engineering Fair (Brno, September 10-14, 2012): 

CGH prepared in TZ-P exposure mode. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
High resolution modes (TZ-0 and TZ-P) developed for the e-beam pattern generator BS600 were presented. 
The usefulness of these exposure modes was explained on a few selected examples: micro lettering, DOVID 
and CGH structures. 
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Abstract 
In this paper the characteristics of Al2O3/WS2 nanocomposite layer will be presented. 

The Al2O3/WS2 oxide layers were obtained by hard anodizing process on an aluminum alloy. The main 
advantage of oxide layers prepared by hard anodizing is good adhesion to the base. Another benefit of 
anodizing oxide layers is the possibility to control tribological properties, mainly friction coefficient through the 
change in porosity, thickness or microhardness of the layer as a result of technological parameters 
(temperature, solution composition or current density change). During the process of growing of 
nanoceramic Al2O3 fibres, the dispersed particles of WS2 adsorb on nanofiber surfaces and subsequently are 
constructed with ternary electrolyte anions. The characteristics of matrix of Al2O3 nanofibers with dispered 
WS2 phase were performed using scaning electron microscopy and X-ray structural studies. 

Keywords: Al2O3 oxide layer, tungsten disulfide 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Aluminum alloys belong to a group of materials which are widely used in motorization, aircraft or food 
industry, where light weight or corrosion resistance is required. In recent years, considerable attention has 
been directed towards environmental requirements, as well as  mechanical and endurance requirements. As 
a result, modern materials and advanced technologies are widely demanded [1,2].  Equally important in this 
topic are the methods of coating which improve existing products and materials, as well as new materials 
that meet specific requirements. The solid lubricants (e.g. soft metals: WS2, MoS2, graphite, dichalcogenides 
or polymers) are a part of parcel of predominant materials used for kinematics systems, where good 
tribological properties are required. They are applied as an inorganic fullerene like (IF), nanotubes or stable 
polytype (2H) [3,4,5].  

The presented work has been devoted to modify the Al2O3 layer by 2H-WS2. As demonstrated in tribological 
studies, the addition of tungsten disulfide, molybdenum or graphite to the Al2O3 layers causes the reduction 
of negative friction effects [5,6,7]. These results represent the characteristics of XRD and SEM studies of 
Al2O3/WS2 nanocomposite layers obtained on aluminum alloy substrate. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

2.1. Layers obtaining 
Hard anodizing process was performed on an aluminum alloy EN – AW – 5251 made by PN-87/H-92741/01-
03. Anodic oxidation was realized with GPR-25H30D feeder cable. Aluminium rectangular plates of the field 
of 10-2 dm2, underwent etching in 5% KOH and 10% HNO3, in order to remove soil on the surface prepared 
for anodizing. A lead plate of the same work surface was the cathode of the system.  Oxidation was carried 
out in a water electrolyte consisting of sulfuric 18% (33 ml/l), oxalic (30g/l) and phthalic acids (76 g/l). The 
Al2O3/WS2 layers were formed through adding 10, 20 and 30 g of 2H-WS2 powder (Aldrich - Sigma, grain 
size  <2 μm) per liter of pure electrolyte. The anodizing process was realized in 303K temperatures, with 
current density of 4 A/dm2. Electrolysis time was 1 hour. Designations of the samples used in the article, as 
well as conditions under which the process of layer generation was realized, can be found in Tab.1.  During 
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the process of growing of nanoceramic Al2O3 fibres, the dispersed particles of WS2 adsorb on nanofiber 
surfaces and subsequently are constructed with ternary electrolyte anions (Fig. 1). 

 

Table 1. Samples designation and their production conditions   

Samples 
Temperature 

K 
Current density 

 [A/dm2] 
Content of WS2 in 

electrolyte [g/l] 

A 303 4 10 

B 303 4 20 

C 303 4 30 

 
Fig. 1. The model of Al2O3/WS2 layer obtaining 

2.2. Composition and microstructure analysis 
In order to analyze the composition of nanosized  Al2O3  

fibres with arranged micrometric 2H-WS2 grains, 
research was conveyed with Philips X130 scanning 
electron microscope. The samples were sprayed with 
gold. Roentgen sample analysis was conveyed with 
PANalytical PRO-PW 3040/60 X-ray diffractometer and 
X'Pert HighScore Plus computer programme with PDF-
4 standard sample database. The following 
measurement conditions were used:  Co Kα1 radiation, 
Fe filter, x-ray lamp voltage of 45 kV, x-ray lamp current 
intensity of 30 mA; impulse counting time of 300 s, 
recording step of 0,01°. 

3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION 
Fig. 2 shows a picture of SEM hexagon WS2  particles used as Al2O3 layer modifier.  WS2  powder was 
composed of the particles smaller, as well as larger than the 2 µm size specified by the producer. Fig. 3 a-c  
show pictures of  Al2O3  surface layer modified with tungsten disulfide. Usage of the same electrolytic 
conditions allowed to receive a surface of a similar nanoporosity characteristic for oxide films. With increase 

Fig. 2. SEM image of 2H-WS2 polytype 
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of the amount of the modifier in the electrolyte (A-C), increase of WS2 particles on the surface layer can be 
observed. It is visible that the particles protrude from the surface layer, onto which they were partially built, 
as well as lie unbounded on its surface. Thanks to this form of 2H-WS2  implication, they become self-
batching solid lubricant during tribological cooperation.  

  

 
Figs 4 a-c show fractures of  Al2O3 layer with the WS2 modifier applied. Presented pictures show column-
increasing nanofibres of aluminium oxide, and loosely dispersed particles of the WS2  solid lubricant. With 
abrasion of the surface layer of aluminium oxide, the solid lubricant resources are released. 

Fig. 5 shows x-ray phase analysis of the received compositions. Penetration depth of x-rays is between 0.5 
to 2 mm and depends on the material analysed, and particularly on the absorption coefficient of individual 
components. Thickness of the Al2O3/WS2   layers analysed was  between  47-50 µm. Because of the fact that 
the penetration depth of x-rays is bigger than the Al2O3/WS2   layer, strong reflections originating from the 
substrate of aluminium were received on diffraction patterns. Tab. 2 collates values of counts for the three 
highest reflections originating from the substrate of aluminium, as well as the value of the stronger reflection 
originating from tungsten disulfide (PDF-4, number 04-004-1904). The tungsten disulfide identified has a 3R 
hexagonal structure. On the diffraction pattern, as relatively strong reflections, appeared those which wall 
symbols were the multiples of (002) wall, namely  6.166 Å . The remaining reflections of tungsten disulfide 
had a very low intensity, merging into the diffraction pattern background. It might have been caused by 
texturing of the grains, i.e. arrangement of planes of their biggest expansion paralelly to one another. 
Families of these planes are: 3.087 Å (004), 2.060 Å (006), 1.544 Å (008), 1,235 Å (00;10). Peaks originating 
from tungsten disulfide, in the background of the distinct peaks from the aluminium substrate, become less 
readable. In this connection, Fig. 6, for the purpose of more precise presentation of the highest reflection 
originating from WS2 , presents angle range from 10° to 40° 2Θ.This particular range also presents a clearly 
more amorphous Al2O3 layer. In accordance with the presented results, with the increase of contents of 

Fig. 3. SEM images of Al2O3/WS2 surface layer: 
a) sample A, b) sample B, c) samples C 
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tungsten disulfide in acid bath during anodizing, the quantitative fraction of solid lubricant in the amorphous 
layer of  Al2O3 increases as well.  

          

 
 
Table 2. Count statement for the highest reflections of aluminium substrate and tungsten disulfide 
                                                    Samples 
              d- spacing [Å] 

A 
counts 

B 
counts 

C 
counts 

Al – 2.030 3138 2303 2156 

Al – 1.435 7369 6025 6565 

Al – 1.224 6633 4839 4121 

WS2 – 6.166 299 522 717 

Fig. 4. SEM image of column-increasing Al2O3 
nanofibers with dispersed particles of solid 
lubricant WS2: a) sample A, b) sample B, c) 

samples C 
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Fig. 5. X-ray diffractograms of composite layers for samples A, B and C 

 
Fig. 6. XRD patterns of amorphous Al2O3 layers and WS2  in range 10° – 40° 2Θ 
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4. CONCLUSION 
The process of anodizing realized in a ternary electrolyte with 2H-WS2 solid lubricant impurity, in 303 K 
temperature, with current density of  4 A/dm2 allowed to generate  Al2O3/WS2 composite layers for tribological 
purposes. The assumed model describing development of hexagonal WS2 particles in nanofibres of 
aluminium oxide was confirmed by images from a scanning electron microscope. The x-ray research 
confirmed presence of tungsten disulfide in the structure of nanocomposite layer and allowed to conclude 
that with the increase of quantity of  WS2 powder in electrolyte (up to 30g/l) its participation in the volume of 
matrix, composed of  Al2O3 nanofibres, increases.  
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THE EFFECT OF THE EXALITE DOPANT ON PHOTOLUMINESCENCE 
OF POLY[METHYLPHENYLSILANE] IN THIN FILMS 

Petr KRČMÁŘ, Pavel URBÁNEK, Ivo KUŘITKA, Jan MAŠLÍK, Jiří BARTOŠ  

Tomas Bata University in Zlin, Zlin, Czech Republic, EU, ivo@kuritka.net 

Abstract 
Polysilanes are known as representatives of σ-conjugated polymers which exhibit unique characteristic 
properties such as absorption and photoluminescence in UV region with a small Stokes’s shift, which is 
closely related to their electronic structure and exciton formation on the main silicon chain. This group of 
materials is considered for optoelectronic applications, for instance in nanolithography, in OLED devices or in 
photovoltaic as an active layer. In this work, we used poly(methylphenylsilane) as a p-type semiconductive 
material and Exalite 351 as an electron acceptor in the structure of host-dopant system for active layer in 
electronic devices in order to investigate the influence of dopant on photoluminescence of PMPSi. Polymer 
and polymer/dopant thin films were deposited on silicon substrate, with thickness in range of hundreds 
nanometers. The properties of thin films were characterized by UV/VIS absorption spectrometry and by 
fluorimetry. 

Keywords: Polysilanes, dopants, optoelectrical properties, thin films 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Polysilanes (PSis) are photoconductive polymers with the backbone consisting entirely of silicon atoms. This 
group of materials is an example of a rare group of polymers that have σ-conjugated bonding orbitals along 
the main chain, which is responsible for their unique properties such as non-linear optical properties, 
UV degradability, metastability and self-recovering [1, 2]. PSis chains, with two organic substituents on each 
silicon atom, behave as one-dimensional system with weak intermolecular interaction, whereas side groups 
influence the physical and electrical properties of polysilanes. The electron excitation plays an important role 
because it can be accompanied by photoluminescence (PL) as a consequence of excitonic deactivation [3, 
4].  On the other hand, the UV absorption can lead to the degradation of the main chain and this is ineligible 
effect which causes the PL decay [5]. To modify the polymer optoelectrical properties and thus improve its 
stability, polysilanes can be doped by molecular doping agents, where the agents play a role of energy 
acceptors. In the host–dopant system, the probability per unit time of energy transfer from excited-energy 
donor to energy acceptor depends on the overlap of the emission spectrum of donor and absorption 
spectrum of acceptor [6]. 

 

In this work, we used poly(methylphenylsilane) as the energy donor and Exalite 351 as the energy acceptor 
in the structure of host–dopant system in order to investigate the inter-molecular energy transfer between the 
polysilane and the dye dopants. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
Polymethylphenylsilane (PMPSi) was delivered from FluoroChem (Batch 060033-1), UK. Exalite 351 was 
obtained from Exciton Dayton, OH, USA. Thin films from neat polymer were prepared by spin coating 
method from the solution in toluene. The thin films from host-dopant material were cast from solution in 
toluene as well, but the process  was divided into two steps. Firstly Exalite 351 was dissolved in toluene and 
secondly, the appropriate amount of PMPSi was added to this solution. The ratios between the polymer and 
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dopant were 3:0,5; 3:1 and 3:2 respectively. Prepared materials were spin cast onto Si and quartz glass 
substrates for UV/VIS absorption and fluorimetry measurements carried out on UV-Visible 
Spectrophotometer Cary 300 Conc. and fluorimetry FSL 920 (Edinburgh Instruments) respectively. PL 
spectra were taken at the pressure 1 Pa and the temperature 25 °C. Measurement of layer thickness was 
carried out on mechanical profilometer Taylor Hobson – Talystep. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Fig. 1 shows the absorption and PL excitation spectra of PMPSi thin film and absorption and PL excitation 
spectra  of PMPSi doped with Exalite 351 with concentration of polymer to dopant in ratio 3:0.5, 3:1 and 3:2. 
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Fig. 1 The absorption spectra and PL excitation spectra (emission at 360 nm ) of thin films from neat and 

doped PMPSi 

 

The absorption peaks of PMPSi are located at typical wavelengths, but with increasing concentration of 
Exalite the absorption peak at 330 nm is decreasing. Fig. 2 shows the PL emission spectra of PMPSi thin 
film and the emission spectrum of PMPSi doped with Exalite and PL decay curves of neat and doped 
PMPSi. From Fig. 2, it is obvious that emission maxima of the doped material are red-shifted about 5 nm and 
the PL intensity increases. This phenomenon can be explained as transfer energy from dopant excitated 
states to the polymer chain and then exciton deactivation with increasing intensity. The excitation spectra 
show that the excitation arises like for PMPSi and the excitation of Exalit is not apparent. This can be 
explained so that there almost total energy overlap exists and the excited energy from Exalite is transferred 
to the longest conjugated polymer segments. In other words, the inter-molecular energy transfer occurred, 
however its virtually hidden due to the proximity of absorption and emission lines for host polymer and the 
dopant. Other observed phenomena is that Exalite addition causes the retardation of the UV degradability of 
PMPSi, which is described by slope of PL decay curves in logarithmic scale, shown in Table 1. The 
degradation of PMPSi after addition of Exalite is slower in one order than the degradation of neat PMPSi. 
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Fig. 2 Emission PL spectra (excitation at 330 nm) and logarithmic PL decay (excitation at 330 nm, emission 

at 360 nm) of thin film from neat and doped PMPSi 

Table 1 Slope of logarithmic PL decay curves of neat and doped PMPSi.  

Sample Slope of decay curve 
neat PMPSi -0,348 

PMPSi + Exalite 3:0,5 -0,175 

PMPSi + Exalite 3:1 -0,175 

PMPSi + Exalite 3:2 -0,193 

4. CONCLUSION 
Poly(methylphenylsilane) (PMPSi) was used as a luminescent polymer matrix and Exalite 351 as dopant in 
the structure of host–dopant system to investigate the intermolecular energy transfer between PMPSi and  
Exalite. As the doping concentration of Exalite 351 increased up, the doped PMPSi emission peak 
increased, while neat PMPSi emission was lower. It indicates the excitation energy transferred from Exalite 
to PMPSi (inter-molecular energy transfer). A red-shifted luminescent peak was observed at wavelength 
about 355 nm, whereas the emission maximum of neat PMPSi was at 355 nm and emission maxima of 
doped PMPSi were at 360 nm. Next observed effect of the dopant was the retardation of the UV 
degradability of PMPSi. To improve the efficiency of devices, the dopant concentration plays an important 
role in the EL device and inter-molecular energy transfer mechanism between PMPSi as host materials and 
dye dopants have to be further investigated. 
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Abstract  
The spectral analysis of absorption of molecular gases belongs to very powerful methods for detection of 
their concentration in a tested sample. In case of the human breath it consists of hundreds of molecules of 
gasses and their concentrations are known as biomarkers. An increased concentration of more of them 
indicates certain diseases or symptoms. The presenting work covers a pilot experiment where femtosecond 
pulse probe laser and a detection chain based on cross-correlation makes an analysis of the specimen of the 
absorption gas. In the pilot experimental set-up the detection part utilizes a Michelson interferometer with 
movable measuring mirror. We developed a novel digital method for correction of the measuring mirror 
speed during the cross-correlation process of pulses. The caught optical signals are calculated by the fast 
Fourier transform from the time to wavelength domain after the speed correction The work proofed positive 
the possibility of using the femtosecond laser for measurement of the femtosecond laser spectrum in the 
infrared region when a continuously working laser was mixed with the femtosecond laser. The work presents 
the recorded spectra of this configuration of cw and pulse laser at the same time. 

Keywords: Frequency comb, Fourier transform spectroscopy, interferometer, gas absorption 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The laser absorption spectroscopy belongs to very sensitive methods in the field of precise analysis of gases 
or fluids in chemistry and biology. It is based on a pumping of rotation vibration transitions in molecules or on 
the pumping of electronic transitions in atoms. The phenomenon of absorption can be described in this way. 
When the wavelength of the narrow band laser light is tuned across the transition we observe decreasing 
intensity of the transmitted the light behind an absorbing sample. A part of the energy saved in the laser light 
is consumed to pumping these energy transitions of molecules or atoms to higher levels. If we analyze an 
unknown sample we need to measure the absorption spectrum in wider ranges of laser wavelengths to 
making the recognition of the sample. It can be done by tuning of the single-frequency laser in the large 
interval or we may to use broadband laser source to measure the whole spectrum at the same time. The first 
possibility is not so easy to use if the absorbing spectrum is very wide and the tuning range of the laser is not 
enough. The second possibility with broadband source is advantageous but problem comes with necessity of 
high-resolution spectral analyzer at the detector side of the experiment.  The using of highly selective optical 
spectral analyzer based on hyperfine diffraction grating has not enough resolution due to physical limits of 
making the grating (grooves per millimeter). Therefore we put together a system where we analyze the 
absorption spectrum with using Fourier transform from time domain to spectral image. The method uses the 
femtosecond laser as the light source which has a discrete spectrum called comb. Each tooth of this comb 
works as the single frequency laser which is able to pump the possible transition of the tested sample. Then 
we make cross-correlating algorithm with time domain record of the femtosecond pulses passed through the 
sample and this signal is transformed then by Fourier equation[1][2][3]. 
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2. METHODOLOGY  

2.1  Frequency comb 
As we mentioned the femtosecond pulse laser provides ultrashort laser pulses, which spectrum consist of 
equidistant lines and these spectrum is known as an optical frequency comb. The spacing between each line 
is determined by the repetition rate of the laser. These means that bandwidth of femtosecond pulse laser  is 
not a single wavelength, but rather act like a „white-light“ spectrum, and than femtosecond laser can be used 
as a light source in Fourier transform spectroscopy [1]. The schematic diagram of the femtosecond laser 
frecuency comb is in Fig 1.)  

 

Fig. 1: The time domain of laser pulses and frequency spectrum of pulses obtained by Fourier transforming 
of time domain signal. In y axis in the time domain is electrical field amplitude (red) and real electric field 

(blue). For the frequency domain y axis represents electric field intensity of spectral lines 

2.2 Fourier transform spectroscopy 
Fourier transform spectrometer we use, is basically a Michelson interferometer with one movable mirror. This 
type of the interferometer divides an incoming light beam in two parts using a beam splitter. The first part is 
reflected on a fixed mirror whereas 
the second part is reflected on a 
mobile mirror. The difference 
between the two optical path lengths 
is called optical path difference OPD 
and it is equal to: δ = 2(x2 − x1).  The 
two beams are recombined at the 
beam splitter and shone on a slow 
detector. For each position of the 
moving mirror or OPD value, there is 
a constructive interference on the 
detector dominated by different comb 
spectral lines. Only where the 
distance from both of the mirrors to 
the beam splitter is equal, or OPD is 
zero, we get constructive interference 
for all wavelengths [1][2][3]. 

It is possible to write the irradiance at the output of the interferometer as a function of the OPD. Measured 
interference signal or correlation pattern of pulses as a function of OPD is called interferogram I(δ). To obtain 
a spectrum or spectral irradiance B(ν) the Fourier transform of the interferogram I(δ) is to be done. Generally 
we detect the interferogram: 

Fig. 2: The simplified scheme of the cross-correlating 
interferometer which uses Fourier transform spectroscopy 
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where B(ν) is the light source spectral distribution modified in the optical path by an absorption in the sample 
and transmission and reflection in the beam splitter and mirrors. The first therm on the right side is a constant 
level with no modulation and second therm gives all information about the spectrum. The Fourier transform 
of this relation gives the spectrum [3]: 
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2.3 Measurement method 
There are though two fundamental differences from these equations in real applications. First the spectrum 
is acquired over a finite distance L. The finite distance limits the resolution of the instrument so that the 
smallest structure that can be resolved is 1/L. Secondly, discrete sampling points, with the interval ∆x, are 
used to calculating the Fourier transform which results in a Fourier sum instead of a Fourier integral.[3] 
Another difference is, that we are able to measure interferogram only in the time domain. These would by no 
problem if a movable mirror speed was constant. For obtaining the interferogram as a function of OPD we 
have to make the precise movable mirror position measurement also in the time domain. This is done by 
adding another HeNe laser with single wavelength λHeNe to the optical path and measuring the interferogram 
itself by another detector. Both interferograms are measured simultaneously with the same sampling 
frequency. Measured interferogram of HeNe laser should be a harmonic oscillator function (e.g. sinus), which 
each period corresponds to change of OPD by half wavelength of the laser. In the fact, the interferogram is 
not harmonic, because of instability of the movable mirror speed. It means that interferogram of laser comb is 
also deformed by speed instability, and its information about the spectrum is distorted. To deal with these 
problem, we developed a method for resampling of measured signals. In this method, the number of 
samples coresponding to each period of HeNe interferogram, or to each λHeNe/2 change of OPD is counted 
and then the signals are resampled step by step for each change of OPD to have the same number of 
samples. As a result, we obtain aligned signals, which can be easily transformed. [4][5]. 

3. EXPERIMENT 

3.1 Experimental setup 

The experimental setup consists of three main parts. First is a stable wavelength source DFB laser diode 
operating at 1541nm. This laser serves as a reference to compare the femtosecond comb, which is a second 
part of the setup. Third part is Fourier transform interferometer with additional HeNe laser for mirror position 
measurement and electronics.. 
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Fig. 3: Experimental setup. Laser sources are: reference laser diode at 1541 nm, femtosecond comb with 

spectrum around 1550 nm and HeNe laser at 633nm 

 

3.2 Experimental results 

We tested our re-sampling method for mirror speed instability compensation on the interferogram from HeNe 
laser. Left is shown the spectrum before re-sampling; the right is the spectrum after this process. The 
wavelength 633 nm corresponds to the frequency 477.4 THz.  
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Fig. 4: Spectrum from 633nm interferogram measured with the single-frequency laser – left and after 

application our correcting method – right 

 

Another example of the mirror speed alignment is shown in the next figure, where we have spectrum from 
DFB laser diode coupled together with the femtosecond laser comb. As we can see, in the re-sampled data 
there is a peak from DFB diode in broad comb spectrum.     

 
Fig. 5: Left graph: The distorted spectrum from DFB diode and comb. Right graph: The spectrum after re-

sampling by described method 

 

In our first measurements, we were not able to obtain full resolution of the comb spectrum and to measure 
the interferogram in the path from one cross-correlation point to another. We had not adjusted laser beams 
from additional HeNe laser and the comb laser at the same optical path in length between two correlation 
points. The cross-correlation detail of the femtosecond comb pulses is shown in the next interferogram with 
the spectrum calculated from the interferogram at the same time.  The wavelength 1550 nm corresponds to 
193.4 THz in the frequency domain. 
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Fig. 6: Left graph: The interferogram of laser comb pulses. Right graph: The spectrum of laser comb 

CONCLUSION 
We presented our method of mirror speed correction which is suitable for Fourier transform spectroscopy 
with frequency comb. We demonstrated the calculation of the calculated spectra within and without our 
correcting method. There is clearly visible we obtain true spectrum of the combined with continuous working 
DFB laser and femtosecond pulse laser. For uncorrected the speed of the movable measuring mirror we 
obtained blurred spectrum lines of the comb. When the speed is corrected the comb spectrum is available 
and can be used for using with the biomarker analysis. 
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Abstract 
The study deals with characterization of wear debris generated from commercial brake pad. Brake pads are 
multicomponent composites which contain more than 10 constituents and polymer matrix. Braking process 
produces wear particles in form of elements, organic and inorganic compounds. Wear debris may contain 
several hazardous materials, which may potentially interact with DNA, or cause carcinomas.  

Wear debris was collected after standard brake dynamometer test and microscopic techniques were used for 
their characterization. Transmission electron spectroscopy was used to determine size of the emitted 
nonairborne wear particles. Elemental analysis was performed by scanning electron microscopy with energy 
dispersive spectroscopy as well as size of the wear particles. Detailed chemical and phase composition of 
the commercial brake pad is not provided by manufacturers. Furthermore the braking process is 
accompanied with significant stress and heat generation leading to release wear debris which may 
significantly differ from initial brake pad. Therefore, Raman microspectroscopy was chosen as additional 
technique for the characterization of wear particles. In general, Raman spectroscopy provides information 
about molecular vibrations, which are specific to the chemical bonds and symmetry of molecules, thus these 
information can be powerful tool for the identification of composition of wear debris emitted by braking. Using 
the methods described the presence of nano-sized particles and various components based on metal 
compounds and elemental carbon revealed. 

Keywords: Brake lining, Raman microspectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron 
microscopy 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Brake lining materials are multicomponent composites formulated of more than 10 compounds, typically 
bound by polymer matrix, which are currently manufactured in enormous quantities. Depending on braking 
conditions wear debris are released in form of non-airborne and airborne fractions [1]. The most common 
type of brake lining is semimetallic friction materials, which contain typically 20-80% of metals (as steel chips, 
iron powder, copper chips, copper powder, brass chips and other metal-based compounds). Each brand of 
brake pads has its own formulation and amount of each compound, and detailed chemical and phase 
composition of a commercial brake pad is not provided by the manufacturer. Nowadays the initial 
components are controlled, but during the braking process, which is accompanied with significant stress and 
heat generation, new compounds may originate [2].  

It is alarming, that currently there is only a minimal knowledge about the morphology, chemical composition, 
and toxicity of wear particles released from braking processes, in view of the fact that new eco-friendly 
materials are still not developed for wide range of users. Based on our previous studies it is clear that it is not 
known what exactly is being released from brakes pad, and also what is the impact on the environment [3].  

The aim of the study was to perform detailed characterization of phase composition of the generated wear 
debris released from a commercial automotive brake lining using Raman microspectroscopy. Additionally, 
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scanning and transmission electron microscopy were used for further evaluation of wear debris particles 
generated. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Wear particles generation 
Wear debris from commercial brake lining designed for 
mid-size passenger cars and available on EU market 
was generated and collected after standard automotive 
brake dynamometer test for automotive. The 
dynamometer arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.  The 
environmental chamber encapsulates the front wheel, 
which allows control of air, which is filtered during the 
entire testing procedure. Simulation of sub-urban driving 
segments was chosen for collecting wear debris. 
Detailed information about the wear debris sampling can 
be found in the paper published by Kukutschova et al. [3]. 

2.2 Microscopic techniques utilized for wear particles characterization 
Phase composition of the generated wear particles was evaluated by Smart Raman Microscopy System 
XploRATM (HORIBA Jobin Yvon, France). Raman spectra were acquired with 532 nm excitation laser source, 
with 50x objective and using 1200 gr./mm grating. Experimental data on morphology of wear particles 
together with elemental composition were achieved by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with EDX 
microanalysis (Hitachi SU6600 operating at 0.5 – 30 keV) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Jeol 
JEM 2010 microscope operating at 80 – 200 kV). 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

 
Fig. 2: Example of SEM image (A) with corresponding EDX pattern (B) and bright field TEM image (C) of 

wear debris particles 

Fig. 1: Scheme of the dynamometer with the 
environmental chamber [3] 
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Within our previous study elemental composition of the initial friction composite was determined and the 
initial composite consists mainly of the following elements Fe, Cu, Mg, Sn, Zn, Mo, Al, Pb, S, Si and C [3]. 
This composition partially corresponds to the SEM analysis. Example of  SEM pattern is shown in Fig. 2 A, 
B. Contrary to the identified elemental composition wear debris contains calcium, which was confirmed by 
SEM as well as by Raman spectroscopy (see Fig. 3 D), which identified calcium in form of calcite (CaCO3). 
Hypothesis, that braking of automobiles contributes to nanoparticulate emissions, was proved by the TEM 
analysis (see Fig. 2 C). Particles down to 20 nm in diameter were detected in the airborne fraction of the 
generated and captured wear particles [3]. 

 
Fig. 3: A - Raman spectra of Fe2O3, Fe3O4 and carbon black (A), SiO2 and carbon black (B), labradorite 
((Ca,Na)(Al,Si)4O8) and carbon black (C), CaCO3 (D) and carbon black (E) detected in the wear debris 

analyzed. CB – carbon black, L – labradorite 
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A typical metallic component of friction composites is iron powder in form of Fe(0), but due to the oxidation 
iron in form of Fe(3+) may also be present in a very small amount [4]. Utilization of Raman spectroscopy 
enabled to reveal presence of oxidized iron forms in the wear debris, i.e. Fe2O3 and Fe3O4. Since the Raman 
microanalysis was performed as point measurements, Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 were detected as separate 
compounds or together in one analyzed point (see Fig. 3A). The presence of Fe3O4 is demonstrated by only 
one broad band at 653 cm-1, because Fe3O4 structure is very weakly Raman active [5]. The bands at 220, 
287 and 399 cm-1 correspond to the presence of α-Fe2O3 [5]. It can be stated that these two iron oxides form 
a cluster, because the spectrum of both oxides was obtained in one point. Moreover, bands at positions 
1332 and 1592 cm-1 corresponding to carbon black were measured in the same point. The high intensity of 
the band at 1332 cm-1 is caused by influence of high temperature achieved during friction process. When 
temperature is increased the shape of both bands changes [6]. The spectrum of carbon black was detected 
almost in all point analyzed (see. Fig. 3A, B and C). This finding may be given by the presence of carbon 
black thin film on the surface of wear debris particles. The carbon black was previously found to be present 
in form of nano-sized particles (down to 20 nm in diameter) covering surface of particles in all fractions of 
wear debris [3].  

 

Instead of the iron oxides and the elemental carbon the debris contains SiO2 (Fig. 3B) and an aluminosilicate 
whose spectrum may be attributed to labradorite ((Ca,Na)(Al,Si)4O8) (Fig. 3C). These components might be 
used by manufacturers in the initial friction composite as abrasives [7]. Quartz is determined by presence of 
bands at 124, 191, 355, and 462 cm-1 [8], while labradorite is represented by bands at 175, 286, 479, and 
507cm-1 [9]. The spectrum in Fig 3D represents CaCO3 which was confirmed by bands at positions 154, 279, 
712, and 1087 cm-1 [10]. Calcite is commonly used as a filler in formulations of friction composites [7].  

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

Laboratory simulations of automotive braking and further analysis of released wear particles allowed for 
detection of nanoparticulate emissions related to road traffic. Scanning electron microscopy determined 
elemental composition of wear debris, which is partially different from elemental composition of initial brake 
pad. Calcium in form of calcite was found as one additional element using Raman spectroscopy. Carbon 
black and iron oxides (Fe2O3 and Fe3O4) were the most frequently detected phases in the debris, which is in 
accordance with total content of iron and carbon in the initial friction composite. This method also detected 
presence of SiO2 and labradorite. Due to the presence of elemental iron in the initial friction composite, 
Raman microspectroscopy enabled detection of oxidized iron forms in the debris. 

Due to a large number of components in friction composites is Raman point analysis very demanding, 
however there are several advantages of this technique including absence of specific sample treatment 
before analysis and exact information on phase composition of the sample analyzed.  
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Abstract  
Atomic resolution can be achieved by scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM). The quality of the tip and the 
shielding of vibrations of the ground are the most critical elements of the measuring. However, commercial 
tips are unreasonably expensive. Therefore, possibility of our own production of tips for STM from PtIr wire 
has been studied. By mechanical cut of the wire (under ideal conditions) good results were achieved. 
However, the tip is not symmetrical. This could leads to the distortion of measured results of STM. This is 
why the possibility of electrochemical etching was considered. According to the literature a perfectly conical 
and sharp tip is created by this method. Parameters of the process that affect the properties of etched tip 
(sharpness, roughness of the surface, etc.) are mainly dependent on the concentration of the solution, bias 
voltage (speed of etching), but also on the shielding of vibrations of the ground. It shows up that pollution 
level of the etching solution may have some influence. The pollution level varies during the etching. Different 
concentrations were examined in combination with different bias voltages. To achieve repeatability of the 
production of tips optimization of the procedure was searched. The final tips were tested by scanning 
electron microscopy..  

Keywords: STM, PtIr, tips, etching  

1. RESOLUTION OF STM  
Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) is a technique suitable, for example, for displaying 3D surface 
topography. Primarily because of the high sensitivity to the surface structure of the sample it has been widely 
used in measurements. The possibility to achieve atomic resolution is a great advantage of the STM. The 
resolution achieved by using devices such as STM is influenced by several factors. The lateral resolution is, 
for example, influenced by the size of the scanning step. Vibrations of buildings caused by traffic and stability 
of piezoceramic components influence the vertical resolution. Thermal drift and currents in the vicinity are 
additional factors affecting the resolution of the image but the properties of the examined sample (its 
conductivity, etc.) are important too. But the actual shape of the tip is the crucial parameter of achievable 
resolution. The sharper the tip is, the better is the resolution we get. Commercially available extra sharp tips 
are expensive and their application varies from about 20 minutes to 1 hour at a single measurement, 
depending on the flatness and tidiness of the sample. The probe can be easily damaged by contact with the 
released particles on the surface of the sample, or by accidental contact with the sample itself. Therefore, 
the effort to access the production of spikes in normal laboratory conditions especially by the method of 
electrochemical etching was carried out. 

2. ETCHING PROCES 
At present, optimization of electrochemical etching method of production of the tips is under development. 
The etching process is a two-step etching of PtIr wires in 1.5 M solution of CaCl2 [1]. 

2.1 First step of the process  

In the first step, the wire forms one electrode and is connected to the AC power source. The second 
electrode is a classic carbon electrode. The wire is etched in a bath under voltage of 35 V for 2 min, then the 
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voltage is reduced to 30 V and the etching takes place over a period of about 5 minutes. Last time the 
voltage is reduced to 28 V and the wire is etched "until the process is completed" [1]. The immersed part of 
the wire (<2 mm) is narrowed down to a thickness of approximately 100 μm (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig 1: 1st step of the etching process 

2.2 Second step of the process 
In the second step, the narrowed part of the wire passes through a membrane of the solution of the CaCl2 
entrenched in the loop by capillary forces. A nickel loop replaces the carbon electrode. Applying voltage only 
the portion of the wire that is in contact with the solution is etched. For voltage about 10 V the blunt end of 
the wire is etched. The interruption at a correct time results in a tip with a tip radius of about 100 nm, in our 
case about 200 nm (Fig. 2). The figure shows that the surface of the tip apex is not smooth. This may be due 
to the incorrect voltage applied in the second stage of the process. 

 
Fig. 2: 2nd step of the etching process 

2.3 Problems of the process 
The most significant problem of production of the tip by electrochemical way is the precise timing of 
interruption of voltage in both phases of etching process. The method is also sensitive to the perpendicularity 
of the wire against the etching bath and to the earthquakes [2]. The final shape of the tip obtained from the 
first phase is strongly affected by the size and the duration of the initial voltage. If the voltage is low, there is 
no kerfs in the meniscus and the wire etches continuously to the tip at which we cannot decide when it is 
sufficiently sharp (Fig. 3).  

It turns out that used solvent influences the surface of the tip. While using a solution of CaCl2, the surface 
roughness is observable at 100,000 times magnification (Fig. 2 right), using a solution of sodium hydroxide 
NaOH the roughening is noticeable to the naked eye. The detail of the result of etching in NaOH solution is 
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shown in Fig 4. In the upper right of the left image the presence of contamination on the tip is shown. It may 
be caused by the lack of cleaning, which was just rinsing with water. A possible improvement of the quality of 
cleaning tip would be a ultrasonic cleaning and subsequent drying with nitrogen. 

 
Fig. 3: The result of the 1st phase low voltage etching 

 
Fig 4: A tip etched in NaOH 

3. CONCLUSION 
Produced tips are primarily characterized in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) in secondary electron 
mode. That gives a complete information about the shape of the measured tip. Parameters of our tips are 
below qualities of commercially available tips due to completely manual controlling of our etching assembly. 
We believe that automation of some phases of the production process could lead to improved stability and 
precision of the equipment for electrochemical etching method, and thus to improve the parameters of tips. 
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